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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in lhe wml1ueliun induslry. 

h harbor, hard, height, hours, house, 
hundred 

H "head" on drawings, high, high strength 
bar joist, Henry, hydrogen 

HA hour angle 

H&M hit and miss 

HASP health and safety plan 

haz hazardous 

HAZMAT hazardous materials 

HB hollow bark 

HC high capacity 

HCFCs hydrochlorofluorocarbons 

HCI hydrochloric acid 

hd head(s) 

HD heavy duty, high density 

hdbrd hardboard 

hdcp handicap 

hdlg handling 

HDO High Density Overlaid 

HDPE high density polyethylene 

Hdr header 

hdw, hdwe, hdwr hardware 

hdwd hardwood 

He helium 

HE high explosive 

Help helper average 

hem hemlock 

HEPA High Efficiency Particulate Air 
(filter) 

HEW Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare 

hex hexagon 

hf half, high-frequency 

HF hot finished 

HFCs hydrofluorocarbons 

hg hectogram 

Hg mercury 

hgr hanger( s) 

250 

hgt height 

hi high 

HI height of instrument 

HIC high interrupting capacity 

HID high intensity discharge 

hint high intensity 

hip hipped ( roof) 

HIPS high impact polystyrene 

hi hectoliter 

hm hectometer 

HM hollow metal 

hndrl handrail 

HO high output 

H-O-A hand-off-auto 

ho! hollow 

hor, horiz horizontal 

H or M hit or miss 

hosp hospital 

HOW home owner's warranty 

hp, HP horsepower 

HP high pressure, steel pile section, 
handicapped person 

HPF high power factor 

HPLC high performance liquid 
chromatography 

hr hour 

HRS hazard ranking system, hot rolled 
steel 

Hrs/Day hours per day 

HS high strength, hollow stem 

HSC high short circuit 

hsg housing 

hst hoist 

ht, Ht height, heat 

HT high-tension 

htd heated 

htg, Htg heating 

htr heater(s) 

Htrs heaters 

HTRW hazardous toxic radiological waste 

HUD Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 

hv, HV high voltage 

HVAC heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning 

hvy, Hvy heavy 

HW high-water, hot water, hazardous 
waste, heavy weight 

HWM high-water mark 

hwy highway 

hyd, hydraul hydraulic, hydrostatics 

hyd exc hydraulic excavator 

Hyd, Hydr Hydraulic 

hydrocar hydrocarbons 

hydrst hydrostatic 

hyp, hypoth hypothesis; hypothetical 

hz hertz (cycles) 
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h harbor, hard, height, hours, house,
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Definitions 

habitable space General living areas in a 
building, excluding bathrooms, storage, 
and utility spaces. 

hachure One of the short parallel lines 
used on an architectural drawing for 
shading or for indicating a section of a 
drawn object, or on a topographic map 
for indicating the degree and direction 
of slopes and depressions. 

hack 1. To cut or strike at something 
irregularly or carelessly, or to deal 
heavy blows. 2. Slang for a person who 
lacks, or does not apply, knowledge or 
skill in performing his job. 

hacking 1 . Striking a surface with a 
special tool so as to roughen it. 
2. A style of brick-laying in which the 
bottom edge is set in from the plane 
surface of the wall. 3. In a stone wall, 
the breaking of a single course into two 
or more courses, sometimes for effect 
but usually because of the scarcity of 
larger stones. 

hacking knife A glazier's tool used for 
removing old putty prior to reglazing. 

hacksaw A lightweight, metal-cutting 
handsaw having a narrow, fine-toothed 
blade retained in an adjustable metal 
frame. 

hacksaw 

haffit Refers to the vertical side of a 
dormer. Also referred to as "cheek." 

haft The handle of a cutting tool. 

ha-ha (haw-haw) A trench or similar 
depression serving as a sunken fence or 
barrier for livestock. 

hair interceptor In plumbing, a trap-like 
device installed in the waste drain 

side of a fixture's plumbing system to 
capture and collect hair on screens or 
in perforated steel baskets that 
are removable from the bottom of the 
device. 

hairline cracks Very fine, barely visible 
random cracks appearing on, but 
not penetrating, the finish surface of 
materials such as paint and concrete. 

hairpin 1 . A type of wedge used in 
tightening some kinds of form ties. 
2. Hairpin-shaped rebar sometimes 
used in beams, columns, and 
prefabricated column shear heads. 

half baluster An engaged baluster 
having an outward protrusion equal to 
approximately half its diameter. 

half bat (half brick) A half-brick 
produced by cutting a brick in two, 
across its length. 

half-brick wall A brick wall having the 
thickness of a brick laid as a stretcher. 

half-brick wall 

half by Slang term for any lumber with a 
half-inch thickness. 

half column An engaged column 
protruding only slightly more than half 
its diameter. 

half-face respirator A respirator that 
covers only the nose and mouth. 

half hatchet A carpenter's hatchet 
similar to a plasterer's lath hammer but 
having a broader blade with a notched 
underpart for pulling nails. 

half mortise hinge 

half header Half of a brick or concrete 
block made by cutting the unit 
longitudinally through its faces. Half 
headers are used to close the work at 
the end of a course. 

half-landing (halfpace landing, halfspace 
landing) A platform in a stairway, 
where the stairs change direction 
halfway between the floors of a 
building. 

half-landing 

half-lapped joint (halved joint, halved 
splice) A transverse joint formed at 
the intersection of two equally thick 
pieces of wood, both having been 
notched to half their original depth, so 
as to form a joint with flush faces. 

half-life The period of time that the level 
of radioactivity for a substance decays 
by 50%. 

half mortise hinge A door hinge with one 
plate surface-mounted on the jamb and 
the other plate mortised into the door 
stile. 

half mortise hinge 
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habitable space Generalliving areas in a

building, excluding bathrooms, storage,
andutility spaces.

hachure Oneofthe short parallel lines
used on an architectural drawing for
shadingorforindicating a section of a
drawn object, ot on a topographic map
for indicating the degree and direction
of slopes and depressions.

hack 4. To cutorstrike at something
irregularly orcarelessly, or to deal
heavy blows. 2. Slang for a person who
lacks, or does not apply, knowledge or
skill in performing his job.

hacking 1. Striking a surface with a
special tool so as to roughenit.
2. A style of brick-laying in which the
bottom edgeis set in from the plane
surface of the wall. 3. In a stone wall,
the breaking ofa single course into two
or more courses, sometimesforeffect
but usually because of the scarcity of
larger stones.

hacking knife A glazier's tool used for
removingold putty prior to reglazing.

hacksaw A lightweight, metal-cutting
handsaw having a narrow, fine-toothed
blade retained in an adjustable metal
frame. 
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haffit Refers to the vertical side of a
dormer. Also referred to as “cheek.”

haft The handle of a cutting tool.

ha-ha (haw-haw) A trench orsimilar
depression serving as a sunkenfence or
barrierforlivestock.

hair interceptor In plumbing,a trap-like
device installed in the waste drain

- Definitions

side of a fixture’s plumbing system to
capture andcollect hair on screens or
in perforated steel baskets that
are removable from the bottom ofthe
device.

hairline cracks Veryfine, barely visible
random cracks appearing on, but
not penetrating,the finish surface of
materials such as paint and concrete.

hairpin 1. A type of wedge used in
tightening somekinds ofform ties.
2. Hairpin-shaped rebar sometimes
used in beams, columns, and
prefabricated column shearheads.

half baluster An engaged baluster
having an outward protrusion equal to
approximately half its diameter.

half bat (half brick) A half-brick
produced by cutting a brick in two,
acrossits length.

half-brick wall A brick wail having the
thickness of a brick laid as a stretcher. 

 
half-orick wall

  
 

half by Slang term for any lumber with a
half-inch thickness.

half column An engaged column
protruding only slightly more than half
its diameter.

half-face respirator A respirator that
covers only the nose and mouth.

half hatchet A carpenter's hatchet
similarto a plasterer’s lath hammerbut
having a broader blade with a notched
underpart forpulling nails.

half header Half of a brick or concrete

block made by cutting the unit
longitudinally through its faces. Half
headers are used to close the work at
the endofa course.

half-landing (halfpace landing, halfspace
landing) A platformin a stairway,
wherethestairs change direction
halfway between thefloors of a
building. 

   
haif-landing 

half-lapped joint (halved joint, halved
splice) A transverse joint formed at
the intersection of two equally thick
pieces of wood, both having been
notchedto half their original depth, so
as to form a joint with flush faces.

half-life The period of time thatthe level
of radioactivity for a substance decays
by 50%.

half mortise hinge A door hinge with one
plate surface-mounted on the jamb and
the otherplate mortised into the door
stile. 
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half.,pitch roof 

H 
half-pitch roof A roof with a pitch whose 

rise is equal to one half the width of 
the span. 

half principal A roof rafter or similar 
member with the upper end not 
extending all the way to the 
ridgeboard, but instead supported by 
a purlin. 

half rabbeted lock A type of mortise 
lock having a front turned into two 
perpendicular planes, used on a door 
with a rabbeted edge. 

half-ripsaw A handsaw with teeth more 
closely spaced than those on a ripsaw. 

half round 1. Molding having one flat 
side and one rounded side, making 
it semicircular in profile. 2. Veneer 
produced by slicing a flitch or log that 
has been sawn into two equal halves. 

half-round file A file having one side in 
the shape of a segment of a circle and 
the other flat. 

half slating See open slating. 

halfspace landing See half-landing. 

half-span roof (lean-to roof) A roof that 
slopes in only one plane and abuts a 
higher exterior wall. 

half-span roof 

half story An attic or story immediately 
below a sloping roof and usually having 
some partitions and a finished ceiling 
and floor. 

half story 
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half-surface hinge A door hinge having 
one plate surface-mounted onto the 
door leaf, and the other plate mortised 
into the jamb. A half-surface hinge is 
the opposite of a half-mortise hinge. 

half timbered Descriptive of a building 
style common in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, with foundations, supports, 
knees, and studs all made of timbers. 
The wall spaces between the 
timbers are filled with masonry, brick, 
or lathed plaster. 

half truss One side of a jack truss 
spanning from a main roof truss to a 
wall, usually at an angle to the main 
truss. 

half turn Describes a stair making a 180° 
turn or two 90° turns at each landing. 

halide lamp See metal halide lamp. 

halide torch A device used to detect leaks 
of halocarbon refrigerant. The color of 
the sampling torch's normal, alcohol
produced, blue flame becomes a bright 
green when refrigerant is detected. 

hall 1. A large room in which people 
assemble for entertainment or 
meetings. 2. A small entrance room or 
corridor. 3. A term often used in the 
proper names of public or university 
buildings. 

hallway A passageway providing access to 

various parts of a building. 

halon fire extinguisher A suppressing 
system for use on all classes of 
fires. Its extinguishing agent 
is bromotrifluoromethane, a 
colorless, odorless, and electrically 
nonconductive gas of exceptionally low 
toxicity. Considered to be the safest 
of the compressed gas fire-suppressing 
agents. Although often used in 
computer equipment rooms, the use of 
halon is severely restricted because of 
its properties ( which destroy the ozone 
layer). 

,=_-c--._ 

halon fire extinguisher 

hammer A hand tool with a handle 
perpendicular to its head, for driving 
nails or other applications involving 
pounding or striking. 

hammer ax (lath hammer) A hammer 
having a head with a flattened end for 
driving nails and a notched, narrow 
hatchet end for pulling nails. 

hammer beam (hammer-beam trusses) 
Either one of a pair of short horizontal 
members used in place of a tie beam 
in roof framing. A hammer beam is 
attached to the foot of a principal rafter 
and supported from below by a brace to 
the supporting column. 

hammer-beam roof Timbered roof 
construction in which hammer beams 
carry the principal rafters and support 
the feet of arched ribs. 

hammer brace The brace, often curved, 
between a hammer beam and pendant 
post. 

hammer dressed Descriptive of stone
masonry having a finish created only 
by a hammer, sometimes at the quarry. 

hammer drill A pneumatically powered 
mechanism using percussion to 
penetrate rock. 

hammer finish A finish produced by the 
application of an enamel containing 
powdered metal and rendering 
an appearance similar to that of 
hammered metal. 

half-pitch roof 

 
half-pitch roof A roof with a pitch whose

rise is equal to onehalf the width of
the span.

half principal A roofrafter or similar
member with the upper end not
extending all the way to the
tidgeboard, but instead supported by
a purlin.

half rabbeted lock A type of mortise
lock having a front turned into two
perpendicularplanes, used on a door
with a rabbeted edge.

half-ripsaw A handsaw with teeth more
closely spaced than those ona ripsaw.

half round 1, Molding having oneflat
side and one rounded side, making
it semicircular in profile. 2, Veneer
producedbyslicing a flitch or log that
has been sawn into two equal halves.

half-round file A file having oneside in
the shape of a segment of a circle and
the otherflat.

half slating See open slating.

halfspace landing See half-landing.

half-span roof (lean-to roof) A roof that
slopes in only one plane andabuts a
higher exteriorwall.

   
half-span roof

half story An attic or story immediately
below a sloping roof and usually having
somepartitions andafinished ceiling
and floor.

 
half story
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half-surface hinge A door hinge having
oneplate surface-mounted onto the
doorleaf, and the other plate mortised
into the jamb. A half-surface hingeis
the opposite of a half-moxtise hinge.

half timbered Descriptive of a building
style commonin the 16th and 17th
centuries, with foundations, supports,
knees, and studs all made of timbers.
Thewall spaces between the
timbersarefilled with masonry, brick,
or lathed plaster.

half truss Oneside of a jack truss
spanning from a mainrooftruss to a
wall, usually at an angle to the main
truss.

half turn Describes a stair making a 180°
turn or two 90° turnsat each landing.

halide lamp See metal halide lamp.
halide torch A device used to detect leaks

of halocarbonrefrigerant. The color of
the sampling torch’s normal, alcohol-
produced, blue flame becomes a bright
green whenrefrigerant is detected.

hall 4. A large room in which people
assemble for entertainmentor

meetings. 2. A small entrance room or
corridors. 3. A term often used in the

proper namesof public or university
buildings.

hallway A passageway providing access to
various parts of a building.

halon fire extinguisher A suppressing
system foruse on all classes of
fires. Its extinguishing agent
is bromotrifluoromethane, a
colorless, odorless, and electrically
nonconductive gas of exceptionally low
toxicity. Considered to be thesafest
of the compressed gas fire-suppressing
agents. Although often used in
computer equipment rooms, the use of
halon is severely restricted because of
its properties (which destroy the ozone
layer).
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halonfire extinguisher

  
hammer A hand tool with a handl

perpendicularto its head, for driving
nails or other applications involving
pounding orstriking.

co

hammer ax (lath hammer) A hammer
having a head witha flattened end for
driving nails and a notched, narrow
hatchet end for pulling nails.

hammer beam (hammer-beam trusses)
Either one ofa pair of short horizontal
members used in place of a tie beam
in roof framing. A hammerbeam is
attached to the foot of a principalrafter
and supported from below by a brace to
the supporting column.

hammer-beam roof Timbered roof
construction in which hammer beams

carry the principalrafters and support
the feet of arched ribs.

hammer brace The brace, often curved,
between a hammer beam and pendant
post.

hammerdressed Descriptive of stone-
masonry havinga finish created only
by a hammer, sometimes at the quarry.

hammerdrill A pneumatically powered
mechanism using percussion to
penetrate rock.

hammerfinish A finish produced by the
application of an enamel containing
powdered metal and rendering
an appearance similar to that of
hammered metal.



hammerhead crane A heavy-duty 
crane with a swinging boom and 
counterbalance, giving it a "T" shape. 

hammerhead key A hardwood key, 
dovetailed on both ends, and driven 
into similarly shaped recesses in the 
two timbers it serves to join. 

hammer man The worker on a pile 
hammer who operates the hoist or 
controls the steam jet that, in turn, 
powers the hammer. 

hammermill crusher An impact type 
crusher that breaks up and grinds 
materials to a finished size. 

hammer post A pendant post at the foot 
of the truss in a hammer-beam roof. 

hamm tip A nozzle, used to deliver 
shotcrete, having a larger diameter at 
midpoint than either inlet or outlet. 

hance 1. A small arch or half arch 
connecting a larger arch or lintel to its 
jamb. 2. Light-concealing trim member 
at the top of a window. 

hand 1. Prefaced by "left" or "right" to 
designate how a door is hinged and the 
direction it opens. 2. Preceded by "left" 
or "right" to designate the direction of 
turn one encounters when descending 
a spiral stair, with "right-hand" being 
clockwise. 

hand brace A wood-boring hand tool 
made of a single frame of small 
diameter bar or rod bent to form a 
stationary bracing handle at one end 
and a bit-holding chuck at the other. A 
short distance from, but parallel to, the 
central axis, a handle repeatedly turns 
in wide circles, causing the bit to turn. 

hand chisel A struck tool measuring 2" to 
2-1/2" used to cut red hot steel. Should 
not be used to cut cold steel or rock. 

hand drill A hand-operated boring 
device made up of a central steel tube 
containing a shaft. At one end is a 
handle and at the other a bit-holding 
chuck. 

hand float A wooden tool used to lay on 
and smooth or texture a finish coat of 
plaster or concrete. 

hand float 

handicap door opening system A door 
equipped with a knob or latch and 
handle located approximately 36" from 
the floor, and an auxiliary handle on 
the other side at the hinge edge, for 
convenience to wheelchair users. 

handicapped fixtures Refers to plumbing 
fixture connections complying 
with ADA requirements that are 
exposed and located in facilities for 
handicapped individuals. 

handicap water cooler A water cooler 
set low and operated by push-bars or 
levers for convenience to people in 
wheelchairs. 

hand level In surveying, a hand-held 
sighting level having limited capability. 

hand line 1. A line attached to a 
structural member or piece of building 
equipment being hoisted. Used to 
control the position of the item 
during erection or setting. 2. A line 
manipulated to control stage rigging in 
a theater. 

handling tight A degree of tightness 
to which couplings are screwed 
onto a pipe causing their removal to 
necessitate the use of a wrench. 

hand punch A struck tool designed for 
punching or marking metal, driving 
and removing pins, and aligning 
holes. Ranges in size from 1/4" to 1" in 
diameter, and 4-1/2" to 20" long. 

hangar 

handrail A bar of wood, metal, or PVC, 
or a length of wire, rope, or cable, 
supported at intervals by upright posts, 
balusters, or similar members or, as on 
a stairway, by brackets from a wall or 
partition, so as to provide a handhold. 

handrail 

handrail scroll, handrail wreath 
The spiraled end of a handrail. 

handsaw Any manual woodcutting saw 
having a handle at one end by which it 
is gripped and manipulated. 

hand screw A woodworker's clamp 
made up of two parallel wooden jaws, 
connected by two parallel screws 
tightened from opposite sides. 

hand split and resawn (HS and RS) 
A type of cedar shake. Handsplits are 
split from cedar bolts by a mallet and 
froe (a type of steel blade). The pieces 
are then ripped on a resaw to produce 
two shakes, each with a rough, split 
face and a smooth, sawn back. 

hand tight Descriptive of couplings 
tightened by hand by the application 
of force roughly equal to the force an 
average man can exert. 

hang To install a door or window within 
its respective frame and/or by its 
respective hardware. 

hangar An enclosure, usually for housing 
and/or repairing aircraft. 
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hangar 

hammerhead crane A heavy-duty
crane with a swinging boom and
counterbalance, giving it a “T”shape.

hammerhead key A hardwood key,
dovetailed on both ends, and driven
into similarly shaped recesses in the
two timbersit serves to join.

hammer man The workeron a pile
hammerwho operates the hoist or
controls the steam jet that, in turn,
powers the hammer.

hammermill crusher An impact type
crusher that breaks up andgrinds
materials to a finished size.

hammer post A pendantpost at the foot
of the truss in a hammer-beam roof.

hamm tip A nozzle, used to deliver
shotcrete, having a larger diameterat
midpoint than either inlet or outlet.

hance 4.Asmall arch or half arch

connecting a largerarch orlintelto its
jamb. 9. Light-concealing trim member
at the top of a window.

hand 1. Prefaced by “left” or “right” to
designate how a door is hinged and the
direction it opens. 2. Preceded by “left”
or “right” to designate the direction of
turn one encounters when descending
a spiral stair, with “right-hand” being
clockwise.

hand brace A wood-boring hand tool
made ofa single frame of small
diameter bar or rod bent to forma

stationary bracing handle at one end
and a bit-holding chuckat the other. A
short distance from, but parallel to, the
central axis, a handle repeatedly turns
in wide circles, causing the bit to turn.

hand chisel A struck tool measuring 2" to
2-1/2" used to cut red hot steel. Should
not be used to cut cold steel or rock.

handdrill A hand-operated boring
device made up of a central steel tube
containing a shaft. At one endis a
handle andat the othera bit-holding
chuck.

hand float A wooden toolused to lay on
and smooth ortexture a finish coat of

plaster or concrete.

hand float
  
 

handicap door opening system A door
equipped with a knoborlatch and
handle located approximately 36" from
the floor, and anauxiliary handie on
the otherside at the hinge edge, for
convenience to wheelchairusers.

handicapped fixtures Refers to plumbing
fixture connections complying
with ADA requirements thatare
exposed and locatedin facilities for
handicapped individuals.

handicap water cooler A water cooler
set low and operated by push-bars or
levers for convenience to people in
wheelchairs.

hand level In surveying, a hand-held
sighting level having limited capability.

hand line 1.Aline attached toa

structural memberor piece of building
equipment being hoisted. Used to
control the position ofthe item
during erectionor setting. 2. A line
manipulated to controlstage rigging in
a theater.

handling tight A degree of tightness
to which couplings are screwed
onto a pipe causing their removalto
necessitate the use of a wrench.

hand punchAstruck tool designedfor
punching or marking metal, driving
and removingpins, and aligning
holes. Rangesin size from 1/4" to 1" in
diameter, and 4-1/2" to 20"long.

handrail A bar of wood, metal, or PVC,
ora length of wire, rope, or cable,
supported at intervals by upright posts,
balusters, or similar members or, as on
a stairway, by brackets from a wall or
partition, so as to provide a handhold. 
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handrail 

handrail scroll, handrail wreath
Thespiraled end of a handrail.

handsaw Any manual woodcutting saw
having a handle at one end by whichit
is gripped and manipulated.

hand screw A woodworker’s clamp
madeup of twoparallel wooden jaws,
connected by two parallel screws
tightened from opposite sides.

handsplit and resawn (HS and RS)
A type of cedar shake. Handsplits are
split from cedarbolts by a mallet and
froe {a type ofsteel blade). The pieces
are then ripped on a resaw to produce
two shakes, each with a rough,split
face and a smooth, sawn back.

hand tight Descriptive of couplings
tightened by hand by the application
offorce roughly equal to the force an
average man can exert.

hang To install a door or window within
its respective frame and/orbyits
respective hardware.

hangar An enclosure, usually for housing
and/or repairingaircraft.
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hanger 

H 
hanger 1. A strip, strap, rod, or similar 

hardware for connecting pipe, metal 
gutter, or framework, such as for a 
hung ceiling, to its overhead support. 
2. Any of a class of hardware used in 
supporting or connecting members 
of similar or different material as, for 
instance, a stirrup strap or beam hanger 
for supporting the end of a beam or 
joist at a masonry wall. 3. A person 
whose trade it is to install gypsum 
board products. 

hanger 

hanging gutter A metal gutter attached 
to the roof eaves with metal straps and 
sometimes further supported by the 
fascia. 

hanging gutter 

hanging post The post from which a gate 
or door is hung. 

hanging rail The horizontal section at the 
top and bottom of a door, to which the 
hinges are secured. 

hanging sash See hung sash. 

hanging shingling Shingles fixed to very 
steep or vertical surfaces. 
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hanging steps Cantilevered steps. 

hanging stile 1. The vertical structural 
member on the side opposite the 
handle, to which the hinges are 
fastened. 2. That vertical section of a 
window frame to which the casements 
are hinged. 
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hanging-stile 

hard asphalt A solid form of asphalt 
having a normal penetration of less 
than 10. 

hardback Molding and BTR lumber that 
is D-select graded from the good face 
only, which must be clear. The back 
may contain knots that do not extend 
through the piece. 

hardboard Dense sheets of building 
material made from heated and 
compressed wood fibers. 

hard-burnt 1. Descriptive of clay 
products, such as bricks or tiles, 
having been burnt or fired at high 
temperatures, resulting in their 
durability, high compressive strength, 
and low absorption. 2. A hard plaster, 
such as Keene's. 

hard compact soil All earth materials not 
classified as running or unstable. 

hard conversion The conversion from 
one system of measurement to another, 
with an inherent consequence being 
the necessity of changing the physical 
sizes of the products involved. 

hard copy Information from a computer 
in printout form. 

hard-dry The stage at which paint film is 
sufficiently dry to resist thumb-inflicted 
mutilation, and therefore ready to 
accept a topcoat or other method of 
finishing. 

hard edge A special preparation used 
in the core of gypsum board under 
the papered edges to provide extra 
resistance. 

hardener 1. Any of several chemicals 
serving to reduce wear and dusting 
when applied to concrete sustaining 
heavy traffic, such as a floor. 2. The 
curing agent of a two-part synthetic 
resin, adhesive, or similar coating. 
3. A substance used to harden plaster 
casts or gelatin molds . 

hard facing Creating a hard, abrasion
resistant cutting edge on tools such as 
drill bits and saw blades, by welding 
tungsten carbide onto the steel or other 
metal. 

hard finish A mixture of gypsum, plaster, 
and lime applied as a finish coat, 
usually over rough plastering, then 
troweled to provide a dense, hard, 
smooth finish. 

hard lead See antimonial lead. 

hard light Light that creates well-defined 
shadows. 

hard maple The sugar maple tree, 
Asersaccharum, or its wood. 

hardness 1. The resistance of a substance, 
material, or surface, to cutting, 
scratching, denting, pressure, wear, 
or other deformation. 2. The degree, 
expressed as parts per million or 
grains per gallon of calcium carbonate 
in water, to which calcium and 
magnesium salts are dissolved in water. 

hardpan Highly compacted soil, boulder 
clay, or other usually glacially deposited 
mixture, sometimes including sand, 
gravel, or boulders. The extreme 
density of hardpan makes its 
excavation difficult. 

hanger 

 
hanger 1. A strip, strap, rod, orsimilar

hardware for connecting pipe, metal
gutter, or framework, such as for a
hungceiling, to its overhead support.
9, Any of a class of hardware used in
supporting or connecting members
of similaror different material as, for
instance, a stirrup strap or beam hanger
for supporting the end of a beam or
joist at a masonry wall. 3. A person
whosetrade it is to install gypsum
board products. 

   
hanger 

hanging gutter A metal gutterattached
to the roof eaves with metal straps and
sometimes further supported by the
fascia. 

 
hanging gutter

  
 

hanging post The post from which a gate
ordooris hung.

hanging rail The horizontal sectionat the
top and bottom ofa door, to which the
hinges are secured.

hanging sash See hungsash.

hanging shingling Shingles fixed to very
steep or vertical surfaces.
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hanging steps Cantilevered steps.

hangingstile 1. The vertical structural
memberonthe side opposite the
handle, to which the hinges are
fastened. 2. That vertical section of a
window frame to which the casements

are hinged. 
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hard asphalt A solid form of asphalt
having a normalpenetrationofless
than10.

hardback Molding and BTR lumberthat
is D-select graded from the good face
only, which must be clear. The back
may contain knots that do not extend
through the piece.

hardboard Dense sheets of building
material made from heated and

compressed wood fibers.

hard-burnt 1. Descriptive of clay
products, suchas bricksortiles,
having been burntorfired at high
temperatures, resulting in their
durability, high compressive strength,
and low absorption. 2. A hardplaster,
such as Keene’s.

hard compactsoil All earth materials not
classified as runningorunstable.

hard conversion The conversion from

one system of measurementto another,
with an inherent consequence being
the necessity of changing the physical
sizes of the products involved.

hard copy Information from a computer
in printout form.

hard-dry The stage at which paintfilm is
sufficiently dry to resist thumb-inflicted
mutilation, and therefore ready to
accept a topcoat or other methodof
finishing.

hard edge A special preparation used
in the core of gypsumboard under
the papered edges to provide extra
resistance.

hardener 1. Anyofseveral chemicals
serving to reduce wear and dusting
whenapplied to concrete sustaining
heavy traffic, such as a floor. 2, The
curing agent of a two-part synthetic
resin, adhesive,orsimilar coating.
3. A substance used to harden plaster
casts or gelatin molds.

hard facing Creating a hard, abrasion-
resistant cutting edge on tools such as
drill bits and saw blades, by welding
tungsten carbide onto the steel or other
metal.

hard finish A mixture of gypsum,plaster,
and lime applied as a finish coat,
usually over roughplastering, then
troweled to provide a dense, hard,
smoothfinish.

hard lead See antimonial lead.

hard light Light that creates well-defined
shadows.

hard maple The sugar mapletree,
Asersaccharum, orits wood.

hardness 1. Theresistance of a substance,
material, or surface, to cutting,
scratching, denting, pressure, wear,
or other deformation. 2. The degree,
expressed as parts per million or
grains per gallon of calcium carbonate
in water, to which calcium and
magnesium salts are dissolved in water.

hardpan Highly compacted soil, boulder
clay, or otherusually glacially deposited
mixture, sometimes includingsand,
gravel, or boulders. The extreme
density of hardpan makesits
excavation difficult.



hard pine Any of the resinous pines, such 
as Loblolly or yellow pine. 

hard plaster Quick-setting calcined 
gypsum, usually used in finishing, 
often requiring a retarding agent to be 
incorporated in the mix to help control 
the set. 

hardscape Non-plant material landscape 
work, such as paving and building 
structures, that occurs as part of a 
construction project. 

hard solder Solder containing silver, 
copper, or aluminum, and thus 
requiring more intense heat for melting 
than does soft so Ider. Hard so Ider is 
usually applied with a brazing torch. 

hard stopping A stiff paste having a 
calcined gypsum content, causing it to 
harden quickly. Hard stopping is used 
in painting operations to fill deep holes 
and wide cracks. 

hardtop A road that has been hard
surfaced. 

hardwall A base-coat plaster made from 
gypsum, often without aggregate. 

hardware 1. A general term encompassing 
a vast array of metal and plastic 
fasteners and connectors used in or 
on a building and its inherent or 
extraneous parts. The term includes 
rough hardware, such as nuts, bolts, 
and nails, and finish hardware, such as 
latches and hinges. 2. The mechanical 
equipment associated with data 
processing. In building automation 
systems, computer hardware includes 
the central processing unit (CPU), 
hard disk drive, monitor (CRT), 
keyboard, controllers, and analog or 
digital point modules. 

hardware 

hardware cloth Usually galvanized, a 
thin screen made from wire welded or 
woven to produce a mesh size of 1/8" 
to 3/4". 

hard water Water containing a 
concentration higher than 85.5 ppm of 
dissolved calcium carbonate and other 
mineral salts. 

hard wired A communications link 
permanently joining two devices, 
nodes, or stations. 

hardwood A general term referring to any 
of a variety of broad-leaved, deciduous 
trees, and the wood from those trees. 
The term does not designate the 
physical hardness of wood, as some 
hardwoods are actually softer than 
some softwood (coniferous) species. 

harmonic The sinusoidal component of 
an arc voltage that is a multiple of the 
fundamental wave frequency. 

harsh mixture A concrete mixture 
lacking mortar or aggregate fines, 
resulting in an undesirable consistency 
and workability. 

harsh mortar A mortar that is difficult to 
spread due to an improper measure of 
materials. 

Hartford loop The configuration 
of a steam boiler's return piping 
connections serving to equalize 
the pressure between the supply 
and return sides of the system, thus 
preventing water from backing out of 
the boiler and into the return line. 

hat channel furring I 

harvested rainwater Rainwater collected 
in a storage unit that can be treated 
or untreated and used for a variety of 
applications, such as flushing toilets, 
serving HVAC units, washing clothes, 
and irrigation. 

hashing over Discussing, debating, and 
revising estimates. 

hasp A metal fastening device made up of 
a staple secured to and protruding from 
one member, and a hinge with a slotted 
plate fastened to another member. The 
slotted plate can be slipped over the 
staple and then locked with a tapered 
pin or a padlock. 

hasp lock A device permanently secured 
to the hasp on a door that causes the 
hasp to be locked as soon as the door 
is closed. Hasp locks are often used in 
prisons. 

hatbanding A defect in a painting 
job caused by uneven application. 
Hatbanding occurs when paint is 
brushed or rolled on too heavily in an 
area, or when a roller is used with an 
excessively long nap. 

hatch An opening in a floor or roof of 
a building, as in a deck of a vessel, 
having a hinged or completely 
removable cover. When open, a hatch 
permits ventilation or the passage of 
persons or products. 

hatch 

hat channel furring A light gauge metal 
furring strip used on vertical concrete 
surfaces to provide for fastening of 
finish materials. 
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hat channel furring
 

hard pine Anyof the resinous pines, such
as Loblolly oryellow pine.

hard plaster Quick-setting calcined
gypsum,usuallyused in finishing,
often requiring a retarding agent to be
incorporated in the mix to help control
theset.

hardscape Non-plant material landscape
work, such as paving and building
structures, that occurs as part of a
construction project.

hard solder Solder containingsilver,
copper, or aluminum, and thus
requiring more intense heat for melting
than does soft solder. Hard solderis

usually applied with a brazing torch.

hard stoppingAstiff paste having a
calcined gypsum content, causingit to
harden quickly. Hard stopping is used
in painting operationstofill deep holes
and wide cracks.

hardtop A road that has been hard-
surfaced.

hardwall A base-coatplaster made from
gypsum, often without aggregate.

hardware 1. A general term encompassing
a vast array of metal and plastic
fasteners and connectors used in or

ona building andits inherent or
extraneous parts. The term includes
tough hardware, such as nuts, bolts,
and nails, and finish hardware, such as
latches and hinges. 2. The mechanical
equipmentassociated with data
processing. In building automation
systems, computer hardware includes
the central processing unit (CPU),
hard disk drive, monitor (CRT),
keyboard, controllers, and analog or
digital point modules.
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hardware cloth Usually galvanized, a
thin screen made from wire welded or

wovento produce a meshsize of 1/8"
to 3/4".

hard water Water containing a
concentration higher than 85.5 ppm of
dissolved calcium carbonate and other
mineralsalts.

hard wired A communications link

permanently joining two devices,
nodes, orstations.

hardwood A general term teferring to any
of a variety of broad-leaved, deciduous
trees, and the wood from those trees.
The term does not designate the
physical hardness of wood, as some
hardwoods are actually softer than
some softwood (coniferous) species.

harmonic Thesinusoidal componentof
an arc voltage thatis a multiple of the
fundamental wave frequency.

harsh mixture A concrete mixture

lacking mortaror aggregatefines,
resulting in an undesirable consistency
and workability.

harsh mortar A mortarthatis difficult to

spread due to an improper measure of
materials.

Hartford loop The configuration
of a steam boiler’s return piping
connections serving to equalize
the pressure between the supply
and return sides of the system, thus
preventing water from backing outof
the boiler and into the returnline.

harvested rainwater Rainwatercollected

in a storage unit that can be treated
or untreated and used fora variety of
applications, such as flushingtoilets,
serving HVAC units, washing clothes,
andirrigation.

hashing over Discussing, debating, and
revising estimates.

hasp A metalfastening device made up of
a staple secured to and protruding from
one member, and a hingewith a slotted
plate fastened to another member. The
slotted plate can be slipped over the
staple and then locked with a tapered
pin ora padlock.

hasp lock A device permanently secured
to the hasp on a doorthat causes the
hasp to be lockedas soon as the door
is closed. Hasp locks are often used in
prisons.

hatbanding A defect in a painting
job caused by unevenapplication.
Hatbanding occurs whenpaintis
brushed orrolled on too heavily in an
area, or whenaroller is used with an
excessively long nap.

hatch Anopeningina floororroofof
a building,as in a deck of a vessel,
having a hinged or completely
removable cover. When open, a hatch
permits ventilation or the passage of
personsor products.
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hat channel furring A light gauge metal

furring strip used on vertical concrete
surfaces to provide forfastening of
finish materials.
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hatchet 

hatchet A wood-handled tool having a 
steel head flattened at one end and 
suitable for striking or driving, and 
formed at the other end into a wide, 
sharp blade suitable for chopping. The 
underpart of the blade may or may not 
be notched for pulling. 

hatchet iron The hatchet-shaped tip of a 
type of plumber's soldering iron. 

haul See haul distance. 

haul distance The distance measured 
along the center line or most direct 
practical route between the center of 
mass of excavation and the center of 
mass finally placed. It is the average 
distance material is moved by a 
vehicle. * 

haul road A crude, temporary road built 
to facilitate the movement of people, 
equipment, and/or materials along the 
route of a job. 

haunch 1. A bracket built into a wall or 
column to support a load falling outside 
the wall or column, such as a hammer 
brace in a hammer-beam roof. 2. Either 
side of an arch between the crown, 
or centerstone, and the springing, or 
impost. 3. A thickening of a concrete 
slab to support an additional load, as 
under a wall. 

haunch 

haunched beam A beam or similar 
member broadened or thickened near 
the supports. 

haunched floor A floor slab thickened 
around its perimeter. 
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haunched floor 

haunched tenon A tenon narrower, at 
least in part, than the wood member 
from which it is fashioned. 

haw,haw See ha ha. 

hawk A flat, thin piece of wood or metal 
approximately one foot square and 
having a short, perpendicular handle 
centered on its underside. A hawk is 
used by plasterers for holding plaster 
from the time it is taken from the 
mixer to the time it is troweled. 

hawk snip (hawkbill snips, duck bill 
snips) Tm snips with curved jaws for 
cutting along curves. 

haydite Heated shale having an expanded 
cellular structure, making it a suitable 
lightweight aggregate for concrete. 

hazard class A Department of 
Transportation shipping designation 
code. 

hazard classes Nine classes established 
by the United Nations to categorize 
hazardous materials: flammable 
liquids, flammable solids, explosives, 
gases, oxidizers, radioactive materials, 
corrosives, poisonous infectious 
substances, and dangerous substances. 

hazard insurance Insurance that protects 
against property damage from certain 
hazards, such as storms and fire. 

hazardous area 1. The part of a building 
where highly toxic chemicals, poisons, 
explosives, or highly flammable 
substances are housed. 2. Any area 
containing fine dust particles subject to 
explosion or spontaneous combustion. 

*Re/,rinted with the /Jermission of AACE International. Co[,yright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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hazardous ranking system (HRS) 
A scoring system used by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency to 
assess various environmental aspects of 
sites, such as ranking disposal sites in 
need of cleanup. 

hazardous substance Any substance 
that, by virtue of its composition or 
capabilities, is likely to be harmful, 
injurious, or lethal. 

hazardous waste A material defined by 
any of several statutes and regulations, 
usually characterized by a propensity 
to cause an adverse health effect to 
humans. 

hazard rating system A system used 
to score a hazardous or toxic waste 
site's risk to human health and the 
environment. 

H,bar A steel or aluminum bar used in 
structural systems, such as suspended 
ceilings, that has a cross section in the 
shape of an "H." 

H,beam A steel beam that resembles an 
"H" in cross section. 

H-beam 

H,block A hollow masonry unit 
having no ends and opposite pairs of 
unconnected faces. The result 
is a block shaped like an "H." 

H,brick Brick with horizontal 
perforations. 

hatchet
 

 
hatchet A wood-handled tool having a

steel head flattened at one end and

suitable forstriking or driving, and
formed at the otherend into a wide,
sharp blade suitable for chopping. The
underpart of the blade may or may not
be notchedforpulling.

hatchet iron The hatchet-shaped tip of a
type of plumber’s soldering iron.

haul See haul distance.

haul distance The distance measured

along the centerline or most direct
practical route betweenthe centerof
mass of excavation and the centerof

mass finally placed.It is the average
distance material is moved by a
vehicle.*

haul road A crude, temporary road built
to facilitate the movementof people,
equipment, and/or materials along the
route of a job.

baunch 1. A bracket built into a wall or

columnto supporta loadfalling outside
the wall or column, such as a hammer
brace in a hammer-beam roof. 2. Either

side of an arch between the crown,
or centerstone, and the springing, or
impost. 3. A thickening of a concrete
slab to support an additionalload, as
undera wall. 

 
we

haunchta

  
haunched beam A beam orsimilar

member broadened orthickened near

the supports.

 
haunched floor A floorslab thickened

aroundits perimeter.

 
haunched tenon A tenon narrower, at

least in part, than the wood member
from whichit is fashioned.

haw-haw See haha.

hawkAflat, thin piece of wood or metal
approximately one foot square and
having a short, perpendicular handle
centered on its underside. A hawk is

used byplasterers for holding plaster
from the time it is taken from the
mixer to the timeit is troweled.

hawk snip (hawkbill snips, duck bill
snips) Tin snips with curved jaws for
cutting along curves.

haydite Heated shale having an expanded
cellular structure, making it a suitable
lightweight aggregate for concrete.

hazard class A Departmentof
Transportation shipping designation
code.

hazard classes Nine classes established

by the United Nations to categorize
hazardous materials: flammable

liquids, flammable solids, explosives,
gases, oxidizers, radioactive materials,
cotrosives, poisonous infectious
substances, and dangerous substances.

hazard insurance Insurance that protects
against property damage from certain
hazards, such as storms andfire.

hazardous area 1. The part of a building
where highly toxic chemicals, poisons,
explosives, or highly flammable
substances are housed. 2, Any area
containing fine dust particles subject to
explosion or spontaneous combustion.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACE International;all rights reserved.
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hazardous ranking system (HRS)
A scoring system used by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agencyto
assess various environmentalaspects of
sites, such as rankingdisposalsites in
need of cleanup.

hazardous substance Anysubstance
that, by vireue of its composition or
capabilities, is likely to be harmful,
injurious, otlethal.

hazardous waste A material defined by
anyof several statutes and regulations,
usually characterized by a propensity
to cause an adverse healtheffect to
humans.

hazard rating system A system used
to score a hazardous or toxic waste
site’s risk to human health and the
environment.

H-bar A steel or aluminum barused in

structural systems, such as suspended
ceilings, that has a cross section in the
shape of an “H.”

H-beam A steel beam that resembles an
“FH.”in cross section. 

H-beam

  
 

H-block A hollow masonry unit
having no ends and opposite pairs of
unconnected faces. The result

is a block shaped like an “H.”
Hebrick Brick with horizontal

perforations.



H clip A small metal clip that resembles 
an "H" shape that is used to strengthen 
the joint of plywood roof sheeting or 
wafer board. 

head 1. The top of almost anything, such 
as the head of a nail or a window head. 
2. In roofing, a tile of normal width 
but only half the normal length, and 
used in constructing the eaves course. 
3. The horizontal member across the 
top of a window or door between the 
jambs, sometimes offering structural 
support for construction above it. 
4. The measure of the pressure of 
water, expressed in feet of water. One 
psi equals 2.31 feet of water. 

headache ball (breaker ball) 
The rounded, heavy, metal or 
concrete demolition device swung on 
a cable from the boom of a crane to 
break through concrete or masonry 
construction. 

head casing A horizontally placed board 
at the head or top of a door or window 
opening between the two vertical 
casings. 

header 1. A rectangular masonry unit 
laid across the thickness of a wall, so 
as to expose its end(s). 2. A lintel. 
3. A member extending horizontally 
between two joists to support 
tailpieces. 4. In piping, a chamber, 
pipe, or conduit having several 
openings through which it collects or 
distributes material from other pipes 
or conduits. See also manifold. 5. The 
wood surrounding an area of asphaltic 
concrete paving. 

header 

header block A concrete masonry unit 
from which part of one face shell has 
been removed to facilitate bonding 
with adjacent masonry, such as brick 
facing. 

header bond A bond whose face shows 
only headers, the center of which is 
placed directly above the joint of the 
two adjacent headers below. 

header course In masonry, a course 
comprising only headers. 

header course 

header joist A beam or timber positioned 
horizontally between two longer beams 
so as to support the ends of tailpieces 
or to accept common joists in order 
to frame around an opening. See also 
header (3.). 

header pipe A pipe functioning as a 
central connection for two or more 
smaller pipes. Also refers to a collector 
pipe that receives and carries water 
from connected well points. See also 
header ( 4. ). 

header tile In a masonry-faced wall, a tile 
having recesses to accept headers. 

head flashing In a masonry wall, the 
flashing over a projection, protrusion, 
or window opening. 

heading 1. In mining, the digging 
face and its immediate work area 
in a tunnel, drift, or gallery. 2. The 
increase of expansion of a localized 
cross-sectional area of metal bar due to 

hot-forging. 
3. A general classification of a category 
of data, under which follow more 

head pressure [ 

specific classifications. 4. Pieces of 
lumber from which a keg, or barrel 
head, is cut. 5. Stock after it has been 
cut and assembled to form a barrel 
head. 

heading bond See header bond. 

heading course See header course. 

heading joint 1. The joint formed 
between two pieces of timber 
connected end-to-end, in a straight 
line. 2. The joint between two 
adjacent masonry units in the same 
course. 

head jamb The horizontal member that 
constitutes the doorhead or top of a 
door opening. 

headlap That portion of a shingle not 
exposed to the weather, because it is 
covered by the shingle(s) in the course 
above it. 

headlap 

head mast The tower portion of a cable 
excavator that carries the working 
lines. 

head mold The molding over an opening, 
such as a door or window. 

head nailing Nailing shingles near the top 
instead of at the middle. 

head piece The capping horizontal piece 
in a frame of vertical wood members. 

head plate See wall plate. 

head pressure The operating pressure in 
the discharge line of a refrigeration 
system. 
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head pressure 

H clip A small metalclip that resembles
an “H” shape thatis used to strengthen
the joint of plywood roof sheeting or
waferboard.

head 1. The top of almost anything, such
as the head of a nail or a window head.

2. In roofing, a tile of normal width
but only half the normal length, and
used in constructing the eaves course.
3. The horizontal memberacross the

top of a window ordoor between the
jambs, sometimesoffering structural
support for construction aboveit.
4, The measure of the pressure of
water, expressed in feet of water. One
psi equals 2.31 feet of water.

headacheball (breaker ball)
The rounded, heavy, metal or
concrete demolition device swung on
a cable from the boom of a crane to

break through concrete or masonry
construction.

head casing A horizontally placed board
at the head or top of a dooror window
opening betweenthe two vertical
casings.

header 1. A rectangular masonryunit
laid across the thickness of a wall, so
as to expose its end(s). 2. A lintel.
3. A memberextending horizontally
between two joists to support
tailpieces. 4. In piping, a chamber,
pipe, or conduit having several
openings through whichit collects or
distributes material from otherpipes
ot conduits. See also manifold. 5, The

wood surrounding an area of asphaltic
concrete paving. 

 
header

  
 

header block A concrete masonry unit
from whichpart of one face shell has
been removedtofacilitate bonding
with adjacent masonry,such as brick
facing.

header bond A bond whose face shows

only headers, the center of whichis
placed directly above the joint of the
two adjacent headers below.

header course In masonry, a course
comprising only headers.

 
header course

 
header joist A beamor timber positioned

horizontally between two longer beams
so as to support the endsoftailpieces
orto accept commonjoists in order
to frame around an opening.See also
header (3.).

header pipe A pipe functioning as a
central connection for two or more

smaller pipes. Also refers to a collector
pipe that receives and carries water
from connected well points. See also
header(4.).

headertile In a masonry-faced wall,atile
having recesses to accept headers,

head flashing In a masonry wall, the
flashing overa projection, protrusion,
or window opening.

heading 1. In mining,the digging
face and its immediate work area

in a tunnel, drift, or gallery. 2. The
increase of expansion ofa localized
cross-sectional area of metal bar due to

hot-forging.
3. A generalclassification of a category
of data, under whichfollow more

specific classifications. 4. Pieces of
lumberfrom which a keg, orbarrel
head, is cut. 5. Stock afterit has been
cut and assembled to forma barrel
head.

heading bond See header bond.

heading course See header course.

heading joint 1. The joint formed
between two pieces of timber
connected end-to-end,in a straight
line. 2. The joint between two
adjacent masonry units in the same
course.

head jamb The horizontal memberthat
constitutes the doorhead ortop of a
door opening.

headlap Thatportion of a shingle not
exposed to the weather, becauseitis
covered by the shingle(s) in the course
aboveit. 

  
heaclap 

 
head mast The towerportion of a cable

excavator that catries the working
lines.

head mold The molding overan opening,
such as a dooror window.

headnailing Nailing shingles near the top
instead of at the middle.

head piece The capping horizontal piece
in a frameof vertical wood members.

head plate Sce wall plate.

head pressure The operating pressure in
the discharge line of a refrigeration
system.
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head race 

head race A channel through which 
water is fed to a waterwheel, mill, or 
turbine. 

head room 1. The vertical distance, or 
space, allowable for passage, as in a 
room or under a doorway. 2. The space 
between the top of one's head and the 
nearest obstacle above it, as inside a 
vehicle. 3. The unobstructed vertical 
space between a stair tread and the 
ceiling or stairs above. 4. The distance 
between the top of the finished floor to 
the bottom of the finished ceiling. 

headstone Any principal stone in masonry 
construction, such as the keystone 
in an arch or the cornerstone of a 
building. 

headstone 

headwall A wall, usually of concrete or 
masonry, at the outlet side of a drain 
or culvert, serving as a retaining wall, 
as protection against the scouring 
or undermining of fill, or as a flow
diverting device. 

heart The center portion of the cross
section of a log. The term usually refers 
to heartwood. See also heartwood. 
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heart bond A masonry bond, used in walls 
too thick for through stones, in which 
a third header covers the joint of two 
headers meeting within a wall. 

heart check Seasoning checks in the 
central core of a timber. 

heart face The face side of a piece of 
lumber that is free of sapwood. 

hearth The floor of a fireplace and the 
adjacent area of fireproof material. 

hearthstone 1. A large stone used as the 
floor of a fireplace. 2. Other naturally 
occurring or synthetic materials used to 
construct a hearth. 3. Figuratively, the 
fireside. 

hearting The interior of a masonry wall 
to whose face or faces finishing is 
subsequently applied. 

heartshake A radial crack or split 
emanating from the center of a 
log or timber, usually as a result of 
uncontrolled or improper drying. 

heart side The side of a piece of lumber 
that, if it were still part of the log, 
would be closest to the heart of the log. 
In flat grain lumber, it is the side on 
which the grain is more likely to rise or 
separate from the piece. 

heartwood (heart wood) The core of a 
tree, which is no longer vital to the life 
growth of the tree and which is often 
darker and of a different consistency 
than the growing sapwood. 

heat The form of energy inherent in 
the motion of atoms or molecules, 
measured in British thermal units, and 
transferred automatically ( wherever 
temperature differences exist) from 
warmer to cooler bodies, areas, or 
elements by conduction, convection, 
or radiation. 

heat absorbing glass Slightly blue-green 
tinted plate glass or float glass designed 
with the capacity to absorb 40% of 
the infrared solar rays and about 25% 

of the visible rays that pass through 
it. Cracking from uneven heating 
can occur if the glass is not exposed 
uniformly to sunlight. 

heat-affected zone In welding or 
soldering, an area of metal that has 
been altered but has not yet melted. 

heat balancing 1. An efficient procedure 
for determining a numerical degree of 
combustion by totaling all the heat 
losses, in percentages, and subtracting 
the result from 100%. 2. A condition 
of thermal equilibrium where heat 
gains equal heat losses. 

heat capacity The amount of heat 
required to increase the temperature 
of a given mass by one degree. The 
capacity is arrived at numerically by 
multiplying the mass by the specific 
heat. 

heated doorway See air curtain. 

heated space An area of a building that is 
directly supplied with heat. 

heater 1. A general term including 
stoves, appliances, and other heat
producing units. 2. A person who heats 
something, such as a steelworker who 
heats rivets on a small forge before 
passing them to the sticker. 

heat exchanger A device designed to 
transfer heat between two physically 
separated fluids. The fluids are usually 
separated by the thin walls of tubing. 
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head race 

 
head race A channel through which

wateris fed to a waterwheel, mill, or
turbine.

head room 1. The vertical distance, or
space, allowable for passage, as in a
roomor under a doorway. @. The space
betweenthe top of one’s head and the
nearest obstacle above it, as inside a
vehicle. 3, The unobstructedvertical

space betweenastair tread and the
ceiling orstaits above. 4. The distance
betweenthe top ofthe finishedfloorto
the bottom ofthefinished ceiling.

headstone Anyprincipal stone in masonry
construction, such as the keystone
in an arch orthe cornerstone of a

building. 
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headwall A wall, usually of concrete or
masonry, at the outlet side of a drain
or culvert, serving as a retaining wall,
as protection against the scouring
or underminingoffill, or as a flow-
diverting device. 

 ca a

headwall
  
 

heart Thecenter portionof the cross-
section of a log. The term usually refers
to heartwood.See also heartwood.
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heart bond A masonry bond, used in walls
too thickfor through stones, in which
a third headercovers the joint of two
headers meeting within a wall.

heart check Seasoning checksin the
central core of a timber.

heart face The face side of a piece of
lumberthatis free of sapwood.

hearth Thefloorofa fireplace and the
adjacentarea offireproof material.

hearthstone 1. A large stone used as the
floorof a fireplace. 2, Othernaturally
occurring or synthetic materials used to
construct a hearth. 3. Figuratively, the
fireside.

hearting Theinterior of a masonry wall
to whose face orfaces finishingis
subsequentlyapplied.

heartshake A radial crackorsplit
emanating fromthe center of a
log or timber, usually as a result of
uncontrolled or improperdrying.

heart side Theside of a piece of lumber
that, if ic werestill part of the log,
would be closest to the heart of the log.
In flat grain lumber,it is the side on
whichthe grain is morelikely to rise or
separate from the piece.

heartwood (heart wood) The core of a
tree, which is no longervitalto thelife
growth of the tree and which is often
darker and ofa different consistency
than the growing sapwood.

heat The form of energy inherentin
the motion of atoms or molecules,
measured in British thermal units, and
transferred automatically (wherever
temperaturedifferences exist) from
warmerto coolerbodies, areas, or
elements by conduction, convection,
or tadiation.

heat absorbing glass Slightly blue-green
tinted plate glass orfloat glass designed
with the capacity to absorb 40% of
the infrared solar rays and about 25%

of the visible rays that pass through
it. Cracking from uneven heating
can occurif the glass is not exposed
uniformly to sunlight.

heat-affected zone In welding or
soldering, an area of metal that has
been altered but has not yet melted.

heat balancing 1. Anefficient procedure
for determining a numerical degree of
combustion by totaling all the heat
losses, in percentages, andsubtracting
the result from 100%. @A condition

of thermal equilibrium where heat
gains equal heatlosses.

heat capacity The amountof heat
required to increase the temperature
of a given mass by one degree. The
capacity is arrived at numerically by
multiplying the mass by the specific
heat.

heated doorway See air curtain.

heated space Anarea of a building thatis
directly supplied with heat.

heater 1. A general term including
stoves, appliances, and other heat-
producing units. 2. A person who heats
something, such as a steelworker who
heats rivets on a small forge before
passing them to thesticker.

heat exchanger A device designed to
transfer heat between two physically
separated fluids. Thefluids are usually
separated by the thin walls of tubing. 

   
heat exchanger 



heat gain 1. The net increase in Btus, 
caused by heat transmission, within a 
given space. 2. A piece of resistance 
material connected between terminals 
to produce heat electrically. 3. That 
portion of a heating device, such as a 
stove or soldering gun, consisting of a 
wire or other metal piece heated by an 
electric current. 

heating degree days (HDD) 
A quantitative comparison of the 
average daily outdoor air temperature 
to the standard of 65°F used to analyze 
energy needed to heat or cool a space. 
One degree day equals one day with an 
average temperature one degree above 
65°F. 

heating load The number of Btus per 
hour required to maintain a specified 
temperature within a given enclosed 
space. 

heating medium The fluid or gas 
conveying the heat from a source, 
such as a stove or boiler, to an area or 
substance being heated. The heating 
medium may or may not be confined 
within carriers such as pipes. 

heating plant The entire heating system 
of a building or complex, including 
either a boiler, piping, and radiators, or 
a furnace, ducts, and air outlets. 

heating plant 

heating rate The rate of temperature 
increase in degrees per hour, as in a 
kiln or autoclave. 

heating system The method and its 
related necessary equipment used in 
a given heating application, such as a 
forced hot air system. 

heat island effect A pattern of elevated 
temperatures in urban areas caused by 
structural and pavement heat fluxes 
and pollutant emissions. In some cases, 
urban temperatures can be as much as 
10°F warmer than nearby rural areas, 
which can result in increased energy 
demands and heat-related illnesses. 

heat loss 1. The net decrease in 
Brus within a given space, by heat 
transmission through spaces around 
windows, doors, etc. 2. The loss by 
conduction, convection, or radiation 
from a solar collector after its initial 
absorption. 

heat of fusion The amount of heat 
needed to melt a unit mass of a solid at 
a specified temperature. 

heat of hydration 1. Heat resulting from 
chemical reactions with water, as in 
the curing of Portland cement. 2. The 
thermal difference between dry cement 
and partially hydrated cement. 

heat mirror technology A type of window 
design that uses a low-emissivity 
coated film product suspended inside 
or between panes of an insulating glass 
unit. This is a lower-cost alternative to 
low-E glass double-pane units. 

heat pump A refrigeration system 
designed to utilize alternately or 
simultaneously the heat extracted at a 
low temperature and the heat rejected 
at a higher temperature. 

heat recovery The extraction of heat 
from any source not primarily designed 
to produce heat, such as a chimney or 
lightbulb. 

heat-reflective glass Window glass in 
which the exterior surface has been 
treated with a transparent metallic 
coating to reflect substantial portions 
of the light and radiant heat striking it. 

heat transmission coefficient I 

heat-resistant concrete Concrete immune 
to disintegration when subjected to 
constant or cyclic heating to below 
ceramic-bonding temperature. 

heat-resistant paint A paint, usually 
containing silicon resins, used on items 
such as stoves and radiators because of 
its stability at high temperatures. 

heat rough Refers to the installation of 
duct work, heating pipes, and flue 
pipes by a heating contractor in new 
construction after interior walls and 
stairs are built. 

heat sealing The use of heat and pressure 
to bond plastic sheets or films. 

heat seaming In roofing, joining 
thermoplastic films or sheets together 
by heating contact areas so that they 
fuse together. 

heat sink 1. The substance or 
environment into which heat is 
discharged after its removal from 
a heat source, as by a heat pump. 
2. Any medium capable of accepting 
discharged heat. 

heat source 1. Any area, environment, 
or device that supplies heat. 2. The 
area from which a refrigeration system 
removes heat. 

heat tracing system A heating system 
with an externally applied heat source, 
usually a heating cable, that traces the 
object to be heated. 

heat transfer fluid The liquid substance 
used to carry heat away from its source 
to be cooled, usually by another fluid, 
as in a heat exchanger. 

heat transmission The rate at which 
heat passes through a material by 
the combination of conduction, 
convection, and radiation. 

heat transmission coefficient Any of 
several coefficients used to calculate 
heat transmission by conduction, 
convection, and radiation through a 
variety of materials and structures. 
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heat gain 1. The net increase in Brus,
caused by heat transmission, within a
given space. 2. A pieceofresistance
material connected between terminals

to produceheatelectrically. 3. That
portion of a heating device, such as a
stove orsoldering gun, consisting of a
wire orother metal piece heated by an
electric current.

heating degree days (HDD)
A quantitative comparison of the
average daily outdoorair temperature
to the standard of 65°F used to analyze
energy needed to heator cool a space.
Onedegree day equals one day with an
average temperature one degree above
65°F

heating load The numberof Btus per
hourrequired to maintain a specified
temperature within a given enclosed
space.

heating medium Thefluid or gas
conveying the heat from a source,
suchas a stove or boiler, to an area or
substance being heated. The heating
medium may or may not be confined
within carriers such as pipes.

heating plant The entire heating system
of a building or complex, including
eithera boiler, piping, and radiators, or
a furnace, ducts, and air outlets. 
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heating plant 

heating rate The rate of temperature
increase in degrees per hour, as in a
kiln or autoclave.

heating system The method andits
related necessary equipment used in
a given heating application, such as a
forced hotair system.

heatisland effect A pattern of elevated
temperatures in urban areas caused by
structural and pavementheatfluxes
and pollutant emissions. In some cases,
urban temperatures can be as much as
10°F warmer than nearby rural areas,
which canresult in increased energy
demandsand heat-related illnesses.

heat loss 1. The net decrease in

Beus within a given space, by heat
transmission through spaces around
windows, doors, etc. 2. The loss by
conduction, convection, or radiation
from a solarcollectorafter its initial

absorption.

heat of fusion The amountof heat
needed to melt a unit mass of a solid at

a specified temperature.

heat of hydration 1. Heat resulting from
chemical reactions with water, as in.
the curing of Portland cement. 2. The
thermal difference between dry cement
and partially hydrated cement.

heat mirror technology A type of window
design that uses a low-emissivity
coatedfilm product suspended inside
or between panesofan insulating glass
unit. This is a lower-cost alternative to

low-E glass double-paneunits.

heat pump A refrigeration system
designed to utilize alternately or
simultaneously the heat extracted at a
low temperature andthe heat rejected
at a higher temperature.

heat recovery The extraction of heat
from any source not primarily designed
to produce heat, such as a chimney or
lightbulb.

heat-reflective glass Windowglass in
which the exterior surface has been

treated with a transparent metallic
coating to reflect substantial portions
of the light and radiant heatstrikingit.

heat-resistant concrete Concrete immune

to disintegration when subjected to
constantor cyclic heating to below
ceramic-bonding temperature.

heat-resistant paint A paint, usually
containing silicon resins, used on items
such as stoves and radiators because of

its stability at high temperatures.

heat rough Refers to the installation of
duct work, heating pipes, and flue
pipes by a heating contractor in new
constructionafterinterior walls and
stairs are built.

heatsealing The use of heat and pressure
to bondplastic sheetsorfilms.

heat seaming [n roofing,joining
thermoplastic films or sheets together
by heating contactareas so that they
fuse together.

heat sink 41. The substance or
environment into which heatis

discharged afterits removal from
a heat source, as by a heat pump.
2. Any medium capable of accepting
discharged heat.

heat source 1. Any area, environment,
or device that supplies heat. 2. The
area from whicha refrigeration system
removes heat.

heat tracing system A heating system
with an externally applied heat source,
usually a heating cable, that traces the
object to be heated.

heat transferfluid The liquid substance
used to carry heat away from its source
to be cooled, usually by anotherfluid,
as in a heat exchanger.

heat transmission The rate at which

heat passes through a material by
the combination of conduction,
convection, and radiation.

heat transmission coefficient Any of
several coefficients used to calculate

heat transmission by conduction,
convection, and radiation through a
variety of materials and structures,
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heat treatment 

H 
heat treatment Subjecting any solid metal 

or alloy to heating and cooling to 
produce specific, desired changes in its 
physical condition or properties. 

heat trim Refers to a heating contractor's 
preparation work prior to a final heat 
inspection. Includes the installation of 
thermostats, vent grilles, registers, and 
other heating and ventilation-related 
work. 

heave The localized upward bulging 
of the ground due to expansion or 
displacement caused by phenomena 
such as frost or moisture absorption. 

heavy concrete High-density concrete. 
Concrete having a high unit 
weight up to 300 pounds per cubic 
foot, primarily due to the types of 
aggregate employed and the density 
of their ultimate incorporation. Such 
diverse materials as trap rock, barite, 
magnetite, steel nuts, and bolts can be 
used as aggregate. The density makes 
heavy concrete especially suitable for 
protection from radiation. 

heavy construction 
Construction requiring the use of 
large machinery, such as cranes or 
excavators. 

heavy-duty pavement Paving intended 
and designed for heavy traffic volume 
and loads. 

heavy-duty scaffold A scaffold 
constructed to carry a working load not 
to exceed 7 5 lbs. per square foot. 

heavy-duty scaffold 

heavy-edge reinforcement In highway 
pavement slabs, reinforcement made 
of wire fabric with up to four edge wires 

that are heavier than any of the other 
longitudinal wires. 

heavy joist A timber at least 4" thick and 
8" wide. 

heavy metal A naturally occurring 
elemental metal with a high molecular 
weight. 

heavy soil A fine-grained soil consisting 
primarily of clay and silt, which are 
damper, hence heavier, than sand. 

heavy timber 1. A type of construction 
requiring noncombustible exterior 
walls with a minimal fire-resistance 
rating of two hours, solid or laminated 
interior members, and heavy plank or 
laminated wood floors and roofs. Also 
called mill construction. 2. Rough or 
surface pieces with a least dimension 
of 5". 

heavyweight aggregate 
Aggregate possessing a high specific 
gravity, such as barite, magnetite, 
limonite, ilmenite, iron, and steel, 
making it suitable for use in heavy 
concrete. 

heck 1. A type of door having an upper 
section that swings independently of its 
lower section. 2. A gate of latticework. 

hectare A measurement of land area 
equal to 2.471 acres or about 107,637 
square feet. 

hedge In master production scheduling, 
a quantity of stock used to protect 
against uncertainty in demand. The 
hedge is similar to safety stock, except 
that a hedge has the dimension of 
timing as well as amount. * 

heel 1. The lower end of a door's hanging 
stile or of a vertically placed timber, 
especially if it rests on a support. 2. A 
socket, floor brace, or similar device for 
wall-bracing timbers. 3. The bottom 
inside edge of a footing or a retaining 
wall. 4. The back end of a carpenter's 
plane. 

heel bead A glazing compound used at 
the base of the channel after setting 

*ReJirintecl ,vith the Jiermission of AACE International. CoJ>yright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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a pane but prior to the installation of 
the removable stop, so as to prohibit 
leakage past the stop. 

heeling The temporary, severely angular 
planting of trees and shrubs, often in 
trenches, to facilitate their removal 
prior to permanent transplanting. 

heel post 1. A post or stanchion at the 
open end of a stall partition. 2. The 
post, either of a gate or stairway, to 
which the gate hinges are secured. 

heel strap A steel fastening device for 
connecting a rafter to its tie beam. 

height 1. The distance between two 
points in vertical alignment or from 
the top to the bottom of any object, 
space, or enclosure. 2. The vertical 
distance between the average grade 
around a building, or the average street 
curb elevation, and the average level of 
its roof. 3. The rise of an arch. 

height board A measuring device for 
setting the heights of stair risers. 

height of instrument The height of a 
leveling instrument above the datum 
being used in the survey. 

helical reinforcement 
Column reinforcement bent in the 
form of a helix. More commonly called 
spiral reinforcement. 

helical reinforcement 

helical rotary compressor (screw-type 
compressor) A device that compresses 
gas by trapping it in the space formed 
by the flutes of meshing screws, thus 
reducing the gas volume. 

heat treatment 

 
a panebutprior to the installation of
the removable stop, so as to prohibit
leakage past the stop.

that are heavier than any of the other
longitudinal wires.

heat treatment Subjecting any solid metal
oralloy to heating and cooling to

produce specific, desired changes in its heavy joist A timberat least 4” thick and
physical condition orproperties. 8" wide. heeling The temporary, severely angular

planting of trees and shrubs, often in
trenches,to facilitate their removal
prior to permanent transplanting.

heat trim Refers to a heating contractor's
preparation workpriortoafinal heat
inspection. Includes theinstallation of
thermostats, ventgrilles, registers, and
other heating and ventilation-related
work.

heavy metal A naturally occurring
elemental metal with a high molecular
weight.

heel post 1. A post or stanchionat the
openend ofastall partition. 2. The
post, eitherof a gate orstairway, to
whichthe gate hinges are secured.

heavysoil A fine-grainedsoil consisting
primarily of clay andsilt, which are
damper, h heavier, th d.heave Thelocalized upwardbulging amped nence Deavich Wal sar

of the ground due to expansion or
displacementcaused by phenomena
such as frost or moisture absorption.

heavy timber 1. A type of construction
requiring noncombustible exterior
walls with a minimal fire-resistance

rating of two hours, solid or laminated
interior members, and heavy plank or
laminated woodfloors and roofs. Also

called mill construction. 2, Rough or

heel strap A steel fastening device for
connectinga rafterto its tie beam.

height 1. The distance between two
points in vertical alignmentotfrom
the top to the bottom of any object,
space, or enclosure. 2. The vertical

heavy concrete High-density concrete.
Concrete having a high unit
weight up to 300 pounds per cubic
foot, primarily due to the types of
aggregate employed and the density
of their ultimate incorporation. Such
diverse materials as trap rock, barite,

sutface pieces with a least dimension
of 5".

heavyweight aggregate

distance between the average grade
around a building, or the average street
curb elevation, and the average level of
its roof. 3. Therise of an arch.

Aggregate possessing a high specific
gravity, such as barite, magnetite,
limonite, ilmenite, iron, and steel,
makingit suitable for use in heavy
concrete.

magnetite, steel nuts, and bolts can be
used as aggregate. The density makes
heavy concrete especiallysuitable for
protection from radiation.

height board A measuring device for
setting the heightsofstairrisers.

heightof instrument The height of a
leveling instrument above the datumheavy construction
being used in the survey.Construction requiring the use of

large machinery, such as cranes or
excavators.

heck 1. A type of door having an upper
section that swings independently ofits helical reinforcement
lowersection. 2. A gate oflatticework. Column reinforcementbent in the

form of a helix. More commonly called
spiral reinforcement.

hectare A measurementof land area

equal to 2.471 acres or about 107,637
square feet.

heavy-duty pavement Paving intended
and designed for heavytraffic volume
and loads.

heavy-duty scaffold A scaffold
constructedto carry a working load not
to exceed 75 lbs. per square foot.

hedge In master production scheduling,
a quantity of stock used to protect
against uncertainty in demand. The
hedgeis similar to safety stock, except
that a hedge has the dimension of
timing as well as amount.*

  
  

    

heel 1. The lower endof a door’s hanging
stile orof a vertically placed timber,
especially if it rests on a support. 2. A
socket, floor brace, or similar device for
wall-bracing timbers. 3. The bottom

helical reinforcement

  
helical rotary compressor (screw-type

inside edge of a footingor a retaining compressor) A device that compresses
wall. 4. The back end of a carpenter's gas by trapping it in the space formed
plane. by the flutes of meshing screws, thus

reducing the gas volume.

 
heavy-duty scaffold

 
heel bead A glazing compound used atheavy-edge reinforcement In highway

the base of the channelafter settingpavementslabs, reinforcement made
of wire fabric with up to four edge wires

*Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACE International;all rights reserved.
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helical staircase (spiral staircase) 
A staircase built in the form of a helix. 

helical staircase 

helicline A helical ramp, as in a parking 
garage. 

heliograph In surveying, a device to 
make a distant surveying station easily 
identifiable by reflecting sunlight in 
flashes. 

heliostat An instrument having an 
automatically adjusting mirror that 
follows the apparent movement of the 
sun and continuously reflects its rays 
onto a collector. 

heliport An airport or landing area 
specifically for helicopters. 

helix 1. A reinforcing rod bent to form 
a spiral used for reinforcing the 
circumference of concrete columns. 
2. A volute found on a Corinthian or 
Ionic capital. 3. Any spiral structure, 
ornament, or form. 

helix 

helm roof A roof with four steeply
pitched faces rising diagonally from 
four gables to form a spire where they 
converge. 

helve 1. A tool handle, such as that of an 
ax, hatchet, or hammer. 2. The handle 
of a wagon. 

hem-ha! A combination of western 
hemlock and balsam fir produced in 
British Columbia for overseas markets. 

hem-fir A species combination used by 
grading agencies to designate any of 
various tree species, such as white fir 
and western hemlock, having common 
characteristics. The designation is used 
for identification and standardization 
of recommended design values and 
because some species, in lumber form, 
cannot be visually distinguished. 

hemihydrate Any hydrate having only 
half a molecule of water for every 
molecule of compound. The most 
common hemihydrate is partially 
hydrated gypsum, or plaster of Paris. 

hemlock A coniferous North American 
tree, the wood of which is used in 
general construction and for pulp. 

hemlock spruce (eastern hemlock, 
eastern spruce) A coniferous tree of 
eastern North America having soft, 
coarse wood of uneven texture that is 
unusable in construction but widely 
used for pulp. 

hemp A natural fiber once widely used 
in cordage, but now almost totally 
replaced by synthetic fibers, such 
as nylon and dacron. Hemp is still 
laminated to a paper backing to 
produce a type of wallcovering. 

hem-tam A combination of eastern 
hemlock and tamarack produced in the 
northeastern United States and eastern 
Canada. 

HEPA-filter See high efficiency 
particulate air filter. 

hex roofing I 

HEPA-filtered vacuum A vacuum device 
fitted with a high efficiency particulate 
removal system. 

herbicide A substance that kills plants on 
contact. 

Herculite Trade name for a type of thick, 
tempered plate glass, commonly used 
for doors without framing. 

hermaphrodite caliper A tool with 
two hinged legs used to lay out lines 
that are parallel with the edges of 
the workpiece. It can also be used to 
locate the center of cylindrical shaped 
workplaces. 

herringbone bond In masonry, a type of 
raking bond in which a zigzag effect 
is created by laying rows of headers 
perpendicular to each other. 

herringbone bond 

herringbone drain (chevron drain) 
A V-shaped drain. 

hertz A unit of measurement of frequency 
equal to one cycle per second. 

hesitation set See early stiffening. 

hession See burlap. 

hewn Roughly cut, fabricated, shaped, or 
dressed. 

hex roofing Hexagonally shaped asphalt 
roofing shingles. 
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helical staircase (spiral staircase)
A staircase built in the form of a helix.
 

    
helical staircase

  
helicline A helical ramp, as in a parking

garage.

heliograph In surveying, a device to
make a distant surveying station easily
identifiable by reflecting sunlight in
flashes.

heliostat An instrument having an
automatically adjusting mirror that
follows the apparent movementof the
sun and continuously reflects its rays
onto a collector.

heliport Anairport or landing area
specifically for helicopters.

helix 1. A reinforcing rod bent to form
a spiral used for reinforcing the
circumference of concrete columns.
9. A volute found on a Corinthian or

Ionic capital. 3. Anyspiral structure,
ornament, or form. 

helix

  
 

helm roof A roof with four steeply-
pitchedfacesrising diagonally from
four gables to form a spire where they
converge.

helve 1. A tool handle, such as that of an
ax, hatchet, or hammer. 2. The handle
of a wagon.

hem-bal A combination of western

hemlock and balsam fir producedin
British Columbia for overseas markets.

hem-fir A species combination used by
grading agencies to designate any of
various tree species, such as whitefir
and western hemlock, having common
characteristics. The designation is used
for identification and standardization

of recommended design values and
because some species, in lumberform,
cannotbe visually distinguished.

hemihydrate Any hydrate having only
half a molecule of water for every
molecule of compound. The most
common hemihydrateis partially
hydrated gypsum,orplaster of Paris.

hemlock A coniferous North American

tree, the wood of whichis used in
general construction and forpulp.

hemlock spruce (eastern hemlock,
eastern spruce) A coniferous tree of
eastern North America havingsoft,
coarse wood of uneven texture thatis

unusable in construction but widely
used for pulp.

hemp A natural fiber once widely used
in cordage, but now almosttotally
replaced by synthetic fibers, such
as nylon and dacron. Hempisstill
laminated to a paper backing to
produce a type of wallcovering.

hem-tam A combination of eastern

hemlock and tamarack produced in the
northeastern United States and eastern
Canada.

HEPA-filter See high efficiency
particulateairfilter.

HEPA-filtered vacuum A vacuum device

fitted with a high efficiency particulate
removalsystem.

herbicide A substance thatkills plants on
contact.

Herculite Trade namefor a type ofthick,
tempered plate glass, commonly used
for doors withoutframing.

hermaphrodite caliper A tool with
two hingedlegs used to lay outlines
that are parallel with the edges of
the workpiece. It can also be used to
locate the centerof cylindrical shaped
workplaces.

herringbone bond In masonry, a type of
taking bond in whicha zigzag effect
is created by laying rowsof headers
perpendicular to each other. 
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herringbone bond

  
 

herringbone drain (chevron drain)
A V-shapeddrain.

hertz A unit of measurementof frequency
equalto one cycle per second.

hesitation set See early stiffening.

hession See burlap.

hewn Roughly cut, fabricated, shaped,or
dressed.

hex roofing Hexagonally shaped asphalt
roofing shingles.
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hickey 

H 
hickey (hicky) 1. A threaded electrical 

fitting for connecting a light fixture to 
an outlet box. 2. An apparatus used to 
bend small pipe, conduit, or reinforcing 
bar. 

hick joint In masonry, a mortar joint cut 
in any direction to be flush with the 
face of the wall, resulting in a hairline 
crack that renders the joint no longer 
watertight. 

hiding power The capacity of a paint 
film to completely obscure the surface, 
including flaws, to which it is applied. 

high-alumina cement See calcium 
aluminate cement. 

high-bay lighting Usually an industrial 
lighting system having direct or 
semidirect luminaires located high 
above floor or work level. 

high-bay lighting 

high-bond bar See deformed bar. 

high-build coating A coating composed 
of a series of films that are thicker than 
those normally associated with paints 
(minimum 5 mis) and thinner than 
troweled material. 

high-calcium lime A type of lime 
composed primarily of calcium oxide 
or calcium hydroxide and containing a 
maximum of 5% magnesium oxide or 
hydroxide. 

high-carbon steel Steel having a carbon 
content between .6% and 1.5%. 
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high chair Slang for a heavy, wire, vaguely 
chair-shaped device used to hold steel 
reinforcement off the bottom of the 
slab during the placement of concrete. 

(/ 

high chair 

high-density concrete See heavy 
concrete. 

high-density foam Usually a type of 
synthetic rubber applied as a liquid 
foam to the back side of carpeting. 
When cured, the foam is an integral 
part of the whole. 

high-density overlay A cellulose 
fiber sheet impregnated with a 
thermosetting resin and bonded to 
plywood, rendering a hard, smooth, 
waterproof, wear-resistant surface for 
use in concrete formwork and decking. 

high-density plywood 
Plywood manufactured from resin
impregnated veneer and formed 
with heat at high pressures to render 
a product having at least twice the 
density of conventional plywood. 

high density polyethylene An extensively 
polymerized plastic used for pipe. 
Polyethylene material is highly 
abrasion and corrosion resistant, and 
thereby able to handle a wide variety of 
slurries and abrasive materials as well as 
nearly all acids, caustics, salt solutions 
and other corrosive liquids and gases. 

high-discharge mixer See inclined-axis 
mixer. 

high-early-strength concrete 
Concrete containing high-early
strength cement or admixtures causing 
it to attain a specified strength earlier 
than regular concrete. 

high efficiency particulate air filter 
(HEPA filter) A high-efficiency 
(99.9%) dry filter made in an extended 
surface configuration of deep space 
folds on submicron glass fiber paper. 

highest and best use The use that is 
likely to produce the highest return 
on investment at a specific time on 
a particular piece of real estate under 
development. 

high-frequency gluing An extremely 
rapid gluing process in which high
frequency electronic waves are passed 
through the wood and glue to cause 
bonding, as in the construction of 
laminated beams. 

high gloss Descriptive of a substantial 
degree of luster or of a paint which 
dries with a lustrous, enamel-like 
finish. 

high hat 1. A recessed lighting fixture 
that sheds its light vertically 
downward. 2. A black circular tube 
attached to the front of a spotlight 
to contain the stray light around the 
perimeter of the beam. 

high hat 

high-hazard contents Those building 
contents that, in a fire, might explode, 
burn with such vigor as to approximate 
explosion, produce toxic fumes, or 
produce other dangerous effects. 

high impact polystyrene A plastic with 
good toughness, moderately high heat 
resistance, and good resistance to stress 
cracking. 

hickey 

 
hickey (hicky) 1. A threaded electrical

fitting for connectinga light fixture to
an outlet box. 2. An apparatus used to
bend small pipe, conduit, or reinforcing
bar.

hick joint In masonry, a mortar joint cut
in any directionto be flush with the
face of the wall, resulting in a hairline
crack that renders the joint no longer
watertight.

hiding power The capacity of a paint
film to completely obscure the surface,
including flaws, to whichit is applied.

high-alumina cement See calcium
aluminate cement.

high-baylighting Usually an industrial
lighting system havingdirect or
semidirect luminaires located high
abovefloor or work level.

 
high-bay lighting

  
 

high-bond bar See deformed bar.

high-build coating A coating composed
ofa series offilms that are thicker than

those normally associated with paints
(minimum 5 mls) and thinner than
troweled material.

high-calcium lime A typeof lime
composed primarily of calcium oxide
or calcium hydroxide and containing a
maximum of 5% magnesium oxide or
hydroxide.

high-carbon steel Steel having a carbon
content between .6% and 1.5%.
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high chair Slang for a heavy, wire, vaguely
chair-shaped device used to hold steel
reinforcement off the bottom of the

slab during the placement of concrete. 

 
high chair

  
 

high-density concrete See heavy
concrete.

high-density foam Usually a type of
synthetic rubberapplied as a liquid
foam to the back side of carpeting.
Whencured,the foam is an integral
part of the whole.

high-density overlay A cellulose
fiber sheet impregnated with a
thermosetting resin and bonded to
plywood, rendering a hard, smooth,
waterproof, wear-resistant surface for
use in concrete formwork and decking.

high-density plywood
Plywood manufactured fromresin-
impregnated veneer and formed
with heat at high pressures to render
a product having at least twice the
density of conventional plywood.

high density polyethylene An extensively
polymerized plastic used for pipe.
Polyethylene materialis highly
abrasion and corrosion resistant, and
thereby able to handle a wide variety of
slurries and abrasive materials as well as

nearly all acids, caustics, salt solutions
and othercorrosive liquids and gases.

high-discharge mixer See inclined-axis
mixer.

high-early-strength concrete
Concrete containing high-early-
strength cement or admixtures causing
it to attain a specified strength earlier
than regular concrete.

high efficiency particulateair filter
(HEPAfilter) A high-efficiency
(99.9%) dry filter made in an extended
surface configuration of deep space
folds on submicronglass fiber paper.

highest and best use The use thatis
likely to produce the highest return
on investmentat a specific time on
a particularpiece of real estate under
development.

high-frequency gluing An extremely
rapid gluing process in which high-
frequency electronic waves are passed
through the wood and glue to cause
bonding,as in the construction of
laminated beams.

high gloss Descriptive of a substantial
degree of luster or of a paint which
dries with a lustrous, enamel-like
finish.

high hat 1. A recessed lighting fixture
that shedsits light vertically
downward. 2. A black circular tube

attached to thefrontof a spotlight
to contain the stray light around the
perimeterof the beam. 

high hat
  
 

high-hazard contents Those building
contents that, in a fire, might explode,
burn with such vigoras to approximate
explosion, produce toxic fumes, or
produce other dangerouseffects.

high impactpolystyrene A plastic with
good toughness, moderately high heat
resistance, and goodresistance to stress
cracking.



high-intensity discharge lamp A mercury, 
high-pressure sodium, or other electric 
discharge lamp requiring a ballast for 
starting and for controlling the arc, and 
in which light is produced by passing 
an electric current through a contained 
gas or vapor. 

high-intensity discharge lamp 

high-joint pointing Pointing in which a 
high joint is grooved on each side by 
scraping along the edges of the brick 
while the mortar is still soft. 

high-lift grouting In masonry, a method 
of grouting in which each lift is raised 
at least 12'. 

high line A high-tension electric power 
supply line. 

high-magnesium lime The product 
resulting from calcining dolomitic 
limestone or dolomite and containing 
3 7%-41 % magnesium oxide or 
hydroxide, as compared to the 5% 
contained in high-calcium lime. 

high-mass construction A building 
construction approach using masonry, 
adobe, or other building materials that 
can lessen the extremes of diurnal flux, 
especially in arid climates. 

high-output fluorescent lamp A rapid
start fluorescent lamp with greater flux 
as a result of its operation on higher 
current. 

high-performance building A building 
that is energy-efficient, healthy, and 
comfortable for its occupants. 

high polymer 1. A substance consisting 
of a large molecule often made of 
repeat units of low molecular weight. 
2. A polymer with a molecular weight 
greater than 10,000. 

high-pressure laminate 
Laminate manufactured at pressures 
between 1,200 and 2,000 pounds per 
square inch during its molding and 
curing processes. Used in furniture, 
paneling, and cabinet manufacturing, 
high pressure laminate is also an ideal 
material for access flooring around 
sensitive equipment because of its 
excellent ability to dissipate static 
electricity. 

high-pressure mercury lamp A mercury 
vapor lamp designed to function at a 
partial mercury vapor pressure of about 
one atmosphere or more (usually 2-4). 

high-pressure overlay A plastic laminate 
consisting of layers of melamine sheet 
or phenolic-impregnated kraft paper 
onto which a melamine-impregnated 
printed pattern sheet and/or a 
translucent melamine overlay may 
have been impressed. The laminate 
is produced at a temperature above 
300°F and a pressure of about 400 psi, 
resulting in a hard, smooth, wear
resistant surface that is often bonded 
to wood and used in doors and on 
tabletops. 

high pressure side See high side. 

high-pressure sodium lamp A sodium 
vapor lamp, operating at a partial 
vapor pressure of 0.1 atmosphere, that 
produces a wide-spectrum yellow light. 

high-pressure steam curing (autoclave 
curing) The steam curing of products 
made from cement, sand-lime, 
concrete, or hydrous calcium silicate in 
an autoclave at temperatures of 340° 
to 420°F. 

high-pressure steam heating system 
A steam heating system in which 
heat is transported from a boiler to a 
radiator by steam at pressures above 
100 psi. 

high rise 

high relief Sculptured relief in which 
the modeled figures protrude from 
the background by at least half their 
thickness. 

high rib lath An expanded metal lath 
used as a backup for wet wall plaster 
and as formwork for thin concrete 
slabs. 

high rib lath 

high rise 1. A building having many 
stories and serviced by elevators. 
2. A building with upper floors higher 
than fire department aerial ladders, 
usually ten or more stories. 3. Slang for 
a traffic-control device consisting of a 
barricade with stationary flagged arms 
positioned at 10 o'clock, 12 o'clock, 
and 2 o'clock and located at each end 
of a construction zone. 

high rise 
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high rise 

high-intensity discharge lamp A mercury,
high-pressure sodium, or otherelectric
discharge lamp requiring a ballast for
starting and for controlling the arc, and
in whichlight is produced by passing
an electric current through a contained
gas or vapor. 
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high-joint pointing Pointing in which a
high joint is grooved on each side by
scraping along the edgesof the brick
while the mortaris still soft.

high-lift grouting In masonry, a method
of grouting in which eachlift is raised
at least 12’.

high line A high-tensionelectric power
supplyline.

high-magnesium lime The product
resulting from calcining dolomitic
limestone or dolomite and containing
37%-41% magnesium oxide or
hydroxide, as compared to the 5%
containedin high-calcium lime.

high-mass construction A building
construction approach using masonry,
adobe, or otherbuilding materials that
can lessen the extremesofdiurnal flux,
especially in arid climates.

high-output fluorescent lamp A rapid-
start fluorescent lamp with greaterflux
as a result of its operation on higher
current.

high-performance building A building
thatis energy-efficient, healthy, and
comfortable forits occupants.

high polymer 1. A substance consisting
of a large molecule often made of
repeat units of low molecular weight.
2. A polymer with a molecular weight
ereater than 10,000.

high-pressure laminate
Laminate manufactured at pressures
between 1,200 and 2,000 poundsper
square inch duringits molding and
curing processes. Used in furniture,
paneling, and cabinet manufacturing,
high pressure laminate is also an ideal
material for access flooring around
sensitive equipment becauseofits
excellent ability to dissipate static
electricity.

high-pressure mercury lamp A mercury
vaporlamp designed to function at a
partial mercury vaporpressure of about
one atmosphere or more (usually 2-4).

high-pressure overlay A plastic laminate
consisting of layers of melamine sheet
or phenolic-impregnated kraft paper
onto which a melamine-impregnated
printed pattern sheet and/ora
translucent melamine overlay may
have been impressed. The laminate
is produced at a temperature above
300°F anda pressure of about 400 psi,
resulting in a hard, smooth, wear-
resistant surface that is often bonded
to wood andused in doors and on

tabletops.

high pressure side See high side.

high-pressure sodium lamp A sodium
vaporlamp, operating at a partial
vaporpressure of 0.1 atmosphere, that
produces a wide-spectrum yellow light.

high-pressure steam curing (autoclave
curing) The steam curing of products
made from cement, sand-lime,
concrete, or hydrous calcium silicate in
an autoclave at temperatures of 340°
to 420°F.

high-pressure steam heating system
A steam heating system in which
heatis transported from a boiler to a
radiator by steam at pressures above
100 psi.

high relief Sculptured relief in which
the modeledfigures protrude from
the background byat least half their
thickness.

high rib lath An expanded metal lath
used as a backup for wet wall plaster
and as formwork for thin concrete
slabs. 

   
high rib lath 

high rise 1. A building having many
stories and serviced by elevators.
2. A building with upperfloors higher
than fire departmentaerial ladders,
usually ten or more stories. 3. Slangfor
a traffic-control device consisting of a
barricade withstationary flagged arms
positioned at 10 o’clock, 12 o'clock,
and 2 o’clock and located at each end
of a constructionzone. 

 
high rise
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high side 

H 
high side (high pressure side) 1. Those 

parts in a refrigeration system that are 
exposed to pressure at least as great as 
condenser pressure. 2. Slang for the 
outside of a pipe bend or conduit bend. 

high-silicon bronze A copper alloy made 
of 96% copper, 3% silicon, and 1 % 
zinc, manganese, aluminum, iron, 
and/or nickel. 

high steel Steel containing a higher than 
normal amount of carbon. 

high-strength bolts Bolts made from high
strength carbon steel or from alloy steel 
that has been quenched and tempered. 

high-strength steel Steel with an inherent 
high yield point. 

high-temperature sprinklers 
Automatic sprinklers normally set 
to operate at 212 °F (boiling point of 
water). 

high-tensile bolt (high-tension bolt) 
A bolt made from high-strength steel 
and tightened to a specified high 
tension. High-tensile bolts have 
replaced the use of steel rivets in steel
frame construction. 

high transmission glass Glass that 
transmits an exceptionally high 
percentage of visible light. 

high-velocity duct system A duct system 
carrying air at more than 2,400 feet per 
minute. 

hinge A flexible piece or a pair of plates 
or leaves joined by a pin so as to allow 
swinging motion in a single plane 
of one of the members to which it is 
attached, such as a door or gate. 

hinge backset The horizontal distance 
from the edge of a hinge to the face of 
the door that closes against a rabbet 
or stop. 

hinge, brass A hinge made from or plated 
with brass, either for ornamental 
effect or because its imperviousness to 
corrosion is desired or required, as in 
marine applications. 

hinge, cabinet Any decorative hinge used 
in cabinetwork. 
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hinge, electric A hinge designed to pass 
electric wires from the frame to the 
door for use in an electric-controlled 
lock. 

hinge, electric 

hinge, hospital See hospital hinge. 

hinge jamb The doorjamb to which the 
hinges are fastened. 

hinge joint Any joint allowing action 
similar to that permitted by a hinge 
and only a very slight separation 
between the adjacent members. 

hinge, paumelle Usually a contemporary
designed pivot-type door hinge with a 
single joint. 

@ 

hinge, paumelle 

hinge plate See hinge strap. 

hinge reinforcement A metal plate 
secured to a door or its frame to supply 
a base to which a hinge is attached. 

hinge, residential A lighter hinge than 
those designed for commercial and 
industrial use. 

hinge, security 1. A hinge with a pin that 
cannot be removed. 2. A hinge with 
a stud in one leaf projecting into the 

other leaf when the door is closed so 
the door cannot be moved with the pin 
removed. 3. See hinge, electric. 

hinge strap (hinge plate) A usually 
ornamental metal strap fastened to 
the surface of a door to render the 
appearance of a strap hinge. 

hip 1. The exterior inclining angle 
created by the junction of the sides 
of adjacent sloping roofs, excluding 
the ridge angle. 2. The rafter at this 
angle. 3. In a truss, the joint at which 
the upper chord meets an inclined end 
post. 

hip-and-valley roof A roof incorporating 
both hips and valleys. 

hip bevel 1. The angle between two 
adjacent sloping roofs separated only 
by a hip. 2. The angle at the end of a 
rafter that allows its conformation to 
the oblique construction at a hip. 

hip capping The top layer of a hip's 
protective covering. 

hip hook See hip iron. 

hip iron (hip hook) A galvanized steel or 
wrought iron bar or strip secured to the 
foot of a hip rafter to hold the hip tiles 
in place. 

hip jack In a hip roof, a rafter shorter in 
length than most of the other rafters 
used in the same construction, whose 
upper end is secured to a hip rafter. 

hip knob An ornament, such as a finial, 
at the top hip of a roof or at the apex 
of a gable. 

hip molding The molding on a hip rafter. 

hipped end Either of the triangular ends 
of a hipped roof. 

hipped gable (jerkin head) A modified 
gabled end that is gabled only about 
halfway to the ridge and then inclines 
backwards and forms hips where it 
meets the two principal slopes. 

hipped-plate construction See folded, 
plate construction. 

high side 

 
high side (high pressure side) 1. Those

parts in a refrigeration system that are
exposed to pressureat least as great as
condenserpressure. 2. Slang for the
outside of a pipe bend or conduit bend,

high-silicon bronze A copperalloy made
of 96% copper, 3% silicon, and 1%
zinc, manganese, aluminum, iron,
and/ornickel.

high steel Steel containing a higher than
normal amountof carbon.

high-strength bolts Bolts made from high-
strength carbonsteel orfromalloy steel
that has been quenched and tempered.

high-strength steel Steel with an inherent
high yield point.

high-temperature sprinklers
Automatic sprinklers normally set
to operate at 212°F (boiling point of
water).

high-tensile bolt (high-tension bolt)
A bolt made from high-strength steel
and tightened to a specified high
tension. High-tensile bolts have
replaced the use of steel rivets in steel-
frame construction.

high transmission glass Glass that
transmits an exceptionally high
percentage ofvisible light.

high-velocity duct system A duct system
carrying air at more than 2,400 feet per
minute.

hinge A flexible piece ora pairofplates
or leaves joined by a pin so as to allow
swinging motion in a single plane
of one of the members to whichitis

attached, such as a dooror gate.

hinge backset The horizontal distance
from the edge of a hinge to the face of
the door that closes against a rabbet
orstop.

hinge, brass A hinge made from or plated
with brass, either for ornamental
effect or becauseits imperviousness to
corrosionis desired or required, as in
marineapplications.

hinge, cabinet Any decorative hinge used
in cabinetwork.
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hinge, electric A hinge designed to pass
electric wires from the frame to the
doorfor use in an electric-controlled
lock. 

 
hinge, electric

 
 

hinge, hospital See hospital hinge.

 
hinge jamb The doorjamb to which the

hingesare fastened.

hinge joint Any joint allowing action
similar to that permitted by a hinge
and onlya very slight separation
between the adjacent members.

hinge, paumelle Usually a contemporary-
designed pivot-type door hinge with a
single joint. 
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hinge, paumelle 

hinge plate See hinge strap.

hinge reinforcement A metal plate
secured to a doororits frame to supply
a base to which a hingeis attached.

hinge, residential A lighter hinge than
those designed for commercial and
industrial use.

hinge, security 1. A hinge with a pin that
cannot be removed. 2, A hinge with
a stud in one leaf projecting into the

otherleaf when the dooris closed so

the doorcannot be moved withthe pin
removed. 3. See hinge, electric.

hinge strap (hingeplate) A usually
ornamental metalstrap fastened to
the surface of a doorto render the

appearanceofa strap hinge.

hip 1. The exterior inclining angle
created by the junctionof the sides
of adjacent sloping roofs, excluding
the ridge angle. 2. Therafter at this
angle. 3. In a truss, the joint at which
the upper chord meets an inclined end
post.

hip-and-valley roof A roof incorporating
both hips and valleys.

hip bevel 1. The angle between two
adjacent sloping roofs separated only
by ahip. 2. The angle at the end of a
rafter that allows its conformationto

the oblique construction at a hip.

hip capping The top layer of a hip’s
protective covering.

hip hook See hip iron.

hip iron (hip hook) A galvanized steel or
wroughtiron barorstrip secured to the
foot of a hip rafter to hold the hiptiles
in place.

hip jack Ina hip roof, a rafter shorter in
length than most of the otherrafters
used in the same construction, whose
upperendis secured to a hip rafter.

hip knob An ornament, such as a finial,
at the top hip of a rooforat the apex
of a gable.

hip molding The molding ona hiprafter.

hipped end Eitherof the triangular ends
of a hipped roof.

hipped gable (jerkin head) A modified
gabled end thatis gabled only about
halfway to the ridge and theninclines
backwards and forms hips where it
meets the twoprincipalslopes.

hipped-plate construction See folded-
plate construction.



hip rafter The rafter that, in essence, 
is the hip of a roof, by virtue of its 
location at the junction of adjacent 
inclined planes of a roof. 

hip rafter 

hip roll The finish covering over the hip 
of a roof, fashioned from wood, metal, 
tile, or thin material. 

hip roof A roof formed by several 
adjacent inclining planes, each rising 
from a different wall of building, and 
forming hips at their adjacent sloping 
sides. 

hip roof 

hip tile Shaped tile, of material such as 
clay or concrete, covering the other 
roof tiles meeting at the hips. The 
lowest tile is held by a hip hook. See 
also hip iron. 

hip vertical The upright tension member 
in a truss, the lower end of which 
carries a floor beam, and the upper end 
of which joins an inclined end post and 
an upper cord at a hip. 

historical database Records accumulating 
past project experience stored as 
data for use in planning, estimating, 
forecasting and predicting future 
events. Often includes data that has 
been processed so as to facilitate 
planning and other purposes such as 
validation and benchmarking (e.g., 
metrics, etc). * 

historic district A specific, definable 
geographic area with a significant 
number of historic buildings, features, 
structures, or objects that are united 
by historical events or aesthetic 
associations. 

historic preservation The application 
of strategies that promote the 
identification, evaluation, 
documentation, registration, 
protection, continued use, and 
interpretation of prehistoric and 
historic resources. 

historic records Documentation from 
past projects that can be used to predict 
trends, analyze feasibility and highlight 
problem areas/pitfalls on future similar 
projects. * 

historic structure report A written 
document presenting a detailed 
analysis of a historic structure. 
Includes an analysis of the property's 
initial construction, historical 
research, drawings, photographs, 
recommendations for appropriate 
preservation techniques, and 
documentation of the performance 
and condition of the building's 
architectural materials and overall 
structural stability. 

hit-and-miss window A two-part window 
with the lower sash containing 
movable ventilation panels. One panel 
slides in front of the other to permit 
air flow. 

H-molding An H-shaped trim piece 
used in a butt joint assembly. The two 
channels of the "H" hold the members 
in place. See also H-runner. 

hoarding A crude, temporary wall or 
fence on the site of a construction 
project. 

hod In masonry construction, a V-shaped, 
trough,like container with a pole 
handle projecting vertically downward 
from the bottom to allow steadying 
with one hand while being carried on 
the shoulder of a laborer (hod carrier) 
at a construction site. A hod is used to 
transport bricks or mortar. 

*Re/)rintecl with the permission of AACE International. Co[,yright © by MCE International; all rights reserved. 

hoistway 

hoe 1. An implement similar to a 
garden hoe but having a larger blade 
to facilitate the mixing of cement, 
lime, and sand in a mortar tub at a 
construction site. 2. A backhoe. 

hoe 

hog 1. In masonry, a course which is not 
level, usually because the mason's line 
was incorrectly set and/or pulled. 
2. A closer in the middle of a course. 
3. A machine to grind waste wood into 
chips for fuel or other purposes. 

hog-backed Cambered. The term is often 
used in reference to a sagging roof. 

hogging The sagging of the end 
extremities of a beam or timber 
supported only in the middle. 

hogsback tile A slightly-less-than-half
round ridge tile. 

hoist 1. Any mechanical device for lifting 
loads. 2. An elevator. 3. The apparatus 
providing the power drive to a drum, 
around which cable or rope is wound in 
lifting or pulling a load. Also called a 
winch. See also chain hoist. 

hoist 

hoistway See elevator shaft. 
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hip rafter The rafter that, in essence,
is the hip of a roof, by virtueofits
location at the junction of adjacent
inclined planes of a roof. 

 
hip rafter

  
 

hip roll The finish covering overthe hip
of a roof, fashioned from wood, metal,
tile, or thin material.

hip roof A roof formed by several
adjacent inclining planes, eachrising
from a different wall of building, and
forming hipsat their adjacentsloping
sides.
 

 
hip roof

hip tile Shapedtile, of material such as
clay or concrete, covering the other
roof tiles meeting at the hips. The
lowesttile is held by a hip hook. See
also hip iron.

hip vertical The upright tension member
in a truss, the lower end of which
carries a floor beam, and the upper end
of which joins an inclined end post and
an uppercord at a hip.

historical database Records accumulating
past project experience stored as
data for use in planning, estimating,
forecasting and predicting future
events. Oftenincludesdata that has

been processed so asto facilitate
planning and other purposes suchas
validation and benchmarking (e.g.,
metrics, etc). *

historic district A specific, definable
geographic area witha significant
numberof historic buildings, features,
structures, or objects that are united
by historical events or aesthetic
associations.

historic preservation The application
of strategies that promote the
identification, evaluation,
documentation,registration,
protection, continued use, and
interpretationof prehistoric and
historic resources.

historic records Documentation from

past projects that can be used to predict
trends, analyze feasibility and highlight
problem areas/pitfalls on future similar
projects. *

historic structure report A written
documentpresenting a detailed
analysis of a historic structure.
Includes an analysis of the property's
initial construction, historical
research, drawings, photographs,
recommendations for appropriate
preservation techniques, and
documentationof the performance
and condition of the building's
architectural materials and overall

structuralstability.

hit-and-miss window A two-part window
with the lower sash containing
movable ventilation panels. One panel
slides in front of the other to permit
air flow.

H-molding An H-shapedtrim piece
used in a butt joint assembly. The two
channels of the “H” hold the members

in place. See also H-runner.

hoarding A crude, temporary wall or
fence onthe site of a construction

project.

hod In masonryconstruction, a V-shaped,
trough-like containerwith a pole
handle projecting vertically downward
from the bottomto allow steadying
with one hand while being carried on
the shoulderof a laborer (hod carrier)
at a constructionsite. A hod is used to

transport bricks or mortar.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.

hoe 1, An implementsimilar to a
garden hoe but having a larger blade
to facilitate the mixing of cement,
lime, and sand in a mortar tub at a
constructionsite. 2. A backhoe. 

 
hoe

  
 

hog 1. In masonry, a course which is not
level, usually because the mason’sline
was incorrectly set and/orpulled.
9. A closerin the middle of a course.

3. A machineto grind waste wood into
chipsforfuel or other purposes.

hog-backed Cambered. Theterm is often
used in reference to a sagging roof.

hogging The sagging of the end
extremities of a beam ortimber

supported only in the middle.

hogsback tile A slightly-less-than-half-
round ridgetile.

hoist 1. Any mechanical deviceforlifting
loads. 2, An elevator. 3. The apparatus
providing the power drive to a drum,
around whichcable or rope is woundin
lifting or pulling a load. Also called a
winch. See also chain hoist.
 

  
hoist

  
 

hoistway See elevatorshaft.
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holdback 

holdback 1. A safety device on a 
conveyor to prevent reverse motion 
of the belt automatically. 2. Funds 
retained until specific events occur or 
work is completed. 

hold down A connector device used to 
resist overturning caused by uplift on 
the chords of shear walls. 

hold,down bolt See anchor bolt. 

hold-down clip A fastener used in an 
exposed suspension acoustical ceiling 
system or in roofing to join and anchor 
adjacent sections of capping. 

holder-up A dolly bar used by an 
ironworker to back up a rivet while 
the driver forms a head on it. 

hold harmless A clause of 
indemnification by which an insurance 
carrier agrees to assume his client's 
contractual obligation and to assume 
responsibility in certain situations 
which otherwise might be the 
obligation of the other party to the 
contract. 

holding tank A tank used for temporary 
storage of chemicals or materials being 
processed. 

hole saw See crown saw. 

holiday 1. A small area inadvertently 
missed during painting or other 
surfacing applications. 2. An otherwise 
valid working day that has been 
designated as exempt. Holidays 
typically occur on a yearly basis. In the 
U.S., holidays may include New Year's 
Day, Memorial Day, Independence 
Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and 
Christmas. * 

holing A process of punching holes in 
roofing slates to facilitate nailing 
during installation. 

holistic design An approach that 
emphasizes the functional relationship 
between the various building parts and 
the facility as a whole. May include 
protection of the Earth's resources, 
as well as an element of spirituality, 

aiming to create spaces that enrich the 
quality of the environment and the 
lives of those who use the building. 

hollow-backed Descriptive of the 
unexposed surface of a piece of wood, 
stone, or other material, intentionally 
hollowed to render a snug fit against an 
irregular surface. 

hollow bed In masonry, a bed joint in 
which mortar is placed so as to provide 
contact only along the edges. 

hollow block See hollow masonry unit. 

hollow brick A hollow clay masonry unit 
in which the net cross-sectional area is 
at least 60%. 

hollow chamfer Any concave chamfer. 

hollow-core door A flush door with 
plywood or hardwood faces secured 
over a skeletal framework, the interior 
remaining void or honeycombed. 

hollow masonry unit (hollow block) 
A masonry unit in which the net 
cross-sectional area is less than 75% 
of the gross cross-sectional area when 
compared in any given plane parallel to 
the bearing surface. 

hollow masonry unit 

hollow metal 1. Light-gauge metal 
fabricated into a door, window frame, 
or similar assembly. 2. Descriptive of 
an assembly thus produced. 

hollow metal door A hollow-core door 
constructed of channel-reinforced 
sheet metal. The core may be filled 
with some type of lightweight material. 

hollow metal frame A door frame 
constructed of sheet metal with 
reinforcing at hinges and strikes. 

*Re/Hinted with the j,ermission of AACE International. Cojiyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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hollow partition A partition constructed 
of hollow blocks or in two separate 
sections between which a void is left 
for accepting a sliding door and/or 
acoustic or thermal insulation. 

hollow plane A woodworking plane with 
a convex blade for fashioning hollow or 
concave molding. 

hollow roll A process of joining two 
flexible metal roofing sheets in the 
direction of the roof's maximum 
slope by lifting them at the joint 
and bending them there to create a 
cylindrical roll. The fastening of the 
roll sometimes requires a fastener or 
metal clip. 

hollow tile See structural clay tile. 

hollow wall A masonry wall designed to 
provide for airspace inside the wall. 

Home Energy Rating System (HERS) 
A scoring system established by the 
Residential Energy Services Network 
(RESNET) in which a home built 
to the specifications of the HERS 
Reference Horne (based on the 2006 
International Energy Conservation Code) 
scores a HERS Index of 100, while a 
net zero energy home scores a HERS 
Index of 0. The lower a home's HERS 
Index, the more energy-efficient it is. 

home office Office of a company in 
the country of origin or centralized 
location. Usually synonymous with 
head office. * 

home office cost Those necessary costs, 
typically not incurred at the project 
site, involved in the conduct of 
everyday business, that can be directly 
assigned to specific projects, processes, 
or end products, such as engineering, 
procurement, expediting, legal fees, 
auditor fees inspection, estimating, cost 
control, taxes, travel, reproduction, 
communications, etc. * 

homeowners' association (HOA) 
A nonprofit association of owners 
of housing units that manages the 
common areas and amenities of the 
facility. 

holdback 

 
holdback 1. A safety device on a

conveyorto prevent reverse motion
of the belt automatically. 2, Funds
retained until specific events occur or
workis completed.

hold down A connectordevice used to

resist overturning caused by uplift on
the chords of shearwails.

hold-down bolt See anchor bolt.

hold-downclip A fastener used in an
exposed suspension acousticalceiling
system orin roofing to join and anchor
adjacent sections of capping.

holder-up A dolly bar used by an
ironworker to back up a rivet while
the driver forms a head onit.

hold harmless A clause of

indemnification by which an insurance
carrier agrees to assumehis client's
contractual obligation and to assume
responsibility in certain situations
which otherwise might be the
obligation of the other party to the
contract.

holding tank A tank used for temporary
storage of chemicals or materials being
processed.

hole saw See crown saw.

holiday 1. A small area inadvertently
missed during painting or other
surfacing applications. 2. An otherwise
valid working day that has been
designated as exempt. Holidays
typically occur on a yearly basis. In the
USS., holidays may include New Year's
Day, Memorial Day, Independence
Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and
Christmas. *

holing A process of punching holes in
roofingslates to facilitate nailing
during installation.

holistic design An approach that
emphasizes the functional relationship
between the various building parts and
the facility as a whole. May include
protection of the Earth’s resources,
as well as an elementofspirituality,

aiming to create spaces that enrich the
quality of the environmentand the
lives of those whouse the building.

hollow-backed Descriptive of the
unexposed surface of a piece of wood,
stone, or other material, intentionally
hollowedto rendera snug fit against an
irregularsurface.

hollow bed In masonry, a bed joint in
which mortaris placed so as to provide
contact only along the edges.

hollow block See hollow masonry unit.

hollow brick A hollow clay masonry unit
in which the net cross-sectionalarea is
at least 60%.

hollow chamfer Any concave chamfer.
hollow-core door A flush door with

plywood or hardwood faces secured
overa skeletal framework, the interior
remaining void or honeycombed.

hollow masonry unit (hollow block)
A masonry unit in which the net
cross-sectionalarea is less than 75%

of the gross cross-sectional area when
compared in any given planeparallel to
the bearing surface. 

 
hollow masonry unit

 
 

hollow metal 1. Light-gauge metal
fabricated into a door, window frame,
ot similar assembly. 2. Descriptive of
an assembly thus produced.

hollow metal door A hollow-core door
constructed of channel-reinforced

sheet metal. The core may befilled
with some type oflightweight material.

hollow metal frame A door frame
constructed of sheet metal with

reinforcing at hinges andstrikes.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.
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hollow partition A partition constructed
of hollow blocks orin two separate
sections between which a void is left

for accepting a sliding door and/or
acoustic or thermal insulation.

hollow plane A woodworkingplane with
a convex bladeforfashioning hollow ot
concave molding.

hollow roll A process of joining two
flexible metal roofing sheets in the
direction of the roof’s maximum

slope bylifting them at the joint
and bending themthere to create a
cylindrical roll. The fastening of the
roll sometimes requires a fasteneror
metalclip.

hollow tile See structuralclaytile.

hollow wall A masonry wall designed to
provide for airspace inside the wall.

Home Energy Rating System (HERS)
A scoring systemestablished by the
Residential Energy Services Network
(RESNET)in which a homebuilt
to the specifications of the HERS
Reference Home(based on the 2006
International Energy Conservation Code)
scores a HERS Index of 100, while a
net zero energy home scores a HERS
Index of 0. The lower a home’s HERS

Index, the more energy-efficientit is. 
homeoffice Office of a company in

the country oforigin or centralized
location. Usually synonymous with
head office. *

homeoffice cost Those necessary costs,
typically not incurred at the project
site, involved in the conductof
everyday business, that can be directly
assigned to specific projects, processes,
or end products, such as engineering,
procurement,expediting, legalfees,
auditor fees inspection, estimating, cost
control, taxes, travel, reproduction,
communications, etc. *

homeowners’ association (HOA)
A nonptofit association of owners
of housing units that manages the
commonareas and amenities of the

facility.



homogeneous Similar in structure, 
composition, appearance, or texture. 

hone A smooth, fine-grained stone 
against which a tool's cutting edge is 
worked to achieve a finish edge much 
sharper than that yielded by the coarser 
stone used in preliminary sharpening 
procedures. Usually an oil is used in the 
process to carry off minute particles of 
loose stone and metal to prevent them 
from clogging the pores on the stone's 
surface. 

honed finish The very smooth surface of 
stone effected by manual or mechanical 
rubbing. 

honeycomb 1. In concrete, a rough, pitted 
surface resulting from incomplete 
filling of the concrete against the 
formwork, often caused by using 
concrete that is too stiff or by not 
vibrating it sufficiently after it has been 
poured. 2. Voids in concrete resulting 
from the incomplete filling of the voids 
among the particles of coarse aggregate, 
often caused by using concrete that 
is too stiff. 3. In sandwich panel 
construction or in some hollow-cored 
doors, resin-impregnated paper is 
fabricated into a network of small, 
interconnected, open-ended, tubular 
hexagons laminated between two face 
panels to provide internal support. 

honeycomb wall A brick wall whose face 
contains a pattern of openings created 
by missing units or gaps between 
stretchers, sometimes used under floors 
to provide ventilation and/or joist 
support. 

hood 1. A protective cover over an object 
or opening. 2. A cover, sometimes 
including a fan, a light fixture, fire 
extinguishing system, and/or grease 
filtration/extraction system, and 
supported, hung, or secured to a wall 
such as above a cooking stove chimney, 
or to draw smoke, fumes, and odors 
away from the area and into a flue. 

3. A curved baffle used to minimize 
scattering and separation of material 
discharged by a conveyor belt. 

hood 

hoodmold The interior or exterior drop 
molding projecting over a door. 

hook 1. Any bent or curved device 
for holding, pulling, catching, or 
attaching. 2. A terminal bend in a 
reinforcing bar. 3. Slang term for a 
crane. 

hook-and-butt joint A scarf joint between 
timbers with their ends fashioned to 
lock together positively and resist 
tension. 

hook bolt A bolt with an unthreaded end 
bent into an "L" shape. 

hook bolt 

hooked bar In reinforced concrete, a 
reinforcing bar that has a hooked end 
to facilitate its anchorage. See also 
hook (2.). 

C ::, 
hooked bar 

horizontal I 

hook knife (hook bill knife, linoleum 
knife) A knife with a blade in which 
the cutting edge is bent back toward 
itself in the same plane, forming a hook 
shape. 

hook strip A narrow board fastened 
horizontally to a closet wall to provide 
a surface to which clothes hooks are 
secured. 

hoop iron Thin iron strips used to bond 
masonry, as in a chain bond. 

hoop reinforcement Closely-spaced 
steel rings providing circumferential 
or lateral reinforcement to prevent 
buckling of vertical reinforcing bars in 
concrete columns. 

hopper 1. A top-loading, bottom
discharging funnel or storage bin, as 
for crushed stone or sand. 2. One of 
a pair of draft barriers at the sides of a 
hopper light. 3. A toilet bowl, usually 
funnel-shaped. 

hopper frame The bottom-hinged, 
inward-opening upper sash of a window 
frame. 

hopper head A funnel-shaped 
enlargement at the top of a downspout 
where the gutter rainwater is received. 

hopper lite (hopper light) 1. A bottom
hinged, inward-opening window 
sash which allows air to pass above it 
when open. 2. A side-hinged, inward 
opening window sash which, when 
open, allows most of the passing air 
over its top, but also allows the passage 
of some air through a narrow opening 
along its bottom. 

hopper window (hospital window) 
A hopper light with hoppers along the 
sides to minimize draft. See also 
hopper (2.). 

horizon 1. The apparent intersection 
of the earth and sky, as perceived 
from any given position. 2. The same 
illusion as it might be portrayed in a 
perspective drawing. 

horizontal Parallel to the plane of the 
horizon and perpendicular to the 
direction of gravity. 
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horizontal 

homogeneous Similarin structure,
composition, appearance, or texture.

hone A smooth,fine-grained stone
against which a tool’s cutting edgeis
workedto achievea finish edge much
sharper than that yielded by the coarser
stoneused in preliminary sharpening
procedures. Usually an oil is used in the
process to carry off minute particles of
loose stone and metal to prevent them
from clogging the pores on the stone’s
sutface.

honed finish The very smooth surface of
stone effected by manual or mechanical
rubbing.

honeycomb 1. [n concrete,a rough,pitted
surface resulting from incomplete
filling of the concrete against the
formwork, often caused by using
concrete thatis too stiff or by not
vibratingit sufficiently after it has been
poured. 2. Voids in concreteresulting
from the incompletefilling of the voids
among theparticles of coarse aggregate,
often caused by using concrete that
is too stiff. 3. In sandwich panel
construction or in some hollow-cored

doots, resin-impregnatedpapetis
fabricated into a networkof small,
interconnected, open-ended, tubular
hexagonslaminated between twoface
panels to provide internal support.

honeycomb wall A brick wall whose face
contains a pattern of openings created
by missing units or gaps between
stretchers, sometimesused underfloors
to provide ventilation and/orjoist
support.

hood 1. A protective cover over an object
or opening. 2. A cover, sometimes
includinga fan,a lightfixture,fire
extinguishing system, and/orgrease
filtration/extraction system, and
supported, hung,ot secured to a wall
such as above a cooking stove chimney,
or to draw smoke, fumes, and odots
away from the area and intoaflue.

3. A curved baffle used to minimize

scattering and separation of material
discharged by a conveyorbelt. 

 
 

hood

 
 

 
hoodmold The interior or exterior drop

molding projecting overa door.

hook 1. Any bent or curved device
for holding, pulling, catching, or
attaching. 2. A terminal bend in a
reinforcing bar. 3. Slang term for a
crane.

hook-and-butt joint A scarf joint between
timbers with their ends fashionedto

lock togetherpositively and resist
tension.

hook bolt A bolt with an unthreaded end

bent into an “L” shape. 

 
hookbolt

  
 

hooked bar In reinforced concrete,a
reinforcing bar that has a hooked end
to facilitate its anchorage. See also
hook (2.). 

 
hooked bar    

hook knife (hook bill knife, linoleum
knife) A knife with a blade in which
the cutting edge is bent back toward
itself in the same plane, forming a hook
shape.

hook strip A narrow board fastened
horizontally to a closet wall to provide
a surface to which clothes hooks are
secured.

hoop iron Thin ironstrips used to bond
masonty, as in. a chain bond.

hoop reinforcement Closely-spaced
steel rings providing circumferential
orlateral reinforcement to prevent
buckling of vertical reinforcing bars in
concrete columns.

hopper 1. A top-loading, bottom-
discharging funnelorstorage bin, as
for crushedstone or sand. 2. One of

a pair of draft barriers at the sides of a
hopperlight. 3. A toilet bowl, usually
funnel-shaped.

hopper frame The bottom-hinged,
inward-opening upper sash of a window
frame.

hopper head A funnel-shaped
enlargementat the top of a downspout
wherethe gutter rainwateris received.

hopperlite (hopperlight) 1. A bottom-
hinged, inward-opening window
sash which allows air to pass aboveit
whenopen.2. A side-hinged, inward
opening window sash which, when
open,allows mostof the passingair
overits top, but also allows the passage
of someair through a narrow opening
alongits bottom.

hopper window (hospital window)
A hopperlight with hoppers along the
sides to minimize draft. See also

hopper(2.).

horizon 1. The apparentintersection
of the earth and sky, as perceived
from any given position. 2, The same
illusion as it might be portrayed in a
perspective drawing.

horizontal Parallel to the plane ofthe
horizon and perpendicular to the
direction ofgravity.
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horizontal application 

H 
horizontal application A method of 

installing gypsum board with its length 
perpendicular to the framing members. 

horizontal auger A drilling machine with 
a horizontally mounted auger, used to 
drill blast holes in strip mining. 

horizontal boring Soil-boring on the 
horizontal as opposed to the vertical. 

horizontal bracing Any bracing lying in a 
horizontal plane. 

horizontal branch A branch drain 
accepting waste products delivered to it 
vertically, by gravity, from one or more 
similar but usually smaller fixtures, and 
conducting them horizontally to the 
primary disposal drain. 

horizontal bridging 
Perpendicular braces between joists or 
beams placed horizontally to stiffen the 
system and distribute the load. 

horizontal bridging 

horizontal cell tile Structural masonty 
ceramic tile with the cells installed 
horizontally in a wall. 

horizontal circle In surveying, a device 
for measuring horizontal angles and 
consisting of a graduated circle on the 
lower plate of a transit or telescope. 

horizontal control In surveying, a control 
system in which the relative positions 
of points has been established by 
traverse, triangulation, or another 
system. 

horizontal diaphragm A metal plate 
serving to disperse forces in a 
horizontal plane. 
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horizontal distance The distance between 
points anywhere on a horizontal plane. 

horizontal lock A lock in which the 
primary dimension is horizontal. 

horizontal panel A wall panel in which 
the major dimension is horizontal. 

horizontal pipe Any pipe placed or laid 
horizontally or at an angle to the 
horizontal of less than 45°. 

horizontal sheeting In excavation, any 
type of earth-restraining sheeting 
placed horizontally between and 
supported by soldier piles. 

horizontal sheeting 

horizontal shoring 1. Extendible beams 
or trusses capable of providing concrete 
form support over fairly long spans, 
thus reducing the number of vertical 
supports required. 2. The collective 
support provided by several horizontal 
shores in an application. 

horizontal shoring 

horizontal wiring subsystem (gray cable) 
In a premises distribution system, the 
cables that connect the satellite closet 
and an information outlet. 

horn 1. The extension beyond a right
angled joint that is part of a stile, jamb, 
or sill. 2. The stub of a broken branch 
left on a log. 

__ - ~ 

j 
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horn 

hornblende A mineral composed of iron, 
silicate of magnesium, calcium, and 
aluminum. 

horse 1. Framework functioning as a 
temporary support, such as a sawhorse. 
2. In a stair, one of the slanting 
supports or strings carrying the treads 
and risers. 

horsehead 1. A frame-like device for 
supporting a pulley back over a pit 
so that people and materials may be 
lowered into it and raised out from it. 
2. Forepole support when tunneling 
through soft material. 

horse mold A template for a cornice 
mounted on a wooden frame, and used 
in plastering to shape a cornice. 

horsepower A unit measurement of 
power or energy in the United States 
Customary System. Mechanically, a 
single horsepower represents 550 foot
pounds per second. Electrically, a single 
horsepower represents 7 46 watts. 

horsepower hour A unit representing 
the amount of work performed by one 
horsepower in one hour. 

horse scaffold A scaffold for light or 
medium duty, composed of horses 
supporting a work platform. 

horizontal application 

 
horizontal application A method of

installing gypsum board withits length
perpendicular to the framing members.

horizontal auger A drilling machine with
a horizontally mounted auger, used to
drill blast holes in strip mining.

horizontal boring Soil-boring on the
horizontal as opposedto thevertical.

horizontal bracing Any bracing lying ina
horizontalplane.

horizontal branch A branch drain

accepting waste products delivered toit
vertically, by gravity, from one or more
similar but usually smallerfixtures, and
conducting them horizontally to the
primary disposal drain.

horizontalbridging
Perpendicular braces betweenjoists or
beamsplaced horizontally tostiffen the
system and distribute the load. 

  
horizontal bridging 

horizontal cell tile Structural masonry
ceramic tile with thecells installed

horizontally in a wall.

horizontal circle In surveying, a device
for measuring horizontal angles and
consisting of a graduatedcircle on the
lower plate of a transit or telescope.

horizontal control In surveying, a control
system in whichthe relative positions
of points has been established by
traverse, triangulation, or another
system.

horizontal diaphragm A metalplate
serving to disperse forces in a
horizontal plane.
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horizontal distance The distance between

points anywhere ona horizontalplane.
horizontal lock A lock in which the

primary dimensionis horizontal.

horizontal panel A wall panel in which
the major dimensionis horizontal.

horizontal pipe Anypipe placedorlaid
horizontally or at an angle to the
horizontalof less than 45°.

horizontal sheeting In excavation, any
type of earth-restraining sheeting
placedhorizontally between and
supported bysoldierpiles. 

 
horizontal sheeting

  
 

horizontal shoring 1. Extendible beams
ortrusses capable of providing concrete
form support overfairly long spans,
thus reducing the numberof vertical
supports required. 2, The collective
support providedby several horizontal
shores in an application. 

 
horizontal shoring

 
 

horizontal wiring subsystem (gray cable)
Ina premises distribution system, the
cables that connect thesatellite closet
and an informationoutlet.

horn 1. The extension beyond a right-
angled joint thatis part of a stile, jamb,
orsill. 2. The stub of a broken branch

left onalog.
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hornblende A mineral composedofiron,

silicate of magnesium, calcium, and
aluminum.

horse 1. Frameworkfunctioningas a
temporary support, such as a sawhorse.
Q. Ina stait, one ofthe slanting
supports orstrings carrying the treads
andrisers.

horsehead 1. A frame-like device for

supporting a pulley back overa pit
so that people and materials may be
lowered into it and raised out fromit.

2. Forepole support when tunneling
through soft material.

horse mold A template for a cornice
mounted on a woodenframe, and used
in plastering to shape a cornice.

horsepower A unit measurement of
powerorenergy in the United States
Customary System. Mechanically, a
single horsepower represents 550 foot-
poundspersecond.Electrically, a single
horsepowerrepresents 746 watts.

horsepower hour A unit representing
the amountof work performed by one
horsepowerin one hour.

horse scaffold A scaffold for light or
medium duty, composedof horses
supporting a work platform.



hose bib (hose cock) An outdoor water 
faucet protruding from a building at 
about sill height, which is usually 
threaded to accept a hose connection. 

hose bib 

hose cabinet Identifiable cabinet to 
house folded hose and valve, partially 
recessed and wall-mounted. 

hose cock See hose bib. 

hose coupling A connection between 
hoses or between a hose and a pipe. 

hose station In a fire safety system, a 
storage rack that includes a valve, hose, 
and nozzle. 

hose stream test A test that measures an 
assembly's ability to withstand lateral 
impact from falling debris during a fire 
endurance period and before active fire 
suppression efforts begin. 

hose thread A standard screw thread ( 12 
threads per inch on 3/4" pipe) used in 
garden hose connections. 

hospital A building or institution in 
which 24-hour medical care and 
services are available and provided. 

hospitai arm puii A door handle having 
an extension to allow opening by 
hooking one's arm around it, thus 
leaving the hands free. 

hospital door A flush door through an 
opening large enough to allow passage 
of beds and/or other large equipment. 

hospital door hardware The special 
hardware with which hospital doors 
are often equipped, such as arm pulls, 
hinges, terminated stops, latches, and 
strategically placed protective metal 
strips or plates. 

hospital frame A door frame 
incorporating terminated stops. 

hospital hinge A fast pin hinge furnished 
with a special tip to eliminate the 
possibility of injuries caused by the 
projection of conventional hinge tips. 

hospital partition A system of tracks and 
curtains used to provide a degree of 
privacy around beds commonly called 
hospital cubicles. 

hospital window See hopper window. 

hot Slang for a live or electrically charged 
wire or other electrical component. 

hot-air furnace A heating unit in which 
air is warmed and from which the 
warmed air is drawn into ducts to 
be carried throughout a building or 
selected portion thereof. 

hotbed A usually small, shallow (rarely 
larger than 5' x 10' x 18") enclosure, 
usual! y of wood and often covered 
by glass, containing a plant-growing 
medium heated by electric cables 
buried in it or by fermenting manure. 
A hotbed is used to provide a 
controlled environment favorable 
to seed germination and maximum 
seedling and plant growth. 

hotbed 

hot-cathode lamp A type of fluorescent, 
electric discharge lamp in which the 
electrodes operate at incandescent 
temperatures and in which the arc and/ 
or circuit elements provide the energy 
required to maintain the cathodes at 
incandescence. 

hot cement Cement having a high 
physical temperature resulting from 
improper cooling after manufacture. 

hot rolled 

hot chisel A type of chisel used to cut red 
hot steel. Has a sharp edge usually 2" to 
2-1/4" wide. 

hot deck (hot duct) In a heating system, 
the source of hot air for interior 
heating. 

hot-dip galvanized Descriptive of iron 
or steel immersed in molten zinc to 
provide it with a protective coating. 

hot driven rivet Any rivet heated just 
prior to placement. 

hot glue A glue requiring heating before 
being used. 

hothouse A greenhouse in which the 
interior atmosphere is kept very warm. 

hot line A telephone line serving two 
phone sets exclusively. Dialing is not 
necessary, as the system is designed 
so that one phone will ring simply by 
lifting the receiver of the other. 

hotmelt A thermoplastic substance almost 
always heated before being applied as a 
coating, sealer, or adhesive. 

hot mix Paving made of a combination 
of aggregate uniformly mixed and 
coated with asphalt cement. To dry the 
aggregate and obtain sufficient fluidity 
of asphalt cement for proper mixing 
and workability, both the aggregate and 
asphalt must be heated prior to mixing. 

hot press The method of producing 
plywood, laminates, particleboard, or 
fiberboard, in which adhesion of layers 
in the panel is accomplished by the 
use of thermosetting resins and a heat 
process, under pressure, to cure the 
guidelines. 

hot rolled Descriptive of structural steel 
members or sections shaped from 
steel fillets or plates, heated to a 
plastic state, by passing them through 
successive pairs of massive steel rollers, 
each of which serves to bring the 
product closer to its final, intended 
shape, such as an angle, channel, or 
plate. 
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hot rolled
 

hose bib (hose cock) Anoutdoor water
faucet protruding from a building at
aboutsill height, which is usually
threaded to accept a hose connection. 

 f

hose bib

  
 

hose cabinet Identifiable cabinet to

house folded hose andvalve,partially
recessed and wall-mounted.

hose cock See hosebib.

hose coupling A connection between
hoses or between a hose anda pipe.

hosestation Ina fire safety system, a
storage rack that includesa valve, hose,
and nozzle.

hose stream test A test that measures an

assembly’s ability to withstandlateral
impactfrom falling debris during a fire
endurance period and before activefire
suppressionefforts begin.

hose thread A standard screw thread (12
threads per inch on 3/4"pipe) used in
garden hose connections.

hospital A building orinstitution in
which 24-hour medical care and

services are available and provided.

hospital arm puii A doorhandle having
an extensionto allow opening by
hooking one’s arm aroundit, thus
leaving the handsfree.

hospital door A flush door through an
opening large enoughto allow passage
of beds and/or other large equipment.

hospital door hardware The special
hardware with which hospital doors
are often equipped, such as armpulls,
hinges, terminatedstops, latches, and
strategically placed protective metal
strips or plates.

hospital frame A doorframe
incorporating terminatedstops.

hospital hinge A fast pin hinge furnished
with a specialtip to eliminate the
possibility of injuries caused by the
projection of conventional hingetips.

hospital partition A system of tracks and
curtains used to provide a degree of
privacy around beds commonly called
hospital cubicles.

hospital window See hopper window.

hot Slang foralive or electrically charged
wire or other electrical component.

hot-air furnace A heating unit in which
air is warmed and from which the
warmedair is drawn into ducts to

be carried throughout a building or
selected portion thereof.

hotbed A usually small, shallow (rarely
larger than 5' x 10' x 18") enclosure,
usually of wood and often covered
by glass, containinga plant-growing
medium heated byelectric cables
buried in it or by fermenting manure.
A hotbedis used to provide a
controlled environmentfavorable

to seed germination and maximum
seedling and plant growth.
 
    

       
hot-cathode lamp A typeoffluorescent,

electric discharge lamp in which the
electrodes operate at incandescent
temperatures and in which thearc and/
or circuit elements provide the energy
required to maintain the cathodesat
incandescence.

hot cement Cementhaving a high
physical temperature resulting from
impropercooling after manufacture.

hot chisel A type of chisel used to cut red
hot steel. Has a sharp edge usually 2" to
2-1/4" wide.

hot deck (hot duct) In a heating system,
the source of hotairfor interior

heating.

hot-dip galvanized Descriptive of iron
or steel immersed in moltenzinc to

provideit with a protective coating.

hot driven rivet Any rivet heated just
prior to placement.

hotglue A glue requiring heating before
being used.

hothouse A greenhouse in which the
interior atmosphere is kept very warm.

hot line A telephone line serving two
phonesets exclusively. Dialing is not
necessaty, as the system is designed
so that one phonewill ring simply by
lifting the receiverof the other.

hotmelt A thermoplastic substance almost
always heated before being applied as a
coating,sealer, or adhesive.

hot mix Paving madeof a combination
of aggregate uniformly mixed and
coated with asphalt cement. To dry the
ageregate andobtainsufficient fluidity
of asphalt cement for proper mixing
and workability, both the aggregate and
asphalt must be heated prior to mixing.

hot press The method of producing
plywood, laminates, particleboard, or
fiberboard, in which adhesionoflayers
in the panel is accomplished by the
use of thermosetting resins and a heat
process, underpressure, to cure the
guidelines.

hot rolled Descriptive of structuralsteel
membersorsections shaped from
steelfillets or plates, heated to a
plastic state, by passing them through
successive pairs of massive steel rollers,
each of which serves to bring the
productclosertoitsfinal, intended
shape, such as an angle, channel, or
plate.
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hot~setting adhesive 

H 
hot-setting adhesive An adhesive whose 

proper setting necessitates a minimum 
temperature of212°F. 

hot spraying The spraying of paints or 
lacquers in which the viscosity has 
been reduced by heat rather than 
by thinners, allowing formation of a 
thicker coat, requiring less spraying 
pressure, hence less overspray. 

hot surface 1. A highly alkaline or highly 
absorbent surface. 2. A surface having 
a high temperature. 

hot water As defined for the purpose of 
building codes, water temperature that 
is 110°F or greater. 

hot water boiler Any heating unit in a 
hot water heating system in which or 
by which water is heated before being 
circulated through pipes to radiators 
or baseboards throughout a building or 
portion thereof. 

hot water heating system One in which 
hot water is the heating medium. Flow 
is either gravity or forced circulation. 

hot water supply The combination of 
equipment and its related plumbing 
supplying domestic hot water. 

CJ 0 

hot water supply 

hot-wire anemometer An anemometer 
with a velocity-sensing device 
consisting of a temperature-sensitive 
wire resistor connected to an electrical 
circuit and placed directly in the path 
of the airflow. 

hot wires An electrically charged or 
power-carrying wire. 
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hot work Any construction operation 
involving flames or hot air, or use of 
heat-producing equipment, such as arc 
welders and cutting equipment, brazing 
and soldering equipment, blow lamps, 
or bitumen boilers. 

house connection See house sewer. 

housed 1. Descriptive of a piece or 
member fitted into another piece or 
member that has been modified, as by 
hollowing, gouging, or chiseling. 
2. Enclosed. 

housed joint A usually perpendicular 
joint formed where the full thickness of 
one member's edge or end is accepted 
into a corresponding housing, groove, 
or dado in another member. 

housed joint 

house drain In any given plumbing 
system, as of a house or building, 
the major lowest horizontal pipe(s) 
connecting directly to the building 
sewer just outside the building wall. 

housed stair An entire stair between two 
walls. See also box stair. 

housed string See housed stair, close 
string. 

house pump In a gravity supply system, 
the pump that is used to fill the 
gravity tank that supplies water to the 
building. 

house sewer The exterior horizontal 
extension of a house drain outside 
the building wall leading to the main 
sewer, either public or private, and 
connecting directly to the sewer pipe. 

house slant A pipe fitting connecting a 
house drainage system to a sew,er. 

housing Casings that enclose heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning 
equipment, such as coils, filers, or fans. 
Made most often of sheet metal. May 
also be used to enclose other types of 
equipment. 

housing starts The number of housing 
units on which construction has begun. 
Estimates of housing starts are made 
on national, regional, and local basis 
to evaluate economic activity and 
conditions. 

Howe truss A truss with vertical and 
diagonal webs. The members of the 
vertical web absorb tension while 
those of the diagonal web absorb 
compression. 

H-pile A type of steel beam driven into 
the earth by a pile driver. 

HP-shape A typical pile section made 
from hot-rolled steel and used for a 
specific type of pile in which the size is 
prefaced by "HP." 

H-runner A lightweight, H-shaped, 
metal member used on its side in a 
suspended ceiling system, so that its flat 
top fastens to a channel and the flat 
bottom fits into the kerfs in the ceiling 
tiles. 

hub 1. The central core of a building, 
usually the area into which stairs and/ 
or elevators are incorporated, and from 
which hallways or corridors emanate. 
2. The usually strengthened central 
part of a wheel, gear, propeller, etc. 
3. The end of a pipe enlarged into a bill 
or socket. 4. A rotating piece within a 
lock, through whose central aperture 
the knob spindle passes to actuate the 
mechanism. 5. In surveying, a stake 
designating a theodolite position. 
6. Caulking or cement connections 
between pipe joints. 

hudee rim A metal frame used to secure a 
sink in a countertop. 

hue 1. The designation of color. 
2. Characteristic by which one color 
differs from another. 

hot-setting adhesive 

 
hot-setting adhesive An adhesive whose

propersetting necessitates a minimum
temperature of 212°

hot spraying The spraying of paints or
lacquers in which the viscosity has
been reduced by heat rather than
by thinners, allowing formationofa
thickercoat, requiring less spraying
pressure, henceless overspray.

hot surface 1. A highly alkaline orhighly
absorbent surface. 2. A surface having
a high temperature.

hot water As defined for the purpose of
building codes, water temperature that
is 110°F orgreater.

hotwater boiler Any heating unit ina
hot water heating system in which or
by whichwateris heated before being
circulated throughpipes to radiators
or baseboards throughout a building or
portion thereof.

hot water heating system One in which
hotwateris the heating medium. Flow
is either gravity orforced circulation.

hot water supply The combination of
equipmentandits related plumbing
supplying domestic hot water. 

 

 
od

hot water supply

  
 

hot-wire anemometer An anemometer

with a velocity-sensing device
consisting of a temperature-sensitive
wire resistor connected to an electrical

circuit and placed directly in the path
of theairflow.

hot wires An electrically charged or
power-carrying wire.
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hot work Anyconstruction operation
involving flamesorhotair, or use of
heat-producing equipment, suchasarc
welders and cutting equipment,brazing
and soldering equipment, blow lamps,
ot bitumenboilers.

house connection See house sewer.

housed 1. Descriptive of a piece or
memberfitted into anotherpiece ot
memberthat has been modified, as by
hollowing, gouging, or chiseling.
9. Enclosed.

housed joint A usually perpendicular
joint formed where the full thickness of
one member's edgeorendis accepted
into a corresponding housing, groove,
or dado in another member. 

 
housedjoint

  
 

house drain In any given plumbing
system, as of a house orbuilding,
the major lowest horizontal pipe(s}
connecting directly to the building
sewerjust outside the building wall.

housed stair Anentire stair between two
walls. See also box stair.

housed string See housedstair, close
string.

house pump Inagravity supply system,
the pump thatis used to fill the
gravity tank that supplies water to the
building.

house sewer The exterior horizontal
extension of a house drain outside

the building wall leading to the main
sewer, either public or private, and
connecting directly to the sewerpipe.

houseslant A pipefitting connecting a
house drainage system to a sewer.

housing Casings that enclose heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning
equipment, suchascoils,filers, orfans.
Made mostoften of sheet metal. May
also be used to enclose othertypes of
equipment.

housing starts The numberof housing
units on which construction has begun.
Estimates of housingstarts are made
onnational, regional, and local basis
to evaluate economicactivity and
conditions.

Howetruss A truss with vertical and

diagonal webs. The membersof the
vertical web absorb tension while

those of the diagonal web absorb
compression.

H-pile A type of steel beam driven into
the earth by a pile driver.

HP-shape A typical pile section made
from hot-rolled steel and used fora

specific type of pile in whichthesize is
prefaced by “HP.”

H-runnerAlightweight, H-shaped,
metal memberused onits side in a

suspendedceiling system,so thatits flat
top fastens to a channelandtheflat
bottomfits into the kerfs in the ceiling
tiles.

hub 4. The central core of a building,
usually the area into whichstairs and/
orelevators are incorporated, and from
which hallways or corridors emanate.
2. The usually strengthenedcentral
part of a wheel, gear, propeller, etc.
3. The end of a pipe enlargedintoa bill
or socket. 4. A rotating piece within a
lock, through whose central aperture
the knob spindle passes to actuate the
mechanism.5, In surveying, a stake
designating a theadolite position.
6. Caulking or cement connections
between pipe joints.

hudee rim A metal frame usedto secure a

sinkin a countertop.

hue 4. Thedesignationofcolor.
2. Characteristic by which one color
differs from another.



human exposure The subjection of a 
human being, through inhalation, to 
levels of airborne contaminants, taking 
into consideration concentration 
of contamination and duration or 
exposure. 

humidifier A mechanical apparatus to add 
moisture to the air or other material. 

humidistat (hygrostat) The automatic 
regulating device of a humidifier or 
dehumidifier that is sensitive ro and 
actuated by changes in humidity. 

humidity The water vapor contained in a 
given space, area, or environment. 

humus Soil-like organic substance 
composed of decayed or decaying 
organic matter. 

hung ceiling A nonstructural ceiling 
having no bearing on walls, being 
entirely supported from above by the 
overhead structural element(s) from 
which it is suspended. 

hung ceiling 

hungry Descriptive of a surface so 
absorbent that paint applied to it 
leaves a thin film revealing every detail 
of the background. 

hung sash A sash hung from its sides by 
cords or chains, whose other ends are 
secured to counterweights to allow 
movement in the vertical plane. 

hung slating 1. Slates insralled to cover 
a vertical surface, rather than an 
inclining or horizontal surface. 
2. Slates secured by wire clips rather 
than nails. 

hung window A window containing one 
or more hung sashes. 

hung window 

hurricane clips Metal anchor used in pole 
construction to fasten floor joists to 
a supporting beam or other structural 
member. 

hurricane-prone regions As defined for 
the purpose of building codes, coastal 
regions of the U.S. susceptible to 
hurricanes with wind speed greater 
than 90 MPH, including the coasts 
of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic 
Ocean, as well as Hawaii, Puerto Rico, 
American Samoa, Guam, and the 
Virgin Islands. 

hurricane protection shield A durable 
guard that folds out accordion-style to 
protect windows and sliding glass doors 
from the high winds of hurricanes. 

hybrid The result of breeding plants of 
two different varieties. 

hybrid beam A fabricated beam having 
flanges made from steel with a specified 
minimum yield strength different from 
that of the steel used in the web plate. 

hybrid photovoltaic generator system 
A power system that combines solar 
photovoltaics with a conventional 
generator system to minimize life 
cycle costs. It takes advantage of the 
low operating cost of a photovoltaic 
array and the on-demand capability 
of a generator. To optimize cost, a PV 

hydraulic dredge I 

system can incorporate a generator to 
run infrequently during cloudy periods. 
The PV array typically provides 
70%-90% of the annual energy, and 
the generator provides the remainder. 

hydrant A discharge connection to a 
water main, usually consisting of 
an upright pipe having one or more 
nozzles and controlled by a gate valve. 

hydrant 

hydrargyrum medium arc-length iodide 
lamp (HMI lamp) A mercury-halide 
discharge lamp that approximates 
daylight with an approximate color 
temperature of 5600K. 

hydrated lime A dry, relatively stable 
product derived from slaking 
quicklime. 

hydration 1. Any chemical action 
occurring as the result of combining a 
material with water. 2. The chemical 
reaction that occurs when cement is 
mixed with water. 

hydraulic Characterized or operated by 
fluid, especially under pressure. 

hydraulic cement Cement whose 
constituents react with water in ways 
that allow it to set and harden under 
water. 

hydraulic conductivity The rate at 
which a fluid flows through a porous 
substance, such as soil. 

hydraulic dredge A floating dredge 
or pump by which water and soil, 
sediment, or seabed are pumped, either 
on board for sifting, as for clams or 
oysters before they are discharged 
overboard, or through a series of 
floating pipes for discharge on shore. 
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hydraulic dredge
 

human exposure The subjectionof a
humanbeing, through inhalation, to
levels of airborne contaminants, taking
into consideration concentration
of contamination and duration or
exposure.

humidifier A mechanical apparatus to add
moisture to the air or other material.

humidistat (hygrostat) The automatic
regulating device of a humidifier or
dehumidifier thatis sensitive to and

actuated by changes in humidity.

humidity The water vapor contained in a
given space, area, or environment.

humus Soil-like organic substance
composed of decayed or decaying
organic matter.

hungceiling A nonstructural ceiling
having no bearing on walls, being
entirely supported from above by the
overhead structural element(s) from
whichit is suspended.

  
hung ceiling

 
hungry Descriptive of a surface so

absorbentthat paint applied to it
leaves a thin film revealing every detail
of the background.

hung sash A sash hungfromits sides by
cords or chains, whose other ends are
secured to counterweights to allow
movementin thevertical plane.

hungslating 1. Slates installed to cover
a vertical surface, rather than an
inclining or horizontal surface.
Q. Slates secured by wire clips rather
thannails.

hung window A window containing one
or more hungsashes. 

 
hung window

  
 

hurricane clips Metal anchorused in pole
construction to fasten floorjoists to
a supporting beam orotherstructural
member.

hurricane-prone regions As defined for
the purpose of building codes, coastal
regionsof the U.S. susceptible to
hurricanes with wind speed greater
than 90 MPH, including the coasts
of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic

Ocean,as well as Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
American Samoa, Guam, and the
Virgin Islands.

hurricaneprotection shield A durable
guard that folds out accordion-style to

rotect windows andsliding glass doors
from the high winds of hurricanes.

hybrid Theresult of breeding plants of
wo different varieties.

hybrid beam A fabricated beam having
flanges made from steel with a specified
minimumyield strength different from
hat of the steel used in the web plate.

hybrid photovoltaic generator system
A powersystem that combines solar
photovoltaics with a conventional
generator system to minimizelife
cycle costs. It takes advantage of the
ow operating cost of a photovoltaic

array and the on-demandcapability
of a generator. To optimize cost, a PV

 

system can incorporate a generatorto
run infrequently during cloudy periods.
The PV array typically provides
70%-90% of the annual energy, and
the generatorprovides the remainder.

hydrant A discharge connectionto a
water main, usually consisting of
an uptight pipe having one or more
nozzles and controlled by a gate valve. 

   
hydrant 

hydrargyrum medium arc-length iodide
lamp (HMI lamp) A mercury-halide
discharge lamp that approximates
daylight with an approximatecolor
temperature of 5600K.

hydrated lime A dry, relatively stable
product derived fromslaking
quicklime.

hydration 1. Any chemical action
occurring as the result of combining a
material with water. 2, The chemical
reaction that occurs when cementis
mixed with water.

hydraulic Characterized or operated by
fluid, especially under pressure.

hydraulic cement Cement whose
constituents react with waterin ways
thatallowit to set and harden under
water.

hydraulic conductivity The rate at
whicha fluid flows through a porous
substance, such assoil.

hydraulic dredge A floating dredge
or pump by which waterandsoil,
sediment, or seabed are pumped,either
onboard forsifting, as for clams or
oysters before they are discharged
overboard, or throughaseries of
floating pipes for discharge onshore.
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hydraulic ejector 

H 
hydraulic ejector A pipe through which 

the working chamber of a pneumatic 
caisson is cleansed of sand, mud, or 
small gravel. See also elephant trunk. 

hydraulic excavator A powered piece 
of excavating equipment having a 
hydraulically operated bucket. 

hydraulic fill Fill composed of solids 
and liquid, usually water, and usually 
delivered by a dredge. After placement, 
the water eventually drains to leave 
only the solid fill. 

hydraulic friction Resistance to flow, 
effected by roughness or obstructions in 
the pipe, channel, or similar conveying 
device. 

hydraulic glue Glue unaffected by water. 

hydraulic hydrated lime The dry, 
hydrated, cementitious product 
resulting from the process of calcining 
a limestone containing silica and 
alumina to a temperature just below 
incipient fusion. The resultant lime 
will harden under water. 

hydraulic jack A mechanical lifting 
device incorporating an external lever 
to which force is applied to cause a 
small internal piston to pressurize the 
fluid, usually oil, in a chamber. The 
pressure exerts force on a larger piston, 
causing it to move vertically upward 
and raise the bearing plate above it. 

hydraulic jacl< 

hydraulic jump An abrupt increase in the 
depth of a fluid flowing in a channel as 
its velocity is slowed and kinetic energy 
is converted to potential energy. 
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hydraulic lift An elevator car or platform 
moved by a piston, or plunger, powered 
by a pressurized fluid, usually oil, in a 
cylinder. 

D 
hydraulic lift 

hydraulic lime Lime composed of at least 
ten silicates and which will set and 
harden under water. 

hydraulic mortar A mortar capable of 
hardening under water, hence used for 
foundations or underwater masonry 
construction. 

hydraulic pile driving The employment 
of hydraulic force to drive sheet piles. 

hydraulic pump The device causing the 
fluid to be forced through a hydraulic 
system. 

hydraulic radius The ratio of the 
cross-sectional area of a stream of 
fluid within a conduit to the wetted 
perimeter of that conduit. 

hydraulic splitter A concrete, or rock
cracking mechanism incorporating a 
wedge inserted into a predrilled hole 
and then expanded by hydraulic power 
to cause the cracking. 

hydraulic spraying Paint spraying 
accomplished by high fluid pressure 
rather than by compressed air. 

hydraulic test Employing pressurized 
water to test a plumbing line for 
pressure integrity. 

hydrocarbons Class of chemical 
compounds consisting of hydrogen and 
carbon. 

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) 
Compounds comprised of hydrogen, 
chlorine, fluorine, and carbon atoms. 
They do not persist to the same extent 
as chloroflourocarbons, and so do not 
pose as great a threat to the ozone 
layer. 

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) 
Compounds comprised of hydrogen, 
fluorine, and carbon atoms. Because 
they do not contain chlorine, they are 
not involved in ozone depletion. 

hydrogeologic testing A means of 
determining the structure and 
characteristics of subsurface soils 
and rocks, and the way water flows 
through them. 

hydronic A term pertaining to water used 
for heating or cooling systems. 

hydrophobic cement A treated cement 
with a reduced tendency to absorb 
moisture. 

hydro-seeding The liquid application 
of a combined mixture of grass seed, 
fertilizer, pesticide, and a moisture, 
retaining binder sprayed under pressure 
over an area requiring lawn or grass 
cover. 

hydrostatic head The pressure in a fluid, 
expressed as the height of a column 
of fluid, which will provide an equal 
pressure at the base of the column. 

hydrostatic pressure Pressure exerted by 
water, or equivalent to that exerted 
on a surface by water in a column of 
specific height. 

hydrostatic strength The capability of a 
pipe to resist internal pressure buildup, 
measured under specific conditions. 

hydrostone A plaster of high strength 
and density suitable for casting and 
ornamental use. 

hydraulic ejector 

 
hydraulic ejector A pipe through which

the working chamberof a pneumatic
caissonis cleansed of sand, mud, or
small gravel. See also elephant trunk.

hydraulic excavator A powered piece
of excavating equipment having a
hydraulically operated bucket.

hydraulic fill Fill composed ofsolids
and liquid, usually water, and usually
delivered by a dredge. After placement,
the water eventually drains to leave
only thesolidfill.

hydraulic friction Resistance to flow,
effected by roughness or obstructions in
the pipe, channel,orsimilar conveying
device.

hydraulic glue Glue unaffected by water.

hydraulic hydrated lime Thedry,
hydrated, cementitious product
resulting fromthe process of calcining
a limestone containingsilica and
alumina to a temperature just below
incipient fusion. The resultant lime
will harden under water.

hydraulic jack A mechanical lifting
device incorporating an externallever
to which forceis applied to cause a
small internal piston to pressurize the
fluid, usually oil, in a chamber. The
pressure exerts force ona largerpiston,
causing it to movevertically upward
and raise the bearing plate aboveit. 
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hydraulic jack 

hydraulic jump An abrupt increase in the
depth of a fluid flowing in a channelas
its velocity is slowed and kinetic energy
is convertedto potential energy.
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hydraulic lift An elevatorcaror platform
movedby a piston, or plunger, powered
by a pressurized fluid, usuallyoil, in a
cylinder. 
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hydraulic lime Lime composedofat least
ten silicates and whichwill set and
harden underwater.

hydraulic mortar A mortar capable of
hardening under water, hence used for
foundations or underwater masonry
construction,

hydraulic pile driving The employment
of hydraulic force to drive sheetpiles.

hydraulic pump Thedevice causing the
fluid to be forced through a hydraulic
system.

hydraulic radius The ratio of the
cross-sectional area of a stream of
fluid within a conduit to the wetted

perimeterof that conduit.

hydraulic splitter A concrete- or rock-
cracking mechanism incorporating a
wedge inserted into a predrilled hole
and then expanded by hydraulic power
to cause the cracking.

hydraulic spraying Paint spraying
accomplished by high fluid pressure
rather than by compressed air.

hydraulic test Employing pressurized
waterto test a plumbingline for
pressure integrity.

hydrocarbons Class of chemical
compounds consisting of hydrogen and
carbon.

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs)
Compounds comprised of hydrogen,
chlorine, fluorine, and carbon atoms.
They do notpersist to the same extent
as chloroflourocarbons, and so do not
pose as great a threat to the ozone
layer. ,

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)
Compounds comprised of hydrogen,
fluorine, and carbon atoms. Because
they do not contain chlorine, they are
not involved in ozone depletion.

hydrogeologic testing A means of
determiningthe structure and
characteristics of subsurfacesoils

and rocks, and the way water flows
through them.

hydronic A term pertaining to water used
for heating or cooling systems.

hydrophobic cement A treated cement
with a reduced tendency to absorb
moisture.

hydro-seeding The liquid application
of a combined mixture of grass seed,
fertilizer, pesticide, and a moisture-
retaining binder sprayed underpressure
over an area requiring lawnorgrasscover.

hydrostatic head Thepressure in a fluid,
expressed as the height of a column
offluid, which will provide an equal
pressure at the base of the column.

hydrostatic pressure Pressure exerted by
water, or equivalent to that exerted
on a surface by water in a column of
specific height.

hydrostatic strength The capability of a
pipe to resist internal pressure buildup,
measured underspecific conditions.

hydrostone A plaster of high strength
and density suitable for casting and
ornamentaluse.



hygrometer An instrument used for 
measuring the moisture content of air. 

hygrometric expansion The expansion of 
a material as it takes on moisture. 

hygroscopic Having the tendency to 
absorb and retain moisture from the air. 

hygrostat See humidistat. 

Hypalon® caulking See Hypalon® 
roofing. 

Hypalon® roofing An elastomeric roof 
covering available commercially in 
liquid, sheet, or putty-like (caulking) 
consistency in several different colors. 
Hypalon roofing is more resistant to 
thermal movement and weathering 
than neoprene. 

hypersensitivity diseases 
Diseases characterized by allergic 
responses to pollutants. Those most 
clearly associated with indoor air 
quality are asthma, rhinitis, and 
pneumonic hypersensitivity. 

hypotenuse The side of a right triangle 
that faces the right angle. 

-,+-right angle 

hypotenuse 

hypotenuse I 
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hypotenuse 

hygrometer An instrumentused for
measuring the moisture contentofair.

hygrometric expansion The expansion of
a material as it takes on moisture.

hygroscopic Having the tendencyto
absorb andretain moisture from the ait.

hygrostat See humidistat.

Hypalon® caulking See Hypalon®
roofing.

Hypalon® roofing Anelastomeric roof
covering available commercially in
liquid, sheet, or putty-like (caulking)
consistency in severaldifferent colors.
Hypalon roofing is more resistant to
thermal movement and weathering
than neoprene.  

hypersensitivity diseases
Diseases characterized byallergic
responses to pollutants. Those most
clearly associated with indoorair
quality are asthma,rhinitis, and
pneumonic hypersensitivity.

hypotenuse Theside of a right triangle
that faces the right angle.
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

I moment of inertia 

IARC International Agency for Research 
on Cancer 

IBI Intelligent Buildings Institute 

IC interrupting capacity, ironclad, incense 
cedar 

ICBO International Conference of 
Building Officials 

ICC Interstate Commerce Commission, 
International Code Council 

ID inside dimension, inside diameter, 
identification 

IDHA International District Heating 
Association 

IDLH immediately dangerous to life and 
health 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers, Inc. 

IEER intergrated energy efficiency ratio 

IES Illuminating Engineering Society 

IF inside frosted 

IFB Invitation for Bids 

Ihp indicated horsepower 

IMC intermediate metal conduit 

imp imperfect 

in inch 

inc included, including, incorporated, 
increase, incoming 

incan incandescent 

incl included, including 

Ins insulate, insurance 

inst installation 

insul insulation, insulate 

int intake, interior, internal 
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IP iron pipe 

IPLV integrated part-load value 

IPS iron pipe size 

IPT iron pipe threaded 

IR inside radius at the start, or initiation, 
of an activity 

IRS Internal Revenue Service 

ISO Insurance Services Office, 
International Organization for 
Standardization 

IWP Idaho white pine 

Abbreviations
  

I momentof inertia

IARC International Agency for Research
on Cancer

TIBI Intelligent Buildings Institute

IC interrupting capacity, ironclad, incense
cedar

ICBO International Conference of

Building Officials

ICC Interstate Commerce Commission,
International Code Council

ID inside dimension, inside diameter,
identification

IDHA International District Heating
Association

IDLH immediately dangerousto life and
health

IEEE Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers, Inc.

TEER intergrated energyefficiencyratio

TES Illuminating Engineering Society
TE inside frosted

TFB Invitation for Bids

Thp indicated horsepower
IMC intermediate metal conduit

imp imperfect
in inch

inc included, including, incorporated,
increase, incoming

incan incandescent

incl included, including

Ins insulate, insurance

inst installation

insul insulation, insulate

int intake, interior, internal
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The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry.

IP iron pipe

IPLV integrated part-load value

IPS iron pipesize

IPT iron pipe threaded

IR inside radius at the start, or initiation,
of an activity

IRS Internal Revenue Service

ISO Insurance Services Office,
International Organization for
Standardization

IWP Idaho white pine



Definitions 

In the critical path method (CPM) of 
scheduling, the symbol that represents 
the event at the start, or initiation, of 
an activity. 

IARC Monograph A brief summary of 
the carcinogenic effects of a particular 
substance as determined by the 
International Agency for Research on 
Cancer. 

I-beam A structural member of rolled 
steel whose cross section resembles the 
capital letter "I." 

I-beam 

ice dam An accumulation of ice and snow 
at the eaves of a sloping roof. 

ichnography The graphic, geometrically 
scaled representation of a horizontal 
section. 

identification of long lead procurements 
Refers to determining material and/or 
equipment that must be ordered prior 
to the start of construction to ensure 
availability at the specified time of 
installation. 

idle equipment cost The cost of 
equipment that remains on site ready 
for use but is placed in a standby basis. 
Ownership or rental costs are still 
incurred while the equipment is idle.* 

idler A gear or wheel used to impart a 
reversal of direction or rotation of a 
shaft. 

idle time A time interval during which 
either the worker, the equipment, or 
both do not perform useful work.* 

igneous rock A rock formed by the 
solidification of molten materials. 

illuminated sign A sign that is 
illuminated by an internal or external 
source, often used to mark a path of 
emergency exit. 

illuminated sign 

illumination The intensity of light on a 
surface exposed to incident light. 

I-joist An engineered wood product 
created with two flanges joined by a 
web that develops certain structural 
capabilities. I-joists are also used for 
rafters. 

immersion heater A thermostatically 
controlled electric resistance heating 
device that is submerged in the fluid 
it heats. 

impact The stress to which a structure 
is subjected from vibrating, falling, or 
shifting loads. Impact is a percentage of 
the structure's live load. 

impact cost Added expenses due to 
the indirect results of a changed 
condition, delay, or changes that are 
a consequence of the initial event. 
Examples of these costs are premium 
time, lost efficiency, and extended field 
and home office overhead* 

impact crusher A crushing machine that 
utilizes a series of hammers to break up 
materials. 
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impact noise 

impact crusher 

impact damages Losses that affect the 
overall performance and cost of 
contract work, such as delay to the 
project, lost labor productivity, and 
acceleration. Distinguished from direct 
damages. 

impact factor A number by which a static 
load is multiplied to approximate that 
load applied dynamically. 

impact force Force resulting from the 
collision of two or more objects. 

impact insulation class (IIC) A test 
method that assigns single number 
ratings for the transmission of impact 
sound through various types of 
construction. A high rating number 
indicates better noise resistance. 

impact isolation 1. The use of insulating 
material and structures that reduce the 
transmission of impact noise. 2. The 
degree of effective reduction of impact 
noise transmission accomplished by the 
structures and materials designed and 
used specifically for that purpose. 

impact isolation class (UC) A single 
number rating used to compare and 
evaluate the performance of floor, 
ceiling constructions in isolating 
impact noise. 

impact load The dynamic effect on a 
stationary or mobile body as imparted 
by the short, forcible contact of 
another moving body. 

impact noise The sound created when a 
building surface is struck by an object. 
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Definitions impact noise 

 
i In the critical path method (CPM)of

scheduling, the symbol that represents
the event at thestart, orinitiation, of
an activity.

IARC MonographAbrief summaryof
the carcinogenic effects of a particular
substance as determined by the
International Agency for Research on
Cancer.

L-beam A structural memberofrolled
steel whose cross section resembles the

capital letter “1.”

  
ice dam An accumulation ofice and snow

at the eaves of a slopingtoof.

ichnography Thegraphic, geometrically
scaled representation of a horizontal
section.

identification of long lead procurements
Refers to determining material and/or
equipment that must be ordered prior
to the start of construction to ensure

availability at the specified time of
installation.

idle equipment cost The cost of
equipmentthat remainsonsite ready
for use but is placed in a standby basis.
Ownership orrentalcosts arestill
incurred while the equipmentis idle.*

idler A gear or wheel used to impart a
reversal of direction or rotation of a
shaft.

idle time A time interval during which
either the worker, the equipment, or
both do not perform useful work.*

igneous rock A rock formed by the
solidification of molten materials.

illuminated sign A sign thatis
illuminatedby an internal or external
source, often used to mark a path of
emergency exit.

   illuminated sign
 
 

illumination The intensity of light on a
surface exposed toincidentlight.

Ljoist An engineered wood product
created with two flanges joined by a
webthat develops certain structural
capabilities. I-joists are also used for
rafters.

immersion heater A thermostatically
controlled electric resistance heating
device that is submergedinthe fluid
it heats.

impact Thestress to which a structure
is subjected from vibrating, falling, or
shifting loads. Impactis a percentage of
the structure's live load.

impact cost Added expenses due to
the indirect results of a changed
condition, delay, or changes that are
a consequenceoftheinitial event.
Examples of these costs are premium
time, lost efficiency, and extendedfield
and home office overhead.*

impact crusher A crushing machine that
utilizes a series of hammers to break up
materials.
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impact crusher

impact damages Losses thataffect the
overall performance and cost of
contract work,such as delay to the
project, lost labor productivity, and
acceleration. Distinguished from direct
damages.

impact factor A numberby whichastatic
loadis multiplied to approximate that
load applied dynamically.

impact force Force resulting from the
collision of two or more objects.

impact insulation class (TIC) A test
methodthatassigns single number
ratings for the transmission of impact
sound through various types of
construction. A high rating number
indicates better noise resistance.

impactisolation 1. The use of insulating
material and structures that reduce the

transmission of impact noise. 2. The
degree of effective reduction of impact
noise transmission accomplished by the
structures and materials designed and
used specifically for that purpose.

impact isolation class (IIC) A single
numberrating used to compare and
evaluate the performance offloor-
ceiling constructionsin isolating
impact noise.

impact load The dynamic effect on a
stationary or mobile body as imparted
by the short, forcible contact of
another moving body.

impact noise The sound created when a
building surfaceis struck by an object.
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impact noise rating 

1 
impact noise rating The single-number 

rating used to evaluate and compare 
the effectiveness of assemblies and 
floor/ceiling constructions in isolating 
impact noise. The higher the number, 
the greater the effectiveness in 
suppressing noise. 

impact resistance The resistance of 
a member or assembly to dynamic 
loading. Also refers specifically to an 
insulation's ability to withstand damage 
or abuse. 

impact sound pressure level (ISPL) 
The sound (in decibels), measured in 
a receiving room, resulting from the 
transmission of impact sound through 
floor construction, produced by a 
standard "tapping" machine. 

impact sound transmission Sound that 
originates by contact with the structure 
and travels through the structure. 

impact test Any of a number of dynamic 
tests ( usually a load striking a specimen 
in a specified manner) used to estimate 
the resistance of a material to shock. 

impact transmission The transfer of 
sound waves through walls, floors, and 
other structures. 

impact wrench An electric or pneumatic 
wrench with adjustable torque that is 
supplied to a nut or bolt in short, rapid 
impulses. 

impact wrench 

impedance Measured in ohms, the total 
opposition or resistance to the flow of 
current when voltage is applied to an 
alternating-current electric circuit. 

impeller 1. The vaned member of a rotary 
pump that employs centrifugal force to 
convey fluids from intake to discharge. 
2. A related device used to force 
pressurized gas in a given direction. 
3. In ventilation, a device that rotates 
to move air. 

impending slough The consistency of 
shotcrete such that no more water can 
be added without causing it to sag or 
flow after placement. 

impermeable Descriptive of a material 
that does not allow the passage of 
liquid. 

impervious Highly resistant to 
penetration by water. 

impervious soil A very fine-grained soil, 
such as clay or compacted loam, that is 
so resistant to water penetration that 
slow capillary creep is the only means 
by which water can enter. 

implied contract A contract not created 
by explicit agreement between the 
parties, but inferred by law from their 
acts or conduct. 

imposed load Any load that a structure 
must bear, exclusive of dead load. 

impossibility of performance A doctrine 
by which a contract for construction 
can be rescinded if it is determined 
to be impossible or extremely 
impractical to perform as a result of 
the disproportionate cost to perform in 
comparison to what would have been 
reasonably anticipated. 

impost The often distinctively decorated 
uppermost member of a column, pillar, 
etc., that supports an end of an arch. 

impost 
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impoundment A water storage area or 
tank. 

impracticability Inability to perform work 
because of extreme and unreasonable 
difficulty, expense, injury, or loss 
involved. This is sometimes considered 
practical impossibility.* 

impregnated wood (impreg) Wood with 
cell walls impregnated with a synthetic 
resin to reduce shrinking and swelling. 

impregnation 1. The penetration of a 
(timber) product under pressure with 
an oil, mineral, or chemical solution, 
usually for preservation. 2. Treating soil 
with a liquid waterproofing agent to 
reduce leakage. 

improved land Property where water, 
sewers, sidewalks, and other basic 
facilities have been installed prior to 

residential or industrial development. 

improvement A physical change or 
addition made on a property so as 
to increase its value or enhance its 
appearance. 

impulse radar The process of 
using a generator to produce an 
electromagnetic pulse that travels 
through a structure to record and 
measure the changes in wave velocity 
without causing damage to the 
structure. Used to investigate the 
stability of structures such as bridges, 
castles, roads, and modern concrete 
structures. 

inactive leaf (inactive door) In a pair 
of doors, a stationary leaf to which 
the strike plate is secured. It is usually 
bolted at the head and sill. 

in-and-out bond A bond in which 
masonry units are arranged so that 
headers and stretchers alternate in 
successive courses. This arrangement is 
most often used when forming a corner. 

impact noise rating 

 
impactnoise rating The single-number

rating used to evaluate and compare
the effectiveness of assemblies and

floor/ceiling constructionsinisolating
impact noise. The higher the number,
the greater the effectiveness in
suppressing noise.

impact resistance Theresistance of
a memberorassembly to dynamic
loading. Alsorefers specifically to an
insulation’s ability to withstand damage
orabuse.

impact sound pressure level (ISPL)
The sound (in decibels), measured in
a receiving room, resulting from the
transmission of impact sound through
floor construction, produced by a
standard “tapping” machine.

impact sound transmission Sound that
originates by contact with the structure
and travels through the structure.

impact test Any of a number of dynamic
tests (usually a loadstriking a specimen
in a specified manner) used to estimate
the resistance of a material to shock.

impact transmission The transferof
sound wavesthrough walls, floors, and
otherstructures.

impact wrench Anelectric or pneumatic
wrench with adjustable torque thatis
supplied to a nutorbolt in short, rapid
impulses.

    
 impact wrench

impedance Measured in ohms,thetotal
opposition orresistance to the flow of
current when voltageis applied to an
alternating-currentelectric circuit.

impeller 1. The vaned memberofa rotary
pump that employs centrifugal force to
conveyfluids from intake to discharge.
9. A related device used to force

pressurized gas in a given direction.
3. In ventilation, a device that rotates
to moveait.

impending slough The consistency of
shotcrete such that no more water can

be added without causingit to sag or
flow after placement.

impermeable Descriptive of a material
that does not allow the passage of
liquid.

impervious Highly resistant to
penetration by water.

impervious soil A very fine-grained soil,
such as clay or compacted loam,thatis
so resistant to water penetration that
slow capillary creep is the only means
by which water can enter.

implied contract A contract not created
by explicit agreement between the
parties, but inferred by law from their
acts or conduct.

imposed load Anyload thata structure
must bear, exclusive of dead load.

impossibility of performance A doctrine
by which a contract for construction
can be rescindedif it is determined

to be impossible or extremely
impractical to perform as a result of
the disproportionate cost to performin
comparison to what would have been
reasonably anticipated.

impost Theoftendistinctively decorated
uppermost memberof a column,pillar,
etc., that supports an end of an arch. 
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impoundment A waterstorage area or
tank.

impracticability Inability to perform work
because of extreme and unreasonable

difficulty, expense, injury, orloss
involved. This is sometimes considered

practical impossibility.*

impregnated wood (impreg) Wood with
cell walls impregnated with a synthetic
resin to reduce shrinking and swelling.

impregnation 1. The penetrationof a
(timber) product underpressure with
an oil, mineral, or chernical solution,
usually for preservation. 2. Treatingsoil
witha liquid waterproofing agentto
reduce leakage.

improved land Property where water,
sewers, sidewalks, and other basic
facilities have beeninstalled prior to
residential or industrial development.

improvement A physical changeor
addition made on a property so as
to increase its value or enhanceits

appearance.

impulse radar The process of
using a generatorto produce an
electromagnetic pulse that travels
through a structure to record and
measure the changes in wave velocity
without causing damageto the
structure. Used to investigate the
stability of structures such as bridges,
castles, roads, and modern concrete
structures.

inactive leaf (inactive door) Ina pair
of doors, a stationary leaf to which
the strike plate is secured.It is usually
bolted at the head andsill.

in-and-out bond A bond in which

masonry units are arranged so that
headers andstretchers alternate in

successive courses. This arrangementis
most often used when forming a corner.



inband A header stone used in a reveal. 

inbark (bark pocket) Ingrown bark 
enclosed in the wood of a tree by 
growth and subsequently exposed by 
manufacture. 

inbond A masonry bond across the 
entire thickness of a wall, and usually 
consisting of headers or bondstones. 

incandescence The emission of visible 
light as a consequence of being heated. 

incandescent lamp A lamp in which 
electricity heats a ( tungsten) filament 
to incandescence, producing light. 

incandescent lighting fixture A complete 
luminaire, comprising an incandescent 
lamp, socket, reflector, and often a 
diffusing apparatus. 

incense cedar Libocedrus decurrens. A tree, 
indigenous to the area from northern 
Oregon to southern California, whose 
aromatic, durable wood is used in 
pencil manufacture and for many of 
the same applications as western red 
cedar. Incense cedar is highly resistant 
to moisture. 

inch A measure of length equal to 1/12 of 
a foot (2.54 centimeters). 

inch of water A unit of pressure that is 
equal to the pressure exerted by a one
inch high column of liquid water at a 
temperature of 39.2°F (4°C). 

inch-pounds 1. A unit of work derived 
by multiplying the force in pounds by 
the distance in inches through which 
it acts. 2. A unit of energy that will 
perform an equivalent amount of work. 

inch stuff Descriptive of building 
materials having a nominal thickness 
of l ", but in reality somewhat less 
(usually 7/8"). 

incident radiation Solar energy, both 
direct and diffuse, upon its arrival at 
the surface of a solar collector or other 
surface. 

incident sound Noise that is directly 
received from the source, as 
distinguished from sound that is 
reflected from a surface. 

incinerator A type of furnace in which 
combustible solid, semisolid, or gaseous 
wastes are burned. 

incipient decay The early stage of decay 
in timber in which the disintegration 
has not proceeded far enough to affect 
the strength or hardness. 

incising 1. Cutting in, carving, or 
engraving, usually for decorative 
purposes. 2. Cutting slits into the 
surface of a piece of wood prior to 
preservative treatment to improve 
absorption. 

inclination 1 . The deviation of a surface 
or line from the vertical or horizontal. 
2. The angle produced by the deviation 
of a surface or line from the vertical or 
horizontal. 

inclination 

incline A slope, slant, or gradient. 

inclined-axis mixer A truck-mounted 
concrete mixer. A revolving drum 
rotates around an axis that is inclined 
from the horizontal axis of the truck's 
chassis. 
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inclusive coverage A provision in an 
insurance policy for potential loss 
where specific types or origins of loss 
are included by description under the 
coverage provided. 

incombustible (noncombustible) 
Incapable of burning. 

income approach A real estate appraisal 
method used to calculate property 
value based on the income generated 
when the income is capitalized at the 
current market rate for the particular 
type of property. 

incorporator A person who joins with 
others to form a corporation. The 
successors of those who actually sign 
the papers. 

increaser In plumbing, a coupling 
with one end larger than the other. 
Generally the small end has outside 
threads and the large end has inside 
threads. 

increaser 

incremental cost (benefit) The additional 
cost (benefit) resulting from an 
increase in the investment in a 
project.* 

incrustation Mineral, chemical, or other 
deposits left in a pipe, vessel, or other 
equipment by the liquids that they 
convey. 

indemnification An obligation 
contractually assumed or legally 
imposed on one party to protect 
another against loss or damage from 
stated liabilities. See also insurance. 

indent In masonry, a gap left in a course 
by the omission of a masonry unit. 
An indent is used for bonding future 
masonry. 
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in-and-out bond 

 
inband A header stone used in a reveal.

inbark (bark pocket) Ingrown bark
enclosed in the wood of a tree by
growth and subsequently exposed by
manufacture.

inbond A masonry bond across the
entire thickness of a wall, and usually
consisting of headers or bondstones.

incandescence The emission of visible

light as a consequenceof being heated.

incandescent lamp A lamp in which
electricity heats a (tungsten) filament
to incandescence,producinglight.

incandescentlighting fixture A complete
luminaire, comprising an incandescent
lamp, socket, reflector, and often a
diffusing apparatus.

incense cedar Libocedrus decurrens. A tree,
indigenous to the area from northern
Oregon to southern California, whose
aromatic, durable wood is used in
pencil manufacture and for many of
the same applications as western ted
cedar. Incense cedaris highly resistant
to moisture.

inch A measure of length equal to 1/12 of
a foot (2.54 centimeters).

inch of water A unit of pressure thatis
equal to the pressure exerted by a one-
inch high columnofliquid water at a
temperature of 39.2°F (4°C).

inch-pounds 1. A unit of work derived
by multiplying the force in pounds by
the distance in inches through which
it acts. 2. A unit of energy that will
perform an equivalent amountof work.

inch stuff Descriptive of building
materials having a nominal thickness
of 1", but in reality somewhat less
(usually 7/8").

incident radiation Solar energy, both
direct and diffuse, uponits arrival at
the surface of a solar collector or other
surface.

incident sound Noise thatis directly
received from the source, as
distinguished from sound thatis
reflected from a surface.

incinerator A type of furnace in which
combustible solid, semisolid, or gaseous
wastes are burned.

incipient decay Theearly stage of decay
in timber in which the disintegration
has not proceeded far enoughto affect
the strength or hardness.

incising 1, Cutting in, carving, or
engraving, usually for decorative
purposes. 2. Cuttingslits into the
surface of a piece of woodpriorto
preservative treatment to improve
absorption.

inclination 1. The deviation of a surface
ot line from the vertical or horizontal.

9. The angle produced by the deviation
of a surface orline from thevertical or
horizontal.
 

 
inclination

   
incline A slope, slant, or gradient.
inclined-axis mixer A truck-mounted

concrete mixer. A revolving drum
rotates around an axis thatis inclined
from the horizontal axis of the truck’s
chassis.
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inclusive coverage A provision in an
insurance policy for potential loss
wherespecific types or origins ofloss
are included by description under the
coverage provided.

incombustible (noncombustible)
Incapable of burning.

income approachAreal estate appraisal
method used to calculate property
value based on the income generated
when the incomeis capitalized at the
current market rate for the particular
type of property.

incorporator A person who joins with
others to form a corporation. The
successors of those who actually sign
the papers.

increaser In plumbing, a coupling
with one end larger than the other.
Generally the small end has outside
threads and the large end hasinside
threads.

increaser  
incremental cost (benefit) The additional

cost (benefit) resulting from an
increase in the investmentin a

project.”

incrustation Mineral, chemical, or other
deposits left in a pipe, vessel, or other
equipmentby the liquids that they
convey.

indemnification An obligation
contractually assumedorlegally
imposed on oneparty to protect
anotheragainst loss or damage from
stated liabilities. See also insurance.

indent In masonry, a gapleft in a course
by the omission of a masonry unit.
Anindentis used for bonding future
masonry.
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indented bar 

I 
indented bar A deformed concrete 

reinforcing bar having indentations for 
improving the bond between the steel 
and the concrete. 

indented bolt A type of anchor bolt 
comprising a plain bar into which 
indentations have been forged to 
increase its grip in concrete or grout. 

indented bolt 

indented joint A type of butt joint where 
a notched fish plate is fitted to notches 
in the timbers and the entire assembly 
is fastened with bolts. 

1:s:( 
indented joint 

indented wire Wire whose surface has 
been provided with indentations to 
increase its bond when used as concrete 
reinforcement or for pretensioning 
tendons. 

indenture 1. An official agreement 
between a bond issuer and his bond 
holders. 2. Any deed or contract 
between two or more parties. 3. A 
document in duplicate, triplicate, etc., 
whose edges have been irregularly 
indented so that the copies can later be 
matched to corroborate authenticity. 

independent contractor A contractor 
who, under written contract, 
provides services to an owner but 
is not considered an employee of 
the owner for tax or other legal 
reasons. The independent contractor 

controls the means, method, and 
manner of producing the result to be 
accomplished. 

independent cost estimate (ICE) A cost 
estimate made in order to validate 
other prior estimates for a project. 

index mark In surveying, a mark 
used as a sighting reference to take 
measurements. 

index of plasticity The numerically 
expressed difference between the 
liquid and plastic limits ( of a cohesive 
material). 

Indiana limestone A durable, easily sawn, 
planed, carved, and lathed limestone 
quarried in, and exported from, the 
state of Indiana. 

indicated horsepower The horsepower, 
determined by an indicator gauge, that 
is developed in the cylinders exclusive 
of losses sustained due to engine 
friction. 

indicator bolt A type of door bolt used 
primarily on doors of bathrooms and 
toilets that indicates occupancy when 
locked, and vacancy when unlocked. 

indicator button An occupancy
indicating mechanism used mostly on 
the locks of hotel room doors. 

indicator pile A pile driven as a test to 
evaluate future piles. 

indicator po!!utant An easily measured 
pollutant that may or may not be 
hazardous in normally occurring 
concentrations, but which may 
indicate the presence of a more 
dangerous pollutant (e.g., NO

3 
levels 

resulting from sewerage infiltration to 
ground H

2
0). 

indicator valve A valve that includes 
some device indicating its open or 
closed condition. 

indigenous Descriptive of any product, 
substance, growth, outcropping, 
characteristic, etc., that is 
geographically native to the area where 
it occurs, as opposed to having been 
introduced there. 
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indigenous planting Landscaping strategy 
that uses native plants. Provided 
plantings have the proper growing 
condition, they can achieve low, or 
zero supplemental water needs. 

indirect costs 1. Costs are directly 
attributable to the completion of an 
activity. Indirect costs are typically 
allocated or spread across all activities 
on a predetermined basis. 2. In 
construction, all costs that do not 
become a final part of the installation, 
but are required for the orderly 
completion of the installation and may 
include, but are not limited to, field 
administration, direct supervision, 
capital tools, startup costs, contractor's 
fees, insurance, taxes, etc.* 

indirect expense Overhead or other 
indirect costs incurred in achieving 
project completion, but not applicable 
to any specific task. 

indirect gain/loss In passive solar 
design, heat gain or loss that occurs 
at the surface of a thermal storage 
wall. Typical materials include brick, 
concrete, and water. 

indirect heating 1. A method of heating, 
by steam, hot air, etc., for areas that are 
removed from the source of heat. 
2. Central heating. 

indirect lighting Lighting achieved by 
directing the light emitted from a 
luminaire toward a ceiling, wall, or 
other reflecting surface, rather than 
directly at the area to be illuminated. 

indirect luminaire A luminaire that 
distributes 90%-100% of its emitted 
light upward. 

indirect system A system of heating, air
conditioning, or refrigeration whereby 
the heating or cooling of an area is not 
accomplished directly. Rather, a fluid 
is heated or cooled, then circulated to 
the area requiring the conditioning, 
or used to heat or cool air that then is 
circulated to achieve the same end. 

indented bar
 

 
indented bar A deformed concrete

reinforcing bar having indentationsfor
improving the bond betweenthesteel
and the concrete.

indented bolt A type of anchorbolt
comprising a plain bar into which
indentations have been forged to
increase its grip in concrete orgrout.

 
indented boit

indented joint A type of butt joint where
a notchedfish plate is fitted to notches
in the timbers and the entire assembly
is fastened with bolts. 

 

| id ad
indented joint

 
 

indented wire Wire whose surface has

been provided with indentations to
increase its bond whenused as concrete

reinforcementorfor pretensioning
tendons.

indenture 1. Anofficial agreement
between a bondissuer and his bond

holders. 2, Any deed or contract
between two or moreparties. 3. A
documentin duplicate, triplicate, etc.,
whose edges have been irregularly
indented so that the copies canlater be
matched to corroborate authenticity.

independent contractor A contractor
who, under written contract,
provides services to an ownerbut
is not considered an employee of
the ownerfortax or otherlegal
reasons. The independent contractor

 

 
 

controls the means, method, and
mannerof producing the result to be
accomplished.

independentcost estimate (ICE) A cost
estimate made in orderto validate

otherpriorestimates for a project.

index mark In surveying, a mark
used as a sighting reference to take
measurements.

indexof plasticity The numerically
expressed difference between the
liquid and plastic limits (of a cohesive
material).

Indiana limestone A durable,easily sawn,
planed, carved, and lathed limestone
quarried in, and exported from, the
state of Indiana.

indicated horsepower The horsepower,
determined by anindicatorgauge, that
is developed in the cylinders exclusive
of losses sustained due to engine
friction.

indicator bolt A type of doorbolt used
primarily on doors of bathrooms and
toilets that indicates occupancy when
locked, and vacancy when unlocked.

indicator button An occupancy-
indicating mechanism used mostly on
the locks of hotel roomdoors.

indicator pile A pile drivenas a test to
evaluate future piles.

indicator pollutant Aneasily measured
pollutant that may or may not be
hazardous in normally occurring
concentrations, but which may
indicate the presence of a more
dangerous pollutant (e.g., NO,levels
resulting from sewerageinfiltration to
ground H,0).

indicator valve A valve that includes

some device indicating its open or
closed condition.

indigenous Descriptive of any product,
substance, growth, outcropping,
characteristic, etc., that is
geographically native to the area where
it occurs, as opposed to having been
introduced there.

“Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved.
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indigenous planting Landscapingstrategy
that uses native plants. Provided
plantings have the proper growing
condition, they can achieve low, or
zero supplemental water needs.

indirect costs 1. Costs are directly
attributable to the completionof an
activity. Indirect costs are typically
allocated or spread across all activities
ona predeterminedbasis. 2. In
construction, all costs that do not
become a final part of the installation,
but are required for the orderly
completion of the installation and may
include, but are not limited to,field
administration,direct supervision,
capital tools, startup costs, contractot’s
fees, insurance, taxes, etc.*

indirect expense Overhead orother
indirect costs incurred in achieving
project completion, but not applicable
to any specific task.

indirect gain/loss In passive solar
design, heat gain or loss that occurs
at the surface of a thermal storage
wall. Typical materials include brick,
concrete, and water.

indirect heating 1. A method of heating,
by steam,hotair, etc., for areas that are
removed from the source ofheat.

2. Central heating.

indirect lighting Lighting achieved by
directing the light emitted from a
luminaire toward a ceiling, wall, or
otherreflecting surface, rather than
directly at the area to be illuminated.

indirect luminaire A luminaire that
distributes 90%—100% of its emitted

light upward.

indirect system A system ofheating,air-
conditioning,or refrigeration whereby
the heating or cooling of an area is not
accomplished directly. Rather, a fluid
is heated or cooled, thencirculated to
the area requiring the conditioning,
or used to heat orcoolair that thenis
circulated to achieve the sameend.



indirect system 

indirect waste pipe A waste pipe that 
discharges through an air break or air 
gap into a trapped receptacle or fixture, 
rather than directly into the buddmg 
drainage system. 

indirect water heater A water heater 
system that increases the temperature 
of the water via a remote heat 
exchanger. 

individual vent A pipe that vents a 
fixture drain and that is connected to 
the main vent system at some point 
higher than the fixture. 

indoor air quality (IAQ) The quality . 
and general healthfulness of air wtthm 
a building, as affected by temperature, 
humidity, and airborne contaminants. 

indoor environmental quality (IEQ) 
An important criterion for green, or 
sustainable, building design, this refers 
to general overall building occupant_ 
comfort. Includes humidity, venulatton 
and air circulation, acoustics, and 
lighting. 

indoor/outdoor carpet A carpet in which 
all the components have been designed 
or treated so as to remain essentially 
unaffected by water, sun, temperature, 
etc. 

induced draft A process in which air is 
drawn through the cooling tower into 
the fan. 

induced draft boiler A boiler that uses 
a fan at its discharge end to pull air 
through the burner and oiler, and 
transfer the exhaust products into the 
atmosphere through a chimney. 

induced draft boiler 

induced draft fan See induced draft 
boiler. 

induced draft water-cooling tower 
A water-cooling tower incorporating 
one or more fans in the path of the 
saturated air stream leaving the tower. 

inductance The process that occurs 
when one conductor is placed next 
to another canying AC current. The 
ever-changing magnetic field that 
results will induce a current in the first 
conductor. 

induction The entrainment of air in a 
room by the strong flow of primary air 
from an air outlet. 

induction air terminal units A factory 
assembly consisting of a cooling coil 
and/or heating coil that receives 
preconditioned air under pressure that 
is mixed with recirculated air by the 
induction process. 

induction brazing A brazing process 
whereby required heat is derived 
from the resistance of the work to an 
induced electric current. 

induction heating A technique used to 
heat-treat completed welds in piping. 
The heat is generated by the use of 
induction coils around the piping. 

induction motor A motor that operates 
on alternatina current. Its primary 
winding is us:ally on the starter, which 
is connected to the electric power 
source. Its secondary winding, usually 
on the rotor, conveys the induced 
current. 

industry standard J 

induction soldering A soldering process 
whereby required heat is derived 
from the resistance of the work to an 
induced electric current. 

induction welding A type of welding in 
which coalescence is achieved by heat 
derived from the work's resistance to an 
induced electric current, either with or 
without applied pressure. 

inductive loads Loads whose voltage and 
current are out-of-phase. Most loads in 
modern electrical distribution systems 
are inductive. 

industrial appearance grade 
Structural glue-laminated timber 
produced for use where appearance is 
not a primary concern. 

industrial construction Construction of 
residential or commercial structures 
( in a factory environment) that will 
later be assembled on the building site. 
Includes HUD-Code manufactured 
homes as well as residential and 
commercial modular construction. 

industrial hygienist In asbestos 
abatement, a professional hired by the 
building owner to sample and monitor 
the air, and for other safety-related 
tasks. 

industrial tubular door A tubular steel 
door with locked seams and welded 
corners. 

industrial waste Liquid waste frmn 
manufacturing, processing, or other 
industrial operations, which might 
include chemicals, but not rainwater or 
human waste. 

industry specification A type of 
specification prepared by technical or 
industry associations that is approved 
for use by federal agencies. 

industry standard Readily available 
information in the form of published 
specifications, technical reports and 
disclosures, test procedures and results, 
codes, and other technical information 
and data. Such data should be 
verifiable and professionally endorsed, 
with general acceptance and proven 
use by the construction industry. 
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indire

indirect waste pipe A waste pipe that
discharges through anair breakorair
gap into a trapped receptacle orfixture,
rather than directly into the building
drainage system.

indirect water heater A water heater

system that increases the temperature
of the water via a remote heat

exchanger.

individual vent A pipe that vents a
fixture drain andthat is connected to

the main ventsystemat somepoint
higher thanthefixture.

indoorair quality (AQ) The quality
and general healthfulness of air within
a building, as affected by temperature,
humidity, and airborne contaminants.

indoor environmental quality (IEQ}
Animportantcriterionfor green, or
sustainable, building design, this refers
to general overall building occupant
comfort. Includes humidity, ventilation
andair circulation, acoustics, and
lighting.

indoor/outdoorcarpet A carpet in which
all the components have beendesigned
ortreated so as to remainessentially
unaffected by water, sun, temperature,
etc.

induced draft A process in whichairis
drawn through the cooling towerinto
the fan.

induced draft boiler A boiler that uses

a fanat its discharge end to pull air
through the burnerandoiler, and
transfer the exhaust products into the
atmosphere through a chimney.

  
induced draft boiler :

induced draft fan See induced draft
boiler.

induced draft water-cooling tower
A water-cooling towerincorporating
one or more fans in the pathof the
saturated air stream leaving the tower.

inductance The process that occurs
whenone conductoris placed next
to anothercarrying AC current. The
ever-changing magneticfield that
results will induce a current in thefirst
conductor.

induction The entrainmentof air in a

roombythe strongflowof primary air
from anairoutlet.

inductionair terminal units A factory
assembly consisting of a cooling coil
and/orheating coil that receives
preconditioned air underpressure that
is mixed with recirculated air by the
induction process.

induction brazing A brazing process
whereby required heat is derived
from the resistance of the work to an
induced electric current.

induction heating A technique used to
heat-treat completed welds in piping.
The heat is generated by the use of
induction coils around the piping.

induction motor A motorthat operates
on alternating current. Its primary
windingis usually on the starter, which
is connectedto the electric power
source. Its secondary winding, usually
onthe rotor, conveys the induced
current.

induction soldering A soldering process
whereby required heat is derived
from the resistance of the work to an
inducedelectric current.

induction welding A type of welding in
which coalescence is achieved by heat
derived from the work’s resistance to an

induced electric current, either with or
withoutapplied pressure.

inductive loads Loads whose voltage and
current are out-of-phase. Most loads in
modernelectrical distribution systems
are inductive.

industrial appearance grade
Structural glue-laminated timber
produced for use where appearanceis
not a primary concern.

industrial construction Construction of
residential or commercial structures

(in a factory environment) that will
later be assembledonthe buildingsite.
Includes HUD-Code manufactured
homes as well as residential and
commercial modular construction.

industrial hygienist In asbestos
abatement, a professional hired by the
building owner to sample and monitor
the air, and for othersafety-related
tasks.

industrial tubular door A tubularsteel
doorwith locked seams and welded
corners.

industrial waste Liquid waste from
manufacturing, processing, or other
industrial operations, which might
include chemicals, but not rainwateror
humanwaste.

industry specification A type of
specification prepared by technical or
industry associationsthat is approved
for use by federal agencies.

industry standard Readily available
informationin the form of published
specifications, technical reports and
disclosures, test procedures andresults,
codes, and other technical information
and data. Suchdata should be

verifiable and professionally endorsed,
with general acceptance and proven
use by the construction industry.
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industry standard specification 

1 
industry standard specification 

A published specification meeting 
the general definition of an industry 
standard. 

inelastic behavior Deformation of a 
material that remains even after the 
force that caused it has been relieved 
or removed. 

inert 1. Chemically inactive. 2. Resistant 
to motion or action. 

inertia The tendency of a body at rest to 
remain at rest, or of a body in motion 
to remain in motion in a straight 
line unless directly influenced by an 
external force. 

inertia block Usually a concrete block 
supported on some sort of resilient 
material and used as a base for heavy, 
vibrating mechanical equipment, 
such as pumps and forms, to reduce 
the transmission of vibration to the 
building structure. 

inertial guidance system 1. A guidance 
system in which a predetermined 
course is used to heat-treat completed 
welds in piping. The heat is generated 
by the use of induction coils around the 
piping. 2. A guidance system in which 
a predetermined course is maintained 
by a computer utilizing gyroscopic and 
accelerometer data. 

inert pigment A pigment or extender that 
does not react chemically with the 
materials with which it is being mixed. 

inexcusable delays Project delays that are 
attributable to negligence on the part 
of the contractor, which lead, in many 
cases, to penalty payments.* 

infill Building on a vacant site or 
underutilized parcel of land within an 
established urban area rather than on 
the outskirts in order to promote more 
efficient use of existing infrastructure. 

infilling Fill material providing insulation, 
stiffness, and/or fire resistance. It is 
used in buildings to fill the void areas, 
within a frame, between structural 
members. 

infiltration The leakage of air into a 
building through the small spaces 
around windows, doors, etc., caused 
by pressure differences between indoor 
and outdoor air. 

infiltration basins Shallow, level
bottomed depressions dug into the 
earth around newly planted trees 
and shrubs to collect snowmelt and 
rainwater for hydrating them. 

inflammable Easily ignitable and highly 
combustible. The preferred term is 
flammable. See also combustible. 

inflatable gasket A type of gasket whose 
effective seal results from inflation by 
compressed air. 

inflatable structure An airtight structure 
of impervious fabric, supported 
from within by slightly greater than 
atmospheric pressure generated by fans. 

inflation A persistent increase in the 
level of consumer prices, or a persistent 
decline in the purchasing power 
of money, caused by an increase in 
available currency and credit beyond 
the proportion of available goods and 
services.* 

inflection The bending of a straight 
line from concave to convex, or the 
converse. 

inflecture point That point in a flexural 
structural member where reversal of 
curvature occurs and the bending 
moment is zero. 

''Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Co/J)'right © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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inflecture point 

influence line A technique, useful in 
solving problems that involve moving 
loads, that indicates the effect at a 
given section of a unit load imposed at 
any point on the structure. 

information stake A stake used on-site to 
convey surveying measurements to an 
excavation crew. 

infrared Descriptive of invisible 
electromagnetic radiation that, when 
produced by a light source, is usually 
undesirable, except in certain industrial 
applications, such as drying and baking 
finished surfaces. 

infrared camera A device used to detect 
uninsulated or under-insulated areas 
and gaps in the building envelope 
where heat is escaping in the winter 
and entering in the summer. 

infrared drying Drying that is 
accomplished or accelerated by infrared 
lamps. 

infrared heater A source of heat
producing wavelengths, longer than 
visible light, which do not heat the 
air through which they pass, but only 
those objects in the line of sight. 

infrared lamp A type of incandescent 
lamp that often has a red glass bulb 
to reduce its radiated visible light. 
Such a lamp emits more radiant power 
in the infrared region than does a 
standard incandescent lamp, and it has 
a lower filament temperature, which 
contributes to its longer life. 

infrared photography Photography in 
which the film used is more sensitive to 
infrared rays than to visible light rays. 

infrastructure Improvements supporting 
an area, including transportation, 
roadways, communication, and utility 
systems. 

industry standard specification 

 
industry standard specification

A published specification meeting
the generaldefinition of an industry
standard.

inelastic behavior Deformationof a
material that remains even after the
force that caused it has beenrelieved
ot removed.

inert 1, Chemically inactive. 2. Resistant
to motion oraction.

inertia The tendencyof a bodyatrest to
remain atrest, or of a body in motion
to remain in motion inastraight
line unless directly influenced by an
externalforce.

inertia block Usually a concrete block
supported on somesort ofresilient
material andused as a base for heavy,
vibrating mechanical equipment,
such. as pumps and forms, to reduce
the transmission of vibration to the

buildingstructure.

inertial guidance system 1. A guidance
system in which a predetermined
course is used to heat-treat completed
welds in piping. The heatis generated
by the use of induction coils around the
piping. 2. A guidance system in which
a predetermined coutse is maintained
by a computerutilizing gyroscopic and
accelerometerdata.

inert pigment A pigmentor extender that
does not react chemically with the
materials with which it is being mixed.

inexcusable delays Project delays that are
attributable to negligence on the part
of the contractor, whichlead, in many
cases, to penalty payments.*

infill Building on a vacantsite or
underutilized parcel of land within an
established urban area rather than on

the outskirts in order to promote more
efficient use of existing infrastructure.

infilling Fill material providing insulation,
stiffness, and/orfire resistance. It is
used in buildingstofill the void areas,
within a frame, between structural
members.

 

infilling

   
infiltration The leakage ofair into a

building through the small spaces
around windows, doors, etc., caused
by pressure differences between. indoor
and outdoorair.

infiltration basins Shallow,level-
bottomed depressions dug into the
earth around newly plantedtrees
and shrubs to collect snowmelt and

rainwaterfor hydrating them.

inflammable Easily ignitable and highly
combustible. The preferred term is
flammable. See also combustible.

inflatable gasket A type of gasket whose
effective seal results from inflation by
compressedair.

inflatable structure Anairtight structure
of impervious fabric, supported
from within byslightly greater than
atmospheric pressure generated by fans.

inflation A persistent increase in the
level of consumerprices, or a persistent
decline in the purchasing power
of money, caused by an increase in
available currency and credit beyond
the proportion ofavailable goods and
services.*

inflection The bending ofa straight
line from concave to convex,or the
converse.

inflecture point That pointin a flexural
structural member where reversal of

curvature occurs and the bending
momentis zero.
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inflecture point  

influence line A technique, useful in
solving problems that involve moving
loads, that indicates the effect at a
given section of a unit load imposed at
any point on the structure.

information stake A stake used on-site to

convey surveying measurements to an
excavation crew.

infrared Descriptive of invisible
electromagnetic radiation that, when
produced bya light source, is usually
undesirable, except in certain industrial
applications, such as drying and baking
finished surfaces.

infrared camera A device used to detect
uninsulated or under-insulated areas

and gapsin the building envelope
where heat is escaping in the winter
and entering in the summer.

infrared drying Drying thatis
accomplished or accelerated by infrared
lamps.

infrared heater A sourceof heat-

producing wavelengths, longer than
visible light, which do not heat the
air through whichthey pass, but only
those objects in theline ofsight.

infrared lamp A type of incandescent
lamp that often has a red glass bulb
to reduceits radiated visible light.
Such a lamp emits more radiant power
in the infrared region than does a
standard incandescent lamp, andit has
a lowerfilament temperature, which
contributes to its longerlife.

infrared photography Photography in
whichthefilm used is moresensitive to

infrared rays than. to visible light rays.

infrastructure Improvements supporting
an area, including transportation,
roadways, communication, and utility
systems.



ingle 1. A fireplace. 2. A hearth. 

inglenook A nook or part of a corner near 
a chimney or fireplace, often having 
built-in seats. 

ingot A large mass of molten metal cast 
in a vertical mold but requiring further 
processing before becoming a finished 
product. 

ingot iron An iron, primarily used in 
sheets, containing very small amounts 
of carbon, manganese, and other 
impurities. 

inhibiting pigment Rust-, corrosion-, or 
mildew-resistant pigments, such as lead 
and zinc chromate or red lead, that are 
added to coatings to color them and to 
provide them with protective qualities. 

inhibitor Oxidants added to coatings 
to retard drying, skinning, and other 
undesirable effects or conditions. 

initial drying shrinkage The difference 
between the length of a concrete 
specimen when first poured and the 
final, permanent length of the same 
specimen after it has dried, usually 
expressed as a percentage of the initial 
moist length. 

initial graphics exchange specification 
A neutral file specification that allows 
for the transfer of data between CAD/ 
CAM systems. Focuses primarily on 2D 
& 3D graphical information. 

initial prestress The stress or force applied 
to prestressed concrete at the time of 
its stressing. 

initial set That point in the setting of a 
concrete and water mixture when it has 

attained a certain degree of stiffness, 
but is not yet finally set. Initial set is 
usually expressed in terms of the time 
required for a cement paste to stiffen 
enough to resist a pre-established 
degree of penetration by a weighted 
test needle. 

initial setting time The time it takes for a 
fresh mixture of cement paste, mortar, 
or concrete to attain initial set. 

initial stress The stress existing in a 
prestressed concrete member prior to 
the occurrence of any loss of stress. 

initiating circuit A circuit in a fire safety 
system that contains sensors to detect a 
fire condition. 

injecter The mechanism in a diesel 
engine that sprays the fuel into the 
combustion chamber. 

injection burner A gas burner in which 
gas and air for combustion are forced 
into the burner by a gas jet. 

injection molding The process of pouring 
heat-softened plastic into a cool mold 
to create a desired shape. 

inlaid work Small pieces of material, 
different from that of the background, 
that are laid or set into a surface so as 
to produce a decorative pattern. 

inlay 1. To decorate with inlaid work. 
2. An ornamental design cut into the 
surface of linoleum, wood, or metal, 
and filled with a material of different 
color, often by gluing. 

inlet 1. The surface connection to a 
closed drain or pipe. 2. The upstream 
end of any structure through which 
there is a flow. 

inlet well An opening at the surface of 
the ground through which runoff water 
enters the drainage system. 

inner court An outdoor area that is open 
above, but surrounded on four sides 
by the exterior walls of a building or 
structure. 

inorganic material Substances of mineral 
composition, not carbon compounds of 
animals or vegetables. 

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright© by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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in-place value Value of a physical 
property, e.g., market value plus costs of 
transportation to site and installation.* 

input/output device Any piece of 
equipment used to communicate with 
the central host computer in a building 
automation system, for example, a 
telephone, keyboard, or annunciator 
command terminal. 

input system A ventilating system 
utilizing a fan to draw air from a roof 
into rooms through ducts. An air 
cleaner or filter and an automatic air 
heater are usually included. 

insecticide A substance toxic to insects. 

insert 1. A patch, plug, or shim used to 
replace a defect in a plywood veneer. 
2. A unit of hardware embedded in 
concrete or masonry to provide a 
means for attaching something. 
3. A nonstructural patch in laminated 
timber, made for the sake of 
appearance. 

inserts 

insert grille A grille that is fabricated 
separately from the door and installed 
in the field. 
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ingle 1. A fireplace. 2, A hearth. 

  
inglenook A nook orpart of a corner near

a chimneyorfireplace, often having
built-in seats.

ingot A large mass of molten metal cast
ina vertical mold but requiring further
processing before becominga finished
product.

ingot iron Aniron, primarily used in
sheets, containing very small amounts
of carbon, manganese,and other
impurities.

inhibiting pigment Rust-, corrosion-, or
mildew-resistant pigments, such as lead
and zinc chromateorred lead, that are
added to coatings to color them and to
provide them with protective qualities.

inhibitor Oxidants added to coatings
to retard drying, skinning, and other
undesirable effects or conditions.

initial drying shrinkage Thedifference
between the length of a concrete
specimen. whenfirst poured and the
final, permanentlength of the same
specimenafter it has dried, usually
expressed as a percentageofthe initial
moist length.

initial graphics exchange specification
A neutralfile specification that allows
for the transferof data between CAD/
CAMsystems. Focuses primarily on 2D
& 3D graphical information.

initial prestress Thestress orforce applied
to prestressed concrete at the time of
its stressing.

initial set That point in the setting of a
concrete and water mixture when it has

attained a certain degreeofstiffness,
butis notyetfinally set. Initial set is
usually expressed in termsof the time
required for a cementpaste tostiffen
enough to resist a pre-established
degree of penetration by a weighted
test needle.

initial setting time The timeit takes for a
fresh mixture of cement paste, mortar,
or concrete to attain initialset.

initial stress The stress existing in a
prestressed concrete memberprior to
the occurrence ofanylossofstress.

initiating circuit A circuit ina fire safety
system that contains sensors to detect a
fire condition.

injecter The mechanism ina diesel
enginethat sprays the fuel into the
combustion chamber.

injection burner A gas burnerin which
gas and air for combustion are forced
into the burner bya gasjet.

injection molding The process of pouring
heat-softened plastic into a cool mold
to create a desired shape.

inlaid work Small pieces of material,
different from that of the background,
that are laid or set into a surface so as

to produce a decorative pattern.

inlay 1. To decorate with inlaid work.
2. An ornamentaldesign cut into the
surface of linoleum, wood, or metal,
andfilled with a material of different

color, often by gluing.
inlet 1. The surface connection to a

closed drain or pipe. 2. The upstream
end of any structure through which
there is a flow.

inlet well An openingat the surface of
the ground through which runoff water
enters the drainage system.

inner court An outdoorarea that is open
above, but surrounded on foursides
by the exterior walls of a building or
structure.

inorganic material Substances of mineral
composition, not carbon compounds of
animals or vegetables.
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in-place value Value of a physical
property, e.g., market value plus costs of
transportation to site and installarion.*

input/output device Anypiece of
equipment used to communicate with
the central host computerin a building
automation system,for example, a
telephone,keyboard, or annunciator
command terminal.

input system A ventilating system
utilizing a fan to draw air from a roof
into rooms through ducts. An air
cleanerorfilter and an automaticait

heater are usually included.
insecticide A substance toxic to insects.

insert 1. A patch, plug, or shim used to
replace a defect in a plywood veneer.
2. A unit of hardware embedded in

concrete or masonry to provide a
meansfor attaching something.
3. A nonstructural patch in laminated
timber, made for the sake of
appearance. 
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insertgrille A grille that is fabricated

separately from the door andinstalled
in thefield.
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inset staple 

I 
inset staple To staple the paper flange of 

bat insulation to the inside portion of a 
stud or rafter. 

inside-angle tool In masonry and 
plastering, a float designed especially 
for shaping inside ( internal) angles. 

inside caliper A caliper with pointed 
legs turned outward that is used for 
measuring inside diameters. 

inside casing The interior trim around 
the frame of a door or window, which 
might consist of dressed boards, 
molding, and trim. 

inside casing 

inside corner molding Concave or canted 
molding used to cover the joint at 
the internal angle of two intersecting 
surfaces. 

inside glazing External glazing that is 
placed from within the frame or from 
inside the building. 

inside lining 1. Inside casing. 2. Any part 
of a cased frame that has its face toward 
the building or structure. 

inside micrometer An instrument used to 
accurately measure the inside diameters 
of relatively small cylinders or pipes. 

inside stop Usually a beaded or molded 
strip of wood secured to the casing 
along the inside edge of the inner 
sash to hold it in place and restrict its 
movement to the vertical plane. 
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inside thread The threaded inner surface 
of a pipe or fitting that accepts the 
outside threads of another pipe or 
fitting. 

inside thread 

inside trim Any trim used inside a 
building. See also inside casing. 

in situ 1. In place, as natural, undisturbed 
soil. 2. Descriptive of work 
accomplished on the site rather than in 
prefabrication elsewhere, as in cast-in
place concrete. 

in situ biodegration A process used 
to degrade organic wastes through 
biological processes in the soil or 
groundwater. 

in situ concrete Concrete placed where it 
will harden to become an integral part 
of the structure, as opposed to precast 
concrete. 

in situ soil test Soil testing performed 
in a borehole, tunnel, or trial pit, as 
opposed to being performed elsewhere 
on a sample that has been removed. 

in situ vitrification A process that 
electronically melts contaminated soil 
at temperatures well above the soil's 
initial melting range. 

insoluble residue The part of an aggregate 
or cement that does not dissolve in 
diluted hydrochloric acid. 

inspection 1. A visual survey of 
construction work-either completed 
or in progress-to ensure that it 
complies with the contract documents. 
2. Examination of the work by a public 
official, owner's representative, or 
others. 

inspection eye A pipe fitting equipped 
with a plug that can be removed to 
allow examination or cleaning of the 
pipe run. 

inspection eye 

inspection fitting See inspection eye. 

inspection junction See cleanout. 

inspection list A list of incomplete or 
incorrect work items that must be 
addressed by the contractor before final 
payment can be issued. 

inspection manhole A covered shaft 
leading from the outside down to a 
sewer or duct, so constructed as to 
allow a person to enter it from the 
surface. 

inspection manhole 

inspector A person authorized and/ 
or assigned to perform a detailed 
examination of any or all portions of 
the work and/or materials. See also 
building inspector, owner's inspector, 
and resident engineer. 

instancing A buzz word used in CADD 
technology to describe the copying of a 
part of a drawing for reuse somewhere 
else. 

instant lock (instant locker) 1. An 
automatic lock that is actuated by the 
closing of the door. 2. A time lock or 
chromatic lock working on the same 
principle. 

inset staple 

 
inset staple Tostaple the paperflange of

at insulation to the inside portion of a
stud orrafter.

inside-angle tool In masonry and
plastering, a float designedespecially
or shaping inside (internal) angles.

inside caliper A caliper with pointed
egs turned outwardthatis used for

measuring inside diameters.

inside casing Theinterior trim around
he frame of a door or window, which

might consist of dressed boards,
molding, and trim. 

        
inside corner molding Concaveorcanted

moldingused to coverthe joint at
the internal angle of two intersecting
surfaces.

inside glazing Externalglazing thatis
placed from within the frame orfrom
inside the building.

inside lining 1. Inside casing. 2. Any part
of a cased frame that hasits face toward

the building orstructure.
inside micrometer An instrumentused to

accurately measure the inside diameters
of relatively small cylinders or pipes.

inside stop Usually a beaded or molded
strip of wood secured to the casing
alongthe inside edge of the inner
sash to holdit in place andrestrictits
movementto the vertical plane.
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inside thread The threadedinnersurface

of a pipe orfitting that accepts the
outside threads of anotherpipe or
fitting.

  
inside thread

 
 

inside trim Anytrimusedinside a
building. See also inside casing.

in situ 1. In place, as natural, undisturbed
soil, 2. Descriptive of work
accomplishedonthesite rather than in
prefabrication elsewhere, as in cast-in-
place concrete.

in situ biodegration A process used
to degrade organic wastes through
biological processes in the soil or
groundwater.

in situ concrete Concrete placed whereit
will harden to becomean integral part
of the structure, as opposed to precast
concrete.

in situ soil test Soil testing performed
ina borehole, tunnel,ortrial pit, as
opposed to being performed elsewhere
ona sample that has been removed.

in situ vitrification A process that
electronically melts contaminatedsoil
at temperatures well above thesoil’s
initial melting range.

insoluble residue Thepart of an aggregate
or cementthat does notdissolve in

diluted hydrochloric acid.

inspection 1. A visual survey of
construction work—either completed
orin progress—-to ensure thatit
complies with the contract documents.
2. Examination of the work bya public
official, owner's representative, or
others.

 

 

inspection eye A pipefitting equipped
with a plug that can be removedto
allow examination orcleaning ofthe
ptpe run.

 
inspection eye

 

inspection fitting See inspectioneye.

inspection junction See cleanout.

inspection list A list of incomplete or
incorrect work items that must be

addressed by the contractorbefore final
payment canbe issued.

inspection manhole A covered shaft
leading from the outside down to a
sewerorduct, so constructed as to
allow a person to enterit from the
surface.
    

    
  

      
oF

inspection manhole

  
  

inspector A person authorized and/
orassigned to perform a detailed
examination of anyorall portions of
the work and/or materials. See also
building inspector, owner’s inspector,
and resident engineer.

instancing A buzz word used in CADD
technologyto describe the copying of a
part of a drawing for reuse somewhere
else.

instant lock {instant locker) 1. An
automatic lock that is actuated by the
closing of the door. 2. A time lock or
chromatic lock working on the same
principle.



instant-start fluorescent lamp An electric 
discharge lamp that is started without 
the preheating of electrodes, but rather 
by application of a high enough voltage 
to eject electrons from the electrodes 
by field emission, initiate electron flow 
through the lamp, ionize the gases, and 
initiate a discharge through the lamp. 

instructions to bidders A document 
included as part of the bidding 
requirements that sets forth specific 
instructions to candidate constructors 
on procedures, expectations and 
disclaimers of the owner, and 
other necessary information for 
the preparation of proposals for 
consideration by the owner for a 
competitive bid. 

insulate To provide with special features 
and/or materials that afford protection 
against sound, moisture, heat, or heat 
loss. 

insulated cavity wall A hollow masonry 
wall with a cavity containing some 
type of insulation. 

insulated concrete forms (ICF) 
Highly insulated, pre-engineered forms 
for reinforced concrete walls with 
R-v:1lues as high as R-40. Most often 
made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or 
expanded polystyrene foam (EPS). 

insulated conductor An electrical 
conductor that is contained within 
an NEC-approved, non-conductive 
material. 

insulated flange A coupling that 
interrupts the electrical transmission 
between two metal pipes. 

insulated metal roofing A type of roofing 
panel made from mineral fiber, insular 
glass, foamed plastic, etc., and faced 
with light-gauge flexible metal. 

insulated roof membrane assembly 
(IRMA) A roofing system where 
the roof membrane is laid directly on 
the roof deck and then covered with 
extruded foam insulation and ballasted 
with stone. 

insulating board A thin, lightweight, rigid 
or semi-rigid board, usually of processed 
plant fibers, that offers little structural 
strength but does provide thermal 
insulation. It is usually applied under a 
finish material. 
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insulating board 

insulating cement A putty-like mixture 
of hydraulic-setting cement or other 
bonding material and a loose-fill 
insulation. Used to fill voids, joints, 
cracks, etc. 

insulating concrete Concrete possessing 
low thermal conductivity and used as 
thermal insulation. 

insulating fiberboard Building board 
manufactured from processed plant 
fiber in a variety of sizes, thicknesses, 
densities, and strengths. See also 
insulating board. 

insulating formboard Insulation board 
that serves as a permanent forrn for 
poured-in-place gypsum or lightweight 
concrete roof decks. 

insulating glass Glazing comprising two 
or more panes of glass, between which 
there exist(s) a hermetically sealed 
airspace(s), joined around the edges. 

11
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insulating glass 

insulation blanket I 

insulating oil The oil contained and used 
within the enclosure of a transformer, 
switch, or other electric device for 
cooling and insulation. 

insulating plasterboard Gypsum board 
with aluminum foil backing that 
provides resistance to heat flow and 
moisture. 

insulating resistance The measure of a 
material's ability to inhibit electric 
current flow. 

insulating sheathing Insulating board 
with a minimum thermal resistance of 
R-2 of the core material. 

insulating strip The soft, resilient 
material used in an expansion joint. 

insulating varnish A varnish that is 
applied to wires or electric circuits as 
an insulator. 

insulation 1. Material used to reduce the 
effects of heat, cold, or sound. 
2. Any material, device, or technique 
that provides protection against fire 
or the transfer of electricity, heat, 
cold, moisture, or sound. 3. Thermal 
insulation is a material used for 
covering pipes, ducts, vessels, etc., to 

effect a reduction of heat loss or gain. 

insulation batt Flexible insulation of 
loosely matted plant or glass fibers 
faced on one or both sides with kraft 
paper or aluminum foil and usually 
available in specifically sized sections. 

insulation batt 

insulation blanket Usually composed 
of the same materials and the same 
widths and thicknesses as batts, but is 
available in rolls. 
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insulation blanket
 

instant-start fluorescent lamp Anelectric
discharge lamp thatis started without
the preheating of electrodes, but rather
by application of a high enough voltage
to eject electrons from the electrodes
byfield emission,initiate electron flow
through the lamp, ionize the gases, and
initiate a discharge through the lamp.

instructions to bidders A document

includedas part of the bidding
requirements that sets forth specific
instructions to candidate constructors

on procedures, expectations and
disclaimers of the owner, and
othernecessary information for
the preparation of proposals for
consideration by the ownerfor a
competitive bid.

insulate To provide with special features
and/or materials that afford protection
against sound, moisture, heat, or heat
loss.

insulated cavity wall A hollow masonry
wall with a cavity containing some
type of insulation.

insulated concrete forms (ICF)
Highlyinsulated, pre-engineered forms
for reinforced concrete walls with

R-values as high as R-40. Most often
made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or
expanded polystyrene foam (EPS).

insulated conductor Anelectrical
conductorthat is contained within

an NEC-approved, non-conductive
material.

insulated flange A coupling that
interrupts the electrical transmission
between two metalpipes.

insulated metal roofing A type of roofing
panel made from mineral fiber, insular
glass, foamedplastic, etc., and faced
with light-gaugeflexible metal.

insulated roof membrane assembly
(IRMA) A roofing system where
the roof membraneis laid directly on
the roof deck and then covered with
extruded foam insulation and ballasted
with stone.

 

 

insulating board A thin, lightweight, rigid
or semi-rigid board, usually of processed
plantfibers, that offerslittle structural
strength but does provide thermal
insulation. It is usually applied undera
finish material.    

insulating cement A putty-like mixture
of hydraulic-setting cementor other
bonding material and a loose-fill
insulation. Usedtofill voids, joints,
cracks,etc.

insulating concrete Concrete possessing
low thermal conductivity and used as
thermalinsulation.

insulating fiberboard Building board
manufactured from processed plant
fiber in a variety ofsizes, thicknesses,
densities, and strengths. See also
insulating board.

insulating formboard Insulation board
that serves as a permanentform for
poured-in-place gypsum orlightweight
concrete roof decks.

insulating glass Glazing comprising two
or more panesofglass, between which
there exist(s) a hermetically sealed
airspace(s), joined around the edges. 

insulating oil The oil contained and used
within the enclosure of a transformer,
switch, or otherelectric device for
cooling andinsulation.

insulating plasterboard Gypsumboard
with aluminumfoil backing that
provides resistance to heat flow and
moisture.

insulating resistance The measure of a
material’s ability to inhibit electric
current flow.

insulating sheathing Insulating board
with a minimumthermalresistance of
R-2 of the core material.

insulating strip Thesoft, resilient
material used in an expansionjoint.

insulating varnish A varnish that is
applied to wires orelectric circuits as
an insulator.

insulation 1. Material used to reduce the

effects of heat, cold, or sound.
2. Any material, device, or technique
that provides protection againstfire
orthe transferofelectricity, heat,
cold, moisture, or sound. 3. Thermal
insulationis a material used for

covering pipes, ducts, vessels, etc., to
effect a reduction of heat loss or gain.

insulation batt Flexible insulation of

loosely mattedplantorglass fibers
faced on one or bothsides with kraft

paperor aluminumfoil and usually
available in specifically sized sections.

  
insulation batt

insulation blanket Usually composed
of the same materials and the same

widths and thicknesses as batts, butis
available in rolls.
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insulation density 

I 
insulation density The number of fibers 

per square inch in an insulation 
product. Denser insulation brings 
higher resistance to heat, cold, and 
sound. 

insulation hanger A fastener, pin, or stud 
that holds insulation. 

insulation lath Gypsum lath with an 
aluminum foil backing that provides 
resistance to heat flow and moisture. 

insulation resistance The resistance of an 
insulator to a directly applied current. 

insulator An insulating device designed 
and used to physically support a 
conductor and electrically separate it 
from other conductors or objects. 

lnsulux"' The first widely used hollow 
glass block produced by Owens-Illinois 
Glass Company in 1935. 

insurance A contract, typically referred 
to as an insurance policy, in which 
the insurer, in return for the premium 
stated in the policy, agrees to pay the 
insured up to the limits specified in the 
policy for losses or damages incurred by 
the insured. 

insurance, bodily injury A form of 
insurance that covers physical injury, 
sickness, or disease sustained by a 
person. See also personal injury. 

insurance, builder's risk A specialized 
form of property insurance that 
provides coverage for loss or damage 
to the work during the course of 
construction. See also property 
insurance. 

insurance, care, custody, and control 
The term used to describe a standard 
exclusion in liability insurance policies. 
Under this exclusion, the liability 
insurance does not apply to damage 
to property over which the insured 
is for any purpose exercising physical 
control. 

insurance, certificate of A document, 
issued by an authorized representative 
of an insurance company, stating the 
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types, amounts, and effective dates 
of insurance in force for a designated 
insured. 

insurance, completed operations 
Liability insurance coverage for injuries 
to persons or damage to property 
occurring 1. when all operations under 
the contract have been completed or 
abandoned; or 2. when all operations 
at one project site are completed; or 
3. when the portion of the work out 
of which the injury or damage arises 
has been put to its intended use by 
the person or organization for whom 
that portion of the work was done. 
Completed operations insurance does 
not apply to damage to the completed 
work itself. 

insurance, comprehensive general 
liability A broad form of liability 
insurance covering claims for bodily 
injury and property damage that 
combines, under one policy, coverage 
for all liability exposures ( except as 
specifically excluded) on a blanket 
basis and automatically covers new and 
unknown hazards that may develop. 

insurance, contractor's liability 
Insurance purchased and maintained 
by the contractor to protect from 
specified claims that may arise out 
of, or result from, the contractor's 
operations under the contract, whether 
such operations are by the contractor 
or by any subcontractor, or by anyone 
directly or indirectly employed by any 
of them, or by anyone for whose acts 
any of them may be liable. 

insurance, employer's liability 
Insurance protection for the employer 
against claims by employees or 
employees' dependents for damages 
that arise out of injuries or diseases 
sustained in the course of their work, 
and that are based on common law 
negligence rather than on liability 
under workers' compensation acts. 

insurance, errors and omissions 
See professional liability insurance. 

insurance, extended coverage 
An endorsement to a property 
insurance policy that extends the 
perils covered to include windstorm, 
hail, riot, civil commotion, explosion 
(except steam boiler), aircraft, 
vehicles, and smoke. See also property 
insurance. 

insurance, liability Insurance that 
protects the insured against liability 
on account of injury to the person or 
property of another. See also completed 
operations insurance, comprehensive 
general liability insurance, 
contractor's liability insurance, 
employer's liability insurance, owner's 
liability insurance, professional 
liability insurance, property damage 
insurance, public liability insurance, 
and special hazards insurance. 

insurance, loss of use 
Insurance protecting against financial 
loss during the time required to 

repair or replace property damaged or 
destroyed by an insured peril. 

insurance, owner's liability Insurance to 
protect the owner against claims arising 
out of the operations performed for the 
owner by the contractor and arising out 
of the owner's general supervision. 

insurance, personal injury Bodily injury, 
and also injury or damage to the 
character or reputation of a person. 
Personal injury insurance includes 
coverage for injuries or damage to 

others caused by specified actions 
of the insured, such as false arrest, 
malicious prosecution, willful detention 
or imprisonment, libel, slander, 
defamation of character, wrongful 
eviction, invasion of privacy, or 
wrongful entry. See also bodily injury. 

insurance, personal liability See personal 
injury. 

insurance, professional liability 
Insurance coverage for the insured 
professional's legal liability for claims 
for damages sustained by others 
allegedly as a result of negligent acts, 
errors, or omissions in the performance 
of professional services. 



insurance, property Coverage for loss 
or damage to the work at the site 
caused by the perils of fire, lightning, 
extended coverage perils, vandalism 
and malicious mischief, and additional 
perils (as otherwise provided or 
requested). See also builder's risk 
insurance, extended coverage 
insurance, and special hazards 
insurance. 

insurance, property damage 
Insurance covering liability of the 
insured for claims for injury to or 
destruction of tangible property, 
including loss of use resulting 
therefrom, but usually not including 
coverage for injury to, or destruction 
of, property that is in the care, custody, 
and control of the insured. See also 
care, custody, and control. 

insurance, public liability 
Insurance covering liability of the 
insured for negligent acts resulting 
in bodily injury, disease, or death of 
persons other than employees of the 
insured, and/or property damage. See 
also comprehensive general liability 
insurance and contractor's liability 
insurance. 

insurance, special hazards 
Insurance coverage for damage caused 
by additional perils or risks to be 
included in the property insurance 
(at the request of the contractor, or at 
the option of the owner). Examples 
often included are sprinkler leakage, 
collapse, water damage, and coverage 
for materials in transit to the site or 
stored off the site. See also property 
insurance. 

insurance, Workers' Compensation 
( workmen's compensation insurance) 
Insurance covering the liability 
of an employer to employees for 
compensation and other benefits 
required by workers' compensation 
laws with respect to injury, sickness, 
disease, or death arising from their 
employment. 

insurance, work in progress 
See insurance, builder's risk. 

insurance policy A contract that provides 
insurance against specific loss. See also 
insurance. 

intake The opening or device through 
which a gas or fluid enters a system. 

intake belt course In building, a belt 
course whose molded face is cut so as 
to function as an intake between the 
varying thicknesses of two walls. 

intarsia Mosaic accomplished with small 
pieces of wood inlaid in contrasting 
colors. 

integral frame A metal door frame whose 
trim, backhands, rabbets, and stops are 
all fabricated from one piece of metal 
for each jamb and for each head. 

u 
integ;af frame 

integral lock A type of mortise lock in 
which the cylinder is contained in 
the knob. 

integral loci< 

intensity 

integral waterproofing The waterproofing 
of concrete achieved by the addition of 
a suitable admixture. 

integrated building system A building 
designed to efficiently use climatic 
resources for heating, cooling, lighting, 
and electric power generation. 

integrated ceiling A suspended ceiling 
system in which the grid and individual 
acoustical, illumination, and air
handling elements are combined to 
form a single, integrated system. 

integrated design Also referred to as 
holistic or whole building design. A 
design method that integrates, early 
in the process, the whole building 
team, including all disciplines. For 
a sustainable building, resource 
efficiencies, indoor air quality, and 
other goals can be achieved most 
effectively with this approach. 

integration An essential concept in 
sustainable building that views the 
building as a system and allows the 
discovery of synergies and potential 
tradeoffs or pitfalls with design choices. 
An integrated design approach helps 
maximize synergies and minimize 
unintended consequences. 

intelligent building (smart building) 
A building that contains some degree 
of automation, such as centralized 
control over HVAC systems, fire 
safety and security access systems, and 
telecommunication systems. 

Intelligent Buildings Institute 
A nonprofit professional organization 
formed in 1986 to promote the 
intelligent building industry through 
market information, government 
advocacy, regulatory action, and 
general education. 

intensity A measure of acoustic energy 
per unit area of a sound wave. 
Measured in watts per square meter or 
micro-watts per square centimeter. The 
intensity is proportional to the square 
of the amplitude. 
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intensity
 

insurance, property Coverageforloss
or damage to the workat the site
caused by the perils offire, lightning,
extended coverage perils, vandalism
and malicious mischief, and additional
perils (as otherwise provided or
requested). See also builder’s risk
insurance, extended coverage
insurance, and special hazards
insurance.

insurance, property damage
Insurance coveringliability of the
insured forclaimsforinjury to or
destruction of tangible property,
includingloss of use resulting
therefrom, but usually not including
coverage forinjury to, or destruction
of, property thatis in the care, custody,
and control of the insured. See also

care, custody, and control.

insurance, public liability
Insurance coveringliability of the
insured for negligent acts resulting
in bodily injury, disease, or death of
persons other than employees of the
insured, and/or property damage. See
also comprehensive generalliability
insurance and contractor’s liability
insurance.

insurance, special hazards
Insurance coverage for damage caused
by additionalperils or risks to be
includedin the property insurance
(at the request of the contractor, or at
the option of the owner). Examples
often included are sprinkler leakage,
collapse, water damage, and coverage
for materials in transit to the site or

stored off the site. See also property
insurance.

insurance, Workers’ Compensation
(workmen’s compensation insurance)
Insurance coveringthe liability
of an employer to employeesfor
compensation and otherbenefits
required by workers’ compensation
laws with respectto injury, sickness,
disease, or death arising from their
employment.

insurance, work in progress
See insurance, builder’s risk.

insurance policy A contract that provides
insurance against specific loss. See also
insurance.

intake The opening ordevice through
whicha gas orfluid enters a system.

intake belt course In building,a belt
course whose moldedface is cut so as
to function as an intake between the

varying thicknesses of two walls.

intarsia Mosaic accomplished with small
pieces of woodinlaid in contrasting
colors.

integral frame A metal doorframe whose
tim, backhands, rabbets, and stops are

all fabricated from one piece of metal
for each jamb andfor each head. 

    
integral fram

 
integral lock A type of mortise lock in

whichthe cylinderis contained in
the knob.
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integral waterproofing The waterproofing
of concrete achievedby the addition of
a suitable admixture.

integrated building system A building
designedto efficiently use climatic
resourcesfor heating, cooling,lighting,
and electric power generation.

integrated ceiling A suspended ceiling
system in whichthe grid and individual
acoustical, illumination, and air-
handling elements are combined to
formasingle, integrated system.

integrated design Also referred to as
holistic or whole building design. A
design methodthat integrates, early
in the process, the whole building
team, includingall disciplines. For
a sustainable building, resource
efficiencies, indoor air quality, and
othergoals can be achieved most
effectively with this approach.

integration Anessential concept in
sustainable building that views the
building as a systemand allows the
discovery of synergies and potential
tradeoffs orpitfalls with design choices.
Anintegrated design approach helps
maximize synergies and minimize
unintended consequences.

intelligent building (smart building)
A building that contains some degree
of automation, such as centralized
control over HVACsystems,fire
safety and security access systems, and
telecommunication systems.

Intelligent Buildings Institute
A nonprofit professional organization
formedin 1986 to promotethe
intelligent buildingindustry through
market information, government
advocacy, regulatory action, and
general education.

intensity A measure of acoustic energy
per unit area of a sound wave.
Measuredin watts per square meteror
micto-watts per square centimeter. The
intensity is proportional to the square
of the amplitude.
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intercept 

1 
intercept In surveying, the length of the 

staff visible between the two stadia 
hairs of a transit's telescope. 

intercepting drain A ditch, trench, 
or similar depression surrounding a 
subdrainage pipe and filled with a 
pervious filter material. 

intercepting sewer A sewer into which 
empty the dry-weather flows from 
several branch sewers or outlets, and 
that may also receive a certain amount 
of storm water. 

interceptor An apparatus that functions 
to trap, remove, and/or separate 
harmful, hazardous, or otherwise 
undesirable material from the normal 
waste that passes through it, allowing 
acceptable waste and sewage ro 
discharge by gravity to the disposal 
terminal. 

r 

intercom A general term for an internal 
communication system, such as one 
employing telephones, or microphones 
and loudspeakers that function without 
a central switchboard. 

interconnection Any arrangement of 
pipes whereby water may flow from one 
system to another as determined by the 
pressure differential between the two 
systems. 

interest expense A contractor's cost 
of borrowing funds or use of equity 
capital. 

interface A common boundary shared by 
two adjacent parts of a system. 

interface strength See bond. 

interfenestration The area between 
windows in a fa(;ade consisting 
primarily of the windows and their 
ornamentation. 
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interference 1. Any obstruction that 
prevents planned or normal usage or 
operations. 2. Cooling tower effluent 
that enters the intake of an adjacent 
tower. 

interior casing See inside casing. 

interior door A door installed inside 
a building, as in a partition or wall, 
having two interior sides. 

interior finish The interior exposed 
surfaces of a building, such as wood, 
plaster, and brick, or applied materials 
such as paint and wallpaper. 

interior furnishings Components and 
furnishings necessary for the intended 
use of a building, including furniture, 
wall coverings, and flooring. 

interior glazed Descriptive of glass that 
has been placed from inside a building. 

interior hung scaffold A scaffold that 
is suspended from a ceiling or roof 
structure rather than being supported 
from below. 

interior lot A lot bounded by a street 
either at its front or back, but not on 
either of its sides. 

interior plywood Plywood in which the 
laminating glue is adversely affected by 
moisture; hence, it should be restricted 
to indoor or interior applications. 

interior span An uninterrupted beam 
or slab that is continuous with 
neighboring spans. 

interior span 

interior stop In glazing, a removable bead 
or molding strip that serves to hold a 
light or panel in position when the stop 
is on the interior of the building, as 
opposed to an exterior stop. 

interior trim 1. Any trim, but especially 
that around door and window casings, 
baseboards, stairs, and on the inside of 
a building. 2. Inside finish. 

interior trim 

interior wall A wall having two interior 
faces and existing entirely within the 
exterior walls. 

interlaced fencing (interwoven fencing) 
Fencing that is constructed from 
very thin, flat boards that are woven 
together. 

interleaves The arrangement of 
construction material in, or as if in, 
alternating layers. 

interlocked 1. Firmly joined. 2. Closely 
united. 3. Placed in close relative 
proximity or in a specific relationship 
with another or others. 

interlocking Software program in which 
an event or set of events triggers 
another event or sequence of events. 
For example, a temperature rise above a 
set point that activates a fan. 

interlocking joint 1. In ashlar or other 
stonework, a joint accomplished by 
joggles in the joining units. 2. In sheet 
metal, a joint between two parts whose 
preformed edges engage to form a 
continuous locked splice. 

interlocking tile Single-lap tiles designed 
so that a groove along the edge of 
one tile accommodates an edge of an 
adjacent tile in the same course. 

interlock wiring Control wiring 
permitting a secondary sequence to be 
enabled by a primary action. 

intercept 

 
intercept In surveying, the length of the

staff visible between the two stadia

hairs of a transit’s telescope.

intercepting drain A ditch, trench,
orsimilar depression surrounding a
subdrainage pipe andfilled with a
perviousfilter material.

intercepting sewer A sewerinto which
empty the dry-weather flows from
several branch sewers or outlets, and
that mayalso receive a certain amount
of storm water.

interceptor An apparatus that functions
to trap, remove, and/orseparate
harmful, hazardous, or otherwise
undesirable material from the normal

waste that passes throughit, allowing
acceptable waste and sewage to
discharge by gravity to the disposal
terminal. 

   
 interceptor

intercom A general term foran internal
communication system, such as one
employing telephones, or microphones
and loudspeakers that function without
acentral switchboard.

interconnection Any arrangementof
pipes whereby water may flow from one
system to another as determined by the
pressure differential between the two
systems.

interest expense A contractor’s cost
of borrowingfundsor use of equity
capital.

interface A common boundary shared by
two adjacentparts of a system.

interface strength See bond.
interfenestration The area between

windowsin a facade consisting
primarily of the windowsand their
ornamentation.
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interference 1. Any obstruction that
prevents plannedor normal usage or
operations. 2. Cooling towereffluent
that enters the intake of an adjacent
tower.

interior casing See inside casing.
interior door A doorinstalled inside

a building,as in a partition or wall,
having two interiorsides.

interior finish The interior exposed
surfaces of a building, such as wood,
plaster, and brick, or applied materials
such as paint and wallpaper.

interior furnishings Components and
furnishings necessary for the intended
use of a building, including furniture,
wall coverings, andflooring.

interior glazed Descriptive ofglass that
has beenplaced from inside a building.

interior hung scaffold A scaffold that
is suspended from a ceiling or roof
structure rather than being supported
from below.

interior lot A lot boundedby a street
eitherat its front or back, but not on
eitherofits sides.

interior plywood Plywood in which the
laminating glue is adversely affected by
moisture; hence, it should be restricted
to indoororinteriorapplications.

interior span An uninterrupted beam
orslab that is continuous with

neighboring spans. 

 
interior span
 
interior stop In glazing, a removable bead

or molding strip that serves to hold a
light or panel in position when the stop
is on the interior of the building, as
opposed to an exteriorstop.

interior trim 1. Any trim, but especially
that around doorand windowcasings,
baseboards, stairs, and on the inside of
a building. 2. Insidefinish. 

  
 
 

interior wall A wall having two interior
faces and existing entirely within the
exteriorwalls.

interlaced fencing (interwoven fencing)
Fencing that is constructed from
very thin,flat boards that are woven
together.

interleaves The arrangementof
construction material in, or as if in,
alternating layers.

interlocked 1. Firmly joined. 2. Closely
united. 3, Placed in close relative

proximity orin a specific relationship
with another or others.

interlocking Software program in which
an eventorset of events triggers
anotherevent or sequence of events.
For example, a temperature rise above a
set point that activates a fan.

interlocking joint 1. In ashlar or other
stonework,a joint accomplished by
joggles in the joining units. 2, In sheet
metal, a joint between two parts whose
preformed edges engage to forma
continuouslocked splice.

interlocking tile Single-lap tiles designed
so that a groove alongthe edge of
one tile accommodates an edge of an
adjacenttile in the same course.

 
interlock wiring Control wiring

permitting a secondary sequenceto be
enabled by a primary action.



intermediate floor beam In floor 
framing, any other floor beams that 
are positioned between the end floor 
beams. 

intermediate rafter See common rafter. 

intermediate rail In a door, any rail, one 
of which might be a lock rail, between 
the top and bottom rails. 

-~_:~~~ 
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intermediate rail 

intermediate sight In leveling, a staff 
reading that is neither a back sight nor 
a foresight. 

intermediate stiffener On a beam or 
girder, any stiffener between the end 
stiffeners. 

intermittent escalator An escalator 
that remains idle when not in use, 
beginning operation when users 
approach, and stopping after users 
disembark. 

intermittent-flame-exposure test 
An ASTM test of roof covering that 
involves exposing a sample of the roof 
material to a gas flame for a specified 
interval. 

intermittent weld A weld whose 
continuity is interrupted by recurrent 
unwelded spaces. 

internal dormer A vertical window in a 
sloped roof that is set in a depression in 
the main roof. An internal dormer is 
the inverse of a standard dormer. 

internal glazing Glazing placed in interior 
partitions or walls ( different from 
inside glazing). See also borrowed light. 

internal partition trap A plumbing trap 
that relies on an internal partition of 
some form, rather than the water used 
in a standard trap, for a seal. 

internal pressure The pressure within 
a building. Dependent on outside 
conditions, such as wind velocity, and 
the number and location of openings in 
the building. 

internal quality block A masonry block 
that is structurally sufficient, but whose 
inferior surfaces make it suitable only 
for concealed work. 

internal thread See inside thread. 

internal treatment The treatment of 
water by feeding chemicals into the 
boiler rather than into the preheated 
water itself. 

internal vibration Rapid agitation of 
freshly mixed or placed concrete 
performed by mechanical vibrators 
inserted at strategic locations. See also 
concrete vibration. 

intern architect An apprentice architect 
who works under the direction of 
registered architects. 

International Building Code (IBC) 
The International Code Council's 
(ICC) building code that, when 
adopted by a jurisdiction, covers all 
buildings other than one- and two
family dwellings and multiple single
family dwellings not more than three 
stories in height. 

International Residential Code (IRC) 
The International Code Council's 
(ICC) building code that, when 
adopted by a jurisdiction, covers all 
one- and two-family dwellings not 
more than three stories in height. 

interpier sheeting (interpile sheeting) 
Usually wooden sheeting placed 
horizontally between underpinning 
pits or piles, used in applications not 
requiring continuous underpinning. 

interpolate To estimate untested values 
that fall between tested values. 

interrogatories A formal method of 
obtaining information relevant to a 

*ReJJrinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright© by AACE Internadonal; all rights reserved. 

intrusive evaluation techniques I 

lawsuit from a party by submitting 
written questions that must be 
answered under oath within a certain 
time period. 

interrupting rating A designation given 
to an electrical device based on the 
highest current at rated voltage the 
device is designed to interrupt under 
standard testing conditions. 

interruption A stopping or hindering 
of the normal process or flow of an 
activity.* 

interstate commerce The buying, selling, 
or exchange of goods or property across 
state lines. 

interstitial condensation 
Condensation that forms within an 
element of a building, such as within 
a wall. 

intertie An intermediate member 
used horizontally between studs to 
strengthen them, especially at door 
heads or other places between floor 
heads. 

intrados The under surface or interior 
curve of an arch or vault. 

intrusion alarms Sensors that detect 
break-ins or forced entries into a 
facility. 

intrusive evaluation techniques 
Investigative procedures that require 
opening or removing building 
components to reveal hidden 
conditions. Also referred to as 
destructive evaluation techniques. 
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intrusive evaluation techniques 

intermediate floor beam Infloor

framing, any other floor beams that
are positioned between the end floor
beams.

intermediate rafter See commonrafter.

intermediate rail In a door, anyrail, one
of which mightbe a lock rail, between
the top and bottomrails.

  
intermediate rail

   
 

intermediate sight In leveling,a staff
reading that is neither a back sight nor
a foresight.

intermediate stiffener On a beam or

girder, any stiffener between the end
stiffeners.

intermittent escalator An escalator

that remains idle when notin use,
beginning operation whenusers
approach, and stoppingafter users
disembark.

intermittent-flame-exposuretest
An ASTMtestof roof covering that
involves exposing a sample of the roof
material to a gas flamefora specified
interval.

intermittent weld A weld whose

continuity is interrupted by recurrent
unwelded spaces.

internal dormer A vertical window ina

sloped roof thatis set in a depressionin
the main roof. An internal dormeris
the inverse of a standard dormer.

internal glazing Glazing placed in interior
partitions orwalls (different from
inside glazing). See also borrowedlight.

internalpartition trap A plumbing trap
that relies on an internalpartition of
some form,rather than the water used
in.a standard trap, fora seal.

internal pressure The pressure within
a building. Dependenton outside
conditions, such as wind velocity, and
the numberand location of openings in
the building.

internal quality block A masonry block
thatis structurally sufficient, but whose
inferior surfaces make it suitable only
for concealed work.

internal thread See inside thread.

internal treatment The treatment of

water by feeding chemicals into the
boiler rather than into the preheated
wateritself.

internal vibration Rapid agitation of
freshly mixed or placed concrete
performed by mechanical vibrators
inserted at strategic locations. See also
concrete vibration.

intern architect An apprentice architect
who works under the direction of

registered architects.

International Building Code (IBC)
The International Code Council’s

(ICC) building code that, when
adoptedby a jurisdiction, coversall
buildings other than one- and two-
family dwellings and multiple single-
family dwellings not more than three
stories in height.

International Residential Code (IRC)
The International Code Council’s

(ICC) building code that, when
adopted bya jurisdiction, coversall
one- and two-family dwellings not
more than three stories in height.

interpier sheeting (interpile sheeting)
Usually wooden sheeting placed
horizontally between underpinning
pits or piles, used in applications not
requiring continuous underpinning.

interpolate To estimate untested values
that fall between tested values.

interrogatories A formal method of
obtaining informationrelevantto a

*Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACEInternational;allrights reserved.

lawsuit from a party by submitting
written questions that must be
answered underoath within a certain

time period.

interrupting rating A designation given
to an electrical device based on the

highest current at rated voltage the
device is designed to interrupt under
standard testing conditions.

interruption A stoppingot hindering
of the normalprocess orflow of an
activity.*

interstate commerce The buying,selling,
or exchange of goodsor property across
state lines.

interstitial condensation
Condensation that forms within an

elementofa building, such as within
a wall.

intertie An intermediate member

used horizontally between studs to
strengthen them,especially at door
heads or other places between floor
heads.

intrados The undersurface or interior
curve of an arch orvault. 

intrados

  
  
intrusion alarms Sensors that detect

break-ins or forced entries into a

facility.

intrusive evaluation techniques
Investigative procedures that require
opening or removing building
components to reveal hidden
conditions. Also referred to as

destructive evaluation techniques.
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in tumescent 

I 
intumescent Descriptive of a material, 

like a paint or caulk, that forms a 
passive fire protection system when 
applied to another material, like steel 
or pipe. The intumescent material 
remains inactive until subjected to 
heat, when it swells and chars and 
creates a fire barrier. 

invasive vegetation Any exotic plant 
species that is introduced to similar 
growing conditions in a new location 
and is therefore without natural 
deterrents and pests. Overgrowth can 
lead to choking out native species and 
disruption of the ecosystem. 

inventory control 1. A management plan 
designed to minimize the number and 
quantity of hazardous substances on a 
construction project. 2. A managerial 
process to control the quantity of items 
in storage. 

inverse condemnation A legal proceeding 
in which a landowner contends that 
some governmental body has, through 
its action or inaction, caused his real 
estate to suffer serious damage and loss 
of value. 

invert The lowest inside surface or floor 
of a pipe, drain, sewer, culvert, or 
manhole. 

invert 

invert block A wedge-shaped, hollow, 
masonry tile incorporated into the 
invert of a masonry sewer. 

inverted asphalt emulsion A type of 
emulsified asphalt, anionic or cationic, 
in which asphalt (usually in liquid 
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form) is the continuous phase, and 
whose discontinuous phase comprises 
minute globules of water in relatively 
small amounts. 

inverted ballast A lamp ballast that 
operates on direct current. 

inverted crown The fall or pitch from the 
sides to the center of a road, driveway, 
etc. 

invert elevation The elevation of an 
invert (lowest inside point) of pipe or 
sewer at a given location in reference 
to a bench mark. 

inverter Power conditioning equipment 
for photovoltaic systems used to 
convert DC power from photovoltaic 
arrays, wind turbines, water turbines, 
fuel cells, or batteries to AC power. A 
rotary inverter is a DC motor driving 
an AC generator. More common 
are static inverters, which use power 
transistors to achieve the conversion 
electronically. 

invisible hinge A door hinge designed, 
fabricated, and installed with no visible 
or exposed parts when the door is in 
the closed position. 

invitation to bid A written notice 
of an owner's intention to receive 
competitive bids for a construction 
project wherein a select group of 
candidate constructors are invited to 
submit proposals. 

invited bidders (preferred bid list) 
A group of bidders chosen by the 
owner to submit bids for a project. 

invoice An itemized bill listing the items 
and charges of merchandise and/or 
work. 

involute 1. The locus of a fixed point on 
a string as the string is unwound from a 
fixed plane curve, such as a circle ( the 
Spiral of Archimedes), generally used 
to generate cams. 2. Spirally curved, 
intricate, complex. 

ion An atom with one or more electrons 
missing. 

ion exchange The process of either 
gaining or losing electrons from 
compounds in a chemical exchange. 

Ionic order An order of architecture 
characterized by a column that has 
spiral volutes at its capital. 

ionization detector A device that 
indicates the presence of specific 
gaseous compounds in air by subjecting 
the compound to ultraviolet light or 
hydrogen flame, and recording the 
number of ions created. 

Iowa curb A concrete curb that is 
relatively flat and mountable. Poured as 
part of the paved surface of a roadway. 

iron A lustrous, malleable, magnetic, 
magnetizable, metallic element 
mined from the earth's crust as ore in 
hematite, magnetite, and lemonite. 
These minerals are heated together to 
3 ,000°F in a blast furnace to produce 
pig iron, which emerges from the 
furnace as 95% iron, 4% carbon, and 
1 % other elements. 

iron, cast An iron alloy usually 
containing 2-1/2% to 4% carbon and 
silicon, possessing high compressive 
but low tensile strength, and that, in its 
molten state, is poured into sand molds 
to produce castings. 

iron, core The steel bar under the wooden 
handrail connecting the tops of 
balusters in a stair. 

iron, malleable Cast iron that has 
undergone an annealing process to 
reduce its brittleness. 

iron-cement A type of cement that 
contains cast-iron boring or filings, sal
ammoniac sulfur, and other additives, 
and is used for joining or repairing 
cast-iron parts. 

iron oxide A primary ingredient in a 
whole range of inorganic pigments. See 
also rust (ferric oxide). 

intumescent
 

 
intumescent Descriptive of a material,

like a paint or caulk, that forms a
passive fire protection system when
applied to another material, like steel
or pipe. The intumescent material
remains inactive until subjected to
heat, whenit swells and chars and
creates a fire barrier.

invasive vegetation Any exotic plant
species that is introducedto similar
growing conditions in a newlocation
and is therefore without natural

deterrents and pests. Overgrowth can
lead to choking out native species and
disruptionof the ecosystem.

inventory control 1. A management plan
designed to minimize the numberand
quantity of hazardous substances on a
construction project. 2. A managerial
process to control the quantity of items
in storage.

inverse condemnationAlegal proceeding
in which a landownercontends that

some governmental bodyhas, through
its action or inaction, caused his real
estate to suffer serious damage and loss
of value.

invert The lowest inside surface orfloor

of a pipe, drain, sewer, culvert, or
manhole.
 

 
  

     

     

 
 

  
 

invert
 

invert block A wedge-shaped, hollow,
masonry tile incorporated into the
invert of a masonry sewer.

 
inverted asphalt emulsion A type of

emulsified asphalt, anionic orcationic,
in which asphalt (usually in liquid
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form)is the continuous phase, and
whose discontinuous phase comprises
minute globules of waterin relatively
small amounts.

inverted ballast A lampballast that
operates on direct current.

inverted crown Thefall or pitch from the
sides to the centerofa road, driveway,
etc.

invert elevation The elevation of an

invert (lowest inside point) of pipe or
sewerat a givenlocation in reference
toa bench mark.

inverter Power conditioning equipment
for photovoltaic systems used to
convert DC powerfrom photovoltaic
arrays, wind turbines, water turbines,
fuel cells, or batteries to AC power. A
rotary inverter isa DC motordriving
an AC generator. More common
are static inverters, which use power
transistors to achieve the conversion

electronically.

invisible hinge A doorhinge designed,
fabricated, andinstalled with no visible
or exposed parts when the dooris in
the closed position.

invitation to bid A written notice
of an owner’s intention to receive

competitive bids for a construction
project wherein a select group of
candidate constructors are invited to

submit proposals.

invited bidders (preferred bid list)
A group of bidders chosen by the
ownerto submit bids for a project.

invoice Anitemizedbilllisting the items
and charges of merchandise and/or
work.

involute 1. The locus ofa fixed point on
a string as the string is unwoundfrom a
fixed plane curve, suchas a circle (the
Spiral of Archimedes), generally used
to generate cams. 9. Spirally curved,
intricate, complex.

ion An atom with oneor moteelectrons

missing.

ion exchange The processof either
gainingorlosing electrons from
compounds in a chemical exchange.

Ionic order Anorderof architecture

characterized by a columnthat has
spiral volutes at its capital.

ionization detector A device that

indicates the presenceofspecific
gaseous compounds inair by subjecting
the compoundto ultraviolet light or
hydrogenflame,and recording the
numberofions created.

Iowa curb A concrete curb thatis

relatively flat and mountable. Poured as
part of the paved surface of a roadway.

iron A lustrous, malleable, magnetic,
magnetizable, metallic element
minedfromthe earth’s crust as ore in

hematite, magnetite, and lemonite.
These minerals are heated together to
3,000°F in a blast furnace to produce
pig iron, which emerges from the
furnace as 95% iron, 4% carbon, and
1% otherelements.

iron, cast Anironalloyusually
containing 2-1/2% to 4% carbon and
silicon, possessing high compressive
but lowtensile strength, and that,in its
moltenstate, is poured into sand molds
to producecastings.

iron, core The steel bar under the wooden
handrail connecting the tops of
balusters in a stair.

iron, malleable Cast iron that has
undergone an annealing process to
reduceits brittleness.

iron-cement A type of cementthat
contains cast-iron boringorfilings,sal-
ammoniacsulfur, and other additives,
andis used for joining or repairing
cast-iron parts.

iron oxide A primary ingredient in a
whole range of inorganic pigments. See
also rust {ferric oxide).



ironwork A comprehensive term for 
iron fashioned to be used decoratively 
or ornamentally, as opposed to 
structurally. 

ironwork 

iron, wrought The purest form of iron 
metal, which is fibrous, corrosion
resistant, easily forged or welded, and 
used in a wide variety of applications, 
including water pipes, rivets, stay bolts, 
and water tank plates. 

irregular coursed rubble Rubble walls 
constructed in courses of various 
depths. 

irregular coursed rubble 

irregular pitch A type of roof whose slope 
does not have a constant rise per foot 
throughout. 

irrigation 1. The process or system, and 
its related equipment, by which water 
is transported and supplied to otherwise 
dry land. 2. The use of water thus 
supplied for its intended purpose. 

irritant A substance that causes 
discomfort, such as tearing, choking, 
vomiting, rashes, reddening of the skin, 
itching, or other topical responses. 

island base kitchen cabinet 
A freestanding kitchen cabinet having 
exposed sides and a counter or work 
surface. 

island base kitchen cabinet 

isobar A line drawn on a map to indicate 
the limits of equal contaminant or 
pressure concentrations. 

Isocyanate A glue used in making some 
building materials, such as bamboo 
flooring. Once dry, it does not produce 
toxic pollutants. 

isodomum An ancient, very regular 
masonry pattern with units of uniform 
length and height placed to form 
continuous horizontal joints, with 
vertical joints centered above the 
blocks forming discontinuous straight 
lines. 

isolated heat gain Solar heating achieved 
using an attached sunspace, such as a 
greenhouse. 

isolated solar gain Passive solar heating 
in which heat to be used on one area is 
collected in another area. 

isolated spread footing A footing that 
transmits a load from columns to the 
supporting soil. If the soil is weak or 
the column loads heavy, isolated spread 
footings must be larger. 

isolating membrane An underlay. 

isolating switch A switch that isolates a 
circuit from its power source. 

isolation Sound privacy effected by 
reducing direct sound paths. 

Italian tiling J 

isolation joint A joint positioned so as 
to separate concrete from adjacent 
surfaces or into individual structural 
elements that are not in direct physical 
contact, such as an expansion joint. 

isolation joint 

isolator The device on a circuit that can 
be removed to break the circuit in the 
absence of flowing current. 

isometric drawing A type of projection 
drawing showing three dimensions. 
The horizontal planes generally appear 
at 30° from the standard horizontal 
axis, while the vertical lines are drawn 
parallel to the actual vertical axis. 

isometric drawing 

isotherm A line on a graph or map 
joining points of equal temperature. 

isothermal Descriptive of a process or 
procedure that occurs at a constant 
temperature. 

isotropic Exhibiting the same properties 
in all directions. 

Italian tiling (pan-and-roll roofing tile) 
A roof covering with two different 
kinds of single-lap tiles, one being the 
curved and tapered overtile, and the 
other being the flanged, tapered, tray
shaped undertile. 
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Italian tiling 

ironwork A comprehensive term for
iron fashioned to be used decoratively
or ornamentally, as opposed to
structurally.

  
iron, wrought The purest form of iron

metal, whichis fibrous, corrosion-
resistant, easily forged or welded, and
used in a wide variety of applications,
including waterpipes, rivets, stay bolts,
and watertank plates.

irregular coursed rubble Rubble walls
constructed in courses of various

depths.

   
irregular coursed rubdle 

irregular pitch A typeof roof whoseslope
does not have a constantrise perfoot
throughout.

irrigation 1. The process or system, and
its related equipment, by which water
is transported and supplied to otherwise
dry land. 2. The use of water thus
suppliedforits intended purpose.

irritant A substance that causes

discomfort, such as tearing, choking,
vomiting, rashes, reddening ofthe skin,
itching, or othertopical responses.

island base kitchen cabinet

A freestanding kitchen cabinet having
exposed sides and a counteror work
surface. 

  
 

 
isobar A line drawn on a map to indicate

the limits of equal contaminant or
pressure concentrations.

Isocyanate A glue used in making some
building materials, such as bamboo
flooring. Once dry, it does not produce
toxic pollutants.

isodomum Anancient, very regular
masonry pattern with units of uniform
length and heightplaced to form
continuous horizontal joints, with
vertical joints centered abovethe
blocks forming discontinuousstraight
lines.

isolated heat gain Solar heating achieved
using an attached sunspace, such as a
greenhouse.

isolated solar gain Passive solar heating
in which heat to be used on one areais
collected in another area.

isolated spread footing A footing that
transmits a load from columnsto the

supportingsoil. If the soil is weak or
the column loads heavy, isolated spread
footings mustbe larger.

isolating membrane Anunderlay.

isolating switch A switch thatisolates a
circuit from its powersource.

isolation Sound privacy effected by
reducingdirect sound paths.

isolation joint A joint positionedso as
to separate concrete from adjacent
surfaces or into individual structural

elements that are not in direct physical
contact, such as an expansion joint. 
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isolator The device ona circuit that can
be removed to break the circuit in the

absence of flowing current.

isometric drawing A type of projection
drawing showing three dimensions.
The horizontal planes generally appear
at 30° from the standard horizontal

axis, while the vertical lines are drawn
parallel to the actual vertical axis. 

 
  
isometric drawing

 
isotherm A line on a graph or map

joining points of equal temperature.

isothermal Descriptive of a process or
procedure that occurs at a constant
temperature.

isotropic Exhibiting the same properties
in all directions.

Italian tiling (pan-and-roll roofingtile)
A roof covering with twodifferent
kinds of single-lap tiles, one being the
curved and tapered overtile, and the
otherbeing the flanged, tapered, tray-
shaped undertile.
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item 

I 
item A subdivision of the breakdown, 

smaller than a category, but larger than 
an element. 

itemize To list or state each item 
separately, as in an itemized bid. 

ivorywood A South American wood used 
mostly for cabinet and lathe work. 
White to pale yellow-brown in color, 
sometimes even with a tinge of green, 
it is heavy, hard, and strong, yet lacks 
durability. 

lzod impact testing A type of impact test, 
used to estimate the resistance of a 
material, in which a falling or swinging 
pendulum delivers energy in a single 
impact. 
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

J&P joists and planks 

jct junction 

jour journeyman 

JP jet propulsion 

jt, jnt joint 

jtd jointed 

jsts joists 

junc junction 
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Abbreviations
 

The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry. 

J&P joists and planks

jet junction

jour journeyman

JP jet propulsion

jt, jat joint

jtd jointed

jsts joists

june junction
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Definitions 

A symbol used to describe the event 
at the head of an activity arrow in a 
critical path method (CPM) schedule. 

jack 1. A portable mechanism for moving 
loads short distances by means of force 
applied with a lever, screw, hydraulic 
press, or air pressure, as in applying 
the prestressing force to the tendons, 
or making small adjustments in the 
elevations of forms or form support, 
as in lift slab or slipform operations. 
2. In electricity, a female connecting 
device or socket to which circuit wires 
are attached and into which a plug 
may be inserted (as on a telephone 
switchboard). 

jacl< 

jack arch An arch whose intrados is flat 
or almost flat, instead of being curved 
or rounded. 

jack beam A beam that is used to 
support another beam or truss, thereby 
eliminating the need for a column. 

jack boom A boom that supports sheaves 
between the hoist and the main boom 
in a dredge or pull shovel. 

jacked pile A pile that is forced into the 
ground by jacking against the building 
above it. 

jacket 1. A covering, either of cloth or 
metal, applied to exposed heating pipes 
or ducts, to exposed or unexposed 
casing pipes, or over the insulation 
of such pipes. 2. A watertight outer 
housing around a pipe or vessel, 

the space between being occupied 
by a fluid for heating, cooling, or 
maintaining a specific temperature. 
3. In wire and cable, the outer sheath 
or casing that protects the individual 
wires within from the elements 
and provides additional insulation 
properties. 

jacketing The surrounding of a pipe or 
vessel by a confined bath or stream of 
fluid for temperature control or heat 
absorption. See also jacket 2. 

jackhammer A hand-held, pneumatically 
powered device that hammers and 
rotates a bit or chisel. A jackhammer 
is used for drilling rock or breaking up 
concrete, asphalt paving, etc. 

jacking In plumbing, a method of 
providing drainage by forcing a pipe 
into a precut opening using horizontal 
jacks. Also refers to pipe installation 
by hand excavation at the heading of 
shoved pipe and removing the same 
through the pipe. 

jack rib 

jacking device A mechanism used to 
stress the tendons for prestressed 
concrete, or to raise a vertical slipform. 
See also jack. 

jacking dice Blocks, usually of concrete
filled steel cylinders or pipes, used as 
temporary fillers during the jacking 
operations, as in foundation work. 

jacking force The temporary force applied 
to tendons by a jacking device to 
produce the tension in prestressing 
tendons. 

jacking plate A steel bearing plate used 
during jacking operations to transmit 
the load of the jack to the pile. 

jacking stress The maximum stress that 
occurs during the stressing of a precast 
concrete tendon. 

jackknife 1. A tractor and trailer arriving 
at such an angle with each other that 
the tractor cannot move forward. 
2. The unintentional raising of a boom 
on a derrick, as caused by the load. 

jack lagging The timber-bearing members 
employed in building the forms for 
arches or for other unusual shapes. 

jackleg An outrigger post. 

jack plane A medium-sized carpenter's 
plane used to do the coarse work on a 
piece of timber, such as truing up the 
edges in preparation for finish planing. 

jack post An adjustable metal structural 
support most often used to replace 
inadequate supporting members. 

jack rafter A shortened rafter generally 
found in hip roofs. A hip jack rafter 
spans from the plate to the hip rafter. A 
hip-valley cripple jack spans between a 
hip rafter and a valley rafter. A valley 
jack spans from a valley rafter to the 
ridgeboard. 

jack rib Any curved jack rafter used in a 
framed arch or small dome roof. 
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Definitions jack rib 

 
j Asymbol used to describe the event

at the head of an activity arrow in a
critical path method (CPM) schedule.

jack 71. A portable mechanism for moving
loads short distances by meansofforce
applied with a lever, screw, hydraulic
press, orair pressure, as in applying
the prestressing force to the tendons,
or making small adjustments in the
elevations of forms or form support,
as in lift slab orslipform operations.
9. In electricity, a female connecting
device or socket to which circuit wires

are attached andinto which a plug
may be inserted (as on a telephone
switchboard). 

     
jack arch An arch whose intradosis flat

or almostflat, instead of being curved
or rounded.

jack beam A beam thatis used to
support another beam ortruss, thereby
eliminating the need for a column.

jack boom A boom that supports sheaves
between the hoist and the main boom

ina dredge orpull shovel.

jacked pile A pile thatis forced into the
groundby jacking against the building
aboveit.

jacket 1. A covering, either of cloth or
metal, applied to exposed heating pipes
or ducts, to exposed or unexposed
casing pipes, or overthe insulation
of such pipes. 2. A watertight outer
housing around a pipe orvessel,

the space between being occupied
by a fluid for heating, cooling, or
maintaining a specific temperature.
3. In wire and cable, the outer sheath
or casing that protects the individual
wires within from the elements

and provides additional insulation
properties. 

jacket
   
 

jacketing The surroundingof a pipe or
vessel by a confined bath orstream of
fluid for temperature control or heat
absorption. See also jacket 2.

jackhammer A hand-held, pneumatically
powered device that hammers and
rotates a bit or chisel. A jackharnamer
is used for drilling rock or breaking up
concrete, asphalt paving,etc. 

 
jackhammer

 
jacking In plumbing, a method of

providing drainage by forcing a pipe
into a precut opening using horizontal
jacks. Also refers to pipe installation
by hand excavation at the heading of
shoved pipe and removing the same
through thepipe.

 

jacking device A mechanismused to
stress the tendonsfor prestressed
concrete, or to raise a verticalslipform.
See also jack.

jacking dice Blocks, usually of concrete-
filled steel cylinders or pipes, used as
temporaryfillers during the jacking
opetations, as in foundation work.

jacking force The temporary force applied
to tendons by a jacking device to
produce the tension in prestressing
tendons.

jacking plate A steel bearing plate used
during jacking operations to transmit
the load ofthe jack to the pile.

jacking stress The maximumstress that
occurs duringthe stressing of a precast
concrete tendon.

jackknife 1. A tractor andtrailerarriving
at such an angle with each other that
the tractor cannot move forward.

2. The unintentionalraising of a boom
on a derrick, as caused by the load.

jack lagging The timber-bearing members
employed in building the forms for
arches orfor other unusual shapes.

jackleg An outriggerpost.

jack plane A medium-sized carpenter’s
plane used to do the coarse work on a
piece of timber, such as truing up the
edges in preparation forfinish planing.

jack post An adjustable metalstructural
support most often used to replace
inadequate supporting members.

jack rafter A shortened rafter generally
found in hip roofs. A hip jack rafter
spans from the plate to the hip rafter. A
hip-valley cripple jack spans between a
hip rafter and a valley rafter. A valley
jack spansfromavalley rafter to the
tidgeboard.

jack rib Any curvedjack rafter used in a
framed arch or small dome roof.
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jack screw 

J 
jack screw A screw-operated mechanical 

device equipped with a load-bearing 
plate and used for lifting or leveling 
heavy loads. 

jack shaft A short drive shaft, as between 
a clutch and a transmission. 

jack shore An adjustable, usually 
telescopic, single-post metal shore. 

jacl< shore 

jack timber In framework, a timber that 
is shorter than the rest, because it has 
been intercepted by another member. 

jack truss 1. A roof truss that is smaller 
than the main trusses, such as a truss in 
the end slopes of a hip roof. 2. A truss 
that provides for the elimination of a 
column support by supporting a beam 
or another truss. 

Jacob's ladder A marine ladder of rope or 
chain with wooden or metal rungs. 

Jacob's ladder 
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jagger A toothed, stone-dressing chisel. 

jal,awning window Windows with 
multiple awning units that swing 
outwards by pivoting in unison near 
the top of the glass. 

jalousie A window shutter or blind 
having stationary or adjustable slats 
angled so as to permit ventilation and 
provide shade and some privacy, while 
simultaneously preventing the entrance 
of rain. 

jalousie window See louvered window. 

jamb An exposed upright member on each 
side of a window frame, door frame, or 
door lining. In a window, these jambs 
outside the frame are called reveals. 

jamb anchor A metal anchoring device 
th,n secures the frame to the wall when 
inserted in the rear of the jamb of a 
door frame or window frame. 

~ 

"'~ 

jamb anchor 

jamb block A concrete masonry unit that 
is slotted at one end and used as an 
opening to receive a window or door 
frame. 

jamb depth The face-to-face depth of a 
door frame. 

jamb horn In a window frame, that 
portion of the jamb that extends 
beyond the sill or head jamb. 

jamb lining A wood facing at the inside 
edge of a window jamb for the purpose 
of increasing its width. 

jamb post The vertical timber that serves 
as a jamb at the side of an opening. 

jamb shaft A small shaft having a capital 
and a base, positioned against or 
incorporated into the jamb of a door 
or window (sometimes called esconsons 
when employed in the inside axis of a 
window jamb). Often seen in medieval 
architecture. 

jambstone A stone that forms the jamb 
of a door. 

jamb stud A wood or metal stud adjacent 
to the door jamb. 

jammer See gemel. 

japan 1. A dark-colored, short-oil varnish 
used to provide a hard, glossy surface. 
2. A type of resin varnish often used in 
paints as a drying agent. 

japanned Painted with black japan and 
then baked. 

jaspe A French term for wall covering 
that simulates jasper stone cut across 
the grain. 

jaw One of a pair of opposing members 
of a device used for holding, crushing, 
or squeezing an object, as the jaws of a 
vise or a pair of pliers. 

jaw crusher A rock-crushing device 
comprising one fixed inclined jaw and 
one movable inclined jaw. It is used to 
reduce rock to specific sizes. 

J channel A plastic or metal channel, 
shaped like a "J ," that is used to support 
building trim material. 

jedding ax A stone mason's hand tool 
with two faces, one flat and the other 
pointed. 

jemmy (jimmy) A short (less than 18") 
pinch bar or crowbar, both ends of 
which are curved. 

jenny 1. A machine that cleans surfaces 
by emitting a steady or pulsating jet 
of steam. 2. A British term for a gin 
block. 

jack screw 

 
jack screw A screw-operated mechanical

device equipped with a load-bearing
plate and usedforlifting or leveling
heavyloads.

jack shaft A short drive shaft, as between
a clutch and a transmission.

jack shore Anadjustable, usually
telescopic, single-post metal shore. 

  
jack shore

 
 

 
jack timber In framework, a timberthat

is shorter than the rest, because it has
been intercepted by another member.

jack truss 4. A rooftruss that is smaller
than the main trusses, such as a truss in
the end slopesof a hip roof. 2. A truss
that provides for the eliminationofa
columnsupport by supporting a beam
or anothertruss.

Jacob’s ladder A marine ladder of rope or
chain with wooden or metal rungs. 

    
Jacob's ladder
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jagger A toothed, stone-dressing chisel.

jal-awning window Windows with
multiple awning units that swing
outwards by pivoting in unison near
the top of the glass.

jalousie A windowshutterorblind
having stationaryor adjustableslats
angled so as to permit ventilation and
provide shade andsome privacy, while
simultaneously preventing the entrance
of rain.

jalousie window Sce louvered window.

jamb An exposed upright member on each
side of a windowframe, doorframe, or
doorlining. In a window, these jambs
outside the frame are calledreveals.

jamb anchor A metal anchoring device
that secures the frame to the wall when

inserted in the rear of the jambof a
doorframe or windowframe. 

             
“

jamb anchor

  
 

jamb block A concrete masonry unit that
is slotted at one end andused as an

opening to receive a window or door
frame.

jamb depth The face-to-face depth of a
doorframe.

jamb horn In a windowframe, that
portion of the jamb that extends
beyond thesill or head jamb.

jamblining A woodfacing at the inside
edge of a windowjambfor the purpose
ofincreasing its width.

jamb post The vertical timber that serves
as a jambat theside of an opening.

jamb shaft A small shaft having a capital
and a base, positioned against or
incorporated into the jamb of a door
ot window (sometimescalled esconsons
when employedin the inside axis of a
windowjamb). Often seen in medieval
architecture.

jambstone A stone that forms the jamb
of a door.

jamb stud A wood or metal stud adjacent
to the doorjamb.

jammer See gemel.

japan 1. A dark-colored, short-oil varnish
used to provide a hard, glossy surface.
2. A type of resin varnish often used in
paints as a drying agent.

japanned Painted with black japan and
then baked.

jaspe A Frenchterm for wall covering
that simulates jasper stone cut across
the grain.

jaw Oneofa pair of opposing members
of a device used for holding, crushing,
or squeezing an object, as the jaws of a
vise ora pairofpliers.

jaw crusher A rock-crushing device
comprising onefixedinclined jaw and
one movableinclined jaw. It is used to
reduce rockto specific sizes.

J channel A plastic or metal channel,
shaped like a “J,” that is used to support
building trim material.

jedding ax A stone mason’s hand tool
with two faces, oneflat and the other
pointed.

jemmy (jimmy) A short(less than 18")
pinch baror crowbar, both endsof
whichare curved.

jenny 1. A machinethat cleans surfaces
byemitting a steady orpulsating jet
of steam. 2. A British termfora gin
block.



jerkinhead See hipped gable. 

jerrybuilt Constructed in a shoddy or 
flimsy manner. 

jesting beam Any beam employed strictly 
for decorative or ornamental, as 
opposed to structural, purposes. 

jet 1. A high-velocity, pressurized stream 
of fluid or mixture of fluid and air, as 
emitted from a nozzle or other small 
orifice. 2. The nozzle or orifice that 
shapes the stream. 3. An orifice or 
other feature of a toilet that starts the 
siphon action by directing water into 
the trapway. 

jetted pile A pile whose sinking has been 
accomplished by jetting. 

jetting The process by which piles or well 
points are sunk with the aid of high 
pressure water or air. Usually employed 
in locations where nearby buildings 
might be adversely affected during pile
driving operations. 

jetty 1. Any portion of a building that 
protrudes beyond the part immediately 
below it, such as a bay window or the 
second story of a garrison house. 
2. A dike-like structure, usually of rock, 
that extends from a shore into water, 
to provide some kind of protection, or 
induce scouring or bank-building. 3. A 
deck on pilings constructed for landing 
at the edge of a body of water. 

jewel An ornamental glass protrusion in a 
leaded window. 

jib 1. The hoisting arm of a crane or 
derrick, whose outer end is equipped 
with a pulley, over which the hoisting 
cable passes. 2. The arm that holds a 
drifter on a rock drill. 

jib boom The hinged extension attached 
to the upper end of a cranes boom. Its 
purpose is to extend the reach of the 
crane or the height of the boom. 

jib boom 

jib crane 1. A crane having a swinging 
jib, as opposed to an overhead traveling 
crane, which does not. 
2. A cantilevered boom or horizontal 
beam with hoist and trolley capable 
of picking up loads in all or part of a 
radius around the column to which it 
is attached. 

jib door A door constructed and installed 
so as to be flush with its surrounding 
wall and whose unobtrusiveness is 
furthered by the lack of hardware on its 
interior face. 

jig A device that facilitates the fabrication 
or final assembly of parts by holding or 
guiding them in such a way as to ensure 
their proper mechanical and relative 
alignment. A jig is especially useful 
in ensuring that duplicate pieces are 
identical. 

jigsaw An electrically-powered, table
mounted saw with a small, narrow, 
vertically reciprocating blade that is 
capable of cutting a tighter radius than 
a band saw. 

jigsaw 

jimmer A hinge comprising two leaves 
that are permanently joined with a 
fixed pin. See also gemel. 

job order contracting (JOC) I 

jimmy See jemmy. 

jitterbug A grate tamper used to cause 
sand and cement grout to rise to 
the surface of wet concrete during 
placement of slabs. May be motorized 
or hand operated. 

job (job site) 1. Term commonly used to 
indicate the location of a construction 
project. 2. An entire construction 
project or any component of a 
construction project. 

jobber 1. A person reasonably 
knowledgeable and somewhat skilled in 
most of the more common construction 
operations, such as carpentry, masonry, 
or plumbing. 2. In construction, a jack
of-all-trades. 

job condition Those portions of the 
contract documents that define the 
rights and responsibilities of the 
contracting parties and of others 
involved in the work. The conditions 
of the contract include general 
conditions, supplementary conditions, 
and other conditions. 

job-lot Refers to discontinued products 
and materials that are often sold at 
reduced prices. 

job-made Made or constructed on the 
construction site, as a job-made ladder. 

job order (JO) A formal, written, project
specific authorization to accomplish 
work. Job orders are issued to the JOC 
contractor by the owner during the 
term of the JOC contract. 

job order authorization Written 
authorization by the owner to 
accomplish the described work. 

job order contracting (JOC) 
An indefinite delivery/indefinite 
quantity project delivery method used 
for construction, remodeling, repair, 
and landscaping projects. It can also be 
used for maintenance services. Pricing 
structures are based on competitively 
bid coefficients applied to pre
established unit prices. JOC contracts 
usually have options for annual 
renewal. 
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job order contracting (JOC) 

jeckinhead See hipped gable.

jerrybuilt Constructed in a shoddyor
flimsy manner.

jesting beam Any beam employedstrictly
for decorative or ornamental, as
opposedto structural, purposes.

jet 1. A high-velocity, pressurized stream
offluid or mixture offluid and air, as
emitted from a nozzle or other small
orifice. 2. The nozzle ororifice that

shapes the stream. 3. Anorifice or
otherfeature of a toilet that starts the

siphonaction by directing waterinto
the trapway.

jetted pile A pile whose sinking has been
accomplishedbyjetting.

jetting The process by which piles or well
points are sunk withtheaid of high
pressure waterorair. Usually employed
in locations where nearby buildings
might be adversely affected duringpile-
driving operations.

jetty 1. Any portion of a building that
protrudes beyond the part immediately
below it, such as a bay window orthe
secondstory of a garrison house.
9. A dike-like structure, usually of rock,
that extends from a shore into water,
to provide some kind of protection, or
induce scouring or bank-building. 3. A
deck on pilings constructedfor landing
at the edge of a bodyof water.

jewel An ornamentalglass protrusion in a
leaded window.

jib 1. The hoisting arm ofa crane or
derrick, whose outer end is equipped
with a pulley, over which the hoisting
cable passes. 2. The arm that holds a
drifter on a rock drill.

jib boom The hinged extension attached
to the upper end of a cranes boom.Its
purpose is to extend the reachof the
crane orthe height of the boom.

 

   
jiod boom

jib crane 1. A crane having a swinging
jib, as opposed to an overhead traveling
crane, which does not.
Q. A cantilevered boom or horizontal

beam with hoist and trolley capable
of picking up loads in all or part of a
radius around the column to whichit
is attached.

jib door A door constructed and installed
so as to be flush with its surrounding
wall and whose unobtrusivenessis

furthered by the lack of hardware onits
interiorface.

jig A device thatfacilitates the fabrication
ot final assembly of parts by holding or
guiding them in such a way as to ensure
their proper mechanical andrelative
alignment. A jig is especially useful
in ensuring that duplicate pieces are
identical.

jigsaw Anelectrically-powered, table-
mounted saw with a small, narrow,
vertically reciprocating blade thatis
capable of cutting a tighter radius than
a band saw. 

  
jigsaw 

jimmer A hinge comprising two leaves
that are permanently joined with a
fixed pin. See also gemel.

jimmy See jemmy.

jitterbug A grate tamperused to cause
sand and cementgroutto rise to
the surface of wet concrete during
placementof slabs. May be motorized
or hand operated.

job (job site) 1. Term commonly used to
indicate the location of a construction

project. 2, An entire construction
project or any componentofa
construction project.

jobber 1.A person reasonably
knowledgeable and somewhatskilled in
most of the more common construction

operations, such as carpentry, masonry,
or plumbing. 2. In construction, a jack-
of-all-trades.

job condition Those portions of the
contract documents that define the

rights and responsibilities of the
contracting parties and of others
involved in the work. The conditions

of the contract include general
conditions, supplementary conditions,
and otherconditions.

job-lot Refers to discontinued products
and materials that are often sold at

reduced prices.

job-made Madeor constructed on the
construction site, as a job-made ladder.

job order (JO) A formal, written, project-
specific authorization to accomplish
work. Job orders are issued to the JOC
contractorby the ownerduring the
term of the JOC contract.

job order authorization Written
authorization by the ownerto
accomplish the described work.

job order contracting (JOC)
Anindefinite delivery/indefinite
quantity project delivery method used
for construction, remodeling, repair,
and landscaping projects. It can also be
used for maintenance services. Pricing
structures are based on competitively
bid coefficients applied to pre-
established unit prices. JOC contracts
usually have options for annual
renewal.
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job order proposal 

J 
job order proposal The design, along with 

a detailed scope of work including a 
project's performance times and price 
proposal, submitted in accordance 
with contract requirements. The scope 
of work and performance times are 
mutually agreed on before the job order 
contractor submits a lump-sum, fixed• 
price, detailed price proposal. 

job overhead The expense of such 
items as trailer, toilets, telephone, 
superintendent, transportation, 
temporary heat, testing, power, 
water, cleanup, and similar items 
possibly including bond and insurance 
associated with the particular project.* 

job site The area within the defined 
boundaries of a project. 

jog An offset, such as an intentional 
change in direction or other 
unintentional irregularity in a line or 
surface. 

joggle 1. A notch or protrusion in one 
piece or member that is fitted to a 
protrusion or notch in another piece to 
prevent slipping between the members. 
2. A protrusion or shoulder that 
receives the thrust of a brace. 
3. A horn or stub tenon at the end of 
a mortised piece to strengthen it and 
prevent its lateral movement. 4. The 
enlarged portion of a post by which a 
strut is supported. See also key. 

joggle beam A built-up beam in 
which joggles are used to secure 
the components in their respective 
positions. 

joggle joint In masonry or stonework, 
a joint that employs joggles in the 
adjacent members so as to prevent their 
lateral movement. See also joggle. 

joggle joint 

joggle post 1. A post constructed of two 
or more joggled timbers. 2. A king 
post whose lower end has been joggled 
to support the feet of struts. See also 
joggle. 

joggle truss A roof truss comprising a 
single, centrally positioned post whose 
upper end is joggled to connect with 
the overhead chord, and whose lower 
end is supported by two braces that 
angle upward to join the ends of the 
chord. 

joggle work Masonry or stonework in 
which the units of vertically adjacent 
courses are joggled on at least one side, 
resulting in a joggled horizontal joint. 

joiner 1. A primarily British term for a 
craftsman who constructs joints in 
woodwork. 2. A carpenter who deals 
primarily with joining fitted parts, such 
as of a door. 

joiner's chisel (paring chisel) 
A long-handled woodworking chisel 
whose cutting is accomplished without 
the aid of a striking tool, but by hand 
force only. 

joiner's chisel 

joiner's gauge See marking gauge. 

joiner's hammer A hammer whose head 
has a flat end for striking and a clawed 
end for pulling nails. 

*Reprinted with the /Jermission of AACE International. Copyright© by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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joiner's hammer 

Jomery 1. Woodworking that deals more 
with joining and finishing, such as that 
required by doors, cabinets, or trim. 
2. A European designation for quality 
grades of lumber suitable for cabinetry, 
millwork, or interior trim. 

joint 1. The point, area, position, or 
condition at which two or more things 
are jointed. 2. The space, however 
small, where two surfaces meet. 3. The 
mortar-filled space between adjacent 
masonry units. 4. The place where 
separate but adjacent timbers are 
connected, as by nails or screws, or by 
mortises and tenons, glue, etc. 

[}J 

joints 

joint and several liability When two or 
more parties guarantee repayment of 
debt, all or any one of the parties are 
obligated to repay the debt. 

,

 job order proposal

 
 

job order proposal The design, along with—joggle post 1. A post constructed oftwo
a detailed scope of workincluding a or more joggled timbers. 2. A king
project’s performance times and price post whose lowerend has been joggled
proposal, submitted in accordance to support thefeetof struts. See also
with contract requirements. The scope joggle.
of work and performance timesare
mutually agreed on before the job order
contractor submits a lump-sum,fixed-

joggle truss A roof truss comprising a
single, centrally positioned post whose
upper end is joggled to connect with  

 

 price, detailed price proposal. the overhead chord, and whose lower joiner’s hammer
job overhead The expense ofsuch end is supported by two braces that LL

itemsastrailer, toilets, telephone, angle upward to join the ends of the
superintendent,transportation, chord. joinery 1. Woodworkingthat deals more

with joining andfinishing, such as that
required by doors, cabinets, or trim.
2. A European designation for quality
grades of lumber suitable for cabinetry,
millwork, or interior trim.

temporaryheat, testing, power,
water, cleanup,and similar items
possibly including bond and insurance
associated with the particular project.*

joggle work Masonryorstonework in
whichthe units of vertically adjacent
courses are joggled on at least one side,
resulting in a joggled horizontaljoint.

job site The area within the defined joiner 1. A primarily British term for a
boundaries of a project. craftsman whoconstructs joints in joint 1. The point, area, position,ot

condition at which two or more thingsjog Anoffset, such as an intentional woodwork. 2. A carpenter who deals a
change in direction or other primarily with joining fitted parts, such are jointed. 2. The space, however
unintentional irregularity inaline or as of a door. small, where twosurfaces meet. 3, The
surface. bo as . . mortar-filled space between adjacent

joiner’s chisel (paringchisel) masonry units. 4. The place where
joggle 1. A notch or protrusion in one A long-handled woodworkingchisel separate but adjacent timbers are

piece or memberthatis fitted toa whose cutting is accomplished without connected, as by nails or screws, ot by
protrusion ornotch in anotherpiece to the aid ofa striking tool, but by hand mortises and tenons, glue, etc.
preventslipping between the members. force only.

 

9. A protrusion orshoulderthat
receives the thrust of a brace.
3. A horn orstub tenon at the end of

a mortised piece to strengthen it and
preventits lateral movement. 4. The
enlarged portion of a post by which a
strut is supported. See also key.

 

 

joggle beam Abuilt-up beamin
which joggles are used to secure
the componentsin their respective
positions. joiner’s chisel

 
 

 
joggle joint In masonry or stonework,

a joint that employs joggles in the joiner’s gauge See marking gauge.
  

 
adjacent members so as to preventtheir jointssy J
lateral movement.See also joggle. joiner’s hammer A hammer whose head

hasa flat end forstriking and a clawed

end forpulling nails. joint andseveralliability When two or
a more parties guarantee repayment of

debt, all or any one ofthe parties are 
ae obligated to repay the debt.  

joggle joint 
 

“Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACE International;all rights reserved.
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joint banding The visible striping of 
each panel joint-usually a result of 
over-sanding or uneven absorption of 
the primer due to differences in surface 
texture. More noticeable under critical 
lighting. 

joint bolt (handrail bolt) 
A threaded metal rod or bolt having 
a nut at each end, used to bring two 
ends of a handrail together, as well as 
in joinery to bolt two mating surfaces 
together, as in a butt joint. 

joint box A cast-iron box constructed 
around a joint between the ends of two 
electric cables. The cables' protective 
lead ( or other) sheathing is secured 
by bolted clamps on the exterior of 
the box, which may be filled with 
insulation. 

joint compound (joint cement) 
A premixed finishing material for 
embedding joint tape and filling and 
finishing gypsum panel joints, corner 
bead, trim, and fasteners. Sanded to a 
smooth finish. 

joint efficiency The ratio of the strength 
of a welded joint to the strength of the 
base metal, expressed as a percentage. 

jointer (jointer plane) 1. A power-driven 
woodworking tool or long, hand
operated, bench plane used to square 
the edges of lumber or panels. 2. An 
offset metal tool used to smooth or 
indent mortar joints in masonry. 3. A 
metal tool about 6" long and 2" to 4" 
wide, having interchangeable depth
regulating bits and used for cutting 
joints in fresh concrete. 4. In masonry, 
a bent strip of iron used in a wall to 
strengthen a joint. 

jointer plane See jointer. 

joint fastener A small strip of corrugated 
steel, having one sharpened edge and 
used to fasten ( usually corner) pieces 
in rough carpentry. A joint fastener 
is positioned vertically, sharp edge 

down, over the joining edges of the two 
pieces, and then hammered down into 
them. 

joint filler 1. A powder that is mixed 
with water and used to treat joints, as 
in plasterboard construction. 2. Any 
putty-like material similarly used. 
3. A compressible strip of resilient 
material used between precast concrete 
units to provide for expansion and/or 
contraction. 

jointing 1. Finishing the surface of mortar 
joints, as between units or courses, by 
tooling before the mortar has hardened. 
2. The finishing, as by machining, of 
a squared, flat surface on one face or 
edge of a piece of wood. 3. The initial 
operation in sharpening a cutting tool, 
consisting of filing or grinding the 
teeth or knives to the desired cutting 
circle. 

jointing compound In plumbing, any 
material, such as paste, paint, or iron 
cement, used to ensure a tight seal at 
the joints of iron or steel pipes. 

jointing material A sheet of rubber, 
asbestos, or synthetic compressible 
material from which gaskets or washers 
may be cut for use in joints of flanged 
pipes, pumps, etc. 

jointing rule In masonry, a long 
straightedge used for drawing lines and 
pointing. 

joint knife A hand tool with a wide 
flexible blade used to apply and smooth 
joint compound to drywall. 

jointless flooring Any type of flooring 
that may be installed without joints. 
Terrazzo is one example. 

joint reinforcement Any steel 
reinforcement used in or on mortar 
joints, such as reinforcing bars or steel 
wire. 

joint venture I 

joint reinforcement 

joint rule A metal rule having one end 
formed at a 45° angle. It is used in 
plastering to form and shape miters at 
the joints of cornice moldings. 

joint runner In plumbing, an 
incombustible packing material, such 
as pouring rope, used around the 
outside of a pipe joint to contain the 
molten lead that is poured in the bell 
of a joint. 

joint sealant An impervious substance 
used to fill joints or cracks in concrete 
or mortar, or to exclude water and solid 
matter from any joints. 

joint tape Paper, paper-faced cotton tape, 
or plastic mesh fabric, used with mastic 
or plaster to cover the joints between 
adjacent sheets of wallboard. See also 
fusible tape. 

joint tenancy A form of ownership in 
which two or more people own equal 
shares of the same real property. Each 
co-owner, called a joint tenant, has 
the right to occupy and use all of the 
property and, therefore, must share 
with the other owners. 

joint trench A trench jointly dug 
by electric and telephone utility 
companies to house their service lines. 

joint venture (contractual joint venture) 
The joining together of two or more 
parties to form an entity with the legal 
characteristics of a partnership, to 
achieve a specific objective. 
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joint venture 

joint banding The visible striping of
each panel joint—usually a result of
over-sanding or uneven absorptionof
the primer due to differences in surface
texture. More noticeable undercritical

lighting.

joint bolt (handrail bolt)
A threaded metal rod orbolt having
a nut at each end, used to bring two
ends of a handrail together, as well as
in joinery to bolt two mating surfaces
together, as in a butt joint.

joint box A cast-iron box constructed
around a joint between the ends of two
electric cables. The cables’ protective
lead (or other) sheathingis secured
by bolted clamps onthe exteriorof
the box, which maybefilled with
insulation.

joint compound (joint cement}
A premixed finishing material for
embedding joint tape andfilling and
finishing gypsumpaneljoints, corner
bead, trim, and fasteners. Sanded to a
smoothfinish.

joint efficiency Theratio of the strength
of a welded joint to the strength of the
base metal, expressed as a percentage.

jointer (jointer plane) 1. A power-driven
woodworking tool or long, hand-
operated, bench plane used to square
the edges of lumberorpanels. 2, An
offset metal tool used to smooth or

indent mortarjoints in masonry. 3. A
metal tool about 6" long and 2" to 4"
wide, having interchangeable depth-
regulating bits and used for cutting
joints in fresh concrete. 4. In masonry,
a bentstrip of iron used in a wall to
strengthen a joint.

jointer plane See jointer.

joint fastener A smallstrip of corrugated
steel, having one sharpened edge and
used to fasten (usually corner) pieces
in rough carpentry. A joint fastener
is positioned vertically, sharp edge

down, overthe joining edges of the two
pieces, and then hammered downinto
them.

jointfiller 1. A powderthat is mixed
with water and used to treat joints, as
in plasterboard construction. 2. Any
putty-like material similarly used.
3. A compressible strip ofresilient
material used between precast concrete
units to provide for expansion and/or
contraction.

jointing 1. Finishing the surface of mortar
joints, as between units or courses, by
tooling before the mortar has hardened.
9. Thefinishing, as by machining,of
a squared, flat surface on oneface or
edge of a piece of wood. 3. Theinitial
operation in sharpening a cutting tool,
consisting offiling or grinding the
teeth or knivesto the desired cutting
circle.

jointing compound In plumbing, any
material, such as paste, paint, oriron
cement, used to ensure a tight seal at
the joints of ironorsteel pipes.

jointing material A sheet of rubber,
asbestos, or synthetic compressible
material from whichgaskets or washers
may be cut for use in joints of flanged
pipes, pumps,etc.

jointing rule In masonty, a long
straightedge used for drawinglines and
pointing.

joint knife A hand tool with a wide
flexible blade used to apply and smooth
joint compound to drywall.

jointless flooring Anytype offlooring
that maybe installed withoutjoints.
Terrazzo is one example.

joint reinforcement Any steel
reinforcementused in or on mortar

joints, suchas reinforcing barsorsteel
wire.

 

  
joint reinforcement

joint rule A metal rule having one end
formed at a 45° angle.It is used in
plastering to form and shape miters at
the joints of cornice moldings.

joint runner In plumbing, an
incombustible packing material, such
as pouring rope, used around the
outside of a pipe joint to contain the
moltenlead that is poured in the bell
ofa joint.

joint sealant An impervious substance
used tofill joints or cracks in concrete
or mortar, or to exclude waterandsolid
matterfrom any joints.

joint tape Paper, paper-faced cottontape,
or plastic meshfabric, used with mastic
orplaster to coverthe joints between
adjacentsheets of wallboard. See also
fusible tape.

joint tenancy A formof ownership in
which two or more people own equal
shares of the same real property. Each
co-owner, called a joint tenant, has
the right to occupy and use all of the
property and, therefore, must share
with the other owners.

joint trench A trenchjointly dug
by electric and telephone utility
companies to house theirservicelines.

joint venture (contractual joint venture)
The joining togetherof two or more
parties to form an entity with the legal
characteristics of a partnership, to
achieve a specific objective.
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joist 

J 
101st 1. A piece of lumber two or four 

inches thick and six or more inches 
wide, used horizontally as a support for 
a ceiling or floor. Also, such a support 
made from steel, aluminum, or other 
material. See also random lengths. 
2. Parallel beams of lumber, concrete, 
or steel used to support floor and 
ceiling systems. 

joist 

joist anchor A beam, wall anchor, or 
metal tie used to anchor beams or joists 
to a wall. An example is a metal strip 
with one end embedded in a concrete 
or masonry wall and the other end 
secured to a joist or rafter, so as to 
provide a lateral tie between the wall 
and a floor or roof. This type of anchor 
acts in shear and in tension. See also 
beam anchor. 

joist anchor 

joist bridging Lateral braces inserted 
between joists to evenly distribute 
loads. 

joist chair A wire device used to support 
reinforcing steel in the formwork of a 
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concrete beam, ensuring that the steel 
bars touch neither the bottom nor sides 
of the forms. 

joist hanger A metal angle or strap used 
to support and fix the ends of wood 
joists or rafters to beams or girders. 
This type of anchor acts in shear and 
in tension. 

joule The metric unit used to measure 
heat, work, and energy. One joule is 
the amount of work done or energy 
expended by a force of 1 newton acting 
through a distance of 1 meter. 

journal That section of a shaft or axle 
that rotates within a load-supporting 
bearing. 

journeyman The second or intermediate 
level of development of proficiency in 
a particular trade or skill. As related to 
building construction, a journeyman's 
license, earned by a combination of 
education, supervised experience, and 
examination, is required in many areas 
for those employed as intermediate 
level mechanics in certain trades ( e.g., 
plumbing, mechanical, and electrical 
work). 

judas A small hole or opening in a door, 
as in a prison door, used for inspection 
or surveillance. 

judgment A judicial decision rendered as 
a result of a course of action in a court 
of law. 

jumbo 1. A mobile support for concrete 
forms. 2. An assortment of tunnel
drilling devices mounted on a carriage. 

jumbo brick 1. A brick manufactured 
larger than standard size, measuring 

8" x 4" x 4", including mortar joints. 
2. A brick accidentally larger than 
standard size. 

jumper 1. The short length of wire or 
cable used to make a usually temporary 
electrical connection within, between, 
or around circuits and/or their related 
equipment. 2. A steel bar used 
manually as a drilling or boring tool. 
3. A stretcher covering two or more 
vertical joints in square rubble. 4. The 
inverted mushroom-shaped component 
of a domestic water tap, on which the 
washer fits. 

jumper wire A short length of conductor 
used to link two cross-connect 
termination points of a circuit, or to 
bypass a circuit. 

junction box A metal box in which 
splices in conductors or joints in runs 
of raceways or cable are protectively 
enclosed, and which is equipped with 
an easy access cover. 

' J 
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junction boxes 

joist 

 
joist 1. A piece of lumber twoorfour

inches thick and six or more inches

wide, used horizontally as a supportfor
a ceiling orfloor. Also, such a support
made fromsteel, aluminum, or other
material. See also random lengths.
9. Parallel beams of lumber, concrete,
orsteel used to support floor and
ceiling systems. 

  
 
 

joist anchor A beam,wall anchor, or
metaltie used to anchor beamsorjoists
to a wall. An example is a metalstrip
with one end embeddedin a concrete

or masonry wall and the other end
secuted to a joist or rafter, so as to
provide a lateral tie between the wall
anda flooror roof. This type of anchor
acts in shearandin tension.See also
beam anchor.

 
 

 
joist anchor

joist bridging Lateral braces inserted
between joists to evenly distribute
loads.

 
joist chair A wire device used to support

reinforcingsteel in the formwork of a
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concrete beam, ensuring that the steel
bars touch neither the bottom norsides
of the forms.

joist hanger A metal angle or strap used
to support and fix the ends of wood
joists or rafters to beamsor girders.
This type of anchoracts in shear and
in tension.
 

 
joist hanger

 
 

 
joule The metric unit used to measure

heat, work, and energy. One jouleis
the amountof work done orenergy
expended by a force of | newtonacting
through a distance of | meter.

journal Thatsection ofa shaft or axle
that rotates within a load-supporting
bearing.

journeyman Thesecondorintermediate
level of developmentofproficiency in
a particular trade orskill. As related to
building construction, a journeyman’s
license, earned by a combination of
education, supervised experience, and
examination,is required in many areas
for those employedas intermediate
level mechanicsin certain trades(e.g.,
plumbing, mechanical, and electrical
work).

judas A small hole or openingin a door,
as in a prison door, used for inspection
orsurveillance.

judgment A judicial decision rendered as
a result of a course of action in a court
of law.

jumbo 1. A mobile support for concrete
forms. 2. An assortmentof tunnel-

drilling devices mounted on a carriage.

jumbo brick 1. A brick manufactured
larger than standard size, measuring

8" x 4" x 4", including mortar joints.
. A brick accidentallylarger than
standard size. 

jumbobrick

  
 

jumper 1. The short length of wire or
cable used to make a usually temporary
electrical connection within, between,
ot around circuits and/or their related
equipment. 2. A steel bar used
manually as a drilling or boring tool.
3. A stretcher covering two or more
vertical joints in square rubble. 4. The
inverted mushroom-shaped component
of a domestic water tap, on which the
washerfits.

jumper wire A short length of conductor
used to link two cross-connect

termination pointsofa circuit, or to
bypass a circuit.

junction box A metal box in which
splices in conductors or joints in runs
of raceways or cable are protectively
enclosed, and whichis equipped with
an easy access cover. 

  
junction boxes

  



junction chamber That section in a sewer 
system where the flow from one or 
more sewers joins or converges into a 
main sewer. 

junction manhole A manhole located 
over the convergence of two or more 
sewers. 

junior beam Lightweight, structural steel 
sections rolled to full I-beam shape. 

junior channel An obsolete term for a 
lightweight structural channel. 

jurisdiction The authority of a judicial 
or administrative forum to hear and 
resolve disputes. 

jurisdictional dispute An argument 
between or among labor unions over 
which entity should perform certain 
work. 

just-in-time A "pull" logistical system 
driven by actual demand. The goal is 
to produce, provide or deliver parts 
or supplies just in time for the next 
operation. The approach reduces stock 
inventories or storage costs, but leaves 
no room for error. * 

jut Any protruding part of a building or 
structure, such as a jut window. See also 
jetty 1. 

jute A plant fiber, from which a strong, 
durable yarn is made and used mostly 
for carpet backing, burlap, and rope. 

jut window Any window that projects 
from an exterior wall, such as a bow 
window. 

''Re/>rinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright© by AACE International; all rights reserved. 

jut window I 
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed belotu are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

k kilo, knot, thousand, Kelvin 

K Kalium 

Ka cathode 

kc kilocycle 

kcal kilocalorie 

kc/s kilocycles per second 

KD kiln-dried 

KDN knocked down 

kg keg, kilogram 

kHz kilohertz 

Kip 1,000 pounds 

KIT kitchen 

kl kiloliter 

KLF kips per lineal foot 

km kilometer 

kmps kilometers per second 

kn knot 

Kr krypton 

kv kilovolt 

kVA kilovolt ampere 

kvar kilovar 

kw kilowatt 

kwhr/kwh kilowatt-hour 
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Abbreviations
 

The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry. 

k kilo, knot, thousand, Kelvin

K Kalium

Ka cathode

ke kilocycle
keal_ kilocalorie

ke/s kilocycles per second
KD kiln-dried

KDN knocked down

kg keg, kilogram
kHz kilohertz

Kip 1,000 pounds
KIT kitchen

kl kiloliter

KLF kips perlineal foot
km kilometer

kmps kilometers per second
kn knot

Kr krypton
kv kilovolt

KVA kilovolt ampere
kvar_kilovar

kw kilowatt

kwhe/kwh kilowatt-hour
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Definitions 

kalamein door A fire door whose solid 
wood core is usually covered with 
galvanized sheet metal. 

kalsomine See calcimine. 

kaolin A usually white mineral found in 
rock formations, composed primarily 
of low-iron hydrous aluminum silicate, 
and used as a basic ingredient in the 
manufacture of white cement and as a 
filler or coating for paper and textiles. 

Kata thermometer An alcohol 
thermometer used to measure 
the cooling effect of air speed or 
atmospheric conditions. 

keel molding A molding having two ogee 
curves that meet at a point or fillet, 
forming a shape that resembles that of 
a ship's keel. 

l<eel molding 

Keene's cement 1. A white cementitious 
material manufactured from gypsum 
that has been burned at a high 
temperature and ground to a fine 
powder. Alum is added to accelerate 
the set. The resulting plaster is hard, 
strong, and accepts and maintains a 
high polish; hence it is used as finishing 
plaster. 2. Anhydrous calcined gypsum. 

keeper See strike plate. 

keeping the gauge In masonry, 
maintaining the proper spacing of 
courses of brick. 

keeping the perpends In masonry, the 
accurate laying of the units so that the 
perpends (end joints) in alternating 
courses line up vertically. 

kellastone A rough stucco finish. 

kelly ball A round-bottomed metal 
plunger that is dropped into fresh 
concrete, the degree of penetration 
indicating the consistency of the 
concrete. 

Kelvin scale A temperature scale on 
which absolute zero is measured (0°K, 
equivalent to 273°C). It uses Celsius 
degrees. 

kevel 

kerf 1. A saw-cut in wood, stone, etc., 
that is usually performed crosswise 
and usually not completely through 
the member. Cuts are usually made 
to allow for bending. 2. A groove cut 
into the edges of acoustical tiles to 
accommodate the splines or supporting 
elements in a suspended acoustical 
ceiling system. 

kerfed beam A beam in which several 
kerfs have been cut so as to permit 
bending. 

kerfing The process of cutting grooves or 
notches ( called kerfs) across a board to 
make it easier to bend. Kerfs are cut to 
about two-thirds the thickness of the 
board. 

kettle 1. The storage container for asphalt 
to be used for "hot mopped" roof 
construction. 2. Any open vessel used 
to contain paint or in which glue is 
melted. 

kevel An axe whose head has a flat face 
at one end and a pointed peen at the 
other. A kevel is used by stonemasons 
for removing angular projections or 
diminishing surfaces. 
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Definitions kevel  
kalamein doorAfire door whose solid

woodcoreis usually covered with
galvanized sheet metal. 

   
~~

kalamein door

   
kalsomine See calcimine.

kaolin A usually white mineral found in
rock formations, composed primarily
of low-iron hydrous aluminumsilicate,
and used as a basic ingredient in the
manufacture of white cement and as a

filler or coating for paper andtextiles.
Kata thermometer An alcohol

thermometerused to measure

the cooling effect ofair speed or
atmospheric conditions.

keel molding A molding having two ogee
curves that meet at a pointorfillet,
forming a shape that resembles that of
a ship’s keel. 

  
keel moiding 

 

Keene’s cement 1. A white cementitious

material manufactured from gypsum
that has been burned at a high
temperature and groundto a fine
powder. Alumis added to accelerate
the set. The resulting plasteris hard,
strong, and accepts and maintainsa
high polish; henceit is used as finishing
plaster. 2, Anhydrous calcined gypsum.

keeper See strike plate.

keeping the gauge In masonry,
maintaining the properspacingof
courses of brick.

keeping the perpends In masonry, the
accurate laying of the units so that the
perpends(end joints) in alternating
coursesline up vertically.

kellastone A rough stuccofinish.

kelly ball A round-bottomed metal
plungerthat is dropped into fresh
concrete, the degree of penetration
indicating the consistency of the
concrete,
  

kelly call

  
Kelvin scale A temperature scale on

which absolute zero is measured (0°K,
equivalent to 273°C). It uses Celsius
degrees.

kerf 1. A saw-cut in wood, stone, etc.,
that is usually performed crosswise
and usually not completely through
the member. Cutsare usually made
to allow for bending. 2. A groove cut
into the edges ofacousticaltiles to
accommodate the splines or supporting
elements in a suspended acoustical
ceiling system.

 
kerfed beam A beam in which several

kerfs have been cut so as to permit
bending.

kerfing The process of cutting grooves or
notches(called kerfs) across a board to
make it easier to bend. Kerfs are cut to
about two-thirds the thickness of the
board.

kettle 1. The storage containerfor asphalt
to be used for “hot mopped”roof
construction. 2. Any openvessel used
to contain paintor in whichgiveis
melted.

kevel An axe whose head hasaflat face

at one end and a pointed peenat the
other. A kevel is used by stonemasons
for removing angularprojections or
diminishing surfaces.
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key 

key 1. The removable actuating device 
of a lock. 2. A wedge of wood or 
metal inserted in a joint to limit 
movement. 3. A keystone. 4. A wedge 
or pin through the protruding part of 
a projecting tenon to secure its hold. 
5. A back piece on a board to prevent 
warping. 6. The tapered last board in 
a sequence of floorboards that, when 
driven into place, serves to hold the 
others in place. 7. The roughened 
underside of veneer or other similar 
material intended to aid in bonding. 
8. In plastering, that portion of 
cementitious material that is forced 
into the openings of the backing lath. 
9. A joggle. 10. A keyway. 11. A cotter. 
12. A small, usually squared piece that 
simultaneously fits into the keyways 
or grooves of a rotating shaft and the 
pulley. 

key brick A brick whose proper fit in an 
arch is attained by tapering it toward 
one end. 

key course A course of adjacent keystones 
as might be used in an archway too 
deep for a single keystone, or in the 
crown of a barrel vault. 

key drop A pivoting cover of a keyhole, 
usually attached to the escutcheon 
above the hole and covering it when 
at rest. 

keyed Fastened or fixed in position in a 
notch or other recess, as forms become 
keyed into the concrete they support. 

keyed beam 1. A lap-jointed beam 
with joggles or slots cut into both 
components. Keys are driven into the 
joggles or slots to increase the bending 
strength of the joint. 2. A compound 
beam whose adjacent layers possess 
mating grooves to help resist horizontal 
shearing stress at the interfaces. 

keyed brick A brick, one of whose faces 
has been supplied with a usually 
dovetail-shaped recess, that serves 
as a mechanical key for plastering or 
rendering. 

keyed joint 1. A joint between two 
timbers that employs a key to ensure its 
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security. 2. The concave pointing of a 
mortar joint. 

keyhole saw (hole saw) A thin, narrow
bladed saw used to cut holes in panels 
or other surfaces. 

keying 1. A process used to add strength 
to mitered joints. 2. Fastening or fixing 
in position in a notch or other recess. 

keying in The tying in or bonding of a 
brick or block wall to an existing one. 

keyless A light fixture, often in closets, 
basements, and attics, that is turned on 
and off with a pull string. 

key plan A small plan which depicts the 
units in a layout. 

key plate An escutcheon. 

keystone The usually wedge-shaped 
uppermost, hence last, set stone or 
similar member of an arch, whose 
placement not only completes the 
arch but also binds or locks its other 
members together. 

keystone 

key switch An on-off switch in an 
electric circuit, that is actuated by a 
removable key rather than a toggle or 
button. 

key valve A valve operated by a key 
rather than a handle or lever. 

keyway 1. A recess or groove in one 
lift or placement of concrete that is 
filled with concrete of the next lift, 
giving shear strength to the joint. Also 

called a l,e)'· 2. In a cylindrical lock, 
the aperture that receives and closely 
engages the key for its entire length, 
unlike a keyhole of a common lock. 
3. A key-accepting groove in a shaft, 
pulley, sprocket, wheel, etc. 

keyway 

keyway attachment A metal accessory, 
in the shape of a keystone, used for 
concrete forming for floors and slabs. 

keyway forms Metal forms for pouring 
connected concrete slabs. Holes allow a 
keyway to be bolted on, then removed. 

keyword In building automation systems, 
an abbreviation used by system 
operators to communicate instructions 
in recognizable commands via a 
computer. 

K factor The measure of a transformer's 
ability to withstand the heating effects 
of nonsinusoidal harmonic currents. 

kibble A bucket-like device in which 
material, water, tools and/or men are 
raised from a shaft. 

kick 1. In brick, a shallow depression, 
fray, or panel. 2. The raised fillet of a 
brick mold that forms the frog. 3. The 
pitch variation between patent glazing 
and the surrounding roof. 

kickback 1. When a rotating sawblade is 
pinched by the material it is cutting, 
momentarily stopping the blade 
and causing it to pull away from the 
material. 2. The illegal return of part 
of the purchase price by the seller 
to induce purchase or to improperly 
influence future purchase of goods or 
services. 

 

 
key 1. The removable actuating device

of a lock. 2. A wedge of woodor
metalinserted in a joint to limit
movement. 3, A keystone. 4. A wedge
or pin throughthe protruding part of
a projecting tenon to secureits hold.
5. A back piece on a board to prevent
warping. 6. The tapered last board in
a sequenceoffloorboards that, when
drivenintoplace, serves to hold the
others in place. 7. The roughened
underside of veneer or othersimilar

material intended to aid in bonding.
8. In plastering, that portion of
cementitious material that is forced

into the openings of the backing lath.
9. A joggle. 10. A keyway. 14. A cotter.
12. A small, usually squared piece that
simultaneously fits into the keyways
or groovesof a rotating shaft and the
pulley.

key brick A brick whose properfit in an
archis attained by taperingit toward
one end.

key course A course of adjacent keystones
as might be used in an archway too
deepfor a single keystone, or in the
crownofa barrel vault.

key drop A pivoting coverof a keyhole,
usually attached to the escutcheon
above the hole andcovering it when
at rest.

keyed Fastened orfixed in position in a
notch orotherrecess, as forms become
keyed into the concrete they support.

keyed beam 1. A lap-jointed beam
with joggles or slots cut into both
components. Keys are driven into the
joggles or slots to increase the bending
strength of the joint. 2. A compound
beam whose adjacent layers possess
mating groovesto help resist horizontal
shearing stress at the interfaces.

keyed brick A brick, one of whose faces
has been supplied with a usually
dovetail-shaped recess, that serves
as a mechanicalkey forplastering or
rendering.

keyed joint 1. A joint between two
timbers that employs a key to ensureits
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security. 2. The concave pointing of a
mortarjoint.

keyhole saw (hole saw) A thin, narrow-
bladed saw used to cut holes in panels
ot othersurfaces.

keying 1. A process used to add strength
to mitered joints. 2. Fasteningorfixing
in position in a notchor otherrecess.

keying in The tying in or bonding of a
brick or block wall to an existing one.

keyless A lightfixture, often inclosets,
basements,andattics, that is turned on
and off with a pull string.

key plan A small plan which depicts the
units in a layout.

key plate An escutcheon.

keystone The usually wedge-shaped
uppermost, hencelast, set stone or
similar memberof an arch, whose
placement not only completes the
arch but also binds orlocks its other

members together. 

 

     

keystone

   
key switch An on-off switch in an

electric circuit, that is actuated by a
removable key rather than a toggle or
button.

key valve A valve operated by a key
rather than a handle orlever.

keyway 1.A recess or groove in one
lift or placement of concrete thatis
filled with concrete of the nextlift,
giving shearstrength to the joint. Also

called a key. 2. Ina cylindrical lock,
the aperture that receives and closely
engages the keyforits entire length,
unlike a keyhole of a commonlock.
3. A key-accepting groove in a shaft,
pulley, sprocket, wheel,etc. 

   
 

keyway attachment A metal accessory,
in the shape of a keystone, used for
concrete formingforfloors and slabs.

keyway forms Metalforms for pouring
connected concrete slabs. Holes allow a

keyway to be bolted on, then removed.

keyword In building automationsystems,
an abbreviation used by system
operators to communicate instructions
in recognizable commands via a
computer.

K factor The measure of a transformer’s

ability to withstand the heatingeffects
of nonsinusoidal harmonic currents.

kibble A bucket-like device in which

material, water, tools and/or men are
taised from a shaft.

kick 1. In brick, a shallow depression,
fray, or panel. 2. Theraised fillet of a
brick mold that forms the frog. 3. The
pitch variation between patent glazing
and the surrounding roof.

kickback 4. Whena rotating sawblade is
pinched by the materialit is cutting,
momentarily stopping the blade
and causingit to pull away from the
material. 2. Theillegal return of part
of the purchase price by the seller
to induce purchase orto improperly
influence future purchase of goods or
services.



kicker 1. A wood block or board 
attached to a formwork member 
in a building frame or formwork to 
make the structure more stable. In 
formwork, a kicker acts as a haunch 
to take the thrust of another member. 
Sometimes called a cleat. 2. A catalyst. 
3. An activator, as the hardener for a 
polyester resin. 4. A luminaire used to 
accent or highlight a subject. 5. An 
additional payment of rent or interest 
required as part of a contract. 

kicker plate A timber used to anchor a 
stair to concrete. 

kick hole A hole in the perimeter roof 
membrane at the bottom of a parapet 
wall, often the result of someone 
stepping on or kicking it. 

kicking piece A short timber attached 
to a wale for absorbing the thrust of a 
raking shore. 

kick lift A jacking wedge that raises or 
adjusts a piece of gypsum board into 
position for nailing. 

kick-off meeting A meeting that takes 
place at the beginning of a project. 
Its purpose is to introduce the project 
team members, review the overall 
project, and to discuss items such as 
construction site logistics, the phasing 
plan, and the schedule. 

kickout 1. In excavation work, the 
accidental release or failure of a shore 
or brace. 2. In a downspout, the section 
( usually lowest) that directs the flow 
away from a wall. 

kick-out clause A clause in a real estate 
purchase agreement that gives the 
seller the option to terminate an 
existing contract to accept a backup 
offer. A seller may demand such a 
clause if the present buyers must wait 
to sell their current home before 
completing purchase of the seller's 
home. 

kickpipe A short length of pipe that 
provides protection for an electric 
cable where it protrudes from a floor 
or deck. 

kickplate 1. A metal strip or plate 
attached to the bottom rail of a door 
for protection against marring, as by 
shoes. 2. A plate, of any metal, used to 
create a ridge or lip at the open edge of 
a stair platform or floor, or at the back 
edge or open ends of a stair tread. 

kickplate 

kick rail A usually short rail affixed near 
the bottom of a door to facilitate its 
opening by kicking. It is used primarily 
in institutions. 

kick strip See kicker. 

kill 1. To terminate electrical current 
from a circuit. 2. To shut off an 
engine. 3. To prevent resin from 
bleeding through paint on wood by the 
preliminary application to knots of a 
shellac or other resin-resistant coating. 

king closer I 

killesse A grooved or channeled piece of 
wood, such as one in which a frame 
slides. 

kiln A furnace, oven, or heated enclosure 
for drying ( wood), charring, hardening, 
baking, calcining, sintering, or burning 
various materials. 

kiln-dried 1. Control-dried or seasoned 
artificially in a kiln. 2. Lumber that 
has been seasoned in a kiln to a 
predetermined moisture content. 

kiln run Descriptive of bricks or tiles from 
one kiln that have not been sorted or 
graded for size or color variation. 

kiloampere A unit of electric current 
equal to 1,000 amperes. 

kilocalorie The amount of heat needed to 
raise the temperature of one kilogram 
of water one degree Celsius. 

kilovolt A unit of electric potential 
difference equal to 1,000 volts. 

kilovolt-ampere A unit of apparent power 
equal to 1,000 volts or amperes. 

kilowatt A measurement or unit of power 
equal to 1,000 watts or approximately 
1.34 horsepower. 

kilowatt consumption The amount of 
electrical power used over a specified 
time. 

kilowatt demand The maximum electrical 
power usage required to operate a 
facility over a specified time. 

kilowatt-hour A unit of measurement 
equal to the amount of energy 
expended in one hour by one kilowatt 
of power. 

king bolt A vertical tie rod that takes the 
place of the king post of a truss. 

king closer A rectangular brick, one 
corner of which has been removed 
diagonally to leave a 2" end, and that 
functions as a closer in brickwork. 

king closer 
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kicker 4. A wood block or board
attached to a formwork member

in a building frame or formwork to
make the structure more stable. In

formwork, a kicker acts as a haunch
to take the thrust of another member.

Sometimescalled a cleat. 2. A catalyst.
3, An activator, as the hardener for a
polyesterresin. 4. A luminaire used to
accent or highlight a subject. 5. An
additional paymentofrentorinterest
required as part of a contract.

  
kicker plate A timber used to anchor a

staix to concrete.

kick hole A hole in the perimeterroof
membrane at the bottomof a parapet
wall, often the result of someone
stepping onorkickingit.

kicking piece A short timberattached
to a wale for absorbing the thrust of a
raking shore.

kick lift A jacking wedge that raises or
adjusts a piece of gypsum board into
positionfornailing.

kick-off meeting A meeting that takes
place at the beginning ofa project.
Its purpose is to introduce the project
team members, review the overall
project, and to discuss items such as
constructionsite logistics, the phasing
plan, and the schedule.

kickout 1. In excavation work, the
accidental release orfailure of a shore

orbrace. 2. In a downspout, the section
(usually lowest) that directs the flow
away from a wall.

kick-out clause A clause ina real estate

purchase agreementthat gives the
seller the option to terminate an
existing contract to accept a backup
offer. A seller may demand such a
clause if the present buyers must wait
to sell their current home before

completing purchaseoftheseller's
home.

kickpipe A short length of pipe that
provides protectionfor an electric
cable whereit protrudes from a floor
ot deck.

kickplate 4. A metalstrip or plate
attached to the bottom rail of a door

for protection against marring, as by
shoes. 2. A plate, of any metal, used to
create a ridge orlip at the open edge of
a stair platformorfloor, or at the back
edge or open endsofa stair tread. 

kickplate

   
kick rail A usually short rail affixed near

the bottom of a doorto facilitate its

opening bykicking. It is used primarily
in institutions.

kick strip See kicker.
kill 1. To terminate electrical current

from a circuit. 2. To shutoff an

engine. 3. To preventresin from
bleeding through paint on wood by the
preliminary application to knots of a
shellac or otherresin-resistant coating. 

killesse A grooved or channeled piece of
wood, such as one in which a frame
slides.

kiln A furnace, oven, or heated enclosure
for drying (wood), charring, hardening,
baking,calcining,sintering, or burning
various materials.

kiln-dried 1. Control-dried or seasoned

artificially in a kiln. 2. Lumberthat
has been seasoned ina kiln toa

predetermined moisture content.

kiln run Descriptive of bricks ortiles from
one kiln that have not been sorted or

gradedfor size or colorvariation.

kiloampere A unit of electric current
equal to 1,000 amperes.

kilocalorie The amountof heat needed to

raise the temperature of one kilogram
of water one degree Celsius.

kilovolt A unit of electric potential
difference equal to 1,000 volts.

kilovolt-ampere A unit of apparent power
equal to 1,000 volts or amperes.

kilowatt A measurement or unit of power
equal to 1,000 watts or approximately
1.34 horsepower.

kilowatt consumption The amountof
electrical power used overa specified
time.

kilowatt demand The maximum electrical

powerusage required to operate a
facility overa specified time.

kilowatt-hour A unit of measurement

equal to the amountof energy
expended in one hour by one kilowatt
of power.

king bolt A vertical tie rod that takes the
place of the king post ofa truss.

king closer A rectangular brick, one
cornerof which has been removed

diagonally to leave a 2” end, and that
functions as a closerin brickwork.
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king pile 

king pile In strutted sheet pile excavation, 
a long guide pile driven at the strut 
spacing in the center of the trench 
before it is excavated. 

kingpin A vertically mounted swivel, 
pivot, or hinge pin usually supported 
both above and below. 

king post In a roof truss, a member placed 
vertically between the center of the 
horizontal tie beam at the lower end of 
the rafters and the ridge, or apex of the 
inclined rafters. 

king stud In framing, a vertical support 
member that extends from the bottom 
to top plate alongside an opening for a 
door or window. 

kiosk 1. A small gazebo. 2. A small, 
freestanding structure either open or 
partially enclosed, where merchandise 
is displayed, advertised, or sold. 

kip 1. A unit of weight equal to 1,000 
pounds. 2. Slang term for a bunkhouse 
on a construction site. 

kiss mark Marks on the faces of bricks 
where they were in contact with one 
another during their firing in a kiln. 

kitchen As defined for the purpose 
of building codes, a space whose 
designated purpose is food preparation. 

kitchen cabinet In a kitchen, a case or 
box-type assembly, or similar cupboard
like repository, having shelves, drawers, 
doors, and/or compartments, and used 
primarily for storing utensils, cutlery, 
food, linen, etc. 

=--------
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kitchenette A small kitchen. 

kite A sheet of kraft paper applied to 
a sheet of coated roofing during 
manufacturing to measure the weight 
of the granules applied to the surface of 
the roofing. 

kite winder The center tread on a 
staircase winder with three steps. A 
kite winder is so named because its 
shape resembles that of a kite. 

knapping hammer A steel hammer 
used for breaking and shaping stone, 
splitting cobbles, etc. 

knee 1. A naturally or artificially bent 
piece of wood, as used for a brace or 
haunch. 2. A sharp, right-angled bend 
in a pipe. Also called an elbow. 3. A 
convex handrail. 

kneeboards Support pads worn by 
workers during concrete finishing 
that distribute the finisher's weight 
and minimize marring of the concrete 
surface. 

knee brace A brace between vertical and 
horizontal members in a building frame 
or formwork to make the structure 
more stable. In formwork, it acts as a 
haunch. 

knee bracket A brace used to provide 
extra support under bow and angle bay 
projecting windows. 

kneeler 1. The pattern-breaking stone 
or brick at the point where a normal 
masonry wall changes and begins to 
form the curve or angle of an arch or 
vault. 2. In a gable, the sloped-top, 
level-bedded stone which supports 
the inclined coping. 3. Ecclesiastical 
furnishing that may be provided for 
kneeling in a pew. May be attached to 
the frontal or to the back of the pew. 

knee rafter A rafter whose lower end is 
bent downward to rest more firmly 
against a wall. Sometimes called a knee 
piece. 

knee wall 1. A wall that shortens the 
span of the roof rafters by acting as 
a knee brace, in that it supports the 
rafters at some intermediate point 
along their length. 2. A short wall 
constructed to extend the height of 
an existing foundation or other wall 
system. 

knife-blade fuse A type of cartridge fuse 
in which the metal blades at each end 
of the cylinder make contact with the 
fuse within. 

~ 
knife consistency A compound whose 

degree of firmness makes it suitable for 
application with a putty knife. 

knife switch A type of electric switch 
designed with a hinged or removable 
blade that enters or embraces the 
contact clips. 

knife-type trencher A vibratory plow 
attachment used on a trenching 
machine to install telephone and 
power cable, television cable, irrigation 
systems or other light weight cable-type 
products in the ground without digging 
a trench. 

knob 1. A usually round or somewhat 
spherical handle by which a latch, 
lock, or other device is operated. 
2. Any similarly shaped ornament. 

knob bolt A door lock whose bolt is 
operated not by a key, but by a knob or 
thumb piece on either or both sides of 
the door. 

knob latch A door latch whose spring bolt 
is operated not by a key, but by a knob 
on one or both sides of the door. 

knob lock A door lock whose spring bolt 
is operated by one or more knobs, but 
whose dead bolt is actuated by a key. 

kingpile 

 
 

king pile In strutted sheet pile excavation,
a long guide pile driven at the strut
spacing in the centerof the trench
before it is excavated.

kingpin A vertically mounted swivel,
pivot, or hinge pin usually supported
both above and below.

king post In a roof truss, a memberplaced
vertically between the centerof the
horizontal tie beamat the lower end of

he rafters and the ridge, or apex of the
inclined rafters.

king stud Inframing, a vertical support
member that extends from the bottom

© top plate alongside an openingfora
dooror window.

kiosk 41. A small gazebo. 2. A small,
reestanding structure either openor
partially enclosed, where merchandise
is displayed, advertised, orsold.

kip 1. A unit of weight equal to 1,000
ounds. 2. Slang term for a bunkhouse

on a constructionsite.

 
kiss mark Marks onthe faces of bricks

where they were in contact with one
anotherduring their firing in a kiln.

kitchen As defined for the purpose
of building codes, a space whose
designated purpose is food preparation.

kitchen cabinet In a kitchen, a case or
box-type assembly, or similar cupboard-
like repository, having shelves, drawers,
doors, and/or compartments, and used
primarily for storing utensils, cutlery,
food, linen,etc. 

  

kitchen cabinet
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kitchenette A small kitchen.

kite A sheet of kraft paper applied to
a sheet of coated roofing during
manufacturing to measure the weight
of the granules applied to the surface of
the roofing.

kite winder The centertread on a

staircase winderwith three steps. A
kite winderis so named because its

shape resembles that ofa kite.

knapping hammerAsteel hammer
used for breaking and shaping stone,
splitting cobbles, etc.

knee 1. A naturally orartificially bent
piece of wood,as used for a brace or
haunch. 2. A sharp, right-angled bend
ina pipe. Also called an elbow. 3. A
convex handrail.

kneeboards Support pads worn by
workers during concrete finishing
that distribute the finisher’s weight
and minimize marring of the concrete
surface.

knee brace A brace between vertical and

horizontal membersin a building frame
or formwork to make the structure

more stable. In formwork,it acts asa
haunch. 

 knee brace

knee bracket A brace used to provide
extra support under bow and angle bay
projecting windows.

kneeler 1. The pattern-breaking stone
or brick at the point where a normal
masonry wall changes and beginsto
form the curve orangle of an arch or
vault. 2. In a gable, the sloped-top,
level-bedded stone which supports
the inclined coping. 3. Ecclesiastical
furnishing that may be provided for
kneeling in a pew. Maybe attached to
the frontal or to the back of the pew.

knee rafter A rafter whose lowerendis

bent downward to rest more firmly
against a wall. Sometimescalled a knee
piece.

knee wall 1. A wall that shortens the

span of the roofrafters by acting as
a knee brace, in thatit supports the
rafters at some intermediate point
along their length. 2. A short wall
constructed to extend the height of
an existing foundationorotherwall
system.

knife-blade fuse A type of cartridge fuse
in which the metalblades at each end

of the cylinder make contact with the
fuse within.
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knife consistency A compound whose

degree of firmness makes it suitable for
application with a putty knife.

knife switch A type ofelectric switch
designed with a hinged or removable
blade that enters or embraces the

contactclips.

knife-type trencher A vibratory plow
attachmentused on a trenching
machineto install telephone and
powercable, televisioncable, irrigation
systems or otherlight weight cable-type
products in the ground without digging
a trench.

knob 1. A usually round or somewhat
spherical handle by which a latch,
lock, or other device is operated.
Q. Anysimilarly shaped ornament.

knob bolt A door lock whose bolt is

operated not by a key, but by a knob or
thumb piece oneither or both sides of
the door.

knob latch A doorlatch whosespring bolt
is operated not by a key, but by a knob
on oneorbothsides of the door.

knob lock A doorlock whose spring bolt
is operated by one or more knobs, but
whose deadbolt is actuated by a key.



knob rose The usually raised round plate 
that is attached to a door face so as to 
surround a hole in the door and form a 
knob socket. 

!<nob rose 

knob shank The stem of a doorknob, into 
whose hole or socket the spindle is 
received and fastened. 

knob top The usually round or somewhat 
spherical terminal end of a knob that is 
grasped by the hand and turned. 

knocked down Descriptive of precut, 
prefitted, and premeasured, but 
unassembled construction components, 
such as might be delivered to a job for 
on-site assembly. 

knocked down frame A door frame that 
comes from the manufacturer in three 
or more parts. 

knocker A hinged, usually metal fixture 
on the exterior face of a door, used for 
striking or knocking. 

knockout A prestamped, usually circular 
section in an electrical junction box, 
panel box, etc., that can be easily 
removed to provide access for a fitting 
or raceway cable. 

0 

knockout 

knot 1. The hard, cross-grained portion 
of a tree where a branch meets the 
trunk. 2. An architectural ornament of 
clusters of leaves or flowers at the base 
of intersecting vaulting ribs. 
3. Intentional or accidental compact 
intersection(s) of rope(s) or similar 
material. 

knot brush A rather thick brush whose 
bristles or fibers are bunched into one, 
two, or three round or oval knots. 

knot cluster A compact grouping of two 
or more knots surrounded by deflected 
wood fibers or contorted grain. 

knot sealer Any sealer, such as shellac, 
used to cover knots in new wood to 
prevent sap or resin bleed-through. 

knotting See knot sealer. 

knotty pine Pine wood sawn so as to 
expose firm knots as an appearance 
feature. Knotty pine is used for interior 
paneling and cabinets. 

knuckle One of the enlarged, protruding, 
cylindrical parts of a hinge through 
which the pin is inserted. 

knuckle joint A hinged joint by which 
two rods are connected. 

knurling Very small ridges or beads as 
machined on a surface to facilitate 
gripping. 

kraft paper A strong brown wrapping 
paper made from sulfate wood pulp that 
is sometimes impregnated with asphalt 
or resin for better moisture resistance 
when used in construction. 

K series A standard Steel Joist Institute 
designation for long-span steel joists. 

K truss A truss in which the arrangement 
of panels, chords, and web members 
resembles the letter "K." 

~ 
T T 
K truss 

Kyoto protocol / 

k value The thermal conductivity of a 
substance or material. 

kyanize Soaking or impregnating wood 
with a solution of mercuric chloride to 
preserve it against decay. 

Kyoto protocol An international treaty 
adopted in 1997, and enforced in 2005 
that requires a number of nations, 
including the U.S., to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions to specific 
levels by certain milestone dates. 
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surround a hole in the door and form a
knob socket.
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knob shank The stem of a doorknob,into
whosehole orsocket the spindleis
received and fastened.

knob top Theusually round or somewhat
spherical terminal end of a knobthatis
grasped by the handand turned.
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prefitted, and premeasured, but
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on-site assembly.
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bristles or fibers are bunched into one,
two, or three round or ovalknots.

knot cluster A compactgrouping of two
or more knots surroundedby deflected
wood fibers or contorted grain.

knot sealer Anysealer, such as shellac,
used to cover knots in new wood to

preventsap or resin bleed-through.
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knotty pine Pine wood sawnso as to
expose firm knots as an appearance
feature. Knotty pineis used for interior
paneling and cabinets.

knuckle Oneof the enlarged,protruding,
cylindrical parts of a hinge through
whichthepinis inserted.

knuckle joint A hinged joint by which
two rods are connected.

knurling Very small ridges or beads as
machined onasurfaceto facilitate

gripping.

kraft paper A strong brown wrapping
paper made from sulfate wood pulp that
is sometimes impregnated with asphalt
orresin for better moisture resistance
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K truss A truss in which the arrangement
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resembles the letter “K.”
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substance or material.
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

I labor only, left, length, liter, long, lumen 

L lambert, large, medium wall copper 
tubing 

Lab labor, laboratory 

Lad ladder 

LAG lagging 

LAM laminated, laminate 

LAN local area network 

L&CM lime and cement mortar 

L&E labor and equipment 

L&H light and heat 

L&L latch and lock 

L&O lead and oil (paint) 

L&P lath and plaster 

LAS laboratory analytical service 

LAT latitude, lattice 

Lath lather 

LAV lavatory 

lb, lbs pound, pounds 

!bf/sq in pound-force per square inch 

lb/hr pounds per hour 

lb! label 

LBL conduit body, load bearing 

lb/LF pounds per linear foot 

Lbr lumber 

le load center 

led liquid crystal display 

LCL less-than-carload lot 

LCM least common multiple, loose cubic 
meter 

LCY loose cubic yard 

Id load 

Idbrk loadbreak 

ldg loading 

LDG landing 

LDPE low-density polyethylene 

Ldr loader 

312 

LE leading edge, lead equivalent 

LECA light expanded clay aggregate 

LED light emitting diode 

LEMA Lighting Equipment 
Manufacturers' Association 

Len lens 

If lightface, light framing, lineal foot, 
linear foot, low frequency 

lg large, length, long 

Lg large, length, long 

LG liquid gas 

Lge large 

LGLCS landfill gas & leachate control 
system 

lgp low ground pressure 

!gr longer 

!gs lengths 

!gt lighting 

lgth length 

LH left hand, long-span, high strength 
bar joist, labor hours 

LIC license 

LIFO last in, first out 

!in lineal, linear 

!in ft lineal feet, linear foot 

lino linoleum 

liq liquid 

LJ obsolete designation for long- span, 
standard-strength bar joist 

lknt locknut 

LL live load 

LL&B latch, lock, and bolt 

LLD lamp lumen depreciation 

LLRW low level radioactive waste 

Im lumen 

LM lime mortar 

Lm3 loose cubic meter 

lm/sf lumen per square foot 

lm/W lumen per watt 

Ind lined 

lng, Lng lining 

LNG liquefied natural gas 

lnr liner 

LOA length over all 

log logarithm 

L,O,L lateralolet 

lox liquid oxygen 

LP liquid petroleum, low pressure 

LPF low power factor 

LPG liquid petroleum gas 

I-pull line pull 

LR living room, law reports, long radius 

L/s liters per second 

LS left side, loudspeaker, lump sum 

LSA low specific activity 

LT long ton, light 

ltd limited 

ltg lighting 

Lt Ga light gauge 

LTL less than truckload lot 

Lt Wt lightweight 

LUST leaking underground storage tank 

LV low voltage 

!vi level 

LVL laminated veneer lumber 

lvr louver 

LW low water 

LWC lightweight concrete 

LWM low water mark 
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The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry. 

I laboronly, left, length,liter, long, lumen LE leading edge, lead equivalent

L lambert, large, medium wall copper LECA light expanded clay aggregate

tubing LED light emitting diode
Lab labor, laboratory LEMA Lighting Equipment
Lad ladder Manufacturers’ Association

LAGlagging Len lens

LAM laminated, laminate lf lightface, light framing,linealfoot,
LANlocal area network linearfoot, low frequency
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L&E labor and equipment

L&H light and heat
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LCL less-than-carload lot standard-strength barjoist

LCM least common multiple, loose cubic Iknt locknut
meter LL live load

LCY loose cubic yard LLG&Blatch,lock, and bolt
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Idbrk loadbreak LLRW low level radioactive waste
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LDPE low-density polyethylene Lm? loose cubic meter
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LNG liquefied natural gas
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log logarithm
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LPG liquid petroleum gas
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LTL less than truckload lot

Lt We lightweight

LUST leaking underground storage tank

LV low voltage
lvl level

LVL laminated veneer lumber

Ive louver

LW low water

LWC lightweight concrete
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Definitions 

label 1. A projecting molding along the 
sides or top of a window. 
2. Manufacturer identification 
located on a product that contains the 
manufacturer's name, the product's 
performance characteristics, and any 
testing information by inspection 
agencies. 

labeled Descriptive of doors, windows, 
frames, and other building components 
that carry certification of approval from 
a recognized testing laboratory based 
on fire tests conducted on identical 
materials and articles. 

labeled door A door that carries 
a certified fire-rating issued by 
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. 
3-hour fire doors (A) are used in walls 
separating buildings or dividing a single 
building into fire areas. 1-1/2-hour (B 
and D) fire doors are used in openings 
in 2-hour rated vertical enclosures such 
as stairs, elevators, etc., or in exterior 
walls subject to severe fire exposure 
from outside the building. 1-hour fire 
doors are for use in openings in 1-hour 
rated vertical enclosures. 3/4-hour fire 
doors (C and E) are for use in openings 
in corridor and room partitions or 
in exterior walls that are subject to 
moderate fire exposure from outside the 
building. 1/2,hour fire doors and 1/3-
hour fire doors are used where smoke 
control is a primary consideration, and 
for the protection of openings between 
a habitable room and a corridor when 
the wall has a fire-resistance rating of 
not more than one hour. 

labeled frame A door frame that conforms 
to standards and tests required by 
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., and 
has received its label of certification. 

labeled window A fire-resistant window 
that conforms to the testing standards 
of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., and 
bears a label designating its fire rating. 

labor Effort expended by people for 
wages or salary. Generally classified 
as either direct or indirect. Direct 
labor is applied to meeting project 
objectives and is a principal element 
used in costing, pricing, and profit 
determination; indirect labor is a 
component of indirect cost, such as 
overhead or general and administrative 
costs. * 

labor and material payment bond 
(payment bond) A bond procured 
by a contractor from a surety as a 
guarantee to the owner that the labor 
and materials applied to the project 
will be paid for by the contractor. 
Those who have direct contacts with 
the contractor may be considered 
claimants. 

labor burden Taxes and insurances the 
employer is required to pay by law 
based on labor payroll on behalf of or 
for the benefit of labor. (In the U.S., 
these are federal old age benefits, 
federal unemployment insurance tax, 
state unemployment tax, and worker's 
compensation.) * 

labor cost Gross direct wages paid to the 
worker (bare labor). * 

laborer Ordinarily denotes a construction 
worker who has no specific trade 
and whose function is to support the 
activity of the licensed trades. 

labor hour A worker hour of effort, 
synonymous with work hour. * 

labor productivity A measure of 
production output relative to labor 
input. In cost estimating, inverse 
measures such as work hours/quantity 
or unit hours are common ( where 
lower values reflect higher productivity 
or efficiency). Labor productivity (or 
efficiency) is improved by increasing 
production for a given work hour or 
decreasing work hours for a given 
production. * 

*Reprinted with the /iennis.sion of AACE International. Co/iyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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labor rate Labor cost expressed on a per 
unit of labor effort basis (e.g., labor 
costs/labor hour). * 

labor union An organization or 
confederation of workers with the 
same or similar skills who are joined 
in a common cause (such as collective 
bargaining) with management or other 
employers for work place conditions, 
wage rates, and/or employee benefits. 

labyrinth A maze of passageways or paths. 

laced corner A method of laying shingles 
at interior and exterior corners on 
sidewalls. The corner shingles of each 
course are laid alternately on the faces 
of the two walls in order to overlap 
each other and eliminate the need for 
corner boards. 

laced valley On a roof, the interweaving 
of shingles or tiles where two planes 
meet at a downward angle. 

laced valley 

lacing A system of members used to 
connect the different elements of 
a composite column or girder in 
such a way that they structurally act 
in unison. Also refers to securing 
insulation materials via hooks or 
wire, etc. 

lacing course A continuous layer of 
brickwork built into a stone wall for 
the purpose of bonding and leveling. 

lacquer A glossy enamel, composed of 
volatile solvents and dilutants, that 
evaporates and dries quickly upon 
application to a surface. 
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Definitions lacquer  
label 4. A projecting molding along the

sides or top of a window.
2. Manufactureridentification

located on a product that contains the
manufacturer’s name, the product's
performancecharacteristics, and any
testing information by inspection
agencies.

labeled Descriptive of doors, windows,
frames, and other building components
thatcarry certification of approval from
a recognized testing laboratory based
onfire tests conducted on identical
materials and articles.

labeled door A doorthatcarries

a certified fire-rating issued by
Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc.
3-hour fire doors (A) are used in walls
separating buildings ordividing a single
building into fire areas. 1-1/2-hour (B
and D)fire doors are used in openings
in 2-hourrated vertical enclosures such

as stairs, elevators, etc., or in exterior
walls subject to severe fire exposure
from outside the building. 1-hourfire
doors are for use in openings in 1-hour
rated vertical enclosures. 3/4-hourfire
doors (C and E) are for use in openings
in corridor and roompartitions or
in exterior walls that are subject to
moderate fire exposure from outside the
building. 1/2-hour fire doors and 1/3-
hourfire doors are used where smoke

controlis a primary consideration, and
for the protection of openings between
a habitable room and a corridor when

the wall hasa fire-resistance ratingof
not more than one hour.

labeled frame A doorframe that conforms

to standards andtests required by
Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc., and
has received its label of certification.

labeled windowAfire-resistant window

that conformsto the testing standards
of Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc., and
bears a label designatingits fire rating.

labor Effort expended by people for
wagesorsalary. Generally classified
as either director indirect. Direct

labor is applied to meeting project
objectives andis a principal element
used in costing, pricing, and profit
determination; indirect laboris a
componentofindirect cost, such as
ovethead or general and administrative
costs. *

labor and material payment bond
(payment bond) A bond procured
by a contractorfrom a surety as a
guarantee to the ownerthatthe labor
and materials applied to the project
will be paid for by the contractor.
Those who havedirect contacts with

the contractor may be considered
claimants.

labor burden Taxes and insurancesthe

employeris required to pay by law
based on laborpayroll on behalf of or
for the benefit of labor. (In the U.S.,
these are federal old age benefits,
federal unemployment insurance tax,
state unemploymenttax, and worker's
compensation.) *

labor cost Gross direct wages paid to the
worker (bare labor). *

laborer Ordinarily denotes a construction
workerwho has nospecific trade
and whose functionis to support the
activity of the licensed trades.

labor hour A worker hour ofeffort,
synonymous with work hour. *

labor productivity A measure of
production output relative to labor
input. In cost estimating, inverse
measures such as work hours/quantity
ot unit hours are common(where
lower valuesreflect higher productivity
orefficiency). Labor productivity (or
efficiency) is improved by increasing
production for a given work hour or
decreasing work hours for a given
production. *

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACEInternational;allrights reserved.

labor rate Labor cost expressed on a per
unit of laboreffort basis (e.g., labor
costs/labor hour). *

labor union Anorganization or
confederation of workers with the

sameor similarskills who are joined
in a commoncause (such as collective
bargaining) with managementor other
employers for work place conditions,
wage tates, and/or employee benefits.

labyrinth A maze of passageways or paths.

laced corner A methodoflaying shingles
at interior and exterior corners on

sidewalls. The corner shingles of each
course are laid alternately on the faces
of the two walls in order to overlap
each other and eliminate the needfor
corner boards.

laced valley On a roof, the interweaving
of shingles ortiles where two planes
meet at a downward angle. 

 
laced valley

  
 

lacing A system of members used to
connectthe different elements of

a composite columnor girder in
such a way that theystructurally act
in unison. Also refers to securing
insulation materials via hooks or
wire, etc.

lacing course A continuouslayer of
brickworkbuilt into a stone wall for

the purpose of bonding andleveling.

lacquer A glossy enamel, composed of
volatile solvents and dilutants, that
evaporates and dries quickly upon
application to a surface.
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lacunar 

lacunar Having sunken or recessed 
panels, as in a soffit or ceiling panel. 

ladder core A hollow structure of wood 
or insulation board used as the core 
of interior doors and built with strips 
running vertically or horizontally 
through the core area. 

ladder ditcher Excavation equipment 
used in heavy construction to dig 
trenches. Rotating bucket-like shovels 
work to remove earth. 

ladder jack scaffold A simple scaffolding 
system that uses ladders for support. 
The ladder jack is attached to the 
ladders to provide support for the 
staging plank. 

ladder ties Long parallel reinforcing 
rods studded with cross rods so as to 
resemble a ladder. Used in masonry 
installations. 

lag Time that an activity follows, or is 
delayed from the start or finish of its 
predecessor(s). Sometimes called an 
offset. * 

lag bolt (coach screw, lag screw) 
A threaded screw or bolt with a square 
head. 

1-o:111m1mci3 I 
lag bolt 

lagging 1. Heavy wood boards used to line 
the sides of excavations and prevent 
cave-ins. 2. Preformed insulation for 
pipes and tanks. 

laitance In concrete, a weak, crumbly, and 
dusty surface layer caused by excessive 
water that has bled to the surface and 
subsequently weakened it. Over
working the surface during finishing 
can aggravate the problem. 
If laitance forms between pours, it 
must be brushed and washed away. 

!ally column A trade name for a pipe 
column from 3" to 6" in diameter, 
sometimes filled with concrete. 

lallycolumn 

lambert A unit of measure for the 
brightness of reflective surfaces 
(1 lumen/sq. cm.). 

lamb's tongue 1. A quarter round 
molding with a fillet. 2. A curve at 
the end of a handrail that resembles 
a tongue. 

laminate 1. To form a product or material 
by bonding together several layers or 
sheets with adhesive under pressure 
and sometimes with nails or bolts. 
2. Any material formed by such a 
method. 

laminated beam (laminated veneer 
lumber) A straight or arched beam 
formed by built-up layers of wood. The 
method of lamination may be gluing 
under pressure, mechanical nailing 
or bolting, or a combination. See also 
laminated wood. 

laminated beam 

laminated glass (safety glass, shatterproof 
glass) A shatter-resistant safety glass 
made up of two or more layers of sheet 

*Reprinted with the permission of MCE International. CoJ,yright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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glass, plate glass, or float glass bonded 
to a transparent plastic sheet. 

laminated plastic Layers of synthetic 
resin-coated or resin-impregnated 
filler materials bonded together into a 
single piece by application of heat and 
pressure. 

laminated wood (laminated veneer 
lumber) Any of several products 
formed by built-up layers (plies) of 
wood. Thin wood veneers may be 
laminated to a wood subsurface, several 
plies may be laminated together to 
form plywood, or thicker pieces may be 
used to form structural members such 
as beams or arches. 

laminate floor A composite flooring 
product notable for its durability that 
is made of plastic resin and cellulose 
paper with a decorative finish layer. 
Its core material is a high density 
fiberboard. 

laminboard A compound board consisting 
of a core of small strips of wood glued 
together and covered by veneer faces. 

lamp Any device that converts electric 
energy into light. Types include 
incandescent, fluorescent, metal 
halide and high pressure sodium. 

lamp ballast See ballast. 

lampblack A black pigment composed of 
carbon from the soot of burning oil. 

lamp depreciation The loss of luminous 
output in a lamp over time due to 
the accumulation of dirt on lamps, 
reflectors, and room walls and ceilings. 

lamp life A rating that provides the life 
expectancy of a lamp. Obtained by 
testing a sample of lights and noting 
when 50% are no longer operating. 

lamp post A supporting device, for an 
external light or luminaire, with wiring 
attachments concealed inside and with 
outside attachments for the bracket. 

lacunar 

 
lacunar Having sunken or recessed

panels,as in a soffit orceiling panel.
ladder core A hollow structure of wood

ot insulation board used as the core

of interior doors and built with strips
running vertically or horizontally
through the core area.

ladder ditcher Excavation equipment
used in heavy construction to dig
trenches. Rotating bucket-like shovels
work to remove earth.

ladder jack scaffold A simple scaffolding
systemthat uses ladders for support.
The ladder jackis attached to the
ladders to provide supportfor the
staging plank.

ladder ties Long parallel reinforcing
rods studded with cross rods so as to

resemble a ladder. Used in masonry
installations.

lag Time that an activity follows,oris
delayed from the start orfinish ofits
predecessor(s). Sometimes called an
offset. *

lag bolt (coach screw, lag screw)
A threadedscrew orbolt with a square
head. 

 
lag bolt

   
lagging 1, Heavy wood boards used to line

the sides of excavations and prevent
cave-ins. 2, Preformed insulationfor

pipes and tanks.

laitance In concrete, a weak, crumbly, and
dusty surface layer caused by excessive
waterthat hasbled to the surface and

subsequently weakenedit. Over-
working the surface duringfinishing
can aggravate the problem.
If laitance forms between pours,it
must be brushed and washed away.

 

lally column A trade name fora pipe
columnfrom 3" to 6"in diameter,
sometimesfilled with concrete. 

  
lally column 

lambert A unit of measure for the

brightnessofreflective surfaces
(1 lumen/sq. cm.).

 
lamb’s tongue 1. A quarter round

moldingwithafillet. 2. A curve at
the end of a handrail that resembles

a tongue.

laminate 1. To form a product or material
by bonding togetherseverallayers or
sheets with adhesive under pressure
and sometimes with nails orbolts.

Q. Anymaterial formed by such a
method.

laminated beam (laminated veneer
lumber)Astraight or arched beam
formed by built-up layers of wood. The
method oflamination maybe gluing
underpressure, mechanical nailing
or bolting, or a combination.See also
laminated wood.

 
laminated beam

 
laminated glass (safety glass, shatterproof

glass) A shatter-resistant safety glass
made up of two or morelayers of sheet
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glass, plate glass, or float glass bonded
to a transparentplastic sheet.

laminated plastic Layers of synthetic
resin-coated orresin-impregnated
filler materials bonded together into a
single piece by application of heat and
pressure.

laminated wood (laminated veneer
lumber) Anyof several products
formed by built-up layers (plies) of
wood. Thin wood veneers may be
laminated to a wood subsurface, several
plies may be laminated together to
form plywood,orthicker pieces may be
used to form structural members such
as beamsorarches.

laminate floor A composite flooring
product notable for its durability that
is madeofplastic resin and cellulose
paper with a decorativefinish layer.
Its core material is a high density
fiberboard.

laminboard A compound board consisting
of a core of small strips of wood glued
together and covered by veneerfaces.

lamp Any device that converts electric
energy into light. Types include
incandescent, fluorescent, metal
halide and high pressure sodium.

lampballast See ballast.

lampblack A black pigment composedof
carbon from the sootof burningoil.

{amp depreciation The loss of luminous
outputin a lamp overtime due to
the accumulation of dirt on lamps,
reflectors, and room walls and ceilings.

lamplife A rating that provides thelife
expectancy ofa lamp. Obtained by
testing a sample oflights and noting
when 50% are no longer operating.

lamp post A supporting device, for an
externallight or luminaire, with wiring
attachments concealed inside and with
outside attachmentsfor the bracket.



lamp post 

lancet window A tall, narrow, window 
with a sharp arch. 

land banking The purchase of land to 
hold for future need or use. 

land-clearing rake A device outfitted 
with blades and attached to the 
front of a tractor to cut, collect, and 
remove brush from the site of proposed 
construction. 

land drain See agricultural pipe drain. 

landfill An engineered disposal system 
characterized by the burial of waste 
material in alternating layers with an 
approved fill material. 

landing An intermediate platform 
between flights of stairs, or the 
platform at the top or bottom of 
a staircase. 

landing newel (angle newel) A newel 
positioned on a stair landing or at any 
point where stairs change direction. 

landing tread That board or portion of 
a stair landing that is closest to the 
next step down. The tread has an 
appearance and dimensions similar to 
the other treads, but it is actually part 
of the landing, and not a true tread. 

landing tread 

landmark In the context of historic 
proper ties, an historic property that 
is listed on a local, state or federal 
register. Also a geographic or other 
easily recognizable feature, such 
as a monument, building, or other 
structure, used to navigate through an 
area. 

land reclamation Gaining land from a 
submerged or partially submerged area 
by draining, filling, or a combination of 
these procedures. 

Landrum-Griffin Act Enacted by 
Congress in 1959, this act requires 
labor union management to be subject 
to audit for the funds of union members 
for which they are responsible. 

landscape architect A person whose 
professional specialty is designing and 
developing gardens and landscapes, 
especially one who is duly licensed and 
qualified to perform in the landscape 
architectural trade. 

landscaping The combined grounds work 
tasks that improve the appearance of a 

lap cement 

plot of land, including adding plantings 
and lawn, constructing walkways and 
patios, and regrading as necessary. 

land survey See boundary survey and 
survey. 

land surveyor A person (usually registered 
in the state where surveying is being 
done) whose occupation is to establish 
the lengths and directions of existing 
boundary lines, or to establish any new 
boundaries resulting from division of a 
land parcel. 

land tie See deadman. 

land tile Clay tile laid with open joints 
and usually surrounded by porous 
materials. See also agricultural pipe 
drain. 

land treatment area A defined parcel of 
land on which wastes are deposited 
for the purpose of allowing natural 
cleansing actions to occur. 

land-use analysis A systematic study 
of an area or region that documents 
existing conditions and patterns of use, 
identifies problem areas, and discusses 
future options. A part of the general 
planning process, such an analysis 
might cover topics such as traffic flow, 
residential and commercial zoning, 
sewer services, water supply, solid-waste 
management, air and water pollution, 
or conservation areas. 

lane striping The application of lines on 
pavement to define parking spaces, 
traffic lanes, etc. 

lanyard A safety line tying a worker to a 
stable element of a structure to prevent 
a fall in the event of an accident above 
ground level. 

lap cement Asphalt used in roll roofing as 
an adhesive between the laps. 
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landing tread Thatboard orportion of plotof land, including adding plantings
e—————__—- a stair landing thatis closest to the and lawn, constructing walkways and

next step down. The tread has an patios, and regrading as necessary.tan appearance and dimensionssimilar to land survey See boundary survey and
the other treads, but it is actually pare; survey.
of the landing, and nota true tread. y

land surveyor A person (usually registered
in the state where surveyingis being
done) whose occupationis to establish
the lengths and directions of existing
boundarylines, or to establish any new
boundaries resulting from division of a
land parcel.

 

land tie See deadman.

land tile Claytile laid with open joints
and usually surrounded by porous
materials. See also agricultural pipe
drain.

      
landing tread

 
land treatment area A defined parcel of

land on which wastes are deposited

    
 lamp post i,

landmark In the contextofhistoric for the purpose of allowing natural
properties, an historic property that cleansing actions to occut.

i i is li a local, state orfederal . ;lancet .indow Atal narrow, window i listed Ao a eo raphic or other land-use analysis A systematic study
with a sharp arca. BIster geoprap of an area or region that documents

easily recognizable feature, such
as a monument,building, or other
structure, used to navigate through an

land-clearing rake A device outfitted area.
with blades and attached to the

existing conditions andpatternsofuse,
identifies problem areas, and discusses
future options. A part of the general
planning process, such an analysis

land banking The purchase of land to
hold for future needoruse.

front of a tractor to cut, collect, and land reclamation Gaining land from a might cover topics such as traffic flow,
remove brush from thesite of proposed submerged orpartially submerged apes residential and commercial ae
construction, by draining,filling, or a combination of sewerservices, water supply, solid-waste

, ; ; these procedures. management, air and waterpollution,and drain See agricultural pipe drain. Landrum-Griffin Act Enacted by or conservation areas.
landfill An engineered disposal system Congress in 1959, this act requires lane striping The application oflines on

characterized by the burial of waste labor union managementto be subject pavementto define parking spaces,
material in alternating layers with an to audit for the funds of union members traffic lanes, etc.
approved fill material. for which they are responsible. lanyard A safety line tying a worker toa

landing Anintermediate platform landscape architect A person whose stable element ofa structure to prevent
betweenflightsof stairs, or the professionalspecialty is designing and a fall in the event of an accident above
platform at the top ot bottom of developing gardens andlandscapes, groundlevel.
A STAITCASS: especially one who is duly licensed and lap cement Asphalt used in roll roofing as

landing newel (angle newel) A newel qualified to perform in the landscape an adhesive betweenthe laps.
positioned on a stair landing or at any architectural trade.
point wherestairs change direction. landscaping The combined grounds work

tasks that improve the appearance of a
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lap joint 

lap joint In construction, a type of joint 
in which two building elements are not 
butted up against each other, but are 
overlapped, with part of one covering 
part of the other. Typical examples 
include roof and wall shingles, 
clapboard siding, welded metal sheets 
or plates, and concrete reinforcing bars 
lapped together at their ends. 

lap joint 

lapped dovetail A carpentry joint 
commonly used in constructing the 
front of a drawer, on which the pegged 
end of one member does not pass 
completely through the thickness of 
the adjacent perpendicular members. 

lapped joint A lapped joint, like a van 
stone joint, is a type of pipe joint made 
using loose flanges on lengths of pipe. 
The ends of this pipe are lapped over 
to give a bearing surface for a gasket or 
metal-to-metal joint. 

lapped tenons Overlapping tenons that 
enter a mortise from opposite sides. 

lapping 1. The overlapping of reinforcing 
bars or welded wire fabric for 
continuity of stress in the reinforcing 
when a load is applied. 2. The 
smoothing of a metal surface using a 
fine abrasive. 
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lap-riveted The riveting together of two 
metal members or plates where they 
have been deliberately overlapped, thus 
forming a lap joint. 

lap seam The same as a lap joint, but 
typically used to refer ro sheet metal, 
and sometimes plates, that are welded, 
soldered, or riveted at the overlapping 
joint. 

lap siding Horizontal siding with each row 
covering part of the next, rather than 
butted up against each other. 

lap splice In concrete construction, 
the simplest method for providing 
continuity of steel reinforcement. Ends 
of reinforcing bars are overlapped a 
specified number of diameters, usually 
no fewer than 30, and tied with wire. 

lap weld A weld used to join two pieces of 
metal at their common joint. 

lap weld pipe Pipe made by welding along 
a scarfed longitudinal seam in which 
one part is overlapped by another. 

larch (tamarack) A heavier-than-average 
softwood from a coniferous tree, 
characterized by fine texture and hard, 
strong, straight-grained consistency. 

large quantity generator A classification 
of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). One is 
considered a large quantity generator 
(LQG) for a particular month if 2,200 
pounds or more of hazardous waste is 
generated, or more than 2.2 pounds 
of acute hazardous waste per calendar 
month. 

larmier (corona, lorymer) A specific 
drip strip or molding that is part of 
a cornice. By projecting from the 
surrounding cornice, it catches rain 
and forces it to drip off away from the 
wall. 

laser An acronym for light amplification 
by stimulated emission of radiation, 
a device that amplifies radiation in 
the visible or infrared parts of the 
spectrum. 

laser level Surveying tool that employs a 
laser as a reference for measurements or 
verifying alignment. 

laser level 

last in, first out (LIFO) A method of 
accounting for inventory in which it is 
assumed that goods bought last are sold 
first. This allows automatic updating of 
inventory values. 

latch A fastening device for a door or 
window, usually operable from both 
sides and built without a dead bolt or 
provisions for locking with a key. 

latch bolt In a door or window, a bolt that 
is spring-loaded and beveled. As the 
door or window is closed, the bevel 
forces the bolt into the member, and is 
then released when in the fully closed 
position as the spring forces the bolt 
into a notch in the frame. 

latchkey A key used to open or raise the 
latch on a door. 

latchstring A string that is attached to 
the inside latch of a door and passed 
through a hole above the latch to the 
outside in order to operate the latch 
from the exterior. 

lap joint 

 
lap joint In construction,a type of joint

in which two building elements are not
butted up against each other, but are
overlapped, with part of one covering
part of the other. Typical examples
include roof and wall shingles,
clapboard siding, welded metal sheets
orplates, and concrete reinforcing bars
lapped togetherat their ends. 
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lap joint

  
lapped dovetail A carpentryjoint

commonly used in constructing the
front of a drawer, on which the pegged
end of one member does notpass
completely through the thickness of
the adjacent perpendicular members.

lapped joint A lappedjoint,like a van
stone joint, is a type of pipe joint made
using loose flanges on lengthsofpipe.
The endsofthis pipe are lapped over
to give a bearing surface for a gasket or
metal-to-metaljoint.

lapped tenons Overlapping tenonsthat
enter a mortise from opposite sides.

lapping 1. The overlappingofreinforcing
bars or welded wire fabric for

continuity ofstress in the reinforcing
whena loadis applied. 2. The
smoothingof a metal surface using a
fine abrasive.
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lap-riveted The riveting together of two
metal members orplates where they
have beendeliberately overlapped, thus
forming a lap joint.

 
lap seam The same asa lap joint, but

typically used to refer to sheet metal,
and sometimesplates, that are welded,
soldered, or riveted at the overlapping
joint.

lap siding Horizontalsiding with each row
covering part of the next, rather than
butted up against each other.

lap splice In concrete construction,
the simplest methodfor providing
continuity of steel reinforcement. Ends
of reinforcing bars are overlapped a
specified number of diameters, usually
no fewerthan30, and tied with wire.

lap weld A weld used to join two pieces of
metal at their commonjoint.

lap weld pipe Pipe made by welding along
a scarfed longitudinal seam in which
one part is overlapped by another.

larch (tamarack) A heavier-than-average
softwood from a coniferous tree,
characterized by fine texture and hard,
strong, straight-grained consistency.

large quantity generator A classification
of the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA). Oneis
considered a large quantity generator
(LQG)for a particular month if 2,200
poundsor moreof hazardous waste is
generated, or more than 2.2 pounds
of acute hazardous waste per calendar
month.

larmier (corona, lorymer) A specific
drip strip or moldingthatis part of
a cotnice. By projecting from the
surrounding cornice,it catches rain
and forcesit to drip off away from the
wall.

laser An acronymforlight amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation,
a device that amplifies radiation in
the visible orinfrared parts of the
spectrum.

laser level Surveying tool that employs a
laser as a reference for measurements or

verifying alignment. 

   
laserlevel 

last in, first out (LIFO) A method of
accounting for inventory in whichit is
assumed that goods boughtlast are sold
first. This allows automatic updating of
inventory values.

latch A fastening device for a dooror
window, usually operable from both
sides and built without a dead bolt or

provisions for locking with a key.

latch bolt In a dooror window, a bolt that
is spring-loaded and beveled. As the
door or window is closed, the bevel
forces the bolt into the member, andis
then released when in the fully closed
position as the spring forces the bolt
into a notchin the frame.

latchkey A key used to open orraise the
latch on a door.

latchstring A string thatis attached to
the inside latch of a door and passed
through a hole above the latch to the
outside in order to operate the latch
from the exterior.



late dates Calculated in the backward pass 
of time analysis, late dates are the latest 
dates on which an activity can start 
and finish without delaying a successor 
activity. * 

latent defect A defect in materials or 
equipment that would not be revealed 
under reasonably careful observation. 
A patent defect, on the other hand, 
is one which may be discovered by 
reasonable observation. 

lateral buckling The failure of any 
structural column, wall, or beam which 
has undergone excessive side-to-side 
(lateral) deflection, movement, or 
twist. 

lateral load See wind load and earthquake 
load. 

lateral reinforcement See reinforcement, 
lateral. 

lateral sewer A sewer that discharges 
into another sewer or branch, but is 
engineered without any other common 
tributary to it. 

lateral support Any bracing, temporary 
or permanent, that provides greater 
support in resisting side-to-side 
(lateral) forces and deflections. Floor 
and roof members typically provide 
lateral support for walls, columns, and 
beams. Vertical pilasters or secondary 
walls may also provide support. 

lateral thrust Any force applied at a right 
angle to a member. 

latest event occurrence time In the CPM 
(Critical Path Method) of construction 
scheduling, the final deadline by which 
a particular item of work must be 
completed in order to avoid delaying 
the entire project. 

latest finish date In the Critical Path 
Method of scheduling, a completion 
deadline for a particular activity. Work 
performed after this deadline will result 
in project delay. 

latest start date In the Critical Path 
Method of scheduling, the deadline 

for starting a particular activity. A late 
start will throw off the schedule and 
delay the project. 

EARLY EARLY 
START FINISH 

Account No.O 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

DURATION I FLOAT 

LATE LATE 
START FINISH 

KEY 

latest start date 

latex 1. The sap of a rubber tree. 2. An 
emulsion in water of very fine particles 
of rubber or plastic. 

latex caulk A semisolid caulk containing 
water, ground calcium carbonate, 
plasticizers, mineral spirits, ethylene, 
glycol, surfactants, and pigments. 
Used to close joints or cracks between 
material. 

latex foam Sponge rubber manufactured 
with a latex base. 

latex paint A paint with a latex binder, 
usually a polymeric compound, 
characterized by its ability to be 
thinned or washed from applicators 
with water. 

latex patching compound A compound 
used to fill voids, large gaps or 
penetrations in a floor, especially a 
subfloor before application of a floor 
covering. 

lath Strips of wood or metal used as a base 
for plaster. 

lathe A machine used to shape circular 
pieces of wood, metal, or other 
material. The stock is rotated on a 
horizontal axis while a stationary tool 
cuts away the unwanted material or 
creates ornamental turned work. 

lath hammer A hammer used chiefly for 
cutting and nailing wood lath, designed 
with a nail-driving hammer head, as 
well as a hatchet blade with a lateral 
nick that is used for pulling out nails. 

lathing The process of assembling or 
placing laths. 
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lathing hammer See lath hammer. 

lath laid-and-set A two-coat method of 
plastering walls and ceilings. The first 
coat is called laying and is scratched so 
as to provide a rough bonding surface. 

latrine A public toilet or privy. 

latrobe A type of heater located inside a 
fireplace. Rooms above may be heated 
by hot air, but the room containing the 
stove is heated by direct radiation. 

lattice Typically, a diagonal network or 
grid of strips of material. Lattice is 
often used as ornamental screening, or 
to provide privacy. 

lattice 

lattice truss (lattice beam, lattice girder) 
A structural truss in which the web is a 
latticework of diagonal members. 

lattice window A window with diagonal 
glazing bars. 

latticework Any item or member formed 
by the repetitive crossing of thin, 
diagonally placed strips, often of wood 
or metal. 

lauan Philippine mahogany. 

laundry chute A shaft running between 
the upper and lower floors of a building 
and used to convey soiled laundry to 
the lower !eve 1 by gravity. 

lavas Natural stone used in building as a 
facing, veneer, and decoration. Pink, 
purple, and black are typical shades. 
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late dates Calculated in the backward pass
of time analysis, late dates are the latest
dates on whichan activity can start
and finish without delaying a successor
activity. *

latent defect A defect in materials or

equipment that would not be revealed
under reasonably careful observation.
A patentdefect, on the other hand,
is one which maybe discovered by
reasonable observation.

lateral buckling Thefailure of any
structural column,wall, or beam which
has undergone excessive side-to-side
(lateral) deflection, movement, or
twist.

lateral load See wind load and earthquake
load.

lateral reinforcement See reinforcement,
lateral.

lateral sewer A sewer that discharges
into another seweror branch,butis
engineered without any other common
tributary to it.

lateral support Any bracing, temporary
ot permanent,that provides greater
supportin resisting side-to-side
(lateral) forces and deflections. Floor
and roof memberstypically provide
lateral support for walls, columns, and
beams. Vertical pilasters or secondary
walls may also provide support.

lateral thrust Anyforce applied at a right
angle to a member.

latest event occurrence time In the CPM

(Critical Path Method) of construction
scheduling, the final deadline by which
a particular item of work must be
completed in order to avoid delaying
the entire project.

latest finish date In the Critical Path

Method of scheduling, a completion
deadline for a particular activity. Work
performed after this deadline will result
in project delay.

latest start date In the Critical Path

Methodof scheduling, the deadline

for starting a particularactivity. A late
start will throw off the schedule and

delay the project. 
 

EARLY
START

Account wol_)
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

EARLY
FINISH   

DURATION|FLOAT
    LATE LATE

START | | FINISH
KEY

latest start date

 
  
latex 1. The sap of a rubbertree. 2. An

emulsion in waterofvery fine particles
of rubberorplastic.

latex caulk A semisolid caulk containing
water, ground calcium carbonate,
plasticizers, mineral spirits, ethylene,
glycol, surfactants, and pigments.
Used to close joints or cracks between
material.

latex foam Sponge rubber manufactured
with a latex base.

latex paint A paint witha latex binder,
usally a polymeric compound,
characterized by its ability to be
thinned or washed fromapplicators
with water.

latex patching compound A compound
usedtofill voids, large gaps or
penetrations in afloor, especially a
subfloor before application ofa floor
covering.

lath Strips of wood or metal used as a base
for plaster.

lathe A machine used to shapecircular
pieces of wood, metal, or other
material. The stock is rotated on a

horizontal axis while a stationary tool
cuts away the unwanted material or
creates ornamental turned work.

lath hammer A hammerused chieflyfor
cutting and nailing woodlath, designed
with a nail-driving hammerhead,as
well as a hatchet blade with a lateral

nick thatis used for pulling out nails.

lathing The process of assembling or
placing laths.
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lathing hammer See lath hammer.

lath laid-and-set A two-coat method of

plastering walls and ceilings. Thefirst
coatis called laying andis scratched so
as to provide a rough bondingsurface.

latrine A public toilet orprivy.

latrobe A type of heaterlocated inside a
fireplace. Rooms above may be heated
by hotair, but the room containing the
stove is heated by direct radiation.

lattice Typically, a diagonal network or
grid of strips of material. Lattice is
often used as ornamentalscreening, or
to provide privacy. 

   
lattice 

 
lattice truss (lattice beam,lattice girder)

A structural truss in which the web is a

latticeworkof diagonal members.

lattice window A window with diagonal
glazing bars.

latticework Anyitem or memberformed
by the repetitive crossing of thin,
diagonally placedstrips, often of wood
or metal,

lauan Philippine mahogany.

laundry chute A shaft running between
the upper and lowerfloors of a building
and used to conveysoiled laundry to
the lowerlevel by gravity.

lavas Natural stone used in building as a
facing, veneer, and decoration. Pink,
purple, and blackare typical shades.
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lavatory 

lavatory 1. A basin, with running water 
and drainage facilities, used for washing 
the face and hands. 2. A room with a 
wash basin and a toilet, but no bathtub. 
3. A room containing a toilet or water 
closet. 

c_ 
lavatory 

lay A term used to define the direction 
of twist of the strands or wires in wire 
rope. The strands or wires have either a 
right-hand or left-hand lay. 

lay-in Describes tile or panels that are 
installed into metal channels in 
suspended ceiling systems. 

laying line (laying guide) Lines printed 
on felt or roll roofing as a guide for the 
amount of lap required. 

laying out 1. Marking of materials in 
preparation for work, showing where 
they are to be cut. 2. Marking the 
location for the placement of building 
members. 

layout A design scheme or plan showing 
the proposed arrangement of objects 
and spaces within and outside a 
structure. 

lay the leads A slang expression that 
means to build up the corners in a 
brick wall. 

lay-up 1. The reinforcing material that 
is placed into position in the mold 
during the manufacturing of reinforced 
plastics. Also, the resin-impregnated 
reinforcement. 2. The method or 
process of assembling veneers to 
manufacture plywood. 

lazy susan A revolving circular shelf or 
tray, often used in cabinets to utilize 
space more efficiently at blind corners. 

L-beam A beam whose section has 
the form of an inverted "L", usually 
occurring in the edge of a floor, of 
which a part forms the top flange of 
the beam. 

L-column The portion of a precast 
concrete frame composed of the 
column, the haunch, and part of 
the girder. 

L/D ratio The relationship of the span (L) 
of a beam, column, slab ur truss to irs 
depth (D). 

leachate Liquid from rainfall, 
groundwater, or other sources that 
has percolated through a landfill mass 
and that contains biological and/or 
chemical wastes and dissolved or 
suspended materials. This waste is often 
hazardous and may need to be collected 
and treated to avoid groundwater 
contamination. 

leaching The process of separating liquids 
from solid materials by allowing them 
to percolate inro surrounding soil. 

leaching cesspool An underground 
storage tank or chamber for domestic 
wastes. The sides are made porous with 
small holes so that solids are retained 
but liquids may leach out into the 
surrounding earth. 

leaching field See absorption field. 

leaching pit See leaching well. 

leaching well (leaching pit) Similar to a 
cesspool, a pit with porous walls that 
retain solids but permit liquids to pass 
through. It is not used to treat raw 
sewage but may be used to allow septic 
tank effluent to be absorbed into the 
surrounding soil. 

lead 1. (Pb) A soft, dense heavy metal 
easily formed and cut. Historically, 
lead was used for flashing and for the 
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joints in stained glass windows. 2. End 
sections of a masonry wall, usually 
at the corners, which are built up, 
in steps, before the main part of the 
wall is begun. Also, a string stretched 
between these end sections that serves 
as a guide for the rest of the wall. 
3. In electricity, conduction of electric 
current from the electric source to 
point of contact such as a welding lead. 
4. Time that an activity precedes the 
start of its successor(s). Lead is the 
opposite of lag. * 

lead-based paint (LBPs) Toxic oil-
based paint containing lead-based 
pigments often found on old buildings. 
Prohibited in residential construction 
by the federal government in 1978, as 
exposure poses a health hazard. 

lead chromate One of a number of opaque 
pigments that range from orange to 
yellow in color and have strong tinting 
properties. 

lead-covered cable (lead-sheathed cable) 
An electric cable protected from 
damage and excess moisture by a lead 
covering. 

leaded glass See leaded light. 

leaded light A window whose diamond
shaped or rectangular glass panes are 
set in lead frames called cames. 

leader 1. In a hot-air heating system, a 
duct that conveys hot air to an outlet. 
2. A downspout. 

leader head That part of a drainpipe 
assembly that is placed at the top of a 
leader and serves as a catch basin to 
receive water from the gutter. 

lead foil tape An acrylic, weather
resistant, highly malleable tape with 
good tack, bond, and resistance to 
solvents and heat. Used as a moisture 
barrier, a maskant in electroplating and 
chemical milling, and in thennopane 
window sealing. Also used in alarm 
systems, with conductive tape attached 
to a window to detect breakage. 

lead glazing See leaded light. 

lavatory 

 
lavatory 1. A basin, with running water

and drainagefacilities, used for washing
the face and hands. 2. A room with a

washbasin and a toilet, but no bathtub.
3. A roomcontaining a toilet or water
closet. 
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lavatory

 
lay A term used to define the direction

of twist of the strands or wires in wire

rope. The strands or wires haveeither a
right-hand orleft-handlay.

 
lay-in Describestile or panels that are

installed into metal channels in

suspendedceiling systems.

laying line (laying guide) Lines printed
onfelt orroll roofing as a guide for the
amountoflap required.

laying out 1. Marking of materials in
preparation for work, showing where
they are to be cut. 2. Marking the
location for the placement of building
members.

layout A design scheme orplan showing
the proposed arrangementof objects
and spaces within and outside a
structure.

lay the leads A slang expression that
meansto build up the corners in a
brick wall.

lay-up 1. The reinforcing material that
is placed into position in the mold
during the manufacturing of reinforced
plastics. Also, the resin-impregnated
reinforcement. 2. The method or

process of assembling veneers to
manufacture plywood.

lazy susan A revolving circularshelf or
tray, often used in cabinets to utilize
space moteefficiently at blind corners.

L-beam A beam whosesection has

the form of an inverted “L”, usually
occurring in the edge of a floor, of
which a part formsthe top flange of
the beam.

L-column The portion of a precast
concrete frame composed of the
column, the haunch, and patt of
the girder.

L/D ratio The relationship of the span (L)
of a beam, column, slab or truss to its
depth (D).

leachate Liquid fromrainfall,
groundwater, or othersources that
has percolated through a landfill mass
and that contains biological and/or
chemical wastes and dissolved or

suspended materials. This waste is often
hazardous and mayneedto becollected
and treated to avoid groundwater
contamination.

leaching The process of separatingliquids
from solid materials by allowing them
to percolate into surroundingsoil.

leaching cesspool An underground
storage tank or chamberfor domestic
wastes. The sides are made porous with
small holes so that solids are retained

but liquids may leach outinto the
surrounding earth.

leaching field See absorptionfield.

leaching pit See leaching well.

leaching well (leaching pit) Similarto a
cesspool, a pit with porous walls that
retain solids but permit liquids to pass
through.It is not used to treat raw
sewage but may be used to allow septic
tank effluent to be absorbed into the

surroundingsoil.

lead 1. (Pb) A soft, dense heavy metal
easily formed andcut. Historically,
lead was used forflashing and for the
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joints in stained glass windows. 2. End
sections of a masonrywall, usually
at the corners, whichare built up,
in steps, before the main part of the
wall is begun. Also,a string stretched
between these endsections thatserves

as a guide forthe rest of the wall.
3. In electricity, conduction ofelectric
current fromtheelectric source to

point of contact such as a weldinglead.
4. Time that anactivity precedes the
start of its successor(s). Lead is the
opposite of lag. *

lead-based paint (LBPs) Toxicoil-
based paint containing lead-based
pigments often found onold buildings.
Prohibited in residential construction

by the federal governmentin 1978,as
exposure poses a health hazard.

lead chromate One of a numberof opaque
pigments that range fromorange to
yellow in color and havestrong tinting
properties.

lead-covered cable (lead-sheathed cable)
Anelectric cable protected from
damage and excess moisture by a lead
covering.

leaded glass See leaded light.

leaded light A window whose diamond-
shaped orrectangular glass panes are
set in lead frames called cames.

leader 1. Ina hot-air heating system, a
duct that conveys hotair to an outlet.
9. A downspout.

leader head That part of a drainpipe
assembly that is placed at the top of a
leader and serves as a catch basin to

receive waterfrom the gutter.

lead foil tape An acrylic, weather-
resistant, highly malleable tape with
good tack, bond, andresistance to
solvents and heat. Used as a moisture

barrier, a maskant in electroplating and
chemical milling, and in thermopane
windowsealing. Also used in alarm
systems, with conductive tape attached
to a window to detect breakage.

lead glazing See leadedlight.



leading edge The vertical edge of a 
hinged swinging door or window which 
is opposite the hinged edge and in 
proximity to the knob or latch. 

leading edge 

lead joint A joint in a water pipe, such 
as a bell-and-spigot joint, into which 
molten lead is poured. 

lead-lag ballast A ballast that serves to 
cut down on the stroboscopic effect of 
two fluorescent lamps, one of which is 
on a leading current and the other on a 
lagging current. 

lead-lined door A door with lead sheets 
lining its internal core to prevent the 
penetration of x-ray radiation. 

lead-lined door 

lead-lined frame A frame that is used 
with lead-lined doors and is itself lined 
internally with lead sheets to prevent 
penetration of x-ray radiation. 

lead-lined sheetrock Sheetrock internally 
lined with sheet lead to provide 
protection from x-ray radiation. 

lead paint A paint having white lead as 
one of its pigments. 

lead plug 1. A cylinder of lead placed 
inside a hole in a masonry, plaster, or 
concrete wall. A screw or nail driven 
into it will then be firmly held in place. 
2. In stonemasonry, a piece of lead 
that holds adjacent stones together. 
Grooves are cut in both rock surfaces 
to be joined, and molten lead is poured 
into it. 

lead roof A flat roof with a surface of 
sheet lead. 

leads A collective term for short sections 
of electric conductors, generally 
insulated. 

lead-sheathed cable See lead-covered 
cable. 

lead shield A lead sleeve used to provide 
anchorage for expansion bolts or 
screws. Similar to a lead plug. 

lead shield 

lead slate (copper slate, lead sleeve) 
A cylinder of sheet lead or sheet copper 
that surrounds a pipe at the point 
where it passes through a roof, ensuring 
a watertight intersection. 

lead sleeve See lead slate. 

lead soaker A piece of lead sheeting 
that forms a weathertight joint at 
the intersection of a roof and of any 

lean-to 

vertical wall that passes through the 
roof at a hip or valley. 

lead spitter The tapered part of a 
drainpipe assembly that connects a lead 
gutter with a downpipe. 

lead tack 1. A lead strip used to attach 
a lead pipe to some means of support. 
2. A lead strip placed along the edge 
of metal flashing. One side of the strip 
is attached to the structure, while the 
other side is folded over the free edge 
of the flashing. 

lead wool Fine strands of lead formed into 
a wool-like consistency, often used as 
caulking at the joints of pipes. 

leaf See wythe. 

leakage current Unwanted electric 
current that remains in a circuit or 
device. Can occur with improperly 
grounded electrical equipment. 
Leakage current can be observed by 
wire or semiconductor detectors. 

lean concrete Concrete of lower than 
usual cement content. 

lean mix (lean mixture) 1. A mixture of 
concrete or mortar with a relatively 
low cement content. 2. A plaster 
with too much aggregate and not 
enough cement, which thus renders it 
unworkable. 3. A mixture of gasoline 
and oil in which the gasoline portion is 
on the high side in relation to the oil. 

lean mortar A mortar with a low cement 
content, which makes it sticky, overly 
adherent to the trowel, and difficult to 
apply. 

lean-to A small shed or building addition 
with a single pitched roof attached to 
the exterior wall of the main building. 

lean-to 
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leading edge Thevertical edge of a
hinged swinging door or window which
is opposite the hinged edge and in
proximity to the knob orlatch.

f
|leading edge

 

     
lead joint A joint in a waterpipe, such

as a bell-and-spigot joint, into which
molten lead is poured.

lead-lag ballast A ballast that serves to
cut down onthe stroboscopiceffect of
two fluorescent lamps, one of whichis
ona leading current and the other on a
lagging current.

lead-lined door A door with lead sheets

lining its internal core to preventthe
penetration of x-ray radiation. 

    
lead-lined door

  
 

 

lead-lined frame A frame that is used
with lead-lined doors andisitself lined

internally with lead sheets to prevent
penetrationof x-tay radiation.

lead-lined sheetrock Sheetrock internally
lined with sheet lead to provide
protectionfrom x-ray radiation.

lead paint A paint having white lead as
oneofits pigments.

lead plug 1. A cylinderof lead placed
inside a hole in a masonry,plaster, or
concrete wall. A screw ornail driven

into it will then befirmly held in place.
Q. In stonemasonry,a piece of lead
that holds adjacent stones together.
Groovesate cut in both rock surfaces

to be joined, and molten lead is poured
into it.

lead roof A flat roof with a surface of
sheetlead.

leads A collective term for short sections

of electric conductors, generally
insulated.

lead-sheathed cable See lead-covered
cable.

lead shield A lead sleeve used to provide
anchorage for expansion bolts or
screws, Similarto a leadplug.

lead shield

lead slate (copperslate, lead sleeve)
A cylinderof sheet lead or sheet copper
that surroundsa pipe at the point
whereit passes through a roof, ensuring
a watertight intersection.

 
lead sleeve See leadslate.

lead soaker A piece of lead sheeting
that forms a weathertight joint at
the intersection of a roof and of any

vertical wall that passes through the
roofat a hip orvalley.

lead spitter The tapered part of a
drainpipe assembly that connects a lead
gutter with a downpipe.

lead tack 1. A lead strip used to attach
a lead pipe to some meansof support.
2. A leadstrip placed along the edge
of metalflashing. Oneside of the strip
is attached to thestructure, while the
otherside is folded over the free edge
of the flashing.

lead wool Fine strands of lead formed into

a wool-like consistency, often used as
caulking at the joints of pipes.

leaf See wythe.

leakage current Unwantedelectric
cutrent that remainsin a circuit or

device. Can occur with improperly
grounded electrical equipment.
Leakage current can be observed by
wire or semiconductordetectors.

lean concrete Concrete of lower than
usual cement content.

lean mix (lean mixture) 1. A mixture of
concrete or mortar with a relatively
low cement content. 2. A plaster
with too much aggregate and not
enough cement, which thus renders it
unworkable. 3. A mixture of gasoline
and oil in which the gasoline portionis
on the high side inrelation to theoil.

lean mortar A mortar with a low cement

content, which makesit sticky, overly
adherent to the trowel, and difficult to
apply.

lean-to A small shed or building addition
with a single pitched roof attached to
the exterior wall of the main building. 
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lean~to roof 

lean-to roof A roof with one pitch, 
supported at one end by a wall 
extending higher than the roof. 

learning curve A term applied to the time 
required for a new craftsman or crew 
to attain the productivity level of an 
experienced craftsman or crew. 

lease A contract that transfers the right 
of possession and use of buildings, 
property, vehicles, or items of 
equipment for a time agreed upon 
in the contract, in return for rent as 
monetary compensation. 

leasehold A tenure established by lease. 
Also, real estate that is held under a 
lease. 

ledge 1. A molding that projects from the 
exterior wall of a building. 2. A piece 
of wood nailed across a number of 
boards to fasten them together. 3. An 
unframed structural member used to 
stiffen a board or a number of boards or 
battens. 4. Bedrock. 

!edged-and-braced door A batten door 
outfitted with diagonal bracing for 
extra strength. 

ledger 1. A horizontal framework member 
that carries joists and is supported 
by upright posts or by hangers. 2. A 
slab of stone laid flat, such as that 
over a grave. 3. A horizontal scaffold 
member, positioned between upright 
posts, on which the scaffold planks rest. 

ledger 

ledger board 1. One of multiple boards 
attached horizontally across a series of 
vertical supports, as in the construction 
of a fence. 2. A ribbon strip. 

ledger plate See ledger strip and ledger. 

ledger strip On a beam that carries joists 
flush with its upper edge, the strip of 
wood attached along the bottom edge 
of the beam that serves to seat the 
joists and to support them. 

leech field A designated area of a lot 
where sewage is permitted to be filtered 
and discharged into. Leech fields are 
most commonly found in areas not 
accessible to a municipal sewer system. 

LEED® Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design, a U.S. Green 
Building Council rating system for 
single family, commercial, institutional, 
and high-rise residential buildings. 
Used to evaluate environmental 
performance from a "whole building" 
perspective over a building's life cycle. 

left-hand door See hand. 

left-hand lock A lock designated for use 
on a left-hand door. 

left-hand reverse door See hand. 

left-hand stairway A stairway on which 
the handrail is positioned on the left
hand side in the direction of ascent. 

left on the table The dollar difference 
between the low bid and the next bid 
above. 

legal notice A covenant, often 
incorporated in the language of an 
agreement between two or more 
parties, that requires communication in 
writing, serving notice from one party 
to the other in accordance with terms 
of the agreement. 

legitimate Ethical and legal. 

leichtlehm Literally translated from 
German as "llght loam," this mixture of 
clay and straw is pressed and hardened 
to create a strong, natural building 
material. 

length The longest dimension of an 
object. 

lessee A person who receives use and 
possession of property by lease. 

lessons learned A project team's 
learning, usually defined during 
close out. Should be limited to 
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capturing/identifying work process 
improvements. * 

lessor The party who grants the use and 
possession of property by lease. 

let in In joinery, to fasten a timber 
securely in place by inserting or 
embedding it in another. 

let-in brace A diagonal brace inserted or 
let in to a stud. 

let-in brace 

let or sublet Issue a contract for a portion 
of the project. 

letter chute See mail chute. 

letter form of agreement (letter 
agreement) An agreement, in letter 
format, written by the sender, to be 
signed by the addressee, intended to be 
legally binding. 

letter of credit Letter from a lender that 
promises to pay a beneficiary a specified 
sum of money for performance of a 
specific set of conditions, occasionally 
used in lieu of a payment bond. 

letter of intent A letter that states 
the intent to enter into a formal 
agreement. Terms of the anticipated 
agreement may be stated in a general 
way. 

letting of bid See bid opening. 

level 1. A term used to describe any 
horizontal surface that has all points 
at the same elevation and thus does 
not tilt or slope. 2. In surveying, an 
instrument that measures heights from 
an established reference. 3. A spirit 
level, consisting of small tubes of liquid 
with bubbles in each. The small tubes 

lean-to roof 

 
lean-to roof A roof with one pitch,

supported at one end by a wall
extending higher than the roof.

learning curve A termapplied to the time
required for a new craftsman or crew
to attain the productivity level of an
experienced craftsman orcrew.

lease A contract that transfers the right
of possession anduse of buildings,
property, vehicles, or items of
equipmentfora time agreed upon
in the contract, in return for rent as
monetary compensation.

leasehold A tenure established by lease.
Also, real estate that is held under a
lease.

ledge 1. A molding that projects from the
exterior wall of a building. 2. A piece
of wood nailed across a numberof

boards to fasten themtogether. 3. An
unframed structural member used to
stiffen a board or a numberof boards or
battens. 4, Bedrock.

ledged-and-braced door A batten door
outfitted with diagonalbracing for
extta strength.

ledger 1. A horizontal framework member
that carries joists and is supported
by upright posts or by hangers. 2, A
slab of stonelaid flat, such as that
over a grave. 3. A horizontalscaffold
member, positioned between upright
posts, on whichthescaffold planksrest. 

 

ledger

 
 

ledger board 4. Oneof multiple boards
attached horizontally across a series of
vertical supports, as in the construction
of a fence. %. A ribbonstrip.

ledger plate See ledger strip and ledger.

ledger strip On a beam thatcarriesjoists
flush withits upper edge, the strip of
wood attached along the bottom edge
of the beamthat serves to seat the

joists and to support them.

leech field A designated area of a lot
where sewage is permittedto befiltered
and discharged into. Leechfields are
most commonly found in areas not
accessible to a municipal sewersystem.

LEED® Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design, a U.S. Green
Building Council rating system for
single family, commercial, institutional,
and high-rise residential buildings.
Used to evaluate environmental

performancefrom a “whole building”
perspective overa building’slife cycle.

left-hand door See hand.

left-hand lock A lock designated for use
ona left-hand door.

left-hand reverse door See hand.

left-hand stairway A stairway on which
the handrail is positioned on theleft-
handside in the direction of ascent.

left on the table The dollar difference
betweenthe low bid and the next bid
above.

legal notice A covenant, often
incorporated in the language of an
agreement betweentwo or more
parties, that requires communication in
writing, serving notice from one party
to the other in accordance with terms

of the agreement.

legitimate Ethical and legal.

leichtlehm Literally translated from
Germanas“light loam,” this mixture of
clay and straw is pressed and hardened
to create a strong, natural building
material.

length The longest dimension of an
object.

lessee A person whoreceives use and
possession of property bylease.

lessons learned A project team’s
learning, usually defined during
close out. Should be limited to

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.
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capturing/identifying work process
improvements. *

lessor The party whogrants the use and
possession of property by lease.

let in Injoinery, to fasten a timber
securely in place by inserting or
embeddingit in another.

let-in brace A diagonalbrace inserted or
let in to a stud. 

  

   
let-in brace

 
  
let or sublet Issue a contract for a portion

of the project.
letter chute See mail chute.

letter form of agreement(letter
agreement) An agreement,inletter
format, written by the sender, to be
signed by the addressee, intended to be
legally binding.

letter of credit Letter from a lender that

promises to pay a beneficiary a specified
sum of moneyfor performanceof a
specific set of conditions, occasionally
used in lieu of a payment bond.

letter of intent A letter that states
the intent to enterinto a formal

agreement. Terms of the anticipated
agreement may bestated in a general
way.

letting of bid See bid opening.

level 4. A term used to describe any
horizontal surface that hasall points
at the same elevation and thus does

nottilt or slope. 2. In surveying, an
instrument that measures heights from
an established reference. 3. A spirit
level, consisting of small tubes ofliquid
with bubbles in each. The small tubes



are positioned in a length of wood 
or metal that is hand-held and, by 
observing the position of the bubbles, 
used to find and check level surfaces. 

level A,D clothing The EPA's 
classification of personal protective 
equipment. Level A clothing offers 
the greatest amount of protection and 
should be worn whenever there is a risk 
to skin, eyes, or the respiratory system. 
It utilizes an encapsulated chemical 
protective suit. Level D offers little 
protection and should only be worn on 
a site with no hazards. 

level control Benchmarks or other devices 
used to identify points of known 
elevation on a project site. 

leveling The procedure used in surveying 
to determine differences in elevation. 

leveling course See asphalt leveling 
course. 

leveling plate A bearing plate set to an 
elevation used for setting structural 
steel. 

I I 

leveling plate 

leveling rod (leveling staff) A graduated 
straight rod used in construction with 
a leveling instrument to determine 
differences in elevation. The rod is 
marked in feet and fractions of feet, 
and may be fitted with a movable 
target or sighting disc. See also New 
York leveling rod and Philadelphia 
leveling rod. 

leveling rule A long level used by 
plasterers to detect irregularities in the 
height of horizontal surfaces measured 
at various points. 

leveling staff See leveling rod. 

level spreaders A storm water 
management device installed parallel 

to a slope that changes concentrated 
flow to sheet flow. 

leverage The ratio between the amount of 
financing and the amount of equity in 
real estate. 

leveraged buyout Any acquisition of a 
company where the buyer uses the 
company's internal assets and cash 
flows to provide the collateral for the 
loans required to make the acquisition. 

lever arm In a structural member, the 
distance from the center of the tensile 
reinforcement to the center of action 
of the compression. 

lever tumbler In a lock, a type of pivoted 
tumbler. 

lewis (lifting pin) A metal device used to 
hoist heavy units of masonry. A lewis is 
equipped with a dovetailed tenon that 
is made in sections and fitted into a 
corresponding recess cut into the piece 
of masonry to be moved. 

lewis bolt (lewis pin) 1. A bolt shaped 
into a wedge at its end, which is 
inserted into a prepared hole in a heavy 
unit or stone and secured in place with 
poured concrete or melted lead. 2. An 
eyebolt inserted into heavy stones and 
used in the manner of a lewis to lift and 
move the stones. 

lewis bolt 

lewis hole A dovetailed hollow cut into a 
stone block, column, or heavy piece of 
masonry to receive a lewis. 

*ReJrrintecl with the permission of MCE International. Copyright© by MCE International; aU rights reserved. 
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L,head The top of a shore formed with a 
braced horizontal member projecting 
from one side and forming an inverted 
L-shaped assembly. 

liability A situation in which one 
party is legally obligated to assume 
responsibility for another party's loss 
or burden. Liability is created when 
the law recognizes two elements: the 
existence of an enforceable legal duty 
to be performed by one party for the 
benefit of another, and the failure to 
perform the duty in accordance with 
applicable legal standards. 

liability insurance Insurance designed 
to safeguard the insured from liability 
resulting from injury to another person 
or another person's property. See also 
insurance. 

license The permission by competent 
authority to do an act which, without 
such permission, would be illegal. 

licensed architect See architect. 

licensed contractor An individual 
or a firm that has, where required 
by law, obtained certification from 
a government office, to practice 
construction contracting. 

licensed engineer See professional 
engineer. 

lid Slang term for ceiling. 

lien A legal means of establishing or 
giving notice of a claim or an 
unsatisfied charge in the form of a 
debt, obligation, or duty. A lien is filed 
with government authorities against 
the title to real property. Liens must be 
adjudicated or satisfied before the title 
can be transferred. See a1so mechanic's 
lien. 

lien waiver See waiver of lien. 

life 1. That period of time after which a 
machine or facility can no longer be 
repaired in order to perform its design 
function properly. 2. The period of 
time that a machine or facility will 
satisfactorily perform its function 
without a major overhaul. * 
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are positioned in a length of wood
or metalthat is hand-held and,by
observing the position of the bubbles,
used to find and check level surfaces.

level A-D clothing The EPA’s
classification of personal protective
equipment. Level A clothing offers
the greatest amountof protection and
should be worn wheneverthereis a risk

to skin, eyes, or the respiratory system.
It utilizes an encapsulated chemical
protective suit. Level D offerslittle
protection and should only be worn on
a site with no hazards.

level control Benchmarks or other devices

used to identify points of known
elevation on a projectsite.

leveling The procedure used in surveying
to determine differences in elevation.

leveling course Sce asphalt leveling
course.

leveling plate A bearing plate set to an
elevation used for setting structural
steel. 

  
leveling plate 

leveling rod (leveling staff) A graduated
straight rod used in construction with
a leveling instrument to determine
differences in elevation. Therod is

marked in feet and fractionsoffeet,
and may be fitted with a movable
target or sighting disc. See also New
York leveling rod and Philadelphia
leveling rod.

 
leveling rule A longlevel used by

plasterers to detectirregularities in the
height of horizontal surfaces measured
at various points.

leveling staff See leveling rod.

level spreaders A storm water
management device installed parallel

to a slope that changes concentrated
flow to sheetflow.

leverage The ratio between the amountof
financing and the amountof equity in
real estate.

leveraged buyout Any acquisition of a
company where the buyer uses the
company’s internalassets and cash
flows to provide the collateral for the
loans required to make the acquisition.

lever arm In a structural member, the
distance from the centerof the tensile
reinforcementto the center of action

of the compression.

lever tumbler In a lock, a type of pivoted
tumbler.

lewis (lifting pin) A metal device used to
hoist heavy units of masonry. A lewis is
equipped with a dovetailed tenon that
is made in sections andfitted into a

corresponding recess cut into the piece
of masonry to be moved.

lewis bolt (lewis pin) 1. A bolt shaped
into a wedgeat its end, which is
inserted into a prepared hole in a heavy
unit or stone and secured in place with
poured concrete or melted lead. 2, An
eyebolt inserted into heavy stones and
used in the mannerofa lewistolift and
movethestones.

  
lewis bolt

 
lewis hole A dovetailed hollow cut into a

stone block, column, or heavy piece of
masonry to receive a lewis.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACEInternational; all rights reserved.

L-head The top of a shore formed with a
braced horizontal memberprojecting
from one side and forming an inverted
L-shaped assembly.

liability A situation in which one
party is legally obligated to assume
responsibility for anotherparty’s loss
or burden.Liability is created when
the law recognizes two elements: the
existence of an enforceable legal duty
to be performed by one party for the
benefit of another, and the failure to
perform the duty in accordance with
applicable legal standards.

liability insurance Insurance designed
to safeguard the insured fromliability
resulting from injury to another person
ot another person’s property. See also
insurance.

license The permission by competent
authority to do an act which, without
such permission, would beillegal.

licensed architect See architect.

licensed contractor An individual

or a firm that has, where required
by law, obtained certification from
a governmentoffice, to practice
construction contracting.

licensed engineer See professional
engineer.

lid Slang term forceiling.

lien A legal meansofestablishing or
giving notice of a claim or an
unsatisfied charge in the form of a
debt, obligation, or duty. A lien is filed
with governmentauthorities against
thetitle to real property. Liens must be
adjudicated orsatisfied before thetitle
can be transferred. See also mechanic’s
lien.

lien waiver See waiveroflien.

life 1. That period of time after which a
machineorfacility can no longerbe
repaired in orderto performits design
function properly. 2. The period of
time that a machineorfacility will
satisfactorily perform its function
without a major overhaul. *
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L 
life cycle A term often used to describe 

the period of time that a building can 
be expected to actively and adequately 
serve its intended function. 

life-cycle assessment The determination 
of the environmental burdens 
associated with a product 
or process, including materials 
used and wastes released. The 
assessment considers the extraction 
and manufacturing of the materials, 
transportation and distribution, use 
and maintenance, and final disposal or 
reuse. 

life-cycle costing The determination 
of the value of a system, such as roof 
covering, amortized over the projected 
life of the system, as opposed to the 
value determined by the initial cost 
only. Life-cycle costs include such costs 
as service and maintenance. 

Life Safety Code Developed by the NFPA, 
a standard that addresses fire protection 
measures regarding construction, 
egress, and occupancy. Also refered to 
as NFPA 101. 

lift 1 . The concrete placed between two 
consecutive horizontal construction 
joints, usually consisting of several 
layers or courses, such as in slip 
forming. 2. A metal handle or 
projection from the lower sash in a 
hung window, used as an aid in lifting 
the sash. 3. The amount of grout, 
mortar, or concrete placed in a single 
pour. 4. A British term for elevator. 
5. Slang for an amount of material 
bound together for ease of handling, 
such as a lift of 2x4s or a lift of cement. 

lifting block A combination of pulleys 
or sheaves that provide a mechanical 
advantage for lifting a heavy object. 

lifting pin See lewis. 

lift joint A surface at which two 
successive concrete lifts meet. 

lifts (tiers) The number of frames of 
scaffolding erected one above each 
other in a vertical direction. 
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lift slab A method of concrete 
construction in which floor and roof 
slabs are cast at ground level and 
hoisted into position by jacking. Also, 
a slab that is a component of such 
construction. 
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lift slab 

ligger 1. A horizontal timber that supports 
floor boards or scaffolding. 2. In 
thatched roofs, a strip of wood placed 
along the ridge. 

light 1. A man-made source of 
illumination, such as an electric light. 
2. A pane of glass. 

light 

light bulb See incandescent lamp. 

light dimmer See dimmer. 

light-framed construction 
Building construction that features 
vertical and horizontal structural 
components made up of wood or light
gauge steel framing. 

light framing Lumber that is 2" to 4" 
thick, 2" to 4" wide, and is graded 
Construction, Standard, or 
Utility No. 3. 

lighting A system for providing 
illumination to an area. 

lighting cost The total of the cost of a 
system's lamps, operating energy, and 
lamp replacement. 

lighting fixture See luminaire. 

lighting outlet An electrical outlet that 
serves to accommodate the direct 
connection of a lighting fixture or of a 
lamp holder and its pendant cord. 

lighting panel An electric panel housing 
fuses and circuit breakers that serves to 
protect the branch circuits of lighting 
fixtures. 

lighting unit See luminaire. 

light loss factor In illumination 
calculations, an adjustment factor that 
estimates losses in light levels over 
time due to aging of the lamp, dirt on 
the room surfaces, and other causes. 
Losses corrected by lamp replacement 
or cleaning are termed recoverable. 
Non-recoverable losses would be due to 
deterioration of the fixture or voltage 
drops. 

lightning arrester A device that connects 
to and protects an electrical system 
from lightning and other voltage 
surges. 

lightning conductor (lightning rod) 
A cable or rod built of metal that 
protects a building from lightning by 
providing a direct link to ground. 

light pipes Pipes lined with highly 
reflective film used to reflect light from 
a roof aperture to a space that may 
not be directly beneath the roof and 
that cannot therefore accommodate 
a standard skylight. Light pipes are 
generally used in small spaces like 
bathrooms or hallways. 

life cycle 

 
life cycle A term often used to describe

the period of time that a building can
be expected to actively and adequately
serve its intended function.

life-cycle assessment The determination
of the environmental burdens

associated with a product
ot process, including materials
used and wastes released. The
assessment considers the extraction

and manufacturing of the materials,
transportation and distribution, use
and maintenance,andfinal disposal or
reuse.

life-cycle costing The determination
of the value of a system, suchas roof
covering, amortized overthe projected
life of the system, as opposed to the
value determined by theinitial cost
only. Life-cycle costs include such costs
as service and maintenance.

Life Safety Code Developed by the NFPA,
a standard that addressesfire protection
measures regarding construction,
egress, and occupancy. Also refered to
as NFPA 101.

lift 1. The concrete placed between two
consecutive horizontal construction

joints, usually consisting of several
layers or courses, suchas in slip
forming. 2. A metal handle or
projection from the lower sash in a
hung window,used as an aidin lifting
the sash. 3. The amountofgrout,
mortar, or concrete placed ina single
pour. 4. A British term for elevator.
5. Slang for an amountof material
bound togetherfor ease of handling,
such asalift of 2x4s or a lift of cement.

lifting block A combination ofpulleys
or sheaves that provide a mechanical
advantageforlifting a heavy object.

lifting pin See lewis.

lift joint A surface at which two
successive concretelifts meet.

lifts (tiers) The numberof frames of
scaffolding erected one above each
otherin a vertical direction.
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lift slab A method of concrete
constructionin which floor and roof

slabs are cast at ground level and
hoisted into position by jacking. Also,
a slab that is a component of such
construction. 

 
lift slab

  
 

ligger 1. A horizontal timber that supports
floor boardsor scaffolding. 2. In
thatched roofs, a strip of wood placed
along the ridge.

light 1. A man-made source of
illumination,such as anelectric light.
2. A pane ofglass.

  
light bulb See incandescent lamp.

light dimmer See dimmer.

light-framed construction
Building construction that features
vertical and horizontal structural

components made up of wood orlight-
gauge steel framing.

light framing Lumberthatis 2" to 4"
thick, 2" to 4" wide, andis graded
Construction, Standard, or
Utility No. 3.

lighting A system forproviding
illumination to an area.

lighting cost The totalof the cost of a
system’s lamps, operating energy, and
lamp replacement.

lighting fixture See luminaire.

lighting outlet Anelectrical outlet that
serves to accommodatethedirect

connectionofa lighting fixture orof a
lamp holderand its pendantcord.

lighting panel Anelectric panel housing
fuses and circuit breakers that serves to

protect the branchcircuits of lighting
fixtures.

lighting unit See luminaire.

light loss factor Inillumination
calculations, an adjustmentfactor that
estimateslosses in light levels over
time due to aging of the lamp, dirt on
the room surfaces, and other causes.
Losses corrected by lamp replacement
or cleaning are termed recoverable.
Non-recoverable losses would be due to

deterioration of the fixture or voltage
drops.

lightning arrester A device that connects
to and protects anelectrical system
from lightning andothervoltage
surges.

lightning conductor (lightning rod)
A cable or rod built of metal that

protects a building from lightning by
providing a direct link to ground.

light pipes Pipes lined with highly
reflective film used to reflect light from
a roof aperture to a space that may
notbe directly beneath the roof and
that cannot therefore accommodate

a standard skylight. Light pipes are
generally used in small spaceslike
bathroomsor hallways.
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light pollution The glare from inefficient 
outdoor lights, especially around highly 
populated areas, making it difficult to 
discern the features of the night sky. 

light-reflective glass See reflective glass. 

light shelves A daylighting system based 
on sun path geometry used to bounce 
light off a ceiling, project light deeper 
into a space, distribute light from 
above, and diffuse it to produce a 
uniform light level below. 

light shelves 

light source A See standard source A 

light source B See standard source B. 

light source C See standard source C. 

light to solar gain ratio (LSG) The ratio 
of visible light transmittance to the 
solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC). 

LSG measures the ability of glazing to 
provide light without excess solar heat 
gain. 

lightweight aggregate See aggregate, 
lightweight. 

lightweight block A cement masomy 
unit manufactured using lightweight 
aggregate and often used to reduce the 
weight of partitions. 

lightweight concrete Concrete of 
substantially lower unit weight than 
that made using gravel or crushed stone 
aggregate. 

light well An inside shaft with an open 
top through which light and air 
are conveyed from the outdoors to 
windows opening on the shaft. 

lignin 1. A substance that occurs 
naturally in wood and joins with 
cellulose to make up the chief 
constituents of wood tissue. 2. A 
crystalline by-product of paper pulp, 
used in manufacturing plastics, wood 
chipboard, and protective chemical 
coatings that prevent corrosion. 

lime Specifically, calcium oxide (CaO). 
Also, a general term for the various 
chemical and physical forms of 
quicklime, hydrated lime, and 
hydrnulic hydrated lime. 

lime-and-cement mortar A lime, cement, 
and sand mortar used in masonry 
and cement plaster. In addition to 
imparting a favorable consistency 
to the mix, the lime also increases 
the flexibility of the dried mix, thus 
limiting cracks and minimizing water 
penetration. 

lime concrete A lime, sand, gravel, and 
concrete mix made without Portland 
cement. Lime concrete is found in 
older structures, but is no longer in 
general use. 

lime mortar An uncommon mix of lime 
putty and sand that is not often used 
because it hardens at a very slow rate. 

limit of liability / 

lime putty A thick lime paste used in 
plastering, particularly for filling voids 
and repairing defects. 

limestone A sedimentary rock composed 
mostly of calcium carbonate, calcium, 
or dolomite. Limestone can be used as 
a building stone, with its commercial 
grades being A. Statuary, B. Select, C. 
Standard, D. Rustic, E. Variegated, and 
F. Old Gothic. It is also crushed into 
aggregate, crushed for agricultural lime, 
or burned to produce lime. 

limewash ( whitewash, whiting) A milk
like mixture of water and lime used to 
coat the exterior or interior surfaces of 
a structure. 

limit control A safety device for a variety 
of mechanical systems that detects 
unsafe conditions, sounds an alarm, 
and shuts off the system. 

limit design Any of a number of structural 
design methods based on limits 
related to stability, elasticity, fatigue, 
deformation, and other structural 
criteria. 

limited combustible material A material 
that is noncombustible, as defined by 
the National Fire Protection Agency, 
yet fails to meet the NFPA's definition 
of combustible material. Must not 
exceed a potential heat value of 3 500 
Btu per pound. 

limited partners Partners in a limited 
partnership who contribute capital and 
share profits, but have no decision
making power and no control over the 
day-to-day operations of the business. 

limited partnership A form of partnership 
that is a hybrid between a general 
partnership and a corporation, and 
which is composed of both general 
partners and limited partners. 

limit of liability The greatest amount of 
money that an insurance company will 
pay in the event of damage, injury, or 
loss. 
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light pipes 

light pollution The glare from inefficient
outdoorlights, especially around highly
populated areas, makingit difficult to
discern the features of the nightsky.

 
light-reflective glass Sce reflective glass.

light shelves A daylighting system based
on sun path geometry used to bounce
light off a ceiling, project light deeper
into a space, distribute light from
above, anddiffuse it to produce a
uniform light level below. 

 
light shelves

  
 

light source A See standard source A.

light source B See standard source B.

light source C See standard source C.

light to solar gain ratio (LSG) Theratio
ofvisible light transmittance to the
solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC).

LSG measures the ability of glazing to
provide light without excess solar heat
gain.

lightweight aggregate See aggregate,
lightweight.

lightweight block A cement masonry
unit manufactured using lightweight
aggregate and often used to reduce the
weightof partitions.

lightweight concrete Concrete of
substantially lower unit weight than
that made using gravel or crushed stone
aggregate.

light well Aninside shaft with an open
top through whichlight and air
are conveyed from the outdoors to
windows opening onthe shaft.

lignin 1. A substance that occurs
naturally in wood and joins with
cellulose to make up the chief
constituents of woodtissue. 2, A

crystalline by-product of paper pulp,
used in manufacturingplastics, wood
chipboard, and protective chemical
coatings that prevent corrosion.

lime Specifically, calcium oxide (CaO).
Also, a general term for the various
chemical and physical formsof
quicklime, hydrated lime, and
hydraulic hydrated lime.

lime-and-cement mortar A lime, cement,
and sand mortar used in masonry
and cementplaster. In addition to
imparting a favorable consistency
to the mix, the lime also increases
the flexibility of the dried mix, thus
limiting cracks and minimizing water
penetration.

lime concrete A lime, sand, gravel, and
concrete mix made without Portland
cement. Lime concreteis found in

olderstructures, but is no longer in
generaluse.

lime mortar An uncommon mix of lime

putty and sand thatis not often used
because it hardensat a very slow rate.

lime putty A thick lime paste used in
plastering, particularlyforfilling voids
and repairing defects.

limestone A sedimentary rock composed
mostly of calcium carbonate, calcium,
or dolomite. Limestone can be used as

a building stone, with its commercial
grades being A. Statuary, B. Select, C.
Standard, D. Rustic, E. Variegated, and
F Old Gothic.It is also crushed into

aggregate, crushed foragriculturallime,
or burned to producelime.

limewash (whitewash, whiting) A milk-
like mixture of water and lime used to
coat the exterioror interior surfaces of
a structure.

limit control A safety device for a variety
of mechanical systems that detects
unsafe conditions, sounds an alarm,
and shuts off the system.

limit design Any of a numberofstructural
design methodsbased onlimits
related to stability,elasticity, fatigue,
deformation, and other structural
criteria.

limited combustible material A material

that is noncombustible, as defined by
the National Fire Protection Agency,
yet fails to meet the NFPA’ definition
of combustible material. Must not

exceed a potential heat value of 3500
Btuper pound.

limited partners Partners in a limited
partnership who contribute capital and
share profits, but have no decision-
making power and no controlover the
day-to-day operations of the business.

limited partnership A form of partnership
thatis a hybrid between a general
partnership and a corporation, and
which is composed of both general
partners andlimited partners.

limit of liability The greatest amountof
moneythat an insurance companywill
pay in the event of damage, injury, or
loss.
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limit switch 1. An electrical switch that 

controls a particular function in a 
machine, often independently of other 
machine functions. 2. A safety device, 
such as a switch that automatically 
slows down and stops an elevator at 
or near the top or bottom terminal 
landing. 

line A marked or defined limit or border. 

lineal foot A straight-line measurement of 
one foot, as distinguished from a cubic 
foot volume or a square foot area. 

linear diffuser An elongated diffuser with 
parallel slots with deflectors to divert 
airflow in various directions. 

linear heat detector A cable-like 
component of a fire detection system 
that detects heat anywhere along its 
length. 

linear measurement (long measure) 
A unit or system of units for measuring 
length: 12" = 1', 3' = 1 yard, 1 yard = 

0.9144 meters, 1 mile= 5,280 feet. 

linear prestressing Prestressing as applied 
to linear structural members, such as 
beams, columns, etc. 

line drawing A graphic representation 
made with lines and solids, as opposed 
to one made with tone gradations, such 
as a photograph or rendering. 

line drilling In the blasting of rock, the 
boring of a series of holes along the 
desired line of breakage. Holes are 
spaced several inches apart to create a 
plane of weakness. 

line drop A decrease in voltage caused 
by the resistance of conductors in an 
electric circuit. 

line item Any item specifically called 
for on a plan or specification price, 
out sheet and listed with all of the 
quantities, unit prices, and extensions. 

line level A spirit level used in excavation 
and pipe laying. Each end of the level 
has a hook used to hang it from a 
horizontal line. 
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line level 

linemen's pliers Pliers used to work with 
heavy-gauge wire. 

line of credit A fixed amount of 
credit granted to cover a series of 
transactions. 

line of levels A series of differences in 
elevation as measured and recorded by 
surveyors. 

line of sight (sight line) The line 
extending from a telescope or other 
long-distance sighting device, along 
which distant objects can be viewed. 

line pin A metal pin used in masonry 
work to support a horizontal string or 
line. The mason positions the line and 
then uses it as a guide in maintaining 
proper alignment of the work. 

line pipe A welded or seamless pipe 
typically used to convey gas, oil, or 
water. 

liner Extra stone bonded or otherwise 
attached to the back face of thin stone 
veneers. The purpose is to add strength 
and to create a deeper joint. 

liner panel An interior finish panel. 

lining Any sheet, plate, or layer of 
material attached directly to the inside 
face of formwork to improve or alter 
the surface texture and quality of the 
finished concrete. 

lining panel A strip that secures the lower 
edges of sheet metal roofing sheets 
along the eaves of a roof. 

lining paper A waterproof or water, 
resistant building paper placed under 
siding and roofing shingles. 

link 1. The circuit that connects two 
points. 2. An enclosed connector 
between two buildings. 

link dormer A dormer that is formed 
around a chimney. Also, a dormer that 
connects one roof area to another. 

linked switch A series of mechanically 
connected electrical switches designed 
to act simultaneously or sequentially. 

link fuse A type of exposed fuse attached 
to electrically insulated supports. 

linoleum An inexpensive form of resilient 
floor covering that is manufactured of 
ground cork and oxidized linseed oil. 
Linoleum is applied to a coarse fabric 
backing and possesses a low resistance 
to staining, dents, and abrasion. 

linoleum knife See hook knife. 

linseed oil A drying oil processed from 
flaxseed and used in many paints and 
varnishes. 

lintel A horizontal supporting member, 
installed above an opening such as a 
window or a door, that serves to carry 
the weight of the wall above it. 

lintel 

lintel block (U,block) A special 
U-shaped concrete block used with 
other blocks to form a continuous, 
bond beam or lintel. Reinforcing steel 
is placed in the void followed by mortar 
or grout. 

lintel blocl< (U-block) 

limit switch 

 
limit switch 1. Anelectrical switch that

controls a particular functionin a
machine, often independently of other
machinefunctions. 2. A safety device,
suchas a switch that automatically
slows down andstops anelevatorat
ornear the top or bottom terminal
landing.

line A markedordefined limit or border.

lineal foot A straight-line measurement of
onefoot, as distinguished from a cubic
foot volume ora square foot area.

linear diffuser An elongated diffuser with
parallel slots with deflectors to divert
airflow in various directions.

linear heat detector A cable-like

componentofa fire detection system
that detects heat anywhere alongits
length.

linear measurement (long measure)
A unit or system of units for measuring
length: 12" = [',3'= 1 yard, 1 yard =
0.9144 meters, { mile = 5,280 feet.

linear prestressing Prestressing as applied
to linear structural members, such as
beams, columns,ete.

line drawing A graphic representation
made withlines andsolids, as opposed
to one madewith tone gradations, such
as a photographorrendering.

line drilling In the blasting of rock, the
boring ofa series of holes along the
desired line of breakage. Holes are
spaced several inches apart to create a
plane of weakness.

line drop A decrease in voltage caused
by the resistance of conductors in an
electric circuit.

line item Any item specifically called
for on a plan orspecification price-
out sheet andlisted with all of the

quantities, unit prices, and extensions.

line level A spirit level used in excavation
and pipe laying. Each endofthe level
has a hook used to hang it from a
horizontalline.
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line level

linemen’s pliers Pliers used to work with
heavy-gauge wire.

line of credit A fixed amountof

credit granted to covera series of
transactions.

line of levels A series of differences in

elevation as measured and recorded by
surveyors.

line of sight (sight line) The line
extending from a telescope or other
long-distance sighting device, along
whichdistant objects can be viewed.

line pin A metal pin used in masonry
work to support a horizontalstring or
line. The mason positions the line and
then usesit as a guide in maintaining
properalignmentof the work.

line pipe A welded or seamless pipe
typically used to conveygas,oil, or
water.

liner Extra stone bonded or otherwise
attached to the back face of thin stone

veneers. The purposeis to add strength
and to create a deeperjoint.

liner panel An interior finish panel.

lining Anysheet,plate, or layer of
material attached directly to the inside
face of formworkto improve oralter
the surface texture and quality of the
finished concrete.

lining panel A strip that secures the lower
edges of sheet metal roofing sheets
along the eavesofa roof.

lining paper A waterproof or water-
resistant building paper placed under
siding and roofing shingles.

link 1, The circuit that connects two

points. 2. An enclosed connector
between two buildings.

 

link dormer A dormerthatis formed

around a chimney. Also, a dormer that
connects one roof area to another.

linked switch A series of mechanically
connectedelectrical switches designed
to act simultaneously or sequentially.

link fuse A type of exposed fuse attached
to electrically insulated supports.

linoleum Aninexpensive form ofresilient
floor covering that is manufactured of
ground cork and oxidized linseedoil.
Linoleumis applied to a coarse fabric
backing andpossesses a low resistance
to staining, dents, and abrasion.

linoleum knife See hook knife.

linseed oil A drying oil processed from
flaxseed and used in many paints and
varnishes.

lintel A horizontal supporting member,
installed above an opening suchas a
windowora door, that serves to carry
the weightof the wall aboveit. 

SS

lintel

 
lintel block (U-block) A special

U-shaped concrete block used with
other blocks to form a continuous-

bond beam orlintel. Reinforcingsteel
is placed in the void followed by mortar
or grout.

 
 
lintel block (U-block)

 



lintel course A course of stonernasonry 
set level to a lintel, but different from 
the rest of the wall by virtue of size or 
finish. 

lip A rounded, overhanging edge or 
member. 

lip union A pipe connection with a lip 
on the inside to keep the gasket from 
being forced into the pipe. 

liquation The separation of metals based 
on their melting point. 

liquefaction The sudden failure of a loose 
soil mass due to total loss of shearing 
resistance. Typical causes are shocks or 
strains that abruptly increase the water 
pressure between soil particles, causing 
the entire mass to behave similarly to 
a liquid. 

liquid adsorption A natural process 
in which molecules of a liquid are 
physically attracted to and held at the 
surface of a solid. 

liquid asphaltic material An asphaltic 
product too soft to be measured 
by a penetration test at normal 
temperatures. The material is 
principally used for cement surface 
treatments. See a1so liquid roofing. 

liquidated damages An amount, specified 
in a contract for construction, to cover 
damages incurred by the owner as a 
result of the contractor's failure to 
complete the work within the time 
frame set forth in the contract. 

liquid indicator A device located in the 
liquid line of a refrigerating system and 
having a sight port through which flow 
may be observed for the presence of 
bubbles. 

liquid limit The water content at which 
soil passes from the plastic to the liquid 
state under standard test conditions. 
The limit is expressed as a percentage 
of the dry weight of the soil. See also 
Atterberg limits. 

liquid line In a refrigeration system, the 
pipe transporting refrigerant away from 
the condenser. 

liquid membrane forming compound 
A material sprayed or rolled on a fresh 
concrete surface to restrict the loss of 
moisture from the concrete. 

liquid petroleum gas (LPG) A general 
term referring to propane, butane, and 
other similar hydrocarbons stored as 
liquids and used as fuel. 

liquid roofing Any of a number of 
different liquid or semi-liquid roofing 
materials used to create a seamless 
waterproof membrane. 

liquid volume measurement 
A measurement of grout on the basis 
of the total volume of solid and liquid 
constituents. 

liquid waste The discharge from any 
plumbing fixture, area, appliance, or 
component that does not contain fecal 
matter. 

listed Refers to approved equipment or 
material that has been evaluated to 
meet appropriate testing and standards. 

liter A metric measure of capacity equal 
to 61.022 cubic inches, or 2.113 
American pints. 

litharge A pipe thread sealant of lead 
powder mixed with glycerine. 

lithium bromide A chemical compound 
(salt) with the ability to absorb water 
and cool it by evaporation. 

lithologic log A log of the structure and 
content of soils and rock recorded 
during a drilling or excavating 
operation. 

litigation The process by which parties 
submit their disputes to the jurisdiction 
and procedures of federal or state courts 
for resolution. 

litmus A piece of test paper containing 
a chemical indicator that changes 
color when exposed to liquids. Litmus 
paper is used to determine acidity 
or alkalinity values expressed as pH 
variations. 

load~bearing partition I 

live 1. Descriptive of a wire or cable 
connected to a voltage source. 2. A 
descriptive term for a room with a very 
low level of sound absorption. 

live-front Descriptive of an item of 
electrical equipment constructed so 
that one or more of its live parts can be 
touched from the front of the device. 

live load The load superimposed on 
structural components by the use 
and occupancy of the building, not 
including the wind load, earthquake 
load, or dead load. 

live part Any part or component of an 
electrical device or system that is 
engineered to function at a voltage 
level different from that of the earth. 

live steam Stearn that has not condensed 
and still retains its energy, such as 
steam issuing from a boiler or radiator. 

living unit A dwelling place or any self, 
contained area or part thereof that 
comprises complete living facilities for 
a family, including space and fixtures 
for sleeping, cooking, eating, living, 
bathing, and sanitation. 

load 1. The force, or combination of 
forces, that act upon a structural 
system or individual member. 2. The 
electrical power delivered to any device 
or piece of electrical equipment. 3. The 
placing of explosives in a hole. 

load-bearing partition A partition that 
can support a load in addition to its 
own weight. 

load-bearing partition 
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lintel course A course of stonemasonry
set level to a lintel, but different from
the rest of the wall by virtue ofsize or
finish.

lip A rounded, overhanging edge or
member.

lip union A pipe connection with a lip
on the inside to keep the gasket from
being forced into the pipe.

liquation The separation of metals based
on their melting point.

liquefaction The suddenfailure of a loose
soil mass due to totalloss of shearing
resistance. Typical causes are shocks or
strains that abruptly increase the water
pressure betweensoil particles, causing
the entire mass to behave similarly to
a liquid.

liquid adsorption A natural process
in which molecules of a liquid are
physically attracted to and held at the
surface of a solid.

liquid asphaltic material Anasphaltic
product too soft to be measured
by a penetration test at normal
temperatures. The materialis
principally used for cementsurface
treatments. See also liquid roofing.

liquidated damages An amount, specified
in a contract for construction, to cover
damages incurred by the owneras a
result of the contractor's failure to

complete the work within the time
frame set forth in the contract.

liquid indicator A device located in the
liquid line of a refrigerating system and
having a sight port through which flow
maybe observed for the presence of
bubbles.

liquid limit The water content at which
soil passes from theplastic to the liquid
state understandard test conditions.

Thelimit is expressed as a percentage
of the dry weightof the soil. See also
Atterberg limits.

liquid line In a refrigeration system, the
pipe transporting refrigerant away from
the condenser.

liquid membrane forming compound
A material sprayed orrolled on a fresh
concrete surface to restrict the loss of
moisture from the concrete.

liquid petroleum gas (LPG) A general
term referring to propane, butane, and
othersimilar hydrocarbonsstored as
liquids and used asfuel.

liquid roofing Any of a numberof
differentliquid or semi-liquid roofing
materials used to create a seamless

waterproof membrane.

liquid volume measurement
A measurementof grout on thebasis
of the total volumeofsolid and liquid
constituents.

liquid waste The discharge from any
plumbingfixture, area, appliance, or
componentthat does not contain fecal
matter.

listed Refers to approved equipment or
material that has been evaluated to

meet appropriate testing and standards.

liter A metric measure of capacity equal
to 61.022 cubic inches, or 2.113
American pints.

litharge A pipe threadsealant of lead
powder mixed with glycerine.

lithium bromide A chemical compound
(salt) with the ability to absorb water
and coolit by evaporation.

lithologic log A log of the structure and
contentofsoils and rock recorded

during a drilling or excavating
operation.

litigation The process by which parties
submit their disputes to the jurisdiction
and procedures of federal or state courts
for resolution.

litmus A piece of test paper containing
a chemical indicator that changes
color when exposed to liquids. Litmus
paperis used to determine acidity
oralkalinity values expressed as pH
variations.

live 1. Descriptive of a wire or cable
connectedto a voltage source. 2, A
descriptive term for a room with a very
low level of sound absorption.

live-front Descriptive of an item of
electrical equipment constructed so
that one or moreofits live parts can be
touched from the frontof the device.

live load The load superimposed on
structural components by the use
and occupancyof the building, not
including the wind load, earthquake
load, or dead load.

live part Any part or component of an
electrical device or system thatis
engineered to function at a voltage
level different from thatof the earth.

live steam Steam that has not condensed

andstill retainsits energy, such as
steam issuing from a boiler or radiator.

living unit A dwelling place oranyself-
contained area orpart thereof that
comprises completeliving facilities for
a family, including space andfixtures
for sleeping, cooking,eating,living,
bathing, and sanitation.

load 4. The force, or combination of
forces, that act upon a structural
system or individual member. 2, The
electrical powerdelivered to any device
or pieceofelectrical equipment. 3. The
placing of explosives in a hole.

load-bearing partition A partition that
can supporta load in additionto its
ownweight.
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load~bearing tile 

load-bearing tile A form of tile used 
in masonry walls that is capable of 
supporting loads superimposed on the 
wall structure. 

load-bearing wall A wall specifically 
designed and built to support an 
imposed load in addition to its own 
weight. 

load-bearing wall 

load binder A device used to tighten 
chains that are holding loads in place 
on a truck bed. 

load center See panel box. 

loader A construction machine used to 
push or transport earth, crushed stone, 
or other construction materials. The 
bucket, or scoop, is located on the 
front of the vehicle and can be raised, 
lowered, or tilted. 

loader 

load factor 1. In structural design, the 
factor applied to the working load to 
determine the design's ultimate load. 
2. In a drainage system, the percentage 
of the total flow that occurs at a 
particular location in the system. 3. A 
ratio of the average air-conditioning 
load on a system to the maximum 
capacity. 

load-indicating bolt A bolt that permits 
measurement of its tension. Upon 
tightening, a small projection on the 
bolt compresses and is measured by a 
feeler gauge. 

loading cycles A calculation of the 
number of repetitions of load that a 
structure is expected to support in its 
lifetime. The calculation is used as a 
determining criterion in measuring the 
structure's fatigue strength. 

loading dock leveler Typically, an 
adjustable mechanized platform built 
into the edge of a loading dock. The 
platform can be raised, lowered, or 
tilted to accommodate the handling of 
goods or material to or from trucks. 

loading dock seal A flexible pad installed 
around the door of a loading dock to 
form a tight seal between the receiving 
doors and the opening of a truck that is 
backed into the dock. 

loading hopper A hopper in which 
concrete or other free-flowing material 
is placed for loading by gravity into 
buggies or other conveyances. 

loading platform (loading dock) 
A platform adjoining the shipping and 
receiving door of a building, usually 
built to the same height as the floor 
of the trucks or railway cars on which 
shipments are delivered to and from 
the dock. 

loading ramp A fixed or adjustable 
inclined surface that adjoins a loading 
platform and is installed to ease the 
conveyance of goods between the 
platform and the trucks or railway cars 
that transport goods. 

loam Soil consisting primarily of sand, 
clay, silt, and organic matter. 

loan-to-value ratio (LVR) 
The percentage that a lender will lend 
a borrower against the appraised value 
of a property. 

local area network (LAN) A type of 
distance-limited communications 
network used for data transfer, text, 
facsimile, and video applications. 

*Reprinted with the Jxrmission of AACE International. Co/iyright© by MCE lnternationcd; all rights reserved. 
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local buckling In structures, the failure 
of a single compression member. The 
local failure may cause the failure of 
the whole structural member. 

local lighting Lighting used to illuminate 
a limited area without significantly 
altering the illumination of its wider 
surroundings. 

location factor An instantaneous 
(current-has no escalation or 
currency exchange projection) overall 
total project factor for translating the 
summation of all project cost elements 
of a defined construction project 
scope of work, from one geographical 
location to another. Location 
factors include given costs, freights, 
duties, taxes, field indirects, project 
administration, and engineering 
and design. Location factors do 
not include the cost of land, scope/ 
design differences for local codes and 
conditions, and the cost for various 
operating philosophies. * 

location plan See site plan. 

location survey The establishment of the 
position of points and lines on an area 
of ground, based on information taken 
from deeds, maps, and documents of 
record, as well as from computation 
and graphic processes. 

location survey 

locator One who locates land, or sets 
boundaries of a mining claim. 

lock bevel In a door lock, the angled 
surface of the latch bolt. 

lock corner A corner held together by 
interlocking construction of adjacent 
members, such as the dovetail joint on 
the front panel of a drawer. 

 load-bearingtile

 
load-bearing tile A formoftile used

in masonty walls that is capable of
supporting loads superimposed onthe
wall structure.

load-bearing wall A wall specifically
designed and built to support an
imposed load in addition to its own
weight. 

 
load-bearing wall

  
 

load binder A device used to tighten
chains that are holding loads in place
ona truckbed.

load center See panel box.
loader A construction machine used to

push or transport earth, crushed stone,
or other construction materials. The

bucket, or scoop,is located on the
front of the vehicle and canberaised,
lowered, ortilted.

 
loader

 
 

load factor 1. In structural design, the
factor applied to the working load to
determine the design’s ultimate load.
Q. In a drainage system, the percentage
of the total flow that occurs at a

particular location in the system. 3. A
ratio of the average air-conditioning
load on a system to the maximum
capacity.

load-indicating boit A bolt that permits
measurementofits tension. Upon
tightening, a small projection on the
bolt compresses and is measured by a
feeler gauge.

loading cycles A calculation of the
numberof repetitions of load that a
structure is expected to supportin its
lifetime. The calculationis used as a

determining criterion in measuring the
structure's fatigue strength.

loading dock leveler Typically, an
adjustable mechanized platform built
into the edge of a loading dock. The
platform can beraised, lowered, or
tilted to accommodate the handling of
goodsormaterial to or from trucks.

  
loading dock seal A flexible pad installed

around the doorof a loading dock to
form a tight seal betweenthe receiving
doors and the openingofa truckthatis
backed into the dock.

loading hopper A hopperin which
concrete or otherfree-flowing material
is placed for loading by gravity into
buggies or other conveyances.

loading platform (loading dock)
A platform adjoining the shipping and
receiving doorof a building, usually
built to the same heightas thefloor
of the trucks orrailway cars on which
shipments are delivered to and from
the dock.

loading rampAfixed or adjustable
inclined surface that adjoins a loading
platform andis installed to ease the
conveyance of goods betweenthe
platform and the trucks or railway cars
that transport goods.

loam Soil consisting primarily of sand,
clay, silt, and organic matter.

loan-to-value ratio (LVR)
The percentage that a lender will lend
a borrower against the appraised value
of a property.

local area network (LAN) A type of
distance-limited communications

network used for data transfer, text,
facsimile, and video applications.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACEInternational; all rights reserved.
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local buckling Instructures, the failure
of a single compression member. The
local failure may cause the failure of
the whole structural member.

locallighting Lighting used to illuminate
a limited area without significantly
altering the illuminationofits wider
surroundings.

location factor Aninstantaneous

(current—hasno escalation or
currency exchangeprojection) overall
total project factorfor translating the
summation ofall project cost elements
of a defined construction project
scope of work, from one geographical
location to another. Location

factors include given costs, freights,
duties, taxes,field indirects, project
administration, and engineering
and design. Location factors do
not include the cost of land, scope/
design differencesfor local codes and
conditions, and the cost for various
operating philosophies. *

location plan See site plan.

location survey The establishmentof the
position of points and lines on an area
of ground,based oninformation taken
from deeds, maps, and documents of
record, as well as from computation
and graphic processes.
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location survey 

locator One wholocates land, or sets
boundaries of a mining claim.

lock bevel In a doorlock, the angled
surface of the latch bolt.

lock corner A corner held togetherby
interlocking construction of adjacent
members, such as the dovetail joint on
the front panel of a drawer.



Locke level A hand leveL 

lock face The surface of a mortise lock, 
which remains visible in the edge of a 
door when the lock is installed. 

lock front On a door lock or latch, the 
plate through which the lock or latch 
bolt projects. 

lock front bevel A lock front that is 
installed flush with the beveled edge 
of a door. 

locking device In scaffolding, a device 
used to secure a cross brace to the 
frame or panel. 

locking pliers Pliers with clamping jaws 
that can be tightened with a screw 
attachment on one handle. A common 
brand name is Vise Grip®. 

lock jamb See strike jamb. 

lock joint See lock seam. 

lock keeper The box on a door jamb that 
accommodates the extending bolt on 
a lock. 

locknut 1. A special nut that locks when 
tightened so that it will not come 
loose. 2. A second nut used to prevent 
a primary nut from loosening. 

lock plate See strike plate and box strike 
plate. 

lock rail On a door, the horizontal 
structural member situated between 
the vertical stiles at the same height as 
the lock. 

lock rail 

lock reinforcement A metal plate 
installed inside the lock stile or lock 
edge of a door and designed to receive 
a lock. 

lock reinforcing unit In a metal door, a 
metal device that houses and supports 
a lock. 

locksaw A saw used for cutting the seats 
for locks in doors. The saw is designed 
with a tapering blade that can be 
flexibly maneuvered. See also compass 
saw. 

lock seam (lock joint) In sheet metal 
roofing, a joint or seam formed by 
bending the two adjoining edges 
over in the form of hooks, which 
are interlocked. The hooks are then 
pressed down tightly to form a seam. 

lockset A complete system including all 
the mechanical parts and accessories 
of a lock, such as knobs, reinforcing 
plates, and protective escutcheons. 

lock stile ( closing stile, locking stile, 
striking stile) On a door or a casement 
sash, the vertical member that closes 
against the jamb of the frame that 
surrounds it. The stile is located on the 
side away from the hinges. 

lock strike See strike plate. 

lock-strip gasket (structural gasket) 
Typically, a thick and stiff black 
neoprene glazing gasket that holds and 
attaches panes of glass to each other or 
to the surrounding structure. During 
installation the gasket is tightened by 
the insertion of a wedge-like strip ( the 
lock-strip) along the entire length of 
the gasket. 

lock-strip gasket 

log mean 

lock washer A circular washer with a 
break that helps it keep a nut tightly in 
position. 

lock washer 

locus A small map included on a site plan 
that shows the general location of a 
project with respect to local highways, 
roads, and recognized landmarks. 

locust The coarse-grained wood of 
the locust tree, which is used in 
construction because of its strength, 
hardness, durability, and resistance to 
decay. 

loess Silty material that is deposited by 
the wind, but maintains significant 
cohesion due to the presence of clay or 
other cementitious materials. 

loft 1. Space beneath a roof of a building, 
most commonly used for storage of 
goods. 2. In a barn, the upper space at 
or near the ceiling with an elevated 
platform on which hay and grains are 
stored. 3. The upper space in a church 
or auditorium, sometimes enclosed and 
cantilevered, which accommodates a 
pipe organ or area for a choir. 4. The 
space between the grid and the upper 
part of the proscenium in a theatre 
stagehouse. 5. Within a loft building, 
the unpartitioned upper spaces visible 
from the floor immediately below. See 
also attic and garret. 

loft building A commercial/industrial 
building containing large, open, 
unpartitioned floor areas. 

loft ladder See disappearing stair. 

logic panel Any electronic control panel 
that is designed to perform a specific 
control sequence. 

log mean Refers to the value of insulation 
thickness for curved piping in order to 
produce the same resistance to heat 
flow as a straight, flat area. 
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Locke level A hand level.

lock face The surface of a mortise lock,
which remainsvisible in the edge of a
door whenthe lock is installed.

lock front On a doorlock or latch, the
plate through which the lock or latch
bolt projects.

lock front bevel A lock front thatis

installed flush with the beveled edge
of a door,

locking device In scaffolding, a device
used to secure a cross brace to the

frameor panel.

locking pliers Pliers with clamping jaws
that can be tightened with a screw
attachment on one handle. A common

brand nameis Vise Grip®.

lock jamb See strike jamb.

lock joint See lock seam.

lock keeper The box ona door jamb that
accommodates the extending bolt on
a lock.

locknut 1.A special nut that locks when
tightened so that it will not come
loose. 2. A second nut used to prevent
a primary nutfrom loosening.

lock plate See strike plate and box strike
plate.

lock rail On a door, the horizontal
structural membersituated between

the vertical stiles at the same heightas
the lock.
 

 
lock rail

  
 

lock reinforcement A metal plate
installed inside the lockstile or lock

edge of a door and designed to receive
a lock.

lock reinforcing unit In a metal door, a
metal device that houses and supports
a lock.

locksaw A saw used for cutting the seats
for locks in doors. The saw is designed
with a tapering blade that can be
flexibly maneuvered. See also compass
saw.

lock seam (lock joint) In sheet metal
roofing, a joint or seam formed by
bendingthe two adjoining edges
over in the forr of hooks, which
are interlocked. The hooks are then

pressed down tightly to form a seam.

lockset A complete system includingall
the mechanical parts and accessories
of a lock, such as knobs, reinforcing
plates, and protective escutcheons.

lock stile (closing stile, lockingstile,
striking stile) On a dooror a casement
sash, the vertical member that closes
against the jamb of the frame that
surrounds it. Thestile is located on the

side away from the hinges.

lock strike See strike plate.

lock-strip gasket (structural gasket)
Typically, a thick andstiff black
neopreneglazing gasket that holds and
attaches panesofglass to each otheror
to the surrounding structure. During
installation the gasketis tightened by
the insertion of a wedge-like strip (the
lock-strip) along the entire length of
the gasket. 

   

lock washer A circular washer with a

break that helps it keep a nuttightly in
position. 

  
lock washer 

locus A small map included ona site plan
that showsthe general location of a
project with respect to local highways,
roads, and recognized landmarks.

locust The coarse-grained wood of
the locust tree, which is used in
construction because ofits strength,
hardness, durability, and resistance to
decay.

loess Silty material that is deposited by
the wind, but maintainssignificant
cohesion due to the presenceofclay or
other cementitious materials.

loft 1. Space beneath a roofof a building,
most commonly used forstorage of
goods. 2. In a barn, the upper space at
or near the ceiling with an elevated
platform on which hay andgrainsare
stored. 3. The upper space in a church
or auditorium, sometimes enclosed and
cantilevered, which accommodatesa
pipe organ or area fora choir. 4, The
space between the grid and the upper
part of the proscenium in a theatre
stagehouse. 5, Within a loft building,
the unpartitioned upperspacesvisible
from the floor immediately below. See
also attic and garret.

loft building A commercial/industrial
building containinglarge, open,
unpartitionedfloorareas.

loft ladder See disappearingstair.

logic panel Anyelectronic control panel
that is designed to perform a specific
control sequence.

log mean Refers to the value ofinsulation
thickness for curved piping in order to
producethe same resistance to heat
flow as a straight,flat area.
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long-and-short work 

long-and-short work In rubble masonry, 
quoins that are alternately placed 
horizontally and vertically. 

long column In structural design, a 
column of sufficient slenderness to 
necessitate a reduction of its load
bearing capacity. 

long float A concrete finishing float 
designed to be handled by two men. 

long header A header that runs a wall's 
full depth. 

longitudinal bar See longitudinal 
reinforcement. 

longitudinal bond In masonry, a bond in 
which a number of courses are laid only 
with stretchers and used principally for 
thick walls. 

longitudinal bracing Bracing that extends 
lengthwise or runs parallel to the 
center line of a structure. 

longitudinal joint Any joint parallel to 
the long dimension of a structure or 
pavement. 

longitudinal reinforcement 
Steel reinforcement placed parallel to 
the long axis of a concrete member. 

longitudinal reinforcement 

long lead items Those components of 
a system or piece of equipment for 
which the times to design and fabricate 
are the longest and for which an 
early commitment of funds may be 
desirable or necessary in order to meet 
the earliest possible date of system 
completion. * 

long lead procurement Early procurement 
of material or parts to accommodate 
early use or long procurement spans. 

Contractors may choose to seek buyer
approved pre-award commitments of 
funds to meet long lead requirements. * 

long-life lamp An incandescent lamp 
that has a lower luminous output than 
standard lamps of equal wattage, but a 
longer design life than the value set for 
lamps of its general class. 

long measure See linear measurem~nt. 

long nipple (space nipple) A nipple with 
a long unthreaded middle section. 

long-radius elbow In plumbing, a pipe 
elbow with a larger radius than is 
standard. The elbow is designed to 
mitigate losses from friction and to 
facilitate the flow of liquids through 
the pipe. 

long-radius elbow 

long screw A nipple, usually measuring 
6 11 long, with one thread that is longer 
than average. 

long span 1. The distance between 
supports in a structure, usually spanned 
by a truss or heavy timber. 2. A logging 
operation where logs are yarded over a 
long distance. 

~ 
long span 

long span lintel A lintel used in light
gauge metal stud framing that has a 
steel channel for extra support over an 
opening. 

'''Re/>rintecl with the />ermission of AACE International. Co/>yright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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long span steel joist A structural framing 
joist that provides large open areas 
within a building. It is usually a very 
deep beam due to the nature of the 
building system. 

long span structure A building that uses 
long span roof joist systems in its design 
to create large unobstructed areas 
within the structure, e.g., a domed 
stadium. 

long-term liabilities Debts of a business 
that are not due for at least one year. 

long ton A unit of weight equal to 2,240 
pounds (1,016 kilograms). 

lookout A short wooden brace or block 
that supports an overhanging portion 
of a roof. 

loop 1. Sometimes called a local line 
or subscriber loop, the local circuit 
between a subscriber station and the 
exchange. 2. See loophole and circuit 
vent. 

loophole An aperture in a wall or parapet 
to provide air, light, and a view of the 
outside. 

looping in In interior electrical wiring, 
the connection of an outlet by two 
conductor cables, one to and one from 
the outlet. Splices (junction boxes) are 
thus avoided, but more wire is used. 

loop vent In plumbing, a venting 
configuration for multiple fixtures, as 
in a public restroom. The vent pipe 
is connected to the waste branch in 
only two places, before the first and 
last fixtures. The fixtures are not 
individually vented. The two vents 
are connected together in a loop, and 
the loop is then connected to the vent 
stack. 

loose cubic yard (meter) A unit of 
measure with which to express the 
volume of loose soil, rock, or blasted 
earth material. 

loose estimate An estimate that allows for 
contingencies, sometimes referred to as 
a "safe" or high estimate. 

long-and-short work 

 
long-and-short work In rubble masonry,

quoins that are alternately placed
horizontally and vertically.

long column Instructural design, a
columnofsufficient slenderness to
necessitate a reductionofits load-

bearing capacity.

long float A concretefinishing float
designed to be handled bytwo men.

long header A headerthat runsa wall’s
full depth.

longitudinal bar See longitudinal
reinforcement.

longitudinal bond In masonry, a bond in
which a numberof courses are laid only
with stretchers and used principally for
thick walls.

longitudinal bracing Bracing that extends
lengthwise or runs parallel to the
centerline of a structure.

longitudinal joint Anyjoint parallel to
the long dimensionofa structure or
pavement.

longitudinal reinforcement
Steel reinforcement placed parallel to
the long axis of a concrete member. 
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longitudinal reinforcement

  
 

long lead items Those componentsof
a system orpiece of equipmentfor
whichthe timesto design and fabricate
are the longest and for which an
early commitmentof funds may be
desirable or necessary in order to meet
the earliest possible date of system
completion. *

long lead procurement Early procurement
of material or parts to accommodate
early use or long procurementspans.

Contractors may choose to seek buyer-
approved pre-award commitmentsof
funds to meetlong lead requirements. *

long-life lamp Anincandescent lamp
that has a lower luminous output than
standard lampsof equal wattage, but a
longer design life than the value set for
lampsof its generalclass..

long measure See linear measurement.

long nipple (space nipple) A nipple with
a long unthreaded middle section.

long-radius elbow In plumbing, a pipe
elbow with a largerradius thanis
standard. The elbowis designed to
mitigate losses fromfriction and to
facilitate the flow ofliquids through
the pipe. 

 
long-radius eloow

  
 

long screw A nipple, usually measuring
6" long, with onethread that is longer
than average.

long span 1. Thedistance between
supports in a structure, usually spanned
by a truss or heavy timber. 2. A logging
operation where logs are yarded over a
long distance.

b——4
long span

 

 
long span lintel A lintel used in light-

gauge metal stud framing that has a
steel channelfor extra support over an
opening.
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longspansteel joist A structural framing
joist that provides large open areas
within a building.It is usually a very
deep beam due to the nature of the
building system.

long span structure A building that uses
long spanroofjoist systems in its design
to create large unobstructed areas
within the structure, e.g., a domed
stadium.

long-term liabilities Debts of a business
that are not due forat least one year.

long ton A unit of weight equal to 2,240
pounds (1,016 kilograms).

lookout A short woodenbrace orblock

that supports an overhanging portion
of a roof.

loop 1. Sometimescalled a localline
or subscriber loop, the local circuit
between a subscriber station and the

exchange. 2. See loophole and circuit
vent.

loophole An aperture in a wall or parapet
to provideair, light, and a view of the
outside.

looping in In interior electrical wiring,
the connection of an outlet by two
conductorcables, one to and one from
the outlet. Splices (junction boxes) are
thus avoided, but more wireis used.

loop vent In plumbing, a venting
configuration for multiple fixtures, as
in a public restroom. The ventpipe
is connected to the waste branch in

only two places, before thefirst and
last fixtures. Thefixtures are not

individually vented. The two vents
are connected together in a loop, and
the loop is then connected to the vent
stack.

loose cubic yard (meter) A unit of
measure with which to express the
volume ofloose soil, rock, or blasted
earth material.

loose estimate An estimate that allowsfor

contingencies, sometimesreferred to as
a “safe” or high estimate.



loose-fill insulation Any of several 
thermal insulation materials in the 
form of granules, fibers, or other types 
of pieces that can be poured, pumped, 
or placed by hand. 

loose-joint hinge A door hinge that can 
be separated by lifting. The door can 
thus be removed without unscrewing 
the hinges. 

loose knot A knot on a piece of lumber 
that is not fixed firmly and is likely to 

fall out. 

loose lintel A lintel that is placed across 
a wall opening during construction to 
support the weight of the wall above, 
but which is not attached to another 
structural member. 

loose material Soil, rock, or earth 
materials in loose form, whether 
blasted or broken by artificial or 
natural means. 

loose-pin hinge A hinge, usually for a 
door, that can be separated by the 
removal of a vertical pin. 

loose-pin hinge 

loose-tongue (cross tongue) In a tirnber 
joint, the piece of wood that extends 
into the opposite member, thus 
strengthening a tenoned frame. 

loose yards A term defining the cubic 
measurement of earth or blasted rock 
after excavation, as when loaded on a 
truck. Equal to a volume of 27 cubic 
feet. 

lorymer See larmier. 

Los Angeles Abrasion Test A test 
for abrasion resistance on concrete 
aggregates. 

loss of prestress In prestressed concrete, 
the reduction in prestressing force 
which results from the combined 
effects of strain in the concrete and 

steel, including slip at anchorage, 
relaxation of steel stress, frictional loss 
due to curvature in the tendons, and 
the effects of elastic shortening, creep, 
and shrinkage of the concrete. 

loss of use Insurance coverage for any 
financial loss that may be incurred 
while property, damaged or destroyed 
by an insured hazard, is being replaced 
or repaired. 

loss on ignition The percentage loss in 
weight of an ignited sample to constant 
weight at a specified temperature, 
usually 900°C - l ,000°C. 

loss payable clause A clause in insurance 
policies protecting the financial 
institution that holds the mortgage on 
the insured property. Any payment that 
the insurance company makes will be 
made payable to both the policyholder 
and the lender. 

lot A parcel of land that is established by 
a survey or delineated on a recorded 
plot. 

lot line The limit or boundary of a land 
parcel. 

lot size The number of units in the lot. * 

louver A framed opening in a wall, fitted 
with fixed or movable slanted slats. 
Though commonly used in doors and 
windows, louvers are especially useful 
in ventilating systems at air intake and 
exhaust locations. 

louver 

louver board (luffer board) One of 
multiple narrow boards or slats on a 
louver door, window, or ventilator. The 
boards are installed at an angle. 

*Reprinted ivith the /Jermission of AACE International. Copyright© by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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louver door A door or louver, usually 
assembled with its blades in a 
horizontal position, which allows air to 
pass through the door when it is closed. 

louver shielding angle The angle, 
measured from the horizontal, above 
which objects are concealed by a 
louver. 

louver window A window composed of 
a series of sloping, overlapping blades 
or slats that may be adjusted to admit 
varying degrees of air or light. 

louver window 

louvre See louver. 

low-alkali cement A cement containing 
smaller than usual amounts of sodium 
and/or potassium. Its use is necessary 
with certain types of aggregate that 
would otherwise react with high levels 
of alkali. 

low-alloy steel Steel composed of less 
than 8% alloy. 

low bed (low boy) A flatbed trailer used 
to carry heavy equipment. 

low bid In bidding for construction 
work, the lowest price submitted for 
performance of the work in accordance 
with the plans and specifications. 
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loose-fill insulation Any of several
thermalinsulation materials in the

formof granules, fibers, or other types
of pieces that can be poured, pumped,
ot placed by hand.

loose-joint hinge A doorhinge that can
be separated bylifting. The door can
thus be removed without unscrewing
the hinges.

loose knot A knot on a piece of lumber
that is notfixed firmly andis likely to
fall out.

loose lintel A lintel that is placed across
a wall opening during construction to
support the weight of the wall above,
but which is not attached to another
structural member.

loose material Soil, rock, or earth
materials in loose form, whether
blasted or broken. by artificial or
natural means.

loose-pin hinge A hinge, usually fora
door, that can be separated by the
removalofa verticalpin. 

 — =

loose-pin hinge
 
 

loose-tongue (cross tongue) In a timber
joint, the piece of wood that extends
into the opposite member, thus
strengthening a tenonedframe.

loose yards A termdefining the cubic
measurement of earth orblasted rock

after excavation, as when loaded on a
truck. Equal to a volume of 27 cubic
feet.

lorymer See larmier.

Los Angeles Abrasion Test A test
for abrasion resistance on concrete
aggregates.

loss of prestress In prestressed concrete,
the reductionin prestressing force
whichresults from the combined
effects of strain in the concrete and

steel, includingslip at anchorage,
relaxation of steelstress,frictional loss
due to curvature in the tendons, and
the effects of elastic shortening, creep,
and shrinkage of the concrete.

loss of use Insurance coverage for any
financial loss that may be incurred
while property, damaged ordestroyed
by an insured hazard, is being replaced
orrepaired.

loss on ignition The percentage loss in
weightof an ignited sample to constant
weightat a specified temperature,
usually 900°C ~1,000°C.

loss payable clause A clause in insurance
policies protecting the financial
institution that holds the mortgage on
the insured property. Any paymentthat
the insurance company makes will be
made payable to both thepolicyholder
and the lender.

lot A parcel of land thatis established by
a survey or delineated on a recorded
plot.

lot line The limit or boundaryof a land
parcel.

lot size The numberof units in thelot. *

louver A framed openingina wall, fitted
with fixed or movableslanted slats.

Though commonly used in doors and
windows, louvers are especially useful
in ventilating systemsat ait intake and
exhaust locations. 

 
louver

 
 

louver board (luffer board) One of
multiple narrow boards or slats on a
louver door, window,or ventilator. The
boards are installed at an angle.
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louver door A doororlouver, usually
assembled with its blades in a

horizontal position, which allowsair to
pass through the door whenit is closed.

louver shielding angle The angle,
measured from the horizontal, above
whichobjects are concealed by a
louver.

louver window A window composed of
a series of sloping, overlapping blades
orslats that may be adjusted to admit
varying degreesofair or light. 

 
louver window

  
 

louvre See louver.

low-alkali cement A cement containing
smaller than usual amounts of sodium

and/or potassium.Its use is necessary
with certain types of aggregate that
would otherwise react with high levels
of alkali.

low-alloy steel Steel composed ofless
than 8% alloy.

low bed (low boy)Aflatbedtrailer used
to carry heavy equipment.
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low bed   
low bid In bidding for construction

work,the lowest price submitted for
performance of the work in accordance
with the plansand specifications.
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low~carbon steel 

low-carbon steel (mild steel) Steel with 
less than 0.20% carbon. This type of 
steel is not used for structural members, 
due to its ductility. It is good for boilers, 
tanks, and objects that must be formed. 

low consumption toilet (low-flow) 
Any toilet designed to use 1.6 gallons 
of water or less per flush. 

low-density concrete Any concrete with 
a unit weight lower than 50 pounds per 
cubic foot. 

low-density polyethylene (LDPE) 
A widely used thermoplastic that is 
inexpensive and easy to process. Low 
density polyethylene is the softest and 
most flexible version of this material, 
and is commonly used in packaging 
and injection molding. 

low emissivity glass (low e glass) 
Insulating glass with a coating or 
special component that keeps heat in 
during winter and out during summer. 
Low e glass reflects internal long wave 
radiation, as that from a heat source, 
back into a home while keeping the 
short wave radiation of the sun out. 

lowest qualified bidder See lowest 
responsible bidder. 

lowest responsible bidder (lowest 
qualified bidder) The bidder who has 
submitted the lowest legitimate bid. 
The owner and architect must agree 
that this person ( or firm) is capable of 
performing the work covered by the bid 
proposal. 

lowest responsive bid The lowest bid that 
meets the requirements set forth in the 
bid proposal. 

low-flow toilet An economically and 
environmentally efficient toilet 
that uses less water per flush than a 
conventional model. 

low-hazard contents Building contents 
with such an exceptionally low level 
of combustibility that they are unable 
to propagate or sustain a fire in and of 
themselves. 
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low-heat cement (type IV cement) 
A special cement that minimizes the 
amount and rate of heat generation 
during hydration (setting). Strength 
is also achieved at a slower rate. Use 
is limited to structures involving large 
masses of concrete, such as dams, where 
the heat generated would be excessive 
if normal cement were used. 

low impact development The integration 
of site ecological and environmental 
goals and requirements into all phases 
of urban planning and design from the 
individual residential lot level to the 
entire watershed. 

low-iron glass Glass with a low iron 
content that has a higher visible 
transmittance and thus a greater ability 
to collect solar energy. 

low-lift grouting The common and simple 
method of unifying concrete masonry, 
in which the wall sections are built to a 
height of not more than 4' (1.2 meters) 
before the cells of the masonry units 
are filled with grout. 

low-pressure mercury lamp A mercury
vapor lamp, including germicidal 
and fluorescent lamps, whose partial 
pressure during operation is no more 
than 0.001 atmosphere. 

low-pressure sodium lamp A lamp that 
produces light via radiation from 
sodium vapor. Because it renders 
most colors gray, it is considered a 
monochromatic light source. 

low-pressure steam curing See 
atmospheric-pressure steam curing. 

low steel A characteristically soft steel 
that contains less than 0.25% carbon. 

low-temperature supply air Supply air 
below S0°F. 

low VOC Building materials and 
finishes that exhibit low levels of off
gassing, the process by which volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) are 

released from the material, impacting 
health and comfort indoors and 
producing smog outdoors. Low (or 
zero) VOC is an attribute to look for in 
an environmentally preferable building 
material or finish. 

low-voltage lamp A lamp, typically 
compact halogen, that operates at 12V 
and requires a transformer. 

low-voltage lighting control A remote 
control system that controls a number 
of lighting circuits. Lights are turned 
on or off automatically by electronic 
controls located within the low-voltage 
lighting control panel. 

L runner The fastener used at the base of 
solid gypsum lath. 

L-shore A shore with an L-head. See also 
L-head. 

lubricant A substance used to minimize 
friction between two areas. 

Lucite The trade name for a strong, clear 
plastic material manufactured in sheets 
and other forms. 

luffing boom (live boom) A crane boom 
with the ability to move vertically 
while slewing 360 degrees. 

lug 1. Any of several types of projections 
on a piece of material or equipment. 
Such projections are used during 
handling and installation. 2. A 
connector for fastening the end of a 
wire to a terminal. 

lug bolt A bolt with a flat iron bar welded 
to it. 

lug sill A windowsill or doorsill with ends 
that extend beyond the window or 
doors, converging with and built into 
the masonry of the jambs. 

lumber Timbers that have been split or 
processed into boards, beams, planks, 
or other stock that is to be used in 
construction and is generally smaller 
than heavy timber. 



lumber core (stave core) Wood core 
made up of narrow strips of lumber 
glued together at the edges and 
commonly held together by a veneer, 
which is glued to both faces with its 
grain at 90° to that of the core wood. 

lumber core 

lumber, matched Lumber whose side or 
end edges are cut to form tongue-and
groove joints that fit together when 
laid side by side or end to end. 

lumen A unit of luminous flux that 
defines the quantity of light. 

lumen-hour A measurement of light 
equal to one lumen for one hour. 

lumen method A simple way to calculate 
the luminaires required to achieve a 
desired lighting intensity for an area. 

luminaire A lighting fixture, with or 
without the lamps in it. 

luminaire dirt depreciation See lamp 
depreciation. 

luminaire efficiency In lighting 
calculations, a special ratio of the light 
emitted by a light fixture to the light 
emitted by the lamps inside the fixture. 

luminaire shielding Any device such as a 
louver, lens, or baffle that controls or 
directs light from a lamp. 

luminous ceiling An area lighting system, 
mounted on a ceiling, that has a surface 
of light-transmitting materials with 
light sources installed above it. 

luminous paint A phosphorescent or 
flourescent paint that glows in the 
dark after exposure to direct light. Has 
many safety applications, including use 
on light switch plates, exit signs, stair 
edges, and fuse boxes. 

lump sum An item or category priced as 
a whole rather than broken down into 
its elements. 

lump sum agreement See stipulated sum 
agreement. 

lute 1. A long-handled scraper used to 
level asphalt or wet concrete. 2. A 
straightedge used to strike off clay from 
a brick mold. 

lute 

lux A measure of illumination striking a 
surface. One lux is equal to one lumen 
per square meter. 

lux 
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lumbercore (stave core) Wood core
made up of narrow strips of lumber
glued together at the edges and
commonly held together by a veneer,
whichis glued to both faces with its
grain at 90° to that of the core wood.

   
A

lumber core

  
lumber, matched Lumber whose side or

end edgesare cut to form tongue-and-
groovejoints thatfit together when
laid side by side or end to end.

lumen A unit of luminous flux that

defines the quantity of light.

lumen-hour A measurementoflight
equal to one lumen for one hour.

lumen method A simple way to calculate
the luminaires required to achieve a
desired lighting intensity for an area.

luminaire A lightingfixture, with or
without the lampsin it.

luminaire dirt depreciation See lamp
depreciation.

luminaire efficiency In lighting
calculations, a special ratio of the light
emitted by a lightfixture to thelight
emitted by the lampsinside the fixture.

luminaire shielding Any device such as a
louver, lens, or baffle that controls or
directs light from a lamp.

luminousceiling An arealighting system,
mounted on a ceiling, that has a surface
oflight-transmitting materials with
light sources installed aboveit.

luminous paint A phosphorescentor
flourescentpaint that glows in the
dark after exposure to direct light. Has
many safety applications, including use
on light switch plates, exit signs, stair
edges, and fuse boxes.

lump sum Anitem or category priced as
a whole rather than broken down into
its elements.

lump sum agreement See stipulated sum
agreement.

lute 1. A long-handled scraper used to
level asphalt or wet concrete. 2. A
straightedge used to strike off clay from
a brick mold. 

 
lute   
 

lux A measure ofilluminationstriking a
surface. One lux is equal to one lumen
per square meter.
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

m meter 

M thousand, bending moment ( on 
drawings) 

ma milliampere 

MA mechanical advantage, mixed air 

MAC media access control; message 
authentication code; moves, adds and 
changes 

mach machine, machinist 

mag magazine, magneto 

MAN manual, metropolitan area network 

M& V measurement ( or monitoring) and 
verification 

manuf manufacture 

mas masonry 

MAT mixed air temperature 

mat, mat! material 

max maximum 

mb millibar 

MBF 1,000 board feet 

MBH 1,000 Btus per hour 

MBM, mbm thousand feet board measure 

MBMA Metal Building Manufacturer's 
Association 

MC moisture content, metal-clad, mail 
chute 

MDF medium density fiberboard 

MDO medium density overlay 

me marbled edges 

ME mechanical engineer 

meas measure 

mech mechanic, mechanical 

med medium 

memb member 

MEMS micro-electro-mechanical systems 

mep mean effective pressure 

MEP mechanical, electrical, plumbing 

MER mechanical equipment room 
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MERV minimum efficiency reporting 
value 

met metallurgy 

mezz mezzanine 

mf mill finish 

MF04 MasterFormat 2004 

mfg manufactured 

Mg magnesium 

MG motor generator, mixed grain 

mgt management 

MH manhole 

MHW mean high water 

mi mile 

mid middle 

min minimum, minor, minute 

MIS Management Information System 

misc miscellaneous 

mix, mixt mixture 

mks meter-kilogram-second 

ml, ML material list 

mldg, MLDG molding 

MLS multiple listing service 

MLW mean low water 

MMF magnetomotive force 

Mn manganese 

MN magnetic North, main 

Mo molybdenum 

MO month 

mod, modi£ modification 

MOD model 

MOE modulus of elasticity 

MOL maximum overall length 

MOT motor 

MOU memorandum of understanding 

mp melting point 

mpg miles per gallon 

mph miles per hour 

MPOE minimum point of entry 

MPS master production schedule, 
materials and resources 

mr moisture-resistant 

MRL machine room less ( elevator 
systems) 

MRO maintenance, repair and operations 

MRP manufacturing resource planning, 
materials resource planning 

MRT mean radiant temperature 

MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet 

MSF per 1,000 square feet 

MSG Model Support Group of 
the International Alliance for 
Interoperability 

ms! mean sea level 

MSR machine stress rated 

MTBF mean time between (system or 
device) failures 

mtg, mtge mortgage 

MTTR mean time to restore or repair (a 
system or device) 

mult multiple, multiplier 

mun, munic municipal 

MUTOA multi-user telecommunications 
outlet assembly 

mxd mixed (lumber industry) 

 - Abbreviations
  

 
m meter

M thousand, bending moment(on
drawings)

ma milliampere

MA mechanicaladvantage, mixedair

MAC media access control; message
authentication code; moves, adds and
changes

mach machine, machinist

mag magazine, magneto

MAN manual, metropolitan area network

M&V measurement (or monitoring) and
verification

manuf manufacture

mas masonry

MAT mixedair temperature

mat, matl material
max maximum

mb millibar

MBE 1,000 board feet

MBH 1,000 Btusper hour

MBM, mbm thousandfeet board measure

MBMA Metal Building Manufacturer’s
Association

MC moisture content, metal-clad, mail
chute

MDF medium density fiberboard

MDO mediumdensity overlay

me marbled edges

ME mechanical engineer
meas measure

mech mechanic, mechanical

med medium

memb member

MEMS micro-electro-mechanical systems

mep mean effective pressure

MEP mechanical,electrical, plumbing

MER mechanical equipment room
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The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry.

MERV minimumefficiency reporting
value

met metallurgy
mezz mezzanine

mf mill finish

MF04 MasterFormat 2004

mfg manufactured

Mg magnesium

MG motorgenerator, mixed grain

mgt management

MH manhole

MHW meanhigh water
mi mile

mid middle

min minimum, minor, minute

MIS ManagementInformation System
misc miscellaneous

mix, mixt mixture

mks meter-kilogram-second

ml, ML materiallist

midg, MLDG molding

MLS multiple listing service
MLW meanlow water

MMFmagnetomotive force

Mn manganese

MN magnetic North, main

Mo molybdenum

MO month

mod, modif modification

MOD model

MOE modulusofelasticity

MOL maximum overall length
MOT motor

MOU memorandum of understanding

mp melting point

mpg miles per gallon

mph miles per hour

MPOE minimum pointof entry

MPS masterproduction schedule,
materials and resources

mr moisture-resistant

MRL machine toomless (elevator
systems)

MRO maintenance, repair and operations

MRP manufacturing resource planning,
materials resource planning

MRT meanradiant temperature

MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet

MSF per1,000 square feet

MSG Model Support Group of
the International Alliance for

Interoperability
msi meansealevel

MSR machinestress rated

MTBF meantime between(system or
device) failures

mig, mtge mortgage

MTTR meantime to restore orrepair (a
system or device)

mult multiple, multiplier

mun, munic municipal
MUTOA multi-user telecommunications

outlet assembly

mxd_ mixed (lumberindustry)



Definitions 

macadam A method of paving in which 
layers of uniformly graded, coarse 
aggregate are spread and compacted 
to a desired grade. Next, the voids are 
completely filled by a finer aggregate, 
sometimes assisted by water ( water
bound), and sometimes assisted by 
liquid asphalt (asphalt-bound). The top 
layers are usually bound and sealed by 
some specified asphaltic treatment. 

machine bolt A threaded straight bolt 
usually specified by gauge, thread, and 
head type. 

~mwm\mr.1:mnxunt~:m:~ 
machine bolt 

machine burn Any darkening or burning 
of a material during milling or other 
machining. 

machined A term used to describe a 
smooth finish on a metal surface. 

machine excavation Digging or scooping 
performed by a machine, as opposed to 
that performed by hand. 

machine excavation 

machine finish A finish on a stone surface 
produced by a smooth-edged planer. 

machine rating A standard describing 
the power that an electric motor is 
designed to produce. 

machine room The room in an elevator 
system that is designed to house an 
elevator-hoisting machine and control 
equipment. 

machine room 

machine room-less elevator systems 
Elevators that do not require an area to 
house equipment. 

machine stress-rated lumber Lumber that 
is rated mechanically by a machine 
that evaluates its structural properties. 

made ground Land or ground created by 
filling in a low area with rubbish or 
other fill material. Often, such created 
land is not suitable for building without 
the use of a pile foundation. 

Madison clips (battleships) In electrical 
work, thin metal clips used to fasten 
switches and receptacles. Common in 
old electrical work. 

magazine A building for storage of 
explosives. 

magnesia Finely processed magnesium 
oxide. 

magnesite flooring A finished surface 
material consisting of magnesium 
oxide, sawdust, and sand combined in 
various proportions, and subsequently 
applied to integral concrete floors. 

magnesium A lightweight silver-colored 
metal that is highly flammable and 
immune to alkalies and is usually used 

main bar 

in an alloy. A scale-forming element 
found in some boiler feed water. 

magnesium float A hand tool with a flat 
magnesium base used to finish concrete 
flatwork. 

magnetic bearing The horizontal angle 
from magnetic north for a given survey 
line. 

magnetic catch A door catch that uses 
a magnet to hold it in the closed 
position. 

magnetic driver A tool, employing a 
magnet, used to hold and drive nails. 

magnetic overload relay An overcurrent 
protection switch or fuse. 

magnetic switch An electric switch using 
an electromagnet for operation. 

magnetite A naturally occurring, black 
iron oxide used as an iron ore and as a 
high-density aggregate in concrete. 

mahlstick (maulstick) A long wooden 
stick, often padded, that painters use 
to support and steady the hand while 
painting ornamental work. 

mahogany A straight-grained, medium
density wood originating in the West 
Indies and Central and South America 
and used principally in interior 
plywoods and cabinetry. 

mail chute A shaft for dropping mail from 
upper floors of a building to a central 
collection box. 

mail slot A slot in a wall or door for 
receiving incoming mail. The slot 
usually has a cover to prevent draft. 

main 1. In electricity, the circuit that 
feeds all sub-circuits. 2. In plumbing, 
the principal supply pipe that feeds 
all branches. 3. In HVAC, the main 
duct that feeds or collects air from the 
branches. 

main bar (main reinforcement) 
A reinforcing bar in a concrete member 
designed to resist stresses from loads 
and moments, as opposed to those 
designed to resist secondary stresses. 
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macadam A method ofpaving in which

layers of uniformly graded, coarse
ageregate are spread and compacted
to a desired grade. Next, the voids are
completelyfilled by a finer aggregate,
sometimesassisted by water (water-
bound), and sometimesassisted by
liquid asphalt (asphalt-bound). The top
layers are usually boundandsealed by
somespecified asphaltic treatment.

machine bolt A threaded straight bolt
usually specified by gauge, thread, and
head type.

machine bolt  
machine burn Anydarkening or burning

of a material during milling or other
machining.

machined A term used to describe a
smooth finish on a metalsurface.

machine excavation Digging or scooping
performed by a machine, as opposed to
that performed by hand. 

 
machine excavation

  
 

machinefinish A finish ona stone surface

produced by a smooth-edgedplaner.

machine rating A standard describing
the powerthat an electric motoris
designed to produce.

machine room The room in anelevator

system that is designed to house an
elevator-hoisting machine and control
equipment.

 

 
 
 
 
   

machine room

  
 

 
machine room-less elevator systems

Elevators that do not require an area to
house equipment.

machinestress-rated lumber Lumberthat

is rated mechanicaily by a machine
that evaluatesits structural properties.

made ground Land orground created by
filling in a low area with rubbish or
otherfill material. Often, such created
land is not suitable for building without
the use of a pile foundation.

Madisonclips (battleships) Inelectrical
work, thin metalclips used to fasten
switches and receptacles. Commonin
old electrical work.

magazine A building for storage of
explosives.

magnesia Finely processed magnesium
oxide.

magnesite flooring A finished surface
material consisting of magnesium
oxide, sawdust, and sand combined in
various proportions, and subsequently
applied to integral concrete floors.

magnesiumAlightweightsilver-colored
metal thatis highly flammable and
immuneto alkalies and is usually used

inan alloy. A scale-forming element
foundin someboiler feed water.

magnesium float A hand tool withaflat
magnesium base used to finish concrete
flatwork.

magnetic bearing The horizontal angle
from magnetic north for a given survey
line.

magnetic catch A doorcatch that uses
a magnetto hold it in the closed
position.

magnetic driver A tool, employing a
magnet, used to hold and drive nails.

magnetic overload relay An overcurrent
protection switch orfuse.

magnetic switch An electric switch using
an electromagnetforoperation.

magnetite A naturally occurring, black
iron oxide used as an iron ore and asa

high-density aggregate in concrete.

mahistick (maulstick) A long wooden
stick, often padded, that painters use
to support and steady the hand while
painting ornamentalwork.

mahoganyAstraight-grained, medium-
density wood originating in the West
Indies and Central and South America

and used principally in interior
plywoods and cabinetry.

mail chute A shaft for dropping mail from
upperfloors of a building to a central
collection box.

mail slot A slot ina wall or doorfor

receiving incoming mail. Theslot
usually has a cover to prevent draft.

main 1. In electricity, the circuit that
feedsall sub-circuits. 2, In plumbing,
the principal supply pipe that feeds
all branches. 3. In HVAC,the main
duct that feeds orcollects air from the
branches.

main bar (main reinforcement)
A reinforcing bar in a concrete member
designedto resist stresses from loads
and moments, as opposed to those
designed to resist secondary stresses.
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main beam 

. M 
main beam A structural beam that 

transmits its load directly to columns, 
rather than to another beam. 

main contractor See prime contractor. 

main cross-connect The connecting 
point ( in a structured cabling system) 
between entrance cables, equipment 
cables, and inter-building backbone 
cables. 

main couple The main truss in a timber 
roof. 

main divisions 1. General contractor's 
work. 2. Each subcontractor's work. 

main member See primary member. 

main object line A thick, heavy line in 
construction drawings that outlines the 
structure or object. Used for the main 
outlines of walls, floors, elevations, 
details, or sections. 

main office expense A contractor's main 
office expense consists of the expense 
of doing business that is not charged 
directly to the job. Depending on the 
accounting system used, and the total 
volume, this can vary from 2 to 20 
percent, with the median about 7.2 
percent of the total volume. 

main rafter A structural roofing member 
that extends from the plate to the ridge 
pole at right angles. 

main reinforcement See main bar. 

main runner In a suspended ceiling 
system, one of the main supporting 
members. 
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main sewer In a public sanitary sewer 
system, the trunk sewer into which 
branch sewers are connected. 

main stack In plumbing, a vent that runs 
from the building drains up through 
the roof. 

maintainer A small motor grader used for 
driveways and for repairing the fine 
grade inside buildings. 

maintenance The process of 
implementing measures to conserve a 
site, building, structure, or object over 
an extended period of time to prevent 
deterioration. 

maintenance bond A contractor's bond 
in which a surety guarantees to the 
owner that defects of workmanship and 
materials will be rectified for a given 
period of time. A one-year bond is 
commonly included in the performance 
bond. 

maintenance curve For a light source, a 
plot of lumens vs. time. 

maintenance factor In lighting 
calculations, the ratio of illumination 
of a light source or lighted surface 
at a given time to that of the initial 
illumination. This factor is used to 
determine the depreciation of a lamp 
or a reflective surface over a period of 
time. 

maintenance period The period after 
completion of a contract during which 
a contractor is obligated to repair any 
defects in workmanship and materials 
that may become evident. See also 
maintenance bond. 

main tie In a roof truss, the bottom 
straight member that connects the two 
feet. 

main vent See vent stack. 

major diameter The largest diameter of a 
screw thread. 

makeup air unit A unit to supply 
conditioned air to a building to replace 
air that has been removed by an 
exhaust system or by combustion. 

makeup water Water that is added to a 
system to replace water that has been 
lost through evaporation or leaking. 

malachite A copper-bearing ore also used 
as ornamental stone. 

male connector An electrical connector 
with contacts that fit into a female 
connector. 

male nipple A short length of pipe with 
threads on the outside of both ends. 

male plug An electrical plug that inserts 
into a receptacle. 

male thread A thread on the outside of a 
pipe or fitting. 

mall 1. A shaded or covered walk for 
pedestrians that is often lined with 
shops. 2. The median strip dividing a 
highway. 

malleability The property of a metal that 
enables it to be hammered, bent, and 
extruded without cracking. 

main beam 

 
main beam A structural beamthat

transmits its load directly to columns,
rather than to another beam.

 
main beam

 
main contractor See prime contractor.

main cross-connect The connecting
point(in a structured cabling system)
between entrance cables, equipment
cables, and inter-building backbone
cables.

main couple The main truss in a timber
roof.

main divisions 1. General contractor's
work. 2, Each subcontractot’s work.

main member See primary member.

main object line A thick, heavy line in
construction drawings that outlines the
structure or object. Used for the main
outlines of walls, floors, elevations,
details, or sections.

main office expense A contractor's main
office expense consists of the expense
of doing business that is not charged
directly to the job. Depending on the
accounting system used, and thetotal
volume, this can vary from 2 to 20
percent, with the median about 7.2
percent of the total volume.

main rafter A structural roofing member
that extends from the plate to the ridge
pole at right angles.

main reinforcement See main bar.

main runner In a suspended ceiling
system, one of the main supporting
members.
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main sewer In a public sanitary sewer

system, the trunk sewerinto which
branch sewers are connected.

 
main stack In plumbing, a ventthat runs

from the building drains up through
the roof.

maintainer A small motorgraderused for
driveways andforrepairing thefine
pradeinside buildings.

maintenance The process of
implementing measures to conserve a
site, building, structure, or object over
an extended period of time to prevent
deterioration.

maintenance bond A contractor's bond

in which a surety guarantees to the
ownerthat defects of workmanship and
materials will be rectified for a given
period of time. A one-year bondis
commonly included in the performance
bond.

maintenance curve For a light source, a
plot of lumensvs. time.

maintenancefactor In lighting
calculations, the ratio ofillumination
ofalight source or lighted surface
at a given time to thatofthe initial
illumination. This factor is used to

determine the depreciation of a lamp
or a reflective surface over a period of
time.

maintenance period Theperiod after
completion of a contract during which
a contractoris obligated to repair any
defects in workmanship and materials
that may becomeevident. See also
maintenance bond.

main tie Ina roof truss, the bottom
straight memberthat connects the two
feet. 

main tie
  
  
main vent See ventstack.

major diameter The largest diameterof a
screw thread.

makeup air unit A unit to supply
conditionedair to a building to replace
air that has been removed by an
exhaust system or by combustion.

makeup water Waterthatis added toa
system to replace water that has been
lost through evaporation or leaking.

malachite A copper-bearingore also used
as ornamentalstone.

male connector Anelectrical connector
with contacts thatfit into a female
connector,

male nipple A short length of pipe with
threads on the outside of both ends.

male plug An electrical plug that inserts
into a receptacle.

male thread A thread on the outside of a

pipe orfitting.

male thread
  
mall 1. A shaded or covered walk for

pedestrians thatis often lined with
shops. 2. The median strip dividing a
highway.  

malleability The property of a metal that
enables it to be hammered, bent, and
extruded without cracking.



malleable iron Cast iron that has been 
heat-treated to reduce its brittleness. 

mallet A small wooden hammer used to 
drive another tool, such as a chisel or 
a gouge. 

mallet-headed chisel A steel mason's 
chisel with a rounded head. 

mall front A glazed store front facing an 
enclosed mall. 

management host computer A computer 
that serves as a management-machine 
interface in a building automation 
system. 

managing partner A partner who is 
responsible for a wide variety of 
day-to-day decisions on behalf of the 
partnership. 

mandate A court-authorized command or 
direction that a person is bound by law 
to obey. 

mandrel A retractable insert for driving a 
steel pile. 

manganese An alloy that is added to most 
steels as a hardener and deoxidizer. 

manhole A vertical access shaft from 
the ground surface to a sewer or 
underground utilities, usually at a 
junction, to allow cleaning, inspection, 
connections, and repairs. 

manhole 

manhole block Concrete block cast 
with curved faces and used to form a 
cylindrical manhole. 

manhole cover A removable cast 
iron cover for a manhole. As many 
manholes are in paved areas, the cover 
must be strong enough to bear the 
weight of traffic. 

manhole frame The cast iron frame into 
which a manhole cover fits. 

manhole invert In a sewer manhole, the 
elevation or grade of the inlet or outlet 
pipes. 

manhole removal An item of work in site 
preparation that includes demolition 
and/or filling in an existing manhole. 

manhole step A preformed metal or 
fiberglass step that is permanently fixed 
to the inside of a manhole or catch 
basin. 

man-hour A unit describing the work 
performed by one person in one hour. 

manifest 1. A list of the contents or the 
cargo of any shipment. 2. A specific 
form used by a generator of hazardous 
waste to track the waste from the site of 
generation to the site of final treatment 
or disposal. 

manifold A distribution or collection 
pipe or chamber having one inlet 
and several outlets, or one outlet and 
several inlets. 

manifold 

manipulative joint A joint in copper 
tubing where the ends of the tubing are 
belled outwards. 

man lift A motorized scaffold 
characterized by a bucket or platform. 
Motorized buckets, also known as 
"cherry pickers," can hold up to three 
people. Motorized platform capacity is 
limited only by weight. 

man lock A chamber in which personnel 
pass from one environmental pressure 
to another, such as when entering or 
leaving a caisson. 

Manual of Practice I 

manometer AU-shaped tube filled with a 
liquid used to measure the differential 
pressure of gasses. 

mansard roof A roof with a double pitch 
on all four sides, the lower level having 
the steeper pitch. See also curb roof. 

mansion An extremely large and imposing 
residence. 

mantel (mantelpiece) The shelf above 
and the finished trim or facing around 
a fireplace. 

mantel 

manual A system of controls that can be 
operated by hand. 

manual batcher A batcher with gates and 
scales that can be operated by hand. 

manual fire alarm box A device that 
initiates an alarm signal when 
activated by hand. 

manual fire pump A pump for water 
supply to a sprinkler or standpipe 
system that must be activated by hand. 

Manual of Practice Documents 
containing information about preparing 
written and graphic construction 
documents and coordinating drawings 
and specifications. 
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malleable iron Cast iron that has been
heat-treated to reduceits brittleness.

mallet A small wooden hammerused to

drive anothertool, such as a chisel or
a gouge.

mallet-headed chisel A steel mason’s
chisel with a rounded head.

mall front A glazed store front facing an
enclosed mall.

management host computer A computer
that serves as a management-machine
interface in a building automation
system.

managing partner A partner whois
responsible for a wide variety of
day-to-day decisions on behalfof the
partnership.

mandate A court-authorized command or

direction that a person is bound by law
to obey.

mandrel A retractable insert for driving a
steelpile.

manganese Analloy thatis added to most
steels as a hardener and deoxidizer.

manhole A vertical access shaft from

the groundsurface to a seweror
undergroundutilities, usually at a
junction,to allow cleaning, inspection,
connections, andrepairs.
      

 

 
      
 

manhole

   
manhole block Concrete block cast

with curved faces and used to form a

cylindrical manhole.
manhole cover A removable cast

iron coverfor a manhole. As many
manholes are in paved areas, the cover
must be strong enough to bear the
weightoftraffic.

manhole frame Thecast iron frame into
which a manhole coverfits.

manhole invert In a sewer manhole, the
elevation or grade of the inlet or outlet
pipes.

manhole removal Anitem of workinsite

preparation that includes demolition
and/orfilling in an existing manhole.

manhole step A preformed metal or
fiberglass step that is permanently fixed
to the inside of a manhole or catch
basin.

man-hour A unit describing the work
performed by one petson in one hour.

manifest 1. A list of the contents or the

cargo of any shipment. 2. A specific
form used by a generatorof hazardous
waste to track the waste from thesite of

generationto thesite of final treatment
or disposal.

manifold A distribution or collection

pipe or chamber having one inlet
and several outlets, or one outlet and
severalinlets.

manifold

  
manipulative joint A joint in copper

tubing where the endsof the tubingare
betled outwards.

man lift A motorized scaffold

characterized by a bucket or platform.
Motorized buckets, also known as
“cherry pickers,” can hold up to three
people. Motorized platform capacity is
limited only by weight.

man lock A chamberin which personnel
pass from one environmentalpressure
to another, such as when entering or
leaving a caisson.

manometer A U-shaped tubefilled with a
liquid used to measure the differential
pressure ofgasses.

mansard roof A roof with a double pitch
on. all foursides, the lower level having
the steeper pitch.See also curb roof. 

 
mansard roof

   
mansion An extremely large and imposing

residence.
 

mantel (mantelpiece) The shelf above
and the finished trim or facing around
a fireplace.

mantel

    
manual A system of controls that can be

operated by hand.

manualbatcher A batcherwith gates and
scales that can be operated by hand.

manualfire alarm box A device that

initiates an alarm signal when
activated by hand.

manualfire pump A pump for water
supply to a sprinkler or standpipe
system that must be activated by hand.

Manualof Practice Documents

containing information about preparing
written and graphic construction
documents and coordinating drawings
and specifications.
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manufactured homes 

manufactured homes (mobile homes) 
Manufactured homes are factory
finished inside and out, and usually 
have wheeled chassis. 

manufactured sand A fine aggregate that 
is produced by crushing stone, gravel, 
or slag. 

manufactured wood A joist, truss, 
beam, or other product made from 
smaller pieces of wood, usually glued 
together. Manufactured wood can 
provide greater strength and has the 
environmental benefit of using waste 
material rather than virgin lumber. 

manufacturer's specifications 
Documented installation or 
maintenance instructions produced 
by a product manufacturer. Often 
these instructions must be carefully 
followed in order to maintain a product 
warranty. 

map cracking See checking. 

maple A hardwood that grows in North 
America and Europe and has a 
dense uniform texture. Maple is used 
primarily in flooring and furniture. 

marble A metamorphic rock, chiefly 
calcium carbonate, with various 
impurities that give it distinctive 
colors. Marble is used in the 
architectural facing of both interior 
and exterior walls. 

marbling The application of paints to 
a surface to give it the appearance of 
marble. 

marezzo A cast imitation of marble used 
extensively for commode tops and wall 
facing. 

margin 1. The amount added to the cost 
of materials as a markup. 2. An edge 
projecting over the gable of a roof. See 
also verge. 3. The space between a door 
and the jambs. 4. The measurement of 
the exposure of overlapped shingles. 

marginal bar A glazing bar that separates 
a large glazed area in the middle of a 
window from smaller panes around the 
outside. 

margin draft In sronemasonry, a dressed 
border on the edge of the face of a 
hewn stone. 

margin light See side light. 

margin strip In wood flooring, a narrow 
strip that forms a border. 

margin trowel A plasterer's hand trowel 
on which the edges are turned up to 
finish plaster in corners. 

marigold window See rose window. 

marine glue A waterproof glue used on 
exterior plywoods and other wood-
gluing applications where water may be 
encountered. 

marine paint A paint containing elements 
to withstand exposure to sunlight, salt, 
and fresh water. 

marine plywood A high-grade plywood 
especially adaptable to boat hull 
construction. All inner plies must be B 
grade or better. 

marked face The front or veneer side of a 
wood building product. 

marketable title A title that is free of any 
defects. 

market approach An appraisal method 
that values property based on the 
market value of similar buildings sold 
in a recent time period in a comparable 
market area. 

market price The price at which both 
seller and buyer are ready and willing 
to commit to a sale in the ordinary 
course of trade. 

market value The monetary price upon 
which a willing buyer and a willing 
seller in a free market will agree to 
exchange ownership, both parties 
knowing all the material facts but 
neither being compelled to act. The 
market value fluctuates with the degree 
of willingness of the buyer and seller 
and with the conditions of the sale.* 

marking gauge A carpenter's hand tool 
for scribing a line parallel to an edge. 
The gauge has a scribe on a rod whose 
distance is adjustable at the head, and 
rides along the edge of the material. 

*Re/irinted with the Jiermission of AACE International. Co/iyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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mark out To lay out the locations where 
cuts are to be made on lumber. 

markup A percentage of other sums that 
may be added to the total of all direct 
costs to determine a final price or 
contract sum. In construction practice, 
the markup usually represents two 
factors important to the contractor. 
The first factor may be the estimated 
cost of indirect expense often referred 
to as general overhead. The second 
factor is an amount for the anticipated 
profit for the contractor. 

marl A silty clay, found in the bottom 
of lake beds or swamps, with a high 
percentage of calcium carbonate. 

marl brick A high-grade brick made from 
marl. 

marquee A canopy extending out from 
an entrance for protection from the 
weather. 

marquetry Mosaics of inlaid wood and 
sometimes ivory and mother of pearl. 

martin lock A lock designed to be 
mortised into a door stile rather than 
mounted on the surface. 

Martin's cement Similar to Keene's 
cement and used in plaster. This type of 
cement contains potassium carbonate 
as an additive in place of the alum used 
in Keene's cement. 

mash hammer A heavy, short-handled 
mason's hammer with two striking 
faces. Used with a chisel to remove old 
mortar between bricks in preparation 
for repointing. This term is also used 
regionally as another name for a sledge 
hammer. 

masking The temporary covering of areas 
adjacent to those to which paint is to 
be applied. Masking is applied either by 
sticking something on, as with masking 
tape, or by covering with a firm mask. 

masking sound Background noise used 
to cover unwanted sounds, or provide 
privacy. 

masking tape An adhesive-backed 
tape used for masking that comes in 
rolls and various widths. The tape is 



applied to the surface that is to be 
left unpainted and removed after the 
painting has been done, leaving a 
clean, straight line. 

mason A workman skilled in the trade 
of masonry and/or the finishing of 
concrete floors. 

Masonite® A trade name for a 
nonstructural building board about 1/4 
inch thick, usually with one surface 
hard and smooth. Masonite can be 
either tempered or untempered, the 
tempered form being harder and more 
water-resistant. 

masonry Construction composed of 
shaped or molded units, usually small 
enough to be handled by one man and 
composed of stone, ceramic brick, or 
tile, concrete, glass, adobe, or the like. 
The term masonry is sometimes used to 
designate cast-in-/J/ace concrete. 

masonry 

masonry anchor A metal device attached 
to a door or window frame that is used 
to secure it to masonry construction. 

masonry block See masonry unit. 

masonry bonded hollow wall A hollow 
masonry wall in which the inner and 
outer wythes ( thicknesses) are tied 
together with masonry units rather 
than metal ties. 

masonry cement A mill-mixed mortar to 
which sand and water must be added. 

masonry drill See star drill. 

masonry fill Insulation material used to 
fill the voids in masonry units. 

masonry filler unit Masonry units that 
are placed between joists or beams 
prior to placing the concrete for a 
concrete slab. The filler unit is used to 
reduce the amount of concrete required 
and the weight of the slab. 

masonry guard See plaster guard. 

masonry insulation Sound and thermal 
insulation used in masonry walls. The 
material can be either rigid insulation, 
or an expanded aggregate such as 
perlite. 

masonry nail A hard steel nail with a 
fluted shank that can be driven into 
masonry or concrete. 

masonry panel A prefabricated masonry 
wall section that is constructed on the 
ground or in a shop and erected by 
crane. 

masonry pointing Troweling mortar into 
a masonry joint after the masonry units 
have been laid. 

masonry reinforcing Refers to both the 
lateral steel rods or mesh laid between 
the courses of masonry units and the 
vertical rods that are grouted into the 
voids. 
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mason's line 

masonry tie See wall tie. 

masonry toothing Cutting or leaving out 
of alternate masonry units in a wall to 
provide a bond for new work. 

masonry unit Natural or manufactured 
building units of burned clay, stone, 
glass, gypsum, concrete, etc. 

masonry unit 

masonry veneer A single wythe of 
masonry for facing purposes. 

mason's adjustable multiple-point 
suspension scaffold A scaffold with a 
platform supported by bearers that are 
suspended from wire rope and overhead 
supports. This type of scaffolding is 
designed and operated in such a way 
as to permit the platform to be raised 
or lowered to any desired working 
position. 

mason's ax See ax hammer. 

mason's hammer A steel hammer having 
one square face for striking and 
one curved chisel face for trimming 
masonry units. 

mason's joint A projecting V-shaped 
masonry joint. 

mason's level Three separate levels set 
in a straight bar of wood or metal for 
determining level or plumb lines. The 
level is usually about 4 feet long. 

mason's lime Lime used in preparing 
plaster or mortar. 

mason's line A heavy string or cord used 
by masons to align courses of masonry. 
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mason’s line
 

applied to the surface thatis to be
left unpainted and removedafter the
painting has beendone, leaving a
clean, straightline.

mason A workmanskilled in the trade

of masonry and/orthefinishing of
concrete floors.

Masonite® A trade namefor a

nonstructural building board about 1/4
inch thick, usually with one surface
hard and smooth. Masonite can be

either tempered or untempered, the
tempered form being harder and more
water-resistant.

masonry Construction composed of
shaped or molded units, usually small
enough to be handled by one man and
composed of stone, ceramic brick, or
tile, concrete, glass, adobe, or thelike.
The term masonry is sometimes used to
designate cast-in-place concrete. 

masonry filler unit Masonry units that
are placed between joists or beams
prior to placing the concrete for a
concrete slab. Thefiller unit is used to

reduce the amountof concrete required
and the weightofthe slab.

masonry guard See plaster guard.

masonry insulation Sound and thermal
insulation used in masonry walls. The
material can be eitherrigid insulation,
or an expanded aggregate such as
perlite.

masonry nail A hard steel nail with a
fluted shank that can be driven into
masonryor concrete.

masonry panel A prefabricated masonry
wall section that is constructed on the

groundorin a shop and erected bycrane.

masonry pointing Troweling mortarinto
a masonryjoint after the masonry units
have beenlaid.

masonry reinforcing Refers to both the
lateral steel rods or mesh laid between

the courses of masonry units and the
vertical rods that are grouted into the

masonrytie See walltie.

masonry toothing Cutting or leaving out
of alternate masonry units in a wall to
provide a bond for new work.

masonry unit Natural or manufactured
building units of burned clay, stone,
glass, gypsum, concrete,etc.

masonry unit

  
masonry veneerAsingle wythe of

masonry for facing purposes.

mason’s adjustable multiple-point
suspension scaffold A scaffold with a
platform supported by bearers that are
suspended from wire rope and overhead
supports. This type of scaffoldingis

voids. designed and operated in such a way
as to permitthe platformto beraised
or lowered to anydesired working
position.

masonry mason’s ax See ax hammer.

  
mason’s hammer A steel hammerhaving

one square face forstriking and
one curvedchiselface for trimming
masonry units.

 
masonry anchor A metal device attached

to a dooror window framethatis used

to secure it to masonry construction.

mason’s joint A projecting V-shapedmasonry block See masonry unit. eC
masonry joint.

masonry bonded hollow wall A hollow
masonry wall in which the inner and
outer wythes (thicknesses) are tied
together with masonry units rather
than metalties.

mason’s level Three separate levels set
in a straight bar of wood or metalfor
determining level or plumb lines. The
level is usually about 4 feet long.

mason’s lime Lime used in preparingmasonry cement A mill-mixed mortar to
plaster or mortar.which sand and water must be added.

mason’s line A heavy string or cord usedmasonry drill See star drill.
by masonsto align courses of masonry.

masontyfill Insulation material used to
fill the voids in masonry units. masonry reinforcing
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mason's measure 

mason's measure A method of making 
a quantity survey of masonry units 
required for a job that counts corners 
twice and does not deduct for small 
openings. 

mason's miter A corner formed out of a 
solid masonry unit, the inside of which 
looks like a miter joint. The joints 
are actually butt joints away from the 
corner. 

mason's putty A lime-based putty mixed 
with Portland cement and stone 
dust, and used in ashlar masonry 
construction. 

mason's scaffold A self-supporting 
scaffold for the erection of a masonry 
wall. The scaffold must be strong 
enough to support the weight of the 
masons, the masonry units, and the 
mortar tubs during construction. 

mason's scaffolding 

mass Property of a body that resists 
acceleration and produces the effect 
of inertia. The weight of a body is the 
result of the pull of gravity on its mass. 

mass concrete Any volume of concrete 
with dimensions large enough to 
require that measures be taken to cope 
with generation of heat from hydration 
of the cement and attendant volume 
change, to minimize cracking. 

mass curing Adiabatic curing in sealed 
containers. 

mass diagram A plotted diagram of the 
cumulative cuts and fills at any station 
in a highway job. The diagram is used 
in highway design and to determine 
haul distances and quantities. 
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mass foundation A foundation that is 
larger than that required for support of 
the structure and one that is designed 
to reduce the effects of impact or 
vibration. 

mass haul curve A curve developed 
from the mass diagram to display haul 
distances and quantities in a highway 
job. 

massing The general composition of the 
exterior of the major volumes of a 
structure. 

mass profile A road profile graphically 
showing volumes of cut and fill 
between stations. 

mass shooting The simultaneous 
detonation of explosives in blast holes, 
as opposed to detonation in sequence 
with delay caps. 

mast The vertical member of a tower 
crane that carries the load lines. 

mast arm The bracket attached to an 
exterior lamp post that supports a light. 

master A term applied to the third 
and highest level of achievement 
for a tradesman or mechanic, who 
by supervision, experience, and 
examination has earned a master's 
license attesting that he is a master 
of the trade and no longer requires 
supervision of his work, as is the case 
with the journeyman and apprentice 
levels. 

Master Builder A term applied to 
one who performs the functions of 
both design and construction. The 
Master Builder approach to building 
construction has been a practice 
commonplace in much of the world 
for many centuries. In the United 
States, design and construction are 
traditionally seen as two separate and 
distinct functions. 

master clock system An electrical system 
that synchronizes all the clocks in a 
building. 

MasterFormat The name owned 
and created by the Construction 
Specifications Institute ( CS!) of 
the United States and Construction 
Specifications Canada (CSC) denoting 
a numerical system of organization for 
construction-related information and 
data, based on a 16-division format. 

master key A key that operates all the 
locks in a master-keyed series. 

master-keyed lock A locking system 
intended for use in a series, each lock 
of which may be actuated by two 
different keys, one capable of operating 
every lock of the series, and the other 
capable of operating only one or a few 
of the locks. 

master lease The basic lease between the 
owner of real estate and his tenant, 
which has priority over other leases 
and subleases that arise subsequently. 

master list A list of a construction 
project's duty-free materials provided 
by an owner for use by the foreign 
country's customs officers at the port or 
ports of import. 

master plan A zoning plan of a 
community classifying areas by use, or 
zoning code used as a guide for future 
development. 

master plumber A plumber licensed to 
install and assume responsibility for 
contractual agreements pertaining 
to plumbing, and to secure needed 
permits. A journeyman plumber is 
licensed to install plumbing only under 
the supervision of a master plumber. 

mason’s measure 

 
mason’s measure A method of making

a quantity survey of masonry units
required for a job that counts corners
twice and does not deduct for small

openings.

mason’s miter A cornerformed out of a

solid masonry unit, the inside of which
looks like a miterjoint. The joints
are actually butt joints away from the
corner.

mason’s putty A lime-based putty mixed
with Portland cement and stone

dust, and used in ashlar masonry
construction.

mason’s scaffold A self-supporting
scaffold for the erection of a masonry
wall. The scaffold must be strong
enough to support the weight of the
masons, the masonry units, and the
mortar tubs during construction. 

mason's scaffolding

   
mass Property of a body thatresists

acceleration and producesthe effect
of inertia. The weight of a body is the
result of the pull of gravity on its mass.

mass concrete Any volumeof concrete
with dimensionslarge enough to
require that measures be taken to cope
with generation of heat from hydration
of the cement and attendant volume

change, to minimize cracking.

mass curing Adiabatic curingin sealed
containers.

mass diagram A plotted diagram of the
cumulative cuts andfills at any station
in a highway job. The diagramis used
in highway design and to determine
hauldistances and quantities.
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mass foundation A foundationthatis

larger than that required for support of
the structure and onethatis designed
to reduce theeffects of impact or
vibration.

mass haul curve A curve developed
from the mass diagram to display haul
distances and quantities in a highway
job.

massing The general composition of the
exterior of the major volumesof a
structure.

mass profile A road profile graphically
showing volumesof cut andfill
between stations.

mass shooting The simultaneous
detonationof explosivesin blast holes,
as opposed to detonation in sequence
with delay caps.

mast The vertical memberof a tower
crane that carries the load lines.

mast arm The bracket attached to an

exterior lamp post that supportsa light. 

 
mast arm

 
master A termapplied to the third

and highest level of achievement
for a tradesman or mechanic, who
by supervision, experience, and
examination has earned a master’s

license attesting that he is a master
of the trade and no longer requires
supervision of his work,asis the case
with the journeyman and apprentice
levels.

 

Master Builder A term applied to
one whoperforms the functions of
both design and construction. The
Master Builder approach to building
constructionhas been a practice
commonplace in muchof the world
for manycenturies. In the United
States, design and construction are
traditionally seen as two separate and
distinct functions.

masterclock system Anelectrical system
that synchronizesall the clocks in a
building.

MasterFormat The name owned

and created by the Construction
Specifications Institute (CSI) of
the United States and Construction

Specifications Canada (CSC) denoting
a numerical system of organization for
construction-related information and

data, based on a 16-division format.

master key A key that operatesall the
locks in a master-keyedseries.

master-keyed lock A locking system
intendedfor use inaseries, each lock
of which may be actuated by two
different keys, one capable of operating
every lock of the series, and the other
capable of operating only one ora few
of the locks.

master lease Thebasic lease between the

ownerofreal estate and his tenant,
whichhaspriority over other leases
and subleases that arise subsequently.

masterlist A list of a construction

project’s duty-free materials provided
by an ownerfor use by the foreign
country’s customsofficers at the port or
ports of import.

master plan A zoning plan of a
communityclassifying areas by use, or
zoning code used as a guide for future
development.

master plumber A plumberlicensed to
install and assume responsibility for
contractual agreements pertaining
to plumbing, andto secure needed
permits. A journeyman plumberis
licensed to install plumbing only under
the supervision of a master plumber.



master schedule The most complete 
schedule for a project, it covers not 
only the construction portions, but also 
items that are not strictly construction
related, such as financing deadlines 
and community board reviews. The 
master schedule includes all the details 
of the project, but can be presented in 
a summary or executive-level format, 
with the ability to "drill down" into 
specific parts to get more detailed 
information, as needed. 

MASTERSPEC® A widely used master 
specification system, developed by 
the American Institute of Architects, 
for design professionals and members 
of the construction and building 
industries. 

master switch An electrical switch that 
controls two or more circuits. 

mastic 1 . A thick bituminous-based 
adhesive used for applying floor and 
wall tiles. 2. A waterproof caulking 
compound used in roofing that retains 
some elasticity after setting. 

mastic asphalt See asphaltic mastic. 

mat 1. A heavy, flexible cover for 
retaining blasted rock fragments that is 
usually made of wire, chain, or cordage. 
2. A grid of reinforcing bars. 

matched boards Boards having been 
worked with a tongue on one edge and/ 
or end, and a groove at the opposite 
edge and/or end to provide a tight joint 
when two pieces are fitted together. 

matched boards 

matched lumber See lumber, matched. 

matched siding See drop siding. 

material Any product or substance 
specified for use in the construction of 
a project. 

material cost The cost of everything of 
a substantial nature that is essential 

to the construction or operation of 
a facility, both of a direct or indirect 
nature. Generally includes all 
manufactured equipment as a basic 
part.* 

material hose See delivery hose. 

materialman A term applied to a person 
through whom the contractor may 
obtain the materials of construction. 
The materialman may be a 
manufacturer's representative or he 
may be a distributor or salesman of the 
tools, products, materials, assemblies, 
and equipment vital to the process of 
construction. 

material safety data sheet (MSDS) 
A form published by manufacturers 
of hazardous materials to describe the 
hazards thereof. 

materials cage The platform on a hoist 
used for transporting materials to upper 
floors. 

materials lock The chamber through 
which materials are passed from one 
environmental pressure to another. 

mat foundation A continuous thick-
slab foundation supporting an entire 
structure. This type of foundation may 
be thickened or have holes in some 
areas and is typically used to distribute 
a building's weight over as wide an area 
as possible, especially if soil conditions 
are poor. 

Matheson joint A bell-and-spigot joint in 
wrought iron pipe. 

matrix In concrete, the mortar in which 
the coarse aggregate is embedded. In 
mortar, the cement paste in which the 
fine aggregate is embedded. 

mat sink The depression at an entrance 
door into which a floor mat is placed. 

matte A dull surface finish with low 
reflectance. 

matte dip A treatment given to metals 
to produce a matte finish. The dip is a 
mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid and 
zinc oxide or sulfate. 

"'Re/Jrinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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matte-surfaced glass Glass that has been 
etched, sandblasted, or ground to 
create a surface that will diffuse light. 

mattock A heavy digging tool with a hoe 
blade on one side of the head and a 
pick or ax on the other. See also grub 
axe. 

mattress A grade-level concrete slab 
used to support equipment, such as 
transformers and air conditioning units, 
outside a building. 

maturing The curing and hardening 
of construction materials such as 
concrete, plaster, and mortar. 

maul A long-handled heavy wooden 
mallet. See also beetle. 

maximum demand 1. The greatest 
anticipated load on an electrical system 
during a given period of time. 2. The 
greatest anticipated load on a sanitary 
waste system during a given period of 
time. 

maximum density The largest unit 
weight to which a material may be 
compressed. 

maximum power point (MPP) 
In photovoltaic systems, the point 
at which the most possible current 
is drawn from a cell, and the voltage 
subsequently drops off. The MPP 
changes slightly with temperature and 
intensity of sunlight. Most photovoltaic 
(PV) systems have power conditioning 
electronics, called maximum power 
point trackers (MPPT), that constantly 
adjust the voltage in order to maximize 
power output. Simpler systems operate 
at a fixed voltage close to the optimal 
voltage. 

maximum rated load The greatest live 
load, plus dead load, which a scaffold 
is designed to carry, including a safety 
factor. 

maximum size of aggregates 
The maximum size of aggregate 
permitted in a concrete mix design 
determined by the thickness of slab, 
distance from the reinforcing steel 
to the face of the concrete, and the 
method of placement. 
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master schedule The most complete
schedule for a project,it covers not
only the construction portions, but also
items that are notstrictly construction-
related, suchas financing deadlines
and community board reviews. The
master schedule includesall the details

of the project, but can be presented in
a summary orexecutive-level format,
with the ability to “drill down’into
specific parts to get more detailed
information, as needed.

MASTERSPEC® A widely used master
specification system, developed by
the American Institute of Architects,
for design professionals and members
of the construction and building
industries.

 
master switch Anelectrical switch that

controls two or more circuits.

mastic 1. A thick bituminous-based

adhesive used for applying floor and
walltiles. 2, A waterproof caulking
compound used in roofing that retains
someelasticity aftersetting.

mastic asphalt See asphaltic mastic.

mat 1. A heavy,flexible coverfor
retaining blasted rock fragments thatis
usually made of wire, chain, or cordage.
2. A grid of reinforcing bars.

matched boards Boards having been
worked with a tongue on one edge and/
or end, and a groove at the opposite
edge and/or end to provide a tight joint
whentwo piecesare fitted together. 

matched boards   
  
matched lumber See lumber, matched.

matched siding See dropsiding.

material Any productor substance
specified for use in the construction of
a project.

material cost Thecost of everything of
a substantial nature thatis essential

to the construction or operation of
a facility, both of a direct orindirect
nature. Generally includesall
manufactured equipmentas a basic
part.*

material hose Sce delivery hose.

materialman A term applied to a person
through whom the contractor may
obtain the materials of construction.

The materialman may be a
manufacturer’s representative or he
may be a distributoror salesman of the
tools, products, materials, assemblies,
and equipment vital to the process of
construction.

material safety data sheet (MSDS)
A form published by manufacturers
of hazardous materials to describe the
hazards thereof.

materials cage The platform ona hoist
used for transporting materials to upper
floors.

materials lock The chamberthrough
which materials are passed from one
environmentalpressure to another.

 
mat foundation A continuous thick-

slab foundationsupporting an entire
structure. This type of foundation may
be thickened or have holes in some

areas andis typically usedto distribute
a building’s weight over as wide an area
as possible, especially if soil conditions
are poor.

Matheson joint A bell-and-spigotjoint in
wrought iron pipe.

matrix In concrete, the mortar in which
the coarse aggregate is embedded. In
mortar, the cementpaste in which the
fine aggregate is embedded.

mat sink The depression at an entrance
doorinto whicha floor matis placed.

matte A dull surface finish with low
reflectance.

matte dip A treatment givento metals
to produce a mattefinish. The dipis a
mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid and
zinc oxide orsulfate.
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matte-surfaced glass Glass that has been
etched, sandblasted, or groundto
create a surface that will diffuselight.

mattock A heavy digging tool with a hoe
blade on oneside of the head and a

pick or ax on the other. See also grub
axe.

mattress A grade-level concrete slab
used to support equipment, such as
transformers and air conditioningunits,
outside a building.

maturing The curing and hardening
of construction materials such as

concrete, plaster, and mortar.

maul A long-handled heavy wooden
mallet. See also beetle.

maximum demand 1. The greatest
anticipated load onanelectrical system
during a given period of time. 2. The
greatest anticipated load on a sanitary
waste system during a given period of
time.

maximum density The largest unit
weight to which a material may be
compressed.

maximum power point (MPP)
In photovoltaic systems, the point
at which the most possible current
is drawnfrom a cell, and the voltage
subsequently drops off. The MPP
changesslightly with temperature and
intensity of sunlight. Most photovoltaic
(PV) systems have power conditioning
electronics, called maximum power
pointtrackers (MPPT), that constantly
adjust the voltage in order to maximize
power output. Simpler systems operate
at a fixed voltage close to the optimal
voltage.

maximum rated load The greatestlive
load, plus dead load, which a scaffold
is designed to carry, includinga safety
factor.

maximum size of aggregates
The maximumsize of aggregate
permitted in a concrete mix design
determined by the thicknessofslab,
distance from the reinforcing steel
to the face of the concrete, and the
method of placement.
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meager lime 

meager lime A low purity lime commonly 
used in plaster. Contains at least 15% 
impurities. 

mean roof height The distance from 
average grade to average roof elevation. 

means of egress Any continuous exit path 
from a building to the outside. 

measurement A quantity survey from 
plans or a field survey of work to be 
done. 

measurement standard Any standard 
set to ensure that measurements are 
recorded in a reliable, uniform manner. 

measuring chain See chain. 

mechanic 1. A person skilled in the repair 
and maintenance of equipment. 2. Any 
person skilled in a particular trade or 
craft. 

mechanical advantage The ratio of the 
weight lifted by a machine divided by 
the force applied. 

mechanical analysis See sieve analysis. 

mechanical application The placing 
of plaster or mortar by pumping or 
spraying, as opposed to placement by 
hand with a trowel. 

mechanical bond (mechanical 
connection) A bond formed by 
keying or interlocking as opposed to a 
chemical bond by adhesion, as plaster 
bonding to lath or concrete bonding to 
deformed reinforcing rods. 

mechanical completion Unit is essentially 
complete for start-up operation and 
test run. All major work is completed. 
Minor work not interfering with 
operation may not be completed, such 
as punch list and minor touch-up 
work.* 

mechanical draft The movement of air 
through a cooling tower by means of a 
fan or other mechanical device. 

mechanical drawing 1. A graphic 
representation made with drafting 
instruments. 2. Plans showing the 
HVAC and plumbing layout of a 
building. 
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mechanical drawing 

mechanical equivalent of heat A measure 
of mechanical energy that equates 
work (measured in Joules) and thermal 
energy ( measured in calories). Equal to 
one Btu of heat and 778 foot-pounds. 

mechanical joint A plumbing joint that 
uses a positive clamping device to 
secure the sections, such as a flanged 
joint using nuts and bolts. 

mechanical joint 

mechanical plan In construction 
documents, the print that shows 
piping, ductwork, HVAC equipment, 
and fire safety systems. 

mechanical properties The properties of 
a material defining its elasticity and its 
stress-strain relationships. 

mechanical room A room or space 
that houses HVAC, plumbing, and 
electrical equipment, as well as 
controllers for a building automation 
system. 

mechanical trowel A machine with 
interchangeable metal or rubber blades 
used to compact and smooth plaster. 

mechanics lien A lien on real property 
against the value of services or 

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Co/Jyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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materials provided in the construction 
of a building or facility. 

media filtration A physical process that 
removes suspended solids from an 
aqueous waste stream by forcing the 
fluid through a porous medium. 

median The untraveled portion in the 
center of a divided highway that 
separates the traffic traveling in 
opposite directions. See also mall (2.). 

mediation A method of trying to resolve 
a dispute by the use of an impartial 
intermediary to suggest ways to settle 
the dispute, rather than imposing a 
decision upon the parties. 

medium 1. Any material used for the 
transmission of signals (radio, light, 
and sound waves). A medium could 
be cable or wire (radio); optical fiber 
(light); or water, air, or free space 
(sound). 2. In paint, the liquid in 
which the other ingredients are 
suspended or dissolved. 

medium carbon steel Steel with a carbon 
content from 0.3 to 0.6 percent. 

medium curing asphalt Liquid asphalt 
composed of asphalt cement and a 
kerosene-type dilutent (thinner) of 
medium volatility. 

medium curing cutback An asphalt that 
has been liquefied using a kerosene
based solvent. 

medium density fiberboard (MDF) 
A fiberboard made of compressed wood 
fibers glued together. The smooth and 
stable surfaces of MDF provide an 
excellent substrate for painting or the 
application of decorative lamination 
or wood veneers. Commonly used to 
manufacture furniture, cabinets and 
flooring systems. 

medium density overlay (MDO) 
An exterior-grade plywood or 
fiberboard with a fiber resin veneer 
on both sides. An ideal base for paint, 
MDO is commonly used for signs. 

medium density polyethylene (MDPE) 
A widely used, inexpensive 
thermoplastic that is easy to process 

meager lime 

 
meagerlime A lowpurity lime commonly

used in plaster. Containsat least 15%
impurities.

mean roof height The distance from
average grade to average toofelevation.

means of egress Any continuous exit path
from a building to the outside.

measurement A quantity survey from
plans ora field survey of work to be
done.

measurement standard Any standard
set to ensure that measurements are

recordedin a reliable, uniform manner.

measuring chain See chain.

mechanic 1. A personskilled in the repair
and maintenance of equipment. 2. Any
personskilled in a particular trade or
craft.

mechanical advantage The ratio of the
weightlifted by a machinedivided by
the force applied.

mechanical analysis See sieve analysis.

mechanical application Theplacing
of plaster or mortar by pumping or
spraying, as opposed to placement by
hand with a trowel.

mechanical bond (mechanical
connection) A bond formed by
keying or interlocking as opposed to a
chemical bond by adhesion,as plaster
bondingto lath or concrete bonding to
deformed reinforcing rods.

mechanical completion Unitis essentially
complete forstart-up operation and
test run. All major work is completed.
Minor work not interfering with
operation may not be completed, such
as punchlist and minor touch-up
work,*

mechanical draft The movementofair

through a cooling tower by means of a
fan or other mechanical device.

mechanical drawing 1. A graphic
representation made with drafting
instruments. 2. Plans showing the
HVACand plumbing layout of a
building.

 

     
mechanical drawing 

 
mechanical equivalent of heat A measure

of mechanical energy that equates
work (measured in Joules) and thermal
energy (measuredin calories). Equal to
one Btuof heat and 778 foot-pounds.

mechanical joint A plumbingjoint that
uses a positive clamping device to
secure the sections, such as a flanged
joint using nuts and bolts. 

  
mechanicaljoint

mechanical plan In construction
documents, the print that shows
piping, ductwork, HVAC equipment,
andfire safety systems.

mechanical properties The properties of
a materialdefiningits elasticity andits
stress-strain relationships.

mechanical room A room or space
that houses HVAC,plumbing,and
electrical equipment, as well as
controllers for a building automation
system.

mechanical trowel A machine with

interchangeable metal or rubberblades
used to compact and smooth plaster.

mechanics lien A lien on real property
against the value of services or
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materials provided in the construction
ofa buildingorfacility.

mediafiltration A physical process that
removes suspended solids from an
aqueous waste stream by forcing the
fluid through a porous medium.

median The untraveled portion in the
center of a divided highway that
separatesthe traffic traveling in
opposite directions. See also mall (2.).

mediation A method oftrying to resolve
a dispute by the use of an impartial
intermediary to suggest ways to settle
the dispute, rather than imposing a
decision upon theparties.

medium 1. Any material used for the
transmission ofsignals (radio, light,
and sound waves). A medium could
be cable or wire (radio); optical fiber
(light); or water, air, or free space
(sound). 2. In paint, the liquid in
which the other ingredients are
suspended or dissolved.

medium carbon steel Steel with a carbon

content from 0.3 to 0.6 percent.

medium curing asphalt Liquid asphalt
composed of asphalt cement and a
kerosene-type dilutent (thinner) of
medium volatility.

medium curing cutback Anasphalt that
has been liquefied using a kerosene-
based solvent.

medium density fiberboard (MDF)
A fiberboard made of compressed wood
fibers glued together. The smooth and
stable surfaces of MDFprovide an
excellent substrate for painting or the
application of decorative lamination
or wood veneers. Commonly used to
manufacture furniture, cabinets and
flooring systems.

medium density overlay (MDO)
Anexterior-grade plywood or
fiberboard with a fiber resin veneer

on both sides. An ideal base for paint,
MDOis commonly usedfor signs.

medium density polyethylene (MDPE)
A widely used, inexpensive
thermoplastic thatis easy to process



and has good to excellent chemical 
resistance. It is also soft and cannot 
be used in temperatures much 
above 150°F. MDPE combines the 
characteristics of low and high density 
polyethylene. It is less translucent than 
LDPE but more flexible than HDPE. 

medium duty scaffold A scaffold designed 
and constructed to carry a working load 
not to exceed 50 psf. 

medium duty scaffold 

mediumscope A term established by the 
Construction Specifications Institute 
( CS!) to denote a section of the 
specifications that describes a family 
of related or integrated materials 
and workmanship requirements. 
(N arrowscope specifications denote 
a single product; broadscope 
specifications denote a section 
describing differing materials used in a 
related manner.) 

medium-temperature water-heating 
system A water heating system with 
a boiler that heats water to between 
250°F and 350°F before it is supplied to 
heating devices. 

meeting of the minds A mutual 
agreement to the terms and conditions 
of a contract. 

meeting posts With a double gate, the 
stiles that meet in the middle. 

meeting rail With a double-hung window, 
the horizontal rails that meet in the 
middle. 

meeting stile Any abutting stiles in a pair 
of doors or windows. 

megabit Approximately one million bits. 

megahertz One million hertz (Hz). 

megalith A very large hewn or unhewn 
stone used in architecture or as a 
monument. 

melamine A plastic laminate made by 
fusing a resin-impregnated surface 
material, under heat and pressure, 
into a dense, 5/8" board. Has superior 
scratch and water resistance and is not 
prone to delamination. 

member A general term for a structural 
component of a building, such as a 
beam or column. 

membrane The impervious layer or layers 
of material used in constructing a flat 
roof. 

membrane curing A process of 
controlling the curing of concrete by 
sealing in the moisture that would 
be lost to evaporation. The process 
is accomplished either by spraying a 
sealer on the surface or by covering the 
surface with a sheet film. 

membrane fireproofing A lath and plaster 
layer applied as a fireproofing barrier. 

membrane roofing A term that most 
commonly refers to a roof covering 
employing flexible elastomeric plastic 
materials from 35 to 60 mils thick, 
that is applied from rolls and has 
vulcanized joints. The initial cost of an 
elastomeric-membrane roof covering 
system is higher than a built-up roof, 
but the life cycle cost is lower. 

membrane theory In thin-shell design, 
the assumption that a shell has 
no strength in bending because 
of deflection, and, that the only 
stresses in any section are in tension, 
compression, and shear. 

mesh reinforcing I 

membrane waterproofing The application 
of a layer of impervious material, such 
as felt and asphaltic cement, to a 
foundation wall. 

membrane waterproofing 

mending plate A steel strap with 
predrilled screw holes used to span and 
strengthen wood joints. 

mensuration The determination of 
length, area, and volume. 

merchant pipe A lightweight pipe that is 
up to 8% lighter than standard pipe. 

mercury switch An electrical switch that 
contains mercury in a vial to make a 
silent contact. 

mercury vapor lamp A high intensity 
discharge (HID) lamp that produces a 
blue-white light by creating an arc in 
mercury vapor enclosed in a globe or 
tube. 

mercury vapor lamp 

mesh 1. A network of wire screening or 
welded wire fabric used in construction. 
2. The number of openings per lineal 
inch in wire cloth. 

mesh reinforcing See welded wire fabric. 
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mesh reinforcing 

and has good to excellent chemical
resistance.It is also soft and cannot

be used in temperatures much
above 150°E MDPE combinesthe

characteristics of low and high density
polyethylene.It is less translucent than
LDPEbut moreflexible than HDPE.

medium duty scaffold A scaffold designed
and constructed to carry a working load
not to exceed 50 psf. 

 
     

medium duty scaffold

 
 

mediumscope A term established by the
Construction Specifications Institute
(CSI) to denote a section of the
specifications that describes a family
of related or integrated materials
and workmanship requirements.
(Narrowscopespecifications denote
a single product; broadscope
specifications denotea section
describing differing materials used in a
related manner.)

  
—

medium-temperature water-heating
system A water heating system with
a boiler that heats water to between

250°F and 350°Fbeforeit is supplied to
heating devices.

meeting of the minds A mutual
agreement to the terms and conditions
of a contract.

meeting posts With a doublegate, the
stiles that meet in the middle.

meetingrail With a double-hung window,
the horizontalrails that meet in the
middie.

meetingstile Any abuttingstiles in a pair
of doors or windows.

megabit Approximately one million bits.

megahertz One million hertz (Hz).

megalith A very large hewn or unhewn
stone used in architecture or as a
monument.

melamine A plastic laminate made by
fusing a resin-impregnated surface
material, under heat and pressure,
into a dense, 5/8" board. Has superior
scratch and water resistance andis not

prone to delamination.

member A general term for a structural
componentof a building, such as a
beam or column.

membrane The impervious layer or layers
of material used in constructingaflat
roof.

membrane curing A process of
controlling the curing of concrete by
sealing in the moisture that would
be lost to evaporation. The process
is accomplished either by spraying a
sealer on the surface or by covering the
surface with a sheetfilm.

membranefireproofing A lath and plaster
layer applied as a fireproofing barrier.

membrane roofing A term that most
commonly refers to a roof covering
employingflexible elastomeric plastic
materials from 35 to 60 mils thick,
that is applied from rolls and has
vulcanized joints. The initial cost of an
elastomeric-membrane roof covering
system is higher than a built-up roof,
butthelife cycle cost is lower. 

membrane roofing
  
  
membrane theory In thin-shell design,

the assumption that a shell has
nostrength in bending because
of deflection, and, that the only
stresses in any section are in tension,
compression, and shear.

 

membrane waterproofing The application
ofa layer of impervious material, such
as felt and asphaltic cement, to a
foundation wall. 
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membrane waterproofing

  
 

mending plate A steel strap with
predrilled screw holes used to span and
strengthen woodjoints.

mensuration The determination of

length, area, and volume.

merchantpipe A lightweight pipe thatis
up to 8% lighter than standard pipe.

mercury switch Anelectrical switch that
contains mercury in a vial to make a
silent contact.

mercury vapor lamp A high intensity
discharge (HID) lamp that produces a
blue-white light by creating an arc in
mercury vapor enclosed in a globe or
tube.

 
mesh 1. A network of wire screening or

welded wire fabric used in construction.

2. The numberof openings perlineal
inch in wire cloth.

mesh reinforcing See welded wire fabric.
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mesothelioma 

M 
mesothelioma A rare form of cancer 

linked in almost all cases to asbestos 
exposure. 

metal-clad cable See armored cable. 

metal-clad fire door A flush door with a 
wood core or stiles and rails and heat
insulating material covered with sheet 
metal. 

metal crating Open metal flooring for 
pedestrian or vehicular traffic used to 
span openings in floors, walkways, and 
roadways. 

metal curtain wall A metal exterior 
building wall that is attached to the 
structural frame but does not support 
any roof or floor loads. 

metal deck Formed sheet-metal sections 
used in flat-roof systems. 

metal decl< 

metal framing Metal framed partitions 
commonly used for fire-rated 
construction around columns and at 
beams. 
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metal gutter Typically, a preformed 
aluminum or galvanized steel trough 
attached at the eaves of a sloped roof. 

metal halide lamp A high intensity 
discharge (HID) lamp that produces 
light from a metal vapor such as 
mercury or sodium. 

metal lath Any of a variety of metal 
screening or deformed and expanded 
plate used as a base for plaster. The 
metal lath is attached to wall studs or 
ceiling joists. 

metallic insulation A heat shield of thin 
metal applied over insulating board or 
sheathing. 

metallic paint A paint containing metal 
flakes that reflect light. 

metallize To coat with a metal, usually by 
spraying with molten metal. 

metal nosings Metal enclosures over the 
cut ends of acoustic lining sections in 
ductwork. 

metal pan A form used for placing 
concrete in floors and roofs. A metal 
pan may also be made of molded 
fiberglass. See also perforated metal 
pan. 

metal primer The first coat of paint on a 
metal surface. Primer usually contains 
rust inhibitors and/or agents to improve 
bonding. 

metal roof panel A metal roof sheet that 
interlocks and has a weather exposure 
after installation less than 3 SF per 
sheet. 

metal sash block A concrete masonry 
unit with a groove in the end into 
which a metal sash can fit. 

metal track In metal stud construction, a 
U-shaped channel member used along 
floors, ceilings and walls as a brace for 
metal studs. 

metal trim Grounds, angle beads, picture 
rails, and other metal accessories that 
are attached prior to plastering. 

metal valley A roof valley gutter lined 
with sheet metal flashing. 

metal wall ties The prefabricated metal 
strips that secure a masonry veneer to a 
structural wall. 

metal wall ties 

metal window A solid metal-framed 
window such as those used in factories. 

metamerism The differences in the 
appearance of paint colors when 
exposed to different light sources. 

metamorphic rock A rock mass whose 
crystalline structure, composition, or 
texture has been altered by great heat 
or pressure during its formation. 

mesothelioma 

 
mesothelioma A rare form of cancer

linked in almost all cases to asbestos
exposure.

metal-clad cable See armored cable.

metal-clad fire door A flush dootwith a
woodcoreorstiles and rails andheat-

insulating material covered with sheet
metal.

metal crating Open metalflooring for
pedestrian or vehiculartraffic used to
span openingsin floors, walkways, and
roadways.

metal curtain wall A metal exterior

building wall that is attached to the
structural frame but does not support
any rooforfloorloads.

metal deck Formed sheet-metal sections

used in flat-roof systems. 

 
metal deck

  
 

metal framing Metal framed partitions
commonlyusedforfire-rated
construction around columns andat
beams.

 
metal framing
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metal gutter Typically, a preformed
aluminumor galvanizedsteel trough
attached at the eaves of a sloped roof.

metal halide lamp A high intensity
discharge (HID) lamp that produces
light from a metal vaporsuch as
mercury or sodium.

metallath Any ofa variety of metal
screening or deformed and expanded
plate used as a base forplaster. The
metallath is attached to wall studs or

ceiling joists.

  
 metallath

metallic insulation A heatshield of thin

metal applied over insulating board or
sheathing.

 
metallic paint A paint containing metal

flakes thatreflect light.

metallize To coat with a metal, usually by
spraying with molten metal.

metal nosings Metal enclosures over the
cut ends of acoustic lining sectionsin
ductwork.

metal pan A form used forplacing
concrete in floors and roofs. A metal

pan mayalso be made of molded
fiberglass. See also perforated metal
pan.

metal primer Thefirst coat of paint ona
metal surface. Primer usually contains
rust inhibitors and/or agents to improve
bonding.

metal roof panel A metal roof sheet that
interlocks and has a weather exposure
after installation less than 3 SF per
sheet.

 

metal roof panel 
 
metal sash block A concrete masonry

unit with a groove in the end into
which a metalsash canfit.

metal track In metal stud construction, a
U-shaped channel memberused along
floors, ceilings and walls as a brace for
metalstuds.

metal trim Grounds, angle beads, picture
rails, and other metal accessories that
are attached priorto plastering.

metal valley A roofvalley gutter lined
with sheet metalflashing.

metal wall ties The prefabricated metal
strips that secure a masonry veneer to a
structural wall. 

\
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metalwall ties

   
metal window A solid metal-framed

window such as those used in factories.

metamerism The differences in the

appearance ofpaint colors when
exposed to different light sources.

metamorphic rock A rock mass whose
crystalline structure, composition, ot
texture has been altered by great heat
orpressure during its formation.



meter 1. The base unit of length in the 
metric system of measurement. A meter 
is equivalent to 39.3 7 inches. 2. A 
device for measuring the flow of liquid, 
gas, or electrical current. See Table of 
Equivalents in Appendix. 

meter stop A valve in a water service line 
that cuts off the flow of water before it 
reaches the meter. 

metes and bounds The limits or 
boundaries of property, as identified 
by measured distances and compass 
bearings. 

methyl methacrylate (MMA) A rigid, 
transparent material widely used in 
the manufacture of acrylic resins and 
plastics, as well as in surface-coating 
resins, emulsion polymers, and impact 
modifiers. 

metrication The process of converting to 
the metric system. 

metric ton A weight equal to 1,000 
kilograms or 2,205 pounds. 

metropolitan area network A network 
that covers a city or a facility 
encompassing multiple buildings. 

mezzanine A suspended floor, usually 
between the first floor and the ceiling, 
that covers less area than the floor 
below. 

mezzanine financing A nontraditional 
method of financing the shortfall 
amount between a loan and the deposit 
characterized by shorter terms and high 
interest rates. 

mica A naturally occurring, clear 
silicate used in thermal and electrical 
insulation, paint suspensions, and 
composite roofing materials. 

mica pellets See exfoliated vermiculite. 

microcell A cell within a cellular phone 
network-with a low-power base 
station that covers a facility such as a 
hotel, transportation hub, or mall. 

micro-hydro power Power generated by 
moving water, usually on a fairly small 
scale, such as energy harnessed from a 
local river to power a small town. 

microlam Refers to high-strength, 
construction-grade engineered wood 
beams constructed of wooden strands 
bonded with adhesive under pressure. 
Also known as laminated veneer 
lumber (LVL). See also laminated 
wood. 

micrometer 1. Instrument used for 
accurately measuring extremely small 
distances. 2. Unit of linear distance 
equal to one-millionth of a meter. 

micron A metric unit of measure 
equal to one-one millionth of a 
meter, commonly used in particle 
measurement. One micron is 
approximately 1/25,400 (0.00004) 
of an inch. 

microwave A very short electromagnetic 
wave with a wavelength range from 
one millimeter ro one meter. 

microwave motion detector A device 
that detects motion by sending out 
a microwave signal and looking 
for a return. A moving object will 
reflect back some microwave energy, 
triggering a response. Applications 
include security, lighting and automatic 
door systems. 

middle lap joint A Tshaped joint formed 
when the end of one member and the 
middle of another are joined. Each 
member is halved along the area of the 
joint to form a flush connection. 

middle rail The intermediate horizontal 
rail between two door stiles that can 
be either exposed as in a panel door or 
concealed as in a flush door. 

mild steel 

middle rail 

middle strip In flat-slab framing, the slab 
portion that occupies the middle half 
of the span between columns. See also 
column strip. 

mil A measure of thickness typically used 
to describe materials such as plastic 
sheeting, trash bags, or vinyl, equal to 
0.001 inch. Used to measure coating, 
wire, and material thickness. 

mildew A fungus that grows on damp 
fabric and other materials, particularly 
when there is a lack of air circulation. 

mildewcide A product used to retard or 
prevent the growth of mildew. 

mildewstat A mildew-inhibiting 
chemical. 

mild steel A steel having a low carbon 
content, and therefore being relatively 
soft and ductile. This type of steel is 
sometimes used for the manufacture of 
boilers and tanks, but not for structural 
beams, columns, or lintels. Mild steel is 
not as resistant to corrosion as wrought 
or cast iron and corrodes faster if not 
regularly maintained. 
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mild steel 

meter 1. The base unit of length in the
metric system of measurement. A meter
is equivalent to 39.37 inches. 2. A
device for measuring the flow ofliquid,
gas, orelectrical current. See Table of
Equivalents in Appendix.

meter stop A valve in a water serviceline
that cuts off the flow of water before it
reaches the meter.

metes and bounds The limits or

boundaries of property,as identified
by measured distances and compass
bearings.

methyl methacrylate (MMA) A rigid,
transparent material widely used in
he manufacture of acrylic resins and

plastics, as well as in surface-coating
resins, emulsion polymers, and impact
modifiers.

metrication The process of converting to
he metric system.

metric ton A weight equalto 1,000

 
kilograms or 2,205 pounds.

metropolitan area network A network
that covers a city or a facility
encompassing multiple buildings.

mezzanine A suspendedfloor, usually
betweenthefirst floor and theceiling,
that covers less area than the floor
below.

mezzanine financing A nontraditional
methodof financing the shortfall
amount between a loan and the deposit
characterized by shorter terms and high
interest rates.

mica A naturally occurring, clear
silicate used in thermal andelectrical

insulation, paint suspensions, and
composite roofing materials.

micapellets See exfoliated vermiculite.

microcell A cell within a cellular phone
network—with a low-power base
station that coversa facility such as a
hotel, transportation hub, or mall.

micro-hydro power Power generated by
moving water, usually on a fairly small
scale, such as energy harnessed from a
local river to power a small town.

microlam Refers to high-strength,
construction-grade engineered wood
beams constructed of woodenstrands

bonded with adhesive underpressure.
Also known as laminated veneer

lumber (LVL). See also laminated
wood.

micrometer 1. Instrumentused for

accurately measuring extremely small
distances. 2. Unit oflinear distance

equal to one-millionth of a meter.
micron A metric unit of measure

equal to one-one millionth of a
meter, commonlyused in particle
measurement. One micron is

approximately 1/25,400 (0.00004)
of an inch.

microwave A very short electromagnetic
wave with a wavelength range from
one millimeter to one meter.

microwave motion detector A device

that detects motion by sending out
a microwave signal and looking
for a return. A moving objectwill
reflect back some microwave energy,
triggering a response. Applications
includesecurity, lighting and automatic
door systems.

middle lap joint A T-shaped joint formed
when the end of one member and the

middle of anotherare joined. Each
memberis halved along the area of the
joint to form a flush connection.

middle rail The intermediate horizontal
rail between two doorstiles that can

be either exposed as in a panel dooror
concealedas in a flush door.

 

 
middle rail

  
middle strip Inflat-slab framing, the slab

portion that occupies the middle half
of the span between columns.Seealso
columnstrip.

mil A measure of thickness typically used
to describe materials such as plastic
sheeting,trash bags, or vinyl, equal to
0.001 inch. Used to measure coating,
wire, and material thickness.

mildew A fungus that grows on damp
fabric and other materials, particularly
whenthere is a lack of air circulation.

mildewcide A product used to retard or
prevent the growth of mildew.

mildewstat A mildew-inhibiting
chemical.

mild steel A steel having a low carbon
content, and therefore beingrelatively
soft and ductile. This type of steelis
sometimes used for the manufacture of

boilers and tanks, but notfor structural
beams, columns, orlintels. Mild steel is
not as resistant to corrosion as wrought
orcast iron and corrodesfasterif not

regularly maintained.
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mile 

mile A distance measure equal to 5,280 
feet, 1,760 yards, or 8 furlongs. 

mileage A rate per mile established as an 
allowance for traveling expenses. 

mileage tax A license tax levied on 
intrastate transportation business to 
compensate for use of the state's public 
roads. 

milestone A specific, predetermined 
measurement of the completion of 
a project typically used for progress 
payment purposes. 

milkiness A whitish haze caused by 
moisture and often occurring in a 
varnish finish. 

milk of lime A hydrated lime slaked in 
water to form a lime putty. 

mill To shape metal or wood to a desired 
dimension by a machine that removes 
excess material. 

mill construction Historically, a type of 
construction used for factories and 
mills and consisting of masonry walls, 
heavy timbers, and plank floors. See 
also heavy timber. 

Miller Act A federal labor law that 
requires general contractors working on 
federally funded construction projects 
to obtain performance bonds and 
labor and material payment bonds to 
protect the interests of subcontractors 
and suppliers. The Miller Act applies 
to all United States government 
construction contracts valued at more 
than $25,000. 

mill finish The type of finish produced on 
metal by the extrusion or cold rolling 
of sections. 

milling 1. In metal, the process of shaping 
an item by rotary cutting machines. 
2. In stonework, the shaping of a stone 
to the desired dimensions. 

mill length (random length) Refers to 
length of pipe, usually for power plant 
or oil field use, often made in double 
random lengths of 30 to 35 feet. (The 
usual run-of-the-mill pipe is 16 to 20 
feet in length.) 
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mill run Products from a mill, such as a 
sawmill, that have not been graded or 
sized. 

mill scale A thin, loose coat of iron 
oxide that forms on iron or steel when 
heated. 

millwork All the building products made 
of wood that are produced in a planing 
mill, such as moldings, door and 
window frames, doors, windows, blinds, 
and stairs. Millwork does not include 
flooring, ceilings, and siding. 

----------
-----------'-----------

~o 

~ 
millworl< 

millwright A carpenter skilled in the 
layout, installation, and alignment of 
heavy equipment such as that used in 
manufacturing. 

mineral admixture A substance added 
to concrete as both a filler, improving 
the physical structure by occupying 
the spaces between the cement 
particles, and as a "pozzolan," reacting 
chemically to impart far greater 
strength and durability. 

mineral aggregate See aggregate. 

mineral dust Aggregate passing the No. 
200 screen, usually a by-product of 
crushed limestone or traprock. 

mineral fiber A fibrous material produced 
from glass, rock or slag. 

mineral fiber insulation 
Insulation primarily comprised of rock, 
slag, or glass fibers. 

mineral fiber tile A preformed ceiling tile 
composed of mineral fiber and a binder 
with good acoustical and thermal 
properties. 

mineral fiber tile 

mineral-filled asphalt Asphalt with 
mineral dust in suspension to improve 
its body and plasticity. 

mineral filler See mineral dust. 

mineral-insulated cable Seamless copper 
tubing carrying one or more conductors 
that is embedded in refractory minerals 
and used in areas that may be subjected 
to high heat. 

mineral right A legal interest or right to 
the minerals in a parcel of land, with 
or without ownership of the surface of 
that land. 

mineral spirits A liquid paint thinner 
and solvent obtained from a petroleum 
distillation process. 

mineral-surfaced felt A roofing felt 
used on flat or sloped roofs that has 
a mineral-aggregate surface that 
improves its wearing and heat
reflecting properties. 

mineral wool Fibers formed from mineral 
slag, the most common being glass 

mile 

 
mile A distance measure equal to 5,280

feet, 1,760 yards, or8 furlongs.

mileage A rate per mile established as an
allowance fortraveling expenses.

mileage tax A license tax levied on
intrastate transportation business to
compensate foruse of the state’s public
roads.

milestone A specific, predetermined
measurement of the completion of
a project typically used for progress
payment purposes.

milkiness A whitish haze caused by
moisture and often occurring in a
varnish finish.

milk of lime A hydrated lime slaked in
waterto form a lime putty.

mill To shape metal or woodto a desired
dimension by a machine that removes
excess material.

mill construction Historically, a type of
construction usedfor factories and

mills and consisting of masonry walls,
heavy timbers, and plankfloors. See
also heavy timber.

Miller Act A federal labor law that

requires general contractors working on
federally funded construction projects
to obtain performance bonds and
labor and material payment bonds to
protect the interests of subcontractors
and suppliers. The Miller Act applies
to all United States government
construction contracts valued at more

than $25,000.

mill finish Thetypeoffinish produced on
metal by the extrusion or cold rolling
of sections.

milling 1. In metal, the process of shaping
an item byrotary cutting machines.
9. In stonework, the shapingof a stone
to the desired dimensions.

mill length (random length) Refers to
length ofpipe, usually for powerplant
ot oil field use, often made in double
random lengths of 30 to 35 feet. (The
usual run-of-the-mill pipe is 16 to 20
feet in length.}
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mill run Products from a mill, such as a
sawmill, that have not been graded or
sized.

mill scale A thin, loose coat ofiron
oxide that forms on iron or steel when
heated.

millwork All the building products made
of wood that are produced in a planing
mill, such as moldings, door and
window frames, doors, windows,blinds,
andstairs. Millwork does not include

flooring,ceilings, and siding. 

  

    

      
   

millwork

  
 

millwright A carpenterskilled in the
layout,installation, and alignment of
heavy equipmentsuch as that used in
manufacturing.

mineral admixture A substance added

to concrete as bothafiller, improving
the physical structure by occupying
the spaces between the cement
particles, and as a “pozzolan,”reacting
chemically to impart far greater
strength and durability.

mineral aggregate Sce ageregate.

mineral dust Aggregate passing the No.
200screen,usually a by-productof
crushed limestone or traprock.

mineral fiber A fibrous material produced
from glass, rock orslag.

mineral fiber insulation

Insulation primarily comprised of rock,
slag, orglass fibers.

mineralfiber tile A preformedceilingtile
composed of mineralfiber and a binder
with good acoustical and thermal
ptopetties.

mineral fibertile

  
 
 
mineral-filled asphalt Asphalt with

mineral dust in suspension to improve
its body and plasticity.

mineralfiller See mineral dust.

mineral-insulated cable Seamless copper
tubing carrying one or more conductors
that is embedded in refractory minerals
and used in areas that may be subjected
to high heat.

mineral right A legal interest or right to
the minerals in a parcel of land, with
or without ownership of the surface of
that land.

mineral spirits A liquid paint thinner
and solvent obtained from a petroleum
distillation process.

mineral-surfaced felt A roofingfelt
used onflat or sloped roofs that has
a mineral-aggregate surface that
improvesits wearing and heat-
reflecting properties.

mineral wool Fibers formed from mineral

slag, the most commonbeing glass



wool, which is used in loose or batt 
form for thermal and sound insulation 
and for fireproofing. 

miner's dip needle An instrument with 
a magnetic needle that indicates the 
presence of magnetic material in the 
ground. 

minimum acceptable pressure The lowest 
pressure in an air and water distribution 
system that still allows for safe and 
efficient operation. 

Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value 
(MERV) A classification used for 
air filters, determined by a standard 
ASHRAE test. A higher number 
MERV indicates a filter that traps more 
contaminants. 

Minimum Point of Entry (MPOE) 
The point at which carrier lines 
terminate, usually 12" inside of a 
building's foundation wall. 

Minimum Wage Law Common term used 
to describe the Fair Labor Standards 
Act enacted by Congress in 1938. This 
act established a minimum wage for 
workers and the 40-hour work week. 

minor change A job change requiring 
field approval only. No change order is 
necessary. 

minor diameter The smallest diameter of 
a screw thread. 

minority business enterprise (MBE) 
A business that is at least 51 % owned 
and operated by African Americans, 
Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans 
and/or Native Americans. 

minute An angle measurement equal to 
1/60 of a degree. 

mirror glazing quality A definable high 
standard of quality used in the glass 
industry. 

misfire An explosive charge that has 
failed to detonate. 

mission tile A clay roofing tile shaped like 
a longitudinal segment of a cylinder. 
The tile is used on sloped roofs with 
the concave side alternately up, then 
down. 

mission tile 

mist coat A very thin sprayed coat of 
paint or lacquer. 

miter box A device used by a carpenter 
or cabinetmaker to cut the bevels for a 
mitered joint. 

miter brad A corrugated fastener that 
spans a mitered joint. 

miter clamp A clamping device that holds 
a mitered joint during fastening and 
gluing. 

miter cut The beveled cut, usually 45°, 
made at the end of a piece of molding 
or board that is used to form a mitered 
joint. 

miter dovetail A dovetail joint in which 
the pins do not project all the way 
through, so that it looks like a mitered 
joint. 

mitered hip A roofing hip that has been 
close cut. 

mitered valley A roofing valley that has 
been close cut. 

miter gauge A gauge that measures the 
angle of a miter. 

miter joint A joint, usually 90°, formed by 
joining two surfaces beveled at angles, 
usually 45° each. 

mixed occupancy I 

miter knee The miter joint formed when 
the horizontal handrail at a landing is 
joined to the sloping handrail of the 
stairs. 

miter plane A carpenter's planing tool 
used for preparing the surfaces for miter 
or butt joints. 

miter rod A flat metal plate with one end 
cut at a 45° angle that plasterers use to 
finish inside corners. 

miter saw See tenon saw. 

miter saw 

miter square A carpenter's square with 
one edge having an angle of 45° for 
laying out miter joints. 

miter valve A valve with a disk that sits 
at a 45° angle to the valve axis. 

mitigation of damages A duty that the 
law imposes on an injured party to 
make a reasonable effort to minimize 
his or her damages after an injury. 

mix A general term referring to the 
combined ingredients of concrete or 
mortar. Examples might be a five-bag 
mix, a lean mix, or a 3,000-psi mix. 

mix design The selection of specific 
materials and their proportions for a 
concrete or mortar batch, with the goal 
of achieving the required properties 
with the most economical use of 
materials. 

mixed glue A premixed synthetic resin 
glue including the hardener. 

mixed in place An asphalt course of 
mineral aggregate and emulsified 
asphalt mixed at the site by special 
road-mixing equipment. 

mixed occupancy Two or more classes of 
occupancy in a single structure. 
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mixed occupancy
 

wool, which is used in loose or batt
form for thermal and soundinsulation

and for fireproofing.

miner’s dip needle An instrumentwith
a magnetic needle that indicates the
presence of magnetic material in the
ground.

minimum acceptable pressure The lowest
pressure in an air and waterdistribution
system thatstill allows for safe and
efficient operation.

Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value
(MERV)Aclassification used for
air filters, determined by a standard
ASHRAEtest. A higher number
MERVindicatesa filter that traps more
contaminants.

Minimum Point of Entry (MPOE)
The point at which carrierlines
terminate, usually 12" inside of a
building’s foundationwall.

Minimum Wage Law Commonterm used
to describe the Fair Labor Standards

Actenacted by Congress in 1938. This
act established a minimum wage for
workers and the 40-hour work week.

minor change A job change requiring
field approval only. No changeorderis
necessary.

minor diameter The smallest diameter of
a screw thread.

minority business enterprise (MBE)
A business thatis at least 51% owned

and operated by African Americans,
Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans
and/or Native Americans.

minute An angle measurement equal to
1/60 ofa degree.

mirror glazing quality A definable high
standard of quality used in the glass
industry.

misfire An explosive charge that has
failed to detonate.

mission tile A clayroofingtile shaped like
a longitudinal segmentofa cylinder.
Thetile is used on sloped roofs with
the concaveside alternately up, then
down.
 

 
missiontile

  
  
mist coat A very thin sprayed coat of

paint orlacquer.

miter box A device used by a carpenter
or cabinetmakerto cut the bevels for a

mitered joint.

miter brad A corrugated fastener that
spans a miteredjoint.

miter clamp A clamping device that holds
a mitered joint during fastening and
gluing.

miter cut The beveled cut, usually 45°,
made at the end of a piece of molding
or board that is used to form a mitered

joint.

miter dovetail A dovetail joint in which
the pins do not projectall the way
through,so thatit looks like a mitered
joint.

mitered hip A roofinghip that has been
close cut.

mitered valley A roofing valley that has
been close cut.

miter gauge A gauge that measures the
angle of a miter.

miter joint A joint, usually 90°, formed by
joining twosurfaces beveled at angles,
usually 45° each.

miter knee The miterjoint formed when
the horizontal handrail at a landingis
joined to the sloping handrail of the
stairs.

miter plane A carpenter's planingtool
used for preparing the surfaces for miter
or butt joints.

miter rod A flat metal plate with one end
cut at a 45° angle that plasterers use to
finish inside corners.

miter saw See tenon saw.

miter saw 
miter square A carpenter’s square with

one edge having an angle of 45° for
laying out miterjoints.

miter valve A valve with a disk thatsits

at a 45° angle to the valve axis.

mitigation of damages A duty that the
law imposes on aninjured party to
make a reasonable effort to minimize

his or her damagesafter an injury.

mix A general termreferring to the
combined ingredients of concrete ot
mortar. Examples might be a five-bag
mix, a lean mix, or a 3,000-psi mix.

mix design Theselectionofspecific
materials and their proportionsfor a
concrete or mortar batch, with the goal
of achieving the required properties
with the most economicaluse of
materials.

mixed glue A premixed synthetic resin
glue including the hardener.

mixed in place An asphalt course of
mineral aggregate and emulsified
asphalt mixedat the site by special
road-mixing equipment.

mixed occupancy Two or moreclasses of
occupancyin a single structure.
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mixed use project 

mixed use project A development project 
in which at least two different types 
of real estate uses are planned, e.g., 
residential and retail. 

mixer A machine for blending the 
ingredients of concrete, mortar, 
or grout. Mixers are divided into 
two categories: batch mixers and 
continuous mixers. Batch mixers blend 
and discharge one or more batches at 
a time, whereas continuous mixers are 
fed the ingredients and discharge the 
mix continuously. 

mixer efficiency The ability of a mixer to 
produce a homogeneous mix within a 
given number of revolutions or a given 
period of time. 

mixer truck See transit mix concrete. 

mixing box In HVAC systems a chamber, 
usually located upstream of the filters, 
that collects outside air and return air. 

mixing cycle The elapsed time between 
discharges of a batch mixer. 

mixing plant See batch plant. 

mixing speed In mixing a batch of 
concrete, the rate of rotation of a 
mixer drum or of the mixing paddles 
expressed in revolutions per minute 
(RPM). The rate can also be expressed 
as the distance traveled, in feet per 
minute (FPM), of a point on the 
circumference of a mixer drum at its 
maximum diameter. 

mixing time The elapsed time for mixing 
a batch of concrete or mortar. 

mixing valve A valve that mixes two 
liquids or a liquid and a gas, such as 
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steam with water or hot water with 
cold water. 

mixing water The water used in mixing 
a batch of concrete, mortar, or grout, 
exclusive of water previously absorbed 
by the aggregates. As a general rule, the 
water should be clean enough to drink. 

mix proportions The quantities of 
cement, coarse aggregate, fine 
aggregate, water, and other additives 
in a batch of concrete by weight or 
volume. 

mobile crane Any crane mounted on 
wheels or tracks. They are classified by 
lifting capacity. 

mobile gantry A movable framework 
housing a work platform or means to 
support equipment. 

mobile hoist A personnel or material 
platform hoist that can be towed to and 
around the site on its own wheels. 

mobile home A term commonly applied 
to any prefabricated dwelling, whether 
or not wheels are attached. 

mobile scaffold A scaffold that can be 
moved on wheels or casters. 

mock-up A model, either full size or 
to scale, of a construction system or 
assembly used to analyze construction 
details, strength, and appearance. 
Mock-ups are commonly used for 
masonry and exposed concrete 
construction projects. 

mock-up testing Controlled structural 
testing of glazing systems. 

model 1. A scale representation of an 
object, system, or building used for 
structural, mechanical, or aesthetic 
analysis. 2. A compilation of 
parameters used in developing a system. 

model codes Professionally prepared 
building regulations and codes, 
regularly attended and revised, 
designed to be adopted by 
municipalities and appropriate political 
subdivisions by ordinance. Model 
codes are used to regulate building 
construction for the welfare and safety 
of the general public. 

modeling lighting Use of light for 
three-dimensional effects that creates 
highlights and shadows. 

modem Short for modulator/demodulator. 
An electronic device that transmits 
data to or from a computer via 
telephone lines. A modem translates 
between digital signals ( used by data 
processing equipment) and analog 
signals ( used in voice switching 
equipment). Once the data is sent 
through the telephone lines, it is 
retranslated back into digital form in 
the computer at the receiving end. 

modification ( to construction contract 
documents) 1. A change to a contract 
that is made after the contract has been 
signed by both parties. 2. A change 
order. 

Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery 
System (MACRS) The method 
currently required for determining the 
calculation of asset depreciation for 
tax purposes. MACRS comprises two 
subsystems: the General Depreciation 
System (GOS) and the Alternative 
Depreciation System (ADS). 

modified asphalt Asphalt whose binder 
has been modified by additives such 
as rubber or polymers for specific 
applications. 

modified bitumen A heavy roofing 
material employing multiple layers of 
asphalt and reinforcers around a core 
of plastic or rubber modifiers. Installed 
with a special torching apparatus, a 
cold adhesive or hot mopped into place 
using methods of asphalt application. 

modified wood Wood processed by a 
chemicals, heat, compression, or 
other means to increase strength and 
resistance properties. 

modular buildings Buildings that are 
constructed in sections, or "boxes," in 
a factory and then moved to the final 
site. 

modular construction 1. Construction in 
which similar units or subcomponents 
are combined repeatedly to create a 
total system. 2. A construction system 

mixed use project 

 
mixed use project A developmentproject

in whichatleast two different types
ofreal estate uses are planned, e.g.,
residential and retail.

mixer A machine forblending the
ingredients of concrete, mortar,
or grout. Mixers are divided into
two categories: batch mixers and
continuous mixers. Batch mixers blend

and discharge one or more batches at
atime, whereas continuous mixers are
fed the ingredients and discharge the
mix continuously.

  
mixer efficiency The ability of a mixer to

produce a homogeneous mix within a
given numberof revolutionsor a given
period oftime.

mixer truck See transit mix concrete.

mixing box In HVAC systems a chamber,
usually located upstream ofthefilters,
that collects outside air and return air.

mixing cycle The elapsed time between
discharges of a batch mixer.

mixing plant See batch plant.

mixing speed In mixinga batchof
concrete, the rate of rotation of a
mixer drum orof the mixing paddles
expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM). Therate can also be expressed
as the distance traveled,in feet per
minute (FPM),of a point on the
circumference of a mixer drum atits
maximum diameter.

mixing time The elapsed time for mixing
a batch of concrete or mortat.

mixing valve A valve that mixes two
liquids ora liquid and a gas, such as
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steam with water or hot water with
cold water.

mixing water The water used in mixing
a batch of concrete, mortar, or grout,
exclusive of water previously absorbed
by the aggregates. As a generalrule, the
water should be clean enough to drink.

mix proportions The quantities of
cement, coarse aggregate, fine
aggregate, water, and other additives
in a batch of concrete by weight or
volume.

mobile crane Any crane mounted on
wheels or tracks. Theyare classified by
lifting capacity.

mobile gantry A movable framework
housing a work platform or means to
support equipment.

mobile hoist A personnel or material
platform hoist that can be towed to and
around thesite on its own wheels.

mobile home A term commonly applied
to any prefabricated dwelling, whether
or not wheels are attached.

mobile scaffold A scaffold that can be
moved on wheels or casters.

mock-up A model, eitherfull size or
to scale, of a construction system or
assembly used to analyze construction
details, strength, and appearance.
Mock-ups are commonlyused for
masonry and exposed concrete
construction projects.

mock-up testing Controlled structural
testing of glazing systems.

model 1. A scale representation of an
object, system, or building used for
structural, mechanical, or aesthetic
analysis. 2. A compilation of
parameters used in developing a system.

model codes Professionally prepared
building regulations and codes,
regularly attended and revised,
designed to be adopted by
municipalities and appropriate political
subdivisions by ordinance. Model
codes are used to regulate building
construction for the welfare and safety
of the general public.

modelinglighting Use of light for
three-dimensionaleffects that creates

highlights and shadows.

modem Short for modulator/demodulator.
Anelectronic device that transmits

data to or from a computervia
telephonelines. A modemtranslates
betweendigital signals (used by data
processing equipment) and analog
signals (used in voice switching
equipment). Once the data is sent
through the telephonelines,it is
retranslated backinto digital form in
the computerat the receiving end.

modification (to construction contract
documents) 1. A change to a contract
that is made after the contract has been

signed by both parties. 2. A change
order.

Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery
System (MACRS) The method
currently required for determining the
calculation of asset depreciation for
tax purposes. MACRS comprises two
subsystems: the General Depreciation
System (GDS)and the Alternative
Depreciation System (ADS).

modified asphalt Asphalt whose binder
has been modified by additives such
as rubberor polymersforspecific
applications.

modified bitumen A heavy roofing
material employing multiple layers of
asphalt andreinforcers around a core
of plastic or rubber modifiers. Installed
with a special torching apparatus, a
cold adhesive or hot mopped into place
using methodsof asphalt application.

modified wood Wood processed by a
chemicals, heat, compression, or
other meansto increase strength and
resistance properties.

modular buildings Buildings that are
constructed in sections, or “boxes,” in.
a factory and then movedto thefinal
site.

modular construction 1, Construction in

whichsimilar units or subcomponents
are combined repeatedly to create a
total system. 2, A construction system



in which large prefabricated units are 
combined to create a finished structure. 
3. A structural design which uses 
dimensions consistent with those of 
the uncut materials supplied. Common 
modular measurements are 4 inches to 
4 feet. 

modular masonry unit A brick or block 
manufactured to a modular dimension 
of 4". 

modular ratio The ratio of the modulus of 
elasticity of steel to that of elasticity of 
concrete, denoted by n in the formula: 
n = Es/Ee. 

modulation The tendency of a control to 
adjust by increments and decrements, 
rather than in an "on/off" fashion. 

module A unit representing a dimension 
or item used in planning, estimating, or 
recording the construction of a project. 

modulus of compression The measure 
of a material's resistance to inward 
pressure. 

modulus of elasticity The unit stress 
divided by the unit strain of a material 
that has been subjected to a strain 
below its elastic limit. 

modulus of resilience The measure of 
the elastic energy absorbed by a unit 
volume of a material when it has 
reached its elastic limit in tension. 

modulus of rigidity The measure of a 
material's resistance to shear. The ratio 
of unit shearing stress to unit shearing 
strain. 

modulus of rupture The measure of 
a beam's maximum load-carrying 
capacity. The ratio of the rupture's 
bending moment to the beam's section 
modulus. 

modulus of toughness The measure of 
energy per unit volume that is absorbed 
by a material when subject to impact, 
up to the point of fracture. 

modulus of volume See bulk modulus of 
elasticity. 

moellon Stone rubble used as fill placed 
inside a masonry wall. 

mogul base A screw-in type base for a 
large incandescent lamp usually of 300 
watts or more. 

Mohs scale An arbitrary scale devised to 
determine the relative hardness of a 
mineral by its resistance to scratching 
by another mineral. Talc is rated No. 1, 
and diamond is rated No. 10. 

moist room An enclosure maintained 
at a given temperature and relative 
humidity and used for curing test 
cylinders of concrete or mortar. 

moisture barrier A dampproof course 
or vapor barrier, but not necessarily 
waterproof. See also vapor barrier. 

moisture content The weight of water in 
materials such as wood, soil, masonry 
units, or roofing materials, expressed as 
a percentage of the total dry weight. 

moisture expansion The increase in 
dimensions of a material as a result 
of the absorption of water. See also 
bulking. 

moisture gradient The difference in 
moisture content between the inside 
and the outside of an object, such as a 
wall or masonry unit. 

moisture migration The movement of 
moisture through the components of 
a building system such as a floor or 
wall. The direction or the movement 
is always from high-humidity areas to 
low-humidity areas. 

moisture movement See moisture 
migration. 

moisture proofing The application of a 
vapor barrier. 

moisture proofing 

mold The hollow form in which a casting 
or pressing is made. 

mole ball 

moldboard The curved shape or blade of a 
plow, bulldozer, grader, or other earth
moving equipment. 

molded brick Brick that has been cast 
rather than pressed or cut, often with a 
distinct design or shape. 

molded-case circuit breaker An electrical 
circuit breaker manufactured in a 
molded insulated housing. 

molded insulation Thermal insulation 
premolded to fit plumbing pipes 
and fittings. Common materials 
are fiberglass, calcium silicate, and 
urethane foams, with or without 
protective coverings. 

molded plywood Plywood that has been 
permanently shaped to a desired curve 
during curing. 

molding An ornamental strip of material 
used at joints, cornices, bases, door 
and window trim, and the like, and 
most commonly made of wood, plaster, 
plastic, or metal. 

molding 

mold stone (jambstone) A stone that 
serves as a window jamb. 

mole An excavation machine used to bore 
tunnels. 

mole ball An egg-shaped ball pulled 
behind a special subsoil plow to provide 
a water course for drainage. 
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in which large prefabricated units are
combined to create a finished structure.

3. A structural design which uses
dimensions consistent with those of

the uncut materials supplied. Common
modular measurementsare 4 inches to
4 feet.

modular masonry unit A brick or block
manufactured to a modular dimension
of 4",

modularratio Theratio of the modulus of

elasticity of steel to that of elasticity of
concrete, denoted by n in the formula:
n= Es/Ec.

modulation The tendencyof a control to
adjust by increments and decrements,
rather than in an “on/off”fashion.

module A unit representing a dimension
or item used in planning, estimating, or
recording the construction of a project.

modulus of compression The measure
of a material’s resistance to inward
pressure.

modulus of elasticity The unit stress
divided by the unit strain of a material
that has been subjected to a strain
below its elastic limit.

modulus ofresilience The measure of

the elastic energy absorbed by a unit
volumeof a material whenit has
reachedits elastic limit in tension.

modulus ofrigidity The measure of a
material's resistance to shear. The ratio

of unit shearing stress to unit shearing
strain.

modulus of rupture The measure of
a beam’s maximum load-carrying
capacity. Theratio of the rupture’s
bending momentto the beam’s section
modulus.

modulus of toughness The measure of
energy per unit volume that is absorbed
by a material when subject to impact,
up to the pointoffracture.

modulus of volume See bulk modulus of

elasticity.

moellon Stone rubble usedasfill placed
inside a masonry wall.

mogul base A screw-in type base for a
large incandescentlamp usually of 300
watts or more.

Mohsscale Anarbitrary scale devised to
determine therelative hardness of a

mineralbyits resistance to scratching
by another mineral. Talc is rated No.1,
and diamondis rated No.10.

moist room An enclosure maintained

at a given temperature andrelative
humidity and used for curing test
cylinders of concrete or mortar.

moisture barrier A dampproof course
or vaporbarrier, but not necessarily
waterproof. See also vaporbarrier.

moisture content The weight of water in
materials such as wood,soil, masonry
units, or roofing materials, expressed as
a percentage ofthe total dry weight.

moisture expansion Theincrease in
dimensions of a material as a result

of the absorption of water. See also
bulking.

moisture gradient Thedifference in
moisture content betweentheinside

and the outside of an object, such as a
wall or masonry unit.

moisture migration The movement of
moisture through the componentsof
a building system suchas a floor or
wall. The direction or the movement

is always from high-humidity areas to
low-humidity areas.

moisture movement See moisture

migration.

moisture proofing The application of a
vaporbarrier. 
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moisture proofing 

mold The hollow form in which a casting
of pressing is made.

moleball

moldboard The curved shape or blade of a
plow, bulldozer, grader, or other earth-
moving equipment.

molded brick Brick that has been cast

rather than pressed orcut, often with a
distinct design or shape.

molded-case circuit breaker Anelectrical
circuit breaker manufactured in a

molded insulated housing.
molded insulation Thermal insulation

premoldedto fit plumbingpipes
and fittings. Common materials
are fiberglass, calcium silicate, and
urethane foams, with or without
protective coverings.

molded plywood Plywood that has been
permanently shaped to a desired curve
during curing.

molding An ornamentalstrip of material
used at joints, cornices, bases, door
and window trim, andthelike, and
most commonly made of wood,plaster,
plastic, or metal. 

 
  

 
molding

   
mold stone (jambstone) A stonethat

serves as a window jamb.

mole An excavation machineused to bore
tunnels.

mole ball An egg-shapedball pulled
behind a special subsoil plow to provide
a water course for drainage.
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molecular sieve 

molecular sieve A device for selective 
collection, by adsorption, of a 
substance in a gas or a liquid. 

mole drain A subsurface drain created by 
a mole ball. 

moler brick Brick, made from moler earth 
or diatomite, that has better insulation 
properties than common brick. 

molly A threaded insert for plaster, 
sheetrock, or concrete walls for 
receiving a bolt, screw, or nail. 

moment An applied load or force that 
creates bending in a structural member. 
It is numerically expressed as the 
product of the force times the length of 
the lever arm, and given in units such 
as foot-pounds. 

moment connection A rigid connection 
between structural members that 
transfers moment from one member to 
the other, and thus resists the moment 
force. A pinned connection cannot 
resist moment forces, only shear forces. 

moment connection 

moment of inertia In a structural member, 
the product of each element of mass 
times the square of the distance from 
an axis. 

momentum The mass times the velocity 
of a moving object. 

Mone!® The registered trademark name 
of a nickel alloy containing two-thirds 
nickel, one-third copper and small 
amounts of other metals. Monel®, 
which is ductile, stronger than mild 
steel and more resistant to corrosion 
than bronze, has been used for roofing, 
flashing and decorative elements. 
Excellent for making fasteners and 
anchors. 
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money damages A monetary award 
that a party who has breached a 
contract is ordered by a court to pay 
as compensation to the nonbreaching 
party. 

monitor 1. A raised section of a roof, 
often along the ridge of a gable roof, 
with louvers or windows in the side for 
ventilation or light. 2. In closed-circuit 
television, a video display device used 
to check the quality of a picture or 
image transmitted by a camera. 

monk bond A modified Flemish bond 
with two stretchers and a header. 

monkey tail A vertical scroll at the 
bottom of a handrail. 

monkey wrench A wrench with a fixed 
jaw and an adjustable jaw. 

monolith A large architectural member or 
monument cut from one stone or cast 
as one unit from concrete. 

monolithic In glazing, a window 
containing only one light or pane. 

monolithic concrete Concrete that has 
been cast continuously with no joints 
other than construction joints. 

monolithic construction The pouring 
of concrete grade beam and floor slab 
together to form a building foundation. 

monolithic surface treatment 
A concrete finish obtained by shaking 
a dry mixture of cement and sand on 
a concrete slab after strike off, then 
troweling it into the surface. 

monolithic terrazzo Terrazzo applied 
directly over a concrete surface instead 
of over a mortar underbed. 

monomer A molecule of low molecular 
weight capable of reacting with other 
molecules of low molecular weight to 
form a polymer. 

monopost An adjustable metal column 
that supports a bearing point or beam. 

mono-slope roof A roof with a constant 
slope in one direction. 

Monotube® pile A cold-processed steel 
pile with a fluted cross section for use 
in deep foundations. 

mopboard See baseboard. 

mop plate A protective plate at the 
bottom of a door, such as a kickplate. 

mop sink A low, deep sink used by 
janitors. 

mop sink 

mopstick A wood handrail with a circular 
cross section, except for a small flat 
section on the bottom for attaching the 
supports. 

moratorium A temporary denial of 
permission to develop, used by local 
government to create an opportunity 
to formulate permanent growth policies 
and plans for an area. 

mortar 1. A plastic mixture used in 
masonry construction that can be 
troweled and hardens in place. The 
most common materials that mortar 
may contain are Portland, hydraulic, 
or mortar cement, lime, fine aggregate, 
and water. 2. The mixture of cement 
paste and fine aggregate that fills the 
voids between the coarse aggregate in 
fresh concrete. 

mortar aggregate (mortar sand) 
Natural or manufactured fine 
aggregate, usually washed screened 
sand. 

molecular sieve
 

 
molecular sieve A device for selective

collection, by adsorption, of a
substance in a gas ora liquid.

mole drain A subsurface drain created by
a mole ball.

moler brick Brick, made from moler earth
ordiatomite, that has betterinsulation
properties than commonbrick.

molly A threaded insertforplaster,
sheetrock, or concrete walls for
receiving a bolt, screw, or nail.

moment An applied loadorforce that
creates bendingin a structural member.
It is numerically expressedas the
product of the force times the lengthof
the lever arm, and givenin units such
as foot-pounds.

moment connection A rigid connection
betweenstructural members that
transfers moment from one member to

the other, and thusresists the moment
force. A pinned connection cannot
resist momentforces, only shear forces. 

   
moment connection

momentof inertia In a structural member,

 
the productof each element of mass
times the square of the distance from
an. axis.

momentum The mass times the velocity
of a moving object.

Monel® Theregistered trademark name
of a nickel alloy containing two-thirds
nickel, one-third copper andsmall
amounts of other metals. Mone!®,
whichis ductile, stronger than mild
steel and moreresistant to corrosion

than bronze, has beenused forroofing,
flashing and decorative elements.
Excellent for making fasteners and
anchors.
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money damages A monetary award
that a party who has breached a
contract is ordered by a court to pay
as compensation to the nonbreaching
party.

monitor 1, A raised sectionof a roof,
oftenalongthe ridge of a gable roof,
with louvers or windowsin theside for

ventilationorlight. 2. In closed-circuit
television, a video display device used
to check the quality of a picture or
image transmitted by a camera.

monk bond A modified Flemish bond
with twostretchers and a header.

monkey tail A verticalscroll at the
bottom of a handxail.

monkey wrench A wrench with afixed
jaw and anadjustable jaw.

monolith A large architectural memberor
monumentcut from one stone or cast
as one unit from concrete.

monolithic In glazing, a window
containing only onelight or pane.

monolithic concrete Concrete that has

been cast continuously with no joints
other than construction joints.

monolithic construction The pouring
of concrete grade beam andfloor slab
togetherto form a building foundation.

monolithic surface treatment

A concrete finish obtained by shaking
a dry mixture of cement and sand on
a concreteslab afterstrike off, then
trowelingit into thesurface.

monolithic terrazzo Terrazzo applied
directly over a concretesurface instead
of over a mortar underbed.

monomer A molecule of low molecular

weight capable of reacting with other
molecules of low molecular weight to
form a polymer.

monopost An adjustable metal column
that supports a bearing point or beam.

mono-slope roof A roof with a constant
slope in onedirection.

Monotube® pile A cold-processed steel
pile with a fluted cross section for use
in deep foundations.

mopboard See baseboard.

mop plate A protective plate at the
bottom of a door, such as a kickplate.

mop sink A low, deep sink used by
janitors. 
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mopstick A wood handrail with a circular
cross section, exceptfor a small flat
section onthe bottomforattaching the
supports.

moratorium A temporary denialof
permission to develop, used by local
government to create an opportunity
to formulate permanent growth policies
and plansfor an area.

mortar 1. A plastic mixture used in
masonry construction that can be
troweled and hardens in place. The
most common materials that mortar

may contain are Portland, hydraulic,
or mortar cement,lime, fine aggregate,
and water. 2, The mixture of cement

paste andfine aggregate thatfills the
voids between the coarse aggregate in
fresh concrete. 

 
mortar

 
 

 
mortar aggregate (mortar sand)

Natural or manufacturedfine

aggregate, usually washed screened
sand.



mortar bed A layer of fresh mortar into 
which a structural member or flooring 
is set. 

mortarboard A board about 3 feet square 
on which mortar is placed for use by a 
mason on a scaffold. 

mortar box A shallow box in which 
mortar or plaster is mixed by hand. 

mortar cube A standard-sized cube made 
of mortar for testing the compressive 
strength of a mix. 

mortar mill (mortar mixer) A machine 
with paddles in a rotating drum for 
mixing and stirring mortar. 

mortar mixer See mortar mill. 

mortar sand See mortar aggregate. 

mortgage A loan in which property is 
pledged as collateral. 

mortgagee The lender in a mortgage loan. 

mortgage lien A filed charge using 
property as security. Often mortgage 
liens are obtained by contractors or 
material suppliers for a particular 
project. 

mortgage origination fee A fee for the 
preparation and servicing of a mortgage 
application. 

mortgagor The borrower in a mortgage 
loan. 

mortise 1. A recess cut in one member, 
usually wood, to receive a tenon from 
another member. 2. A recess such as 
one cut into a door stile to receive a 
lock or hinge. 

mortise and tenon joint A joint between 
two members, usually wood, which 
incorporates one or more tenons on 
one member fitting into mortises in the 

other member. Used on joints such as 
door stiles, door rails, window sashes, 
and cabinetry. 
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mortise and tenon joint 

mortise chisel A carpenter's tool for 
cutting mortises. 

mortised astragal A two-piece astragal 
door with two leaves. One piece of the 
astragal is mortised into the edge of 
each door. 

mortise gauge A carpenter's tool for 
scribing the location on mortises. It is 
similar to a marking gauge, but scribes 
two parallel lines. 

mortise machine A power-driven 
machine for cutting rectangular or 
round mortises in a wood member. 

mortise pin A pin that secures a mortise 
and tenon joint by being driven 
through either the extension of the 
tenon or through the whole joint. 

mosaic 1. An aerial photographic map 
pasted up using the center portion of 
overlapping vertical photographs. 
2. A design created by inlaying pieces 
of stone, glass, or tile in a mortar bed. 
3. A design of inlaid pieces of wood. 

motion detection equipment A device 
that detects motion by sending out 
a fixed electromagnetic or ultrasonic 
signal. A moving object will disrupt 
the frequency of the signal, triggering a 
response. Applications include security, 
lighting and automatic door systems. 

motor controller A device that controls 
the power delivered to a motor or 
motors. 

moveable form [ 
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motor controller 

motor grader See grader. 

mottle A clouding, spotting, or irregular 
grain appearing in stone such as marble 
or in wood and wood veneers. 

mottler A thick paintbrush used for 
creating a mottled or grained look. 

mottling A defect in spray-painted 
surfaces appearing as round marks. 

mouse 1. A device with a piece of curved 
lead and string for pulling a sash cord 
over a pulley. 2. A hand-held device 
that is moved around on a desk or 
surface to control the cursor in a 
computer and select functions. 

movable form A large prefabricated 
concrete form of a standard size that 
can be moved and reused on the same 
project. The form is moved either by 
crane or on rollers to the next location. 
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mortar bed A layeroffresh mortar into
which a structural memberorflooring
is set.

mortarboard A board about 3 feet square
on which mortaris placed for use by a
mason ona scaffold.

mortar box A shallow box in which

mortaror plaster is mixed by hand. 

mortar box 
 
  

mortar cube A standard-sized cube made

of mortar for testing the compressive
strength of a mix.

mortar mill (mortar mixer) A machine
with paddles in a rotating drum for
mixing and stirring mortar.

mortar mixer See mortar mill.

mortar sand See mortar aggregate.

mortgage A loan in which propertyis
pledged as collateral.

mortgagee Thelenderin a mortgage loan.

mortgagelien A filed charge using
property as security. Often mortgage
liens are obtained by contractors or
material suppliers for a particular
project.

mortgage origination fee A fee for the
preparation andservicing of a mortgage
application.

mortgagor The borrowerin a mortgage
loan.

mortise 1. A recess cut in one member,
usually wood, to receive a tenon from
another member. 2. A recess such as
one cut into a doorstile to receive a

lock or hinge.

mortise and tenon joint A joint between
two members, usually wood, which
incorporates one or more tenons on
one memberfitting into mortises in the

 
other member. Used on joints such as
doorstiles, doorrails, window sashes,
and cabinetry.
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cutting mortises.

mortised astragal A two-piece astragal
door with two leaves. Onepiece of the
astragal is mortised into the edge of
each door.

mortise gauge A carpenter's tool for
scribing the location on mortises.Itis
similar to a marking gauge, but scribes
twoparallel lines.

mortise machine A power-driven
machinefor cutting rectangularor
round mortises in a wood member.

mortise pin A pin that secures a mortise
and tenonjoint by being driven
through either the extensionof the
tenonor through the wholejoint.

mosaic 1. Anaerial photographic map
pasted up using the center portion of
overlapping vertical photographs.
2. A design created by inlaying pieces
of stone, glass,or tile in a mortarbed.
3. A design ofinlaid pieces of wood.

motion detection equipment A device
that detects motion by sending out
a fixed electromagnetic or ultrasonic
signal. A moving object will disrupt
the frequencyofthesignal, triggering a
response. Applications include security,
lighting and automatic door systems.

motor controller A device that controls

the power delivered to a motoror
motors.
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motor grader See grader.

mottle A clouding,spotting, orirregular
grain appearing in stone such as marble
orin wood and wood veneers.

 
mottler A thick paintbrush used for

creating a mottled or grained look.

mottling A defect in spray-painted
surfaces appearing as round marks.

mouse 1. A device with a piece of curved
lead and string forpulling a sash cord
overa pulley. 2. A hand-held device
that is moved around ona deskor
surface to control the cursorin a

computer andselect functions.

movable form A large prefabricated
concrete formof a standard size that
can be moved and reused on the same

project. The form is movedeitherby
crane or on rollers to the next location.

movable form
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movable partition 

movable partition A non-load-bearing 
demountable partition that can be 
relocated and can be either ceiling 
height or partial height. 

moves, adds and changes The processes 
required for facility changes, including 
the communications network, when 
there is a new occupant or use of a 
building space, or movement of users 
from one space to another. 

moving ramp A continuously moving belt 
or other system designed for carrying 
passengers on a horizontal plane or up 
an incline. 

moving stairs See escalator. 

moving walk See moving ramp. 

M,roof Any roof that incorporates two 
adjacent pitched roofs in resemblance 
to the letter "M." 

muck 1. A soil high in organic material, 
often very moist. 2. Any soil to be 
excavated. 

mucking Rearward removal of heading 
excavation. 

mud 1. Soil containing enough water to 
make it soft and plastic. 2. A slang 
expression for joint compound. 

mudcapping The process of blasting 
boulders or rock surfaces by placing 
explosives in the surface and covering 
them with mud rather than placing the 
explosive in a blast hole. 

mudjacking A method of raising a 
depressed concrete highway slab 
or slab-on-grade by boring holes at 
selected locations and pumping in 
grout or liquid asphalt. 

mud pan Rectangular, angle-sided pan, 
shaped like a bread pan, used by joint 
finishers to handle portions of joint 
compound. The straight-cut lip of the 
pan ensures that the taping knife can 
be cleaned regularly. 

mudroom An entrance, particularly to a 
rural residence, where muddy footwear 
can be removed and stored. 
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mud rotary drilling method A drilling 
method that uses mud as the lubricant 
for the drill. 

mudsill A plank or beam laid directly 
on the ground, especially for posts or 
shores for formwork or scaffolding. 

mud slab A base slab of low-strength 
concrete from 2" to 611 thick placed 
over a wet subbase before placing a 
concrete footing or grade slab. 

mud sucker See diaphragm pump. 

muffle A layer of grout over a plaster 
mold used to rough in the plaster. The 
muffle is chipped off when the final 
coat of plaster is applied. 

mulch Organic material such as straw, 
leaves, or wood chips spread on the 
ground to prevent erosion, to control 
weeds, to minimize evaporation as 
well as temperature extremes, and to 
improve the soil. 

mule A template used to form concrete 
curbs and gutters. 

mullion The vertical member separating 
the panels or glass lights of a window or 
door system. 

multiconductor An electrical cable 
containing multiple wires inside a 
single outer jacket. 

multifolding door A large door or room 
divider composed of hinged, rigid 
panels supported on an overhead track. 
When the door is open, the panels fold 
against each other. 

multifolding door 

multimedia filter A water supply system 
filter that incorporates several different 
filtering elements or materials. 

multiple dwelling A building that houses 
two or more independent residential 
dwelling units. 

multiple glazing Any glazing that 
incorporates two or more sheets 
of glass, as in a thermal or sound 
insulating application. 

multiple-layer adhesive An adhesive 
film used as a bond between dissimilar 
materials. 

Multiple Listing Service A database of 
information about properties for sale 
or lease. 

multiple of direct personnel expense 
An accounting method used to pay for 
professional services. A factor (based 
on personnel cost) is applied to cover 
indirect and direct costs, as well as 
profit. 

multiple of direct salary expense 
An accounting method used to pay 
for professional services. It is based on 
direct salary expenses multiplied by 
a factor that accounts for the cost of 
benefits that are linked to direct salary 
as well as indirect expenses, other 
direct expenses, and profit. 

multiple ownership A form of ownership 
whereby two or more people or entities 
own interests in the same real property 
at the same time. There are three basic 
forms of multiple ownership of real 
property. See also tenancy in common, 
joint tenancy, and tenancy by the 
entirety. 

multiple prime contract A contract used 
when one or more constructors are 
employed under separate contracts 
to perform work on the same project, 
either in a sequence or coincidentally. 

multiple prime contracts A construction 
approach whereby the owner enters 
into separate contracts with different 
trade contractors, rather than one 
contract with a general construction 
contractor. 

movable partition 

 
movable partition A non-load-bearing

demountable partition that can be
relocated and canbeeitherceiling
heightorpartial height.

moves, adds and changes The processes
required forfacility changes, including
the communications network, when
there is a new occupantoruse of a
building space, or movementofusers
from one space to another.

moving ramp A continuously movingbelt
or other system designed for carrying
passengers on a horizontal plane or up
an incline.

movingstairs See escalator.

moving walk See moving ramp.

M-roof Anyroof that incorporates two
adjacentpitched roofs in resemblance
to the letter “M.”

muck 1. A soil high in organic material,
often very moist. 2. Any soil to be
excavated.

mucking Rearward removalof heading
excavation.

mud 1. Soil containing enough water to
makeit soft and plastic. 2. A slang
expression for joint compound.

mudcapping The process of blasting
boulders or rock surfaces by placing
explosives in the surface and covering
them with mud rather than placing the
explosive in a blast hole.

mudjacking A methodofraising a
depressed concrete highway slab
or slab-on-grade by boring holes at
selected locations and pumping in
groutorliquid asphalt.

mud pan Rectangular, angle-sided pan,
shapedlike a bread pan,used by joint
finishers to handle portionsofjoint
compound. Thestraight-cutlip of the
pan ensures that the taping knife can
be cleaned regularly.

mudroom An entrance,particularly to a
rural residence, where muddy footwear
can be removed andstored.
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mudrotary drilling method A drilling
method that uses mud as the lubricant
for the drill.

mudsill A plank or beamlaid directly
on the ground,especially for posts or
shores for formwork or scaffolding.

mud slab A base slab of low-strength
concrete from 2" to 6" thick placed
overa wet subbase before placing a
concrete footing or grade slab.

mud sucker See diaphragm pump.

muffle A layer of grout overa plaster
mold used to rough in the plaster. The
muffle is chipped off whenthefinal
coat of plasteris applied.

mulch Organic material such as straw,
leaves, or wood chips spread on the
ground to preventerosion, to control
weeds, to minimize evaporation as
well as temperature extremes, and to
improve thesoil.

mule A template used to form concrete
curbs andgutters.

mullion The vertical member separating
the panels orglass lights of a window or
doorsystem.

multiconductor Anelectrical cable

containing multiple wires inside a
single outer jacket.

multifolding door A large door or room
divider composed of hinged, rigid
panels supported on an overhead track.
Whenthedooris open, the panels fold
against each other. 
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multimediafilter A water supply system
filter that incorporatesseveraldifferent
filtering elements or materials.

multiple dwelling A building that houses
two or more independentresidential
dwelling units.

multiple glazing Any glazing that
incorporates two or more sheets
ofglass, as in a thermal or sound
insulating application.

multiple-layer adhesive An adhesive
film used as a bond between dissimilar
materials.

Multiple Listing Service A database of
information about propertiesforsale
otlease.

multiple of direct personnel expense
An accounting method used to payfor
professionalservices. A factor (based
on personnel cost) is applied to cover
indirect and direct costs, as well as
profit.

multiple of direct salary expense
An accounting methodused to pay
for professional services. It is based on
direct salary expenses multiplied by
a factor that accounts for the cost of

benefits that are linkedto direct salary
as well as indirect expenses, other
direct expenses, and profit.

multiple ownership A form of ownership
whereby two or more people or entities
own interests in the samereal property
at the same time. Thereare three basic

forms of multiple ownershipofreal
property. See also tenancy in common,
joint tenancy, and tenancy by the
entirety.

multiple prime contract A contract used
whenone or more constructors are

employed under separate contracts
to perform work on the sameproject,
either in a sequenceor coincidentally.

multiple prime contracts A construction
approach whereby the ownerenters
into separate contracts with different
trade contractors, rather than one
contract with a general construction
contractor.



multiple surface treatments A term 
applied to successive pavement surface 
treatments of asphaltic materials and 
aggregate. 

multiplex To send signals from more than 
one source simultaneously over a single 
channel. See also frequency division 
multiplexing and time division 
multiplexing. 

multiplier A factor used to adjust costs 
for modifications, such as for location, 
time, or size of project. 

multistage stressing The prestressing 
of concrete members in stages as the 
construction progresses. 

multistory A term commonly applied to 
buildings with five or more stories. 

multiunit wall A masonry wall with two 
or more wythes. 

multiuser telecommunications outlet 
assembly A connecting point within a 
structured cabling system-for multiple 
users for a work area. 

multizone system 1. An air conditioning 
system that is capable of handling 
several individual zones simultaneously. 
2. A heating or HVAC system having 
individual controls in two or more 
zones in a building. 

multizone system 

multizone units Air-handling units with 
parallel heating and cooling air paths 
providing individual mixing of air
distribution circuits into a single duct 
for each zone. 

municipality A political unit, legally 
incorporated for self-government or 
other public purposes. 

municipal lien A claim or lien filed by 
a municipality against a property 
owner for collection of the property 

owner's proportionate share of a public 
improvement made by the municipality 
that also improves the property owner's 
land. 

muntin A short vertical or horizontal 
bar used to separate panes of glass in 
a window or panels in a door. The 
muntin extends from a stile, rail, or bar 
to another bar. See also vertical bar. 

muntin 

muriatic acid An acid mixed with water 
to clean masonry. Muriatic acid is 
also commonly used to etch smooth 
concrete surfaces for painting. 

mushroom The spreading out of concrete 
at the top of a caisson pier, causing it 
to be wider than the thickness of the 
foundation wall. 

mushroom construction A system of 
flat-slab concrete construction, with no 
beams, in which columns are flared at 
the top to resist shear stresses near the 
column head. 

mushroom construction 

music wire (piano wire) Steel wire used 
for alignment. 

mute A mortised rubber silencing device 
for a door. 

mylar 

mutual assent The agreement of two or 
more parties to be bound to the terms 
of a contract. A contract is not legally 
enforceable without mutual assent. 

mylar A thin, tough, smooth polyester 
film used as a drafting medium. 
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multiple surface treatments A term
applied to successive pavementsurface
treatments of asphaltic materials and
aperegate.

multiplex To send signals from more than
onesource simultaneously overa single
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multiplexing andtime division
multiplexing.

multiplier A factor used to adjust costs
for modifications, such as for location,
time,orsize of project.
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muriatic acid An acid mixed with water

to clean masonry. Muriatic acid is
also commonly used to etch smooth
concrete surfaces for painting.

mushroom Thespreading out of concrete
at the top of a caisson pier, causingit
to be wider than the thickness of the
foundation wall.
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flat-slab concrete construction, with no
beams, in which columnsareflared at
the top to resist shear stresses near the
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music wire (piano wire) Steel wire used
for alignment.

mute A mortised rubbersilencing device
for a door.

mutual assent The agreementof two or
morepatties to be bound to the terms
of a contract. A contractis notlegally
enforceable without mutualassent.

mylar A thin, tough, smooth polyester
film used as a drafting medium.
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

n, N noon, number, North, nail, nitrogen, 
normal 

Na sodium 

NAAMM National Association of 
Architectural Metal Manufacturers 

NAIOP National Association of 
Industrial Office Properties 

NAT natural 

NBC National Building Code 

NBFU National Board of Fire 
Underwriters (now merged into the 
American Insurance Association) 

NBIMS National Building Information 
Model Standard 

nbm net board measure 

NBS National Bureau of Standards 

NC noise criterion 

NCM noncorrosive metal 

NCX fire-retardant treated wood 

NDT nondestructive testing 

NEC National Electrical Code 

NECA National Electrical Contractors 
Association 

NELMA Northeastern Lumber 
Manufacturers Association 

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association 

NESC National Electrical Safety 
Commission 

NESHAPS National Emission Standards 
for Hazardous Air Pollutants 

NFC National Fire Code 

NFIP National Flood Insurance Program 

NFoPA National Forest Products 
Association 

NFPA National Fire Protection Agency 

NFRC National Fenestration Rating 
Council 

NHLA National Hardwoods Lumber 
Association 
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NHPMA Northern Hardwood and Pine 
Manufacturers Association 

Ni nickel 

NIBS National Institute of Building 
Sciences 

NIC not in contract 

NIOSH National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health 

NLRA National Labor Relations Act 

NLRB National Labor Relations Board 

NM nonmetallic sheathed 

NOC network operations center 

NOM nominal 

NOP not otherwise provided for 

norm normal 

NPS nominal pipe size 

NPV net present value 

nr near, noise reduction 

NRC noise reduction coefficient 

NS not specified 

ntp normal temperature and pressure 

NTS not to scale 

nt. wt., n.wt. net weight 

num numeral 

NWWDA National Wood Window and 
Door Association 

NIE nosed one edge (lumber industry) 

N2E nosed two edges (lumber industry) 

-Abbreviations
  

a, N noon, number, North, nail, nitrogen,
normal

Na sodium

NAAMM National Association of
Architectural Metal Manufacturers

NAIOP National Association of

Industrial Office Properties

NAT natural

NBC National Building Code
NBFU National Board of Fire

Underwriters (now merged into the
American Insurance Association)

NBIMS National Building Information
ModelStandard

nbm net board measure

NBS National Bureau of Standards

NC noise criterion

NCM noncorrosive metal

NCX fire-retardant treated wood

NDT nondestructive testing

NEC National Electrical Code

NECA National Electrical Contractors
Association.

NELMA Northeastern Lumber
Manufacturers Association

NEMA NationalElectrical Manufacturers
Association

NESC National Electrical Safety
Commission

NESHAPSNational Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NEC National Fire Code

NFIP National Flood Insurance Program

NFoPA National Forest Products
Association.

 
NFPA NationalFire Protection Agency

NFRC National Fenestration Rating
Council

NHLA National Hardwoods Lumber
Association.
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The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry.

NHPMA Northern Hardwood and Pine
Manufacturers Association

Ni. nickel

NIBS NationalInstitute of Building
Sciences

NIC notin contract

NIOSH National Institute of

Occupational Safety and Health
NLRA National LaborRelations Act

NLRB National Labor Relations Board

NM_nonmetallic sheathed

NOC network operations center
NOM nominal

NOP nototherwise provided for
norm normal

NPS nominalpipe size

 
NPV netpresent value

nr near, noise reduction

NRC noise reduction coefficient

NS notspecified

ntp normal temperature and pressure

 
NTS notto scale

nt. wt, n.wt. net weight
aum numeral

NWWDANational Wood Window and
DoorAssociation

NIE nosed one edge (lumberindustry)

N2ZEnosed two edges (lumber industry)



Definitions 

nagging See nogging. 

nail A slender piece of metal with a 
point on one end that is driven into 
construction materials by impact. Nails 
are classified by size, shape, and usage. 

nails 

nailable concrete Concrete, usually 
made with a suitable lightweight 
aggregate, with or without the addition 
of sawdust, into which nails can be 
driven. 

nailer A strip of wood or other fitting 
attached to or set in concrete, or 
attached to steel, to facilitate making 
nailed connections. 

nail float See devil float. 

nailing block (nog) A wood block set into 
masonry or steel and used to facilitate 
fastening other structural members by 
nailing. 

nailing ground A nailing strip to which 
trim is attached. 

nailing schedule A specific pattern or 
configuration of nails, most often used 
for fastening components of a structural 
assembly. 

nail pop The protrusion of a nail from a 
wall or ceiling, usually attributed to the 
shrinkage or use of improperly cured 
wood framing. 

nail puller One of a variety of hand tools 
for pulling nails. The shape and size 
depends on the nails to be pulled. 

nail puller 

National Fire Protection Association 

nail punch See nail set. 

nail set A hand-held, tapered steel rod 
specifically designed to drive nail heads 
below the surface of wood. The rod 
is used specifically in finish carpentry 
work. 

naked flooring The system of floor joists 
and beams over which flooring will be 
placed. 

naked flooring 

naked wall A wall or partition, with lath 
in place, ready for plastering. 

NA number A classification code 
assigned to a particular material by the 
Department of Transportation. 

naphtha-based oil Petroleum oil used as 
an additive in herbicides. Naphtha oil 
alone has herbicidal properties on some 
weeds and grasses. 

narrow-light door A door with a narrow 
vertical light near the lock stile. See 
also vertical vision light door. 

f 

f 

narrow-light door 

narrow-ringed timber Lumber with fine
grained, closely spaced growth rings. 

narrowscope A term established by the 
Construction Specifications Institute 
to denote a section of the specifications 
that describes a single product. See also 
mediumscope and broadscope. 

National Building Information Model 
Standard A standard developed 
by a National Institute of Building 
Sciences Facility Information Council 
committee. It integrates life-cycle 
information for use by facility 
management and AEC professionals. 

National Electric Code® (NEC) 
A nationally recognized code that 
addresses proper installation of 
electrical systems and equipment. 
Published by the National Fire 
Protection Association, the code 
is revised and reissued every three 
years. 

National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAPS) Federal air pollution 
regulations instituted by the Clean 
Air Act and enforced by the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). 

National Fenestration Rating Council 
(NFRC) An organization that 
provides ratings for energy performance 
for windows and skylights, doors, and 
accessories. 

National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) A non-profit organization 
that publishes the National Electrical 
Code®, the Life Safety Code®, the 
Fire Prevention Code"', the National 
Fuel Gas Code®, and the National Fire 
Alarm Code®. 
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naked wall A wall or partition, with lath
in place, ready for plastering.

NA number A classification code

assigned to a particular material by the
Departmentof Transportation.
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an additive in herbicides. Naphthaoil
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narrow-ringed timber Lumberwith fine-
grained, closely spaced growth rings.

narrowscope A term established by the
Construction Specifications Institute
to denote a section ofthe specifications
that describes a single product. See also
mediumscope and broadscope.

National Building Information Model
Standard A standard developed
by a NationalInstitute of Building
Sciences Facility Information Council
committee. It integrates life-cycle
information for use byfacility
management and AEC professionals.

National Electric Code® (NEC)
A nationally recognized code that
addresses properinstallation of
electrical systems and equipment.
Published by the NationalFire
Protection Association, the code
is revised andreissued every three
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National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants

(NESHAPS) Federalair pollution
regulationsinstituted by the Clean
Air Act and enforced by the
EnvironmentalProtection Agency
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National Fenestration Rating Council
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for windows and skylights, doors, and
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Fuel Gas Code®, and the National Fire
Alarm Code®.
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National Historic Landmark 

National Historic Landmark A property 
listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places. Properties are assigned 
this designation by the Secretary of 
the Interior based on their national 
( as compared to state or regional) 
importance. The National Parks 
Service administers the process of 
designating properties as NHLs through 
the National Historic Landmarks 
Program. 

National Institute of Building Sciences 
A non-profit organization that works 
with the government and private 
sector on "solutions for the built 
environment," including standards, 
new technologies, and dissemination of 
information. 

National Labor Relations Act An act 
of Congress sometimes known as the 
Wagner Act, enacted in 193 5. This act 
mandated a framework of procedure 
and regulation by which management
labor relations are to be conducted. 

National Lumber Grades Authority 
One of seven regional grading agencies 
in North America that are authorized 
to write and publish grading rules for 
lumber. See also grade stamp. 

National Register of Historic Places 
The inventory of places of historical, 
architectural, archeological, 
engineering, and cultural significance 
in the United States. Also serves as a 
repository of documentation of historic 
property types, significance, condition, 
ownership, and other pertinent 
information. 

native landscape Plantings that are 
selected because they have adapted 
to thrive in the local environment 
without irrigation, fertilizer, or 
pesticides, and that provide storm 
water management. See also 
xeriscaping. 

natural asphalt Asphalt occurring in 
nature through natural evaporation of 
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petroleum. This type of asphalt can be 
refined and used in paving materials. 

natural attenuation An environmental 
remediation process based on allowing 
naturally occurring processes to 
decompose or degrade wastes. 

natural cement A hydraulic cement 
produced by heating a naturally 
occurring limestone at a temperature 
below the melting point, and then 
grinding the material into a fine 
powder. 

natural convection The movement 
of air resulting from differences in 
density usually caused by differences in 
temperature. 

natural draft Refers to the movement of 
air through a cooling tower by the force 
of air density differential. 

natural finish A finish on wood that 
allows the grain to show; a clear finish. 

natural gas A naturally occurring 
combustible gas used for industrial and 
domestic heating and power. 

natural grade The undisturbed elevation 
of a property before any excavation 
operations. 

naturally durable wood As defined for 
the purpose of building codes, the 
heartwood of certain species of decay
resistant wood, including black walnut, 
cedar, redwood, and black locust. 

natural resin Any naturally occurring 
thermoplastic substance. Used in 
paints and varnishes, among other 
applications. 

natural seasoning In the lumber industry, 
a curing process using natural air 
convection. 

natural stone Stone shaped and sized by 
nature as opposed to stone that has 
been quarried and cut. 

natural stone 

NCX fire-retardant treated wood 
Treated wood generally used on 
exterior balconies, steps, and roof 
systems. Carries the Underwriters' 
Laboratories rating of FRS. 

neat 1. Idiom for exact dimensions, i.e., 
excavation to the designed width of 
the footing. 2. A term referring to a 
process by which a material is prepared 
for use without addition of any other 
materials except water. Examples 
include neat cement or neat plaster. 

neat cement A cement mortar or grout 
made without addition of sand or lime. 

neat line The line or plane defining 
the limits of work, particularly 
in excavation of earth or rock. 
Excavation beyond the neat line is 
usually not a pay item in a unit price 
contract. 

neat plaster Plaster mixed with no 
aggregate. 

neat size The final size after trimming, 
planing, or finishing. 

needle 1. In underpinning, the horizontal 
beam that temporarily holds up the 
wall or column while a new foundation 
is being placed. 2. In forming or 
shoring, a short beam passing through 
a wall to support shores or forms during 
construction. 3. In repair or alteration 
work, a beam that temporarily supports 
the structure above the area being 
worked on. 

National Historic Landmark 

 
National Historic Landmark A property

listed in the National Register of
Historic Places. Properties are assigned
this designation by the Secretary of
the Interior based on their national

(as compared to state or regional)
importance. The National Parks
Service administers the process of
designating properties as NHLs through
the National Historic Landmarks

Program.

National Institute of Building Sciences
A non-profit organization that works
with the government and private
sector on“solutions for the built

environment,”including standards,
new technologies, and dissemination of
information.

National Labor Relations Act Anact

of Congress sometimes knownas the
Wagner Act, enacted in 1935. This act
mandated a framework of procedure
and regulation by which management-
labor relations are to be conducted.

National Lumber Grades Authority
One of seven regional grading agencies
in North America that are authorized

to write and publish grading rules for
lumber. See also grade stamp.

National Register of Historic Places
The inventoryof places of historical,
architectural, archeological,
engineering, and cultural significance
in the United States. Also serves as a

repository of documentation ofhistoric
property types, significance, condition,
ownership, and otherpertinent
information.

native landscape Plantings that are
selected because they have adapted
to thrive in the local environment

withoutirrigation,fertilizer, or
pesticides, and that provide storm
water management. See also
xeriscaping.

natural asphalt Asphalt occurring in
nature through natural evaporation of
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petroleum. This type of asphalt can be
refined and used in paving materials.

natural attenuation An environmental

remediation process based onallowing
naturally occurring processes to
decompose ordegrade wastes.

natural cement A hydraulic cement
produced by heating a naturally
occurring limestone at a temperature
below the melting point, and then
grinding the material intoafine
powder.

natural convection The movement

ofair resulting from differencesin
density usually caused by differences in
temperature.

natural draft Refers to the movementof

air througha cooling towerby the force
of air density differential.

natural finish A finish on wood that

allows the grain to show;a clearfinish.

natural gas A naturally occurring
combustible gas used for industrial and
domestic heating and power.

natural grade The undisturbed elevation
of a property before any excavation
operations.

naturally durable wood As definedfor
the purpose of building codes, the
heartwoodof certain species of decay-
resistant wood, including black walnut,
cedar, redwood, and blacklocust.

natural resin Any naturally occurring
thermoplastic substance. Used in
paints and varnishes, among other
applications.

natural seasoning In the lumber industry,
a curing process using naturalair
convection.

natural stone Stone shaped andsized by
nature as opposed to stone that has
been quarried and cut.

 

 
natural stone

  
 

NCXfire-retardanttreated wood

Treated wood generally used on
exterior balconies, steps, and roof
systems. Carries the Underwriters’
Laboratories rating of FRS.

neat 1. Idiom for exact dimensions, i.e.,
excavation to the designed width of
the footing. 2. A term referring to a
process by which a material is prepared
for use without addition of any other
materials except water. Examples
include neat cementorneatplaster.

neat cement A cement mortar or grout
made without additionof sand orlime.

neat line The line orplane defining
the limits of work, particularly
in excavation of earth or rock.

Excavation beyond the neatlineis
usually not a pay item in a unit price
contract.

neat plaster Plaster mixed with no
aggregate.

neat size Thefinalsize after trimming,
planing,otfinishing.

needle 1. In underpinning, the horizontal
beam that temporarily holds up the
wall or column while a new foundation

is being placed. @.In forming or
shoring, a short beam passing through
a wall to support shores orforms during
construction. 3. In repair or alteration
work, a beam that temporarily supports
the structure above the area being
worked on.



needle bath A shower bath in which 
many water jets are sprayed 
horizontally onto the bather. 

needle beam See needle. 

needle nose pliers Pliers that are outfitted 
with long thin jaws for use in narrow 
spaces. 

needle scaffold A scaffold that is 
supported by needles passing through 
a wall. 

needle valve A type of globe valve in 
which a long pin or needle, tapered at 
the end, moves in and out of a conical 
seat to regulate the flow of liquid. 

needle valve 

needling The placing of needles, or a 
support system using needles. 

negative cash flow On a construction 
project, when the periodic payments 
a contractor receives from an owner 
for the performance of the contract's 
construction work amount to less than 
what he will pay out during the same 
period for expenses associated with the 
work. (The amount of money coming 
in is less than the amount going out.) 

negative determination A determination 
that a project will not produce a 
significantly adverse impact on the 
environment. 

negative easement A right of 
accommodation that allows its holder 
to prevent a land owner from actions 
on that land. For example, a landowner 
may be unable to build a structure 
on the property because a neighbor 

owns a negative easement requiring an 
unobstructed view of an adjacent body 
of water. 

negative float The amount of delay that a 
task on the critical path of the schedule 
has incurred, expressed in days. 

negative friction The additional load 
placed on a pile by the settling of fill 
placed around it. The effect of negative 
friction is to pull the pile down. 

negative pressure ventilation system 
A method of providing low-velocity 
airflow from uncontaminated areas 
into contaminated areas by means of a 
portable exhaust system equipped with 
HEPA filters. 

negative reinforcing Steel reinforcing 
for negative moment in a reinforced 
concrete structural member. 

negligence The failure of a party to 
conform its conduct to the standard of 
care required by law. The law requires 
that a person exercise that degree of 
care that a reasonable person would 
exercise under the same or similar 
circumstances. See also due care. 

negotiated procurement A procedure 
used by the U.S. government for 
contracting whereby the government 
and potential contractor negotiate on 
both price and technical requirements 
after submission of proposals. Award 
is made to the contractor whose final 
proposal is most advantageous to the 
government. 

negotiating Arriving at an agreement by 
bargaining. 

negotiation A process used to determine a 
mutually satisfactory contract sum, and 
terms to be included in the contract 
for construction. In negotiations, the 
owner directly selects the constructor 
and the two, often with assistance 
of the design professional, derive by 
compromise and a meeting of the 
minds the scope of the project and its 
cost. 

negotiation phase See bidding. 

nestable joist I 

neon lamp A lamp that gains its 
illumination by electric current passing 
through neon gas. 

neoprene A synthetic rubber with high 
resistance to petroleum products 
and sunlight. Neoprene is used in 
many construction applications, such 
as roofing and flashing, vibration 
absorption, and sound absorption. 

neoprene roof A roof covering made 
of neoprene sheet material with 
heat-welded joints that can be either 
ballasted or non-ballasted. This type 
of roof covering has good elastic and 
durability properties over a long time 
span. 

neoprene vibration pad A vibration
absorbing device placed under 
permanently installed machinery. 

~ 

~ 

neoprene vibration pad 

neoprene waterproofing 
Sheet waterproofing material placed on 
the outside of a foundation wall with 
a mastic. 

nephrotoxin A substance that causes 
kidney damage. 

nestable joist Standard shape for a light 
gauge framing joist. 
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needle bath A shower bath in which

many water jets are sprayed
horizontally onto the bather.

needle beam See needle.

needle nosepliers Pliers that are outfitted
with long thin jaws for use in narrow
spaces.

needle scaffold A scaffold thatis

supported by needles passing through
a wall.

needle valve A type of globe valve in
whicha long pinor needle, tapered at
the end, moves in and out of a conical
seat to regulate the flow ofliquid. 

 
needle valve

  
needling The placing of needles, or a

support system using needles.

negative cash flow On a construction
project, when the periodic payments
a contractor receives from an owner

for the performanceofthe contract's
construction work amountto less than

whathewill pay out during the same
period for expenses associated with the
work. (The amount of money coming
in is less than the amount going out.)

negative determination A determination
that a project will not produce a
significantly adverse impact on the
environment.

negative easement A rightof
accommodation that allows its holder

to prevent a land ownerfrom actions
on that land. For example, a landowner
may be unable to build a structure
on the property because a neighbor

owns a negative easement requiring an
unobstructed view of an adjacent body
of water.

negative float The amountofdelay that a
task on thecritical path of the schedule
has incurred, expressed in days.

negative friction The additional load
placed ona pile by the settling of fill
placed aroundit. The effect of negative
friction is to pull the pile down.

negative pressure ventilation system
A methodof providing low-velocity
airflow from uncontaminated areas

into contaminatedareas by meansof a
portable exhaust system equipped with
HEPAfilters.

negative reinforcing Steel reinforcing
for negative moment in a reinforced
concrete structural member.

negligence Thefailure of a party to
conform its conductto the standard of

care required by law. The law requires
that a person exercise that degree of
care that a reasonable person would
exercise under the sameorsimilar
circumstances. See also due care.

negotiated procurement A procedure
used by the U.S. governmentfor
contracting whereby the government
and potential contractor negotiate on
both price and technical requirements
after submission of proposals. Award
is madeto the contractor whosefinal

proposal is most advantageous to the
government.

negotiating Arriving at an agreementby
bargaining.

negotiation A process used to determine a
mutually satisfactory contract sum, and
terms to be included in the contract

for construction. In negotiations, the
ownerdirectly selects the constructor
and the two, often with assistance
of the design professional, derive by
compromise and a meeting of the
minds the scope ofthe project andits
cost.

negotiation phase Sce bidding.

neon lamp A lampthatgainsits
illumination byelectric current passing
through neongas.

neoprene A synthetic rubber with high
resistance to petroleum products
and sunlight. Neopreneis used in
many construction applications, such
as roofing and flashing, vibration
absorption, and sound absorption.

neoprene roof A roof covering made
of neoprene sheet material with
heat-welded joints that can be either
ballasted or non-ballasted. This type
of roof covering has good elastic and
durability properties over a long time
span, 

neoprene roof

   
neoprene vibration pad A vibration-

absorbing device placed under
permanently installed machinery.
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neoprenevidration pad

 
neoprene waterproofing

Sheet waterproofing material placed on
the outside of a foundation wall with
a mastic.

nephrotoxin A substance that causes
kidney damage.

nestable joist Standard shapefora light
gauge framingjoist.
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nested nails 

nested nails Nails having a crescent
shaped piece missing in the head 
to allow them to be fitted tightly 
together. 

nested studs Two studs placed together 
for additional support in framing an 
opening. 

net cross-sectional area In defining a 
masonry unit, the gross cross-sectional 
area minus the area of the ungrouted 
cores or cellular voids. 

net cut In excavation, the total cut, 
minus the compacted fill required, 
between particular stations. 

net fill In excavation, the compacted 
fill required, minus the cut material 
available, between particular stations. 

net floor area The occupied area of 
a building not including hallways, 
elevator shafts, stairways, toilets, and 
wall thicknesses. The net floor area is 
used for determining rental space and 
fire-code requirements. 

net load In heating calculations, the 
heating requirement, not considering 
heat losses, between the source and the 
terminal unit. 

net metering Allowing electric meters 
of power generating facilities, such as 
solar or wind power, to turn backwards 
when more energy is produced than 
customers consume. Net metering 
allows customers to use the excess 
energy their own system generates to 
offset their consumption over an entire 
billing period, not just at the time the 
electricity is produced. 

net mixing water See mixing water. 

net present value (NPV) The current 
dollar value of future cash flow. 

net price The lowest price, after all 
deductions, discounts, etc. 

net savings (NS) A measure of long-run 
profitability of an alternative relative 
to a base case. It can be calculated as 
an extension of the life-cycle costing 
(LCC) method as the difference 
between the LCC of a base case and 
the LCC of an alternative. 
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net site area The area of a building site 
less streets and roadways. 

net weight The weight of an article, 
cargo, or other load minus the 
transporting vehicle. 

network In CPM (critical path method) 
terminology, a graphic representation 
of activities showing their 
interrelationships. 

Network Operations Center 
A building space that houses 
equipment for monitoring and 
managing communications networks. 

network schedule A method of 
scheduling the construction process 
where various related events are 
programmed into a sequential network 
on the basis of starting and finishing 
dates. 

neurotoxin A substance that adversely 
affects the nervous system or brain. 

neutral 1. An electrical conductor 
used as the primary return path for 
current during normal operation of an 
electrical device. 2. The center tap of a 
three- or four-wire transformer. Neutral 
cable will carry current when there is 
an unbalanced load between wires. 

neutral axis In structural design, an 
imaginary line in a structural member 
where no tension, compression, or 
deformation exist. If holes are to be 
drilled through a structural member 
for conduits or pipes, they should be 
drilled at the neutral axis. 

neutral cash flow On a construction 
project, when the periodic payments 
a contractor receives from an owner 
for the performance of the contract's 
construction work equal what will be 
paid out during the same period for 
expenses associated with the work. 
(The amount of money coming in 
equals the amount going out.) 

neutralize To reduce the pH of an alkali, 
or to raise the pH of an acid, to 
approximately 7.0. 

neutralizing The treatment of concrete, 
plaster, or masonry surfaces with an 
acid solution in order to neutralize the 
lime before application of paint. 

neutralizing basin In a building drainage 
system, a device that neutralizes acid
bearing wastes before their entry into 
the system. 

newel The post supporting a handrail 
at the top and bottom of a flight of 
stairs. Also, the center post of a spiral 
staircase. 

newel 

newel cap The often decorative top or cap 
of a newel. 

newel drop A decorative downward 
projection of a newel through a soffit. 

newel joint The joint between a newel 
and the handrail. 

newel post See newel. 

New Urbanism A movement in city 
planning that tries to recommit 
traditional town planning designs to 
a modern context. It seeks to lessen 
dependence on automobiles while 
encouraging a small-world lifestyle 
where jobs, shops, and homes are 
located near one another. 

New York rod A two-piece surveyor's rod 
with narrow markings and a movable 
target. 

N-grade wood 1. In molding, stock 
intended for natural or clear finishes. 
The exposed face must be of one single 
piece. 2. In plywood, cabinet quality 
panels for natural finishes. 

nested nails 

 
nested nails Nails having a crescent-

shaped piece missing in the head
to allow them to befitted tightly
together.

nested studs Two studs placed together
for additional support in framing an
opening.

net cross-sectional area Indefining a
masonry unit, the gross cross-sectional
area minus the area of the ungrouted
cores or cellular voids.

net cut In excavation, the total cut,
minus the compactedfill required,
between particularstations.

netfill In excavation, the compacted
fill required, minus the cut material
available, between particularstations.

net floor area The occupied area of
a building notincluding hallways,
elevatorshafts, stairways, toilets, and
wall thicknesses. The netfloorareais

used for determining rental space and
fire-code requirements.

net load In heating calculations, the
heating requirement, not considering
heatlosses, between the source and the
terminal unit.

net metering Allowing electric meters
of powergeneratingfacilities, such as
solar or wind power, to turn backwards
when more energy is produced than
customers consume. Net metering
allows customers to use the excess

energy their own system generates to
offset their consumption overan entire
billing period, not just at the time the
electricity is produced.

net mixing water See mixing water.

net present value (NPV) The current
dollar value of future cash flow.

net price The lowestprice,afterall
deductions,discounts, etc.

net savings (NS) A measure of long-run
profitability of an alternative relative
to a base case. It can be calculated as

an extension ofthelife-cycle costing
(LCC) method as the difference
between the LCC ofa base case and
the LCC of an alternative.
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cargo, or other load minus the
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network In CPM (critical path method)
terminology, a graphic representation
of activities showing their
interrelationships.

Network Operations Center
A building space that houses
equipmentfor monitoring and
managing communications networks.

network schedule A method of

scheduling the construction process
wherevariousrelated events are

programmedinto a sequential network
on the basis of starting and finishing
dates.

 
neurotoxin A substance that adversely

affects the nervous systemorbrain.
neutral 1. An electrical conductor

used as the primary return path for
current during normaloperation of an
electrical device. 2, The centertapof a
three- or four-wire transformer. Neutral

cable will carry current when thereis
an unbalancedload betweenwires.

neutral axis In structural design, an
imaginaryline in a structural member
where no tension, compression, or
deformation exist. If holes are to be

drilled through a structural member
for conduits or pipes, they should be
drilled at the neutral axis.

neutral cash flow Ona construction

project, whenthe periodic payments
a contractor receives from an owner

for the performanceof the contract’s
construction work equal what will be
paid out during the same period for
expenses associated with the work.
(The amount of money coming in
equals the amountgoing out.)

neutralize To reduce the pH ofanalkali,
orto raise the pH ofan acid, to
approximately 7.0.

neutralizing The treatment of concrete,
plaster, or masonry surfaces with an
acid solution in order to neutralize the

lime before application of paint.

neutralizing basin In a building drainage
system, a device that neutralizes acid-
bearing wastes before their entry into
the system.

newel The post supporting a handrail
at the top and bottomofaflight of
stairs. Also, the centerpost ofa spiral
staircase. 

   
newel cap The often decorative top or cap

of a newel.

newel drop A decorative downward
projection of a newel throughasoffit.

neweljoint Thejoint between a newel
and the handrail.

newel post See newel.

New Urbanism A movementincity
planning thattries to recommit
traditional town planning designs to
a moderncontext.It seeks to lessen

dependence on automobiles while
encouraging a small-world lifestyle
where jobs, shops, and homesare
located near oneanother.

New York rod A two-piece surveyor's rod
with narrow markings and a movable
target.

N-erade wood 1. In molding, stock
intendedfor natural orclearfinishes.

The exposed face must be of one single
piece. 2. In plywood,cabinet quality
panels for naturalfinishes.



nib Any particle or piece projecting from 
a surface, particularly used to describe 
a defect on a painted or varnished 
surface. 

nibbed tile A small lug at the upper end of 
a roofing tile that hooks over a batten. 

nibbed tile 

nib grade (nib guide, nib rule) A wooden 
straightedge nailed on the ceiling's base 
plaster coat as a guide for a cornice 
molding. 

niche A recess in a wall, usually intended 
for statuary. Often a base and a canopy 
project out from the wall around the 
recess. 

nickel A silver-colored, hard ductile 
metal used in alloys, batteries, 
and electroplating. Nickel is used 
extensively on plumbing fixtures, 
where its anti-corrosive properties are 
important. 

nickel silver A silver-colored class of 
nickel alloys containing copper and 
zinc, but not silver. 

nickel steel A steel alloy with 3% to 5% 
nickel content, which gives it greater 
strength, ductility, and anti-corrosive 
properties. 

nidge (nig) To dress or shape the edge of a 
masonry stone with the sharp point of a 
hammer, as opposed to doing so with a 
chisel and mallet. 

nidged ashlar Ashlar stone that has 
been shaped with the sharp point of a 
hammer. 

nig See nidge. 

night cycle program In a building 
automation system, an energy-saving 

computer program that maintains a 
reduced temperature in the heating 
season and an elevated temperature 
during the cooling season during 
unoccupied periods. 

night latch A door lock with a spring 
bolt that cannot be operated from the 
outside except by a key. 

night purge program In a building 
automation system, a computer 
program that replaces building air with 
cooler outdoor air during the early 
morning hours of the cooling season. 

night-time ventilation 
Cooling buildings with outside air at 
night to minimize the cooling load 
during the day. Ventilation can be 
achieved naturally via temperature 
drops, wind, cross-ventilation, and 
stack effect, or through use of wind 
towers and mechanical ventilation. 

night vent A small light with horizontal 
hinges that is mounted in an operable 
sash to allow ventilation without 
opening the entire sash. 

nippers A hand tool for cutting wire and 
small rods. 

nipple A piece of pipe less than 12" long 
and threaded on both ends. Pipe over 
12" long is regarded as a cut measure. 

Nissen hut A semi-cylindrically shaped 
building made of corrugated metal. See 
also Quonset hut. 

nobble The process of shaping building 
stone to the roughly desired dimensions 
while the stone is still at the quarry. 

noble A technical term describing 
a metal's degree of resistance to 
corrosion. 

noise energy 

no damages for delay clause A contract 
provision that states that a contractor's 
sole remedy for delay is an extension 
of time without any monetary 
compensation even if the delay is 
caused by the owner or its agents. 

node 1. In critical path method (CPM) 
scheduling, a junction of arrows 
containing the i-j number, early start, 
and late finish. 2. In electrical wiring, 
a junction of several conductors. 

no-fines concrete A concrete mixture 
with little or no fine aggregate. 

nog See nailing block. 

nogging The process of filling the space 
between timber framing members with 
bricks. 

nogging piece A horizontal timber fitted 
between vertical studs or beams to 
give lateral support, especially when 
nogging is used. 

"no hazard" designation A designation 
that indicates a particular site or 
medium poses no hazard to human 
health or to the environment. 

no-hub pipe Cast iron pipe that is 
fabricated without hubs for coupling. 

noise In closed-circuit television, 
interference detected on a cable circuit 
that reduces or destroys the clarity of 
the signal. Sometimes called snow. 

noise absorption The reduction of 
noise in an enclosure by introducing 
sound-absorbing materials or methods 
of construction that restrict the 
transmission of sound. 

noise criterion curve Defines the limits 
that the octave band spectrum of 
a noise source must not exceed if a 
certain level of occupant acceptance is 
to be achieved. 

noise energy The total sound from all 
sources within a room at a given time, 
including reverberations and echoes. 
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nib Any particle or piece projecting from
a surface, particularly used to describe
a defect on a painted orvarnished
surface.

nibbedtile A small lug at the upper end of
a roofingtile that hooks over a batten.

   
niddedtile 

nib grade (nib guide, nib rule) A wooden
straightedge nailed on theceiling’s base
plaster coat as a guide for a cornice
molding.

niche A recess in a wall, usually intended
for statuary. Often a base and a canopy
project out from the wall aroundthe
recess.

nickel A silver-colored, hard ductile
metal used in alloys, batteries,
and electroplating. Nickel is used
extensively on plumbingfixtures,
whereits anti-corrosive properties are
important.

nickel silver A silver-colored class of

nickel alloys containing copper and
zinc, but not silver.

nickel steel A steel alloy with 3% to 5%
nickel content, which givesit greater
strength, ductility, and anti-corrosive
properties.

nidge (nig) To dress or shape the edge of a
masonry stone with the sharp point of a
hammer, as opposed to doing so with a
chisel and mallet.

nidged ashlar Ashlarstone that has
been shaped with the sharp pointof a
hammer.

nig See nidge.

night cycle program Ina building
automation system, an energy-saving

computer program that maintains a
reduced temperature in the heating
season and an elevated temperature
during the cooling season during
unoccupied periods.

night latch A doorlock with a spring
bolt that cannot be operated from the
outside except by a key.

night purge program In a building
automation system, a computer
program that replaces building air with
cooleroutdoorair during the early
morning hours of the cooling season.

night-time ventilation
Cooling buildings with outside airat
night to minimize the cooling load
during the day. Ventilation can be
achieved naturally via temperature
drops, wind, cross-ventilation, and
stack effect, or throughuse of wind
towers and mechanical ventilation.

night vent A small light with horizontal
hinges that is mounted in an operable
sash to allow ventilation without

opening the entire sash.

nippers A hand toolfor cutting wire and
small rods.

nipple A piece of pipe less than 12" long
and threaded on bothends. Pipe over
12"longis regarded as a cut measure.

  
Nissen hut A semi-cylindrically shaped

building made of corrugated metal. See
also Quonsethut.

nobble The process of shaping building
stone to the roughly desired dimensions
while the stoneis still at the quarry.

noble A technical term describing
a metal’s degree ofresistance to
corrosion.

no damages for delay clause A contract
provision that states that a contractor’s
sole remedy for delay is an extension
of time without any monetary
compensation evenif the delayis
caused by the ownerorits agents.

node 1. In critical path method (CPM)
scheduling,a junction of arrows
containing the i-} number, early start,
andlate finish. 2. In electrical wiring,
a junction of several conductors.

no-fines concrete A concrete mixture

with little or no fine aggregate.

nog See nailing block.

nogging The processoffilling the space
between timberframing members with
bricks.

nogging piece A horizontal timberfitted
between vertical studs or beams to

give lateral support, especially when
noggingis used.

“no hazard” designation A designation
that indicates a particularsite or
medium poses no hazard to human
health or to the environment.

no-hub pipe Cast iron pipe thatis
fabricated without hubs for coupling.

noise In closed-circuit television,
interference detected on a cable circuit

that reduces or destroys the clarity of
the signal. Sometimescalled snow.

noise absorption The reduction of
noise in an enclosure by introducing
sound-absorbing materials or methods
of construction thatrestrict the
transmission of sound.

noise criterion curve Definesthe limits

that the octave band spectrum of
a noise source must not exceed if a

certain level of occupant acceptanceis
to be achieved.

noise energy The total sound fromall
sources within a roomat a given time,
including reverberations and echoes.
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noise insulation 

noise insulation Sound-absorbing 
materials installed in partitions, doors, 
windows, ceilings, and floors. 

noise insulation 

noise reduction 1. The difference, 
expressed in decibels, between the 
noise energy in two rooms when a 
noise is produced in one of the rooms. 
2. The difference in noise energy from 
one side of a partition to another when 
a noise is produced on one side. 

noise reduction coefficient The average 
sound absorption coefficient of a 
material to the nearest 0.05 at four 
frequencies: 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 
cycles. 

nominal Term indicating that the full 
measurement is not used. Usually 
slightly less than the full net 
measurement, as with 2" x 4" studs that 
have an actual size when dry of 1-1/2" 
x 3-1/2". Pipe size designations are also 
described as nominal. For example, 2" 
nominal is 2-3/8" 0.0. 

nominal diameter The size designation 
that specifies the size of a pipe, bolt, 
reinforcing bar, or rive. The actual 
dimension may vary. 

nominal dimension 1. The size 
designation for most lumber, plywood, 
and other panel products. In lumber, 
the nominal size is usually greater than 
the actual dimension, thus, a kiln-dried 
2" x 4" ordinarily is surfaced to 1-1/2" 
x 3-1/2". In panel products, the size 
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is generally stated in feet for surface 
dimensions and increments of 1/16" 
for thickness. Product standards permit 
various tolerances for the latter, varying 
according to the type and nominal 
thickness of the panel. 2. In masonry, a 
dimension larger than the one specified 
for the masonry unit by the thickness 
of a joint. 

nominal dimension 

nominal mix The proportions of the 
constituents of a proposed concrete 
mix. 

nominal size The dimensions of sawn 
lumber before it is surfaced and dried. 
See also nominal dimension. 

fs!------4"---.., 

Actual Size 

nominal size 

nonagitating unit A truck-mounted 
container for transporting central
mixed concrete, not equipped to 
provide agitation (slow mixing) during 
delivery. 

non-air-entrained concrete 
Concrete in which neither an air
entraining admixture nor air-entraining 
cement has been used. See also air
entraining agent. 

nonbearing partition A partition that is 
not designed to support the weight of a 
floor, wall, or roof. 

nonbearing wall A wall designed to carry 
no load other than its own weight. 

nonbearing wall 

noncohesive soil A soil in which the 
particles do not stick together, such as 
sand or gravel. 

noncollusion affidavit A notarized 
statement by a bidder that the bid was 
prepared without any kind of secret 
agreement intended for a deceitful or 
fraudulent purpose. 

noncombustible Any material that will 
neither ignite nor actively support 
combustion in air at a temperature of 
1200°F when exposed to fire. 

noncombustible construction 
Construction in which the walls, 
partitions, and structural members are 
of noncombustible materials. 

noise insulation 

 
noise insulation Sound-absorbing

materials installed in partitions, doors,
windows, ceilings, and floors.

 
noise insulation

  
 

noise reduction 1. The difference,
expressed in decibels, between the
noise energy in two rooms when a
noise is produced in one of the rooms.
9. The difference in noise energy from
oneside ofa partition to another when
a noise is producedon oneside.

noise reduction coefficient The average
sound absorptioncoefficient of a
material to the nearest 0.05 at four

frequencies: 250, 500, 1000, and 2000
cycles.

nominal Term indicating that the full
measurementis not used. Usually
slightly less than thefull net
measurement, as with 2" x 4" studs that
have an actualsize when dry of 1-1/2"
x 3-1/2". Pipe size designationsare also
described as nominal. For example,2"
nominal is 2-3/8" O.D.

nominal diameter Thesize designation
that specifies thesize of a pipe, bolt,
reinforcing bar, or rive. The actual
dimension may vary.

nominal dimension 1. Thesize

designation for most lumber, plywood,
and otherpanel products. In lumber,
the nominalsize is usually greater than
the actual dimension, thus, a kiln-dried
2" x 4" ordinarily is surfaced to 1-1/2"
x 3-1/2". In panel products,thesize
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is generallystated in feet for surface
dimensionsand increments of 1/16"
for thickness. Product standards permit
various tolerancesforthe latter, varying
according to the type and nominal
thickness of the panel. 2, In masonry, a
dimensionlarger than the one specified
for the masonry unit by the thickness
of a joint. 

  
nominal dimension

 
nominal mix The proportions of the

constituents of a proposed concrete
mix.

nominal size The dimensions of sawn
lumberbeforeit is surfaced and dried.
See also nominal dimension. 
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nonagitating unit A truck-mounted

container for transporting central-
mixed concrete, not equipped to
provide agitation (slow mixing) during
delivery.

non-air-entrained concrete
Concrete in which neither an air-

entraining admixture norair-entraining
cement has been used. See also air-

entraining agent.

nonbearingpartition A partition thatis
not designed to support the weight of a
floor, wall, or roof.

nonbearing wall A wall designed to carry
no load otherthan its own weight.

   
nonbearing wallLo,

 
noncohesive soil A soil in which the

particles do notstick together, such as
sand orgravel.

noncollusion affidavit A notarized

statement by a bidder that the bid was
prepared without any kindof secret
agreement intended fora deceitful or
fraudulent purpose.

noncombustible Any material that will
neither ignite nor actively support
combustion in air at a temperature of
1200°F when exposed tofire.

noncombustible construction

Construction in which the walls,
partitions, and structural members are
of noncombustible materials.



noncompensable delay A delay for 
which the contractor receives a time 
extension only, and may not recover 
delay-related costs from the owner. 

nonconcordant tendons In a statically 
indeterminate structure, tendons that 
are not coincident with the pressure 
line caused by the tendons. 

nonconductor A material that does not 
easily conduct electric current. Such 
materials are used as insulators. 

nonconforming A building, or the use of 
a building, that does not comply with 
existing laws, rules, regulations, or 
codes. 

nonconforming uses Existing uses of land 
or structures that do not conform to 
local zoning ordinances. 

nonconforming work Work that does not 
fulfill the contractually agreed upon 
requirements. 

noncorrosive flux A flux used in 
soldering operations that does not 
chemically attack the base metal. 

nondestructive testing The examination 
of an object with technology that does 
not affect the object's future usefulness. 
Applications include the evaluation of 
the strength of concrete or a weld using 
ultrasonic measures. See also borescope. 

nondrying A term applied to a material 
containing oils that do not oxidize or 
evaporate, and therefore do not form a 
surface skin. The term is often applied 
to glazing compounds. 

nonelectric delay blasting cap 
A detonating cap with a delay device 
built in so that it detonates at a 
designated time after receiving an 
impulse or signal from a detonating 
cord. 

nonevaporable water The water that is 
chemically combined during cement 
hydration and that is not removable by 
specified drying. 

nonexcusable delay A delay that is the 
fault of the contractor for which the 
contractor will receive neither a time 
extension nor compensation. 

nonferrous A term referring to any metal 
or alloy that does not contain iron, 
such as brass or copper. 

nonfibered Roofing materials, including 
coating and primer, that do not contain 
asbestos fibers. 

nonflammable A material that will not 
burn with a flame. 

nonfreeze sprinkler system A fire 
protection sprinkler system that 
is designed to operate in freezing 
temperatures. See also dry-pipe 
sprinkler system and preaction 
sprinkler system. 

non-ionic surfactant An adjuvant 
with no electrical charge. Non-ionic 
surfactants are compatible with all 
types of pesticides. 

non-load-bearing partition See 
nonbearing partition. 

non-load-bearing tile Tile designated 
for use in masonry walls carrying no 
superimposed loads. 

non-load-bearing wall See nonbearing 
wall. 

nonmetallic sheathed cable Two or more 
electrical conductors enclosed in a 
nonmetallic, moisture-resistant, flame
retardant sheath. 

nonnailable decks In built-up roofing, 
a deck or substrate requiring the 
base sheet to be adhered rather than 
mechanically fastened. 

nonsimultaneous prestressing 

non-point-source pollution 
Runoff contamination from an overall 
site or land use and not discharged 
from a single pipe, such as sediment 
from construction sites, oils from 
parking lots, or fertilizers and pesticides 
washed from farm fields. 

non-potable substitution system 
A system that uses by-product water to 
replace potable water for systems that 
do not require fresh water. 

nonpressure pipe A pipe with no pressure 
rating, and therefore only suitable for 
conveying liquid by gravity. 

nonpressure process A method of 
treating wood by allowing it to soak 
in a preservative and to absorb the 
preservative naturally. 

nonprestressed reinforcement 
Reinforcing steel in a prestressed, 
concrete structural member that 
is not subjected to prestressing or 
posttensioning. 

nonprestressed reinforcement 

non-production costs Overhead costs, 
or the cost of supporting actual 
production activities. 

nonrestrictive specification A type of 
specification that is written so as not 
to restrict the product to a particular 
manufacturer or material supplier. 

nonreturn valve A check valve that 
allows flow in only one direction. 

nonsimultaneous prestressing 
The posttensioning of tendons 
individually rather than 
simultaneously. 
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nonsimultaneous prestressing 

noncompensable delay A delay for
which the contractorreceives a time

extension only, and may not recover
delay-related costs from the owner.

nonconcordant tendons Ina statically
indeterminate structure, tendons that
are not coincidentwith the pressure
line caused by the tendons.

nonconductor A material that does not

easily conductelectric current. Such
materials are used as insulators.

nonconforming A building, or the use of
a building, that does not comply with
existing laws, rules, regulations, or
codes.

nonconforming uses Existing uses of land
or structures that do not conform to

local zoning ordinances.

nonconforming work Workthat does not
fulfill the contractually agreed upon
requirements.

noncorrosive flux A flux used in

soldering operations that does not
chemically attack the base metal.

nondestructive testing The examination
of an object with technology that does
notaffect the object’s future usefulness.
Applications include the evaluation of
the strength of concrete or a weld using
ultrasonic measures.See also borescope.

nondrying A termapplied to a material
containing oils that do notoxidize or
evaporate, and therefore do not forma
surface skin. The term is often applied
to glazing compounds.

nonelectric delay blasting cap
A detonating cap with a delay device
built in so that it detonatesat a

designated time after receiving an
impulse or signal from a detonating
cord.

nonevaporable water The waterthatis
chemically combined during cement
hydration and that is not removable by
specified drying.

nonexcusable delay A delay thatis the
fault of the contractor for which the
contractorwill receive neither a time

extension nor compensation.

nonferrous A term teferring to any metal
oralloy that does not contain iron,
such as brass or copper.

nonfibered Roofing materials, including
coating and primer, that do not contain
asbestosfibers.

nonflammable A material that will not
burn with a flame.

nonfreeze sprinkler systemAfire
protection sprinkler system that
is designed to operate in freezing
temperatures. See also dry-pipe
sprinkler system and preaction
sprinkler system.

non-ionic surfactant An adjuvant
with noelectrical charge. Non-ionic
surfactants are compatible with all
types ofpesticides.

non-load-bearingpartition See
nonbearingpartition.

non-load-bearingtile Tile designated
for use in masonry walls carrying no
superimposed loads.

non-load-bearing wall See nonbearing
wall,

nonmetallic sheathed cable Two or more
electrical conductors enclosed in a

nonmetallic, moisture-resistant, flame-
retardantsheath. 

nonmetallic sheathed cable
  
 

 

nonnailable decks In built-up roofing,
a deck or substrate requiring the
base sheet to be adhered rather than

mechanically fastened.

 

non-point-source pollution
Runoff contamination from an overall

site or land use and not discharged
from a single pipe, such as sediment
from constructionsites, oils from
parkinglots, orfertilizers and pesticides
washedfrom farmfields.

non-potable substitution system
A system that uses by-product water to
replace potable water for systems that
do not require fresh water.

nonpressure pipe A pipe with no pressure
rating, and therefore only suitable for
conveyingliquid by gravity.

nonpressure process A method of
treating wood by allowing it to soak
in a preservative and to absorb the
preservative naturally.

nonprestressed reinforcement
Reinforcingsteel in a prestressed,
concrete structural member that

is not subjected to prestressing or
posttensioning.

 
nonprestressed reinforcement

non-production costs Overheadcosts,
or the cost of supporting actual
production activities.

nonrestrictive specification A type of
specification that is written so as not
to restrict the product to a particular
manufacturer or material supplier.

nonreturn valve A check valve that

allows flow in only one direction.

nonsimultaneousprestressing
The posttensioningof tendons
individually racher than
simultaneously.
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nonsiphon trap 

nonsiphon trap A plumbing fixture that 
creates a water seal that cannot be 
siphoned, but still allows the free flow 
of liquids. 

nonskid floor A concrete floor surface 
treated with carborundum powder, iron 
filings, or other material to improve its 
traction qualities, especially when wet. 
The surface may also be brushed before 
the concrete sets to create a rough 
finish. 

nonslip concrete See nonskid floor. 

nonstaining mortar A mortar, with 
low free-alkali content, that avoids 
efflorescence or staining of adjacent 
masonry units by migration of soluble 
materials. 

nontilting mixer A rotating drum 
concrete mixer on a horizontal axis. 
Concrete is discharged by inserting a 
chute that catches the concrete from 
the rotating fins. 

nonunion See open shop. 

Norbord A low-VOC, high-recycled, 
content cabinetry, made from MDF. 

normal consistency 1. The degree of 
wetness exhibited by a freshly mixed 
concrete, mortar, or neat cement grout 
when the workability of the mixture is 
considered acceptable for the purpose 
at hand. 2. The physical condition of 
neat cement paste determined with the 
Vicat apparatus in accordance with a 
standard method of testing. 

normalizing The heating of steel or other 
ferrous alloys to a specified temperature 
above the transformation range, 
followed by cooling in ambient air. 
The process reduces the brittleness and 
strength of the metal, but increases its 
ductility. 

normally closed valves Valve ports are 
closed to flow when external power or 
pressure is not being applied. 

normally open valves Valve ports are 
open to flow when external power or 
pressure is not being applied. 
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normal power factor ballast A ballast 
whose power factor is between 0.4-0.6. 

normal weight concrete Concrete having 
a unit weight of approximately 150 
pounds per cubic foot and made with 
aggregates of normal weight. See also 
concrete, normal weight. 

Norman brick A brick with nominal 
dimensions of 2-3/4" x 4" x 12". Three 
courses of Norman brick lay up to 811

• 

Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers 
One of seven regional grading agencies 
in North America that are authorized 
to write and publish grading rules for 
lumber. See also grade stamp. 

Northern Hardwood and Pine 
Manufacturers Association 
One of seven regional grading agencies 
in North America that are authorized 
to write and publish grading rules for 
lumber. See also grade stamp. 

nosing The horizontal projection of an 
edge from a vertical surface, such as the 
nosing on a stair tread. 

nosing 

nosing line The slope of a stair as defined 
by a line connecting the nosing of each 
stair tread. 

no,slump concrete Fresh concrete with a 
slump of l II or less. 

notch board A stair stringer with the 
notches cut in for the treads. 

notched bar test An impact test for 
metals. 

notching A timber joint in which one or 
both of the members have a section or 
notch cut out. 

notch joist A joist with a section cut out 
to fit a ledger or girder. 

notice to bidders A notice included in 
the bidding documents that informs 
prospective bidders of the bidding 
procedures and the opportunity to 
submit a bid. 

notice to creditors During bankruptcy 
proceedings, the formal notification to 
creditors of a meeting, or the granting 
of an order for relief. 

notice to proceed A written notice from 
the project owner to the contractor in 
which the contractor is authorized to 
proceed with the work on a specified 
date. 

novation One party's agreement to release 
another party from a contract in 
exchange for a new party as substitute. 

novelty siding See drop siding. 

nozzle An attachment to the outlet of a 
pipe or hose that controls or regulates 
the flow. 

nozzle liner A replaceable rubber insert 
for the inside of a nozzle. The liner is 
used to prevent wear to the metal parts, 
particularly to shotcrete nozzles. 

nozzle pattern The most efficient layout 
for spray heads in a lawn watering 
system. 

N-truss A Pratt truss. 

nuisance alarm An alarm triggered by a 
malfunction or incorrect information. 

nurses call system An electrically 
operated system for use by patients or 
personnel for summoning a nurse. 

nonsiphontrap 

 
nonsiphon trap A plumbingfixture that

creates a waterseal that cannot be

siphoned,butstill allows thefree flow
ofliquids.

nonskid floor A concrete floorsurface

treated with carborundum powder, iron
filings, or other material to improveits
traction qualities, especially when wet.
Thesurface may also be brushed before
the concretesets to create a rough
finish,

nonslip concrete See nonskid floor.

nonstaining mortar A mortar, with
lowfree-alkali content, that avoids
efflorescence orstaining of adjacent
masonry units by migration of soluble
materials.

nontilting mixer A rotating drum
concrete mixeron a horizontalaxis.

Concrete is discharged by inserting a
chute that catches the concrete from

the rotatingfins.

nonunion See open shop.

Norbord A low-VOC,high-recycled-
content cabinetry, made from MDE

normal consistency 1. The degree of
wetness exhibited by a freshly mixed
concrete, mortar, or neat cement grout

whenthe workability of the mixture is
considered acceptable for the purpose
at hand. 2. The physical condition of
neat cement paste determined with the
Vicat apparatus in accordance with a
standard methodoftesting.

normalizing The heatingofsteel or other
ferrous alloys to a specified temperature
above the transformation range,
followed by cooling in ambientair.
The process reducesthe brittleness and
strength of the metal, but increasesits
ductility.

normally closed valves Valve ports are
closed to flow when external power or
pressure is not being applied.

normally open valves Valve ports are
open to flow when external poweror
pressure is not being applied.
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normal powerfactorballast A ballast
whose powerfactoris between 0.4-0.6.

normal weight concrete Concrete having
a unit weight of approximately 150
poundsper cubic foot and made with
aggregates of normal weight. Seealso
concrete, normal weight.

Normanbrick A brick with nominal

dimensionsof 2-3/4" x 4" x 12". Three
courses of Normanbrick lay up to 8", 

 
  

Norman brick 

Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers

Oneof seven regional grading agencies
in North America that are authorized

to write and publish grading rules for
lumber. See also grade stamp.

Northern Hardwood and Pine
Manufacturers Association

Oneof seven regional grading agencies
in North America that are authorized

to write andpublish grading rules for
lumber.See also grade stamp.

nosing The horizontal projection of an
edge from a vertical surface, such as the
nosing ona stair tread.

 
nosing

nosing line Theslopeofa stair as defined
by a line connecting the nosing of each
stair tread.

no-slump concrete Fresh concrete with a
slumpof 1"orless.

notch board A stairstringer with the
notches cut in for the treads.

notched bar test An impacttest for
metals.

notching A timberjoint in which one or
both of the members have a section or
notchcut out.

notch joist A joist with a section cut out
to fit a ledgerorgirder.

notice to bidders A notice included in

the bidding documents that informs
prospective bidders of the bidding
procedures and the opportunity to
submit a bid.

notice to creditors During bankruptcy
proceedings, the formal notification to
creditors of a meeting, or the granting
of anorderforrelief.

notice to proceed A written notice from
the project ownerto the contractorin
which the contractoris authorized to

proceed with the work on a specified
date.

novation Oneparty’s agreementto release
anotherparty from a contractin
exchange for a new party as substitute.

novelty siding See dropsiding.
nozzle An attachmentto the outlet of a

pipe or hose that controls or regulates
the flow.

nozzle liner A replaceable rubber insert
for the inside of a nozzle. Thelineris

used to prevent wearto the metalparts,
particularly to shotcrete nozzles.

nozzle pattern The mostefficient layout
for spray heads in a lawn watering
system.

N-truss A Pratt truss.

nuisance alarm Analarm triggered by a
malfunction or incorrect information.

nursescall system Anelectrically
operated system for use by patients or
personnel for summoning a nurse.



nut A short metal block with a threaded 
hole in the center for receiving a bolt 
or threaded rod. 

nut 

nylon fiber A synthetic fiber used 
extensively in floor coverings, 
wall coverings, drapery, and other 
furnishings. 

nylon fiber I 
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nylon fiber 

nut A short metal block with a threaded

hole in the centerfor receiving a bolt
ot threaded rod.

   
nylon fiber A synthetic fiber used

extensively in floor coverings,
wall coverings, drapery, and other
furnishings.
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction indumy. 

0 oxygen 

OA overall, outside air 

0/A on approval 

OA&M operation, administration, and 
maintenance 

OAI outside air intake 

O&M operations and maintenance 

O&P overhead and profit 

OAS outside air supply 

OASIS Organization for the 
Advancement of Structured 
Information Standards 

OAT outdoor air temperature 

oBix open Building Information Xchange 

OBM ordinance benchmark 

OBS obsolete, open back strike 

OC, oc on center 

OCT octagon 

OD outside diameter 

ODS ozone-depleting substance, overhead 
distribution system 

OEM original equipment manufacturer 

OFCI owner-furnished and contractor-
installed 

OFE owner-furnished equipment 

OFF office 

OFOI owner-furnished and owner-
installed 

OG, og ogee 

0/H, OVHD, OH overhead 

OHS oval-headed screw 

OJT on-the-job-training 

OLED organic light-emitting diode 

00 object-oriented, owners and operators 

Opex operating expense 

opp opposite 

opt optional 

OR outside radius, owner's risk 
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ord order, ordinance 

ORIG original 

OS operating system 

OS& Y outside screw and yoke 

OSB oriented strand board 

OSCR Open Standards Consortium for 
Real Estate 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, Occupational Safety 
and Health Act 

OSS operations support systems 

OZ, oz ounce 

Abbreviations  
The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry. 

O oxygen ord order, ordinance

OA overall, outside air ORIG original

O/A on approval OS operating system

OAGM operation, administration, and OS&Y outside screw and yoke
maintenance OSB oriented strand board

OAL outside air intake OSCR Open Standards Consortium for
O&M operations and maintenance Real Estate

O&P overhead andprofit OSHA Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, OccupationalSafetyOASoutside air supply

OASIS Organizationforthe
Advancementof Structured

Information Standards OZ, oz ounce

and Health Act

OSS operations support systems

OAT outdoorair temperature

oBix open Building Information Xchange
OBM ordinance benchmark

OBS obsolete, open backstrike

OC, oc on center

OCT octagon
OD outside diameter

ODS ozone-depleting substance, overhead
distribution system

OEM original equipment manufacturer
OFCI owner-furnished and contractor-

installed

OFE owner-furnished equipment
OFFoffice

OFOL owner-furnished and owner-
installed

OG,og ogee

O/H, OVHD,OH overhead

OHSoval-headed screw

OJT on-the-job-training

OLED organic light-emitting diode

OO object-oriented, owners and operators

Opex operating expense

Opp opposite

opt optional

OR outside radius, owner's risk
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Definitions 

oak A hard, dense wood used for heavy 
framing, flooring, interior trim, 
plywood, and furniture. The two types 
available from mills are white oak and 
red oak. 

oakum A caulking material made from 
hemp fibers that are sometimes 
saturated with tar. Oakum is commonly 
used with a bell-and-spigot joint in cast 
iron pipe. Oakum is packed into the 
joint with a hammer and chisel before 
molten lead is poured into the joint to 
seal it. 

obligation A result of custom, law, or 
agreement by which an individual is 
duty bound to fulfill an act or other 
responsibility. 

oblige A person or entity owed an 
obligation, specifically to pay money, 
under a contract or bond. 

oblique drawings One face of an object 
drawn directly on the picture plane. 
Projected lines are drawn at a 30° or 
45° angle. 
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oblique drawings 

oblique photograph An aerial photograph 
taken with the camera axis inclined 
away from the vertical. A high oblique 
photograph is one that shows the 
horizon; a low oblique does not include 
the horizon. 

oblique section An architectural or 
mechanical drawing of a section 
through an object, at an angle other 
than 90° to its long axis. 

obscure glass Glass that transmits light 
but does not allow a view of objects on 
the other side, such as ground glass or 
frosted glass; translucent glass. 

obscuring window A window glazed with 
obscure glass, installed for privacy. 

observation of the work The architect, 
during construction-phase visits to 
a project, observes the progress and 
quality of the work. The purpose 
of the visits is to verify that work is 
proceeding as specified in the contract 
documents. 

obsolescence 1. The condition of being 
out of date. A loss of value occasioned 
by new developments that place 
the older property at a competitive 
disadvantage. 2. A decrease in the 
value of an asset brought about by 
the development of new and more 
economical methods, processes, and/or 
machinery. 3. The loss of usefulness or 
worth of a product or facility as a result 
of the appearance of better and/or 
more economical products, methods or 
facilities.* 

occupancy The designed or intended 
use of a building. Also, the ratio of 
present space being used or rented to 
the designed full use, expressed as a 
percent. 

occupancy level The percentage of space 
that is currently under lease. 

occupancy management Identifying the 
presence of building users in different 
parts of a facility, for example by using 
occupancy sensors, in order to save 
energy by automatically turning off 
lights in unoccupied spaces. 

*Reprinted with the /ie,mission of AACE International. Copyright© by AACE International; all rights reserved. 

odorless mineral spirit 

occupancy permit See certificate of 
occupancy. 

occupancy pushbutton An occupancy 
indicator/sensor that can be turned on 
and off manually. 

occupancy rate The number of persons 
per building, unit, room, or floor. 

occupancy sensor A heat-sensitive 
electronic sensor that reacts to moving 
heat sources within its monitored field. 
Used as a component of security and 
lighting systems. 

occupant load The maximum number 
of persons in an area at a given peak 
period. 

occupant portal A computer application 
that allows building occupants to 
access information and control 
conditions within their spaces. 

occupant unit cost estimate An early
stage planning estimate based on the 
projected number of facility users. 
Costs are expressed per common unit, 
which may be desks for schools, seats 
for auditoriums, beds for hospitals, or 
rental rooms for hotels. Also referred to 
as end product unit, end unit, or capacity 
estimates. 

Occupational Safety and Health Act 
The federal law governing the safety of 
workers in the workplace. 

Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration The federal agency 
responsible for worker health and 
safety. 

occurrence In insurance terminology, 
a happening or event. Usually refers 
to an injury or damage that is neither 
expected nor intended. 

occurrence form An agreement that 
covers insurance claims from both 
accidents and occurrences ( in contrast 
to the accident-only form). 

odorless mineral spirit A thinner used in 
interior paints because of its odorless 
qualities. 
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occupancy permit See certificate of
occupancy.

oak A hard, dense wood used for heavy
framing, flooring, interiortrim,
plywood, and furniture. The two types
available from mills are white oak and
red oak.

oakum A caulking material made from
hempfibers that are sometimes
saturated with tar. Oakum is commonly
used with a bell-and-spigot joint in cast
iron pipe. Oakumis packed into the
joint with a hammer and chisel before
molten lead is poured into the joint to

occupancy pushbutton An occupancy
indicator/sensor that can be turned on
and off manually.

occupancy rate The numberof persons
per building, unit, room,orfloor.

occupancy sensor A heat-sensitive
electronic sensorthat reacts to moving
heat sources within its monitoredfield.

Used as a componentofsecurity and

 
obscure glass

  
  

 

  

seal it. lighting systems.

obligation A result of custom, law, or obscuring window A windowglazed with occupant load The maximum number
agreement by which an individualis obscure glass, installed for privacy. of persons in an area at a given peak
duty boundto fulfill an act or other observation of the work Thearchitect, period.
responsibility. during construction-phase visits to occupant portal A computer application

oblige A person orentity owed an a project, observes the progress and that allows building occupants to
obligation, specifically to pay money, quality of the work. The purpose access information and control
undera contract or bond. of the visits is to verify that work is conditions within theirspaces.

oblique drawings Oneface of an object proceeding as specified in the contract occupantunit cost estimate An early-
drawn directly on the picture plane. ocuments. stage planning estimate based on the
Projected lines are drawn at a 30° or obsolescence 1. The condition of being projected numberoffacility usets.
45° angle. outof date. A loss of value occasioned Costs are expressed per common unit,

by new developmentsthat place which maybe desks for schools, seats
the older property at a competitive for auditoriums, beds for hospitals, or
disadvantage. 2. A decrease in the rental roomsfor hotels. Also referred to
value of an asset brought about by as end product unit, end unit, or capacity
the developmentof new and more estimates.
economical methods, processes, and/or OccupationalSafety and Health Act

: . machinery. 3. The loss of usefulness or Thefederal law governingthe safety of
oblique drawings worthof a productorfacility as a result workers in the workplace.

of the appearance of better and/or .
. . more economical products, methods or Occupational Safety and Health

oblique photograph An aerial photograph Administration The federal agency

 
Td. facilities.*

taken with the camera axis inclined responsible for worker health and
away from the vertical. A high oblique occupancy The designed or intended safety.
photograph is one that shows the use of a building. Also, the ratio of
horizon; a low oblique does not include present space beingused or rented to
the horizon. the designed full use, expressed as a

percent.

occurrence In insurance terminology,
a happening orevent. Usually refers
to an injury or damage thatis neither

oblique section An architectural or expected norintended.
mechanical drawingof a section
through an object, at an angle other

occupancy level The percentage of space
thatis currently under lease. occurrence form An agreement that

covers insurance claims from both
than 90°toits long axis. ifvi .8 occupancy management Identifying the accidents and occurrences(in contrast

obscure glass Glass that transmitslight presenceof building users In different to the accident-only form).
but does not allow a view of objects on partsofafacility, for example by using

odorless mineral spirit A thinner used in
interior paints because ofits odorless
qualities.

the otherside, such as groundglass or occupancysensors, in orderto save
frosted glass; translucent glass. energy by automatically turning off

lights in unoccupied spaces.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACE International; all rights reserved.
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odorless paint 

odorless paint A water-based paint, or a 
base using odorless mineral spirit, that 
produces very little odor. 

off-center (out-of-center) A load that 
is applied off the geometric center of 
a structural member, or a structural 
member that is placed off the geometric 
center of an applied load. 

off-count mesh Wire mesh in which 
the spacing or count is greater in one 
direction than in the other. 

offer A proposal, as in a wage and benefits 
package, to be accepted, negotiated, or 
rejected. 

offer and acceptance The term used 
to test whether a contract has been 
arrived at or not-basically successful 
contract negotiations between the 
owner and the contractor. 

offering list A list of items for sale, 
published by a mill or wholesaler and 
distributed to potential customers. The 
list usually includes a description of the 
item, shipping information, price, and 
terms of sale. 

off-gassing The release of airborne 
particulates, often from installed 
construction materials such as 
carpeting, cabinetry, or paint, that 
can cause allergic reactions and other 
health problems in building occupants. 

office occupancy The use of a building 
or space for business, as opposed to 
manufacturing, warehousing, or other 
uses. 

Office of Federal Contract Compliance 
(OFCC) An agency of the U.S. 
Department of Labor that requires 
contractors for federal projects 
to maintain affirmative action in 
providing equal rights for employees 
under the provisions of Title IV of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which forbids 
discrimination by an employer on the 
basis of race, color, religion, sex, or 
national origin. 

off-road hauler A heavy-duty rear dump 
truck or bottom dump wagon capable 
of routinely hauling over rough haul 
roads. 

offset 1. In surveying, a line or point 
placed at a given distance from a 
control line or point used to reestablish 
the original location. 2. In plumbing, 
an assembly of fittings on a pipeline 
that takes one section of pipe out of 
line but parallel to a second section. 
3. Any bend in a pipe. 

offset bend An intentional distortion 
from the normal straightness of a steel 
reinforcing bar in order to move the 
center line of a segment of the bar 
to a position parallel to the original 
position of the center line. The offset 
bend is commonly applied to vertical 
bars that are used to reinforce concrete 
columns. 

offset scale A scale used on a map or 
plan for plotting points that have been 
determined by field measurements. 

offset screwdriver A screwdriver whose 
head is set at 90° to its shaft. 

offset stakes Stakes placed by the 
excavator to mark the corners of a 
building after the surveyor's stakes have 
been removed. 

li:,-4Jj-
offset stakes 

offsites General facilities outside the 
battery limits of all process units, 
such as field storage, service facilities, 
utilities, main electric substation, 
administrative buildings, rail tracks and 
storage yard, etc.* 

ogee 1. A double curve much like the 
letter "S." 2. The union of concave and 
convex lines. 

ogee molding Cornice molding (may 
be multiple moldings) utilizing ogee 
and/or reverse ogee curves to provide 
definition. 

''Re/nintecl with the J,ennission of MCE International. Copyright© by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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ogee molding 

ohm A unit of electrical resistance in a 
conductor that produces a decrease 
in voltage of one volt with a constant 
current of one ampere. 

ohmmeter An instrument for measuring 
the electrical resistance in a conductor 
or appliance in ohms. 

Ohm's law A scientific law stating that 
the current in an electrical circuit is 
directly proportional to the voltage and 
inversely proportional to the resistance. 
Stated as an equation: I (current) 
E (voltage)/R (resistance). 

oil-based paint Commonly known as oil 
paint, any paint that has an oil base or 
binder along with coloring pigments. 
Becomes brittle and yellow with age. 

oilborne preservative One of two 
general classifications for wood 
preservatives, the other being 
waterborne salts. Examples of oilborne 
preservatives include creosote and 
various chlorinated phenols, such as 
pentachlorophenol. 

oil-bound distemper A distemper, or 
water-based paint that contains some 
drying oils to enhance its spreading and 
drying characteristics. 

oil burner A fuel-oil burning unit 
installed in a furnace or boiler. 

oil burner 

odorless paint 

 
odorless paint A water-based paint, or a

base using odorless mineralspirit, that
producesverylittle odor.

off-center (out-of-center) A load that
is applied off the geometric centerof
a structural member, or a structural
memberthatis placed off the geometric
centerof an applied load.

off-count mesh Wire mesh in which

the spacing or countis greater in one
direction than in the other.

offer A proposal, as in a wage andbenefits
package, to be accepted, negotiated, or
rejected.

offer and acceptance The term used
to test whether a contract has been

arrived at or not-—basically successful
contract negotiations between the
ownerandthe contractor.

offering list A list of itemsforsale,
published by a mill or wholesaler and
distributed to potential customers. The
list usually includes a description of the
item, shipping information, price, and
termsofsale.

off-gassing Therelease of airborne
particulates, often from installed
construction materials such as

carpeting, cabinetry, or paint, that
cancause allergic reactions and other
health problems in building occupants.

office occupancy Theuse of a building
or space for business, as opposed to
manufacturing, warehousing, or other
uses.

Office of Federal Contract Compliance
(OFCC) Anagencyof the U.S.
Departmentof Laborthat requires
contractors for federal projects
to maintain affirmative action in

providing equal rights for employees
underthe provisionsofTitle IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which forbids
discrimination by an employer onthe
basis of race, color, religion, sex, or
nationalorigin.

off-road hauler A heavy-duty rear dump
truck or bottom dump wagon capable
of routinely hauling over rough haul
roads.

 

offset 1. In surveying,a line or point
placed at a given distance froma
controlline or point used to reestablish
the original location. 2. In plumbing,
an assembly offittings on a pipeline
that takes one section of pipe out of
line butparallel to a second section.
3. Anybend ina pipe.

offset bend An intentional distortion

from the normalstraightnessof a steel
reinforcing bar in order to move the
centerline of a segmentofthe bar
to a position parallel to the original
position of the centerline. The offset

end is commonly applied to vertical
bars that are used to reinforce concrete
columns.

offset scale A scale used on a map or
plan for plotting points that have been
determined by field measurements.

offset screwdriver A screwdriver whose
head is set at 90° to its shaft.

offset stakes Stakes placed by the
excavator to mark the corners of a

uilding after the surveyor's stakes have
been removed.

   

 

 
      

 
  

offset stakes

offsites Generalfacilities outside the

battery limits of all process units,
suchasfield storage, servicefacilities,
utilities, main electric substation,
administrative buildings, rail tracks and
storage yard, etc.*

ogee 1. A double curve muchlike the
letter “S.” 2. The union of concave and
convex lines.

ogee molding Cornice molding (may
be multiple moldings) utilizing ogee
and/orreverse ogee curves to provide
definition.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACEInternational; all rights reserved.
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  ogee molding

ohmAunitofelectrical resistance in a

conductorthat produces a decrease
in voltage of one volt with a constant
current of one ampere.

ohmmeter Aninstrumentfor measuring
the electrical resistance in a conductor

or appliance in ohms.

Ohm’s lawAscientific law stating that
the current in an electrical circuitis

directly proportionalto the voltage and
inversely proportionalto the resistance.
Stated as an equation: | (current)
E (voltage)/R (resistance).

oil-based paint Commonly knownasoil
paint, any paint that has an oil base or
binderalong with coloring pigments.
Becomesbrittle andyellow with age.

oilborne preservative One of two
generalclassifications for wood
preservatives, the other being
waterbornesalts. Examples of oilborne
preservatives include creosote and
various chlorinated phenols, such as
pentachlorophenol.

oil-bound distemper A distemper, or
water-based paint that contains some
drying oils to enhanceits spreading and
drying characteristics.

oil burner A fuel-oil burning unit
installed in a furnace orboiler.  

oil burner

 
 



oil canning (tin canning) The waving or 
buckling of formed sheet metal, such as 
roofing or siding. 

oiled and edge sealed A process used to 
resist moisture and preserve plywood 
concrete form panels. Oiling and 
sealing increases the number of times a 
panel can be used and makes the panel 
easier to release from the concrete. 

oiler The second person assigned to a 
piece of equipment such as a crane. An 
oiler's principal job is to lubricate the 
equipment. 

oil-filled transformer A transformer 
having its core and coils immersed in 
an insulating oil such as mineral oil. 

oil-filled transformer 

oil-immersed transformer See oil-filled 
transformer. 

oil paint A paint with drying oil as a base, 
as opposed to a water base or other 
base. 

oil preservative See oilborne preservative. 

oil separator In a refrigeration system, a 
device for purging the refrigerant of oil 
and oil vapor. 

oil soak treatment A method of treating 
wood with preservative. 

oil stain A stain, with an oil base 
containing dye or pigment, used to 
penetrate and permanently color wood 
or other porous materials. 

oilstone A stone with a fine-grained, oil
lubricated surface used to sharpen the 
cutting edge of tools. 

oilstone slip An oilstone used to sharpen 
gauges and chisels. 

oil switch (oil-immersed switch) 
A switch immersed in oil or in another 
insulating fluid. 

oil varnish A high-gloss varnish that 
contains a blend of drying oil and gum 
or resin, principally used for interior 
finishes. 

oil/water separator A device that allows 
oils mixed with water to become 
trapped in a holding section for 
removal, while the water is allowed to 
pass through for disposal. 

old bundling (full-length bundling) 
A method of packaging siding in which 
each piece is of equal length. Most 
shippers use "new bundling," in which 
pieces of various lengths are nested. 

old English bond A brick pattern of 
alternating courses of headers and 
stretchers, with a closer placed at the 
corners of each header course. See also 
English bond. 

old wood Reused wood that has previously 
been worked. 

old work A general term for any electrical 
work that involves an existing wiring. 

olive butt See olive knuckle hinge. 

olive hinge See olive knuckle hinge. 

olive knuckle hinge ( olive butt, olive 
hinge) A single-pivot paumelle hinge 
with knuckles that join to form an oval 
shape. 

one,pipe system 

Omni Class A construction classification 
system that includes prior systems 
(MasterFormat, UniFormat, and 
EPIC). 

on center 1. A measurement of the 
distance between the centers of two 
repeating members in a structure. 2. A 
term used for defining the spacing of 
studs, joists, and rafters. 

on-demand bond A monetary form of 
contractor performance assurance, 
typically provided by a bank, where the 
bond is payable to the owner simply on 
his demand, and usually without the 
owner having to provide the bank any 
evidence or details of the contractor's 
failure to perform. 

one by A slang term for lumber with a 
nominal thickness of 1 ", as in a 1" by 
3" board. 

one-hour rating A measure of fire 
resistance, indicating that an object 
can be exposed to flame for an hour 
without losing structural integrity or 
transmitting excessive heat. 

one-line system A graphic representation 
of a power distribution system using 
lines and symbols to indicate its major 
components. 

one-on-two (one-to-two) A slope in 
which the elevation rises one foot in 
two horizontal feet. 

one-piece toilet A toilet whose tank and 
bowl were manufactured as a single 
fixture. 

one-pipe system 1. In drainage systems, 
two vertical pipes with waste and soil 
water flowing down the same pipe 
and all branches connected to the 
same anti-siphon pipe. 2. A heating 
circuit in which all the flow and return 
connections to the radiators come from 
the same pipe. The radiator at the far 
end is therefore much cooler than the 
radiator that is nearest the heat source. 
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oil canning (tin canning) The waving or
buckling of formed sheet metal, such as
roofingorsiding.

oiled and edge sealed A process used to
resist moisture and preserve plywood
concrete form panels. Oiling and
sealing increases the numberoftimes a
panel can be used and makes the panel
easier to release from the concrete.

oiler The secondperson assigned to a
piece of equipment such as a crane. An
oiler’s principal job is to lubricate the
equipment.

oil-filled transformer A transformer

havingits core and coils immersed in
an insulating oil such as mineral oil. 

    
 oil-filled transformer

oil-immersed transformer See oil-filled
transformer.

oil paint A paint with drying oil as a base,
as opposed to a water base orother
base.

oil preservative Sec oilborne preservative.

oil separator In a refrigeration system, a
device for purging the refrigerantof oil
and oil vapor.

oil soak treatment A methodoftreating
wood withpreservative.

oil stain A stain, with anoil base
containing dye or pigment, used to
penetrate and permanently color wood
or other porous materials.

oilstone A stone with a fine-grained,oil-
lubricated surface used to sharpen the
cutting edge of tools.

oilstone slip An oilstone used to sharpen
gauges and chisels.

oil switch (oil-immersed switch)
A switch immersed in oil or in another

insulatingfluid.

oil varnish A high-gloss varnish that
containsa blend of drying oil and gum
or resin, principally used for interior
finishes.

oil/water separator A device that allows
oils mixed with water to become

trappedin a holding section for
removal, while the water is allowed to
pass throughfordisposal.

old bundling (full-length bundling)
A methodof packaging siding in which
eachpieceis of equal length. Most
shippers use “new bundling,” in which
pieces of various lengths are nested.

old English bond A brick pattern of
alternating courses of headers and
stretchers, with a closer placed at the
corners of each header course. See also

English bond.

old wood Reused wood that has previously
been worked.

old work A general term for any electrical
work that involves an existing wiring.

olive butt See olive knuckle hinge.

olive hinge See olive knuckle hinge.

olive knuckle hinge (olive butt, olive
hinge) A single-pivot paumelle hinge
with knuckles that join to form an oval
shape. 

    
olive knuckle hinge 

OmniClass A construction classification

system that includes prior systems
(MasterFormat, UniFormat, and
EPIC).

on center 1. A measurementof the
distance between the centers of two

repeating membersin a structure. 2. A
term used for defining the spacing of
studs, joists, and rafters.

on-demand bond A monetary form of
contractor performance assurance,
typically provided by a bank, where the
bond is payable to the ownersimply on
his demand, and usually without the
owner having to provide the bank any
evidenceordetails of the contractor's

failure to perform.

one by A slang termfor lumber with a
nominal thickness of 1", as in a I" by
3" board.

one-hourrating A measure offire
resistance, indicating that an object
can be exposedto flame for an hour
withoutlosing structural integrity or
transmitting excessive heat.

one-line system A graphic representation
of a powerdistribution system using
lines and symbols to indicate its major
components.

one-on-two (one-to-two) A slope in
which theelevation rises one footin
two horizontalfeet.

one-piece toilet A toilet whose tank and
bowl were manufactured as a single
fixture.

one-pipe system 1. In drainage systems,
two vertical pipes with waste andsoil
water flowing down the same pipe
and all branches connected to the

same anti-siphonpipe. 2. A heating
circuit in which all the flow andreturn
connections to the radiators comefrom

the same pipe. The radiatorat the far
end is therefore much cooler than the
radiator that is nearest the heat source.
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one~way joist construction 

0 . 

one-way joist construction A concrete 
floor or a roof framing system with 
monolithic parallel joists cast with 
the slab. The joists are supported on 
girders, which in turn are supported by 
columns. 

one-way joist construction 

one-way slab A slab panel, bound on its 
two long sides by beams and on its two 
short sides by girders. The dead and 
live loads acting on the slab area may 
be considered to be entirely supported 
in the short or transverse direction by 
the beams; hence, the term one-way. 

one-way slab 

one-way system The arrangement of steel 
reinforcement within a slab that is 
designed to bend in only one direction. 

on grade A concrete floor slab resting 
directly on the ground. 

on-off sprinkler A fire safety system 
sprinkler that activates like a 
traditional sprinkler but ceases 
operation when room temperature 
reaches a safe level. On-off sprinklers 
can reduce the amount of water 
discharged during a fire, thus reducing 
cleanup and water damage. 
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opacity In painting, the ability of a 
paint to cover or hide the original 
background. 

opalescent glaze A smooth glaze with a 
milky appearance. 

opaque ceramic-glazed tile A fire-bonded 
facing tile with an opaque, colored, 
ceramic glaze and a glassy or satin 
finish. 

OPC relationship The relationship that 
normally exists between owner, design 
professional, and contractor during the 
construction process. 

open assembly time The time required 
between the application of glue to 
veneer or to joints and the assembly of 
the pieces. 

open bid An offer to perform a contract 
in which the bidder reserves the right 
to reduce his bid to compete with a 
lower bid. 

open bidding A bidding procedure 
wherein bids or tenders are submitted 
by and received from all interested 
contractors, rather than from a select 
list of bidders privately invited to 
compete. 

open boarding A system of laying boards 
on a roof, leaving a gap between 
adjacent boards. 

open Building Information Xchange 
(oBix) A standard for Web 
communications between building 
electrical and mechanical systems and 
applications. 

open cell A cell that interconnects with 
other cells in foam rubber, cellular 
plastics, and similar materials. 

open-cell foam Cellular plastic with a 
great many open and interconnected 
cells. 

open-cell process A process for fixing 
preservative in wood under pressure. 
The chemical used as a preservative is 
retained in the cell walls only, with the 
cells left empty. 

open circuit The absence of a direct 
connection between two points in an 
electrical network. 

open-circuit grouting A grouting system 
with no provision for recirculation of 
grout to the pump. 

open competitive selection The process 
of selecting a contractor through an 
advertisement for bidders. Bidders 
are not subject to restrictions or 
discrimination, provided they are 
qualified. Also referred to as open 
biclcling. 

open construction A description of any 
building element that is temporarily 
left unfinished or exposed to allow for 
easy inspection. 

open cornice (open eaves) Overhanging 
eaves with exposed rafters that are 
visible from below. 

open cut An excavation in the ground 
that is open to the sky at its surface, 
as opposed to a tunnel or horizontal 
mine shaft. 

open cut 

open defect Any hole or gap in lumber, 
veneer, or plywood that has not been 
filled and repaired. 

Open Design Alliance (formerly 
OpenDWG Alliance) An alliance of 
CAD software users and developers 
whose mission is to promote open, 
industry-standard formats for 
exchanging CAD data. 

OpenDWG A type of CAD file developed 
by the Open Design Alliance. 

open eaves See open cornice. 

one-way joist construction

 
one-wayjoist construction A concrete

floor ora roof framing system with
monolithic parallel joists cast with
the slab. Thejoists are supported on
girders, whichin turn are supported by
columns.
 

one-wayjoist construction

 
 
 

one-wayslab A slab panel, bound onits
two longsides by beams and onits two
shortsides by girders. The dead and
live loads acting on the slab area may
be considered to be entirely supported
in the short or transverse direction by
the beams; hence, the term one-way.

 
 

one-wayslab

 
 

one-way system The arrangementofsteel
reinforcementwithin a slab thatis

designed to bendin only onedirection.

on grade A concretefloorslab resting
directly on the ground.

on-off sprinkler A fire safety system
sprinkler that activates like a
traditional sprinkler but ceases
operation when room temperature
reachesa safe level. On-off sprinklers
can reduce the amountof water

discharged duringa fire, thus reducing
cleanup and water damage.
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opacity In painting, the ability of a
paint to coverorhide the original
background.

opalescentglaze A smooth glaze with a
milky appearance.

opaque ceramic-plazed tile A fire-bonded
facing tile with an opaque,colored,
ceramic glaze and a glassy orsatin
finish.

OPCrelationship The relationship that
normally exists between owner, design
professional, and contractor during the
construction process.

open assembly time The time required
between the application of glue to
veneeror to joints and the assembly of
the pieces.

open bid Anoffer to perform a contract
in which the bidderreserves the right
to reduce his bid to compete with a
lowerbid.

open bidding A bidding procedure
wherein bids or tenders are submitted

by andreceived fromall interested
contractors, rather than froma select
list of bidders privately invited to
compete.

open boarding A system oflaying boards
ona roof, leaving a gap between
adjacent boards.

open Building Information Xchange
(oBix) A standard for Web
communications between building
electrical and mechanical systems and
applications.

open cell A cell that interconnects with
othercells in foarn rubber, cellular
plastics, and similar materials.

open-cell foam Cellular plastic with a
great many open and interconnected
cells.

open-cell process A process for fixing
preservative in wood underpressure.
The chemical used as a preservative is
retained in the cell walls only, with the
cells left empty.

 

open circuit The absence ofa direct
connection between two points in an
electrical network.

open-circuit grouting A grouting system
with no provisionforrecirculation of
grout to the pump.

open competitive selection The process
ofselecting a contractor through an
advertisement for bidders. Bidders

are not subject to resttictions or
discrimination, provided they are
qualified. Also referred to as open
bidding.

open construction A description of any
building elementthat is temporarily
left unfinished or exposed to allowfor
easy inspection.

open cornice (open eaves) Overhanging
eaves with exposed rafters that are
visible from below.

open cut Anexcavationin the ground
that is open to the sky at its surface,
as opposed to a tunnel orhorizontal
mine shaft.

 

open cut

open defect Anyhole orgap in lumber,
veneer, or plywood that has not been
filled and repaired.

Open Design Alliance (formerly
OpenDWGAlliance) Analliance of
CADsoftware users and developers
whose mission is to promote open,
industry-standard formats for
exchanging CAD data.

OpenDWGA type of CADfile developed
by the Open Design Alliance.

open eaves See open cornice.



open-end block 1. An A-block or 
H-block of concrete masonry. 
2. A block of standard material and size 
built with recessed end webs. 

open-end mortgage A mortgage 
arrangement wherein the mortgagor 
may borrow additional sums for the 
repair and upkeep of property after the 
original loan is granted. The mortgages 
are paid over an extended period. 

open excavation Excavation in which no 
shores, piles, or sheeting are used ro 
hold back the soil at the edge of the 
excavation. 

open floor A floor in which joists are 
visible from the floor beneath. 

open floor 

open-frame girder An open-web girder 
or truss built with verticals connected 
rigidly to top and bottom chords, but 
with no diagonals. 

open-graded aggregate 1. An aggregate 
that contains almost no mineral 
filler. 2. A compacted aggregate with 
relatively large void spaces. 

open grain 1. Lumber that is not 
restricted by the number of rings per 

inch or rate of growth. 2. Timber with 
a coarse texture and open pores. 

open-hole inspection Inspection by a 
building inspector or engineer of an 
open excavation to identify, based on 
soil type and conditions, the type of 
foundation that should be installed. 

opening light An operable pane or sash in 
a window that may be open or shut, as 
opposed to a fixed light. 

opening of bids See bid opening. 

opening protective A device installed 
over an opening to guard it against the 
passage of smoke, flame, and heated 
gases. 

opening size The size of a door opening as 
measured from jamb to jamb and from 
the threshold or floorline to the head 
of the frame, allowing for the size of the 
door and for the necessary clearance to 
open and close it freely. See also door 
opening. 

open joint 1. A joint in which two pieces 
of material that are joined together are 
not entirely flush. 2. A joint that is not 
tight. 

open loop control A hydraulic control 
system that does not have a direct link 
between the valve of the controlled 
variable ( temperature, pressure) and 
the controller. 

open mortise A mortise or notch that 
is open on three sides of the piece of 
timber into which it is cut. See also slot 
mortise. 

open-newel stair (hollow-newel stair, 
open-well stair) 1. A stairway that is 
built around a wall and has open spaces 
between its strings. 2. A stair without 
newels. 

open plan A building plan that has 
relatively few interior walls or 
partitions to subdivide areas for 
different uses. 

open plumbing Plumbing that is exposed 
to view beneath its fixtures, with 
ventilated drains and traps readily 
accessible for inspection and repairs. 

open shelving 

open riser The space between two 
successive treads of a staircase built 
without solid risers. 

open-riser stair A stair built without solid 
risers. 

open roof ( open-timbered roof) 
A style of roof with exposed rafters, 
sheathing, and supporting timbers 
visible from beneath, and no ceiling. 

open shaft A vertical duct or passage 
in a building that is used to ventilate 
interior spaces, drawing in outside air 
from its open top. 

open sheathing See open sheeting. 

open sheeting (open sheathing, open 
timbering) Vertical or horizontal 
supporting planks and timbers that 
are set along an excavated surface 
at intervals. Open sheeting is used 
whenever the ground is firm and dry 
enough to be effectively shored up 
without closed sheeting. 

open shelving Shelving that is exposed 
to view, not concealed by doors or 
cabinets. 

open shelving 
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open-end block 1. An A-block or
H-block of concrete masonry.
2. A block of standard material and size
built with recessed end webs.

open-end block
 
open-end mortgage A mortgage

arrangement wherein the mortgagor
may borrow additional sumsfor the
repair and upkeepof property after the
original loan is granted. The mortgages
are paid over an extendedperiod.

open excavation Excavation in which no
shores,piles, or sheeting are used to
hold back thesoil at the edge of the
excavation.

open floor A floorin whichjoists are
visible from the floor beneath. 

 “Sy
openfloor

  
open-frame girder An open-webgirder

or truss built with verticals connected

rigidly to top and bottom chords, but
with no diagonals.

open-graded aggregate 1. An aggregate
that contains almost no mineral

filler. 2. A compacted aggregate with
relatively large void spaces.

open grain 1. Lumberthatis not
restricted by the numberofrings per

inch or rate of growth. 2. Timberwith
a coarse texture and openpores.

open-hole inspection Inspection by a
building inspector or engineerof an
open excavation to identify, based on
soil type and conditions, the type of
foundation that should be installed.

openinglight An operable pane orsash in
a window that may be open orshut, as
opposed toafixed light.

opening of bids See bid opening.

opening protective A device installed
over an opening to guard it against the
passage of smoke, flame, and heated
gases.

opening size Thesize of a door openingas
measured from jamb to jamb and from
the threshold orfloorline to the head

of the frame, allowingfor thesize of the
door and for the necessary clearance to
open and closeit freely. See also door
opening.

open joint 1. A joint in which twopieces
of material that are joined together are
not entirely flush. 2. A joint thatis not
tight.

open loop control A hydraulic control
system that does not have a direct link
between the valve of the controlled

variable (temperature, pressure) and
the controller.

open mortise A mortise or notchthat
is open onthreesides of the piece of
timberinto which it is cut. See also slot
mortise.

open-newelstair (hollow-newelstair,
open-well stair) 1. A stairway thatis
built around a wall and has open spaces
betweenits strings. 2. A stair without
newels.

open plan A building plan that has
telatively few interior walls or
partitions to subdivide areas for
different uses.

open plumbing Plumbingthatis exposed
to view beneathits fixtures, with
ventilated drains and traps readily
accessible for inspection and repairs.

open riser The space between two
successive treadsof a staircase built
withoutsolid risers.

open-tiser stair A stair built withoutsolid
risers.
 

    
open-riserstair
  

open roof (open-timbered roof)
A style of roof with exposedrafters,
sheathing, and supporting timbers
visible from beneath, and noceiling.

open shaft A vertical duct or passage
in a building thatis used to ventilate
interior spaces, drawing in outsideair
fromits open top.

open sheathing See open sheeting.

open sheeting (open sheathing, open
timbering) Vertical or horizontal
supporting planks andtimbersthat
are set along an excavated surface
at intervals. Open sheeting is used
wheneverthe groundis firm and dry
enoughto beeffectively shored up
without closed sheeting.

open shelving Shelving that is exposed
to view, not concealed by doors or
cabinets. 

  
openshelving 
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open shop 

0 . 

open shop (merit shop, nonunion 
shop) A term describing a firm 
whose employees are not covered by 
collective bargaining agreements. 

open slating A method of installing 
roofing slates where a space is left 
between slates in each course. 

open space A term used in urban 
planning for parks, woods, lawns, 
recreation spaces, and other areas on 
which no building stands. 

open stair ( open-string stair) A stairway 
with treads that are visible from one 
side or both sides. 

open stairway A stairway with one side or 
both sides open to the room in which 
it is located. 

open string ( open stringer, cut string) 
A stairway string with its upper edge 
cut or notched to conform with the 
treads and risers of the stairs. 

open-string stair See open stair. 

open system A piping system for water 
or fuels in which the conduits that 
circulate the liquid are attached to 
an elevated tank or tower, with open 
vents to facilitate storage, access, and 
inspection. 

open tank A tank for treating wood with 
preservative at atmospheric pressure. 

open-timbered floor A style of floor 
construction in which the joists and 
other supporting timbers are exposed 
and visible from the underside. 

open-timbered roof See open roof. 
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open-timbering Description of structures 
built with their timberwork or wooden 
framework exposed to view, or without 
plaster or another covering; exposed 
timberwork. 

open time The time that is required for 
the completion of the bond after an 
adhesive has been spread. 

open-top mixer A mixer consisting of a 
trough or a segment of a cylindrical 
mixing compartment within which 
paddles or blades rotate about the 
horizontal axis of the trough. See also 
mixer and horizontal shaft. 

open valley A type of roof valley on 
which shingles and slates are not 
applied to the intersection of two roof 
surfaces, leaving the underlying metal 
or mineral-surfaced roofing material 
exposed along the length of the valley. 

open web A form of construction on 
a truss or girder in which multiple 
members, arranged in zigzag or 
crisscross patterns, are used in place of 
solid plates to connect the chords or 
flanges. 

open-web steel joist A steel truss with an 
open web, constructed of hot-rolled 
structural shapes or shapes of cold
formed, light-gauge steel. 

open-web steel joist 

open-web studs Light gauge steel framing 
construction of wire rods welded to 
flanges for use as backing lath. 

open wiring A network of electrical 
wiring that is not concealed by the 
structure of a building, but is protected 
by cleats, flexible tubing, knots, and 
tubes, which also support its insulated 
conductors. 

openwork 1. Ornamental work 
characterized by perforations. 2. A 
section of work on a fortress wall that 
is unprotected by a parapet or another 
defensive structure at the site of a gorge 
or bastion opening. 

operable partition A partition made of 
two or more large panels suspended 
on a ceiling track, and sometimes also 
supported on a floor track, which may 
be opened by sliding the panels so that 
they overlap. The panels form a solid 
partition when closed. 

operable partition 

operable transom A glass light or panel 
that is installed above a door and may 
be opened or shut for ventilation. 

operable wall See operable partition. 

operable window A window that may 
be opened and shut to accommodate 
ventilation needs, as opposed to a fixed 
light or fixed sash. 

~ 
operable window 

open shop 

 
open shop (merit shop, nonunion open-timbering Description of structures openwork 1. Ornamental work

shop) A term describing a firm built with their timberwork or wooden characterized by perforations. 2. A
whose employees are not covered by framework exposed to view, or without section of work on a fortress wall that
collective bargaining agreements. plaster or another covering; exposed is unprotected by a parapet or another

timberwork. defensive structure at the site of a gorgeopenslating A methodofinstalling bast ;or bastion opening.
roofing slates where a spaceis left open time Thetime thatis required for
between slates in each course. the completion of the bond after an operable partition A partition made of

adhesive has been spread. two or more large panels suspendedopen space A termused in urban ve
ona ceiling track, and sometimesalsoplanningfor parks, woods, lawns, open-top mixer A mixer consisting of a toad Ph

recreation spaces, and otherareas on trough or a segmentofa cylindrical heewe te ibs Sliding the Wi ic ns
which nobuildingstands. mixing compartment within which € openedbysliding the panels so that

they overlap. The panels form a solidpaddles or blades rotate about the -
pattition whenclosed.horizontal axis of the trough. See also

mixer and horizontal shait.

open stair (open-string stair) A stairway
with treads that are visible from one
side or bothsides.

 

open valley A type of roof valley on
which shingles andslates are not
applied to the intersection of two roof
surfaces, leaving the underlying metal
or mineral-surfaced roofing material
exposed along the length ofthe valley.

open stairway A stairway with one side or
both sides open to the room in which
it is located. 

open web A form of construction on
a truss or girder in which multiple
members, arranged in zigzag or
crisscross patterns, are used in place of
solid plates to connect the chordsor

  

 

     flanges.

7 open-web steel joist A steel truss with an operablepartition
WW] open web, constructed ofhot-rolled Ln

«aye : structural shapes orshapesof cold-
openstairway formed, light-gaugesteel. operable transom A glass light or panel
 

thatis installed above a door and may
be opened orshutforventilation.

 

open string (open stringer, cut string)
A stairway string with its upper edge
cut or notched to conform with the
treads andrisers of thestairs.

operable wall See operable partition.

operable window A window that may
be opened and shut to accommodate
ventilation needs, as opposed to a fixed
light orfixed sash.

open-string stair See openstair.

open system A piping system for water
or fuels in which the conduits that open-websteeljoist
circulate the liquid are attached to
an elevated tank or tower, with open
vents to facilitate storage, access, and open-web studs Light gauge steel framing
inspection. construction of wire rods welded to

flanges for use as backinglath.

 
 

 

 

open tank A tank for treating wood with
preservative at atmospheric pressure. open wiring A network ofelectrical

wiring thatis not concealed by the
structure of a building, butis protected
by cleats, flexible tubing, knots, and
tubes, which also supportits insulated operable window
conductors.

open-timbered floor A style of floor
construction in which the joists and
other supporting timbers are exposed
and visible from the underside.

  
 

open-timbered roof See open roof.
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operating engineer A worker or 
technician who operates heavy 
machinery and construction 
equipment. 

operating expense (apex) 
Expenses attributed to operations, 
generally with a useful life of one 
accounting period or less. These costs 
are not subject to amortization or 
depreciation. 

operating expense ratio The ratio of total 
operating expenses to the effective 
gross income of a project. 

operating pressure The pressure registered 
on a gauge when a system is in normal 
operation. 

operations control center May refer to a 
building area where building systems 
operations are managed and tracked
or to those functions themselves. Also 
network operations center. 

opposed-blade damper A damper installed 
over an air passage to regulate the 
volume of air entering an enclosure. 
The damper is operated by means 
of two sets of blades linked so that 
adjacent blades can open and turn in 
opposite directions. 

optical access control A security device, 
often featuring turnstiles, that allows 
only properly identified people to pass 
through an access port. 

optical coatings Very thin coatings 
applied to glass or other transparent 
materials to increase the transmission 
of or reduce the reflection of sunlight. 
Coatings are also used to reflect 
infrared radiation back to the heat 
exchanger from which it was emitted. 

optical fiber cable A medium through 
which light pulses are transmitted, 
consisting of a glass core surrounded 
by a protective sheath. Light pulses are 
introduced into the optical fiber by a 
laser or light-emitting diode. 

optical losses Losses resulting from solar 
radiation reflecting from the surface of 
a solar cell's cover plate. 

optical plummet In surveying, a device 
used in place of a plumb bob to center 
transits and theodolites over a given 
point, preferred for its steadiness in 
strong winds. 

optics 1. The study of light and vision. 
2. A system of lenses, filters, prisms, or 
mirrors used in electronics to direct, 
disperse, reflect, or otherwise control 
light rays. 

optimum moisture content The degree 
or percentage of moisture in soil at 
which the soil can be compacted to its 
greatest density. Optimum moisture 
content is used in specifications for 
compacting embankments. 

optimum start program A building 
automation system that delays the 
start-up of a heating or cooling system 
until the last possible moment while 
still maintaining building comfort 
levels during occupancy. 

option A financial agreement between a 
property owner and user that grants the 
latter party, upon payment of a stated 
sum, the right to buy or to rent the 
property within a time limit specified 
in the contract. 

opus quadratum Stonemasonry in which 
the stones are cut into squares and laid 
out in regular ashlar courses. 

orangeburg 1. A standard paneling 
pattern used in decorative plywood. 
Orangeburg panels have random width 
grooving, with the width between each 
panel following a pattern of 4-8-4-7 -
9-6-4-6 inches. 2. A common term for 
bituminous fiber drainage pipe. 

orange peel ( orange peeling) 1. A surface 
flaw on paint, resulting from poor flow 
or application, that leaves the finish 
pocked with tiny holes like citrus skins. 
2. A wavy surface defect on porcelain 
enamel. 3. A segmented hemispherical 
bucket that resembles a peel of half 
an orange, equipped with self-opening 
and closing capabilities and used to 
excavate earth. 4. A distinctive texture 
applied to drywall. 

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. CoJ;yright © by MCE International; all rights reserved. 

Oregon cedar 

orange peel bucket See orange peel (3,). 

orbital sander A hand-held electrical 
sander whose base, covered with 
sandpaper or abrasive material, moves 
rapidly in an elliptical pattern and is 
used chiefly for coarse work. 

orbital sander 

order of magnitude estimate An estimate 
made without detailed engineering 
data.* 

ordinance An authoritative rule of law, 
public decree, or regulation enacted 
by a municipality or other political 
subdivision fully enforceable through 
the court system. 

ordinary construction Construction in 
which some interior materials and 
members are of smaller dimensions, 
composed wholly or in part of wood 
or other combustible materials, but 
in which exterior bearing walls and 
nonbearing exterior walls are of stable, 
noncombustible construction with a 
minimum fire endurance of two hours. 

ordinary-hazard contents 
Building contents that burn at 
moderate speed and give off smoke, 
but release no poisonous fumes or gases 
that would cause an explosion under 
fire conditions. 

ordinary Portland cement (Type 1 
Portland cement) A basic formula 
for Portland cement used in general 
construction, containing none of the 
distinctive properties or refinements of 
other cements. 

ordnance Any chemical substance or 
physical item related to munitions that 
is designed to cause damage through 
explosive force, incendiary action or 
toxic effects. 

Oregon cedar See Port Orford cedar. 
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operating engineer A workeror
technician who operates heavy
machinery and construction
equipment.

operating expense (opex)
Expenses attributed to operations,
generally with a usefullife of one
accounting period or less. These costs
are not subject to amortization or
depreciation.

operating expense ratio The ratio oftotal
operating expensesto the effective
gross incomeof a project.

operating pressure Thepressure registered
on a gauge when.asystem is in normal
operation.

operations control center Mayrefer to a
building area where building systems
operations are managedand tracked—
ot to those functions themselves. Also

network operations center.

opposed-blade damper A damperinstalled
overan air passage to regulate the
volumeofair entering an enclosure.
The damper is operated by means
of twosets of blades linked so that

adjacentblades can open andturnin
opposite directions.

optical access control A security device,
often featuring turnstiles, that allows
only properly identified people to pass
through an access port.

optical coatings Very thin coatings
applied to glass or othertransparent
materials to increase the transmission

of or reduce the reflection of sunlight.
Coatings are also usedto reflect
infrared radiation back to the heat

exchangerfrom whichit was emitted.

optical fiber cable A medium through
which light pulses are transmitted,
consisting of a glass core surrounded
by a protective sheath. Light pulses are
introduced into the opticalfiber by a
laser orlight-emitting diode.

optical losses Losses resulting from solar
radiation reflecting from the surface of
a solarcell's coverplate.

optical plummet In surveying, a device
used in place of a plumb bob to center
transits and theodolites over a given
point, preferred forits steadiness in
strong winds.

optics 1. The study of light and vision.
2. A system oflenses,filters, prisms, or
mitrors used in electronicsto direct,
disperse, reflect, or otherwise control
light rays.

optimum moisture content The degree
or percentage of moisture in soil at
which the soil can be compactedtoits
greatest density. Optimum moisture
contentis used in specifications for
compacting embankments.

optimum start program A building
automation systemthat delays the
start-up of a heating or cooling system
until the last possible momentwhile
still maintaining building comfort
levels during occupancy.

option A financial agreement between a
property owner and userthat grants the
latter party, upon paymentof a stated
sum,the right to buy orto rent the
property within a time limit specified
in the contract.

opus quadratum Stonemasonry in which
the stones are cut into squares andlaid
out in regularashlar courses.

orangeburg 1, A standard paneling
pattern used in decorative plywood.
Orangeburg panels have random width
grooving, with the width between each
panelfollowing a patternof 4-8-4-7-
9-6-4-6 inches. 2, A commonterm for

bituminousfiber drainage pipe.

orange peel (orange peeling) 1. A surface
flaw onpaint, resulting from poorflow
or application, that leaves the finish
pocked with tiny holeslike citrus skins.
9. A wavy surface defect on porcelain
enamel. 3. A segmented hemispherical
bucket that resemblesa peelof half
an orange, equipped with self-opening
and closing capabilities and used to
excavate earth. 4. A distinctive texture

applied to drywall.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACEInternational. Copyright © by AACEInternational; all rights reserved.

orange peel bucket See orange peel(3.).
orbital sander A hand-heldelectrical

sander whose base, covered with
sandpaperor abrasive material, moves
rapidly in anelliptical pattern andis
used chiefly for coarse work. 
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order of magnitude estimate An estimate
made without detailed engineering
data.*

 
ordinance Anauthoritative rule oflaw,

public decree, or regulation enacted
by a municipality or other political
subdivision fully enforceable through
the court system.

ordinary construction Construction in
which someinterior materials and

members are of smaller dimensions,
composed wholly orin part of wood
or other combustible materials, but
in which exterior bearing walls and
nonbearing exterior walls are ofstable,
noncombustible construction with a
minimumfire endurance of two hours.

ordinary-hazard contents
Building contents that burn at
moderate speed and giveoff smoke,
but release no poisonous fumesor gases
that would cause an explosion under
fire conditions.

ordinary Portland cement (Type 1
Portland cement) A basic formula
for Portland cementused in general
construction, containing noneof the
distinctive properties or refinements of
other cements.

ordnance Any chemical substance or
physical item related to munitions that
is designed to cause damage through
explosive force, incendiary action or
toxic effects.

Oregon cedar See Port Orford cedar.
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Oregon larch 

0 
Oregon larch (Pacific silver fir and noble 

fir) Tall, needled evergreen of western 
North America whose wood is used 
for lumber and fine veneer. Lumber 
from the latter two species shared the 
Oregon larch designation for many 
years. 

Oregon maple (big leaf maple) A wood 
used in furniture, especially its burls, 
and as core veneer in some plywood. 

Oregon pine (Douglas fir) 
Needled evergreen producing medium
hard, close-grained wood commonly 
used for frames, trim, and paneling. 

Oregon spruce (Sitka spruce) 
Needled evergreen producing soft, 
close-grained wood commonly used for 
frames and trim. 

Oregon white cedar (Port Orford cedar) 
Needled evergreen producing soft, 
close-grained wood commonly used for 
interior and exterior trim and paneling. 

Oregon white pine (ponderosa pine) 
Needled evergreen producing soft, 
close-grained wood used for frames, 
trim, paneling, and cabinetry. 

or,equal clause A clause within the 
technical specification section of the 
project manual that allows a contractor 
to propose a product or method that is 
equal to that which has been specified 
by the design professional. 

organic Descriptive of materials or 
compounds produced from vegetable or 
animal sources. 

organic clay Clay containing a high 
volume of composted animal or 
vegetable materials. 

organic light-emitting diode (OLED) 
An LED with an emissive layer made of 
organic compounds. 

organic silt Silt composed in large part of 
organic substances. 

organic soil A highly compressible soil 
with heavy organic content, considered 
generally undesirable for construction 
because of its inability to bear sizable 
loads. 
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oriel In architecture, a projecting bay, 
frequently outfitted with one or more 
windows, that is corbeled out from 
the wall of a structure or supported 
by brackets and that serves both to 
expand interior space and to enhance 
the appearance of the building. 

oriel window A window housed in an 
oriel. An oriel window's projection 
does not extend to the ground, 
differentiating it from a bay window. 

oriel window 

orient 1. To locate a building by points of 
the compass. 2. To locate a church so 
the altar end is toward the east. 

N 

f 
orientation The siting of a building 

relative to compass direction and, 
therefore, to the sun, which can impact 
heating, lighting, and cooling costs. 

oriented-core barrel A surveying 
instrument that takes and marks a core 

to show its orientation, and at the same 
time records the bearing and slope of 
the test hole. 

oriented strand board (OSB) 
Panels made of narrow strands of 
wood fiber oriented lengthwise and 
crosswise in layers, with a resin binder. 
Depending on the resin used, OSB 
can be suitable for interior or exterior 
applications. 

orifice meter A device used to measure 
the amount of liquid or gas flowing 
through a pipe. 

original equipment manufacturer (OEM) 
A company that uses components from 
one or more other companies to build 
a product that it sells under its own 
company name. 

0 ring A round gasket used as a sealant in 
pipe joints and valves. 

orthographic projection A method of 
representing the exact shape of an 
object by dropping perpendiculars 
from two or more sides of the object to 
planes, generally at right angles to each 
other. Collectively, the views on these 
planes describe the object completely. 
The term orthogonal is sometimes used 
for this system of drawing. 

orthography The drafting procedure 
in which elevations or sections of 
buildings are geometrically represented. 

orthotropic A hypothetical plate 
consisting of beams and a slab acting 
together with different flexural 
rigidities in the longitudinal and 
transverse directions, as in a composite 
beam bridge. 

oscillating saw A power saw with a 
straight blade that oscillates in short 
strokes. 

oscillating saw 

 Oregon larch

 
Oregon larch (Pacific silver fir and noble

fir) Tall, needled evergreen of western
North America whose wood is used
for lumber and fine veneer. Lumber

from the latter two species shared the
Oregonlarch designation for many
years.

Oregon maple (big leaf maple) A wood
usedin furniture, especially its burls,
and as core veneerin some plywood.

Oregon pine (Douglasfir)
Needled evergreen producing medium-
hard, close-grained wood commonly
used for frames, trim, and paneling.

Oregon spruce (Sitka spruce)
Needled evergreen producingsoft,
close-grained wood commonly usedfor
frames and trim.

Oregon white cedar (Port Orford cedar)
Needled evergreen producingsoit,
close-grained wood commonly used for
interior and exterior trim and paneling.

Oregon white pine (ponderosa pine)
Needled evergreen producingsoft,
close-grained woodusedfor frames,
trim, paneling, and cabinetry.

or-equal clause A clause within the
technicalspecification section of the
project manual that allows a contractor
to propose a product or method thatis
equal to that which has beenspecified
by the design professional.

organic Descriptive of materials or
compoundsproduced from vegetable or
animal sources.

organic clay Clay containing a high
volume of composted animal or
vegetable materials.

organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
An LED with an emissive layer made of
organic compounds.

organic silt Silt composed in large part of
organic substances.

organic soil A highly compressiblesoil
with heavy organic content, considered
generally undesirable for construction
becauseofits inability to bear sizable
loads.
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oriel In architecture, a projecting bay,
frequently outfitted with one or more
windows, that is corbeled out from
the wall of a structure or supported
by brackets and that serves both to
expand interior space and to enhance
the appearance of the building.

oriel window A window housed in an

oriel. An oriel window’s projection
does not extend to the ground,
differentiating it from a bay window. 

             

 
 

oriel window  
orient 1. To locate a building by pointsof

the compass. 2. To locate a church so
the altar end is towardthe east. 

   
orient 

orientation Thesiting of a building
relative to compass direction and,
therefore, to the sun, which can impact
heating, lighting, and cooling costs.

oriented-core barrel A surveying
instrumentthat takes and marks a core

to showits orientation, and at the same
time records the bearing and slope of
thetest hole.

oriented strand board (OSB)
Panels made of narrow strands of

wood fiber oriented lengthwise and
crosswise in layers, with a resin binder.
Depending ontheresin used, OSB
can be suitable for interior or exterior

applications.
orifice meter A device used to measure

the amountofliquid ot gas flowing
through a pipe.

original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
A company that uses componentsfrom
one or more other companiesto build
a product thatit sells underits own
company name.

O ring A round gasket usedas a sealant in
pipe joints and valves.

orthographic projection A method of
epresenting the exact shape of an

object by dropping perpendiculars
rom two or moresides of the object to
lanes, generally at right angles to each

other. Collectively, the views on these
planes describe the object completely.
The term orthogonalis sometimesused
for this system of drawing.

orthography The drafting procedure
in which elevationsor sections of

buildings are geometrically represented.

 
orthotropic A hypotheticalplate

consisting of beams andaslab acting
together with differentflexural
rigidities in the longitudinal and
transverse directions, as in a composite
beambridge.

oscillating saw A power saw with a
straight blade thatoscillates in short
strokes. 
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oscillator Any electronic component that 
generates alternating voltage. 

oscilloscope An electronic device 
that uses a cathode ray tube or a 
fluorescent-coated tube to produce 
visual displays corresponding to 
changes in electrical signals. 

Ottawa sand Silica sand produced 
by processing material obtained 
by hydraulic mining of massive 
orthoquartzite situated in deposits near 
Ottawa, Illinois. The sand is composed 
almost entirely of naturally rounded 
grains of nearly pure quartz and is used 
in mortars for testing of hydraulic 
cement. See also standard sand and 
graded standard sand. 

outband A masonry jambstone that 
serves as a stretcher and is cut to 
accommodate a frame. 

outbuilding A building that is separate 
from a main building but attendant 
on it or collateral to it in its function, 
such as a stable, a garage, or an outside 
lavatory. 

outcrop A segment of an underground 
rock stratum or a formation that breaks 
through the surface of the earth and 
forms a visible protuberance. 

outdoor-air intake See outside-air intake. 

outer court An outdoor space that is 
bounded on three sides by property 
lines or building walls, but rnaintains a 
view of the sky and is open on one side 
to an adjacent street or public area. 

outer string On a stairway, the string 
that stands away from the wall on the 
exposed outer edge of the stair. 

outfall The final receptacle or depositing 
area for sewage and drainage water. 

outfall sewer A sewer that receives the 
sewage from the collecting system and 
conducts it to a point of final discharge 
or to a disposal plant. 

outgassing The driving out or freeing 
of gases from fabncs and building 
materials. 

outlet 1. The point in an electrical wiring 
circuit at which the current is supplied 
to an appliance or device. 2. A vent or 
opening, principally in a parapet wall, 
through which rainwater is released. 
3. In a piping system, the point at 
which a circulated liquid is discharged. 

outlet box The metal box, located at the 
outlet of an electrical wiring system, 
that serves to house one or more 
receptacles. 

outlet box 

outlet ventilator An opening covered 
with a louvered frame, serving as an 
outlet from an enclosed attic space to 
the outside. 

outline lighting Gaseous tubes or 
incandescent lamps that are arranged 
around the outline of a building, a 
door, a window, or another part of 
a structure in order to emphasize its 
configuration. 

outline specifications A listing of 
shortened specification requirements 
(normally part of schematic or design 
development documents). 

outlooker In roof construction, a 
projecting member that supports the 
portion of the roof beyond the face of 
a gable. 

out-of-center See off-center. 

out-of-plumb Deviating from a true 
vertical line of descent, as determined 
by a plumb line. 

out-of-sequence services 
Services performed in an order or 

outside caliper I 

sequence other than that in which they 
are normally carried out. 

out-of-true Descriptive of a structural 
member that is twisted or otherwise out 
of alignment. 

output 1. The net volume of work 
produced by a system. 2. The 
maximum capacity or performance that 
a system is capable of under normal 
conditions of operation. 

outrigger 1. A beam that projects 
beyond a wall in order to support an 
overhanging roof or extended floor, 
built in a direction perpendicular to the 
joists of the structural member it serves. 
2. An extended beam that supports 
scaffolds or hoisting tackle as work is 
being performed on or near a building's 
wall. 3. A beam that gives stability to a 
crane by widening its base. 

outrigger scaffold A scaffold suspended 
from outrigger beams or brackets fixed 
to the outer wall of a building. 

outrigger shore (horsing) A bracket 
installed temporarily to support an 
outrigger beam or another projecting 
member. 

outside air Fresh, unconditioned air from 
outside of a building. 

outside-air intake ( fresh air intake, 
outdoor-air intake) An opening 
or inlet to the outside of a building, 
through which fresh air is introduced 
to the boiler room or to an air
conditioning system. 
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outside-air intake 

outside caliper A measuring instrument 
set on adjustable legs and used 
especially to measure the outside 
circumference and diameter of round or 
cylindrical objects and structures. 
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oscillator Any electronic componentthat
generates alternating voltage.

oscilloscope Anelectronic device
that uses a cathode ray tube ora
fluorescent-coated tube to produce
visual displays corresponding to
changesin electrical signals.

Ottawa sand Silica sand produced
by processing material obtained
by hydraulic mining of massive
orthoquartzite situated in deposits near
Ottawa,Illinois. The sand is composed
almost entirely of naturally rounded
grains of nearly pure quartz and is used
in mortars fortesting of hydraulic
cement. See also standard sand and

graded standard sand.

outband A masonryjambstonethat
serves as a stretcherandis cut to
accommodate a frame.

outbuilding A building that is separate
from a main building but attendant
onit or collateral to it in its function,
such as a stable, a garage, or an outside
lavatory.

outcrop A segmentof an underground
rock stratum or a formationthat breaks

through the surface of the earth and
forms a visible protuberance.

outdoor-air intake See outside-air intake.

outer court An outdoorspace thatis
boundedon threesides by property
lines or building walls, but maintains a
view of the sky and is open ononeside
to an adjacentstreet or public area.

outer string Onastairway, the string
that stands away fromthe wall on the
exposed outeredge ofthestair.

outfall Thefinal receptacle or depositing
area for sewage and drainage water.

outfall sewer A sewerthat receives the

sewage from thecollecting system and
conducts it to a pointoffinal discharge
orto a disposalplant.

outgassing The driving outorfreeing
of gases from fabrics and building
materials.

outlet 1. The point in an electrical wiring
circuit at which the current is supplied
to an appliance ordevice. 2. A vent or
opening, principally in a parapet wall,
through whichrainwateris released.
3. Ina piping system,the pointat
whicha circulated liquid is discharged.

outlet box The metal box, located at the
outlet of an electrical wiring system,
that serves to house one or more

receptacles. 
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outlet ventilator An opening covered
with a louveredframe, serving as an
outlet from an enclosedattic space to
the outside.

outline lighting Gaseous tubesor
incandescent lamps that are arranged
around the outline of a building, a
door, a window,or anotherpart of
a structure in order to emphasizeits
configuration.

outline specifications A listing of
shortened specification requirements
(normally part of schematic ordesign
development documents).

outlooker In roof construction, a
projecting memberthat supports the
portion of the roof beyondthe face of
a gable.

out-of-center See off-center.

out-of-plumb Deviating from a true
vertical line of descent, as determined
by a plumbline.

out-of-sequence setvices
Services performed in an order or

 

sequence otherthan that in which they
are normally carried out.

out-of-true Descriptive of a structural
memberthat is twisted or otherwise out

of alignment.

output 1. The net volume of work
produced by a system. 2. The
maximumcapacity or performance that
a system is capable of under normal
conditions of operation.

outrigger 1. A beam that projects
beyond a wall in order to support an
overhanging roofor extendedfloor,
built in a direction perpendicularto the
joists of the structural memberit serves.
2. An extended beamthat supports
scaffolds or hoisting tackle as workis
being performed on or neara building’s
wall. 3. A beam that gives stability to a
crane by wideningits base.

outrigger scaffold A scaffold suspended
from outrigger beams or brackets fixed
to the outer wall of a building.

outrigger shore (horsing) A bracket
installed temporarily to support an
outrigger beam or anotherprojecting
member.

outside air Fresh, unconditioned air from
outside of a building.

outside-air intake (fresh air intake,
outdoor-air intake) An opening
orinlet to the outside ofa building,
through whichfresh airis introduced
to the boiler roomorto an air-

conditioning system.

 
outside caliper A measuring instrument

set on adjustable legs and used
especially to measure the outside
circumference and diameterof round or

cylindrical objects and structures.
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outside casing ( outside architrave, 
outside facing, outside lining, outside 
trim) The supporting members of 
the jamb or head on a cased window 
that face the outside and have the 
appearance of trim. 

outside casing 

outside corner The outward-projecting 
corner where two walls meet. 

outside corner molding A molding that 
covers and protects the projecting 
outside angle of two intersecting 
surfaces, as in wood veneer. See also 
corner bead. 

outside facing See outside casing. 

outside finish ( exterior finish) 
Ornamental trim or surface treatment 
on the outside of a building. 

outside foundation line A line that 
indicates where the outer side of a 
foundation wall is located. 

outside glazing External windows or glass 
doors installed in a building from the 
outside. 

outside screw and yoke A valve 
configuration where the valve 
stern, with exposed external threads 
supported by a yoke, indicates the open 
or closed position of the valve. 

outside studding plate The soleplate or 
double top plate in the construction of 
a wood-frame wall or partition, usually 
built with stock of a size equal to the 
studding. 
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outside studding plate 

outstanding leg A leg of a structural angle 
member, generally unconnected to any 
other member. 

outsulation 1. The placing of insulation 
to the exterior of a wall. 2. The 
elimination of all thermal bridges 
between the inner and outer surfaces 
of a wall. 

out,to,out In measurements, a term 
meaning that the dimensions are 
overall. 

++++ 
++++ 

out-to-out 

ovals Marble chips that have been 
tumbled until a smooth oval shape has 
been obtained. 

oven dry The condition resulting from 
having been dried to essentially 
constant weight in an oven at a 
temperature that has been fixed, 
usually 221 °F and 230°F ( 105°C and 
11s0 c). 

oven dry wood (bone dry wood) 
Wood that gives off no moisture when 
subjected to a temperature of 212°F 
000°c). 

overall (overall dimension) The total 
external dimension of any building 
material, including all projections. 

overbreak Excavation performed beyond 
the work limits established by the neat 
line. 

overburden 1. A mantle of soil, rock, 
gravel, or other earth material covering 
a given rock layer or bearing stratum. 
2. An unwanted top layer of soil that 
must be stripped away to open access 
to useful construction materials buried 
beneath it. 

overcloak The portion of a metal roofing 
sheet that overlaps the edge of an 
adjacent sheet set underneath it. 

overconsolidated soil deposit 
A soil deposit that has been forced 
to withstand an effective pressure 
exceeding the pressure imposed by its 
present overburden. 

overcurrent Electrical current of a 
magnitude beyond that rated for the 
equipment in use or the arnpacity of 
a conductor. May result from a short 
circuit, ground fault, or electrical 
overload. 

overcurrent protection Safety provisions 
within an electrical system, such as 
would be furnished by ground fault 
circuit interrupters, that guard against 
damage and injury resulting from 
excessive current by shutting off the 
flow of current when it reaches a 
certain level. 

overdesign A term used to describe 
adherence to structural design 
requirements beyond service demands, 
as a means of compensating for 
statistical variation, anticipated 
deficiencies, or both. 

 outside casing

 
outside casing (outside architrave,

outside facing, outside lining, outside
trim) The supporting members of
the jamb or head on a cased window
that face the outside and have the

appearanceoftrim.

outside casing

 
outside corner The outward-projecting

corner where two walls meet.

outside corner molding A molding that
covers and protects the projecting
outside angle of two intersecting
surfaces, as in wood veneer. See also
corner bead.

outside facing See outside casing.

outside finish (exterior finish)
Ornamentaltrim or surface treatment

on the outside of a building.
outside foundation line A line that

indicates where the outerside of a
foundation wallis located.

outside glazing External windowsorglass
doors installed in a building from the
outside.

outside screw and yoke A valve
configuration where the valve
stem, with exposed external threads
supported by a yoke, indicates the open
or closed position of the valve.

outside studding plate The soleplate or
double top plate in the construction of
a wood-framewall orpartition, usually
built with stock of a size equal to the
studding.
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outstanding leg A leg of a structural angle

member, generally unconnected to any
other member.

outsulation 1. The placingof insulation
to the exterior of a wall. 2. The

elimination of all thermal bridges
between the inner and outer surfaces
of a wall.

out-to-out In measurements, a term
meaning that the dimensionsare
overall.
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ovals Marble chips that have been

tumbled until a smooth oval shape has
been obtained.

oven dry The condition resulting from
having been dried to essentially
constant weight in an oven at a
temperature that has beenfixed,
usually 221°F and 230°F (105°C and
115°C).

oven dry wood (bone dry wood)
Woodthat gives off no moisture when
subjected to a temperature of 212°F
(100°C).

overall (overall dimension) The total
external dimension of any building
material, includingall projections.

overbreak Excavation performed beyond
the work limits established by the neat
line.

overburden 1. A mantle ofsoil, rock,
gravel, or other earth material covering
a given rock layeror bearing stratum.
2. An unwanted toplayerofsoil that
must be stripped away to openaccess
to useful construction materials buried
beneathit.

overcloak The portion of a metalroofing
sheet that overlaps the edge of an
adjacent sheet set underneathit.

overconsolidated soil deposit
A soil deposit that has been forced
to withstand an effective pressure
exceeding the pressure imposedbyits
present overburden.

overcurrent Electrical current of a

magnitude beyond thatrated for the
equipmentin use or the ampacityof
a conductor. Mayresult from a short
circuit, ground fault,or electrical
overload.

overcurrent protection Safety provisions
within an electrical system, such as
would be furnished by groundfault
circuit interrupters, that guard against
damage and injury resulting from
excessive current by shutting off the
flow of current whenit reaches a
certain level.

overdesign A term used to describe
adherenceto structural design
requirements beyond service demands,
as a means of compensatingfor
statistical variation, anticipated
deficiencies, or both.



overdig The amount of clean soil that is 
removed below or beyond the extent of 
contamination at a site to make sure all 
waste has been taken away. 

overflow (overflow pipe) 1. A pipe 
installed to prevent flooding in storage 
tanks, fixtures, and plumbing fittings, 
or to remove excess water from 
buildings and systems. 2. An outlet 
fitted to a storage tank to set the proper 
level of liquid and to prevent flooding. 

overgrainer A special brush with flat, 
thin, elongated bristles, used to create 
imitations of natural wood grains. 

overgrainer 

overhand work The process by which 
bricklayers install brick in an external 
wall while standing on a scaffold or on 
the floor inside a building or structure. 

overhang 1. A jetty. 2. The extension of 
a roof or an upper story of a building 
beyond the wall/story situated directly 
beneath. 

over-haul The distance excavated 
material is transported beyond that 
given as the stated hauling distance. 

overhead (indirect expense, overhead 
expense) The costs to conduct 
business other than direct job costs; 
included in bidder's markup. 

overhead balance A tense steel coil or 
spring installed in the head jamb of a 
window frame to serve as a balance for 
the sash. 

overhead concealed closer A door closer, 
installed out of view in the head of the 
door frame, designed with a hinged arm 
that connects the door with the top rail 
of the frame. 

overhead door ( overhead-type garage 
door) A door, constructed of a single 
leaf or of multiple leaves, that is swung 
up or rolled open from the ground 
level and assumes a horizontal position 
above the entrance way it serves when 
opened. Commonly used as a garage 
door. 

overhead door 

overhead expense See indirect expense 
and overhead. 

overhead service Electric service that is 
delivered to a structure by lines that are 
above the ground. 

overhead shovel A tractor loader that 
digs at one end, swings the bucket 
overhead, and dumps at the other end. 

overhead traveling crane A lifting 
machine generally power-operated 
at least in its hoisting operation. 
The crane is carried on a horizontal 
girder, reaching between rails above 
window level at each side of a shop, 
and consists of a hoisting cab that can 
travel from end to end on the girder. 
The whole area between the rails can 
thus be traversed by the cab. 

overhung door A sliding door or multiple 
folding door that is suspended from an 
overhead track. 

overlay 

overhung door 

overlaid plywood (overlay) Plywood 
with a surfacing material added to one 
or both sides. The material usually 
provides a protective or decorative 
characteristic to the side, or a base for 
finishing. Materials used for overlays 
include resin-treated fiber, resin film, 
impregnated paper, plastics, and metal. 

overlap In plywood manufacture, a defect 
in panel construction caused by one of 
two adjacent veneers overriding 
the other. 

overlapping astragal (wraparound 
astragal) A molding that is attached 
length wise along the masting edge 
on one of a pair of doors to close 
the gap between them, providing a 
weather-resistant seal and stopping the 
transmission of light or smoke from one 
side of the doors to the other. 

overlapping astrangal 

overlay 1. A layer of concrete or 
mortar, seldom thinner than l" (25 
millimeters), placed on and usually 
bonded to the worn or cracked surface 
of a concrete slab either to restore or 
to improve the function of the original 
surface. 2. The surfacing of a plywood 
face with a solid material other than 
wood. See also overlaid plywood. 
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overdig The amountof clean soil thatis
removed below or beyond the extent of
contamination at a site to makesureall

waste has been taken away.

overflow (overflow pipe) 1. A pipe
installed to prevent flooding in storage
tanks, fixtures, and plumbingfittings,
of to remove excess waterfrom

buildings and systems. 2. An outlet
fitted to a storage tank to set the proper
level of liquid and to preventflooding.

overgrainer A special brush withflat,
thin, elongatedbristles, used to create
imitations of natural wood grains. 

  
overgrainer

  
overhand work The process by which

bricklayers install brick in an external
wall while standing onascaffold or on
the floor inside a building orstructure.

overhang 1. A jetty. 2. The extension of
a roof or an upperstory of a building
beyond the wall/story situated directly
beneath.

over-haul The distance excavated

materialis transported beyond that
given as the stated hauling distance.

overhead (indirect expense, overhead
expense) The costs to conduct
business other than direct job costs;
included in bidder’s markup.

overhead balance A tensesteel coil or

spring installed in the head jambof a
window frame to serve as a balancefor
the sash.

overhead concealed closer A dootcloser,
installed out of view in the head ofthe

doorframe, designed with a hinged arm
that connects the door with thetop tail
of the frame.

overhead door (overhead-type garage
door) A door, constructed ofa single
leaf or of multiple leaves, that is swung
up orrolled open from the ground
level and assumes a horizontal position
above the entrance wayit serves when
opened. Commonly used as a garage
door.
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overhead expense See indirect expense
and overhead.

overheadservice Electric service thatis

delivered to a structure by lines that are
above the ground.

overhead shovel A tractorloader that

digs at one end, swings the bucket
overhead, and dumpsat the other end.

overhead traveling crane A lifting
machine generally power-operated
at least in its hoisting operation.
Thecraneis carried on a horizontal

girder, reaching between rails above
window level at eachside of a shop,
and consists of a hoisting cab that can
travel from end to end onthegirder.
The whole area betweentherails can

thus be traversed by the cab.

overhung door A sliding door or multiple
folding doorthatis suspended from an
overhead track.

overhung door

 
overlaid plywood (overlay) Plywood

 
with a surfacing material added to one
or both sides. The material usually
provides a protective or decorative
characteristic to the side, or a base for
finishing. Materials used for overlays
include resin-treatedfiber, resin film,
impregnated paper, plastics, and metal.

overlap In plywood manufacture, a defect
in panel construction caused by one of
two adjacent veneers overriding
the other.

overlapping astragal (wraparound
astragal) A moldingthatis attached
lengthwise along the masting edge
on one ofa pairof doots to close
the gap between them, providing a
weather-resistant seal and stopping the
transmission of light or smokefrom one
side of the doors to the other.
 

   
overlapping astrangal 

overlay 1. A layer of concrete or
mortar, seldom thinner than 1" (25
millimeters), placed on andusually
bonded to the worn or cracked surface
of a concrete slab eitherto restore or

to improve the function oftheoriginal
sutface. 2. The surfacing of a plywood
face with a solid material other than

wood. See also overlaid plywood.
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overlay districts Zoning districts in 

which additional regulatory standards 
are superimposed on existing zoning. 
Overlay districts provide a method of 
placing special restrictions in addition 
to those required by basic zoning 
ordinances. 

overlay flooring Finish flooring of maple, 
mahogany, oak, or other hardwood cut 
into narrow tongue-and-groove strips. 

overlay flooring 

overlay glass Glass that is made up of two 
or more layers of different colors fused 
together, and that is often cut to permit 
a lower layer of glass to show on top for 
decorative effect. 

overlay technique A method of producing 
composition roofing in which a layer 
of asphalt is spread over an existing 
asphalt layer. 

overload i. A load exceeding that for 
which the bearing structure was 
designed. 2. Excess power, current, or 
voltage in an electrical device or circuit 
that is not designed to accommodate it. 

overload capacity The limit of excess 
power, current, or voltage that 
an electrical device or circuit can 
accommodate before it is damaged. 

overload relay A relay in a motor circuit 
that disconnects the motor from 
its power source if the current that 
feeds the motor surpasses a certain 
predetermined level. 

overrun i. The amount the cost of an 
item increases beyond the estimated 
cost. 2. The amount a quantity 
increases over the estimated quantity. 
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overrun brake (overriding brake) 
A brake fitted to a towed vehicle, 
such as a concrete mixer to a trailer. 
It operates as soon as the towing truck 
slows down and the towed vehicle 
tends to push into it. Movement of 
the towed vehicle applies the overrun 
brake, making safe high-speed towing 
possible. 

oversailing course 1. A course of masonry 
that extends beyond the face of the 
wall in which it is set. 2. A string 
course. 

oversailing course 

oversanded Descriptive of mortar or 
concrete containing more sand 
than necessary to produce adequate 
workability and a satisfactory condition 
for finishing. 

oversite concrete A layer of concrete 
that is laid below a slab or flooring 
to prevent the ground beneath from 
being disturbed, to block out air and 
moisture, and to provide a hard, level 
surface for subsequent flooring layers. 

oversize brick A brick measuring greater 
than 2-1/2" x 3-1/2" x 7-1/2". 

overstretching Stressing of tendons 
to a value higher than designed for 
the initial stress to: ( a) overcome 
friction losses, (b) overstress the steel 
temporarily to reduce creep that occurs 
after anchorage, and ( c) counteract 
loss of prestressing force that is caused 
by subsequent prestressing of other 
tendons. 

overtime i. A term applied to the number 
of hours worked in excess of the normal 

contract for one day or one week. 2. A 
term applied to the payment for this 
time, frequently 1-1/2 or double the 
normal rate of pay. 

overturning The failure of a retaining 
wall as the result of hydraulic or earth 
pressure on one side. Overturning 
occurs when walls are built on a narrow 
base or with materials too light to 
withstand surrounding pressure. 

overvibration Excessive use of vibrators 
during placement of freshly mixed 
concrete, causing segregation and 
excessive bleeding. 

overvoltage A voltage above the normal 
rated voltage or the maximum 
operating voltage of a device or circuit. 

ovolo A convex molding approximately 
the shape of a quarter circle. 

ovolo 

owner The owner of a project, that is 
also party to the owner-contractor and 
owner-designer agreements. 

owner-architect agreement 
Contract between owner and architect 
for professional design services. 

owner-contractor agreement 
The contract formed between owner 
and contractor describing performance 
of the construction work for a project 
( or a portion thereof). 

owner's equity The owner's or owners' 
claims against the assets of a business. 
Owner's equity implies that the 

overlay districts 

 
overlay districts Zoning districts in

which additional regulatory standards
are superimposed on existing zoning.
Overlay districts provide a method of
placing specialrestrictions in addition
to those required by basic zoning
ordinances.

overlay flooring Finish flooring of maple,
mahogany, oak, or other hardwood cut
into narrow tongue-and-groovestrips. 

 
overlay flooring

  
 

overlay glass Glass that is made up of two
or more layers of different colors fused
together, and thatis often cut to permit
a lowerlayerof glass to show on top for
decorative effect.

overlay technique A method of producing
composition roofing in whicha layer
of asphalt is spread over anexisting
asphaltlayer.

overload 1. A load exceeding that for
which the bearing structure was
designed. 2. Excess power, current, ot
voltage in an electrical device orcircuit
that is not designed to accommodateit.

overload capacity Thelimit of excess
power, current, or voltage that
an electrical device or circuit can

accommodate before it is damaged.

overload relay A relay in a motorcircuit
that disconnects the motorfrom

its power sourceif the current that
feeds the motorsurpasses a certain
predeterminedlevel.

overrun 1. The amountthecost of an

item increases beyond the estimated
cost. 2. The amount a quantity
increases overthe estimated quantity.
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overrun brake (overriding brake)
A brakefitted to a towed vehicle,
such as a concrete mixer to a trailer.

It operates as soon as the towing truck
slows downand the towedvehicle

tends to pushinto it. Movement of
the towed vehicle applies the overrun
brake, making safe high-speed towing
possible.

oversailing course 1. A course of masonry
that extends beyond the face of the
wall in whichitis set. 2. A string
course.
 

         
 

oversanded Descriptive of mortar or
concrete containing more sand
than necessary to produce adequate
workability and a satisfactory condition
forfinishing.

oversite concrete A layer of concrete
thatis laid below a slab orflooring
to prevent the ground beneathfrom
being disturbed, to block out air and
moisture, and to provide a hard,level
surface for subsequentflooring layers.

oversize brick A brick measuring greater
than 2-1/2" x 3-1/2" x 7-1/2".

overstretching Stressing of tendons
to a value higher than designed for
the initial stress to: (a) overcome
friction losses, (b) overstress the steel
temporarily to reduce creep that occurs
after anchorage, and (c) counteract
loss of prestressing force that is caused
by subsequentprestressing of other
tendons.

overtime 1. A term applied to the number
of hours worked in excess of the normal

 

contract for one dayor one week. 2. A
term applied to the paymentforthis
time, frequently 1-1/2 or double the
normalrate ofpay.

overturning Thefailure of a retaining
wall as the result of hydraulic or earth
pressure on one side. Overturning
occurs when walls are built on a narrow

base or with materials too light to
withstand surrounding pressure.

overvibration Excessive use of vibrators

during placementoffreshly mixed
concrete, causing segregation and
excessive bleeding.

overvoltage A voltage above the normal
rated voltage or the maximum
operating voltage of a device orcircuit.

ovolo A convex molding approximately
the shape of a quartercircle. 

  
owner The ownerofa project, thatis

also party to the owner-contractor and
owner-designer agreements.

owner-architect agreement
Contract between owner and architect

for professional designservices.

owner-contractor agreement
The contract formed between owner

and contractor describing performance
of the construction work for a project
(or a portion thereof).

owner’s equity The ownet’s or owners’
claims against the assets of a business.
Owner's equity implies that the



business is a single proprietorship and, 
therefore, represents the proprietor's 
claims against assets of the single 
proprietorship. 

owner's inspector A party hired by an 
owner to inspect the work. See also 
clerk of the works. 

owner's liability insurance 
Insurance procured to protect the 
owner against claims originating from 
the work performed by the contractor. 

owner's representative The designated 
official representative of the owner 
( may be an architect, engineer, or 
contractor) to oversee a project. 

ox eye A slang term for any circular 
window. 

oxidation 1. The reaction of a chemical 
compound mixed or exposed to oxygen. 
2. Part of the asphalt refining process, 
wherein oxygen is incorporated in 
hot, bituminous liquids by blowing it 
through the melted substance. 3. The 
hardening of asphalt coating on a roof 
under exposure to sun and air. 

oxidation stain A stain that occurs when 
a mineral in wood combines with 
oxygen. 

oxidized asphalt Asphalt that has been 
specially treated by having air blown 
through it at high temperatures, 
making it suitable for use in roofing, 
hydraulics, pipe coating, membrane 
envelopes, and undersealing. 

oxidizer An agent that, when acting 
on another substance, causes the 
attachment of an oxygen atom thereto. 

oxter piece A vertical length of timber 
used in ashlaring. 

oxyacetylene The mixture of oxygen 
and acetylene, forming a highly 
combustible gas used for cutting and 
welding metal. 

oxyacetylene torch A welding or cutting 
torch that produces a superheated 
flame through combustion of oxygen 
and acetylene. 

oxyacetylene torch 

oxychloride cement (sore! cement) 
A hard, durable cement made up of 
calcined magnesia and magnesium 
chloride, occasionally blended with 
fillers. 

oxygen cutting A process of metal cutting 
in which the separation of the metal is 
effected by its chemical reaction with 
oxygen at high temperatures. 

oxygen starvation Areas of corrosion 
on metals exposed to an electrolyte, 
caused by a smothering effect or by the 
formation of a crevice between two 
areas of the metal or between the metal 
and any other adjacent material. 

ozone Triatomic oxygen (0
3
), an unstable 

form of oxygen that is produced by 
ultraviolet activity and electrical 
discharges and is used as an oxidizing 
agent, a deodorizer in air-conditioning 
and cold storage systems, and as an 
agent for stemming the growth of 
bacteria, fungus, and mildew. Excessive 
concentrations of ozone are poisonous 
to humans. 

ozone 
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Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

p part, per, pint, pipe, pitch, pole, post, 
port, power 

P phosphorus, pressure, pole, page, 
projection 

P&G post and girder 

P&l purchase and install 

P&SDS piping and surface 
decontamination solvents 

P&T posts and timbers, pressure and 
temperature 

PlE planed one edge 

PIS planed one side 

P1S2E planed one side and two edges 

P4S planed four sides 

PA particular average, power amplifier, 
preliminary assessment, professional 
association, purchasing agent, public 
address system 

PAH polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

pan panel 

Pape paperhanger 

PAPI precision approach path indicator 

PAPR powered air purifying respirator 

PAR. paragraph, part, partition, parabolic 
reflector 

par. parapet 

par planed all round 

PARP full face piece air purifying 
respirator 

part, partn partition, partial 

partbd particleboard 

PASS passenger, passage 

pat. patent 

Patt pattern 

PAX private automatic (telephone) 
exchange 

Pb lead, push button 

PC Portland cement, power connector, 
personal computer 

pc piece 

PCB polychlorinated biphenyl 

PCCP prestressed cone cylinder pipe 

PCE pyrometric cone equivalent 

pcf pounds per cubic foot 

pckg packaged 

PCM phase contract microscopy 

pc/pct percent 

pcs pieces 

PD per diem, potential difference 

Pd palladium 

pd paid 

PE professional engineer, probable error, 
plain end, polyethylene, Porcelain 
Enamel 

pe plain edged 

pecky cyp pecky cypress 

ped pedestal, pedestrian 

pegbrd pegboard 

pelec photoelectric 

pend pendant 

PEP Public Employment Program 

per perimeter, by the, period 

PERF perforate, perforated 

PERM permanent 

PERP perpendicular 

Pers personal 

PERT project evaluation and review 
technique 

PESB pre-engineered steel building(s) 

PET precision end trimmed 

PF power factor, profile 

PFA pulverized fuel ash 

PFD preferred 

PH phase, Phillips head 

Ph phenyl 

pH hydrogen-ion concentration 

ph phase, phot 

phos phosphate 
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photo photograph 

Pl pressure injected 

PIB polyisobutylene 

PID photoionization detector 

pil pilaster 

pile pile driver 

PITI principal, interest, taxes and 
insurance 

PIV post indicator valve 

piv pivoted 

Pjtn projection 

Pjtr projector 

pk park, peak, plank 

pkd packed 

pkfr plank frame 

pkg package 

pkgng packaging 

pkng packing 

pkt pocket 

pkwy parkway 

pl plain, plate 

plah plasterer helper 

plas plaster 

P/L plastic laminate 

PL pile, plate, plug, power line, pipe line, 
private line 

pl place, plate 

platf platform 

PLC programmable logic controller 

Plf pounds per linear foot 

PLG piling 

plh production labor-hour 

Pll pallet 

PLM polarized light microscopy 

plmb, plb, PLMB plumbing 

piste plastic 

pluh plumbers helper 

Abbreviations
  

p patt, per, pint, pipe,pitch, pole, post,
pott, power

P phosphorus, pressure, pole, page,
projection

P&G post and girder

P&I purchase and install

P&SDS§ piping and surface
decontamination solvents

P&T posts and timbers, pressure and
temperature

PiE planed one edge

P18 planed oneside

P1S2E planed oneside and two edges

P48 planed foursides

PA particular average, power amplifier,
preliminary assessment, professional
association, purchasing agent, public
address system

PAH polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

pan panel

Pape paperhanger

PAPIprecision approach path indicator

PAPR poweredair purifying respirator

PAR.paragraph,part, partition, parabolic
reflector

par. parapet

par planed all round

PARP full face piece air purifying
respirator

part, partn partition, partial

partbd particleboard

PASS passenger, passage

pat. patent

Patt pattern

PAX private automatic (telephone)
exchange

Pb lead, push button

PC Portland cement, power connector,
personal computer

pe piece
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The abbreviations listed below are commonly
used in the construction industry.

PCB polychlorinated biphenyl

PCCP prestressed conc cylinderpipe

PCE pyrometric cone equivalent

pef pounds percubic foot

pekg packaged

PCM phase contract microscopy

pe/pet percent

pes pieces

PD perdiem, potential difference

Pd palladium

pd paid

PE professional engineer, probable error,
plain end, polyethylene, Porcelain
Enamel

pe plain edged

pecky cyp peckycypress

ped pedestal, pedestrian

pegbrd peghoard

pelec photoelectric

pend pendant

PEP Public Employment Program

per perimeter, by the, period

PERF perforate, perforated

PERM permanent

PERP perpendicular

Pers personal

PERT project evaluation and review
technique

PESB pre-engineeredsteel building(s)

PET precision end trimmed

PF powerfactor, profile

PFA pulverized fuel ash

PED preferred

PH phase, Phillips head

Ph phenyl

pH. hydrogen-ion concentration

ph phase, phot

phos phosphate

photo photograph

PI pressure injected

PIB polyisobutylene

PID photoionization detector

pil pilaster

pile pile driver

PITT principal, interest, taxes and
insurance

PIV postindicatorvalve

piv pivoted

Pjtn projection

Pjtr projector

pk park, peak, plank

pkd packed

pkfr plank frame

pkg package

pkeng packaging

pkng packing

pkt pocket

pkwy parkway

pl plain,plate

plah plasterer helper

plas plaster

P/L plastic laminate

PL pile, plate, plug, powerline, pipeline,
private line

pl place,plate

platf platform

PLC programmable logic controller

PIf pounds perlinear foot

PLG piling

plh_ productionlabor-hour

Pil pallet

PLM polarized light microscopy

plmb, plb, PLMB plumbing

plstc plastic

pluh plumbers helper



plum plumber 

PLYWD, ply plywood 

PM post meridiem 

pmh production man-hour 

pmp pump(s) 

PNEU pneumatic 

PNL panel 

Pntd painted 

Pntg painting 

PO purchase order 

POL polish, petroleum, oil and lubricants, 
polished 

polarogr polarographic 

polthn polyethylene 

polyest polyester 

polyiso polyisocyanurate 

polyprop, PP, pp! polypropylene 

PORC porcelain 

Pord painter, ordinary 

Port portable 

PORT CEM portland cement 

pos, POS positive 

posn position 

pot. potential 

POTW publicly owned treatment works 

pp ponderosa pine, pages, piping 

PP-AC air-conditioning power panel 

Ppd prepaid 

PPE personal protective equipment 

PPGL polished plate glass 

PPH parts per hour 

ppm parts per million 

PPSD package, power supply 

ppt, pptn precipitate, precipitation, parts 
per thousand 

PR payroll, pair 

Pres process( es) 

prcst precast 

pre-assm preassembled 

preb prebend 

prec preceding 

precp precipitation 

pre-eng pre-engineered 

prefab prefabricated 

prefin prefinished 

prelim preliminary 

prem premium 

prep preparation, prepared 

press pressure 

pretreat pretreated, pretreatment 

prfcn purification 

prgm program 

pri primary 

prin principal 

pris prismatic 

pr! parallel 

prod. production, product 

prog progressive 

proj project, projection, projecting 

prom programmable read only memory 

prop. property, propelled, propeller, 
proportional 

prot protection, protective 

prov provisional 

prox proximity 

PRP potentially responsible party, 
purpose 

prs pairs 

Prscg processing 

prt particle 

PRV pressure-regulating valve, pressure 
relief valve 

PS polystyrene 

ps pieces, power shift 

p.s.e. planed and square-edged 

psf pounds per square foot 

psi, psig pounds per square inch 

psj planed and square-jointed 

PSP plastic sewer pipe 

Pspr painter, spray 

Psst painter, structural steel 

PT pipe thread, potential transformer, 
part, point, packed tower 

pt paint, pint, payment, port, point 

ptfe polytetrafluoroethylene 

ptg planed, tongued, and grooved 

PTN partition 

PTTU packed tower treatment unit 

PU pickup, plutonium, ultimate load 

PUD pickup and delivery 

PUR polyurethane 

pur purlins 

PVA polyvinyl acetate 

PVC polyvinyl chloride 

pvmt pavement 

pvntr preventer 

PW paper wrapped 

PWA Public Works Administration 

PWR pressurized water reaction 

pwr power 

pwred powered 

pwt pennyweight 

IPH single phase 

3PH three phase 
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Definitions 

pace A landing in a staircase. 

pache Color coding used on drawings to 
aid in quantity takeoffs for estimating. 

Pacific coast cypress See Alaska yellow 
cedar. 

Pacific coast spruce See Sitka spruce. 

Pacific coast yellow cedar See Alaska 
yellow cedar. 

Pacific red cedar Sec western red cedar. 

Pacific silver fir Ables ammilis. This 
species is found in British Columbia, 
Washington, and Oregon. The name 
comes from the silvery appearance of 
the underside of the tree's needles. Its 
wood is classed in the hem-fir group. 

Pacific yew Taxus brcvifolia. This species, 
generally small in size, is not a 
commercially important tree. Its wood 
is heavy and strong and is used for such 
purposes as archery bows. Yews are 
usually found growing in the shade of 
larger trees. 

pack The bundling in which shakes and 
shingles are shipped. In shakes, the 
most prevalent pack is a 9 /9. Th is 
describes a bundle packed on an 18" 
wide frame with nine courses, or layers, 
at each end. The most common pack 
for shingles is 20/20. Because of their 
smoother edges, shingles can be packed 
tighter than shakes, a bundle of shakes 
usually contains a net of about 16" of 
wood across the 18" width of the frame. 

packaged air-conditioner A factory
assembled air-conditioning unit ready 
for installation. The unit may be 
mounted in a window, an opening 
through a wall, or on the building roof. 
These units may serve an individual 
room, a zone, or multiple zones. 

packaged air-conditioner 

packaged boiler A factory-assembled 
water or steam heating unit ready 
for installation. All components, 
including the boiler, burner, controls, 
and auxiliary equipment, are shipped 
as a unit. 

packaged boiler 

packaged concrete, mortar, grout 
Mixtures of dry ingredients in packages, 
requiring only the addition of water to 
produce concrete, mortar, or grout. 

package dealer A contractor responsible 
for the design and construction of a 
project to specific end requirements, 
usually for a fixed sum. 

packaged lumber Lumber strapped in 
standard units, usually milled to length 
and wrapped in paper or plastic. 

package generator A generator used to 
provide temporary power. 

package trim Prefabricated door and 
window moldings. 

packer A device inserted into a hole in 
which grout is to be injected, which 
acts to prevent return of the grout 
around the injection pipe. A packer is 
usually an expandable device actuated 
mechanically, hydraulically, 
or pneumatically. 

packer-head process A method of casting 
concrete pipe in a vertical position 
in which concrete of low water 
content is compacted with a revolving 
compaction tool. 

packing 1. Stuffing of shaped elastic 
material to prevent fluid leakage at a 
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shaft, valve stern, or joint. 2. Small 
stones, usually embedded in mortar, 
used to fill cracks between larger 
stones. 

packing gland A protective sleeve used 
over cable or piping in applications 
where pressure or other factors pose a 
threat. 

pack set The condition where stored 
cement will not flow from a container 
such as a rail car or silo. It is caused 
by interlaced particles or electrostatic 
charges on particles. See also sticky 
cement. 

pad 1. A plate or block used to spread a 
concentrated load over an area, such 
as a concrete block placed between 
a girder and a loadbearing wall. 2. A 
shoe of a crawler-type track. 

paddle A tool or implement with a wide 
blade at one end. 

paddle wheel scraper A heavy duty 
excavation machine with a wheel that 
scrapes soil into a large bowl section. 

paddock An enclosed area for animals, 
usually horses. 

pad foundation A thick slab-type 
foundation used to support a structure 
or a piece of equipment. 

pad foundation 

padlock A unit lock with a U-shaped bar 
that is passed through a staple of a hasp 
or link in a chain, and the bar pressed 
into the body to lock. 

Definitions
  

pace A landingina staircase. packaged boiler A factory-assembled shaft, valve stem, orjoint. 2. Small

pache Colorcoding used on drawings to water or steam heating unit ready stones, usually embedded in mortar,
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Pacific red cedar See western red cedar.

Pacific silver fir Ables ammilis. This
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tighter than shakes, a bundle of shakes
usually contains a net of about 16" of
woodacross the 18" width of the frame.

packaged lumber Lumberstrapped in
standard units, usually milled to length pad foundation A thick slab-type
and wrapped in paperorplastic. foundation used to support a structure

or a piece of equipment. 

 
package trim Prefabricated door and

window moldings.

packer A device inserted into a hole in
whichgroutis to be injected, which
acts to prevent return of the grout
around the injection pipe. A packeris
usually an expandable device actuated
mechanically, hydraulically,
or pneumatically. pad foundation

packaged air-conditioner A factory-
assembled air-conditioning unit ready
for installation. The unit may be
mounted in a window, an opening
througha wall, or on the building roof.
These units may serve an individual
room, a zone, or multiple zones.
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pad out To add shims to framing so that a 
finished wall or ceiling will be correctly 
aligned. 

pad saw A keyhole saw. 

padstone A concrete or stone block used 
to spread a concentrated load over an 
area of wall. 

pad support A wire grid to keep a sound
absorbing insert from contact with the 
perforated pan in a metal acoustical 
ceiling. 

pailing Sheathing constructed of vertical 
boards that is used in concrete 
formwork. 

paint 1. A mixture of a solid pigment 
in a liquid vehicle which dries to a 
protective and decorative coating. 2. 
The resultant dry coating. 

paint base The liquid vehicle into which 
a pigment is mixed to produce a paint. 

painter A tradesperson experienced and 
trained in painting. 

paint grade A description of a wood 
product that is more suitable for 
painting than for a clear finish. 

paint kettle An open container with a 
wire handle used while painting. 

paint remover A liquid solvent applied 
to dry paint to soften it for removal by 
scraping or brushing. 

paint roller A tube with a fiber surface 
that is mounted on a roller and handle, 
and used to apply paint. 

paint system A specific combination of 
paints applied in sequence. A paint 
system consists of a combination of 
some of the following coats: sealer or 
primer, stain, filler, undercoat, and one 
or more top coats. 

paint thinner A liquid compatible with 
the vehicle of a paint, used to make a 
paint flow easier. Paint thinner lowers 
the viscosity of paints, adhesives, etc. 

pamng veneers Matching full sheets of 
veneers (faces and backs) together to 
reduce handling when laying up panels 
at the glue spreader. 

pai-tung The first form of nickel silver. 
Developed by the Chinese in the 17th 
century. 

pale (paling) 1. One of the stakes in a 
palisade. 2. A picket in a fence. 

pale 

palisade A fence of poles driven into the 
ground and pointed at the top. 

palladiana terrazzo Randomly fractured 
marble slabs ¼" to l" thick with 
the largest dimension being 15", 
with smaller chips filling the spaces 
between. 

palladian window A tripartite or 
three-light window that features a 
central arched window with balanced 
rectangular lights on each side. 

palladian window 

pallet 1. A platform used for stacking 
material and arranged to be handled by 
a forklift truck. 2. A wood insert in a 
brick wall used for support of a surface 
system. 

pane 

pallet brick A brick made with a groove, 
to hold a pallet. 

palletized A term used frequently in the 
shingle and shake industry. Both items 
are often shipped on pallets from the 
mill for ease in handling while in 
transit. These shipments are referred to 
as palletized loads. 

pallet stock Lumber used to make pallets. 

palm sander A hand-held electrical 
sander with a vibrating or orbital base 
to which sandpaper is attached for finer 
sanding. 

pan 1. A prefabricated form unit used in 
concrete joist floor construction. 2. A 
container that receives particles passing 
the finest sieve during mechanical 
analysis of granular materials. 3. A 
structural panel. 

pan 

panache The triangular-like surface of a 
vault between a supponed dome and 
two supporting arches. 

pan and roll roofing tile A roofing tile 
system consisting of two types of tile: A 
flat or slightly curved tile with a flange 
on each side, and curved tile that fits 
the flanges and closes the joints. 

pan construction A type of concrete floor 
or roof in which pan forms are used to 
create intersecting ribs and resulting in 
a waffle-like undersurface. 

pane 1. A flat sheet of glass installed in a 
window or door. The installed sheet is 
also referred to as a light. 2. A British 
term for the peen of a hammer. 3. One 
face or side of a building. 
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pad out To add shimsto framingso that a
finished wall orceiling will be correctly
aligned.

pad saw A keyhole saw.

padstone A concrete or stone block used
to spread a concentrated load overan
area of wall.

pad support A wire grid to keep a sound-
absorbinginsert from contact with the
perforated pan in a metal acoustical
ceiling.

pailing Sheathing constructed of vertical
boards thatis used in concrete
formwork.

paint 1. A mixture ofa solid pigment
in a liquid vehicle which dries to a
protective and decorative coating. 2.
Theresultant dry coating.

paint base Theliquid vehicle into which
a pigment is mixed to produce a paint.
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trained in painting.

paint grade A description of a wood
product that is more suitable for
painting than fora clearfinish.

paint kettle An open container with a
wire handle used while painting.

paint remover A liquid solvent applied
to dry paint to soften it for removal by
scraping or brushing.

paint roller A tube witha fiber surface
that is mounted on a roller and handle,
and used to apply paint.

paint system A specific combination of
paints applied in sequence. A paint
system consists of a combinationof
someofthe following coats: sealer or
primer, stain,filler, undercoat, and one
or more top coats.

paint thinner A liquid compatible with
the vehicle of a paint, used to make a
paintflow easier. Paint thinner lowers
the viscosity of paints, adhesives,etc.

pairing veneers Matchingfull sheets of
veneers (faces and backs) together to
reduce handling when laying up panels
at the glue spreader.

pai-tung Thefirst form of nickelsilver.
Developed by the Chinese in the 17th
century.

pale (paling) 1. One ofthe stakes in a
palisade. 2. A picket in a fence.   

  
 

palisade A fenceofpoles driven into the
ground and pointed at the top.

palladiana terrazzo Randomly fractured
marble slabs %" to 1" thick with

the largest dimension being 15",
with smaller chipsfilling the spaces
between.

palladian window A tripartite or
three-light window that features a
central arched window with balanced

rectangularlights on eachside.
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palladian window

 
pallet 1. A platform used for stacking

material and arranged to be handled by
a forklife truck. 2, A woodinsert in a

brick wall used for support of a surface
system.

 

pallet brick A brick made with a groove,
to holdapallet.

palletized A term used frequently in the
shingle and shake industry. Both items
are often shippedonpallets from the
mill for ease in handling while in
transit. These shipments are referred to
as palletized loads.

pallet stock Lumber used to makepallets.

palm sander A hand-held electrical
sanderwith a vibrating or orbital base
to which sandpaperis attached forfiner
sanding.

pan 1.Aprefabricated form unit used in
concrete joist floor construction. 2. A
containerthat receives particles passing
the finest sieve during mechanical
analysis of granular materials. 3. A
structural panel. 

 
pan

 
panache Thetriangular-like surface of a

vault between a supported dome and
two supporting arches.

pan and roll roofing tile A roofingtile
system consisting of two typesoftile: A
flat orslightly curved tile with a flange
on eachside, and curved tile thatfits
the flanges and closes thejoints.

pan construction A type of concrete floor
or roof in which pan formsare used to
create intersecting ribs and resulting in
a waffle-like undersurface.

pane 1.Aflat sheet of glass installed in a
window ordoor. Theinstalled sheetis

also referred to as a light. 2. A British
term for the peen of a hammer. 3. One
face or side of a building.
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panel 

panel 1. A section of form sheathing, 
constructed from boards, plywood, 
metal sheets, etc., that can be erected 
and stripped as a unit. 2. A concrete 
member, usually precast, rectangular in 
shape, and relatively thin with respect 
to other dimensions. 3. A sheet of 
plywood, particleboard, or other similar 
product, usually of a standard size, such 
as 4' x 8'. 4. See frog. 

panelboard A board on which electric 
components and/or controls are 
mounted. 

= 

panelboard 

panel box A box in which electric 
switches and fuses are mounted. 

panel clip A specially shaped metal 
device used in joining panels in roof 
construction. The clip substitutes for 
lumber blocking and helps to spread 
the load from one panel to the next 
one. 

panel construction A general term used 
to describe construction where building 
components are assembled elsewhere 
before being brought to a site for 
placement. 

panel divider Molding or trim used to fill 
or cover the joint between two surface 
sheets. 

panel door A door constructed with 
panels, usually shaped to pattern, 

installed between the stiles and rails 
that form the outside frame of the door. 

panel door 

panel, drop See drop panel. 

paneled door (Colonial door) A door that 
consists of raised or indented panels. 

panel heating A method of heating a 
space using floor, wall, or roof panels in 
which are embedded electric elements 
or pipes for hot water, steam, or hot air. 

paneling The material used to cover 
an interior wall. Paneling may be 
made from a 4' x 4' select milled to a 
pattern and may be either hardwood 
or softwood plywood, often prefinished 
or overlaid with a decorative finish, or 
hardboard, and usually prefinished. 

paneling 
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panel insert A metal unit used instead of 
glass in a panel door. 

panel mold A mold in which plaster 
panels are cast. 

panel molding A decorative molding, 
originally used to trim raised panel wall 
construction. 

panel patch See patch. 

panel pin A very thin nail used to fasten 
wood paneling to supports. 

panel point Point of intersection of the 
members of a truss. 

panel product Any of a variety of 
wood products such as plywood, 
particleboard, hardboard, and 
waferboard, sold in sheets or panels. 
Although sizes vary, the board size for 
most panel products is 4' x 8'. 

panel saw A power saw held in a 
framework and used in cutting panels 
to size. 

panel strip 1. A strip extending across the 
length or width of a flat slab for design 
purposes. 2. A narrow piece of wood or 
metal used to hide a joint between two 
sheathing boards forming a panel. 

panel wall An exterior, non-load-bearing 
wall with individual panels hung from 
or supported by the framing of the 
building. 

panel window A picture window with 
several sash-or fixed-glazings. 

pan form stair A metal stair assembly 
with metal sheet pans at the treads to 
hold precast or cast-in-place masonry 
or stone treads. 

pan formwork The support-work for 
the forms while a concrete pan 
construction floor or roof is being built. 

pan fraction 1. The reported results 
of mechanical analysis of granular 
materials. 2. The weight of the 
material retained on any one sieve 
divided by the initial weight of the 
sample. 

panel

 
panel 1. A section of form sheathing,

constructed from boards, plywood,
metalsheets, etc., that can be erected
and stripped as a unit. 2. A concrete
member, usually precast, rectangular in
shape,and relatively thin with respect
to other dimensions. 3. A sheet of

plywood,particleboard, or other similar
product, usually of a standardsize, such
as 4' x 8'. 4, See frog.

panelboard A board on which electric
components and/orcontrols are
mounted,
 

  
   

   
    

panelboard 

panel box A boxin whichelectric
switches andfuses are mounted.

panel clip A specially shaped metal
device used in joining panels in roof
construction. The clip substitutes for
lumber blocking and helps to spread
the load from one panelto the next
one.

panel construction A general term used
to describe construction where building
components are assembled elsewhere
before being broughtto a site for
placement.

panel divider Molding ortrim used tofill
ot cover the joint between twosurface
sheets.

panel door A door constructed with
panels, usually shaped to pattern,
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installed betweenthe stiles and rails
that form the outside frame of the door. 

 
 
 
 

       
 

  
 
   
panel door 

panel, drop See drop panel.

paneled door (Colonial door) A doorthat
consists of raised or indented panels.

panel heating A method of heating a
space usingfloor, wall, or roof panels in
which are embedded electric elements

orpipes for hot water, steam,or hotair.

paneling The material used to cover
an interiorwall. Paneling may be
made from a 4' x 4' select milled toa

pattern and may beeither hardwood
or softwood plywood,often prefinished
ot overlaid with a decorative finish, or
hardboard, and usually prefinished. 

   
paneling 

panel insert A metal unit used instead of
glass in a panel door.

panel mold A mold in whichplaster
panels are cast.

panel molding A decorative molding,
originally used to trim raised panel wall
construction.

panel patch See patch.

panelpin A very thin nail used to fasten
wood paneling to supports.

panelpoint Pointofintersection of the
membersofa truss.

panel product Any ofa variety of
wood products such as plywood,
particleboard, hardboard, and
waferboard, sold in sheets or panels.
Although sizes vary, the board size for
most panel products is 4' x 8'.

panel saw A powersaw held ina
framework and used in cutting panels
to size.

panelstrip 1. A strip extending across the
length or width ofa flat slab for design
purposes. 2, A narrow piece of wood or
metal used to hide a joint between two
sheathing boards forming a panel.

panel wall An exterior, non-load-bearing
wall with individual panels hung from
or supportedby the framingof the
building.

panel window A picture window with
several sash-or fixed-glazings.

pan form stair A metalstair assembly
with metal sheet pansat the treads to
hold precast or cast-in-place masonry
or stonetreads,

pan formwork The support-workfor
the forms while a concrete pan
construction flooror roofis being built.

pan fraction 1. The reported results
of mechanicalanalysis of granular
materials. 2. The weight of the
material retained on any onesieve
divided by the initial weight of the
sample.



pan head A head of a screw or rivet 
shaped like a truncated cone. 

panic bolt The bolt in panic hardware 
that is released by pressure on a 
horizontal bar. 

panic exit hardware, mortise type Panic 
exit hardware in which the lock 
mechanism is concealed within the 
door or set into a rectangular cavity 
( called a mortise) that has been cut in 
the edge of the door. 

panic exit hardware, rim type Panic exit 
hardware in which the lock mechanism 
is located on the inside face of the 
door. 

panic exit hardware, vertical rod type 
Panic exit hardware with latches at 
the top and/or bottom of the door. The 
latches are connected to a vertical rod 
that, in turn, is connected to a crossbar. 
In an emergency, the latches are 
released simply by pressing the crossbar. 

panic hardware A door-locking assembly 
that can be released quickly by pressure 
on a horizontal bar. Panic hardware is 
required by building codes on certain 
exits. 
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panic hardware 

panier A corbel form for smoothing the 
angle between a beam and pilaster. 

pan mixer See mixer, pan. 

panopticon A building plan with corridors 
that radiate from a central point. All 
corridors can be observed from that 
location. 

pan steps Prefabricated treads for a pan 
form stair. 

pantile A roofing tile shaped like an 
elongated "S." Joints are protected 
by the overlapping edges. In older 
buildings, galvanized roofing was 
sometimes used in the form of pantiles 
to imitate wood and slate shingles and 
terra-cotta tiles. 

pantograph A device for tracing drawings 
at different scales. 

pants Steel plates attached to the hammer 
of a pile driver to aid in driving sheet 
piling. 

pan-type humidifier A pan with water 
placed in a flow of air to increase 
humidity. A heating element may 
be placed in the pan for greater 
evaporation. 

pan-type stairs See pan form stair. 

pap The vertical outlet from a roof gutter. 

paper and wire Backing for tile 
installation that consists of tar paper 
and wire mesh or metal lath. 

paper backed lath Any lath with building 
paper attached. A paper backed lath 
serves as formwork and reinforcing for 
a concrete floor over open web joists. 

paper birch Betu!a papyrifeya. A North 
American birch with a tough bark. 

paperboard (pasteboard, cardboard) A 
stiff cardboard composed of layers of 
paper, or paper pulp, compressed into 
a sheet. 

paper, building A material used to cover 
framing and sheathing before the 
exterior wall covering is applied. 

papreg 

paper form A heavy paper mold used for 
casting concrete columns and other 
structural shapes. 

I //j 
paper form 

paperhanger A tradesperson experienced 
and trained in preparing surfaces for 
and hanging wall coverings. 

paper overlay Paper prepared for 
application to the face of a panel after 
first being printed in four colors with 
the grain and color of a more valuable 
wood, or in a decorative design. 

paper sheathing Felt or heavy paper 
sheets used as an air and/or vapor 
barrier in walls. 

paper sheathing 

paper wrap A method of packaging wood 
products for shipment on a truck or 
railroad flatcar, with the paper designed 
to protect the product from dirt and 
the elements. 

papreg A paper product produced by 
impregnating sheets of high-strength 
paper with synthetic resin and then 
laminating the sheets to form a dense, 
moisture-resistant product. 
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pan head A head ofa screw orrivet
shaped like a truncated cone.

panic bolt The bolt in panic hardware
thatis released by pressure on a
horizontal bar.

panic exit hardware, mortise type Panic
exit hardware in which the lock
mechanism is concealed within the

dooror set into a rectangular cavity
(called a mortise) that has been cut in
the edge of the door.

panic exit hardware, rim type Panic exit
hardware in which the lock mechanism
is located ontheinsideface of the
door.

panic exit hardware, vertical rod type
Panic exit hardware with latches at

the top and/orbottomofthe door. The
latches are connected to a vertical rod

that, in turn, is connected to a crossbar.
In an emergency, the latches are
released simply by pressing the crossbar.

panic hardware A doot-locking assembly
that can be released quickly by pressure
ona horizontal bar. Panic hardwareis

required by building codes on certain
exits.
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panier A corbel formfor smoothing the

angle between a beam andpilaster.

pan mixer See mixer, pan.

panopticon A building plan with corridors
that radiate from a central point. All
corridors can be observed from that
location.

pan steps Prefabricated treads for a pan
formstair.

pantile A roofingtile shaped like an
elongated “S.” Joints are protected
by the overlapping edges. In older
buildings, galvanized roofing was
sometimesused in the form of pantiles
to imitate wood andslate shingles and
terra-cottatiles.

pantograph A devicefor tracing drawings
at different scales.

pants Steel plates attached to the hammer
of a pile driverto aid in driving sheet
piling.

pan-type humidifier A pan with water
placed in a flow ofair to increase
humidity. A heating element may
be placed in the panfor greater
evaporation.

pan-typestairs See pan formstair.

pap The vertical outlet from a roofgutter.

paper and wire Backingfortile
installation that consists of tar paper
and wire mesh or metal lath.

paper backed lath Any lath with building
paper attached. A paperbacked lath
serves as formwork and reinforcing for
a concrete floor over open webjoists.

paper birch Betula papyrifeya. A North
American birch with a tough bark.

paperboard (pasteboard, cardboard) A
stiff cardboard composedoflayers of
paper, or paper pulp, compressed into
a sheet.

paper, building A material used to cover
framing and sheathing before the
exterior wall coveringis applied.

papreg

paper form A heavy papermold used for
casting concrete columns and other
structural shapes. 
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paperhanger A tradesperson experienced
and trained in preparing surfaces for
and hanging wall coverings.

paper overlay Paper prepared for
application to the face of a panelafter
first being printed in four colors with
the grain and color of a more valuable
wood, orin a decorative design.

paper sheathing Felt or heavy paper
sheets used as an ait and/or vapor
barrierin walls.
 

 
paper sheathing

  
 

paper wrap A method of packaging wood
products for shipment on a truck or
railroad flatcar, with the paperdesigned
to protect the productfrom dirt and
the elements.

papreg A paper product produced by
impregnating sheets of high-strength
paper with synthetic resin and then
laminating the sheets to form a dense,
moisture-resistant product.
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parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR) lamp 

parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR) 
lamp A lamp that utilizes a light 
reflector shaped so as to project 
light from a small source in an 
approximately parallel beam, as in a 
spotlight. 

parabolic luminaire A fluorescent fixture 
with a louver of parabolic-shaped 
baffles that provide excellent light 
control and reduce glare. 

paraffin-based oil Petroleum oil used as 
summer oil, dormant spray, and as a 
vehicle for conveying pesticides. Also 
used as an additive to increase the 
effectiveness of pesticides. 

paraform Paraformaldehyde, an additive 
used with wood flour as a hardener 
in adhesives. See also resorcinal resin 
adhesive. 

paragraph In contract documents, the 
first subdivision of an article. The next 
levels are subparagraphs and clauses. 

paraline drawings Projected pictorial 
drawings of an object or building 
that give a three-dimensional quality. 
Oblique, dimetric, isometric, and 
trimetric are examples of paraline 
drawings. 

parallel 1. The condition in which two 
lines or planes are an equal distance 
apart at all points. 2. Electric blasting 
caps arranged so that the firing current 
passes through all of them at the same 
time. 

parallel activities Two or more activities 
than can be done at the same time. 
Allows a project to be completed 
faster than if activities were arranged 
sequentially. * 

parallel application An installation of 
gypsum board with the long dimension 
of the board in the same direction as 
the framing members. 

parallel chord truss An engineered 
structural component, composed of a 
combination of members, with its top 
and bottom members positioned flat 
and parallel to each other. 

parallel circuit An electrical circuit that 
has at least two paths for electricity to 
flow, with loads parallel to each other 
as a result. 

parallel configuration An electrical 
configuration that provides more than 
one path for the flow of current. 

parallel connection A connection at 
which a flow is diverted to two or more 
parallel conduits. 

parallel flow An arrangement of a heat 
exchanger where the hot and cold 
materials enter at the same end and 
flow to the exit. 

parallel gutter See box gutter. 

parallel-laminated veneer A product 
in which the veneers have been 
laminated with their grains parallel to 
one another. Parallel laminated veneer 
is used in furniture and cabinetry to 
provide flexibility over curved surfaces, 
and in the production of laminated 
veneer structural products. 

parallel series Two or more series of 
blasting caps arranged in parallel. 

parallel siding ( square-edged siding) 1 . 
Siding that is not beveled. 2. Siding 
having edges of the same thickness. 

parallel welding The joining of metal 
parts by fusion, with the electric 
current that produces the weld divided 
and routed through the electrode and 
metal along similar paths. 

parallel-wire unit A posttensioning 
tendon composed of a number of wires 
or strands which are approximately 
parallel. 

parameter A variable in a mathematical 
expression. 

parameter estimate A cost estimate based 
on an evaluation of the building's 
systems. 

parametric estimate Estimating 
algorithms or cost estimating 
relationships that are highly 
probabilistic in nature (i.e., the 
parameters or quantification inputs to 
the algorithm tend to be abstractions 
of the scope). Typical parametric 
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algorithms include, but are not limited 
to, factoring techniques, gross unit 
costs, and cost models (i.e., algorithms 
intended to replicate the cost 
performance of a process of system). * 

parapet 1. That part of a wall that extends 
above the roof level. 2. A low wall 
along the top of a dam. 

parapet 

parapet gutter A gutter built or placed 
behind a parapet. 

parapet skirting Roofing felt turned up 
against a parapet. 

parapet wall See parapet. 

parcel A contiguous land area, subject to 

single ownership and legally recorded 
as a single unit. 

paretta Cast masonry with a surface of 
protruding pebbles. 

parge To coat with plaster, particularly 
foundation walls and rough masonry. 

parge coat A coat of masonry cement 
applied to masonry for resistance to 
penetration of moisture. 

pargetting 1. Lining of a flue to aid 
in smooth flow and increase fire 
resistance. 2. Application of a 
dampproofing masonry cement. 3. 
Ornamental, often elaborate, facing for 
plaster walls. 
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pargetting 

parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR) lamp 

 
parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR)

lamp A lamp thatutilizes a light
reflector shaped so as to project
light from a small source in an
approximately parallel beam,as in a
spotlight.

parabolic luminaire A fluorescentfixture
with a louverof parabolic-shaped
baffles that provide excellentlight
control and reduceglare.

paraffin-based oil Petroleumoil used as
summeroil, dormant spray, and as a
vehicle for conveying pesticides. Also
used as an additive to increase the

effectiveness ofpesticides.

paraform Paraformaldehyde, an additive
used with wood flour as a hardener
in adhesives. See also resorcinal resin
adhesive.

paragraph In contract documents, the
first subdivision of an article. The next

levels are subparagraphs andclauses.

paraline drawings Projected pictorial
drawingsof an object or building
that give a three-dimensional quality.
Oblique, dimetric, isometric, and
trimetric are examplesof paraline
drawings.

parallel 1. The condition in which two
lines or planes are an equal distance
apart at all points. 2. Electric blasting
caps arranged so that thefiring current
passes throughall of them at the same
time.

parallel activities Two or more activities
than can be done at the sametime.

Allows a project to be completed
faster thanif activities were arranged
sequentially. *

parallel application Aninstallationof
gypsum board with the long dimension
of the board in the same direction as

the framing members.

parallel chord truss An engineered
structural component, composed ofa
combination of members, with its top
and bottom members positioned flat
and parallel to each other.
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parallel circuit Anelectrical circuit that
has at least two pathsforelectricity to
flow, with loads parallel to each other
as a result.

parallel configuration Anelectrical
configuration that provides more than
one pathfor the flow of current.

parallel connection A connectionat
whicha flow is diverted to two or more

parallel conduits.

parallel flow Anarrangementofa heat
exchanger wherethe hot and cold
materials enter at the same end and
flow to the exit.

parallel gutter See box gutter.

parallel-laminated veneer A product
in whichthe veneers have been

laminated with their grains parallel to
one another. Parallel laminated veneer

is used in furniture and cabinetry to
provideflexibility over curved surfaces,
and in the production of laminated
veneerstructural products.

parallel series Two or more series of
blasting caps arrangedin parallel.

parallel siding (square-edged siding) 1.
Siding that is not beveled. @. Siding
having edges of the same thickness.

parallel welding The joining of metal
parts by fusion, with the electric
current that produces the weld divided
and routed through the electrode and
metalalong similar paths.

parallel-wire unit A posttensioning
tendon composed of a numberof wires
orstrands which are approximately
parallel.

parameter A variable in a mathematical
expression.

parameterestimate A cost estimate based
on an evaluation of the building’s
systems.

parametric estimate Estimating
algorithmsor cost estimating
relationships that are highly
probabilistic in nature (i.e., the
parameters or quantification inputs to
the algorithmtend to be abstractions
of the scope). Typical parametric

algorithms include, but are not limited
to, factoring techniques, gross unit
costs, and cost models (i.e., algorithms
intended to replicate the cost
performanceof a process of system). *

parapet 1. That part of a wall that extends
abovethe rooflevel. 2. A low wall

along the top of a dam. 

   
parapet 

parapet gutter A gutter built or placed
behind a parapet.

parapetskirting Roofingfelt turned up
against a parapet.

parapet wall See parapet.

parcel A contiguous land area, subject to
single ownership andlegally recorded
as a single unit.

paretta Cast masonry with a surface of
protruding pebbles.

parge To coat with plaster, particularly
foundation walls and rough masonry.

parge coat A coat of masonry cement
applied to masonryforresistance to
penetration of moisture.

pargetting 1. Lining ofa flue to aid
in smooth flow andincreasefire

resistance. 2. Application of a
dampproofing masonry cement.3.
Ornamental, often elaborate, facing for
plasterwalls. 

 
pargetting

  
 



Parian cement A hard finish plaster, 
similar to Keene's cement plaster, 
except borax is used as an additive in 
place of alum. 

paring Trimming wood by shaving small 
portions from the surface with a chisel. 

paring chisel A long-handled chisel used 
to shape wood by hand without the use 
of a mallet. 

paring gouge A long thin woodworking 
gouge, the cutting edge of which is 
beveled on the concave side. 

parkerized Descriptive of steel products, 
such as fasteners, that have been given 
a zinc phosphate coating for corrosion 
protection. 

parking garage A garage for short term 
storage of automobiles only. 

parking lot A ground-level space for short 
term storage of automobiles. 

parking space A marked-off area for short 
term storage of a single automobile. 

PAR lamp See parabolic aluminized 
reflector lamp. 

parliament hinge An H-shaped hinge. 

parquet flooring A floor covering 
composed of small pieces of wood, 
usually forming a geometric design. 

parquet flooring 

parquet strip A wood flooring composed 
of tongued and grooved hardwood 
boards. 

parsing A thin coat of plaster or masonry 
cement. 

partial cover plate A cover plate attached 
to the flange of a girder but not 
extending the full length of the girder. 

partially air-dried (PAD) Wood seasoned 
to some extent by exposure to the 
atmosphere without artificial heat, but 
still considered green or unseasoned. 

partial occupancy An owner's occupation 
and use of a project before final 
completion. See also final completion. 

partial payment See progress payment. 

partial prestressing Prestressing to a 
stress level such that, under design 
loads, tensile stresses exist in the 
precompressed tensile zone of the 
prestressed member. 

partial release Release in a prestressed 
concrete member of a portion of the 
total prestress initially held wholly in 
the prestressed reinforcement. 

particleboard A generic term used to 
describe panel products made from 
discrete particles of wood or other 
ligno-cellulosic material rather than 
from fibers. The wood particles are 
mixed with resins and formed into a 
solid board under heat and pressure. 

particle shape The shape of a particle. See 
also cubical piece, elongated piece, and 
flat piece. 

particle size 1. Minimum particle 
diameter that will be removed by an air 
filter. 2. Diameter of a pigment particle 
in paint. 3. Diameter of a grain of sand 
in a mechanical analysis test. 

particle size distribution 
A tabulation of the result of 
mechanical analysis expressed as the 
percentage by weight passing through 
each of a series of sieves. 

particulate pollution Pollution made 
up of small liquid or solid particles 
suspended in the atmosphere or water 
supply. 

parting bead A narrow strip between the 
upper and lower sashes in a double
hung window frame. 

parting slip A thin piece of wood in 
the cased frame of a sash window 
separating the sash weights. 

partition tile I 

parting stop See parting bead. 

parting tool A turning tool with a narrow 
blade and V-shaped gouge used for 
cutting recesses or grooves in wood. 

partition A dividing wall within a 
building, usually non-load-bearing. 

partition 

partition block Light concrete masonry 
unit with a nominal thickness of 4" 
to 611

• 

partition block 

partition plate The top horizontal 
member of a partition, which may 
support joists or rafters. 

partition stud A steel or wood upright in 
a partition. 

partition tile A hollow, clay unit for use 
in interior partitions. The surface of 
a partition tile is often grooved for 
plastering. 
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partition tile 

Parian cement A hard finish plaster,
similar to Keene’s cementplaster,
except borax is used as an additive in
place of alum.

paring Trimming woodby shaving small
portions from the surface with a chisel.

paring chisel A long-handled chisel used
to shape wood by hand withoutthe use
of a mallet.

pating gouge A long thin woodworking
gouge, the cutting edge of whichis
beveled on the concaveside.

parkerized Descriptive of steel products,
such asfasteners, that have been given
azine phosphate coating for corrosion
protection.

parking garage A garage for short term
storage of automobiles only.

parking lot A ground-levelspace for short
term storage of automobiles.

parking space A marked-off area for short
term storage of a single automobile.

PAR lamp See parabolic aluminized
reflector lamp.

parliament hinge An H-shaped hinge.

parquetflooring A floor covering
composed of small pieces of wood,
usually forming a geometric design. 

   
 

parquet strip A wood flooring composed
of tongued and grooved hardwood
boards.

parsing A thin coatofplaster or masonry
cement.

partial cover plate A coverplate attached
to the flange ofa girder but not
extending the full length of the girder.

partially air-dried (PAD) Wood seasoned
to some extent by exposure to the
atmosphere withoutartificial heat, but
still considered green or unseasoned.

partial occupancy An owner’s occupation
and use of a project before final
completion. See also final completion.

partial payment See progress payment.

partial prestressing Prestressing to a
stress level such that, under design
loads, tensile stresses exist in the
precompressed tensile zone of the
prestressed member.

partial release Release in a prestressed
concrete memberof a portion of the
total prestress initially held wholly in
the prestressed reinforcement.

particleboard A generic term used to
describe panel products made from
discrete particles of wood or other
ligno-cellulosic material rather than
from fibers. The wood particles are
mixed with resins and formed into a

solid board under heat and pressure.

particle shape The shapeofa particle. See
also cubical piece, elongated piece, and
flat piece.  

particle size 1. Minimumparticle
diameter that will be removed by an air
filter. 2. Diameter of a pigmentparticle
in paint. 3. Diameter of a grain of sand
in a mechanical analysis test.

particle size distribution
A tabulation ofthe result of

mechanical analysis expressed as the
percentage by weight passing through
each ofa series ofsieves.

particulate pollution Pollution made
up of smallliquid orsolid particles
suspended in the atmosphereor water
supply.

parting bead A narrow strip between the
upper and lowersashes in a double-
hung window frame.

parting slip A thin piece of wood in
the cased frame of a sash window

separating the sash weights.

parting stop See parting bead.

parting tool A turning tool with a narrow
blade and V-shaped gouge usedfor
cutting recesses or grooves in wood.

partition A dividing wall within a
building, usually non-load-bearing. 
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partition

  
partition block Light concrete masonry

unit with a nominal thickness of 4"
to 6". 
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partition plate The top horizonta
memberof a partition, which may
supportjoists or rafters.

 
partition stud A steel or wood uprightin

a partition.

partition tile A hollow, clay unit for use
in interior partitions. The surface of
a partition tile is often groovedfor
plastering.
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partnering 

l? 
partnering A set of collaborative processes 

(as opposed to a relationship only); 
a commitment to achieve mutually 
identified objectives between two 
(or more) organizations, based on 
cooperation, open communication, 
and heightened effectiveness through 
continuous improvement. 

partnership The joining of two or more 
individuals for a business purpose 
whereby profits and liabilities are 
shared. 

party wall A common wall between two 
living units. 

Pascal's law A principle that states that 
pressure applied to a confined fluid at 
any point is transmitted equally in all 
directions. 

pass 1. One-direction application of a 
substance, such as paint or a layer of 
shotcrete, placed in one movement 
over the field of operation. 2. A single 
progression of a welding operation 
along a joint, resulting in a weld bead. 

passage (passageway) A horizontal space 
for moving from one area of a building 
to another. 

pass door A door through the wall 
separating a stage from the auditorium. 

passenger elevator An elevator mainly 
used for people. 

passings The dimension of the overlap 
between sheets of flashing. 

passivate To render a material, such as a 
steel surface, inert, typically by using a 
chemical or electrochemical process. 

passive design An approach to design 
that minimizes energy consumed by 
burning fuel or using power. See also 
sustainable design. 

passive solar energy system A solar 
energy system that collects and 
distributes thermal energy through a 
structure via natural means, without 
using pumps or fans. 

pass-through An opening in a partition 
for passing objects between adjacent 
areas. 

pass-through clause Contract language 
that allows a general contractor 
to pass risk and responsibilities to 
subcontractors by reference. 

paste 1. Caulk or lime putty. 2. A 
concentrated pigment that must be 
diluted before it is applied. 

paste board See paper board. 

paste content (of concrete) Proportional 
volume of cement paste in concrete, 
mortar, or the like, expressed as volume 
percent of the entire mixture. See also 
neat cement paste. 

paste filler A filler in paste form used in 
preparing wood surfaces for painting. 

paste paint A paste-like mixture of 
pigment and solvent, usually requiring 
additional solvent for use. 

paste volume (of concrete) See paste 
content. 

pat A specimen of neat cement paste 
about 3" (76 mm) in diameter and½" 
( 13 mm) in thickness at the center, 
and tapering into a thin edge on a flat 
glass plate for indicating setting time. 

patch 1. A piece of wood or synthetic 
material used to fill defects in the plies 
of plywood. Also called a plug. 2. A 
compound used in stonemasonry to 
replace chips and broken corners or 
edges in fabricated pieces of cut stone 
or to fill natural voids. The patch is 
applied in plastic form. 

patch board (patch panel) A board 
with jacks and plugs for terminals of 
electric circuits. The circuits may be 
temporarily interconnected by patch 
cords. 

patch gun 1. A hand tool that "shoots" 
a premixed material for patching and 
repairing exterior finishes like stucco. 
2. A hand tool used to apply joint 
compound to drywall. 

patching machine A machine that cuts 
out the defect in a piece of veneer and 
replaces the defect with a solid piece of 
veneer used as a patch. The machine is 
often referred to by the brand name of 
the machine. 
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patch panel See patch board. 

patent defect A defect present in 
materials, equipment, or completed 
work detectable by reasonably careful 
observation. A patent defect is 
distinguished from a latent defect, 
which could not be discovered by 
reasonable observation. See also latent 
defect. 

patent glazing Any of a number of 
devices, usually preformed neoprene 
gaskets, for securing glass in frames 
without putty. 

patent hammer A hammer with chisel
like faces, used for dressing stone. 

patent-hammered Stonework finish 
applied to the face of building stone. 

patent knotting A solution of shellac and 
benzine or similar solvent used to seal 
knots in wood. 

patent plaster A packaged hard plaster. 

patent stone (artificial soil) Stone chips 
embedded in a binder of mortar, 
cement, or plaster. The surface may be 
ground and/or polished. 

patina Color and texture added to a 
surface as a result of oxidation or use, 
such as the green coating on copper or 
its alloys. 

patio An outdoor area, usually paved 
and sometimes shaded, adjoining a 
building. 

patten The base of a column. 

pattern 1. A plan or model to be a guide 
in making objects. 2. A form used to 
shape the interior of a mold. 

pattern cracking Fine openings on 
concrete surfaces in the form of a 
pattern, resulting from a decrease in 
volume of the material near the surface 
and/or an increase in volume of the 
material below the surface. 

patterned glass A type of glass used to 
control light, obscure visual detail 
for privacy, or to provide decorntive 
effects. 



patternmaker's saw A small hand saw 
with fine teeth used to make intricate 
cuts. 

pattern staining Dark areas on finished 
plaster, particularly on the interior 
of external walls, which are caused 
by different thermal conductances of 
backings. 

paumelle A door hinge with a single joint, 
usually of modern design. 

(9 
(9 

paumelle 

paved invert In piping, the lower portion 
of a corrugated metal pipe whose 
corrugations have been filled with 
smooth bituminous material to resist 
scour and erosion and improve flow. 

pavement base The layer of a pavement 
immediately below the sutfacing 
material and above the subbase. 

pavement, concrete A layer of concrete 
over roads, sidewalks, canals, 
playgrounds, and those areas used 
for storage or parking. See also rigid 
pavement. 

pavement, concrete 

pavement light Transparent or translucent 
inserts in a pavement to light a space 
below. 

pavement saw A self-propelled machine 
with a circular saw blade for cutting 
control joints. 

pavement saw 

pavement sealer A bituminous coating 
used to seal and renew the surface of 
asphalt paving. 

pavement structure The collection of 
courses of specified materials placed on 
a graded surface. 

paver 1. A block or tile used as a wearing 
surface. 2. A machine that places 
concrete pavements. 

pavilion roof 1. A roof composed of 
equally hipped areas. 2. A pyramid
shaped roof. 

paving The hard surface covering of 
areas such as walks, roadways, ramps, 
waterways, parking areas, and airport 
runways. 

paving aggregate The various solid 
materials, such as sand, gravel, or slag, 
used in construction of a pavement. 

paving asphalt A sticky residue from the 
refining of crude oil. Paving asphalt is 
used in built-up roofing systems, as the 
binder in asphaltic concrete, or as a 
waterproofing agent. 

paving breaker (chipper) A hand-held, 
pneumatic tool for cutting pavements. 

paving brick A vitrified clay brick with 
good resistance to abrasion. 

paving/curbing layout drawings Graphic 
layout of parking lots and driveways. 
These drawings show the various types 
of bituminious concrete, brick paving 

payment schedule I 

and curbing, and the limits of each, 
and are helpful for calculating areas 
and measurements. 

paving stone (rock) A block of natural 
stone shaped or selected for use in a 
pavement surface. 

paving stone (rock) 

paving train An assemblage of equipment 
designed to place and finish a concrete 
pavement. 

paving unit A fabricated or shaped unit 
used in a pavement surface. 

payback method A technique of 
economic evaluation that determines 
the time required for the cumulative 
benefits from an investment to recover 
the investment cost and other accrued 
costs. * 

payback period (PB) Measures the length 
of time until accumulated savings are 
sufficient to pay back the initial cost. 
Discounted payback (DPB) takes into 
account the time value of money by 
using time-adjusted cash flows. If the 
discount rate is assumed to be zero, the 
method is called simple payback (SPB). 

payment bond A form of security 
purchased by the contractor from a 
surety, which is provided to guarantee 
that the contractor will pay all costs 
of labor, materials, and other services 
related to the project for which he 
is responsible under the contract 
for construction. See also labor and 
material payment bond. 

payment request See application for 
payment. 

payment schedule An arrangement for 
payments to the contractor, typically 
based on amounts of work completed. 
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patternmaker’s saw A small hand saw
with fine teeth used to make intricate
cuts,

pattern staining Dark areas on finished
plaster, particularly on the interior
of external walls, which are caused
by different thermal conductancesof
backings.

paumelle A doorhinge with a single joint,
usually of modern design. 

 
paumelle

  
 

paved invert In piping, the lower portion
of a corrugated metal pipe whose
corrugations havebeenfilled with
smooth biturninous material to resist

scour and erosion and improveflow.

pavement base The layer of a pavement
immediately below the surfacing
material and above the subbase.

pavement, concrete A layer of concrete
overroads, sidewalks, canals,
playgrounds, and those areas used
for storage orparking. See also rigid
pavement. 

 
pavement, concrete

  
 

pavementlight Transparent ortranslucent
inserts in a pavementto light a space
below.

pavement sawAself-propelled machine
with a circular saw blade for cutting
control joints. 

   
pavement saw 

pavement sealer A bituminouscoating
used to seal and renew the surface of

asphalt paving.

pavementstructure The collection of
courses of specified materials placed on
a graded surface.

paver 1. A block ortile used as a wearing
surface. 2. A machine thatplaces
concrete pavements.

pavilion roof 1. A roof composed of
equally hipped areas. 2. A pyramid-
shaped roof.

paving The hard surface covering of
areas suchas walks, roadways, ramps,
waterways, parking areas, and airport
runways.

paving aggregate The varioussolid
materials, such as sand, gravel, orslag,
used in construction of a pavement.

paving asphalt A sticky residue from the
refining of crude oil. Paving asphale is
used in built-up roofing systems, as the
binder in asphaltic concrete, or as a
waterproofing agent.

paving breaker (chipper) A hand-held,
pneumatic tool for cutting pavements.

paving brick A vitrified clay brick with
good resistance to abrasion.

paving/curbing layout drawings Graphic
layout of parking lots and driveways.
These drawings showthe various types
of bituminious concrete, brick paving

and curbing, and the limits of each,
and are helpful for calculating areas
and measurements.

paving stone (rock) A block of natural
stone shaped orselected for use in a
pavementsurface. 

 
paving stone (rock)

  
 

paving train An assemblage of equipment
designed to place and finish a concrete
pavement.

paving unit A fabricated or shaped unit
used in a pavementsurface.

payback method A technique of
economic evaluation that determines

the time required for the cumulative
benefits from an investment to recover
the investment cost and other accrued
costs. *

payback period (PB) Measures the length
of time until accumulatedsavings are
sufficient to pay backtheinitial cost.
Discounted payback (DPB) takes into
accountthe time value of money by
using time-adjusted cashflows.If the
discountrate is assumed to be zero, the
methodis called simple payback (SPB).

payment bond A formofsecurity
purchased by the contractor from a
surety, which is provided to guarantee
that the contractorwill pay all costs
oflabor, materials, and otherservices
related to the project for which he
is responsible under the contract
for construction. See also labor and

material payment bond.

payment request See application for
payment.

payment schedule Anarrangementfor
payments to the contractot, typically
based on amounts of work completed.
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payments withheld 

p 
payments withheld A provision of AJA 

document A201-General Conditions 
of the Contract for Construction, 
Paragraph 9.6, which provides that 
the owner may withhold payments 
to the contractor if, in the opinion of 
the design professional, the work falls 
behind the schedule of construction, 
or in the event that the work deviates 
from the provisions of the contract 
documents. 

payout time The time required to recover 
the original fixed investment from 
profit and depreciation. Most recent 
practice is to base payout time on an 
actual sales projection. * 

payroll deductions Amounts withheld 
from gross pay by the employer, 
including federal and state taxes, union 
dues, and medical insurance. 

p bar A heavy steel bar, shaped like a 
chisel at one end, used for prying. 

peacock's eye A circular marking in 
wood, such as bird's eye in maple, 
found particularly in sugar maple but 
also in other species. 

pea gravel Screened gravel, most of the 
particles of which will pass a½" (9.5 
mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 4 
(4.75 mm) sieve. 

pea gravel grout A grout with pea gravel 
added. 

peaked roof A roof of two or more slopes 
that rises to a peak. 

peak joint The joint of a roof truss that is 
at the ridge. 

peal<joint 

peak levels In measuring ambient air 
contamination, above average levels 
of ambient contamination due to 

the sudden release of a contaminant 
into the air. Usually occurs for a short 
period of time immediately following 
the release. 

peak load The maximum demand or 
design load of a device, system, or 
structure over a designated time period. 

peak-load controller An electrical 
controller used to limit the maximum 
power demands to a device or system. 

peat Fibrous organic matter in various 
stages of decomposition, found in 
swamps and bogs, and used to enrich 
soil for plantings. 

peat moss 1. A type of moss growing in 
wet areas. 2. The partially decomposed 
moss used as mulch. 

peavey A long-shafted tool with a hook 
that is used by loggers to roll logs, break 
jams, pry rocks, tighten chains, and 
push over trees. 

pebble dash (rock dash) An exterior 
finish in which crushed rock or pebbles 
are embedded in mortar, plaster or 
stucco. 

pecan Carya illinoensis. One of the largest 
native hickories, its wood is used 
in furniture and flooring, while it is 
grown commercially for its nuts in the 
Mississippi River valley. 

peck 1. Channeled or pitted areas or 
pockets sometimes found in cedar or 
cypress, the decay resulting from fungus 
in isolated spots. 2. A dry measure 
equal to two gallons. 

pecky Characterized by peck, channeled, 
or pitted areas or pockets found in 
cedar and cypress. 

pecky timber Decay-spotted timber. In 
cedar and cypress the decay stops when 
the wood is dried. 

pedestal 1. An upright compression 
member whose height does not exceed 
three times its average least lateral 
dimension, such as a short pier or 
plinth used as the base for a column. 
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2. Utility boxes that house connections 
and/or switches for telephone, 
electrical, or cable television service. 

pedestal 

pedestal floor A flooring system 
that is elevated from the subfloor 
to accommodate cabling, piping, 
ductwork, or other building systems. 

pedestal lavatory Lavatory supported by a 
pedestal rather than wall hung. Supply 
and waste lines are enclosed by the 
pedestal. 

pedestal pavers A paving system suitable 
for pedestrian traffic that features 
concrete or stone pavers on pedestals 
over an insulated base. 

pedestal pile A cast-in-place concrete pile 
constructed so that concrete is forced 
out into a widened bulb or pedestal 
shape at the foot of the pipe which 
forms the pile. 

pedestal pile 

pedestal urinal A urinal that is supported 
by a pedestal rather than wall-hung. 
Supply and waste lines are enclosed by 
the pedestal. 

payments withheld 

 
payments withheld A provision of AIA

document A201-General Conditions

of the Contract for Construction,
Paragraph 9.6, which provides that
the owner may withhold payments
to the contractorif, in the opinion of
the design professional, the workfalls
behind the schedule of construction,
or in the eventthat the work deviates

from the provisionsof the contract
documents.

payout time The time required to recover
the originalfixed investmentfrom
profit and depreciation. Most recent
practice is to base payout time on an
actual sales projection. *

payroll deductions Amounts withheld
from gross pay by the employer,
including federal and state taxes, union
dues, and medicalinsurance.

p bar A heavysteel bar, shaped like a
chisel at one end, used for prying.

peacock’s eye A circular marking in
wood, suchas bird’s eye in maple,
found particularly in sugar maple but
also in otherspecies.

pea gravel Screened gravel, most of the
particles of which will pass a ¥%" (9.5
mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 4
(4.75 mm) sieve.

pea gravel grout A grout with pea gravel
added.

peaked roof A roof of two or more slopes
thatrises to a peak.

peak joint The joint of a roof truss thatis
at the ridge.
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peakjoint

 
peak levels In measuring ambient air

contamination, above average levels
of ambient contamination due to
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the sudden release of a contaminant

into the air. Usually occurs for a short
period oftime immediately following
the release.

peak load The maximum demandor
design load of a device, system, or
structure overa designated time period.

peak-load controller An electrical
controller used to limit the maximum

power demands to a device orsystem.

peat Fibrous organic matterin various
stages of decomposition, found in
swamps and bogs, and used to enrich
soil for plantings.

peat moss 1, A type of moss growingin
wet areas. 2. The partially decomposed
moss used as mulch.

peavey A long-shafted tool with a hook
thatis used by loggers to roll logs, break
jams, pry rocks, tighten chains, and
pushovertrees.

pebble dash (rock dash) Anexterior
finish in which crushed rock or pebbles
are embedded in mortar, plaster or
stucco.

pecan Carya illmoensis. One ofthe largest
native hickories, its wood is used
in furniture and flooring, while it is
grown commercially forits nuts in the
Mississippi River valley.

peck 1. Channeled orpitted areas or
pockets sometimes found in cedar or
cypress, the decay resulting from fungus
in isolated spots. 2. A dry measure
equal to two gallons.

pecky Characterized by peck, channeled,
or pitted areas or pockets found in
cedar and cypress.

pecky timber Decay-spotted timber. In
cedar and cypress the decay stops when
the woodis dried.

pedestal 1. An upright compression
member whose height does not exceed
three timesits average least lateral
dimension, such as a short pier or
plinth used as the base for a column.

. Utility boxes that house connections
and/or switchesfor telephone,
electrical, or cable television service. 

pedestal

  
 

pedestal floor A flooring system
thatis elevated from the subfloor

to accommodate cabling,piping,
ductwork,or other building systems.

pedestal lavatory Lavatory supported by a
pedestal rather than wall hung. Supply
and waste lines are enclosed by the
pedestal.

pedestal pavers A paving system suitable
for pedestrian traffic that features
concrete or stone pavers on pedestals
overan insulated base.

pedestal pile A cast-in-place concretepile
constructed so that concrete is forced

out into a widened bulb orpedestal
shape at the foot of the pipe which
forms thepile.
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pedestal pile

 

  
 

pedestal urinal A urinal that is supported
by a pedestal rather than wall-hung.
Supply and waste lines are enclosed by
the pedestal.



pedestrian control device Any device, 
especially turnstiles, but including 
gates, railings, or posts, used to control 
the movement of pedestrians. 

pediment A decorative unit, often 
triangular in shape, above a doorway. 

pediment 

peel To produce veneer from a log 
through rotary cutting. 

peel-away A caustic stripper used to 
remove paint on sensitive, historic 
materials without causing damage. 

peeler A log from which veneer is 
peeled on a lathe, for the production 
of plywood. A peeler-grade log most 
frequently is from an old-growth tree, 
with a high proportion of clear wood. 

peeler core That portion of a peeler block 
that remains after the veneer has been 
taken. Peeler cores are often used as 
raw material for the production of 
studs. 

peeling 1. A process in which thin 
flakes of mortar are broken away 
from a concrete surface, such as by 
deterioration or by adherence of surface 
mortar to forms as they are removed. 
2. Separation of paint or other coating 
from the surface to which it was 
applied, often caused by poor adhesion 
due to inadequate pre-painting 
preparation, or effects of moisture. 

peen The end of a hammer, other than a 
claw hammer, opposite the hammering 
face. A peen may be pointed or ball-
or cone-shaped. A peen is used for 
chipping, indenting, and metalworking. 

peen-coated nail A mechanically 
galvanized nail coated by tumbling in a 
container with zinc dust and glass balls. 

peen-hammered finish A textured finish 
on the surface of a material. 

peening To hammer, bend, or shape with 
a peen. 

peg 1. A pointed pin of wood used to 
fasten wood members together. 2. A 
short, pointed wooden stick used as a 
marker by surveyors. 

peg-and-plank A rustic wood floor of 
planks and exposed pegs. 

pegboard A hard fiberboard sheet, usually 
¼" thick with regular rows of holes for 
attaching pegs or hooks. 

pelmet A valance or cornice, sometimes 
decorative, at the head of a window 
to conceal a drapery track or other 
fittings. 

pelmet board A board at the head of a 
window, acting as a pelmet. 

pelmet lighting Lighting furnished by 
sources that are concealed by a pelmet. 

penal bond A combined performance, and 
labor and material payment bond. 

penal sum An amount specified in a bond 
or contract designated as a penalty 
to be paid by a specific signatory if 
contractual obligations are not met. 

penalty and bonus clause See bonus and 
penalty clause. 

penalty clause A clause in a contract 
specifying a charge against the 
contractor for failure to complete the 
work by a pre-arranged date. See also 
liquidated damages. 

pencil cedar Eastern red cedar. 

penciling Painting mortar joints, usually 
white. 

penetration 

pencil rod Plain metal rod of about ¼" 
( 6 mm) diameter. 

pencil rot A type of decay found in cedar. 

pencil stock Pieces of eastern red cedar or 
incense cedar from which pencils are 
manufactured. Pencil stock consists of 
squares 8" in length, or in multiples of 
8", and equal to the thickness of the 
piece in width. 

pendant 1. An electric device suspended 
from overhead. 2. A suspended 
ornament in Gothic architecture, used 
in vaults and timber roofs. 

pendant luminaire A suspended lighting 
unit. 

pendant luminaire 

pendant switch An electric switch 
suspended by an electric cord and used 
to control lamps or other devices that 
are out of reach. 

pendent sprinkler A fire safety system 
sprinkler with a head that features a 
deflector plate that directs discharged 
water downward. 

pendulum saw See swing saw. 

penetrant An additive that increases a 
liquid's ability to penetrate a surface 
or enter the pores of a substrate. 
Penetrants are typically used as wetting 
agents. 

penetrating finish A low-viscosity oil or 
varnish that penetrates into wood with 
only a film of material at the surface. 

penetration 1. A test of the hardness of 
an asphalt utilizing a weighted needle 
at standard conditions. 2. The cut-off 
depth of piles or sheet piling. 3. The 
depth of a caisson below ground level. 
4. The intersection of two surfaces of 
vaulting. 
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especially turnstiles, but including
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peel To produce veneerfrom a log
through rotary cutting.

 
peel-away A caustic stripper used to

remove paint on sensitive, historic
materials without causing damage.

peeler A log from whichveneeris
peeled ona lathe, for the production
of plywood. A peeler-grade log most
frequentlyis from an old-growthtree,
with a high proportion of clear wood.

peeler core That portion ofa peeler block
that remainsafter the veneer has been
taken. Peeler cores are often used as

raw material for the production of
studs.

peeling 1. A process in which thin
flakes of mortar are broken away
from a concrete surface, such as by
deterioration or by adherenceof surface
mortarto forms as they are removed.
2. Separation of paint orother coating
from the surface to whichit was

applied, often caused by poor adhesion
due to inadequate pre-painting
preparation,oreffects of moisture.

peen The end of a hammer, other than a
claw hammer, opposite the hammering
face. A peen maybe pointed orball-
or cone-shaped. A peenis used for
chipping, indenting, and metalworking.

peen-coated nail A mechanically
galvanized nail coated by tumbling in a
container with zinc dust and glassballs.

peen-hammered finish A textured finish
onthe surface of a material.

peening To hammer, bend, or shape with
a peen.

 
peg 1. A pointedpin of wood used to

fasten wood members together. 2. A
short, pointed woodenstick used as a
matkerby surveyors.

peg-and-plank A rustic wood floorof
planks and exposed pegs.

pegboard A hard fiberboard sheet, usually
Ya" thick with regular rows of holes for
attaching pegs or hooks.

pelmet A valance or cornice, sometimes
decorative, at the head of a window
to conceala drapery track or other
fittings.

pelmet board A board at the headof a
window,acting as a pelmet.

pelmetlighting Lighting furnished by
sources that are concealed by a pelmet.

penal bond A combined performance, and
labor and material payment bond.

penal sum Anamountspecified in a bond
or contract designated as a penalty
to be paid bya specific signatoryif
contractual obligations are not met.

penalty and bonusclause See bonus and
penalty clause.

penalty clause A clause in a contract
specifying a charge against the
contractorfor failure to complete the
work by a pre-arrangeddate. See also
liquidated damages.

pencil cedar Eastern red cedar.

penciling Painting mortarjoints, usually
white.

pencil rod Plain metal rod of about 44"
(6 mm) diameter.

pencil rot A type of decay found in cedar.

pencil stock Pieces of eastern red cedaror
incense cedar from whichpencils are
manufactured. Pencil stock consists of

squares 8" in length, or in multiples of
8", and equalto the thickness of the
piece in width.

pendant 1. Anelectric device suspended
from overhead. 2, A suspended
ornament in Gothic architecture, used
in vaults and timberroofs.

pendant luminaire A suspendedlighting
unit.
 

 
pendantluminaire

  
 

pendant switch Anelectric switch
suspended by an electric cord and used
to control lampsorother devices that
are out of reach.

pendentsprinkler A fire safety system
sprinkler with a headthat features a
deflectorplate that directs discharged
water downward.

pendulum saw See swing saw.

penetrant Anadditive that increases a
liquid’s ability to penetrate a surface
or enter the poresof a substrate.
Penetrants are typically used as wetting
agents.

penetratingfinish A low-viscosity oil or
varnish that penetrates into wood with
only a film of material at the surface.

penetration 1. A test of the hardness of
an asphalt utilizing a weighted needle
at standard conditions. 2. The cut-off

depth ofpiles or sheetpiling. 3. The
depth of a caisson below groundlevel.
4, The intersection of two surfaces of

vaulting.
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penetration macadam 

penetration macadam Pavement made 
from layers of coarse, open-graded 
aggregate ( crushed stone, slag, 
or gravel) followed by the spray 
application and penetration of 
emulsified asphalt. 

penetration probe A device for obtaining 
a measure of the resistance of concrete 
to penetration, customarily determined 
by the distance that a steel pin is 
driven into the concrete from a special 
gun by a precisely measured explosive 
charge. 

penetration resistance The resistance, 
usual! y expressed in pounds per square 
inch (psi) or megapascals (MPa), of 
mortar or cement paste to penetration 
by a plunger or needle under standard 
conditions. 

penetration test A test to estimate the 
bearing capacity of soil by recording 
the number of blows required to drive a 
standard tool into soil. 

peninsula-base kitchen cabinet A 
kitchen cabinet or series of cabinets at 
right angles to a wall and having access 
from two sides. 

penitent Variation of pendant 2. 

penitent post A short post placed against 
the wall and supporting an arch or tie 
beam. 

penny A measure of the length of a nail. 
The larger the number is, the longer 
the nail. 

penta Short for pentachlorophenol, a wood 
preservative. 

pentachlorophenol A chemical used in 
wood preserving, usually applied under 
pressure so that it will penetrate the 
wood. 

penthouse A structure on the roof of a 
building, usually less than one-half the 
projected area of the roof, and housing 
mechanical and electrical equipment 
or residents. 

pent roof A roof with a single plane 
surface sloping on one side only. 

pent roof 

peppermint test A test for leaks in a 
drainpipe using oil of peppermint as a 
trace odor source. 

percentage agreement A contractual 
agreement for which compensation will 
be based on a certain percentage of the 
total cost of construction. 

percentage fee A fee paid to the 
contractor or the architect that is a 
percentage of the total construction 
cost. See also fee and compensation. 

percentage humidity The ratio, expressed 
as a percentage, of the weight of 
water vapor in a pound of dry air to 
the weight of water vapor if the same 
weight of air were saturated. 

percentage of reinforcement The ratio, 
expressed as a percentage, of the cross
sectional area of reinforcing steel to 
the effective cross-sectional area of a 
member. 

percentage void The ratio, expressed as a 
percentage, of the volume of voids to 
the gross volume of material. 

percent complete An estimate of the 
percentage complete for an activity 
as of a particular data date. Percent 
complete may be based on time 
expended, cost or resources employed, 
or measurement of work in place. * 

percent fines 1. Amount, expressed as 
a percentage, of material in aggregate 
finer than a given sieve, usually the 
No. 200 sieve. 2. The amount of 
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fine aggregate in a concrete mixture 
expressed as a percent by absolute 
volume of the total amount of 
aggregate. 

percent saturation The ratio, expressed as 
a percentage, of the volume of water in 
a soil sample to the volume of voids. 

percent voids See percentage void. 

perched water table A water table, of 
limited area, held above the normal 
water table by an intervening strata of 
impervious confining strata. 

percolation The movement of a fluid 
through a soil. 

percolation test A test to estimate the 
rate at which a soil will absorb waste 
fluids, performed by measuring the rate 
(percolation rate) at which the water 
level drops in a hole full of water. 

percussion drill A pneumatic or electric 
tool that drills holes by applying a rapid 
series of blows. 

percussion drill 

pereletok The bottom of the active layer 
of permafrost that sometimes remains 
frozen throughout the year. 

perennial A plant or shrub with a life 
cycle greater than two years. 

perfections Shingles 18" long and 0.45" 
thick at the butt. 

perforated drain A subsurface draining 
system that uses pipes with holes in the 
bottom to allow water or other liquid 
to percolate into the soil. 

penetration macadam 

 
penetration macadam Pavement made

from layers of coarse, open-graded
aggregate (crushed stone, slag,
orgravel) followed bythe spray
application and penetrationof
emulsified asphalt.

penetration probe A device for obtaining
a measure of the resistance of concrete

to penetration, customarily determined
by the distance thata steel pinis
driven into the concrete from a special
gun by a precisely measured explosive
charge.

penetration resistance Theresistance,
usually expressed in pounds per square
inch (psi) or megapascals (MPa), of
mortar or cement paste to penetration
by a plungeror needle understandard
conditions.

penetration test A test to estimate the
bearing capacity of soil by recording
the numberof blows required to drive a
standard tool into soil.

peninsula-base kitchen cabinet A
kitchen cabinetorseries of cabinets at

tight angles to a wall andhaving access
from two sides.

penitent Variation of pendant 2.

penitent post A short post placed against
the wall and supporting anarch ortie
beam.

penny A measure ofthe length of a nail.
The larger the numberis, the longer
the nail.

penta Short for pentachlorophenol, a wood
preservative.

pentachlorophenol A chemical used in
woodpreserving,usually applied under
pressure so thatit will penetrate the
wood.

penthouse A structure on the roofof a
building, usually less than one-half the
projected area ofthe roof, and housing
mechanical and electrical equipment
orresidents.
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pent roof A roof with a single plane
surface sloping on oneside only. 

   
pent roof 

pepperminttest A test for leaks in a
drainpipe using oil of peppermintas a
trace odorsource.

percentage agreement A contractual
agreement for which compensationwill
be based on a certain percentage of the
total cost of construction.

percentage fee A fee paid to the
contractororthe architect thatis a

percentage of the total construction
cost. See also fee and compensation.

percentage humidity The ratio, expressed
as a percentage,of the weight of
watervapor in a pound of dry air to
the weight of water vaporif the same
weight of air were saturated.

percentage of reinforcement Theratio,
expressed as a percentage, of the cross-
sectionalarea of reinforcingsteel to
the effective cross-sectional area ofa
member.

percentage void The ratio, expressed as a
percentage, of the volume of voids to
the gross volumeof material.

percent complete An estimate of the
percentage complete for an activity
as of a particular data date. Percent
complete may be based on time
expended, cost or resources employed,
or measurementof work in place. *

percentfines 1. Amount, expressed as
a percentage, of material in aggregate
finer than a given sieve, usually the
No. 200 sieve. 2. The amountof

fine aggregate in a concrete mixture
expressed as a percent by absolute
volumeof the total amountof

aggregate.

percent saturation Theratio, expressed as
a percentage, of the volumeof waterin
a soil sample to the volumeofvoids.

percent voids See percentage void.

perched water table A watertable, of
limited area, held above the normal
watertable by an interveningstrata of
impervious confiningstrata.

percolation The movementofa fluid
throughasoil.

percolation test A test to estimate the
rate at which a soil will absorb waste

fluids, performed by measuring the rate
(percolation rate) at which the water
level drops ina holefull of water.

percussion drill A pneumaticorelectric
tool that drills holes by applying a rapid
series of blows.
       
percussion drill

  
 

pereletok The bottom ofthe active layer
of permafrost that sometimes remains
frozen throughout the year.

perennial A plantor shrub withalife
cycle greater than two years.

perfections Shingles 18" long and 0.45"
thick at the butt.

perforated drain A subsurface draining
system that uses pipes with holes in the
bottom to allow water or otherliquid
to percolate into thesoil.



perforated facing A perforated sheet 
or board used as a finished surface 
and allowing a fraction of sound to 
penetrate the surface to an absorbent 
layer. 

perforated hardboard See pegboard. 

perforated metal pan A unit that forms 
the exposed surface of a type of 
acoustical ceiling. The perforated pan 
contains a sound-absorbent material, 
usually in pad form. 

perforated tape A special paper tape used 
to reinforce the material covering 
joints between gypsum boards. 

performance 1 . A term meaning 
fulfillment of a promise made by 
one party to a contract or agreement 
in return for compensation. 2. The 
manner in which or the efficiency with 
which something acts or reacts in the 
manner in which it is intended. 

performance-based fee A fee structure 
that rewards a consultant's effort to 
meet or exceed the clients goals, such 
as minimizing a project's life-cycle 
cost. The designer's fee is based on a 
measurement, such as energy use or 
operating cost of the completed facility. 

performance bond 1. A guarantee that a 
contractor will perform a job according 
to the terms of the contract, or the 
bond will be forfeited. 2. A bond 
procured by the contractor which 
shows that a surety guarantees ( to the 
owner) that the work will be performed 
in accordance with the contract 
documents. Unless prohibited by 
statute, the performance bond can be 
combined with the labor and material 
payment bond. See also surety bond. 

performance measurement baseline The 
time-phased budget plan against which 
contract performance is measured. 
It is formed by the budgets assigned 
to scheduled work elements and the 
applicable indirect budgets. * 

performance measurement system 1. 
An organization's defined processes for 
monitoring and updating project and/or 
organization progress at a detailed level 

over time. 2. A quantitative tool (for 
example, rate, ratio, index, percentage) 
that provides an indication of an 
organization's performance in relation 
to a specified process or outcome. * 

performance specification A description 
of the desired results or performance of 
a product, material, assembly, or piece 
of equipment with criteria for verifying 
compliance. 

pergola An arbor or similar open-air 
structure with trelliswork supported on 
columns or posts. Vines or other plants 
are usually trained over pergolas. 

periclase A crystalline mineral, magnesia 
(MgO), the equivalent of which may 
be present in Portland cement clinker, 
Portland cement, and other materials, 
such as open hearth slags, and certain 
basic refractories. 

periderm The cork-producing tissue of a 
tree. 

perimeter drain A drainage system around 
a house usually comprised of perforated 
plastic pipe. 

perimeter grouting Injection of grout, 
usually at relatively low pressure, 
around the periphery of an area which 
is subsequently to be grouted at greater 
pressure. Perimeter grouting is intended 
to confine subsequent grout injection 
within the perimeter. 

perimeter heating system A system of 
warm-air heating in which outlets for 
air ducts are located near the outside 
walls of rooms and are close to the 
floor. The returns are near the ceiling. 

perimeter installation A method of floor 
installation where adhesive is only 
used along the outside edges and seams 
of the flooring material, allowing for 
faster installations and easier repairs 

perimeter isolation A method of 
installing a building material, 
such as concrete or wallboard, so 
that it is separated from structural 
elements. This isolation helps reduce 
the cracking that can result when 

perm 

structural members shift. Perimeter 
isolation is also used as a sound control 
measure. 

perimeter security Control and 
observation of areas of ingress and 
egress to a building and parking 
structure, including main lobby doors, 
rear plaza doors, truck docks, fire exits, 
and other points of access. 

periphery wall A wall on the exterior of 
a building. 

perlite A volcanic glass having a perlitic 
structure, usually having a higher 
water content than obsidian when 
expanded by heating. Perlite is used as 
a lightweight aggregate in concretes, 
mortars, and plasters. 

perlite composite board A rigid 
insulation board formed of expanded 
perlite, fibers, and a sizing material. 
Often recommended as a product 
for sustainable design because it is 
commonly manufactured with post
consumer paper. 

perlite plaster A plaster using perlite as an 
aggregate instead of sand. 

perlite plaster 

perlitic structure A structure produced 
in a homogeneous material, generally 
natural glass, by contraction during 
cooling, and consisting of a system of 
irregular convoluted and spheroidal 
cracks. 

perm A unit of water vapor transmission 
through a material, expressed in grains 
of vapor per hour per inch of mercury 
pressure difference. 
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perforated facing A perforated sheet
or board used as a finished surface

and allowing a fraction of sound to
penetrate the surface to an absorbent
layer.

perforated hardboard See pegboard.

perforated metal pan A unit that forms
the exposed surface of a type of
acoustical ceiling. The perforated pan
contains a sound-absorbent material,
usually in pad form.

perforated tape A special paper tape used
to reinforce the material covering
joints between gypsum boards.

performance 1. A term meaning
fulfillment of a promise made by
one party to a contract or agreement

in return for compensation. 2. The
mannerin whichorthe efficiency with
which somethingacts or reacts in the
manner in whichit is intended.

performance-based fee A fee structure
that rewards a consultant’s effort to

meet or exceed the clients goals, such
as minimizing a project’s life-cycle
cost. The designer's fee is based on a
measurement, such as energy use or
operating cost of the completedfacility.

performance bond 1. A guarantee that a
contractor will perform a job according
to the terms of the contract, or the
bondwill be forfeited. 2, A bond

procured by the contractor which
shows that a surety guarantees (to the
owner) that the work will be performed
in accordance with the contract

documents. Unless prohibited by
statute, the performance bond can be
combined with the labor and material

payment bond.See also surety bond.

performance measurementbaseline The
time-phased budget plan against which
contract performanceis measured.
It is formed by the budgets assigned
to scheduled work elements and the

applicable indirect budgets. *

performance measurement system 1.
Anorganization's defined processes for
monitoring and updating project and/or
organization progress at a detailed level

over time. 2. A quantitative tool (for
example,rate, ratio, index, percentage)
that provides an indication of an
organization's performancein relation
to a specified process or outcome.*

performancespecification A description
of the desired results or performance of
a product, material, assembly, or piece
of equipmentwith criteria for verifying
compliance.

pergola An arbororsimilar open-air
structure with trelliswork supported on
columns or posts. Vines or other plants
are usually trained over pergolas.

periclase A crystalline mineral, magnesia
(MgO), the equivalent of which may
be present in Portland cementclinker,
Portland cement, and other materials,
such as open hearth slags, and certain
basic refractories.

periderm The cork-producingtissue of a
tree.

perimeter drain A drainage system around
a house usually comprised of perforated
plastic pipe.

perimeter grouting Injection of grout,
usually at relatively low pressure,
around the periphery of an area which
is subsequently to be grouted at greater
pressure. Perimeter groutingis intended
to confine subsequent grout injection
within the perimeter.

perimeter heating system A system of
warm-air heating in which outlets for
air ducts are located near the outside
walls of rooms and are close to the

floor. The returns are near the ceiling.

perimeter installation A method offloor
installation where adhesiveis only
used along the outside edges and seams
of the flooring material, allowing for
faster installations and easier repairs

perimeter isolation A method of
installing a building material,
such as concrete or wallboard, so
thatit is separated from structural
elements. This isolation helps reduce
the cracking that can result when

 

structural members shift. Perimeter
isolation is also used as a sound control
measure.

perimeter security Control and
observation ofareas of ingress and
egress to a building and parking
structure, including main lobby doors,
rear plaza doors, truck docks, fire exits,
and otherpoints of access.

periphery wall A wall on the exteriorof
a building.

perlite A volcanic glass having a perlitic
structure, usually having a higher
water content than obsidian when

expanded by heating. Perlite is used as
a lightweight aggregate in concretes,
mortars, and plasters.

perlite composite board A rigid
insulation board formed of expanded
perlite,fibers, and a sizing material.
Often recommended as a product
for sustainable design becauseit is
commonly manufactured with post-
consumer paper.

perlite plaster A plaster using perlite as an
aperegate instead of sand.

  
perlitic structure A structure produced

in a homogeneous material, generally
natural glass, by contraction during
cooling, and consisting of a system of
irregular convoluted and spheroidal
cracks.

perm A unit of water vapor transmission
through a material, expressed in grains
of vapor per hourper inch of mercury
pressure difference.
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permafrost 

p 
permafrost Permanently frozen soil or 

subsoil found in arctic or subarctic 
regions. 

permanent bracing Bracing that forms 
part of a structure's resistance to 
horizontal loads. Permanent bracing 
may also function as erection bracing. 

permanent form Any form that 
remains in place after the concrete 
has developed its design strength. 
A permanent form may or may 
not become an integral part of the 
structure. 

permanent load The load, including a 
dead load or any fixed load, that is 
constant through the life of a structure. 

permanent set Inelastic elongation or 
shortening. 

permanent shore An upright used to 
support dead loads during alterations to 
a structure and left in place. 

permeable paving Paving materials that 
allow rainwater to pass through into 
the ground to replenish the water table. 

permeability 1. The property of a material 
that permits passage of water vapor. 2. 
The property of soil which permits the 
flow of water. 

permeability to water, coefficient of 
The rate of discharge of water under 
laminar flow conditions through a unit 
cross-sectional area of a porous medium 
under a unit hydraulic gradient and 
standard temperature conditions, 
usually 20°C. 

permeameter An instrument to measure 
the coefficient of permeability of a soil 
sample. 

permeance The resistance, measured 
in perms, to the flow of water vapor 
through a given thickness of material. 

permit A document issued by a governing 
authority such as a building inspector 
approving specific construction. 
Among the types of permits are the 
building permit, demolition, zoning, 
grading, septic, plumbing and electrical 
permits. 

permit, building See building permit. 

permit, occupancy See certificate of 
occupancy. 

permit, zoning See zoning permit. 

perpend 1. A stone which extends 
completely through a wall and is 
exposed on each side of the wall. 2. A 
joint between masonry units. 

personal injury (insurance terminology) 
Protection against claims for bodily or 
character injury, or damage to one's 
reputation. This insurance protects 
against damage caused by specified 
actions of the insured. Includes false 
arrest, malicious prosecution, willful 
detention or imprisonment, libel, 
slander, defamation of character, 
wrongful eviction, invasion of privacy, 
or wrongful entry. See also bodily 
injury. 

personal property 1. Generali y, all 
property that is not real property, 
such as tangible goods including 
furniture, cars, books, and equipment, 
and intangible goods, such as money, 
notes, bonds, and stocks. 2. One of 
four categories in which assets can be 
classified. 

personal protective equipment 
(PPE) Special clothing, devices 
and equipment worn by workers 
for protection against documented 
or potential site hazards. Examples 
include respirators and eye, ear and 
skin protection. See also level A-D 
clothing. 

perspective 1. The technique of preparing 
a perspective drawing. 2. The 
appearance of objects in depth. 

perspective center A point of origin or 
termination of perspective rays used in 
preparing a perspective drawing. 

perspective drawing A three-dimensional 
graphic presentment of a project (or 
part of a project). 

PERT (project evaluation and review 
technique) Along with CPM, PERT is 
a probabilistic technique for planning 
and evaluating progress of complex 
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programs. Attempts to determine 
the time required to complete each 
element in terms of pessimistic, 
optimistic, and best-guess estimates. * 

pervious cesspool A tank in the ground 
which receives domestic sewage or 
other organic wastes. The walls and 
floor of the tank are designed to permit 
the liquids to seep through to the soil. 

pervious soil A soil that allows relatively 
free passage of water. 

pessimistic time estimate The maximum 
time required for an activity under 
adverse conditions. It is generally 
held that an activity would have no 
more than one chance in a hundred of 
exceeding this amount of time. * 

petcock A small valve installed on 
equipment or piping for drainage of 
liquids or air. 

o6 
petcock 

petrifying liquid A penetrating solution 
used for waterproofing masonry 
surfaces. 

petrography The branch of petrology 
dealing with description and systematic 
classification of rocks, aside from their 
geologic relations, mainly by laboratory 
methods, largely chemical and 
microscopical. Also, loosely referred to 
as petrology or lithology. 

petroleum asphalt Asphalt refined 
directly from petroleum, as opposed to 
asphalt from natural deposits. 

petroleum hydrocarbon Petroleum 
products are complex mixtures of 
hydrocarbon compounds, ranging from 
light, volatile, compounds to heavy, 
long-chained, branched compounds. 
The composition of petroleum 
hydrocarbons varies depending upon 
the source of the crude oil and the 
refining practices used. A number 



of solvents are refined from cured 
petroleum and used to lower the 
viscosity of oils and resins. 

petroleum oil A refined spray oil made 
from a flammable hydrocarbon-based 
mixture found beneath the earth's 
surface. Petroleum oils are categorized 
as unsaturates, aromatics, naphthenes, 
and paraffins. 

petroleum spirit A thinner, for paints 
and varnishes, having a low-aromatic 
hydrocarbon content, obtained in 
petroleum distillation. 

petrology The science of rocks, 
dealing with their origin, structure, 
composition, etc., from all aspects and 
in all relations. See also petrography. 

pew A bench-like seat used in a church. 

p-grade Molding stock intended to 
be covered with opaque finishes or 
overlays. P-grade stock can be finger
jointed and/or edge-glued. 

pH A measure of hydrogen ion 
concentration expressed as an 
exponential number used to determine 
the relative acidity or alkalinity of a 
liquid. 

phantom line A broken line, usually fine, 
with alternating long and short dashes, 
in order to show details. 

phase A major period in the life of 
an asset or project. A phase may 
encompass several stages. 

phase converter An electrical device that 
converts single-phase power to the 
smooth, continuous and universally 
adaptable three-phase power. 

phased application The installation of 
built-up roofing plies in two or more 
applications, usually at least one day 
apart. 

phased construction Implies that 
construction of a facility or system 
or subsystem commences before 
final design is complete. Phased 
construction is used in order to achieve 
beneficial use at an advanced date. * 

phasing Working on a construction 
project in parts and at specified 
intervals. Usually phasing is required 
when construction activity is not 
permitted at certain locations or on 
particular dates during the project. 

phenol A product of the petroleum 
industry used in the production of 
phenolic resin, epoxy resins, plasters, 
and exterior plywood glue. Phenol is 
made from benzene. It exists naturally 
in coal tar and wood tar. However, 
phenol from these sources is rarely used 
in the production of glue. 

phenolic compounds Substances 
containing phenols. 

phenolic insulation A rigid, closed cell 
foam insulation product made with 
phenolic plastics. No longer used in 
the roofing industry because when wet 
it will chemically attack steel decks. 
However, it has not posed problems 
when used over concrete or wood 
decks, or gypsum boards sealed with a 
vapor retarder. 

phenolic resin A class of synthetic, 
oil-soluble resins (plastics) produced 
as condensation products of phenol, 
substituted phenols and formaldehyde, 
or some similar aldehyde that may be 
used in paints for concrete. 

phenolic resin glue An adhesive used for 
bonding exterior plywood. Phenolic 
resin is produced in a reaction between 
phenol and formaldehyde. An extender 
is usually added to the phenolic 
resin prior to use in the plywood
manufacturing process. 

phi factor Capacity reduction factor 
in structural design. The factor is 
expressed as a number less than 1.0 
(usually 0.65-0.90) by which the 
strength of a structural member or 
element, in terms of load, moment, 
shear, or stress, is required to be 
multiplied in order to determine design 
strength or capacity. The magnitude 
of the factor is stipulated in applicable 
codes and construction specifications 
for respective types of members and 
cross sections. 

photometer I 

Philadelphia leveling rod A leveling rod 
in two sliding parts with color-coded 
graduations. The rod can be used as a 
self-reading leveling rod. 

Philippine mahogany The wood of several 
types of trees found in the Philippines. 
The wood resembles mahogany in 
grain. Density varies from very light to 
quite heavy. The heavier, darker woods 
are durable and strong and used like 
mahogany. The lighter-weight colored 
woods are used for interior plywood. 

Phillips head screw A screw with a 
recessed head and an X-shaped driving 
indentation. 

phosphatizing A chemical treatment 
process used on steel to prevent 
corrosion. 

phosphor mercury-vapor lamp A high
pressure mercury-vapor lamp with a 
phosphor-coated glass cover over the 
lamp proper. The phosphor in the 
cover adds colors not generated by the 
lamp. 

phot A measure of illumination equal to 

one lumen per square centimeter. 

photoelectric cell An electronic device 
for measuring illumination level or 
detecting interruption of a light beam. 
The electric output or resistance of 
the device varies according to the 
illumination. 

photoelectric control An electric control 
that responds to a change in incident 
light. 

photogrammetry The practice of 
calculating measurements and 
drawing up surveys through the use 
of photographs, especially aerial 
photographs. 

photoionization detector An ionization 
detector that uses ultraviolet light to 
generate ions. 

photometer A device that measures 
luminous intensity, light distribution, 
color, and other qualities of a 
luminaire. 
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photo,.oxidation 

photo-oxidation Oxidation resulting 
from exposure to sunlight. 

photovoltaics (PV) Devices that 
convert sunlight directly into 
electricity. PVs generate power 
without noise, pollution, or fuel 
consumption, and are useful where 
utility power is not available, 
reliable, or convenient. 

physical percentage complaint 
Percentage of work content of an 
activity or project achieved as of a 
particular date. Physical completion 
of any activity represents the most 
accurate, unbiased measure or appraisal 
in accordance with the accept method 
of measurement, tempered with 
judgment and experience. Physical 
completion is not linked to work hours 
budgeted or expended. * 

physical progress The status of a task, 
activity, or discipline based on pre
established guidelines related to the 
amount or extent of work completed. * 

physical restraint A situation in which a 
physical activity or work item must be 
completed before the next activity or 
work items in the sequence can begin 
(e.g., concrete must harden before 
removing formwork). * 

Phytoremediation A low-cost option 
for site cleanup when the site has low 
levels of contamination that are widely 
dispersed. Phytoremediation ( a subset 
of bioremediation) uses plants to break 
down or uptake contaminants. 

piano hinge A continuous strip hinge used 
in falling doors, etc. 

Picea The general botanical classification 
of the spruces. 

pick A hand tool, consisting of a steel 
head pointed at one or both ends and 
mounted on a wooden handle, for 
loosening and breaking up compacted 
soil or rock. 

pick and dip Also, the Eastern or New 
England method. A method of laying 
brick in which the bricklayer picks up 
a brick in one hand and, with a trowel 

in the other hand, scoops the mortar 
needed to lay the brick. 

pickax See pick. 

pick dressing The rough dressing of hard, 
quarried stone with a heavy pick or 
wedge-shaped hammer. 

picked finish A surface finish for 
stonemasonry in which the surface 
is covered with small pits made by 
striking it perpendicularly with a pick 
or chisel. 

picket A sharpened or pointed stake, post, 
or pale, usually used as fencing. 

picket fence A fence consisting of vertical 
piles, often sharpened at the upper end, 
supported by horizontal rails. 

pickled A metal surface that has been 
treated with strong oxidizing agents to 
remove scale and provide a tough oxide 
film. 

pickling The process of treating metal 
surfaces to remove impurities, rust, and 
scale using pickling liquor consisting 
of strong mineral acids. Sulfuric and 
hydrochloric are the most common 
acids. Slang for the preservative 
treatment of wood, metals, and piping 
systems. 

pickup 1. The amount by which an 
estimate for an item is higher than 
the actual cost; savings; underrun. 2. 
Unwanted adherence of solids to the 
open surface of a sealant. 3. Common 
term for a small open-body truck with a 
1/z ton to 1 ton capacity. 

pickup load The heat consumption 
required to bring piping and radiators 
to their operating temperature when a 
heating system is first turned on. 

picture molding Molding designed to 
support picture hooks near the ceiling. 

picture plane The plane on which rays are 
projected when making a perspective 
drawing. 

picture window A large window, usually a 
fixed sheet of plate or insulating glass. 
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picture window 

pieced timber 1. A timber made from two 
or more pieces of timber fitted together. 
2. A damaged timber patched with a 
fitted piece of wood. 

piece mark A mark given to one or more 
pieces in an assembly designating a 
location in the assembly, as shown on 
shop drawings. 

pien check In a stair constructed of stone, 
a rabbet cut in the front edge of a tread 
that fits over the riser below it. 

pier 1. A short column to support 
a concentrated load. 2. Isolated 
foundation member of plain or 
reinforced concrete. 3. Means of 
support for bridge spans or the ends of 
a lintel or arch. 4. A marine dock or 
breakwater structure. 

pierced louver A louver set in the face 
sheets or panels of a door. 

pierced louver 

pierced wall An ornamented, nonbearing 
masonry wall laid with void spaces 
between the blocks. 

photo-oxidation 

 
photo-oxidation Oxidation resulting

from exposure to sunlight.

photovoltaics (PV) Devices that
convert sunlight directly into
electricity. PVs generate power
withoutnoise, pollution, or fuel
consumption, and are useful where
utility poweris not available,
reliable, or convenient.

physical percentage complaint
Percentage of work contentof an
activity or project achieved asof a
particular date. Physical completion
of any activity represents the most
accurate, unbiased measure ot appraisal
in accordance with the accept method
of measurement, tempered with
judgmentand experience. Physical
completion is not linked to work hours
budgeted or expended.*

physical progress The status ofa task,
activity, or discipline based on pre-
established guidelines related to the
amountor extent of work completed. *

physical restraint A situation in which a
physical activity or work item must be
completed before the next activity or
work items in the sequence can begin
(e.g., concrete must harden before
removing formwork). *

Phytoremediation A low-cost option
for site cleanup when thesite has low
levels of contamination thatare widely
dispersed. Phytoremediation (a subset
of bioremediation) uses plants to break
down or uptake contaminants.

piano hinge A continuousstrip hinge used
in falling doors, etc.

Picea The generalbotanicalclassification
of the spruces.

pick A hand tool, consisting ofa steel
head pointed at one or both ends and
mounted on a woodenhandle,for
loosening and breaking up compacted
soil or rock.

pick and dip Also, the Eastern or New
England method. A method oflaying
brick in which the bricklayerpicks up
a brick in one hand and, with a trowel

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © 2008, by AACE International;all rights reserved.
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in the otherhand, scoops the mortar
neededto lay the brick.

pickax See pick.

pick dressing The rough dressing of hard,
quarried stone with a heavy pick or
wedge-shaped hammer.

picked finish A surface finish for
stonemasonry in which the surface
is covered with smail pits made by
striking it perpendicularly with a pick
otchisel.

picket A sharpened orpointedstake,post,
or pale, usually used as fencing.

picket fence A fence consisting of vertical
piles, often sharpened at the upper end,
supported by horizontalrails.

pickled A metalsurface that has been
treated with strong oxidizing agents to
remove scale and provide a tough oxide
film.

pickling The process of treating metal
surfaces to remove impurities, rust, and
scale using pickling liquor consisting
of strong mineral acids. Sulfuric and
hydrochloric are the most common
acids. Slangfor the preservative
treatment of wood, metals, and piping
systems.

pickup 1. The amount by which an
estimate for an item is higher than
the actual cost; savings; underrun. 2.
Unwanted adherenceofsolids to the

open surfaceof a sealant. 3. Common
term for a small open-body truck with a
“, ton to | ton capacity.

pickup load The heat consumption
required to bring piping andradiators
to their operating temperature when a
heating systemisfirst turned on.

picture molding Molding designed to
support picture hooks neartheceiling.

picture plane The plane on which rays are
projected when making a perspective
drawing.

picture windowAlarge window, usually a
fixed sheet of plate orinsulating glass.

  
picture window

pieced timber 1. A timber made from two
or more pieces of timberfitted together.
2. A damaged timber patched witha
fitted piece of wood.

 
piece mark A markgiven to one or more

pieces in an assembly designating a
location in the assembly, as shown on
shop drawings.

pien check Ina stair constructed of stone,
a rabbet cut in the front edge of a tread
thatfits overthe riser below it.

pier 1. A short columnto support
a concentrated load. @. Isolated

foundation memberofplain or
reinforced concrete. 3. Means of

supportfor bridge spans or the ends of
a lintel or arch. 4. A marine dock or
breakwater structure.

pierced louver A louverset in the face
sheets orpanels of a door. 

 
pierced louver

 
 

pierced wall An ornamented, nonbearing
masonry wall laid with void spaces
betweenthe blocks.

 



pier glass A mirror hung between two 
windows. 

pigeonhole A small compartment for 
holding papers or small objects, usually 
one of an adjoining series. 

piggyback 1. A method of transportation 
whereby truck trailers are carried on 
trains, or cars on trucks. 2. In staple 
application to gypsum wallboard, a 
second staple is driven directly on 
top of the first. The staple will spread 
to create a firm bond between the 
wallboard and the tile. 

pigment A coloring matter, usually in 
the form of an insoluble fine powder, 
dispersed in a liquid vehicle to make 
paint. 

pigment/ binder ratio Amount of 
pigment in paint relative to the 
amount of binding agent. 

pigmented structural glass Also known 
as "Carrara glass," "Sani onyx," and 
"Vitolite," a versatile glass made 
popular in the 20th century used in 
items such as refrigerator interiors and 
storefronts. 

pigment figure A natural pattern in 
woods, such as rosewood and zebra 
wood, consisting of variations in color 
rather than grain. 

pig spout A sheet metal flashing system 
that directs water out through the 
face of a gutter instead of through a 
downspout. 

pigtail 1. An anti-siphon piping device 
used to protect a pressure gauge. 2. 
A flexible conductor attached to an 
electric component or appliance to 
connect it to a circuit. 

pigtail splice A connection of two electric 
conductors, made by placing the ends 
of the conductors side by side and 
twisting the ends about each other. 

pig tin A metal alloy which is at least 
99.80% tin. 

pike pole A long pole, with a spear-type 
point and a hook on one end, used to 
move logs around in a mill pond. 

pike staff Similar to a pike pole, but 
lighter. 

pilaster A column built within a wall, 
usually projecting beyond the wall. 

pilaster 

pilaster block Concrete masonry units 
designed to form plain or reinforced 
concrete masonry pilasters of the 
projecting type. 

pilaster face The form for the front 
surface of a pilaster parallel to the wall. 

pilaster side The form for the side surface 
of a pilaster perpendicular to the wall. 

pile A slender timber, concrete, or steel 
structural element, driven, jetted, or 
otherwise embedded on end in the 
ground for the purpose of supporting 
a load. 

pile 

pile-bearing capacity The load on a pile 
or group of piles that will theoretically 
produce failure if exceeded. 

pile bent Two or more piles driven in a 
row transverse to the long dimension of 
the structure and fastened together by 
capping and (sometimes) bracing. 

pile cap 1. A structural member placed 
on, and usually fastened to, the top of 
a pile or a group of piles and used to 

pile height 

transmit loads into the pile or group 
of piles and, in the case of a group, to 
connect them into a bent. Also known 
as a rider cap or girder. 2. A masonry, 
timber, or concrete footing resting 
on a group of piles. 3. A metal cap or 
helmet temporarily fitted over the head 
of a precast pile to protect it during 
driving. Some form of shock-absorbing 
material is often incorporated. 

pile cap 

pile core The mandrel used to drive the 
shell of a cast-in-place concrete pile. 

pile driver A machine for driving piles, 
usually by repeated blows, from a free, 
falling or driven hammer. A pile driver 
consists of a framework for holding 
and guiding the pile, a hammer, and a 
mobile plant to provide power. 

pile eccentricity The amount that a pile 
deviates from its plan location, or from 
plumb. 

pile extractor A machine for loosening 
piles in the ground by exerting upward 
striking blows. The actual removal is 
by a crane. 

pile foundation The system of piles, and 
pile caps, that transfers structural loads 
to bearing soils or bedrock. 

pile friction The friction forces on an 
embedded pile limited by the adhesion 
between soil and pile and/or the shear 
strength of the adjacent soil. 

pile hammer A weight which strikes a pile 
to drive it into the ground. The weight 
may fall freely or be assisted by steam 
or air pressure. 

pile head The top of a pile. 

pile height The height of piles in a rug 
measured from the top surface of the 
backing to the top of the pile. 
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pier glass A mirror hung between two
windows.

pigeonhole A small compartmentfor
holding papers or small objects, usually
one of an adjoiningseries.

piggyback 1. A methodoftransportation
whereby truck trailers are carried on
trains, or cars on trucks. 2. In staple
application to gypsum wallboard, a
second staple is driven directly on
top of thefirst. The staple will spread
to create a firm bond betweenthe
wallboard and thetile.

pigment A coloring matter, usually in
the form of an insoluble fine powder,
dispersed in a liquid vehicle to make
paint.

pigment/ binder ratio Amount of
pigment in paintrelative to the
amount of binding agent.

pigmentedstructural glass Also known
as “Carrara glass,” “Sani onyx,”and
“Vitolite,” a versatile glass made
popular in the 20th century used in
items suchas refrigerator interiors and
storefronts.

pigmentfigure A natural pattern in
woods, such as rosewood and zebra
wood, consisting of variations in color
ratherthan grain.

pig spout A sheet metalflashing system
that directs water out through the
face of a gutterinstead of through a
downspout.

pigtail 1. An anti-siphon piping device
used to protect a pressure gauge. 2.
A flexible conductorattached to an

electric component orappliance to
connectit to a circuit.

pigtail splice A connection of twoelectric
conductors, made by placing the ends
of the conductors side by side and
twisting the ends about each other.

pig tin A metalalloy whichis at least
99.80% tin.

pike pole A long pole, with a spear-type
point and a hook on one end,used to
movelogs around in a mill pond.

 
pike staff Similarto a pike pole, but

lighter.

pilaster A columnbuilt within a wall,
usually projecting beyond the wall.

 
pilaster

pilaster block Concrete masonry units
designed to form plain orreinforced
concrete masonrypilasters of the
projecting type.

pilaster face The formfor the front
surface of a pilaster parallel to the wall.

pilaster side The form for the side surface
of a pilaster perpendicularto the wall.

pile A slender timber, concrete, or steel
structural element, driven, jetted, or
otherwise embedded on end in the

groundfor the purpose of supporting
a load.
 

 
     

pile-bearing capacity The load ona pile
or group ofpiles that will theoretically
producefailure if exceeded.

pile bent Two or more piles driven ina
row transverse to the long dimension of
the structure andfastened together by
capping and (sometimes) bracing.

pile cap 1. A structural memberplaced
on, and usually fastened to, the top of
a pile or a groupofpiles and used to

 

transmit loads into the pile or group
ofpiles and,in the case of a group, to
connect them into a bent. Also known

as a rider cap or girder. 2. A masonry,
timber, ot concrete footing resting
on a group ofpiles. 3. A metal cap or
helmet temporarily fitted over the head
of a precast pile to protectit during
driving. Some form of shock-absorbing
materialis often incorporated.
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pile cap

pile core The mandrelused to drive the
shell of a cast-in-place concretepile.

pile driver A machinefordrivingpiles,
usually by repeated blows, from a free-
falling or driven hammer. A pile driver
consists of a frameworkfor holding
and guiding the pile, a hammer, and a
mobile plant to provide power.

pile eccentricity The amountthata pile
deviates from its plan location, or from
plumb.

pile extractor A machine for loosening
piles in the groundby exerting upward
striking blows. The actual removalis
by a crane.

pile foundation The system ofpiles, and
pile caps, that transfers structural loads
to bearing soils or bedrock.

pile friction Thefriction forces on an
embeddedpile limited by the adhesion
between soil and pile and/or the shear
strength of the adjacentsoil.

pile hammer A weightwhichstrikes a pile
to drive it into the ground. The weight
may fall freely or be assisted by steam
or air pressure.

pile head Thetop ofa pile.

pile height The heightofpiles in a rug
measured from the top surface of the
backing to the top of thepile.
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pile load test 

pile load test A static load test of a pile 
or group of piles used to establish an 
allowable load. The applied load is 
usually 150% to 200% of the allowable 
load. 

pile point Hardened steel tip affixed to 
the end of a pile to reduce damage. 

pile shell A pipe used as the shell or a 
section of shell for a cast-in-place 
concrete pile. See also piling pipe. 

pile shoe A pointed or rounded device 
on the foot of a pile to protect the pile 
while driving. 

pile shoe 

pile test See pile load test. 

pile tolerance The permitted deviation 
of a pile in the horizontal and vertical 
planes. 

piling A column, usually steel, wood, or 
concrete, driven into the ground to 
support a structure. 

piling pipe A pipe used as the shell or 
a section of shell for a cast-in-place 
concrete pile. 

D ' 
I 

I 

piling pipe 

pillar 1. A post or column that supports 
part of a structure. 2. A column of ore 
left in a mine to support the ground 
overhead. 

pilot boring A preliminary boring 
or series of borings to determine 
the nature of the soil in which a 
foundation will be dug or a tunnel 
driven. 

pilot hole A guiding hole for a nail or 
screws, or for drilling a larger hole. 

pilot lamp See pilot light. 

pilot light 1. A small, constantly burning 
flame used as an ignition source in a 
gas burner. 2. A low-wattage light used 
to indicate that an electric circuit, 
control, or device is active. 

pilot nail A temporary nail used to align 
boards until permanent nails are 
driven. 

pilot punch A machine punch in which 
the punching tool is fitted with a small 
control plug to be inserted in a guide 
hole in the material to be punched. 

pin A peg or bolt of some rigid material 
used to connect or fasten members. 

pincers A joined tool with a pair of jaws 
and handles used to grip an object. 

pinch bar A steel bar with a chisel point 
at one end used as a lever for lifting or 
moving heavy objects. 

pin-connected truss A truss in which the 
main members are connected by pins. 

pin connection In structural analysis, 
any member connection designed to 
transfer axial and shear forces, but not 
moments. 

pine Any of various softwoods of the 
genus Pinus. 

pine oil A high-boiling-point essential oil 
obtained from the steam distillation 
of pine needles, twigs, etc. Used 
industrially as a solvent. Used in paint 
to provide good flow properties and as 
an anti-skinning agent. 

*Ref,rinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright© 2008, by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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pine shingles Shingles made from pine 
wood. 

pine tar A blackish-brown liquid distilled 
from pine wood. Pine tar is used 
as an antiseptic externally and an 
expectorant internally and also to 
make the grips of too ls sticky. 

pin hinge A butt hinge with a pin for the 
pivot. 

pin hinge 

pinhole (pin hole) 1. In wood, a small, 
round hole made by a beetle or worm 
in the standing timber. 2. In plaster, 
a surface defect caused by trapped air. 
3. In painted surfaces, a defect usually 
caused by impurities or dirt. 4. In 
glazed ceramic surfaces, a small round 
hole. 

pin joint A structural joint found in 
trusses and some girder seats. 

pin knot A knot with a diameter no larger 
than½". 

pinnacle 1. The highest point. 2. A 
turret or elevated portion of a building. 
3. A small ornamental body or shaft 
terminated by a cone or pyramid. 

pinner A small stone which supports a 
larger stone in masonry. 

pinning Fastening or securing by means 
of a pin. 

pinning in Filling in joints of masonry 
with chips of the stone. 

pinning up The operation of driving 
wedges to bring an upper work to fully 
bear on shoring or underpinning. 

pile load test 

 
pile load test A static load test of a pile

or groupofpiles used to establish an
allowable load. The applied loadis
usually 150% to 200%of the allowable
load.

pile point Hardenedsteeltip affixed to
the end ofa pile to reduce damage.

pile shell A pipe used as the shell or a
section ofshell for a cast-in-place
concretepile. See also piling pipe.

pile shoe A pointed or rounded device
on the foot ofa pile to protect thepile
while driving.

pile shoe

  
 

pile test See pile loadtest.

pile tolerance The permitted deviation
of a pile in the horizontal and vertical
planes.

piling A column,usually steel, wood, or
concrete, driven into the ground to
support a structure.

piling pipe A pipe used as the shell or
a section of shell for a cast-in-place
concretepile. 

      
c

  
piling pipe

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © 2008, by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.
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pillar 1. A post or columnthat supports
part of a structure. 2. A columnof ore
left in a mine to support the ground
overhead.

pilot boring A preliminary boring
orseries of borings to determine
the nature of the soil in which a

foundationwill be dug or a tunnel
driven.

pilot hole A guiding hole fora nail or
screws, orfor drilling a larger hole.

pilot lamp Scepilot light.

pilot light 1. A small, constantly burning
flame used as an ignition source ina
gas burner. 2. A low-wattage light used
to indicate that an electric circuit,
control, or device is active.

pilot nail A temporary nail used to align
boards until permanent nails are
driven.

pilot punch A machine punchin which
the punchingtoolis fitted with a small
controlplug to be inserted in a guide
hole in the material to be punched.

pin A pegorbolt of somerigid material
used to connect or fasten members.

pincers A joined tool with a pairof jaws
and handles used to grip an object.

pinch barAsteel bar with a chisel point
at one end used as a leverforlifting or
moving heavy objects.

pin-connected truss A truss in which the
main membersare connected by pins.

pin connection Instructural analysis,
any member connection designed to
transfer axial and shearforces, but not
moments.

pine Anyofvarious softwoods of the
genus Pinus.

pine oil A high-boiling-point essential oil
obtained from the steam distillation

of pine needles, twigs, etc. Used
industrially as a solvent. Used in paint
to provide goodflow properties and as
an anti-skinning agent.

 

pine shingles Shingles made frompine
wood.

pine tar A blackish-brownliquid distilled
from pine wood, Pinetaris used
as an antiseptic externally and an
expectorant internally and also to
make the grips oftoolssticky.

pin hinge A butt hinge with a pin for the
pivot.

pinhinge

pinhole (pin hole) 4. In wood, a small,
round hole made by a beetle or worm
in the standing timber. 2. In plaster,
a surface defect caused by trappedair.
3. In painted surfaces, a defect usually
caused by impurities or dirt. 4. In
glazed ceramic surfaces, a small round
hole.

pin joint A structural joint foundin
trusses and some girderseats.

pin knot A knotwith a diameter no larger
than 4".

pinnacle 1. The highest point. 2. A
turret or elevated portionofa building.
3. A small ornamental bodyorshaft
terminated by a cone or pyramid.

pinner A small stone which supports a
larger stone in masonry.

pinning Fastening or securing by means
of a pin.

pinning in Filling in joints of masonry
with chips of the stone.

pinning up Theoperationofdriving
wedgesto bring an upper work to fully
bear on shoring or underpinning.



pintle A vertical pin fastened at the 
bottom and serving as a center of 
rotation. 

pin tumbler A lock mechanism having 
a series of small pins that must be 
properly aligned by a key to open. 

pinyon pine (pinon pine, nut pine) Pinus 
mono/)hyl!a, P. cembroides, P. quadrifolia, 
P. edulis. A group of small pines, 20' to 
40' in height, occurring in scattered 
groves in the semi-arid areas of the 
west. They produce an edible seed, 
mostly used as topping for salad. Trees 
exposed to constant winds take on a 
sprawling form. 

pipe 1. A hollow cylinder or tube for 
conveyance of a fluid. 2. From ASTM 
B 251-557: Seamless tube conforming 
to the particular dimensions commonly 
know as "standard pipe size." 

pipe 

pipe bend (pipe elbow) A pipe fitting 
used to change direction. 

pipe bend 

pipe bracket A shaped metal assembly 
used to support a pipe from a wall or 
floor. 

pipe chase A vertical space in a building 
reserved for vertical runs of pipe. 

pipe column A column made of steel pipe 
and often filled with concrete. 

pipe coupling A fitting used to connect 
two lengths of pipe in a direct line. 

pipe covering Any wrapping on a pipe 
which acts as thermal insulation and/or 
a vapor barrier. 

pipe cross A fitting used to connect four 
lengths of pipe in the same plane with 
all lengths at right angles to each other. 

pipe cutter A hand tool for cutting pipe 
or tubing, consisting of a frame with 
a cutting wheel and drive wheels. 
Cutting is accomplished by forcing the 
cutting wheel into the pipe material 
and rotating the tool around the pipe a 
number of times. 

pipe cutter 

pipe die An adjustable tool for cutting 
threads on or in a pipe. 

pipe elbow See pipe bend. 

pipe expansion joint An assembly, other 
than a fabricated U-bend, designed 
to compensate for pipe contraction or 
expansion. 

pipe fitting Bends, tees, and other 
connectors used in assembling pipe. 

pipe gasket A fabricated packing to seal 
joints in pipe. 

pipe hanger A device or an assembly 
to support pipes from a slab, beam or 
other structural element that is above 
the pipe. 

pipe laser 1. A self-leveling instrument 
used in surveying that employs a laser 
as a reference for measurements or 
verifying alignment. 2. A plumber's 

pipe saddle 

tool used to simplify pipe alignment 
and installation. Once a hole is drilled 
in a stud or beam for pipe placement, 
the laser is directed through the hole 
to indicate where the hole in the next 
stud or beam should go. 

pipelayer 1. A tradesperson skilled and 
trained in laying and joining pipes of 
glazed clay, concrete, iron, or steel in a 
trench. 2. An attachment for a tractor 
or other machine consisting of a winch 
and side boom for placing lengths of 
pipe in a trench. 

pipeline heater A heater, usually a 
wrapping, with an electric element 
used to prevent the liquid in the 
pipe from freezing or to maintain the 
viscosity of the liquid. 

pipeline refrigeration Refrigeration 
provided to a group of buildings by 
piping refrigerant from a central plant. 

pipe pile A cylinder, usually 10"-24" in 
diameter, generally driven with open 
ends to form a friction pile. This pile 
may consist of several sections from 5' 
to 40' long joined by special fittings, 
such as cast-steel sleeves. A pipe pile 
is sometimes used with its lower end 
closed by a conical steel shoe. 

pipe plug A pipe fitting with outside 
threads and a projecting head used to 
close the opening in another fitting. 

pipe reamer A plumber's hand tool with a 
spinning cone that is used inside a pipe 
to remove burrs. 

pipe reducer A pipe fitting used to 
connect two lengths of pipe of different 
diameters. 

pipe ring A circular-shaped metal part 
used to support a pipe from a suspended 
rod. 

pipe run Any path taken by pipe in a 
distribution or collection system. 

pipe saddle An assembly to support a pipe 
from the underside. 
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pipe saddle 

pintle A vertical pin fastened at the
bottom andserving as a centerof
rotation.

pin tumbler A lock mechanism having
a series of small pins that must be
properly aligned by a key to open.

pinyon pine (pinon pine, nut pine) Pinus
monophylla, P. cembroides, P. quadrifolia,
P. edulis. A group of small pines, 20! to
40' in height, occurring in scattered
proves in the semi-arid areas of the
west. They produce an edible seed,
mostly used as topping for salad. Trees
exposed to constant winds take on a
sprawling form.

pipe 1. A hollow cylinder or tube for
conveyance ofa fluid. 2. From ASTM
B 251-557: Seamless tube conforming
to the particular dimensions commonly
know as “standard pipesize.” 

 
pipe

  
pipe bend (pipe elbow) A pipefitting

used to changedirection.

  
pipe bracket A shaped metal assembly

usecl to support a pipe from a wall or
floor.

pipe chase A vertical space in a building
reserved forvertical runs ofpipe.

pipe column A column madeofsteel pipe
andoftenfilled with concrete.

pipe coupling A fitting used to connect
two lengths ofpipe in a direct line.

pipe covering Any wrapping on a pipe
which acts as thermalinsulation and/or
a vaporbarrier.

pipe cross A fitting used to connectfour
lengths of pipe in the same plane with
all lengths at right angles to each other.

pipe cutter A handtoolforcutting pipe
ortubing, consisting of a frame with
a cutting wheel and drive wheels.
Cutting is accomplishedby forcing the
cutting wheel into the pipe material
and rotating the tool around thepipe a
numberoftimes. 

 
pipe die An adjustable toolfor cutting

threads onorin a pipe.

pipe elbow See pipe bend.

pipe expansion joint An assembly, other
thana fabricated U-bend, designed
to compensate for pipe contraction or
expansion.

pipe fitting Bends, tees, and other
connectors used in assembling pipe.

pipe gasket A fabricated packingto seal
joints in pipe.

pipe hanger A device or an assembly
to supportpipes from a slab, beam or
otherstructural element thatis above

the pipe.

pipe laser 1. A self-leveling instrument
used in surveying that employs a laser
as a reference for measurements or

verifying alignment. 2. A plumber’s

tool used to simplify pipe alignment
and installation. Once a holeis drilled

ina stud or beam forpipe placement,
thelaseris directed through the hole
to indicate where the hole in the next

stud or beam should go.

pipelayer 1. A tradespersonskilled and
trained in laying and joiningpipes of
glazed clay, concrete, iron, orsteel in a
trench. 2. An attachmentfora tractor

ot other machine consisting of a winch
and side boom forplacing lengths of
pipe in a trench.

pipeline heater A heater, usually a
wrapping, with anelectric element
used to preventthe liquid in the
pipe from freezing or to maintain the
viscosity of the liquid.

pipeline refrigeration Refrigeration
provided to a group ofbuildings by
piping refrigerant from a central plant.

pipe pile A cylinder, usually 10"-24" in
diameter, generally driven with open
ends to formafriction pile. Thispile
may consist of several sections from 5!
to 40' long joined byspecialfittings,
such as cast-steel sleeves. A pipe pile
is sometimes used with its lower end

closed by a conicalsteel shoe.

pipe plug A pipefitting with outside
threads and a projecting head used to
close the opening in anotherfitting.

pipe reamer A plumber’s hand tool with a
spinning cone thatis used inside a pipe
to remove burrs.

pipe reducerApipefitting used to
connect two lengthsof pipe ofdifferent
diameters.

pipe ring A circular-shaped metal part
used to support a pipe from a suspended
rod.

pipe run Anypath taken by pipe in a
distribution or collection system.

pipe saddle An assembly to supporta pipe
from the underside.
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pipe scaffolding 

pipe scaffolding A flexible scaffold 
anchored against a building. This 
prevalent type of scaffold is also 
referred to as "metal tube" or "coupler 
scaffold." 

pipe scaffolding 

pipe sleeve A cylindrical insert cast in a 
concrete wall or floor for later passage 
of a pipe. Also a larger pipe usually 
used in embankments that allows a 
smaller pipe to be installed later or to 
protect it from heavy loads. 

pipe stock An assembly to hold a pipe die. 

pipe stop A stopcock in a pipe. 

pipe strap A thin metal strip used as a 
pipe hanger. 

pipe tee A Tshaped fitting to connect 
three lengths of pipe in the same plane 
with one length at right angles to the 
other two. 

pipe tee 

pipe thread A V-cut screw thread cut on 
the inside or outside of a pipe or fitting. 
The diameter of the thread tapers. 

pipe tongs A hand tool used to screw or 
unscrew lengths of pipe and/or fittings. 

pipe vise A vise for holding pipe or tubing 
for cutting or threading. The pipe is 

held in curved, V-shaped, serrated jaws 
or, for larger pipes, by chains. 

pipe wrench (alligator wrench) A heavy 
hand tool with adjustable serrated jaws 
for gripping, screwing, or unscrewing 
metal pipe. 

pipe wrench (alligator wrench) 

piping 1. An assembly of lengths of 
pipe and fittings, i.e., a run of pipe. 
2. Movement of soil particles by 
percolating water that produces erosion 
channels. 

piping loss The heat lost from piping 
between the heat source and the 
radiators. 

piston A solid cylinder that fits inside a 
larger cylinder and moves as a result of 
the power it receives. It can be used to 
transmit power to or from a connecting 
rod. Found in reciprocating engines, 
pumps, and compressors. 

pit 1. An excavation, quarry, or mine 
made or worked by the open cut 
method. A pit seldom goes below 
the ground water level. 2. The area 
between the stage and the first row of 
seats in a theater. 3. A small hole or 
cavity on a surface. 

pit boards Horizontal boards used as 
sheeting to retain the soil around a pit. 

pitch 1. An accumulation of resin in the 
wood cells in a more or less irregular 
patch. Pitch is classified for grading 
purposes as light, medium, heavy, or 
massed. 2. The angle or inclination 
of a plane such as a roof, which varies 
according to climate, design, and 
materials used, and is expressed as a 
ratio of rise per run. 3. The set, or 
projection, of teeth on alternate sides 
of a saw to provide clearance for its 
body. 4. The ratio of rise to run of 
stairs. 5. The reciprocal of the number 
of threads per inch. 
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pitch board A thin piece of board used as 
a guide in stair construction. The board 
is cut in the shape of a right triangle to 
the slope of the nosings of the treads. 
Usually, the two sides equal the tread 
length and rise of the stair. · 

pitch dimension The distance between 
the bases of the top and the bottom 
risers in a flight of stairs, measured 
parallel to the slope. 

pitched roof A roof having one or more 
surfaces with a slope greater than 10° 
from the horizontal. 

pitched roof 

pitched stone A rough-faced stone having 
each edge of the exposed face pitched 
at a slight bevel from the plane of the 
face. 

pitched truss A truss that ties sloping 
top chords to the bottom chord with 
angled struts. 

pitching chisel A mason's chisel with a 
wide, thick edge used for rough dressing 
stone. 

pitch pine Pinus rigida. This pine is 
found in a wide area, from Maine to 
northern Georgia. Lumber from it is 
graded under rules established by the 
Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers 
Association. 

pitch pocket 1. A flanged metal 
device used to provide a water-tight 
seal around columns or other roof 
penetrations. 2. An opening between 
growth rings which usually contains or 
has contained resin, or bark, or both. 
A pitch pocket is classified for grading 
purposes as very small, small, medium, 
large, closed, open, or through. 

pitch seam Shake or check filled with 
pitch. 

 pipe scaffolding

 
pipe scaffolding A flexible scaffold

anchored against a building. This
prevalent type ofscaffold is also
referred to as “metal tube” or“coupler
scaffold.”

   
pipe scaffolding 

pipe sleeve A cylindrical insert cast in a
concrete wallorfloorfor later passage
of a pipe. Also a larger pipe usually
used in embankments that allows a

smaller pipe to be installed later orto
protectit from heavy loads.

pipe stock An assembly to hold a pipedie.

pipe stop A stopcock in a pipe.

pipe strap A thin metalstrip used as a
pipe hanger.

pipe tee A T-shapedfitting to connect
three lengthsof pipe in the sameplane
with one length at right angles to the
other two. 

 
pipe tee

  
 

pipe thread A V-cut screw thread cut on
the inside or outside ofa pipe orfitting.
The diameterof the thread tapers.

pipe tongs A hand toolused to screw or
unscrew lengthsofpipe and/orfittings.

pipe vise A vise for holding pipe or tubing
for cutting or threading. Thepipeis
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held in curved, V-shaped, serrated jaws
or, for larger pipes, by chains.

pipe wrench(alligator wrench) A heavy
hand tool with adjustable serrated jaws
for gripping, screwing, or unscrewing
metal pipe.

 
pipe wrench(alligator wrench)

piping 1. An assembly of lengths of
pipe andfittings, Le., a run ofpipe.
2. Movementofsoil particles by
percolating water that produces erosion
channels.

 
piping loss The heatlost from piping

between the heat source and the
radiators.

piston A solid cylindertharfits inside a
arger cylinder and movesas a result of
he powerit receives. It can be used to

transmit powerto or from a connecting
rod. Foundin reciprocating engines,
pumps, and compressors.

ae 4. An excavation, quarry, or mine
made or worked by the open cut
method. A pit seldom goes below
the ground waterlevel. 2, The area
between the stage and thefirst row of
seats in a theater. 3. A small hole or

cavity on a surface.

pi

 
pit boards Horizontal boards used as

sheeting to retain the soil aroundapit.

pitch 41. An accumulation ofresin in the
woodcells in a more orless irregular
patch. Pitchis classified for grading
purposesas light, medium, heavy, or
massed. 2. The angle orinclination
of a plane such as a roof, which varies
according to climate, design, and
materials used, and is expressed as a
ratio of rise per run. 3. Theset,or
projection,ofteeth on alternate sides
of a saw to provide clearanceforits
body. 4. Theratio of rise to run of
stairs. 5. The reciprocal of the number
of threads per inch.

pitch board A thinpiece of board used as
a guide in stair construction. The board
is cut in the shapeofa right triangle to
the slope of the nosings of the treads.
Usually, the two sides equal the tread
length andrise of the stair.

pitch dimension The distance between
the bases of the top and the bottom
risers ina flightof stairs, measured
parallel to the slope.

pitched roof A roof having one or more
surfaces with a slope greater than 10°
from the horizontal. 

  
pitched roof

  
 

pitched stone A rough-faced stone having
each edge of the exposed face pitched
at a slight bevel from the plane of the
face.

pitched truss A truss thatties sloping
top chords to the bottom chord with
angled struts.

pitching chisel A mason’s chisel with a
wide, thick edge used for rough dressing
stone.

pitch pine Pinus rigida. This pineis
found in a widearea, from Maine to
northern Georgia. Lumberfromit is
graded underrules established by the
Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers
Association.

pitch pocket 1. A flanged metal
device used to provide a water-tight
seal around columnsorotherroof

penetrations. 2. An opening between
growth rings which usually contains or
has contained resin, or bark, or both.
A pitch pocketis classified for grading
purposes as very small, small, medium,
large, closed, open, or through.

pitch seam Shake or checkfilled with
pitch.



pitch select D select or better, except 
that the grade admits any amount of 
medium to heavy pitch. Massed pitch 
is admissible but limited to half the 
area of an otherwise high line piece. 
Dimensions are 4" and wider, 6' and 
longer in multiples of one foot. 

pitch streak A well-defined accumulation 
of pitch in a more or less regular streak. 
A pitch streak is classified for grading 
purposes as small, medium, or large. 

pitch symbol A triangular symbol used 
on elevation drawings to indicate the 
incline of a roof or other plane surface. 

pith The small, soft core in the center of 
a log. 

pith fleck A narrow streak resembling 
pith on the surface of a piece of lumber, 
usually brownish and up to several 
inches in length, resulting from the 
burrowing of larvae in the growing 
tissue of the tree. 

pith knot A minor defect in lumber, a 
pith knot is a knot whose only blemish 
is a small pith hole in the center. 

pitot tube A device, used with a 
manometer or other pressure- reading 
device, to measure the velocity head of 
a flowing fluid. 

pit prop A timber used as a support in an 
excavation or mine. 

pit-run gravel Ungraded gravel used as 
taken from a pit. 

pitting Development of relatively small 
cavities in a surface due to phenomena 
such as corrosion, cavitation, or, in 
concrete, localized disintegration. See 
also popout. 

pivot A short shaft or pin about which a 
part rotates or swings. 

pivoted door A door that swings on 
pivots, rather than a door hung on 
hinges. 

pivoted window A window with a sash 
that rotates about fixed horizontal or 
vertical pivots. 

pivot hinge A hinge with a short fixed 
shaft or pin upon which a part rotates 
or swings. Commonly used for cabinet 
doors. 

pivot hinge 

placeability See workability. 

placement 1. The process of placing and 
consolidating concrete. 2. A quantity 
of concrete placed and finished 
during a continuous operation. Also, 
inappropriate! y referred to as pouring. 

placing The deposition, distribution, and 
consolidation of freshly mixed concrete 
in the place where it is to harden. Also, 
inappropriate! y referred to as pouring. 

placing drawings Detailed drawings used 
to position steel reinforcement in 
concrete construction. 

plain ashlar A rectangular block of stone, 
the face of which has been smoothed 
with a tool. 

plain bar A reinforcing bar without 
surface deformations, or one having 
deformations that do not conform to 
the applicable requirements. 

plain concrete 1. Concrete without 
reinforcement. 2. Reinforced concrete 
that does not conform to the definition 
of reinforced concrete. 3. Used loosely 
to designate concrete containing no 
admixture and prepared without special 
treatment. 

plain end (PE) Used to describe the ends 
of pipe which are shipped from the mill 
with unfinished ends. These ends may 
eventually be threaded, beveled, or 
grooved in the field. 

plain masonry Masonry with no 
reinforcement or with reinforcement 
only for shrinkage and temperature 
changes. 

plane iron 

plain rail A meeting rail in a double-hung 
window that is the same thickness as 
the other members of the frame. 

plain-sawn Wood sawn from logs so that 
the annual rings intersect the wide 
faces at an angle less than 45°. 

plaintiff The party that initiates a claim 
or action against another party. See also 
defendant. 

plain tile A flat, rectangular tile of 
concrete or burnt clay. 

plan 1. A two-dimensional overview of 
the design, location, and dimensions of 
a project (or a portion of a project). See 
also drawings. 2. Formalized, written 
method of accomplishing a project 
task. 3. An intended future course 
of action. 4. The basis for project 
controls. 5. A generic term used for a 
statement of intentions whether they 
relate to time, cost or quality in their 
many forms. 6. A predetermined course 
of action over a specified period of time 
which represents a projected response 
to an anticipated environment in order 
to accomplish a specific set of adaptive 
objectives. * 

planar frame A structural frame with all 
members in the same plane. 

plancier The wood or plaster soffit or 
underside of an overhanging eave. 

plan deposit See deposit for bidding 
documents. 

plane 1. A flat surface. 2. A tool used to 
smooth or shape wood. 3. To run sawn 
wood through a planer to smooth its 
surface. 

planed all round A piece that has been 
surfaced on all four sides. 

planed lumber Lumber which has been 
run through a planer to finish one or 
several sides. 

plane iron The smoothing metal blade in 
plane. 
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plane iron 

pitch select D select or better, except
that the grade admits any amount of
medium to heavy pitch. Massed pitch
is admissible but limited to half the

area of an otherwise high line piece.
Dimensionsare 4" and wider, 6' and
longer in multiples of one foot.

pitch streak A well-defined accumulation
of pitch in a moreorless regularstreak.
A pitch streak is classified for grading
purposes as small, medium,orlarge.

pitch symbol A triangular symbol used
on elevation drawings to indicate the
incline of a roof or other plane surface.

pith The small, soft core in the center of
a log.

pith fleck A narrow streak resembling
pith on the surface ofa piece of lumber,
usually brownish and up to several
inchesin length,resulting from the
burrowing of larvae in the growing
tissue of the tree.

pith knot A minor defect in lumber, a
pith knotis a knot whose only blemish
is a small pith hole in the center.

pitot tube A device, used with a
manometer or other pressure- reading
device, to measure the velocity head of
a flowingfluid.

pit prop A timber used as a support in an
excavation or mine.

pit-run gravel Ungraded gravel used as
taken fromapit.

pitting Developmentofrelatively small
cavities in a surface due to phenomena
such as corrosion, cavitation, or, in
concrete, localized disintegration. See
also popout.

pivot A short shaft or pin about which a
part rotates or swings.

pivoted door A doorthat swings on
pivots, rather than a door hung on
hinges.

pivoted window A window with a sash
that rotates aboutfixed horizontal or

vertical pivots.

pivot hinge A hinge with a shortfixed
shaft or pin upon whicha part rotates
or swings. Commonly used for cabinet
doors. 

pivot hinge

  
 

placeability See workability.

placement 1. The process of placing and
consolidating concrete. 2. A quantity
of concrete placed andfinished
during a continuous operation. Also,
inappropriately referred to as pouring.

placing The deposition, distribution, and
consolidation offreshly mixed concrete
in the place whereit is to harden.Also,
inappropriately referred to as pouring.

placing drawings Detailed drawings used
to position steel reinforcementin
concrete construction.

plain ashlar A rectangular block of stone,
the face of which has been smoothed
with a tool.

plain bar A reinforcing bar without
surface deformations, or one having
deformations that do not conform to

the applicable requirements.

plain concrete 1. Concrete without
reinforcement. 2. Reinforced concrete
that does not conform to the definition

of reinforced concrete. 3. Used loosely
to designate concrete containing no
admixture and prepared without special
treatment.

plain end (PE) Usedto describe the ends
of pipe which are shipped from the mill
with unfinished ends. These ends may
eventually be threaded, beveled, or
grooved in thefield.

plain masonry Masonry with no
reinforcementor with reinforcement

only for shrinkage and temperature
changes.

plain rail A meetingrail in a double-hung
window that is the same thickness as
the other membersof the frame.

plain-sawn Wood sawn from logs so that
the annualrings intersect the wide
faces at an angle less than 45°.

plaintiff The party thatinitiates a claim
or action against anotherparty. See also
defendant.

plain tile A flat, rectangulartile of
concrete or burntclay.

plan 1. A two-dimensional overview of
the design, location, and dimensionsof
a project (or a portion of a project). See
also drawings. 2. Formalized, written
method of accomplishing a project
task. 3. An intended future course

of action. 4, The basis for project
controls. 5. A generic term used for a
statement ofintentions whether they
relate to time, cost or quality in their
manyforms. 6. A predetermined course
of action over a specified period of time
whichrepresents a projected response
to an anticipated environmentin order
to accomplish a specific set of adaptive
objectives. *

planar frame A structural frame withall
membersin the sameplane.

plancier The woodorplaster soffit or
underside of an overhanging eave.

plan deposit See deposit for bidding
documents.

plane 1.Aflat surface. 2. A tool used to
smooth orshape wood. 3. To run sawn
wood through a planer to smoothits
surface,

planed all round A piece that has been
surfaced onall foursides.

planed lumber Lumber which has been
run through a planerto finish one or
severalsides.

plane iron The smoothing metal blade in
plane.
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plane of weakness 

plane of weakness The plane along 
which a body under stress will tend to 
fracture. The plane of weakness may 
exist by design, by accident, or because 
of the nature of the structure and its 
loading. 

planer A machine used to surface rough 
lumber. 

planer heads Sets of cutting knives 
mounted on cylindrical heads which 
revolve at high speed to dress lumber 
fed through them. Top and bottom 
heads surface or pattern the two faces, 
while side heads dress or pattern the 
two edges or sides. 

planer knife One of the sharp blades used 
in a planer head. 

plane surveying Surveying which neglects 
the curvature of the earth. 

plane table A device, consisting of a 
drawing board on a tripod and a 
telescope attached to a ruler, for 
plotting lines of a survey directly from 
observations. 

planimeter A mechanical device that 
measures plane areas on a map or 
drawing. 

planing The process of smoothing a 
surface by shaving off small chips. 

planing machine 1. Several types of 
a fixed machine for planing wood 
or steel. 2. A portable machine for 
planing a wood floor in place. 

plank A piece of lumber two or more 
inches thick and six or more inches 
wide, designed to be laid flat as part of 
a load-bearing surface, such as a bridge 
deck. 

plank-and-beam construction See post
and,lintel construction. 

planking Material used for flooring, 
decking, or scaffolding. 

planking 

planking and strutting The temporary 
timbers supporting the soil at the side 
of an excavation. 

plank-on-edge floor A subfloor formed 
by joists in contact with each other to 
form a continuous surface. 

plank-type grating Prefabricated grating 
in widths similar to wooden planks, 
usually less than 30" wide. Plank 
grating is available in a variety of 
materials. 

planned cost The approved estimated 
cost for a work package or summary 
item. This cost when totaled with 
the estimated costs for all other work 
packages results in the total cost 
estimate committed under the contract 
for the program or project. * 

planned unit development (PUD) A 
zoning classification that allows 
flexibility in the design of a subdivision 
or development. 

planned value Measure of the value of 
work planned to have been performed 
so far. * 

planner In project control, a team 
member with the responsibility for 
planning, scheduling and tracking 
of projects. They are often primarily 
concerned with schedule, progress and 
manpower resources. * 

planning The process of developing 
a scheme of a building or group of 
buildings by studying the layout of 
spaces within each building, and of 
building and other installations in an 
open space. 

*Reprinted with the /Jermission of MCE International. Co/Jyright © 2008, by MCE International; all rights reserved. 
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planning bill An artificial grouping of 
items, in bill of material format, used 
to facilitate master scheduling and/or 
material planning. * 

planning grid A graph-like paper with the 
lines at right angles or other selected 
angles to each other, used by architects 
or engineers in modular planning. 

plan room A service provided by 
construction industry organizations or 
service companies, sometimes available 
to interested constructors, material 
men, vendors, and manufacturers. 
Plan rooms provide access to contract 
documents for projects currently in 
the process of receiving competitive or 
negotiated bids. 

planted molding A molding which is 
nailed, tongued-in, or otherwise 
fastened to a base, as opposed to one 
cut into the base material. 

planted stop A molding or strip nailed to 
a frame and used as a door or casement 
stop. 

planting In masonry, laying the first 
courses of a foundation on a prepared 
bed. 

plant mix 1. A mixture of aggregate 
and asphalt cement or liquid asphalt, 
prepared in a central or traveling 
mechanical mixer. 2. Any mixture 
produced at a mixing plant. 

plant overhead Those costs in a plant 
that are not directly attributable to 
any one production or processing unit 
and are allocated on some arbitrary 
basis believed to be equitable. Includes 
plant management salaries, payroll 
department, local purchasing and 
accounting, etc. * 

plan view A drawing that depicts an 
object, assembly, or floor plan from 
above. 

plaster 1. A cementitious material or 
combination of cementitious material 
and aggregate that, when mixed with 
a suitable amount of water, forms a 
plastic mass or paste. When applied to 

plane of weakness

 
plane of weakness Theplane along

which a body understress will tend to
fracture. The plane of weakness may
exist by design, by accident, or because
of the nature of the structure andits

loading.

planer A machine used to surface rough
lumber.

planer heads Sets of cutting knives
mounted oncylindrical heads which
revolve at high speed to dress lumber
fed through them. Top and bottom
heads surface or pattern the twofaces,
while side heads dress or pattern the
two edgesorsides.

planer knife One of the sharp blades used
in a planer head.

plane surveying Surveying which neglects
the curvature of the earth.

plane table A device, consisting of a
drawing board ona tripod and a
telescope attached to a ruler, for
plotting lines of a survey directly from
observations.

planimeter A mechanicaldevice that
measures plane areas on a map or
drawing.

planing The process of smoothing a
surface by shaving off small chips.

planing machine 1. Several types of
a fixed machinefor planing wood
orsteel. 2. A portable machinefor
planing a woodfloorinplace.

plank A piece of lumber two or more
inches thick and six or more inches

wide, designed to belaid flat as part of
a load-bearing surface, such as a bridge
deck.

plank-and-beam construction See post-
and-lintel construction.

planking Material used forflooring,
decking,or scaffolding.
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planking 

planking and strutting The temporary
timbers supporting the soil at the side
of an excavation.

plank-on-edge floor A subfloorformed
by joists in contact with each other to
form a continuoussurface.

plank-type grating Prefabricated grating
in widths similar to woodenplanks,
usually less than 30" wide. Plank
eratingis available in a variety of
materials.

planned cost The approved estimated
cost for a work package or summary
item. This cost when totaled with
the estimated costs forall other work

packagesresults in the total cost
estimate committed underthe contract

for the programor project. *

planned unit development (PUD) A
zoningclassification that allows
flexibility in the design of a subdivision
or development.

planned value Measure of the value of
work planned to have been performed
so far. *

planner In project control, a team
memberwith the responsibility for
planning, scheduling and tracking
of projects. They are often primarily
concerned with schedule, progress and
manpowerresources. *

planning Theprocess of developing
a schemeof a building or group of
buildings by studying the layout of
spaces within each building, and of
building andotherinstallations in an
open space.

planning bill Anartificial grouping of
items, in. bill of material format, used
to facilitate master scheduling and/or
material planning.*

planning grid A graph-like paper with the
lines at right angles or otherselected
angles to each other, used by architects
or engineers in modularplanning.

plan room A service provided by
construction industry organizations or
service companies, sometimesavailable
to interested constructors, material
men, vendors, and manufacturers.
Plan rooms provide access to contract
documents for projects currently in
the process of receiving competitive or
negotiated bids.

planted molding A molding whichis
nailed, tongued-in, or otherwise
fastened to a base, as opposed to one
cut into the base material.

planted stop A moldingorstrip nailed to
a frame andusedas a dooror casement

stop.

planting In masonry, laying thefirst
courses of a foundation on a prepared
bed,

plant mix 1. A mixture of aggregate
and asphalt cementorliquid asphale,
preparedin a centralor traveling
mechanical mixer. 2. Any mixture
ptoduced at a mixing plant.

plant overhead Thosecosts in a plant
that are not directly attributable to
any one productionor processing unit
and are allocated on some arbitrary
basis believed to be equitable. Includes
plant managementsalaries, payroll
department, local purchasing and
accounting, etc. *

plan view A drawing that depicts an
object, assembly, or floor plan from
above.

plaster 1. A cementitious material or
combination of cementitious material

and aggregate that, when mixed with
a suitable amount of water, forms a
plastic mass or paste. Whenapplied to



a surface, the paste adheres to it and 
subsequently hardens, preserving in a 
rigid state the form or texture imposed 
during the period of elasticity. 2. The 
placed and hardened mixture created as 
in definition 1 above. See a!so stucco. 

plaster 

plaster aggregate Graded mineral particles 
and mineral, vegetable, or animal fibers 
to be used with gypsum or cement-base 
plasters to produce a plaster mix. 

plaster base Any working ground to 
receive plaster, including wood, metal, 
or gypsum lath, insulating board, or 
masonry. 

plaster base 

plaster-base finish tile Ceramic tile with 
exposed surface, scored or roughened 
for an application of a plaster system. 

plaster bead An edging, usually metal, to 
strengthen applied plaster at corners. 

plasterboard (sheetrock, drywall) Any 
prefabricated board of plaster with 
paper facings. Plasterboard may be 
painted or used as a base for a finish 
coat of applied plaster. 

plasterboard nail A nail for fastening 
plasterboard to a supporting system. 
The nails are galvanized with a flat 
head and a deformed shank. 

plaster bond The mechanical or chemical 
adhesion of plaster to a surface. 

plaster ceiling panel A raised or sunken 
section of a plaster ceiling, forming a 
panel. 

plaster cornice A molding of plaster at 
the intersection of a wall and a ceiling. 

plaster cove A concave molding of plaster 
at the intersection of a wall and a 
ceiling. 

plasterer's putty A hydrated lime with 
just enough water added to make a 
thick paste for use as a hole or crack 
filler. 

plaster ground A wood strip or metal 
bead used as a guide for application 
of a desired thickness of plaster or for 
attaching trim. 

plaster guard A shield attached behind 
the hinge and strike reinforcement 
on a hollow metal door frame to 
prevent mortar or plaster from entering 
mounting holes. 

plaster lath A supporting structure for 
plaster, such as a wood lath, metal lath, 
or lath board. 

plaster mold A mold or form made from 
gypsum plaster, usually to permit 
concrete to be formed or cast in 
intricate shapes. See also mold and 
form. 

plaster of paris Gypsum, from which 
three-quarters of the chemical! y bound 
water has been driven off by heating. 
When wetted, it recombines with 
water and hardens quickly. See also 
hemihydrate. 

plastic cracking I 

plaster ring A metal collar attached to a 
base and used as a guide for thickness 
of applied plaster and a fastener for 
trim. 

plaster set The initial stiffening of a 
plaster mix that may be reworked 
without the addition of water. 

plaster wainscot cap A horizontal wood 
strip which covers the joint between 
the wainscoting and the plaster surface. 

plaster wainscot cap 

plastic Possessing plasticity, or possessing 
adequate plasticity. See also plasticity. 

plastic bond fire clay 1. A fire clay of 
sufficient natural plasticity to bond 
nonplastic material. 2. A fire clay used 
as a plasticizing agent in mortar. 

plastic cement A synthetic cement used 
in the application of flashing. 

plastic centroid Centroid of the resistance 
to load computed for the assumptions 
that the concrete is stressed uniformly 
to 85% its design strength and the steel 
is stressed uniformly to its specified 
yield point. 

plastic consistency 1. Condition of 
freshly mixed cement paste, mortar, or 
concrete that allows that deformation 
to be sustained continuously in any 
direction without rupture. 2. In 
common usage, concrete with slump of 
3" to 4" (80 to 100 mm). 

plastic cracking Cracking that occurs in 
the surface of fresh concrete soon after 
it is placed and while it is still plastic. 
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plastic cracking 

a surface, the paste adheresto it and
subsequently hardens, preserving in a
tigid state the form or texture imposed
during the period ofelasticity. 2. The
placed and hardened mixture created as
in definition 1 above. See also stucco. 

 
 RabkeickeclecticERS,
plaster

  
 

plaster aggregate Graded mineralparticles
and mineral, vegetable, or animalfibers
to be used with gypsum or cement-base
plasters to produce a plaster mix.

plaster base Any working ground to
receiveplaster, including wood, metal,
ot gypsumlath, insulating board, or
masonry. 

   
plaster-basefinish tile Ceramic tile with

exposed surface, scored or roughened
for an application of a plaster system.

plaster bead Anedging, usually metal, to
strengthen applied plaster at corners.

plasterboard (sheetrock, drywall) Any
prefabricated board ofplaster with
paperfacings. Plasterboard may be
painted or used as a base for a finish
coat of applied plaster.

plasterboard nail A nail for fastening
plasterboard to a supporting system.
Thenails are galvanized with a flat
head and a deformed shank.

plaster bond The mechanical or chemical
adhesion of plaster to a surface.

plaster ceiling panel A raised or sunken
section ofa plasterceiling, forming a
panel.

plaster cornice A moldingofplasterat
the intersection of a wall and a ceiling.

plaster cove A concave moldingofplaster
at the intersectionof a wall anda

ceiling.

plasterer’s putty A hydrated lime with
just enough water added to make a
thick paste for use as a hole orcrack
filler.

plaster ground A woodstrip or metal
bead used as a guide for application
of a desired thickness ofplasterorfor
attaching trim.

plaster guard A shield attached behind
the hinge andstrike reinforcement
ona hollow metal doorframe to

prevent mortaror plaster from entering
mountingholes.

plaster lath A supporting structure for
plaster, such as a wood lath, metallath,
or lath board.

plaster mold A mold or form made from
gypsumplaster, usually to permit
concrete to be formed orcast in

intricate shapes. See also mold and
form.

plaster of paris Gypsum, from which
three-quarters of the chemically bound
water has been drivenoff by heating.
Whenwetted,it recombines with
water and hardensquickly. See also
hemihydrate.

plaster ring A metalcollar attached toa
base and used as a guide for thickness
of applied plaster and a fastenerfor
trim.

plaster set The initialstiffening of a
plaster mix that may be reworked
withoutthe addition of water.

plaster wainscot cap A horizontal wood
strip which covers the joint between
the wainscoting and the plaster surface. 

plaster wainscot cap

  
 

plastic Possessingplasticity, or possessing
adequateplasticity. See also plasticity.

plastic bondfire clay 1.Afire clay of
sufficient natural plasticity to bond
nonplastic material. 2. A fire clay used
as a plasticizing agent in mortar.

plastic cement A synthetic cementused
in the applicationofflashing.

plastic centroid Centroid ofthe resistance
to load computed for the assumptions
that the concrete is stressed uniformly
to 85% its design strength and thesteel
is stressed uniformly to its specified
yield point.

plastic consistency 1. Condition of
freshly mixed cement paste, mortar, or
concrete that allows that deformation

to be sustained continuously in any
direction without rupture. 2. In
common usage, concrete with slump of
3" to 4" (80 to 100 mm).

plastic cracking Cracking that occurs in
the surface of fresh concrete soonafter

it is placed and whileit is still plastic.
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plastic curtains 

p 
plastic curtains Curtains or strip doors 

that reduce infiltration and exfiltration 
within a building. These barriers 
typically consist of several strips of 
heavy plastic ( often transparent or 
translucent) that form a fairly tight 
seal, yet allow easy passage. 

plastic deformation Deformation that 
does not disappear when the force 
causing the deformation is removed. 

plastic design See ultimate-strength 
design. 

plastic flow See creep. 

plastic glue Resin bonding materials used 
in joining wood pieces. These materials 
include: 1. Thermosetting resins 
such as phenol-formaldehyde, urea
formaldehyde, and melamine resin. 2. 
Thermoplastics such as acryl-polymers 
and vinyl-polymers. 3. Casein plastics. 
4. Natural resin glues. 

plastic-hinge Region where ultimate 
moment capacity in a member may 
be developed and maintained with 
corresponding significant inelastic 
rotation as main tensile steel elongates 
beyond yield strain. 

plasticity 1. The capability of being 
molded, or being made to assume 
a desired form. 2. A property of a 
material that allows it to retain its form 
when bent. 3. A complex property of 
a material involving a combination of 
qualities of mobility and magnitude of 
yield value. 4. That property of freshly 
mixed cement paste, concrete, or 
mortar, which determines its resistance 
to deformation and ease of molding. 

plasticity index 1. The range in water 
content through which a solid remains 
plastic. 2. Numerical adherence 
between the liquid limit and the plastic 
limit. See also Atterberg limits. 

plasticizer 1. A material that increases 
plasticity of a cement paste, mortar, or 
concrete mixture. 2. Various substances 
added to organic compounds to create 
a more flexible finished product. These 

additives are frequently used in roofing 
materials and concrete. 

plasticizing 1. Producing plasticity or 
becoming plastic. 2. Softening wood 
by hot water, steam or chemicals to 
increase its moldability. 

plastic laminate A thin board used as a 
finished surfacing, made from layers of 
resin-impregnated paper fused together 
under heat and pressure. 

plastic limit The water content at which 
a soil will just begin to crumble when 
rolled into a thread approximately ½" 
(3 mm) in diameter. See also Atterberg 
limits. 

plastic loss See creep. 

plastic lumber An alternative building 
material that is usually manufactured 
with recycled plastics. In contrast to 
wood, it will not splinter, rot, or warp. 
Used in decking and pilings, among 
other applications. 

plastic mortar A mortar of plastic 
consistency. 

plastic shrinkage cracks See plastic 
cracking. 

plastic skylight A molded unit of 
transparent or translucent plastic that 
is set in a frame for use as a skylight. 

plastic skylight 

plastic soil Any soil that can be molded or 
deformed by moderate pressure without 
crumbling. 

plastic wood A quick-drying putty of 
nitrocellulose, wood flour, resins, and 
solvents used as a filler for holes and 
cracks. 

plate 1. In formwork for concrete, a flat, 
horizontal member at the top and/or 
bottom of studs or posts. If on the 
ground, a plate is called a mudsill. 2. In 
structural design, a member, the depth 

*ReJJrinted with the permission of MCE International. CojJyright © 2008, by MCE International; all rights reserved. 
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of which is substantially smaller than 
its length and width. 3. In framing, the 
top plate (horizontal) connects with 
the top of wall studs. The floor joists, 
rafters, or trusses rest on it. The sole 
plate is at the bottom of wall studs. The 
still plate (horizontal) rests on and is 
anchored to the foundation. 4. A flat 
rolled iron or steel product. See also flat 
plate, load-transfer assembly. 

plate anchor An anchor bolt used to 
fasten a plate or sill to a foundation. 

plate beam See plate girder. 

plate bolt See plate anchor. 

plate girder A girder fabricated from 
plates, angles, or other structural 
shapes, welded or riveted together. 

plate girder 

plate glass High-quality glass of the 
same composition as window glass but 
thicker, up to 1 ¼", with ground and 
polished faces, usually used for large 
areas in a single sheet. 

platen A flat plate in a hot press, usually 
one of many in a multi-opening press 
used in the manufacture of panel 
products. 

plate rail Decorative molding on the 
upper part of a wall and grooved to 
hold chinaware plates or decorations. 

plate stock Component that makes 
up the bottom and top of a typical 
wood framed wall. Usually the same 
dimension as the wall framing stock 
but may be a lesser grade. 

plastic curtains

 
plastic curtains Curtains orstrip doors

that reduce infiltration and exfiltration

within a building. These barriers
typically consist of severalstrips of
heavy plastic (often transparent or
translucent) that form a fairly tight
seal, yet allow easy passage.

plastic deformation Deformation that
does not disappear when the force
causing the deformation is removed.

plastic design See ultimate-strength
design.

plastic flow See creep.

plastic glue Resin bonding materials used
in joining wood pieces. These materials
include: 1. Thermosetting resins
such as phenol-formaldehyde, urea-
formaldehyde, and melamineresin. 2.
Thermoplastics such as acryl-polymers
and vinyl-polymers. 3. Caseinplastics.
4, Natural resin glues.

plastic-hinge Region where ultimate
moment capacity in a member may
be developed and maintained with
correspondingsignificantinelastic
rotation as main tensile steel elongates
beyond yield strain.

plasticity 1. The capability of being
molded, or being made to assume
a desired form. 2. A property of a
material that allows it to retain its form

whenbent. 3. A complex property of
a material involving a combination of
qualities of mobility and magnitude of
yield value. 4. That propertyoffreshly
mixed cementpaste, concrete, or
mortar, which determinesits resistance
to deformation and ease of molding.

plasticity index 1. The range in water
content through which a solid remains
plastic. 2. Numerical adherence
between the liquid limit and the plastic
limit. See also Atterberg limits.

plasticizer 1. A material that increases
plasticity of a cement paste, mortar, or
concrete mixture. 2. Various substances

added to organic compoundsto create
a moreflexible finished product. These

“Reprinted withthe permission of AACE International. Copyright © 2008, by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.
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additives are frequently used in roofing
materials and concrete.

plasticizing 1. Producingplasticity or
becomingplastic. 2. Softening wood
by hot water, steam or chemicals to
increase its moldability.

plastic laminate A thin board used as a
finished surfacing, madefromlayers of
resin-impregnated paperfused together
under heat and pressure.

plastic limit The water content at which
a soil will just begin to crumble when
rolled into a thread approximately 4"
(3 mm) in diameter. See also Atterberg
limits.

plastic loss See creep.

plastic lumber Analternative building
material that is usually manufactured
with recycledplastics. In contrast to
wood,it will not splinter, rot, or warp.
Used in decking andpilings, among
other applications.

plastic mortar A mortarofplastic
consistency.

plastic shrinkage cracks See plastic
cracking.

plastic skylight A molded unit of
transparent or translucentplastic that
is set in a framefor use as a skylight. 

 
plastic skylight

  
 

plastic soil Anysoil that can be molded or
deformed by moderate pressure without
crumbling.

plastic wood A quick-drying putty of
nitrocellulose, woodflour, resins, and
solvents used asa filler for holes and
cracks.

plate 1. In formwork for concrete,a flat,
horizontal member at the top and/or
bottom of studs or posts. If on the
ground,a plateis called a mudsill. 2. In
structural design, a member, the depth

of whichis substantially smaller than
its length and width.3, In framing, the
top plate (horizontal) connects with
the top of wall studs. Thefloorjoists,
rafters, or trusses rest onit. The sole
plate is at the bottom of wall studs. The
still plate (horizontal) rests on andis
anchored to the foundation. 4. A flat

tolled iron or steel product. See also flat
plate, load-transfer assembly.

plate anchor Ananchorbolt used to
fasten a plate orsill to a foundation.

plate beam Seeplate girder.

plate bolt See plate anchor.

plate girder A girderfabricated from
plates, angles, or otherstructural
shapes, welded orriveted together.
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plate glass High-quality glass of the
same composition as window glass but
thicket, up to 14", with ground and
polished faces, usually used forlarge
areas in a single sheet.

platenAflat plate in a hotpress, usually
one of many in a multi-opening press
used in the manufacture of panel
products.

plate rail Decorative molding on the
upper part of a wall and grooved to
hold chinaware plates or decorations.

plate stock Component that makes
up the bottom andtopofa typical
wood framed wall. Usually the same
dimensionas the wall framing stock
but may be a lesser grade.



plate-type tread A stair tread fabricated 
from metal plate and/or floor plate. 
The riser may be integral. 

plate vibrator A self-propelled, 
mechanical vibrator used to compact 
fill. 

platform 1. A floor or surface raised 
above the adjacent level. 2. A 
landing in a stairway. 3. A working 
space for persons, elevated above the 
surrounding floor or ground level 
such as a balcony or platform for the 
operation of machinery or equipment. 

platform 

platform frame See platform framing. 

platform framing A framing system in 
which the vertical members are only 
a single story high, with each finished 
floor acting as a platform upon which 
the succeeding floor is constructed. 
Platform framing is the common 
method of house construction in North 
America. 

platform roof 1. A truncated roof. 2. A 
roof, the top of which is a horizontal 
plane. 

plenishing nail A large nail used to fasten 
planks to joists. 

plenum 1. A closed chamber used to 
distribute or collect warmed or cooled 
air in a forced air heating/cooling 
system. 2. The space between the 
suspended ceiling and the floor above. 
3. The space between a raised floor and 

the floor below. 4. A closed chamber 
used to collect or distribute fluids in a 
distribution or collection system. 

plenum 

plenum barrier A barrier, erected in a 
plenum ceiling, used to reduce sound 
transmission between rooms or over a 
large area. 

plenum chamber See plenum. 

plenum fans (plug fans) Single-inlet, 
single-width centrifugal fans without 
the scroll, permitting 360° air delivery 
from the fan wheel. 

plen-wood system A system for 
distributing air for heating and cooling 
using the entire underfloor area of 
a building as a plenum chamber. 
The system eliminates the need 
for ductwork in some structures. 
Proponents of the system cite savings 
in both construction costs and in the 
costs of heating and cooling. 

Plexigiass® The brand name, often used 
generically, for a clear and rigid plastic 
sheet product. 

pliers A pincer-like hand tool with 
opposing jaws for gripping, cutting and 
bending. 

plinth 1. A block or slab supporting a 
column or pedestal. 2. The base course 
of an external masonry wall when 
of different shape from the masonry 
in the wall proper. 3. The base of 
a monument or statue often with 
inscription. 

plinth course 1. The masonry course that 
forms the plinth of a stone wall. 2. The 
final course of a brick plinth in a brick 
wall. 

plug center bit I 

plot 1. A measured and defined area of 
land. 2. A ground plan of a building 
and adjacent land. 

plot 

plot plan A diagram showing the proposed 
or existing use of a specified parcel of 
land. 

plough See plow 2. 

plow 1. In molding, a rectangular slot of 
three surfaces cut with the grain of the 
wood. 2. In carpentry, a tool that cuts 
grooves. 3. A drywall tool with a bent 
trowel used to finish corners. 

plow and tongue joint See tongue-and
groove joint. 

plucked finish A rough-textured stone 
surface, made by overcutting with a 
planer so that stone is removed by 
spalling rather than shaving. 

plug 1. A wood peg driven into a wall for 
support of a fastener. 2. A stopper for 
a drain opening. 3. A male-threaded 
fitting used to seal the end of a pipe or 
fitting. 4. A fixture for connection of 
electric wires to an outlet socket. 5. A 
fibrous or resinous material used to fill 
a hole and close a surface. 6. Material 
that stops or seals the discharge line of 
a channel or pipe. 

plug and feathers A heavy device 
consisting of a wedge and two tapered 
plates of metal used to split boulders. 

plug center bit A plug-shaped bit used to 
enlarge a hole or counterbore around 
the hole. 
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plug center bit 

plate-type tread A stair tread fabricated
from metal plate and/orfloor plate.
The riser may beintegral.

plate vibrator A self-propelled,
mechanicalvibrator used to compact
fill.

platform 1.Aflooror surface raised
abovethe adjacentlevel. 2. A
landingin a stairway. 3. A working
space for persons, elevated above the
surroundingflooror ground level
such as a balconyor platform for the
operation of machinery or equipment. 

 
platform

  
 

platform frame See platform framing.

platform framing A framing system in
whichthe vertical members are only
a single story high, with eachfinished
flooracting as a platform upon which
the succeedingfloor is constructed.
Platform framing is the common
method of house construction in North
Ametica.

platform roof 1. A truncated roof. 2. A
roof, the top of whichis a horizontal
plane.

plenishing nail A large nail used to fasten
plankstojoists.

plenum 1. A closed chamberused to
distribute or collect warmed or cooled

air in a forced air heating/cooling
system. 2, The space between the
suspended ceiling and the floor above.
3. The space between a raised floor and

the floor below. 4. A closed chamber
used to collect or distribute fluids in a

distribution or collection system. 

 
plenum

  
plenum barrier A barrier, erected ina

plenum ceiling, used to reduce sound
transmission between rooms orover a

large area.

plenum chamber See plenum.

plenum fans (plug fans) Single-inlet,
single-width centrifugal fans without
the scroll, permitting 360° air delivery
from the fan wheel.

plen-wood system A system for
distributing air for heating and cooling
using the entire underfloorarea of
a building as a plenum chamber.
The systemeliminates the need
for ductworkin some structures.

Proponentsof the system cite savings
in both construction costs and in the

costs of heating and cooling.

Plexiglass® The brand name, often used
genetically, for a clear andrigid plastic
sheet product.

pliers A pincer-like hand tool with
opposing jawsfor gripping, cutting and
bending.

plinth 1. A block orslab supporting a
column orpedestal. 2. The base course
of an external masonry wall when
of different shape from the masonry
in the wall proper. 3. The base of
a monumentorstatue often with

inscription.

plinth course 1. The masonry course that
forms the plinth of a stone wall. 2. The
final course of a brick plinth in a brick
wall.

plot 1. A measured and defined area of
land. 2. A ground plan of a building
and adjacentland. 
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plot plan A diagram showing the proposed
or existing use of a specified parcel of
land.

plough See plow 2.

plow 1. In molding,a rectangularslot of
three surfaces cut with the grain of the
wood.2. In carpentry, a tool that cuts
grooves. 3. A drywall tool with a bent
trowel used to finish corners.

plow and tongue joint See tongue-and-
groove joint.

plucked finish A rough-textured stone
surface, made by overcutting with a
planerso that stone is removed by
spalling rather than shaving.

plug 4. A wood pegdriveninto a wall for
supportof a fastener. 2. A stopperfor
a drain opening. 3. A male-threaded
fitting used to seal the end of a pipe or
fitting. 4. A fixture for connectionof
electric wires to an outlet socket. 5, A
fibrous or resinous material usedtofill
a hole and close a surface. 6. Material

that stops orseals the discharge line of
a channelorpipe.

plug and feathers A heavy device
consisting of a wedge and twotapered
plates of metal used to split boulders.

plug center bit A plug-shapedbit used to
enlarge a hole or counterbore around
the hole.
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plug cock 

]? 
plug cock A valve where full flow is 

through a hole in a tapered plug. 
Rotating the plug 90° completely stops 
the flow. 

plug cock 

plug cutter A small hollow bit used to cut 
a plug from a larger piece of wood. 

plug fuse A fuse contained in an insulated 
container with a metal screwbase. 
There is a small window on the face 
of the container for checking the 
condition of the fuse element. 

plugged lumber Lumber in which a defect 
has been filled by material to provide a 
smooth paint surface. 

plugging Inserting a plug into a hole. 

plugging chisel A steel rod, with a star
shaped point, used for drilling holes in 
masonry by striking with a hammer. 

plug-in A temporary figure in an estimate 
price-out sheet to be used until a more 
dependable one is obtained. 

plug tap See plug cock. 

plug tenon A short tenon which projects 
from the material into which it is 
fitted, the free end fitting into a 
mortise. A plug tenon is used to 
provide lateral stability for a wood 
column. 

plug valve See plug cock. 

plug weld A weld made through a circular 
hole in one of the members to be 
connected. 

plum (plum stone) A large randomly 
shaped stone dropped into freshly 
placed mass concrete to economize on 

the volume of concrete used. See also 
cyclopean concrete. 

plumb Vertical, or to make vertical. 

plumb bob A cone-shaped metal weight, 
hung from a string, used to establish a 
vertical line or as a sighting reference 
to a surveyor's transit. 

plum bob 

plumb bond Any bond in masonry in 
which the vertical joints are in line. 

plumb bond pole A pole used to insure 
that vertical masonry joints are in line. 

plumb cut A vertical cut, as in the cuts in 
a rafter at the top ridge where it meets 
the ridge plate. 

plumber's dope See dope. 

plumber's friend See plunger. 

plumber's furnace A portable, gas-fired 
furnace for melting solder, heating lead, 
or soldering iron. 

plumber's rasp A coarse rasp used to file 
lead. 

plumber's round iron A specially shaped 
soldering iron used to solder seams in 
tanks. 

plumber's soil A mixture of lampblack 
and glue used to prevent solder from 
adhering where not wanted. 

plumber's solder An alloy with a low 
melting point used for joining metal 
pieces such as copper pipes. 

plumbing 1. The work or practice of 
installing in buildings the pipes, 
fixtures and other apparatus required 
to bring in the water supplies and to 
remove water-borne wastes. 2. The 
process of setting a structure or object 
truly vertical. 
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plumbing boot Metal support installed 
to reinforce wall studs in cases where 
a cut has been made for a plumbing 
drain line. 

plumbing fixture A receptacle in a 
plumbing system, other than a trap, 
in which water or wastes are collected 
or retained for use and ultimately 
discharged to drainage. 

plumbing fixture 

plumbing ground Drain and waste lines 
underneath a basement floor. 

plumbing jack A sleeve surrounding a 
drain or vent pipe on a roof. 

plumbing, rough Advance work done 
by a plumbing contractor. Includes 
installation of waste and supply piping, 
shower pans and tubs, and gas piping. 

plumbing stack A vent pipe installed 
through the roof materials. 

plumbing system Arrangements of pipes, 
fixtures, fittings, valves, and traps, in 
a building which supply water and 
remove liquid-borne wastes. 

plumbing trim Last stage of the 
plumbing contractor's work prior 
to final inspection. It includes pipe 
connections to fixtures and appliances. 

plumbing waste line Plastic piping for 
removal of sewage. 

plug cock 

 
plug cock A valve where full flow is

through a hole in a tapered plug.
Rotating the plug 90° completely stops
the flow.    

 

 

 
plug cock

  
plug cutter A small hollow bit used to cut

a plug from a larger piece of wood.

plug fuse A fuse contained in an insulated
container with a metal screwbase.
There is a small window on the face

of the containerfor checking the
conditionof the fuse element.

plugged lumber Lumberin which a defect
has beenfilled by material to provide a
smooth paint surface.

plugging Inserting a plug into a hole.

plugging chisel A steel rod, with a star-
shaped point, used for drilling holes in
masonry bystriking with a hammer.

plug-in A temporary figure in an estimate
price-out sheet to be used until a more
dependable oneis obtained.

plug tap See plug cock.

plug tenon A short tenon which projects
from the material into whichitis

fitted, the free end fitting into a
mortise. A plug tenonis used to
provide lateral stability for a wood
column.

plug valve See plug cock.

plug weld A weld made through a circular
hole in one of the membersto be
connected.

plum (plum stone) A large randomly
shaped stone dropped into freshly
placed mass concrete to economize on

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © 2008, by AACE International; all rights reserved.
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the volume of concrete used. See also

cyclopean concrete.

plumb Vertical, or to make vertical.

plumb bob A cone-shaped metal weight,
hung from a string, used to establish a
verticalline oras a sighting reference
to a surveyor’s transit. 

cy     

plum bob

  
 

plumb bond Any bond in masonry in
which thevertical joints are inline.

plumb bond pole A pole used to insure
that vertical masonryjoints are in line.

plumb cut A vertical cut, as in the cuts in
a rafter at the top ridge where it meets
the ridge plate.

plumber’s dope See dope.

plumber’s friend See plunger.

plumber’s furnace A portable, gas-fired
furnace for melting solder, heating lead,
orsoldering iron.

plumber’s rasp A coarse rasp usedtofile
lead.

plumber’s round iron A specially shaped
soldering iron used to solder seams in
tanks.

plumber’s soil A mixture of lampblack
and glue used to prevent solder from
adhering where not wanted.

plumber’s solder An alloy with a low
melting point used for joining metal
pieces such as copperpipes.

plumbing 1. The work or practice of
installing in buildings the pipes,
fixtures and otherapparatus required
to bring in the water supplies and to
remove water-borne wastes. 2. The

process of setting a structure or object
truly vertical.

plumbing boot Metal support installed
to reinforce wall studs in cases where

a cut has been made for a plumbing
drainline.

plumbing fixture A receptacle ina
plumbing system, otherthana trap,
in which water or wastes are collected

orretained foruse and ultimately
discharged to drainage. 

    
plumbing fixture

plumbing ground Drain and waste lines
underneath a basementfloor.

plumbing jack A sleeve surrounding a
drain or vent pipe on a roof.

plumbing, rough Advance work done
by a plumbing contractor. Includes
installation of waste and supply piping,
showerpans and tubs, and gas piping.

plumbing stack A vent pipe installed
through the roof materials.

plumbing system Arrangementsofpipes,
fixtures, fittings, valves, and traps, in
a building which supply water and
remove liquid-borne wastes.

plumbing trim Last stage of the
plumbing contractor's work prior
to final inspection.It includes pipe
connectionsto fixtures and appliances.

plumbing waste line Plastic piping for
removalof sewage.



plumb joint A sheet metal joint made by 
lapping the edges and soldering them 
together flat. 

plumb level A level that is set in a 
horizontal position by placing it at a 
right angle to a plumb line. 

plumb line The cord or line that supports 
a plumb bob. 

plumb rule A board or metal rule, fitted 
with one or more leveling bubbles, 
used to establish horizontal and vertical 
lines. 

plume 1. The effluent mixture of heated 
air and water vapor discharged from a 
cooling tower. 2. An identifiable and 
definable stream of pollutants in an 
otherwise clean volume of air or water. 

plummet See plumb bob. 

plunger (plumber's friend) A tool, 
consisting of a large rubber suction 
cup on a wood handle, for clearing 
plumbing traps of minor obstructions. 

ply 1. A single layer or sheet of veneer. 
2. One complete layer of veneer in a 
sheet of plywood. 

Plyform® The trademark owned by the 
American Plywood Association for 
concrete form panels produced by its 
association members. 

plymetal Plywood covered on one or both 
sides with sheet metal. 

plywood A flat panel made up of a 
number of thin sheets (veneers), of 
wood. The grain direction of each ply, 
or layer, is at right angles to the one 
adjacent to it. The veneer sheets are 
united under pressure by a bonding 
agent. Interior-grade plywood is 
suitable for indoor use or for outside 
use when subject only to occasional, 
temporary moisture, while exterior
grade plywood uses a weather-resistant 
adhesive. 

plywood grade The widely-recognized 
grading system administered by the 
American Plywood Associaliun 

that rates plywood on the quality of 
its veneer (from A to D) and on its 
exposure durability. 

plywood, marine See marine plywood. 

plywood squares Plywood fabricated for 
use as floor tile. 

pneumatically applied mortar See 
shotcrete. 

pneumatic caisson Method of caisson 
construction requiring that air pressure 
be controlled during the construction 
process. 

pneumatic control system A system in 
which control is effected by pressurized 
air. 

pneumatic drill A reciprocating drill 
actuated by compressed air. 

pneumatic feed Delivery equipment 
in which material is conveyed by a 
pressurized air stream. 

pneumatic hammer An air-powered tool 
with a linear driven shaft fitted with a 
chisel or hammer. 

pneumatic placement See pneumatic feed. 

pneumatic structure A fabric envelope 
supported by an internal air pressure 
slightly above atmospheric pressure. 
The pressure is provided by a series of 
fans. 

pneumatic water supply A water supply 
system for a building in which water 
is distributed from a tank containing 
water and compressed air. 

pocket 1. A recess in a wall to receive an 
end of a beam. 2. A recess in a wall to 
receive part or all of an architectural 
item, such as a curtain or folding door. 
3. The slot on the pulley stile of a 
double-hung window through which 
the sash weight is placed in the sash 
weight channel. 

pocket channel AU-shaped opening in a 
window frame or sash where the glazing 
is inserted. 

pocket chisel A chisel with a wide blade 
that is sharpened on both sides. 

point count I 

pocket door A door that opens by sliding 
into and "hiding" in a wall recess. 

pocket piece A small piece of wood that 
closes the pocket in the pulley stile of a 
double-hung window. 

pocket rot A type of decay found in cedar. 

pockmarking Undesirable depressions 
formed in a painted surface or varnish 
film. 

podium 1. A stand for a speaker. 2. An 
elevated platform for a conductor. 3. 
The masonry platform on which a 
classical temple was built. 

point 1. A fee equal to 1 % of the 
principal amount of a loan. Charged 
by the lender when the loan is made. 
2. A tooth for a saw. 3. A mason's 
tool. 4. A thin, triangular or diamond
shaped piece of metal used in glazing 
to hold glass in a wooden frame. 5. A 
piece of equipment that is monitored 
or controlled by a building automation 
system. 

point-bearing pile A pile that transfers its 
load to the supporting stratum by point 
bearing as opposed to a friction pile. 
See bearing pile. 

H 

point-bearing pile 

point count Method for determination 
of the volumetric composition of a 
solid by observation of the frequency 
with which areas of each component 
coincide with a regular system of points 
in one or more planes intersecling a 
sample of the solid. 
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plumb joint A sheet metal joint made by
lapping the edges and soldering them
togetherflat.

plumb level A level thatis set ina
horizontal position by placingit at a
right angle to a plumbline.

plumb line The cord orline that supports
a plumbbob.

plumb rule A board or metalrule, fitted
with one or more leveling bubbles,
used to establish horizontal and vertical
lines.

plume 1. Theeffluent mixture of heated
air and water vapor discharged from a
cooling tower. 2, An identifiable and
definable stream of pollutants in an
otherwise clean volume ofair or water.

plummet See plumb bob.

plunger (plumber’s friend) A tool,
consisting of a large rubber suction
cup on a wood handle,for clearing
plumbing traps of minor obstructions.

ply 1. A single layer or sheet of veneer.
2. One complete layer of veneer in a
sheet of plywood.

Plyform® The trademark owned by the
American Plywood Association for
concrete form panels produced byits
association members.

plymetal Plywood covered on one or both
sides with sheet metal.

plywood A flat panel made up of a
nurnberof thin sheets (veneers), of
wood. Thegrain direction of each ply,
orlayer, is at right angles to the one
adjacentto it. The veneersheets are
united under pressure by a bonding
agent. Interior-grade plywoodis
suitable for indoor use or for outside

use when subject only to occasional,
temporary moisture, while exterior-
grade plywood uses a weather-resistant
adhesive.

plywood grade The widely-recognized
grading system administered by the
American Plywood Association

that rates plywood on the quality of
its veneer (from A to D) and on its
exposure durability.

plywood, marine See marine plywood.

plywood squares Plywood fabricated for
use asfloortile.

pneumatically applied mortar See
shotcrete.

pneumatic caisson Method ofcaisson
construction requiting that air pressure
be controlled during the construction
process.

pneumatic control system A system in
which controlis effected by pressurized
ait.

pneumatic drill A reciprocatingdrill
actuated by compressed air.

pneumatic feed Delivery equipment
in which material is conveyed by a
pressurized air stream.

pneumatic hammer Anair-powered tool
with a linear driven shaftfitted with a
chisel or hammer.

pneumatic placement See pneumatic feed.

pneumatic structure A fabric envelope
supported by an internal air pressure
slightly above atmospheric pressure.
Thepressure is provided bya series of
fans.

pneumatic water supply A watersupply
system for a building in which water
is distributed from a tank containing
water and compressedair.

pocket 1. A recess in a wall to receive an
end of a beam. 2, A recess in a wall to

receive partorall of an architectural
item, such as a curtain or folding door.
3. The slot on thepulley stile of a
double-hung window through which
the sash weight is placed in the sash
weight channel.

pocket channel A U-shaped opening in a
window frame or sash where the glazing
is inserted.

pocket chisel A chisel with a wide blade
that is sharpened on bothsides.

pocket door A doorthat opensbysliding
into and “hiding”in a wall recess.

pocket piece A small piece of wood that
closes the pocket in the pulleystile of a
double-hung window.

pocket rot A type of decay found in cedar.

pockmarking Undesirable depressions
formed in a painted surface or varnish
film.

podium 1. A stand for a speaker. 2. An
elevated platform for a conductor.3.
The masonry platform on which a
classical temple was built.

point 1.Afee equal to 1% of the
principal amountof a loan. Charged
by the lender whenthe loan is made.
2. A tooth for a saw. 3. A mason’s

tool. 4. A thin, triangular or diamond-
shaped piece of metal used in glazing
to hold glass in a woodenframe. 5. A
piece of equipment that is monitored
or controlled by a building automation
system.

point-bearing pile A pile that transfersits
load to the supporting stratum by point
bearing as opposed to a friction pile.
See bearingpile. 

  
point-bearing pile

  
 

point count Method for determination
of the volumetric composition of a
solid by observation of the frequency
with which areas of each component
coincide with a regular system of points
in one or more planes intersecting a
sample of thesolid.
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point count (modified) 

p 
point count (modified) The point 

count method supplemented by a 
determination of the frequency with 
which areas of each component of a 
solid are intersected by regularly spaced 
lines in one or more planes intersecting 
a sample of the solid. 

pointed ashlar Rectangular stonework 
with face markings made by a pointed 
tool. 

pointed work The rough finish on the 
face of a stone that is made by a 
pointed tool. 

pointing 1. The finishing of joints in a 
masonry wall. 2. The material with 
which joints in masonry are finished. 

pointing trowel A diamond-shaped trowel 
used in pointing or repainting masonry 
joints. 

point load A term used in structural 
analysis to define a concentrated load 
on a structural member. 

point of contraflexure See point of 
inflection. 

point of inflection (point of 
contraflexure) 1. The point on the 
length of a structural member subjected 
to flexure where the curvature changes 
from concave to convex or conversely, 
and at which the bending moment is 
zero. 2. Location of an abrupt bend in 
a plotted locus of points in a graph. 

point of service (point of delivery) The 
location where a utility company's 
wires or pipes join a customer's 
electrical or piping system. 

point of support A point on a member 
where part of its load is transferred to 
a support. 

point of support 

point source A light source, the 
dimensions of which are insignificant 
at viewing distance. A fluorescent 
lamp is a point source at a large 
distance. 2. A pollution source that is 
discharged at an identifiable point such 
as a single pipe or smoke stack. 

Poisson's ratio The ratio of transverse 
(lateral) strain to the corresponding 
axial (longitudinal) strain resulting 
from uniformly distributed axial stress 
below the proportional limit of the 
material. 

polarity The direction of electric current 
flow in a DC circuit. 

polarized receptacle An electric 
receptacle with contacts arranged so a 
mating plug must be inserted in only 
one orientation. 

polarized receptacle 

polarizing microscope A microscope 
equipped with elements permitting 
observations and determinations to 
be made using polarized light. See also 
Nicol prism. 

pole 1. A long, usually round piece of 
wood, often a small diameter log with 
the bark removed, used to carry utility 
wires or for other purposes. A pole 
is often treated with preservative. 
2. Either of two oppositely charged 
terminals, as in an electric cell or 
battery. 3. Either extremity of an axis 
of a sphere. 

pole-frame construction A construction 
system using vertical poles or timbers. 

pole plate A horizontal board or timber 
that rests on the tie beams of a roof and 
supports the lower ends of the common 
rafters at the wall, and also raises the 
rafters above the top plate of the wall. 
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pole sander A sanding block on the end 
of a long pole that makes the sanding 
of drywall ceiling joints easier. 

pole sander 

pole shore See post shore. 

pole trailer A specially constructed log 
trailer designed to carry extremely long 
poles, usually employing a disconnected 
rear section with independent steering, 
much like a long-ladder fire truck. 

polish 1. To give a sheen or gloss to a 
finish coat of plaster. 2. The operation 
in which fine abrasives are used to 
hone a finished surface to a desired 
smoothness. 

polished finish A finish so smooth that 
it forms a reflective surface, usually 
produced by mechanical buffing and 
chemical treatment of a surface with 
no voids. 

polish grind (final grind) The final 
operation in which fine abrasives are 
used to hone a surface to its desired 
smoothness and appearance. 

polishing varnish A hard varnish that can 
be polished by rubbing with abrasive 
and mineral oil without dissolving the 
resin. 

poll The broad end or striking face of a 
hammer. 

polycarbonate A transparent 
thermoplastic with a high impact 
strength and a high modulus of 
elasticity. Its excellent insulating 
qualities make it ideal for many 
electrical applications. 

 point count (modified)

 
point count (modified) Thepoint

count method supplemented by a
determination of the frequency with
whichareas of each componentof a
solid are intersected by regularly spaced
lines in one or more planesintersecting
asample of the solid.

pointed ashlar Rectangular stonework
with face markings made by a pointed
tool.

pointed work Therough finish on the
face of a stone thatis made by a
pointed tool.

pointing 1. Thefinishing ofjoints in a
masonry wall. 2. The material with
whichjoints in masonryarefinished.

pointing trowel A diamond-shapedtrowel
used in pointing or repointing masonry
joints.

point load A termused in structural
analysis to define a concentrated load
onastructural member.

point of contraflexure Sce pointof
inflection.

point of inflection (point of
contraflexure) 1. The point on the
length of a structural member subjected
to flexure where the curvature changes
from concave to convex or conversely,
and at which the bending momentis
zero. 2, Location of an abrupt bendin
a plotted locus of points in a graph.

point of service (point of delivery) The
location where a utility company’s
wires or pipes join a customer’s
electrical or piping system.

point of support A point on a member
wherepartofits load is transferred to
a support. 

   
point of support 
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point source A light source, the
dimensionsof which are insignificant
at viewing distance. A fluorescent
lampis a point source at a large
distance. 2. A pollution source thatis
discharged at an identifiable point such
asa single pipe or smokestack.

Poisson’s ratio The ratio of transverse

(lateral) strain to the corresponding
axial (longitudinal) strain resulting
from uniformly distributed axialstress
below the proportionallimit of the
material,

polarity The directionofelectric current
flow in a DCcircuit.

polarized receptacle Anelectric
receptacle with contacts arranged so a
mating plug mustbe inserted in only
one orientation.
 

   
polarized receptacle 

polarizing microscope A microscope
equipped with elements permitting
observations and determinations to

be made using polarized light. See also
Nicol prism.

pole 1.Along, usually round piece of
wood,often a small diameter log with
the bark removed,used to carryutility
wires or for other purposes. A pole
is often treated with preservative.
Q. Eitherof two oppositely charged
terminals, as in an electric cell or
battery. 3, Either extremity of an axis
of a sphere.

pole-frame construction A construction
system using vertical poles or timbers.

pole plate A horizontal board or timber
that rests on the tie beams of a roof and

supports the lower ends of the common
rafters at the wall, and also raises the
rafters above the top plate of the wall.

pole sander A sanding block on the end
of a long pole that makes the sanding
of drywall ceiling joints easier. 

 
pole sander

  
 

pole shore See post shore.

pole trailer A specially constructed log
trailer designed to carry extremely long
poles, usually employing a disconnected
rear section with independentsteering,
muchlike a long-ladderfire truck.

polish 1. To give a sheenorgloss toa
finish coat of plaster. 2. The operation
in which fine abrasives are used to
hone a finished surface to a desired
smoothness.

polished finish A finish so smooth that
it forms a reflective surface, usually
produced by mechanicalbuffing and
chemical treatment of a surface with
no voids.

polish grind (final grind) The final
operation in whichfine abrasives are
used to honea surfaceto its desired

smoothness and appearance.

polishing varnish A hard varnish that can
be polished by rubbing with abrasive
and mineraloil without dissolving the
resin.

poll The broad endorstriking face of a
hammer.

polycarbonate A transparent
thermoplastic with a high impact
strength and a high modulus of
elasticity. Its excellent insulating
qualities make it ideal for many
electrical applications.



polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) A 
group of hydrocarbon-containing 
chlorine compounds that, before being 
banned as pollutants, were used in 
hundreds of industrial and commercial 
applications, including electrical and 
hydraulic equipment, sealants, rubber, 
paints, and plastics. PCBs are not 
readily biodegradable, and the United 
States stopped producing them in 
1977. 

polychloroprene (neoprene) An oil
resistant, synthetic rubber. In roofing, 
used for membranes and flashing. The 
common name for polychloroprene is 
neoprene. 

polychromatic finish 1. A finish 
obtained by blending a number of 
colors. 2. A finish obtained by using 
a paint containing metallic flakes on 
transparent pigments. The resulting 
effect is the appearance of a variety 
of colors when viewed from different 
angles. 

polyester resin A synthetic resin that 
polymerizes during curing and has 
excellent adhesive properties, high 
strength, and good chemical resistance. 

polyethylene A thermoplastic high
molecular-weight organic compound. 
In sheet form, polyethylene is used as a 
protective cover for concrete surfaces 
during the curing period, a temporary 
enclosure for construction operations, 
and as a vapor barrier. It is also 
commonly used for culvert pipes and in 
other piping systems. 

polyethylene 

polyethylene vapor barrier A plastic film 
used to prevent the passage of vapor 
or moisture into areas where it could 
collect and do damage. 

polygonal masonry Masonry constructed 
of stones with multi-sided faces. 

polyurethane insulation (PUR insulation) 

polyisobutylene (PIB) A synthetic rubber 
derived from the polymerization 
of isobutylene. In roofing, used for 
membranes and flashing. 

polyisocyanurate (polyiso) 
A polymer with a high R-value 
commonly used as insulation. It is 
available as a liquid, sprayed foam 
or rigid foam boards, usually faced 
with a foil paper. Increasingly, polyiso 
board products are also being used 
for sheathing. Often specified for 
applications where increased fire 
resistance is desired. 

polymer 1. The product of 
polymerization. Some polymers are 
elastomers, while others are plastics. 
2. A rubber or resin consisting of large 
molecules formed by polymerization. 

polymer-cement concrete A mixture of 
water, hydraulic cement, aggregate, and 
a monomer or polymer. The cement is 
polymerized in place when a monomer 
is used. 

polymer concrete 1. Concrete in which 
an organic polymer serves as the 
binder. Also known as resin concrete. 
See also concrete. 2. Sometimes 
erroneously employed to designate 
hydraulic cement mortars or concretes 
in which part or all of the mixing water 
is replaced by an aqueous dispersion of 
a thermoplastic copolymer. 

polymeric liner A synthetic liner used to 
contain liquids inside a surface berm or 
an excavated area. 

polymerization The reaction in which 
two or more molecules of the 
same substance combine to form 
a compound containing the same 
elements, and in the same proportions, 
but of high molecular weight. The 
original substance can be generated 
from the compound, in some cases only 
with extreme difficulty. 

polymethyl,methacrylate (PMMA) A 
transparent thermoplastic that offers 
good weather resistance and a high 
strength-to-weight ratio. 

polypropylene A tough plastic with 
good resistance to heat and chemicals. 
Polypropylene is a polymer of 
propylene, and is found in evetything 
from packaging to molded automobile 
parts. 

polystyrene foam A low cost, foamed 
plastic weighing about 1 lb. per cu. ft., 
with good insulating properties and 
resistance to grease. 

polystyrene resin Synthetic resins, 
varying in color from water-white to 
yellow, formed by the polymerization 
of styrene on heating, with or without 
catalysts. These resins may be used 
in paints for concrete, for making 
sculptured molds, or as insulation. 

polysulfide coating A protective coating 
system prepared by polymerizing a 
chlorinated alkyl polyether with an 
inorganic polysulfide. This coating 
exhibits outstanding resistance to 
ozone, sunlight, oxidation, and 
weathering. 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) A 
fluorocarbon-based polymer with high 
chemical and weather resistance, low 
friction, and electrical and thermal 
insulation. The most common 
brand name is Teflon®. PTFE's many 
construction applications include 
usage in hydraulic machinery and in 
plumber's joint tape. 

polyurethane Reaction product of an 
isocyanate with any of a wide variety of 
other compounds containing an active 
hydrogen group. Polyurethane is used 
to formulate tough, abrasion-resistant 
coatings, and is also used for foam 
insulation products. 

polyurethane finish A synthetic varnish 
that is exceptionally hard, and wear
resistant. 

polyurethane insulation (PUR 
insulation) Any of a number 
of insulation products made of 
polyurethane. Forms include rigid 
boards, spray foams, and pourable 
mixes. 
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polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) A
group of hydrocarbon-containing
chlorine compoundsthat, before being
banned as pollutants, were used in
hundredsof industrial and commercial

applications, including electrical and
hydraulic equipment, sealants, rubber,
paints, and plastics. PCBs are not
readily biodegradable, and the United
States stopped producing them in
1977.

polychloroprene (neoprene) An oil-
resistant, synthetic rubber. In roofing,
used for membranes andflashing. The
common namefor polychloropreneis
neoprene.

polychromatic finish 1. A finish
obtained by blending a numberof
colors. 2. A finish obtained by using
a paint containing metallic flakes on
transparent pigments. The resulting
effect is the appearanceofa variety
of colors when viewed from different

angles.

polyester resin A synthetic resin that
polymerizes during curing and has
excellent adhesive properties, high
strength, and good chemicalresistance.

polyethylene A thermoplastic high-
molecular-weight organic compound.
In sheet form, polyethylene is used as a
protective cover for concrete surfaces
during the curing period, a temporary
enclosure for construction operations,
and as a vaporbarrier. It is also
commonly used for culvert pipes and in
other piping systems.  
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polyethylene vapor barrier A plastic film
used to prevent the passage of vapor
or moisture into areas whereit could

collect and do damage.

polygonal masonry Masonry constructed
of stones with multi-sided faces.

polyisobutylene (PIB) A synthetic rubber
derived from the polymerization
of isobutylene. In roofing, used for
membranes andflashing.

polyisocyanurate (polyiso)
A polymer with a high R-value
commonly used as insulation. Itis
available as a liquid, sprayed foam
orrigid foam boards, usually faced
with a foil paper. Increasingly, polyiso
board products are also being used
for sheathing. Often specified for
applications where increasedfire
resistanceis desired.

polymer 1. The productof
polymerization. Some polymers are
elastomers, while others are plastics.
2, A rubberor resin consisting of large
molecules formed by polymerization.

polymer-cement concrete A mixture of
water, hydraulic cement, aggregate, and
a monomeror polymer. The cementis
polymerized in place when a monomer
is used.

polymer concrete 4. Concrete in which
an organic polymerserves as the
binder. Also knownasresin concrete.
See also concrete. 2, Sometimes

erroneously employed to designate
hydraulic cement mortars or concretes
in which partorall of the mixing water
is replaced by an aqueousdispersion of
a thermoplastic copolymer.

polymeric liner A synthetic liner used to
contain liquids inside a surface berm or
an excavatedarea.

polymerization The reaction in which
two or more molecules of the
same substance combine to form

a compound containing the same
elements, andin the same proportions,
but of high molecular weight. The
original substance can be generated
from the compound, in some cases only
with extremedifficulty.

polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) A
transparent thermoplastic that offers
good weatherresistance and a high
strength-to-weight ratio.

polypropylene A tough plastic with
good resistance to heat and chemicals.
Polypropylene is a polymerof
ptopylene, and is found in everything
from packaging to molded automobile
parts.

polystyrene foam A low cost, foamed
plastic weighing about 1 lb. percu.ft.,
with good insulating properties and
resistance to grease.

polystyrene resin Synthetic resins,
varying in color from water-white to
yellow, formed by the polymerization
of styrene on heating, with or without
catalysts. These resins may be used
in. paints for concrete, for making
sculptured molds, or as insulation.

polysulfide coating A protective coating
system prepared by polymerizing a
chlorinated alkyl polyether with an
inorganic polysulfide. This coating
exhibits outstandingresistance to
ozone, sunlight, oxidation, and
weathering.

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) A
fluorocarbon-based polymer with high
chemical and weatherresistance, low
friction, and electrical and thermal
insulation. The most common

brand name is Teflon®. PTFE’s many
construction applicationsinclude
usage in hydraulic machinery and in
plumber's joint tape.

polyurethane Reaction product of an
isocyanate with any of a wide variety of
other compounds containing anactive
hydrogen group. Polyurethaneis used
to formulate tough, abrasion-resistant
coatings, andis also used for foam
insulation products.

polyurethanefinish A synthetic varnish
that is exceptionally hard, and wear-
resistant.

polyurethaneinsulation (PUR
insulation) Any of a number
of insulation products madeof
polyurethane. Formsincluderigid
boards, spray foams, and pourable
mixes.
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polyvinyl acetate (PVA) 

p 
polyvinyl acetate (PVA) Colorless, 

permanently thermoplastic resin, 
usually supplied as an emulsion or 
water-dispersible powder, which may be 
used in paints for concrete. Polyvinyl 
acetate is characterized by flexibility, 
stability towards light, transparency to 
ultraviolet rays, high electric strength, 
toughness, and hardness. The higher 
the degree of polymerization, the 
higher the softening temperature. 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) A 
thermoplastic resin derived from the 
polymerization of vinyl chloride. 
Plasticizers have been added to give 
it flexibility. Widely used in piping 
products, it is also used for siding, 
floor covering, window housing, 
and fencing. In roofing, it is used for 
membranes and flashing. Also used 
in the manufacture of nonmetallic 
waterstops for concrete. PVC materials 
are to be avoided in green construction 
because it has been linked to cancer, 
birth defects, and groundwater 
contamination. 

pommel 1. A knob at the top of a conical 
or dome-like roof. 2. A rounded metal 
block on an end of a handle, raised and 
dropped by hand to compact soil. 

ponded roof A flat roof designed to hold 
a limited amount of water as a cooling 
measure for a building system. 

ponderosa pine ( western white pine, 
western yellow pine) Pin us ponderosa. 
A pine species found in a wide range 
that reaches from British Columbia to 
Mexico, and from the Pacific coast to 
the Dakotas. The wood is widely used 
in general construction, most often 
as boards, but is more valued for its 
uses in millwork and in cuttings for 
remanufacture. 

ponding 1. The process of flooding the 
surface of a concrete slab by using 
temporary dams around the perimeter 
in order to satisfactorily cure the 
concrete. 2. The accumulation of 
water at low points in a roof. The low 
points may be produced or increased by 
structural deflection. 

pond pine Pinus serotina. A minor species 
of the southern yellow pine group 
found along the Atlantic coast from 
southeast Virginia to the Florida 
panhandle. Lumber from this species 
carries a mixed pine species stamp. 

poor pine Another name for spruce pine. 

pop (blow, blister) A de laminated area in 
a plywood panel. 

popcorn concrete No-fines concrete 
containing insufficient cement paste to 
fill voids among the coarse aggregate 
so that the particles are bound only 
at points of contact. See also no-fines 
concrete. 

poplar A member of the willow family. 
Its wood is used in furniture core 
stock, crates, and plywood. In North 
America: Populus tretnula, aspen, P. 
balsamifera, cottonwood, P. tacamahaca, 
and balsam poplar. 

popout The breaking away of small 
portions of a concrete surface due to 
internal pressure, leaving a shallow, 
typically conical, depression. 

popping Shallow depressions ranging in 
size from pinheads to ¼" in diameter, 
immediately below the surface of a 
lime-putty finish coat. Popping is 
caused by expansion of coarse particles 
of unhydrated lime or of foreign 
substances. 

pop rivet A fastener installed with a rivet 
gun to connect metal pieces. 

pop valve A safety valve made to open 
immediately when the fluid pressure 
is greater than the design force of a 
spring. 

porcelain A hard glazed or unglazed 
ceramic used for electrical, chemical, 
mechanical, or thermal components. 

porcelain enamel A silicate glass bonded 
to metal by fusion at a temperature 
above 800°F (427°C). Porcelain 
enamel is not a true porcelain. 

porcelain tile A dense, usually impervious, 
fine-grained, smooth-surfaced, ceramic 
mosaic tile or paver. 
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porcelain tube A ceramic tube, with a 
slight shoulder at one end, used to 
carry an exposed, insulated wire where 
it passes through a wood joist, stud, etc. 

porch A structure attached to a building, 
usually roofed and open-sided, and 
often at the entrance. Sometimes 
screened or glass-enclosed. 

porch 

porch lattice An open lattice that closes 
the open side(s) of a porch below floor 
level. 

porcupine boiler A vertical, cylindrical 
boiler with many projecting, closed 
stubs to provide an additional thermal 
surface. 

pore water The free water present in soil. 

pore water pressure The pressure of the 
water in a saturated soil. 

porosity The ratio, usually expressed as a 
percentage, of the volume of voids in 
a material to the total volume of the 
material, including the voids. 

porous fill See pervious soil. 

porous paving Paving surfaces designed 
to allow storm water infiltration and 
reduce runoff. 

porous woods Hardwoods that have pores 
or vessels that can be seen with the 
naked eye. 

port In electronics, a point of entry into a 
network or switch. 

portal An entrance, gate, or doorway, 
sometimes a major feature of a 
structure. 

porte-cochere An open structure with 
a roof that provides shelter over a 
driveway. 

polyvinyl acetate (PVA) 

 
polyvinyl acetate (PVA) Colorless,

permanently thermoplastic resin,
usually supplied as an emulsionor
water-dispersible powder, which may be
used in paints for concrete. Polyvinyl
acetate is characterized byflexibility,
stability towardslight, transparency to
ultraviolet rays, high electric strength,
toughness, and hardness. The higher
the degree of polymerization, the
higher the softening temperature.

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) A
hermoplastic resin derived from the

polymerization of vinyl chloride.
Plasticizers have been added to give
it flexibility. Widely used in piping
products,it is also used forsiding,
floor covering, window housing,
and fencing. In roofing,it is used for
membranes and flashing. Also used
in the manufacture of nonmetallic

waterstops for concrete. PVC materials
are to be avoided in green construction
because it has been linked to cancer,
birth defects, and groundwater
contamination.

 
pommel 1. A knob at the top of a conical

or dome-like roof. 2. A rounded metal

block on an end of a handle, raised and
dropped by hand to compactsoil.

ponded roofAflat roof designed to hold
a limited amountof water as a cooling
measure for a building system.

ponderosa pine (western white pine,
western yellow pine) Pinus ponderosa.
A pinespecies foundin a wide range
that reaches from British Columbia to

Mexico, and from the Pacific coast to
the Dakotas. The wood is widely used
in general construction, most often
as boards, but is more valued forits
uses in millwork and in cuttings for
remanufacture.

ponding 1. The processofflooding the
surface of a concrete slab by using
temporary dams around the perimeter
in orderto satisfactorily cure the
concrete. 2. The accumulation of

water at low points in a roof. The low
points may be produced orincreased by
structural deflection.
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pond pine Pinus serotina. A minor species
of the southern yellow pine group
found along the Atlantic coast from
southeast Virginia to the Florida
panhandle. Lumber from this species
carries a mixed pine species stamp.

poor pine Anothernamefor spruce pine.

pop (blow,blister) A delaminatedarea in
a plywoodpanel.

popcorn concrete No-fines concrete
containing insufficient cement paste to
fill voids amongthe coarse aggregate
so that the particles are bound only
at points of contact. See also no-fines
concrete.

poplar A memberof the willow family.
Its woodis used in furniture core

stock, crates, and plywood. In North
America: Populus tretnula, aspen,P.
balsamifera, cottonwood, P. tacamahaca,
and balsam poplar.

popout The breaking away of small
portionsof a concrete surface due to
internal pressure, leaving a shallow,
typically conical, depression.

popping Shallow depressions ranging in
size from pinheads to 4" in diameter,
immediately below the surface of a
lime-putty finish coat. Poppingis
caused by expansionof coarse particles
of unhydrated limeorof foreign
substances.

pop rivet A fastenerinstalled with a rivet
gun to connectmetalpieces.

pop valve A safety valve made to open
immediately whenthefluid pressure
is greater than the designforce of a
spring.

porcelain A hard glazed or unglazed
ceramic used for electrical, chemical,
mechanical, or thermal components.

porcelain enamelAsilicate glass bonded
to metal by fusion at a temperature
above 800°F (427°C). Porcelain
enamelis not a true porcelain.

porcelain tile A dense,usually impervious,
fine-grained, smooth-sutfaced, ceramic
mosaictile or paver.

porcelain tube A ceramic tube, with a
slight shoulderat one end, used to
carry an exposed, insulated wire where
it passes through a woodjoist, stud, etc.

porch A structure attached to a building,
usually roofed and open-sided, and
often at the entrance. Sometimes

screened or glass-enclosed. 

 
porch

 
 

porch lattice Anopenlattice that closes
the openside(s) of a porch below floor
level.

 
porcupine boiler A vertical, cylindrical

boiler with many projecting, closed
stubs to provide anadditional thermal
surface.

pore water Thefree waterpresentin soil.

pore water pressure The pressure of the
waterin a saturated soil.

porosity Theratio, usually expressed as a
percentage, of the volumeof voids in
a material to the total volumeof the

material, including the voids.

porousfill See pervioussoil.

porous paving Paving surfaces designed
to allow storm waterinfiltration and
reduce runoff.

porous woods Hardwoods that have pores
or vessels that can be seen with the

naked eye.

port In electronics, a point of entry into a
networkor switch.

portal An entrance,gate, or doorway,
sometimes a majorfeature of a
structure.

porte-cochere Anopenstructure with
a roof that provides shelter overa
driveway.



portico 1. A covered walk consisting 
of a roof supported on columns. 2. 
A colonnaded ( continuous row of 
columns) porch. 

portico 

Portland blast-furnace slag cement See 
cement, Portland blast-furnace slag. 

Portland cement See cement, Portland. 

Portland cement concrete See concrete. 

portlandite A mineral, calcium hydroxide, 
that occurs naturally in Ireland. 
Portlandite is a common product of 
hydration of Portland cement. 

Portland,pozzolan cement See cement, 
Portland-pozzolan. 

Portland stone A limestone, from the 
island of Portland off the coast of 
England, used as a building stone. 

port of entry (POE) A port that provides 
all customhouse services for imported 
products. 

Port Orford cedar Chamaicy/Jaris 
lawsoniana. A cedar common to the 
coastal belt of western Oregon and 
extreme northern California, having 
limited markets, but its light-colored 
wood is greatly desired in Japan for 
exposed use in houses. 

position 1. A trader's open contracts in 
the futures market. 2. A reference to 
a shipping period, as in "Feb/March 
position." 

positioned weld A weld on a joint that 
has been oriented to facilitate the 
welding. 

position indicator A device that shows 
the position of an elevator in its 
hoistway. Also called a hall position 

indicator if at a landing, or a cab position 
indicator if in the cab. 

position trading An approach to futures 
trading in which the trader either buys 
or sells contracts and holds them for an 
extended period, as distinguished from 
a day trader, who will normally initiate 
and offset his position in a single 
trading day. 

positive cutoff A below-ground wall that 
extends to an impervious lower stratum 
to block subsurface seepage. 

positive displacement Moving a fluid by 
capturing and then discharging a fixed 
amount of fluid. A piston pump is one 
example of a positive displacement 
pump. 

positive moment A condition of flexure 
in which, for a horizontal simply 
supported member, the deflected 
shape is normally considered to be 
concave downward and the top fibers 
subjected to compression stresses. For 
other members and other conditions, 
consider positive and negative as 
relative terms. See also negative 
moment. (Note: For structural 
design and analysis, moments may 
be designated as positive or negative 
with satisfactory results as long as 
the sign convention adopted is used 
consistently.) 

positive float Amount of time available 
to complete non-critical activities or 
work items without affecting the total 
project duration. * 

positive pressure Pressure that is greater 
than atmospheric pressure. 

positive reinforcement Reinforcement for 
positive moment. 

possum-trot plan Plan of a house with 
two areas separated by a breezeway, and 
all sections having a common roof. 

post 1. A member used in a vertical 
position to support a beam or other 
structural member in a building, or 
as part of a fence. In lumber, 4 x 4s 
are often referred to as posts. Most 
grading rules define a post as having 
dimensions of 5" x 5" or more in 

postern 

width, with the width not more 
than 2" greater than the thickness. 2. 
Vertical formwork member used as a 
brace. Also called a shore, prop, and 
jack. 3. A secondary column located 
at the end of a building to support its 
girts. 

post and beam construction See post and 
lintel construction. 

post and beam framing A structural 
framing system in which beams rest on 
posts rather than bearing walls. 

post and lintel construction Construction 
that uses posts or columns and a 
horizontal beam to span an opening, as 
opposed to construction using arches 
or vaults. 

post and lintel construction 

post and pane A type of construction in 
which timber framings are filled in 
with brick or plaster panels, leaving the 
timbers exposed. 

postbuckling strength The load that can 
be carried by a structural member after 
it has been subjected to buckling. 

post--completion services See post-
construction services. 

post-construction services 1. Services 
rendered after the release of the final 
invoice for payment or over 60 days 
from the date of substantial completion 
of the project. 2. Any services 
necessary to allow the owner to use 
and/or occupy the facility. 

post-consumer recycled content Material 
that has been used by consumers, 
such as used newspaper, and has been 
diverted or separated from waste 
management systems for recycling. 

postern 1. Any small, often inconspicuous, 
door. 2. A smaller door, for pedestrian 
passage, located next to a large door 
that is used by vehicles. 
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portico 1. A covered walk consisting
of a roof supported on columns. 2.
A colonnaded (continuous row of
columns) porch. 

 
af

 
portico

  
 

Portlandblast-furnace slag cement See
cement, Portland blast-furnace slag.

Portland cement See cement, Portland.

Portland cement concrete See concrete.

portlandite A mineral, calcium hydroxide,
that occurs naturally in Ireland.
Portlandite is a commonproductof
hydration of Portland cement.

Portland-pozzolan cement See cement,
Portland-pozzolan.

Portland stone A limestone, from the
island of Portlandoff the coast of

England, used as a building stone.

port of entry (POE) A port that provides
all customhouse services for imported
products.

Port Orford cedar Chamaicyparis
lawsoniana. A cedar commonto the

coastal belt of western Oregon and
extreme northern California, having
limited markets, butits light-colored
wood is greatly desired in Japanfor
exposed use in houses.

position 1. A trader's open contracts in
the futures market. 2, A reference to

a shippingperiod, as in “Feb/March
position.”

positioned weld A weld ona joint that
has beenoriented to facilitate the

welding.

position indicator A device that shows
the position of an elevatorin its
hoistway. Also called a hall position

indicatorif at a landing, or a cab position
indicatorif in the cab.

position trading An approachto futures
trading in which thetradereither buys
or sells contracts and holds them for an

extended period,as distinguished from
a day trader, who will normally initiate
and offset his position in a single
trading day.

positive cutoff A below-ground wallthat
extends to an impervious lowerstratum
to block subsurface seepage.

positive displacement Movingafluid by
capturing and then discharging a fixed
amountoffluid. A piston pumpis one
example ofa positive displacement
pump.

positive moment A condition offlexure
in which, fora horizontal simply
supported member, the deflected
shape is normally considered to be
concave downward and the top fibers
subjected to compressionstresses. For
other members and other conditions,
considerpositive and negative as
relative terms. See also negative
moment. (Note: Forstructural
design andanalysis, moments may
be designated as positive or negative
withsatisfactory results as long as
the sign conventionadoptedis used
consistently. )

positive float Amount oftime available
to complete non-critical activities or
work items withoutaffecting the total
project duration.*

positive pressure Pressure thatis greater
thanatmospheric pressure.

positive reinforcement Reinforcement for
positive moment.

possum-trot plan Plan of a house with
two areas separated by a breezeway, and
all sections having a commonroof.

post 1. A memberused ina vertical
position to support a beam orother
structural member in a building, or
as part of a fence. In lumber, 4 x 4s
are often referred to as posts. Most
grading rules define a post as having
dimensions of 5" x 5" or more in

 

width, with the width not more
than 2" greater than the thickness. 2.
Vertical formwork memberused as a

brace. Also called a shore, prop, and
jack. 3. A secondary column located
at the end of a building to supportits
girts.

post and beam construction See post and
lintel construction.

post and beam framing A structural
framing system in which beamsrest on
posts rather than bearing walls.

post and lintel construction Construction
that uses posts or columns and a
horizontal beam to span an opening,as
opposedto construction using arches
or vaults.

post andlintel construction

post and paneAtype of constructionin
which timberframings arefilled in
with brick or plaster panels, leaving the
timbers exposed.

 
postbuckling strength The load that can

be carried by a structural memberafter
it has been subjected to buckling.

ervices See post-
ervices.

post-completion
construction s

wo
a

post-construction services 1. Services
rendered afterthe release ofthe final

invoice for paymentor over 60 days
from the date of substantial completion
of the project. 2. Any services
necessary to allow the ownerto use
and/or occupythefacility.

post-consumer recycled content Material
that has been used by consumers,
such as used newspaper, and has been
diverted or separated from waste
management systems for recycling.

postern 1, Any small, often inconspicuous,
door. 2. A smaller door, for pedestrian
passage, located next to a large door
that is used by vehicles.
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post pole 

post pole See post shore. 

post shore, adjustable timber single
post Individual timber used with a 
fabricated clamp to obtain adjustment 
and not normally manufactured as a 
complete unit. 

post shore, adjustable 
timber single-post 

post shore, fabricated single-post Type 
1: Single all-metal post, with a 
fine-adjustment screw or device in 
combination with pin-and-hole 
adjustment or clamp. Type 2: Single 
or double wooden post members 
adjustable by a metal clamp or screw 
and usually manufactured as a complete 
unit. 

post shore, timber single-post shore 
Timber used as a structural member for 
shoring support. 

posttensioned concrete Concrete that has 
the reinforcing tendons tensioned after 
the concrete has set. 

posttensioning A method of prestressing 
reinforced concrete in which tendons 
are tensioned after the concrete has 
hardened. 

potable water Water that satisfies the 
standards of the responsible health 
authorities as drinking water. 

potato masher A simple hand tool used 
to mix joint compound. The tool has 
a wire mixer similar to that of the 
kitchen implement of the same name. 

potentially responsible party (PRP) A 
party who may have financial liability 

for the cleanup of a hazardous 
waste site. 

potentiometer An instrument for 
controlling electrical potential. 
Measures an unknown voltage by 
comparing it to a standard voltage. 

pot floor A floor surface of structural clay 
tiles. 

pot life Time interval, after preparation, 
during which a liquid or plastic mixture 
is usable. 

pound-calorie The amount of heat 
required to raise one pound of water 
roe. 

pour coat (top mop) The top coating of 
asphalt on a built-up roof, sometimes 
including embedded gravel or slag. 

pouring box A device designed to contain 
spills that may occur when transferring 
liquids from one container to another. 

pouring of concrete See placement and 
placing. 

pouring rope See asbestos joint runner. 

pour point The lowest temperature at 
which a lubricant flows under specified 
conditions. 

pour strip In concrete formwork, a narrow 
guide placed inside the form to direct 
the concrete. 

powder factor The amount of explosive 
required to dislodge and fragment one 
cubic yard of rock. 

powder molding A method of 
manufacturing objects by using 
powdered raw materials in a mold. 

powder post A condition in which wood 
has decayed to powder or been eaten by 
borers that leave holes full of powder. 

power The rate of performing work or 
the rate of transforming, transferring, 
or consuming energy. Power is usually 
measured in watts, Btu/hour, or 
horsepower. 

power buggy A wheelbarrow-sized 
machine powered by a gasoline engine 
or an electric motor. 

*ReJ,rinted with the pennission of AACE International. Co[,yright © 2008, by MCE International; all rights reserved. 
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power cable A usually heavy cable, 
consisting of one or more conductors 
with insulation and jackets, for 
conducting electric power. 

power cable 

power consumption The rate at which 
power is consumed by a device or unit 
(such as a building), usually expressed 
in kilowatt-hours, Btu/hour, or 
horsepower-hours. 

power drill An electric-powered, hand
held drill, activated by pressing a 
trigger-like switch. 

power drops Electrical power outlets to 
serve specific pieces of equipment. 

power factor A calculation, expressed 
as a percentage, that relates the volt 
amperes of an AC circuit, or the 
apparent power, to the wattage, or 
the true power. In essence, it provides 
a measurement of how effectively 
electrical power is being used. A higher 
power factor means a more effective 
use of electrical power. 

power float See rotary float. 

power of attorney An authorization to 
act as an agent for another party. See 
also attorney-in-fact. 

power panelboard A panelboard used for 
circuits supplying motors and other 
heavy power-consuming devices, 
as opposed to a panelboard used for 
lighting circuits. 

power panelboard 

post pole 

 
post pole See post shore.

post shore, adjustable timbersingle-
post Individual timber used with a
fabricated clamp to obtain adjustment
and not normally manufactured as a
complete unit. 

      
post shore, adjustable
timber single-post

 
post shore, fabricated single-post Type

1: Single all-metal post, with a
fine-adjustment screw or device in
combination with pin-and-hole
adjustment or clamp. Type 2: Single
or double wooden post members
adjustable by a metal clamp or screw
and usually manufactured as a complete
unit,

 
post shore, timber single-post shore

Timberused as a structural memberfor

shoring support.

posttensioned concrete Concrete that has
the reinforcing tendonstensionedafter
the concrete hasset.

posttensioning A method of prestressing
reinforced concrete in which tendons
are tensioned after the concrete has
hardened.

potable water Water thatsatisfies the
standards of the responsible health
authorities as drinking water.

potato masher A simple handtool used
to mix joint compound. The tool has
a wire mixersimilar to that of the

kitchen implementof the same name.

potentially responsible party (PRP) A
party who may have financialliability
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for the cleanup of a hazardous
wastesite.

potentiometer An instrumentfor
controlling electrical potential.
Measures an unknownvoltage by
comparing it to a standard voltage.

pot floor A floorsurface of structural clay
tiles.

potlife Time interval, after preparation,
during which a liquid or plastic mixture
is usable.

pound-calorie The amount of heat
required to raise one pound of water
1°C,

pour coat (top mop) Thetop coating of
asphalt on a built-up roof, sometimes
including embeddedgravelorslag.

pouring box A device designed to contain
spills that may occur when transferring
liquids from one containerto another.

pouring of concrete See placement and
placing.

pouring rope See asbestos joint runner.

pour point The lowest temperature at
which a lubricantflows underspecified
conditions.

pour strip In concrete formwork, a narrow
guide placed inside the form to direct
the concrete.

powder factor The amount of explosive
required to dislodge and fragment one
cubic yard of rock.

powder molding A method of
manufacturing objects by using
powdered raw materials in a mold.

powder post A condition in which wood
has decayed to powderor been eaten by
borers that leave holes full of powder.

power The rate of performing workot
the rate of transforming, transferring,
or consuming energy. Poweris usually
measured in watts, Btu/hour, or
horsepower.

power buggy A wheelbarrow-sized
machine powered by a gasoline engine
or an electric motor.  

power cable A usually heavy cable,
consisting of one or more conductors
with insulation and jackets, for
conductingelectric power.

power cable
 
power consumption The rate at which

poweris consumedby a device orunit
(such as a building), usually expressed
in kilowatt-hours, Btu/hour, or
horsepower-hours.

powerdrill An electric-powered, hand-
held drill, activated by pressing a
trigger-like switch.

power drops Electrical poweroutlets to
setve specific pieces of equipment.

powerfactor A calculation, expressed
as a percentage, thatrelates the volt
amperes of an AC circuit, or the
apparent power, to the wattage,or
the true power. In essence, it provides
a measurementof how effectively
electrical poweris being used. A higher
powerfactor means a more effective
use of electrical power.

powerfloat See rotaryfloat.

power of attorney An authorization to
act as an agent for anotherparty. See
also attorney-in-fact.

power panelboard A panelboard used for
circuits supplying motors and other
heavy power-consuming devices,
as opposed to a panelboard usedfor
ightingcircuits.

 
 

     
power panelboard

 



power sander An electric-powered 
hand tool used for smoothing and/or 
polishing. 

power shovel A self-propelled, power
operated machine used to excavate 
and/or load soils or debris. 

Powers spacing factor See spacing factor. 

power take-off On construction 
equipment, an attachment enabling 
the power from the prime mover to be 
used to drive an auxilliary machine or 
tool. 

power transformer A device in an 
alternating-current electrical system 
that transfers electric energy between 
circuits, usually changing the voltage 
in the process. 

~ 
power transformer 

power trowel See mechanical trowel. 

power vent A vent with a fan that boosts 
the flow of air. 

power wrench See impact wrench. 

pozzolan A siliceous, or siliceous and 
aluminous, material which, in itself, 
possesses little or no cementitious value 
but will, in finely divided form and in 
the presence of moisture, chemically 
react with calcium hydroxide at 
ordinary temperatures to form 
compounds possessing cementitious 
properties. 

pozzolan cement A natural cement, used 
in ancient times, made by grinding 
pozzolan with lime. 

pozzolanic Of or pertaining to pozzolan. 

pozzolanic reaction See pozzolan. 

practical coverage The actual coverage 
of a paint or other coating based on 
the intended dry film thickness and 
with an allocation (usually 15%) for 
material loss. 

Pratt truss A type of truss with parallel 
chords, all vertical members in 
compression, and all diagonal members 
in tension. The diagonals slant toward 
the center. 

: .. tt """ IWSLZL2v7I 
preaction sprinkler system A dry pipe 

sprinkler system in which water is 
supplied to the piping when a smoke or 
heat detector is activated. 

preaction sprinkler system 

preassembled lock A factory-assembled 
lock requiring little or no alterations 
on installation. 

preboring 1. Drilling a pilot hole. 2. 
Boring a hole, for a bearing pile, 
through a hard stratum that would 
damage the pile if driven. 

precast i. A concrete member that is 
cast and cured in other than its final 
position. 2. The process of placing and 
finishing precast concrete. 

precast concrete Concrete structural 
components, such as piles, wall panels, 
beams, etc., fabricated at a location 
other than in-place. 

precipitator See electrostatic precipitator. 

precycling I 

precise level An instrument similar to an 
ordinary surveyor's level but capable 
of finer readings and including a prism 
arrangement that permits simultaneous 
observation of the rod and the leveling 
bubble. 

precise leveling rod A leveling rod with 
fine graduations on an insert of metal 
under constant tension, with a low 
thermal expansion coefficient. 

precoating See tinning. 

precompressed zone The area of a flexural 
member that is compressed by the 
prestressing tendons. 

precon Contraction for preconstruction 
meeting. 

preconsolidation pressure The 
greatest effective pressure a soil has 
experienced. 

precooling coil In an HVAC system, a 
cooling coil located at the air-entering 
side of the primary cooling coil. 

precure The process of curing a glued 
joint prior to pressing or clamping. 

precured period See presteaming period. 

precuring In plywood manufacturing, the 
premature curing of an adhesive due 
to press temperatures being too high, 
a too rapid resin-curing speed, or a 
malfunctioning press. Precuring can 
result in plywood delamination or a 
poor quality surface in particleboard. 

precut A lumber item, usually a stud, that 
is cut to a precise length at the time of 
manufacture, so that it may be used in 
construction without further trimming 
at the job site. 

precycling Proactive approach of selecting 
products and materials according 
to their potential for lessening the 
amount of material that goes into the 
waste stream and for future recycling. 
Precycling includes buying in bulk, 
avoiding one-time use products, 
and choosing products that are 
biodegradable and have the least 
amount of throw-away packaging, for 
example. 
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power sander Anelectric-powered
hand tool used for smoothing and/or
polishing.

power shovelAself-propelled, power-
operated machine used to excavate
and/or load soils or debris.

Powers spacing factor See spacing factor.

power take-off On construction
equipment, an attachment enabling
the power from the prime moverto be
used to drive an auxilliary machine or
tool.

power transformer A device in an
alternating-currentelectrical system
that transfers electric energy between
circuits, usually changingthe voltage
in the process. 

—
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power trowel See mechanical trowel.

power vent A vent with a fan that boosts
the flow ofair.

power wrench See impact wrench.

pozzolanAsiliceous, orsiliceous and
aluminous, material which, in itself,
possesseslittle or no cementitious value
but will, in finely divided form and in
the presence of moisture, chemically
react with calcium hydroxide at
ordinary temperatures to form
compoundspossessing cementitious
properties.

pozzolan cement A natural cement, used
in. ancienttimes, made by grinding
pozzolan with lime.

pozzolanic Ofor pertaining to pozzolan.

pozzolanic reaction See pozzolan.

practical coverage Theactual coverage
of a paint or other coating based on
the intended dry film thickness and
with anallocation (usually 15%) for
materialloss.

Pratt truss A type of truss with parallel
chords,all vertical membersin
compression, and all diagonal members
in tension. The diagonals slant toward
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Pratt truss    

preaction sprinkler system A dry pipe
sprinkler system in which wateris
supplied to the piping when a smoke or
heat detectoris activated. 

   
preaction sprinkler system

preassembled lock A factory-assembled
lock requiringlittle or no alterations
on installation.

preboring 1. Drilling a pilot hole. 2.
Boring a hole,for a bearingpile,
through a hard stratum that would
damagethepile if driven.

precast 1. A concrete memberthatis
cast and cured in other than its final

position. 2. The process of placing and
finishing precast concrete.

precast concrete Concrete structural
components, such as piles, wall panels,
beams,etc., fabricated at a location
other than in-place.

precipitator See electrostatic precipitator.

precise level Aninstrumentsimilar to an
ordinary surveyor’s level but capable
offiner readings and including a prism
arrangement that permits simultaneous
observation of the rod and the leveling
bubble.

precise leveling rod A leveling rod with
fine graduations on aninsert of metal
under constant tension, with a low
thermal expansioncoefficient.

precoating See tinning.

precompressed zone Theareaofaflexural
member that is compressed by the
prestressing tendons.

precon Contraction for preconstruction
meeting.

preconsolidation pressure The
greatest effective pressure a soil has
experienced.

precooling coil In an HVACsystem,a
cooling coil located at the air-entering
side of the primary coolingcoil.

precure The process of curing a glued
joint prior to pressing or clamping.

precured period See presteaming period.

precuring In plywood manufacturing, the
premature curing of an adhesive due
to press temperatures being too high,
a too rapid resin-curing speed, or a
malfunctioning press. Precuring can
result in plywood delamination or a
poor quality surface in particleboard.

precut A lumber item, usually a stud, that
is cut to a precise length at the time of
manufacture, so that it may be used in
construction without further trimming
at the jobsite.

precycling Proactive approach ofselecting
products and materials according
to their potentialfor lessening the
amountof material that goes into the
waste stream andfor future recycling.
Precycling includes buyingin bulk,
avoiding one-time use products,
and choosing products that are
biodegradable and have the least
amountof throw-away packaging, for
example.
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predesign services 

p 
predesign services Services provided by 

the design professional which precede 
customary services. Predesign services 
include assistance of the owner in 
establishing the program, schedule, 
budget, and project limitations. See also 
programming phase. 

pre-draining Removal of excess water 
from a soil mass prior to excavation. 

predrilled Materials, such as roof decking, 
that have been drilled at the mill to 
accommodate bolts or other hardware. 

prefabricate To fabricate units or 
components at a mill or plant for 
assembly at another location. 

prefabricated construction A 
construction method that uses standard 
prefabricated units that are assembled 
at a site along with site fabrication of 
some minor parts. 

prefabricated flue A vent for fuel-fired 
equipment that is assembled from 
factory-made parts. 

prefabricated flue 

prefabricated joint filler A compressible 
material used to fill control, expansion, 
and contraction joints and may also be 
used alone, or as a backing for a joint 
sealant. 

prefabricated masonry panel A wall 
panel of masonry units constructed at 
an assembly site and moved to a job 
site for erection. 

prefabricated modular units Units of 
construction that are preassembled at 
the factory and shipped as a complete 
unit to the job site. They usually 
can be installed with a minimum of 
adjustments. 

prefabricated pipe conduit system 
Prefabricated units consisting of piping 
for one or more utilities, ready to be 
installed either above or below ground. 

prefabricated tie A manufactured 
assembly consisting of two heavy 
parallel wires tied together by welded 
wires. The tie is laid in masonry joints 
to tie two wythes together. 

prefabricated tie 

prefabricated wall See demountable 
partition. 

preferred angle 1. Any angle of 
inclination of a stair between a 30° 
pitch and a 35° pitch. 2. Any angle or 
pitch of a ramp 15° or less. 

prefilled A particleboard panel whose 
surface has been made smooth by the 
application of a solvent-based filler 
before being shipped. Such panels 
have decorative overlays or laminates 
applied to them. 

prefilter A filter placed before the main 
filter(s). A prefilter is coarser and is 
used to remove larger particles. 
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prefinished Products with a finish coating 
of paint, stain, vinyl, or other material 
applied before they are taken to the 
job site. 

prefinished door A standard-sized door 
with both faces factory-finished 
and cuts and recesses provided for 
hardware. 

prefiring Raising the temperature of 
refractory concrete under controlled 
conditions prior to placing it in service. 

preformed asphalt joint filler Premolded 
strips of asphalt, vegetable or mineral 
filler, and fibers for use as a joint filler. 
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preformed asphalt joint filler 

preformed foam Foam produced before 
it is mixed with other ingredients to 
make cellular foam. 

preformed joint sealant See preformed 
sealant. 

preformed sealant A factory-shaped 
sealant that requires little field 
fabrication prior to installation. 

preframed A construction term for wall, 
floor, or roof components assembled at 
a factory. 

preheat coil A coil, in an air-conditioning 
system, used to preheat air which is 
below 32°F (0°C). 

preheater 1. A heat exchanger used 
to heat air that is to be used in the 
combustion chamber of a large boiler 
or furnace. 2. See preheat coil. 3. A 
heat exchanger used to heat a fluid 
flowing into a process or location. An 
example would be to preheat outdoor 
air entering a heated space using the 
exhaust air. 

predesign services 

 
predesign services Services provided by

the design professional which precede
customary services. Predesign services
include assistance of the ownerin

establishing the program,schedule,
budget, andproject limitations. See also
programming phase.

pre-draining Removalof excess water
from. a soil mass prior to excavation.

predrilled Materials, such as roof decking,
that have been drilled at the mill to
accommodatebolts or other hardware.

prefabricate To fabricate units or
components at a mill or plantfor
assembly at another location.

prefabricated construction A
construction methodthat uses standard

prefabricated units that are assembled
at a site along withsite fabrication of
some minorparts.

prefabricated flue A ventforfuel-fired
equipmentthatis assembled from
factory-madeparts. 

   
prefabricated flue 

prefabricated jointfiller A compressible
material used to fill control, expansion,
and contraction joints and may also be
used alone, or as a backing for a joint
sealant.
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prefabricated masonry panel A wall
pane!of masonry units constructed at
an assembly site and movedto a job
site for erection.

prefabricated modular units Units of
construction that are preassembled at
the factory and shipped as a complete
unit to the job site. They usually
can be installed with a minimum of

adjustments.

prefabricated pipe conduit system
Prefabricated units consisting of piping
for one or moreutilities, ready to be
installed either above or below ground.

prefabricated tie A manufactured
assembly consisting of two heavy
parallel wires tied together by welded
wires. Thetie is laid in masonry joints
to tie two wythes together. 
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prefabricated tie

 
prefabricated wall See demountable

partition.

preferred angle 1. Any angle of
inclination of a stair between a 30°

pitch and a 35° pitch. 2. Any angle or
pitch of a ramp 15° orless.

prefilled A particleboard panel whose
surface has been made smoothby the
applicationof a solvent-basedfiller
before being shipped. Such panels
have decorative overlays or laminates
applied to them.

prefilter A filter placed before the main
filter(s). A prefilter is coarser and is
used to removelargerparticles.

 

prefinished Products with a finish coating
of paint, stain, vinyl, or other material
applied before they are taken to the
jobsite.

prefinished door A standard-sized door
with bothfaces factory-finished
and cuts and recesses provided for
hardware,

prefiring Raising the temperature of
refractory concrete under controlled
conditionsprior to placing it in service.

preformed asphaltjointfiller Premolded
strips of asphalt, vegetable or mineral
filler, and fibers for use as a jointfiller.

preformed asphaltjointfiller  
preformed foam Foamproduced before

it is mixed with other ingredients to
makecellular foam.

preformed joint sealant See preformed
sealant.

preformedsealant A factory-shaped
sealant that requireslittle field
fabrication prior to installation.

preframed A construction term for wall,
floor, or roof components assembled at
a factory.

preheat coil A coil, in an air-conditioning
system, used to preheat air which is
below 32°F (0°C).

preheater 1. A heat exchangerused
to heatair that is to be used in the

combustion chamberofa large boiler
or furnace. 2. See preheatcoil. 3. A
heat exchanger used to heat a fluid
flowing into a process or location. An
example would be to preheat outdoor
air entering a heated space using the
exhaustair.



preheat fluorescent lamp A fluorescent 
lamp, the electrodes of which must be 
preheated before the arc can be started. 
The preheating can be manual or 
automatic. 

prehung door A packaged unit consisting 
of a finished door on a frame with all 
necessary hardware and trim. 

preliminary drawings Drawings prepared 
in the early phase of building design. 
See also schematic design phase and 
design development phase. 

preliminary estimate A rough estimate 
made in an early stage of the design 
work, prior to receipt of firm bids. 
See also statement of probable 
construction cost. 

preliminary site assessment The first 
phase in an environmental remediation 
operation, in which it is determined 
whether there is a reasonable 
probability that a hazardous waste 
exists at a site. 

premature stiffening See false set and 
flash set. 

premises premium 1. In commodity 
futures trading, a sum above the value 
of the item in the cash market. 2. A 
product of better quality than another 
product. 

premises wiring Strictly speaking, the 
external and internal wiring that 
runs from the service point of utility 
conductors into a structure and to its 
outlets. Also includes all associated 
hardware and fittings. 

premium grade A general term describing 
the quality of one item as superior to 
another. 

premolded asphalt panel A panel with a 
core of asphalt, minerals, and fibers, 
covered on each side with asphalt
impregnated felt or fabric and pressure
bonded. The outside is then coated 
with hot asphalt. 

prepacked concrete See concrete, 
prep laced-aggregate. 

prepared roofing See asphalt prepared 
roofing. 

prepayment meter A coin-operated water 
or gas meter that passes a fixed amount 
of fluid for each coin. 
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prepayment meter 

preplaced-aggregate concrete See 
concrete, preplaced aggregate and 
colloidal concrete. 

preposttensioning A method of 
fabricating prestressed concrete 
in which some of the tendons are 
pretensioned and a portion of the 
tendons are posttensioned. 

prepreg In reinforced plastic, the 
reinforcing with applied resin before 
molding. 

prequalification of bidders The 
investigation and subsequent approval 
of prospective bidders' qualifications, 
experience, availability, and capability 
regarding a project. 

present value The value of a benefit or 
cost found by discounting future cash 
flows to the base time. Also, the systetn 
of comparing proposed investments, 
which involves discounting at a known 
interest rate (representing a cost of 
capital or a minimum acceptable 
rate of return) in order to choose the 
alternative having the highest present 
value per unit of investment. * 

present value method A means of 
evaluating capital expenditures by 
converting projections of cash inflows 
and outflows over time to their present 
value, using an estimated discounting 
rate. 

preservationist A term applied to one 
who objects to the use of natural 
resources because of a belief that such 

pressed glass [ 

use will destroy basic values of the 
resource. The term is often used to 
refer to a member of various groups 
opposed to the expansion of industrial/ 
commercial uses of public lands. 

preservative Any substance applied to 
wood that helps it resist decay, rotting, 
or harmful insects. 

preset period See presteaming period. 

pre-shrimmed tape sealant A pre-formed 
sealant that resists deformation when 
compressed. 

preshrunk concrete 1. Concrete that 
has been mixed for a short period 
in a stationary mixer before being 
transferred to a transit mixer. 2. 
Grout, mortar, or concrete that has 
been mixed one to three hours before 
placing to reduce shrinkage during 
hardening. 

press brake A machine used to bend and 
shape cold-form metal sheets and strips. 

pressed brick Brick that is molded under 
mechanical pressure. The resulting 
product is sharp-edged and smooth, 
and is used for exposed surfaces. 

pressed earthen block Blocks of earthen 
material made by compressing a 
mixture of soil and aggregate without 
the use of chemical additives. 
Application and usage is similar to that 
of adobe. 

pressed edge Edge of a footing along 
which the greatest soil pressure occurs 
under conditions of overturning. 

pressed glass Glass units, such as 
pavement units or glass block, that are 
pressed into shape. 

pressed glass 
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preheatfluorescent lamp A fluorescent
lamp, the electrodes of which must be
preheated before the arc can bestarted.
The preheating can be manual or
automatic.

prehung door A packaged unit consisting
of a finished door on a framewithall

necessary hardware and trim.

preliminary drawings Drawings prepared
in the early phase of building design.
See also schematic design phase and
design developmentphase.

preliminary estimate A rough estimate
made in an early stage of the design
work, prior to receipt of firm bids.
See also statement of probable
construction cost.

pteliminarysite assessment Thefirst
phasein an environmental remediation
operation, in whichit is determined
whetherthere is a reasonable

probability that a hazardous waste
exists at a site.

premature stiffening See false set and
flash set.

premises premium 1. In commodity
futures trading, a sum above the value
of the item in the cash market. 2. A

product of better quality than another
product.

premises wiring Strictly speaking, the
external and internal wiring that
runs from the service pointof utility
conductors into a structure and to its
outlets. Also includesall associated

hardware andfittings.

premium grade A general term describing
the quality of one item as superiorto
another.

premolded asphalt panel A panel with a
core of asphalt, minerals, andfibers,
covered on eachside with asphalt-
impregnated felt or fabric and pressure-
bonded. The outside is then coated

with hotasphalt.

prepacked concrete See concrete,
preplaced-ageregate.

prepared roofing Sce asphalt prepared
roofing.

prepayment meter A coin-operated water
or gas meter that passes a fixed amount
offluid for each coin.  
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preplaced-aggregate concrete See
concrete, preplaced aggregate and
colloidal concrete.

preposttensioning A method of
fabricating prestressed concrete
in which some of the tendonsare

pretensioned and a portionof the
tendons are posttensioned.

prepreg In reinforcedplastic, the
reinforcing with applied resin before
molding.

prequalification of bidders The
investigation and subsequent approval
of prospective bidders’ qualifications,
experience, availability, and capability
regarding a project.

present value The valueof a benefit or
cost found by discounting future cash
flows to the base time. Also, the system
of comparing proposed investments,
which involves discounting at a known
interest rate (representing a cost of
capital or a minimum acceptable
rate of return) in order to choose the
alternative having the highest present
value per unit of investment.*

present value method A means of
evaluating capital expenditures by
converting projectionsof cash inflows
andoutflows over time to their present
value, using an estimated discounting
rate,

preservationist A term applied to one
whoobjects to the use of natural
resoutces because ofa belief that such

use will destroy basic values of the
resource. The termis often used to

refer to a memberof various groups
opposed to the expansion ofindustrial/
commercial uses of public lands.

preservative Any substance applied to
wood thathelpsit resist decay, rotting,
ot harmfulinsects.

preset period See presteamingperiod.

pre-shrimmed tape sealant A pre-formed
sealant that resists deformation when

compressed.

preshrunk concrete 1. Concrete that
has been mixedfor a short period
in a stationary mixer before being
transferred to a transit mixer. 2,

Grout, mortar, or concrete that has
been mixed one to three hours before

placing to reduce shrinkage during
hardening.

press brake A machine used to bend and
shape cold-form metalsheets andstrips.

pressed brick Brick that is molded under
mechanicalpressure. The resulting
productis sharp-edged and smooth,
and is used for exposed surfaces.

pressed earthen block Blocks of earthen
material made by compressing a
mixture of soil and aggregate without
the use of chemicaladditives.

Application and usageis similar to that
of adobe.

pressed edge Edge of a footing along
which the greatest soil pressure occurs
underconditionsof overturning.

pressed glass Glass units, such as
pavementunits or glass block, that are
pressed into shape. 

 
pressed glass
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pressed reflector lamp 

p 
pressed reflector lamp See parabolic 

aluminized reflector lamp. 

pressed steel Die-stamped building 
components. 

pressed steel 

pressed wood A panel wood product 
manufactured by compressing 
wood fibers and adhesive under 
heat. Common examples include 
particleboard, hardwood plywood 
paneling and medium density 
fiberboard. 

pressure 1. The force per unit area 
exerted by a liquid or gas on the walls 
of a container. 2. The force per unit 
area transferred between surfaces. 

pressure bulb The zone in a loaded soil 
mass that is bounded by a selected 
stress isobar. 

pressure cell An instrument used to 
measure the pressure within a soil mass 
or the pressure of the soil against a rigid 
wall. 

pressure connector A mechanical device 
which forms a conductive connection 
between two or more electric 
conductors, or between one or more 
conductors and a terminal, without the 
use of solder. 
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pressure connector 

pressure creosoting The process of 
forcing creosote, by use of pressure 
chambers, into timber. 

pressure differential valve A valve 
controlled by the pressure difference in 
the supply and return main to divert 

flow from the supply main to the 
return main. 

pressure drop 1. The drop in pressure 
between two ends of a pipe or duct, 
between two points in a system, or 
across valves, fittings, etc., caused by 
friction losses. 2. In a water system, 
the drop caused by a difference in 
elevation. 

pressure forming A thermoforming 
process for plastics in which pressure 
forces a sheet against a mold, as 
opposed to vacuum forming. 

pressure gauge An instrument for 
measuring fluid pressure. 

pressure gauge 

pressure gluing A method used to glue 
wood that places the members under 
high pressure until the glue sets. 

pressure gun See caulking gun. 

pressure-injected footing A cast-in-situ 
concrete pile that features a steel 
cylindrical shaft with an enlarged base 
that is driven into the ground. It can 
be used in nearly all soil conditions 
and can safely withstand very high 
compressive and tensile forces and 
substantial horizontal loads. 

pressure line Locus of force points within 
a structure, resulting from combined 
prestressing force and externally 
applied load. 

pressure-locked grating Metal grating in 
which cross bars and bearing bars are 
locked together at their intersections 
by deforming or swaging the metal. 

pressure preserved Wood that has been 
treated with a preservative under 
pressure in a closed container. 

pressure process The process of treating 
under pressure in a closed container. 
Pressure is usually preceded or followed 
by a vacuum. 
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pressure-reducing valve A valve which 
maintains a uniform fluid pressure on 
its outlet side as long as pressure on 
the inlet side is at or above a design 
pressure. 

pressure-reducing valve 

pressure regulating valve A valve that 
automatically reduces water pressure 
to maintain a predetermined design 
pressure. 

pressure-relief damper A damper which 
will open when pressure on the inside 
exceeds a design pressure. 

pressure-relief device A device or valve 
that is designed to open or rupture 
when pressure on a designated side 
exceeds a design value. 

pressure-relief hatch A roof hatch 
designed to open or blow off under 
pressure from an explosion in a 
building. Some smoke and heat vents 
are also designed as pressure-relief 
hatches. 

pressure-relieving joint A horizontal 
expansion joint in panel wall masonry, 
usually below supporting hangers at 
each floor. These joints prevent the 
weight of higher panels from being 
transmitted to the masonry below. 

pressure reset system A control system 
for boilers and furnaces that allows 
wide fluctuations in pressure. As a 
result, the burners can be shut off for 
longer periods and stay on for longer 
amounts of time, with fewer cycles. 
Avoiding short cycles increases the net 
system efficiency. 

pressed reflector lamp 

 
pressedreflector lamp See parabolic

aluminizedreflector lamp.

pressed steel Die-stampedbuilding
components.

  
pressed steel

 
 

pressed wood A panel wood product
manufactured by compressing
woodfibers and adhesive under

heat. Common examples include
particleboard, hardwood plywood
paneling and medium density
fiberboard.

pressure 1, The force per unit area
exerted by a liquid or gas on the walls
of a container. 2. The force per unit
area transferred between surfaces.

pressure bulb The zone ina loadedsoil
mass that is bounded by a selected
stress isobar.

pressure cell Aninstrument used to
measure the pressure within a soil mass
or the pressure of the soil against a rigid
wall.

pressure connector A mechanical device
which forms a conductive connection
between two or moreelectric

conductors, or between one or more
conductors and a terminal, without the
use of solder. 
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pressure connector
   

pressure creosoting The process of
forcing creosote, by use of pressure
chambers, into timber.

pressuredifferential valve A valve
controlled by the pressure difference in
the supply and return main to divert
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flow from the supply main to the
return main.

pressure drop 1. The drop in pressure
between two ends of a pipe or duct,
between two points in a system, or
across valves,fittings, etc., caused by
friction losses. 2. In a watersystem,
the drop caused by a difference in
elevation.

pressure forming A thermoforming
processforplastics in which pressure
forces a sheet against a mold, as
opposed to vacuum forming.

pressure gauge Aninstrumentfor
measuring fluid pressure.

oS
pressure gauge

 

    
pressure gluing A method usedto glue

wood that places the members under
high pressure until the glue sets.

pressure gun See caulking gun.

pressure-injected footing A cast-in-situ
concrete pile that features a steel
cylindrical shaft with an enlarged base
that is driven into the ground.It can
be used in nearly all soil conditions
and cansafely withstand very high
compressive andtensile forces and
substantial horizontal loads.

pressure line Locus of force points within
a structure, resulting from combined
prestressing force and externally
applied load.

pressure-locked grating Metal grating in
whichcross bars and bearing bars are
locked togetherat their intersections
by deformingor swaging the metal.

pressure preserved Wood that has been
treated with a preservative under
pressure in a closed container.

pressure process The processof treating
underpressure in a closed container.
Pressure is usually preceded orfollowed
by a vacuum.

pressure-reducing valve A valve which
maintains a uniform fluid pressure on
its outlet side as long as pressure on
the inletside is at or above a design
pressure. 

 

  
 
pressure-reducing valve

  
 

pressure regulating valve A valve that
automatically reduces water pressure
to maintain a predetermined design
pressure.

pressure-relief damper A damperwhich
will open whenpressure onthe inside
exceeds a design pressure.

pressure-relief device A device or valve
thatis designed to open or rupture
whenpressure on a designatedside
exceeds a design value.

pressure-relief hatch A roof hatch
designed to open or blow off under
pressure from an explosion in a
building. Some smoke and heat vents
are also designed as pressure-relief
hatches.

pressure-relieving joint A horizontal
expansion joint in panel wall masonry,
usually below supporting hangersat
eachfloot. These joints prevent the
weightof higher panels from being
transmitted to the masonry below.

pressure reset system A control system
for boilers and furnaces that allows

wide fluctuations in pressure. As a
result, the burners can be shutoff for
longerperiods andstay on for longer
amounts of time, with fewercycles.
Avoidingshort cycles increases the net
system efficiency.



pressure-sensitive Capable of adhering to 
a surface when pressed against it. 

pressure-sensitive adhesive An adhesive 
material that remains tacky after the 
solvents evaporate and will adhere to 
most solid surfaces with the application 
of light pressure. 

pressure treating A process of treating 
lumber or other products with various 
chemicals, such as preservatives and 
fire retardants, by forcing the chemicals 
into the structure of the wood using 
high pressure. 

pressure weather stripping Weather 
stripping designed to provide a seal by 
means of spring tension. 

pressure wire connector Any device that 
maintains a mechanical connection 
between electrical conductors through 
the use of pressure. 

presteaming period In the manufacture 
of concrete products, the time between 
molding of a concrete product and start 
of the temperature-rise period. 

prestressed concrete wire Steel wire 
with a very high tensile strength, 
used in prestressed concrete. The 
wire is initially stressed close to its 
tensile strength. Then some of this 
load is transferred to the concrete, by 
chemical bond or mechanical anchors, 
to compress the concrete. 

prestressing Applying a load to a 
structural element to increase its 
effectiveness in resisting working loads. 
Prestressed concrete is a common 
example. 

prestressing cable A cable or tendon 
made of prestressing wires. 

prestressing concrete Concrete in which 
internal stresses of such magnitude 
and distribution are introduced that 
the tensile stresses resulting from the 
service loads are counteracted to a 
desired degree. In reinforced concrete, 
the prestress is commonly introduced 
by tensioning the tendons. 

~~~ ~v~ 
prestressing concrete 

prestressing steel High-strength steel used 
to prestress concrete, commonly seven
wire strands, single wires, bars, rods, 
or groups of wires or strands. See also 
prestressed concrete, pretensioning, 
and posttensioning. 

pretensioned concrete Concrete which 
has its reinforcing tendons stressed 
before the concrete is placed. Tension 
on the tendons is then released to 
provide load transfer where concrete 
has achieved strength. 

pretensioned concrete 

pretensioning A method of prestressing 
reinforced concrete in which the 
tendons are tensioned before the 
concrete has hardened. 

pretensioning bed (or bench) The casting 
bed on which pretensioned members 
are manufactured and which resists the 
pretensioning force prior to release. 

prevailing wage Wage set by Federal and 
State governments for construction 
work based upon wages paid for similar 
work in the same local area. 

prevalent levels Air contamination levels 
measured under normal conditions. 

preventive maintenance (PM) Periodic, 
scheduled work on selected equipment 

prick punch ) 

and building components, usually 
consisting of required inspection, 
cleaning, lubrication, and minor 
adjustment to help prevent systems 
failure. 

price The amount of money asked or 
given for a product ( e.g., exchange 
value). The chief function of price is 
rationing the existing supply among 
prospective buyers. * 

price index A number which relates 
the price of an item at a specific time 
to the corresponding price at some 
specified time in the past. * 

price out 1. The activity of applying 
dollar values to the items in a takeoff. 
2. The final estimate sheet showing all 
dollar values. 

pricing In estimating practice, after 
costing an item, activity, or project, 
the determination of the amount 
of money asked in exchange for the 
item, activity, or project. Pricing 
determination considers business and 
other interests ( e.g., profit, marketing, 
etc.) in addition to inherent costs. 
The price may be greater or less than 
the cost depending on the business or 
other objectives. In the cost estimating 
process, pricing follows costing and 
precedes budgeting. * 

pricking up Scoring the first coat of 
plaster on lath. 

pricking-up coat The first, or base, coat of 
plaster on lath. 

prick post An intermediate post in a truss. 
Theoretically, no loads are placed on it. 

prick punch A pointed steel hand punch 
used to mark metal. 

prick punch 
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pressure-sensitive Capable of adhering to
a surface when pressed againstit.

pressure-sensitive adhesive An adhesive
material that remainstacky after the
solvents evaporate and will adhere to
most solid surfaces with the application
of light pressure.

pressure treating A process oftreating
lumberor other products with various
chemicals, such as preservatives and
fire retardants, by forcing the chemicals
into the structure of the wood using
high pressure.

pressure weatherstripping Weather
stripping designed to provide a seal by
meansofspring tension.

pressure wire connector Anydevice that
maintains a mechanical connection

betweenelectrical conductors through
the use of pressure.

presteaming period In the manufacture
of concrete products, the time between
molding of a concrete product and start
of the temperature-tise period.

prestressed concrete wire Steel wire
with a very high tensile strength,
used in prestressed concrete. The
wire is initially stressed close to its
tensile strength. Then someofthis
load is transferred to the concrete, by
chemical bond or mechanical anchors,
to compress the concrete.

prestressing Applying a load toa
structural elementto increase its

effectiveness in resisting working loads.
Prestressed concrete is a common

example.

prestressing cable A cable or tendon
made of prestressing wires.

prestressing concrete Concrete in which
internalstresses of such magnitude
and distribution are introduced that

the tensile stresses resulting from the
service loads are counteracted to a

desired degree. In reinforced concrete,
the prestress is commonly introduced
by tensioning the tendons.

 
prestressing concrete

 
prestressing steel High-strength steel used

to prestress concrete, commonly seven-
wire strands, single wires, bars, rods,
orgroups of wires or strands. See also
prestressed concrete, pretensioning,
and posttensioning.

pretensioned concrete Concrete which
has its reinforcing tendonsstressed
before the concreteis placed. Tension
on the tendonsis then released to

provide load transfer where concrete
has achieved strength. 
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pretensioning A methodof prestressing

reinforced concrete in which the
tendonsare tensioned before the
concrete has hardened.

pretensioning bed (or bench) The casting
bed on which pretensioned members
are manufactured and whichresists the

pretensioningforce priorto release.

prevailing wage Wage set by Federal and
State governments for construction
work based upon wagespaidforsimilar
workin the samelocal area.

prevalent levels Air contaminationlevels
measured under normal conditions.

preventive maintenance (PM)Periodic,
scheduled work on selected equipment

and building components, usually
consisting of required inspection,
cleaning, lubrication, and minor
adjustmentto help prevent systems
failure.

price The amountof money asked or
given for a product (e.g., exchange
value). The chief function ofpriceis
rationing the existing supply among
prospective buyers. *

price index A numberwhichrelates
the price of an item at a specific time
to the correspondingprice at some
specified time in the past. *

price out 1. Theactivity of applying
dollar values to the itemsin a takeoff.

2. The final estimate sheet showingall
dollar values.

pticing In estimating practice, after
costing an item, activity, or project,
the determinationof the amount

of moneyasked in exchange for the
item, activity, or project. Pricing
determinationconsiders business and

otherinterests (e.g., profit, marketing,
etc.) in addition to inherentcosts.
The price may be greateror less than
the cost depending on the business or
otherobjectives. In the cost estimating
process, pricing follows costing and
precedes budgeting. *

pricking up Scoringthefirst coat of
plaster on lath.

pticking-up coat Thefirst, or base, coat of
plaster on lath.

prick post An intermediate post in a truss.
Theoretically, no loads are placed onit.

prick punch A pointed steel hand punch
used to mark metal. 

prick punch
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prills 

p 
prills Bulk, porable dry explosive 

consisting of pea-sized granules. 

primacord A detonating fuse for high 
explosives, consisting of an explosive 
core in a strong, waterproof covering. 
Also called detonating cord. 

primacy of delay The concept of 
identifying which party is responsible 
in situations of concurrent delay. 

primary air Air which is fed to a burner to 
be mixed with gas. 

primary battery A battery of two or more 
primary cells. 

primary blasting The blasting operation 
in which a natural rock formation is 
dislodged from its original location. 

primary branch 1. A drain between 
the base of a soil or waste stack and a 
building drain. 2. The largest single 
branch of a water supply line or an air 
supply duct in a building. 

primary cell A cell that generates electric 
current by electrochemical action. In 
the process, one of the electrodes is 
consumed and the process cannot be 
effectively reversed. The cell cannot 
be recharged from an external source of 
electric power. 

primary consoiidation Soil compaction 
in saturated fine grain soils caused 
by the application of sustained loads, 
principally due to the squeezing out of 
water in the voids of the affected soil. 

primary crusher A heavy crusher suitable 
for the first stage in a process of size 
reduction of rock, slag, or the like. 

primary distribution feeder A feeder 
which operates at primary voltage 
supplying a distribution circuit. 

primary excavation Excavating 
undisturbed soil. 

primary light source 1. A source of light 
in which the light is produced by a 
transformation of energy. 2. The most 
obvious source of light when several 
sources are present. 

primary member One of the main 
load-carrying members of a structural 
system, generally columns or posts. See 
also secondary member. 
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primary member 

primary nuclear vessel Interior container 
in a nuclear reactor designed for 
sustained loads and for working 
conditions. 

primary subcontractors Subcontractors 
who may perform major portions of the 
work in a construction project, such as 
installation of plumbing, mechanical, 
or electrical systems. They may have a 
contract directly with the owner. 

prime 1. A grade of finish lumber ranking 
below superior, the highest grade, and 
above E, the lowest grade of finish. 
Finish graded prime must present 
a fine appearance and is designed 
for application where finishing 
requirements are less exacting. 2. To 
supply water to a pump to enable it to 
start pumping. 3. In blasting, to place 
the detonator in a cartridge or charge 
of explosive. 4. The primary architect 
or contractor on a job that features 
several. 5. To seal a porous surface to 
prevent or reduce staining, shrinkage, 
and drying out. 

prime bid A bid presented directly to 
the owner or his agent, rather than 
a subcontractor's bid to a general 
contractor. 

prime coat 1. An application of low
viscosity liquid asphalt to an absorbent 
surface. 2. The first or preparatory coat 
in a paint system. 
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prime contract An agreement formed 
between the owner and the contractor 
for a major portion of the work on a 
construction contract. 

prime contractor Any contractor on a 
project having a contract directly with 
the owner. 

prime mover The parts or pieces of 
construction equipment that make 
it possible for the equipment to do 
its work, such as tracks on a dozer or 
cables on a crane. In the case of towed 
equipment, such as a scraper, the whole 
tractor becomes a prime mover. 

prime professional A firm or individual 
performing contractually agreed upon 
professional services for an owner. 

prime professional service The chief 
among multiple professional entities 
( each under separate contracts with 
the prime professional) responsible for 
providing services to an owner. 

primer A base, preparatory paint that 
is applied to an uncoated surface to 
improve the adhesion and durability of 
the finish coat. Primer can be latex or 
alkyd (oil-based) paint. 

prime rate The rate of interest charged 
by a lender to its most creditworthy 
borrowers. 

primer/sealer A paint product 
manufactured to both prime a material 
for future paint application while 
sealing it from moisture. 

priming 1. The application of a prime 
coat. 2. Filling a pump or siphon with 
fluid to enable flow. 3. The first or 
annual filling of a canal or reservoir 
with water. 

Prince Albert fir Another name for west 
coast hemlock. 

princess pine Another name for jackpine. 

princess post Subsidiary verticals, 
between queen posts or the king post, 
and walls, used to stiffen a roof truss. 

 prills

 
prills Bulk, porable dry explosive

consisting of pea-sized granules.

primacord A detonatingfuse for high
explosives, consisting of an explosive
core in a strong, waterproof covering.
Also called detonating cord.

primacy of delay The concept of
identifying which party is responsible
in situations of concurrentdelay.

primary air Air whichis fed to a burner to
be mixed withgas.

primary battery A battery of two or more
primarycells.

primary blasting The blasting operation
in which a natural rock formationis

dislodged from its original location.

primary branch 1. A drain between
the base of a soil or waste stack and a

building drain. 2. The largest single
branch of a watersupply line oranair
supply duct in a building.

primary cell A cell that generates electric
currentby electrochemical action. In
the process, one of the electrodesis
consumed andthe process cannot be
effectively reversed. The cell cannot
be recharged from anexternal source of
electric power.

primary consolidation Soil compaction
in saturated fine grain soils caused
by the application of sustained loads,
principally due to the squeezing out of
waterin the voidsof the affected soil.

primary crusher A heavy crushersuitable
for thefirst stage in a processofsize
reduction of rock,slag, or thelike.

primarydistribution feeder A feeder
whichoperates at ptimary voltage
supplying a distribution circuit.

primary excavation Excavating
undisturbed soil.

primary light source 1. A source oflight
in whichthelight is produced by a
transformationof energy. 2. The most
obvious source oflight when several
sources are present.
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primary member Oneof the main
load-carrying members ofa structural
system, generally columnsorposts. See
also secondary member. 

 
primary member

  
 

primary nuclear vessel Interior container
in a nuclear reactor designed for
sustained loads and for working
conditions.

primary subcontractors Subcontractors
who may perform majorportions of the
work in a construction project, such as
installation of plumbing, mechanical,
or electrical systems. They may have a
contract directly with the owner.

prime 1. A grade offinish lumber ranking
belowsuperior, the highest grade, and
aboveE, the lowest grade offinish.
Finish graded prime must present
a fine appearance andis designed
for application where finishing
requirements are less exacting. 2. To
supply water to a pumpto enableit to
start pumping. 3. Inblasting, to place
the detonatorin a cartridge or charge
of explosive. 4. The primary architect
or contractor on a job that features
several. 5. To seal a porous surface to
preventor reduce staining, shrinkage,
and drying out.

prime bid A bid presented directly to
the ownerorhis agent, rather than
a subcontractor’s bid to a general
contractor.

prime coat 1. An application of low-
viscosity liquid asphalt to an absorbent
surface. 2. Thefirst or preparatory coat
in a paint system.

prime contract An agreement formed
between the ownerandthe contractor

for a major portion of the work on a
construction contract.

prime contractor Any contractor on a
project having a contract directly with
the owner.

prime mover The parts orpieces of
construction equipment that make
it possible for the equipment to do
its work, such as tracks on a dozeror
cables on a crane. In the case of towed

equipment, such as a scraper, the whole
tractor becomes a prime mover.

prime professional A firm or individual
performing contractually agreed upon
rofessionalservices for an owner.

prime professional service Thechief
among multiple professional entities
each under separate contracts with

the prime professional) responsible for
providing services to an owner.

primer A base, preparatory paint that
is applied to an uncoated surface to
improve the adhesion and durability of
hefinish coat. Primer can be latex or

alkyd (oil-based) paint.

prime rate Therate of interest charged
y a lender to its most creditworthy

borrowers.

primer/sealer A paint product
manufactured to both prime a material
for future paint application while
sealing it from moisture.

 
priming 1. The application of a prime

coat. 2. Filling a pump or siphon with
fluid to enable flow. 3. Thefirst or

annualfilling of a canal or reservoir
with water.

Prince Albert fir Another name for west
coast hemlock.

princess pine Another namefor jackpine.

princess post Subsidiary verticals,
between queenposts or the king post,
and walls, used to stiffen a rooftruss.



principal 1. The principal authority 
or person responsible for a business 
such as architecture, engineering, or 
construction. 2. The capital amount 
of a loan or other obligation as 
distinguished from the interest. 3. In 
professional practice, any person legally 
responsible for the activities of 
that practice. 4. The person or entity 
under whose debt or obligation is the 
subject or a performance or payment 
bond issued by a surety. 

principal beam The main beam in a 
structural frame. 

principal-in-charge The professional 
individual within a design firm 
ultimately responsible for monitoring 
services in connection with a given 
project. 

principal planes See principal stress. 

principal post A corner post in a framed 
building or a door post in a framed 
partition. 

principal post 

principal stress Maximum and minimum 
normal stresses at a point in a stressed 
body. 

print See blueprint. 

prism A surveying device used as a 
reference target when using electronic 
equipment to measure distance. 

prismatic beam A beam with a uniform 
cross section. Both of its flanges run 
parallel along its longitudinal axis. 

prismatic glass Glass with parallel prisms 
rolled into one face. The prisms refract 
light rays and change their direction. 

prismatic rustication Rusticated masonry 
with a diamond-shaped projection 
worked into the face of each stone. 

prism glass See prismatic glass. 

private branch exchange (PBX) A 
telephone system, located on a 
customer's premises, that is owned and 
operated by the customer rather than 
a telephone company. A PBX system 
switches internal calls between the 
customer's users on local lines while 
also making external lines available. 
Using a PBX can save a customer 
money because it eliminates the need 
for direct lines from each user to the 
telephone company. 

private sewer A sewer that is not in the 
public sewer system and subject only to 
the provisions of the local code. 

private stairway A stairway intended to 
serve only one tenant. 

privity of contract This occurs when 
a party has a direct contractual 
relationship with another party. 

privy An outhouse serving as a toilet. 

probabilistic design Method of design 
of structures using the principles of 
statistics (probability) as a basis for 
evaluation of structural safety. 

probable construction cost See statement 
of probable construction cost. 

processed shake A sawn cedar shingle 
which is textured on one surface to 
resemble a split shingle. 

processed shake 

productivity [ 

Proctor compaction test A test to 
determine the moisture content of a 
soil at which maximum compaction 
can be obtained. The test establishes 
the density-moisture relationship in a 
soil. 

Proctor curve Plot of the dry density 
of soil resulting from standard lab 
compactive effort versus moisture 
content. 

Proctor penetration needle An 
instrument that measures the resistance 
of a fine-grained soil to penetration by 
a standard needle at a standard rate. 

procure To obtain or receive, such as a 
construction or material contract. 

producer Provider of building materials 
or equipment such as processor, 
manufacturer, or equipment rental/sales 
firm. 

product data Information furnished by the 
manufacturer to illustrate a material, 
product, or system for some portion of 
the work which includes illustrations, 
standard schedules, performance charts, 
instructions, brochures, diagrams, 
warranties. 

production Total quantity of work 
performed. 

production costs Parts of the actual, 
physical project, including materials, 
labor, tools, equipment, and 
subcontractor costs for each task or 
activity incorporated in the final 
structure. 

production schedule A short-interval 
schedule used to plan and coordinate a 
group of activities. * 

productivity Work performed per unit of 
time, or time to perform unit of work, 
such as square feet per hour. 
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principal 1. The principal authority
or person responsible for a business
such as architecture, engineering, ot
construction. 2. The capital amount
of a loan orotherobligation as
distinguished from the interest. 3. In
professional practice, any person legally
responsible for the activities of
that practice. 4, The person orentity
under whose debtor obligation is the
subject or a performance or payment
bondissued by a surety.

principal beam The main beam ina
structural frame.

principal-in-charge Theprofessional
individual within a design firm
ultimately responsible for monitoring
services in connection with a given
project.

principal planes See principalstress.

principal post A cornerpostin a framed
building or a door post in a framed
pattition.

  
principal stress Maximum and minimum

normalstresses at a point in a stressed
body.

print See blueprint.

prism A surveying device used as a
reference target whenusing electronic
equipment to measure distance.

prismatic beam A beam with a uniform
cross section. Both ofits flanges run
parallel alongits longitudinalaxis.
  

prismatic glass Glass with parallel prisms
rolled into one face. The prismsrefract
light rays and changetheir direction.

prismatic rustication Rusticated masonry
with a diamond-shaped projection
workedinto the face of each stone.

prism glass See prismatic glass.

private branch exchange (PBX) A
telephone system,located on a
customer's premises, that is owned and
operated by the customer rather than
a telephone company. A PBX system
switches internalcalls between the
customer's users on local lines while

also making externallines available.
Using a PBX can save a customer
money becauseit eliminates the need
for direct lines from each userto the

telephone company.

private sewer A sewer that is not in the
public sewer system and subject only to
the provisionsof the local code.

private stairway A stairway intendedto
serve only one tenant.

privity of contract This occurs when
a party has a direct contractual
relationship with anotherparty.

privy Anouthouseservingas a toilet.

probabilistic design Method of design
of structures using the principles of
statistics (probability) as a basis for
evaluation ofstructural safety.

probable construction cost See statement
of probable construction cost.

processed shake A sawncedarshingle
which is textured on one surface to

resemblea split shingle.

processed shake

 

Proctor compaction test A test to
determine the moisture contentof a

soil at which maximum compaction
can be obtained. Thetest establishes

the density-moisture relationship in a
soil.

Proctor curve Plot of the dry density
ofsoil resulting from standard lab
compactive effort versus moisture
content.

Proctor penetration needle An
instrument that measures the resistance

ofa fine-grained soil to penetration by
a standard needle at a standard rate.

procure To obtainorreceive, such as a
construction or material contract.

producer Provider of building materials
or equipmentsuch as processor,
manufacturer, or equipment rental/sales
firm.

product data Information furnished by the
manufacturerto illustrate a material,
product, or system for some portion of
the work which includesillustrations,
standard schedules, performancecharts,
instructions, brochures, diagrams,
warranties.

production Total quantity of work
performed.

production costs Parts of the actual,
physical project, including materials,
labor, tools, equipment, and
subcontractorcosts for each task or

activity incorporated in thefinal
structure.

production schedule A short-interval
schedule used to plan and coordinatea
group ofactivities. *

productivity Work performed per unit of
time, or time to perform unit of work,
such as square feet per hour.
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products liability insurance 

products liability insurance Insurance for 
liability imposed for damages caused by 
an occurrence arising out of goods or 
products manufactured, sold, handled, 
or distributed by the insured or others 
trading under the insured's name. 
Occurrence must occur after product 
has been relinquished to others and 
away from premises of the insured. See 
also completed operations insurance. 

product standard A published standard 
that establishes: 1. dimensional 
requirements for standard sizes and 
types of various products; 2. technical 
requirements for the product; and 
3. methods of testing, grading, and 
marking the product. The objective 
of product standards is to define 
requirements for specific products in 
accordance with the principal demands 
of the trade. Product standards are 
published by the National Bureau of 
Standards of the U.S. Department 
of Commerce, as well as by private 
organizations of manufacturers, 
distributors, and users. 

professional advisor A design professional 
employed by the owner to conduct a 
design competition for the selection of 
project designer. 

professional corporation A corporation 
created expressly for the purpose of 
providing professional practice and 
related services which may have special 
requirements under the law, as opposed 
to requirements for corporations in 
general. 

professional engineer A professionally 
qualified and duly licensed individual 
that performs engineering services such 
as structural, mechanical, electrical, 
sanitary, and civil engineering. 

professional fee See fee. 

professional liability insurance Insurance 
coverage protecting against legal 
liability for damage claims sustained by 
others. Damage claims allege negligent 

acts, errors, or omissions in the 
performance of professional services. 
See also negligence. 

professional practice The conduct and 
work of a design professional in which 
services are rendered within the 
framework of recognized professional 
ethics, standards, and applicable legal 
requirements. See also environmental 
design. 

profile 1. A drawing showing a vertical 
section of ground, usually taken along 
the center line of a highway or other 
construction project. 2. A template 
used for shaping plaster. 3. A guide 
used in masonry work. 4. A British 
term for batter board. 

profit 1. Earnings from an on-going 
business after direct and project 
indirect costs of goods sold have been 
deducted from sales revenue for a given 
period (gross profit). 2. Earnings or 
income after subtracting miscellaneous 
income and expenses (patent royalties, 
interest, capital gains) and federal 
income tax from operating profit (net 
profit). 3. Earnings or income after 
all expenses (selling, administrative, 
depreciation) have been deducted from 
gross profit (operating profit). * 

profit margin Ratio of profit to either 
total cost or total revenue. Usage 
often varies depending on the type of 
company. Retail companies generally 
use the profit to revenue ratio. 
Wholesale companies and contractors 
generally use the profit to cost ratio. * 

profit sharing Provisions in special 
agreements or contracts for 
construction where the contractor, as 
an incentive to save money for the 
owner, is paid, in addition to the final 
contract sum, some percentage of any 
net savings he may achieve if he is 
able to deliver the finished project to 
the owner's satisfaction at a total cost 
below a specified limiting amount. 
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proforma A project specific projection 
of future income and expenses used 
to evaluate the project's investment 
worthiness. 

pro forma invoice An invoice sent before 
the order has been shipped in order to 
obtain payment before shipment. 

program A written statement presenting 
design objectives, constraints, and 
project criteria, including space 
requirements and relationships, 
flexibility and expandability, special 
equipment, and systems and site 
requirements. 

program manager An official in 
the program division who has 
been assigned responsibility for 
accomplishing a specific set of program 
objectives. This involves planning, 
directing and controlling one or 
more projects of a new or continuing 
nature, initiation of any acquisition 
processes necessary to get project work 
under way, monitoring of contractor 
performance and the like. 

programming phase The design stage in 
which the owner develops and provides 
full information regarding requirements 
for the project, including a program. 
See also predesign services. 

progress chart 1. A chart that shows 
various operations in a construction 
project, such as excavating and 
foundations, along with planned 
starting and finish dates in the form of 
horizontal bars. Progress is indicated by 
filling in the bars. 2. A similar chart for 
the design phase of a project. The bars 
usually identify specific drawings. 

progressive kiln A dry kiln in which 
green lumber enters one end and is 
dried progressively as it moves to the 
other end where it is removed. 

progressive scaling The progressive 
disintegration of materials, such as 
concrete, which first appears as surface 
scaling but continues in deeper layers. 

 products liability insurance

 
products liability insurance Insurancefor

liability imposed for damages caused by
an occurrencearising out of goods or
products manufactured, sold, handled,
or distributed by the insured or others
trading under the insured’s name.
Occurrence must occurafter product
has beenrelinquished to others and
away frompremises of the insured. See
also completed operations insurance.

product standard A published standard
that establishes: 1. dimensional

requirements for standard sizes and
types of various products; 2. technical
requirements for the product; and
3. methodsoftesting, grading, and
marking the product. The objective
of product standardsis to define
requirementsforspecific products in
accordance with the principal demands
of the trade. Product standards are

published by the National Bureau of
Standards of the U.S. Department
of Commerce,as well as by private
organizations of manutacturers,
distributors, and users.

professional advisor A designprofessional
employedby the ownerto conducta
design competitionfor the selection of
project designer.

professional corporation A corporation
created expressly for the purpose of
providing professional practice and
related services which may have special
requirements underthe law, as opposed
to requirementsfor corporations in
general.

professional engineer A professionally
qualified and duly licensed individual
that performs engineering services such
as structural, mechanical, electrical,
sanitary, and civil engineering.

professional fee See fee.

professionalliability insurance Insurance
coverage protecting against legal
liability for damage claims sustained by
others. Damage claimsallege negligent
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acts, errors, or omissions in the
performance of professional services.
See also negligence.

professional practice The conduct and
work ofa design professional in which
services are rendered within the

frameworkof recognized professional
ethics, standards, and applicable legal
requirements. See also environmental
design.

profile 1. A drawing showinga vertical
section of ground, usually taken along
the centerline of a highway or other
construction project. 2. A template
used for shapingplaster. 3. A guide
used in masonry work. 4. A British
term for batter board.

profit 1. Earnings from an on-going
business after direct and project
indirect costs of goods sold have been
deducted from sales revenue for a given
period (gross profit). 2. Earnings or
income after subtracting miscellaneous
income andexpenses (patent royalties,
interest, capital gains) and federal
income tax from operatingprofit (net
profit), 3. Earnings or incomeafter
all expenses(selling, administrative,
depreciation) have been deducted from
gross profit (operating profit). *

profit margin Ratio of profit to either
total cost or total revenue. Usage
often varies depending on thetype of
company. Retail companies generally
use the profit to revenue ratio.
Wholesale companies and contractors
generally use the profit to cost ratio. *

profit sharing Provisions in special
agreements or contracts for
construction where the contractor, as
an incentive to save money for the
owner, is paid, in additionto the final
contract sum, some percentage of any
net savings he may achieveifheis
able to deliver the finished project to
the owner’s satisfaction at a total cost

below a specified limiting amount.

proforma A projectspecific projection
of future income and expensesused
to evaluate the project’s investment
worthiness.

pro forma invoice Aninvoice sent before
the order has been shipped in orderto
obtain payment before shipment.

program A written statement presenting
design objectives, constraints, and
projectcriteria, including space
requirements andrelationships,
flexibility and expandability, special
equipment, and systems and site
requirements.

program manager Anofficial in
the program division who has
beenassigned responsibility for
accomplishing a specific set of program
objectives. This involves planning,
directing and controlling one or
more projects of a new or continuing
nature, initiation of any acquisition
processes necessary to get project work
under way, monitoring of contractor
performanceand thelike.

programming phase Thedesignstage in
which the owner develops and provides
full information regarding requirements
for the project, including a program.
See also predesign services.

progress chart 1. A chart that shows
various operations in a construction
project, such as excavating and
foundations, along with planned
starting and finish dates in the form of
horizontalbars. Progress is indicated by
filling in the bars. 2. A similar chart for
the design phase of a project. The bars
usually identify specific drawings.

progressive kiln A dry kiln in which
green lumber enters one end andis
dried progressively as it moves to the
otherend whereit is removed.

progressive scaling The progressive
disintegration of materials, such as
concrete, whichfirst appears as surface
scaling but continues in deeperlayers.



progress payment A scheduled partial 
payment made during the work process 
to cover costs of work completed or 
materials delivered to date. 

progress schedule A pictorial or written 
schedule (including a graph or 
diagram) that shows proposed and 
actual start and completion dates of the 
various work elements. See also critical 
path method (CPM) and PERT 
schedule. 

project The total construction 
activities, usually on one site. The 
work performed under the contract 
documents may be the whole or a part 
of the project. 

project application for payment Certified 
requests for payment from project 
contractors, requiring certification 
by the designer before submittal to 
the owner. See also application for 
payment. 

project architect The party designated 
by the principal-in- charge to manage 
a given project for a firm. See also 
project manager. 

project certificate for payment A 
statement to the owner confirming the 
amounts due individual contractors. 
Issued by the design professional where 
multiple contractors have separate 
necessary agreements with the owner. 
See also certificate for payment. 

project cost The total project cost, which 
includes the cost of construction, 
professional compensation, land, 
furnishings and equipment, financing, 
and other charges. 

project designer 1. (designer's office) The 
person assigned by the principal-in
charge to be responsible for guiding the 
overall direction of a project's design. 
2. ( consultant's office) The individual 
responsible for the design of a specific 
portion of a project, including 
mechanical, structural, electrical, civil, 
sanitary, acoustical, etc. See also project 
engineer. 

projected window A window with one or 
more sashes that swing either inward or 
outward. 

projected window 

project engineer The engineer in the 
architect's or consultant's office, 
who is responsible for the design 
and management of the engineering 
portions of a project. 

project evaluation and review technique 
(PERT) schedule A schedule that 
charts the activities and events 
anticipated in a work process. See also 
critical path method (CPM). 

project float The time that exists between 
the early finish of the last activity of 
a CPM network and the contractual 
completion date of the project. Project 
float can be internalized into the 
network and become network float. * 

projecting belt course A course of 
masonry which projects beyond the 
face of the wall to form a decorative 
shelf. 

projecting brick One of a number of 
bricks that project from a wall to form 
a pattern. 

projecting scaffold A work platform 
which is cantilevered from the face of a 
building by means of brackets. 

projecting sign A sign attached to the 
face of a building and extending 
outward. 

projector 

projection Any component member or 
part which extends out from a building 
for a relatively short distance. · 

projection 

projection booth A booth, usually at the 
rear of a room or hall, used for the 
operation of still or moving projectors 
or spotlights. 

project management 1. The utilization of 
skills and knowledge in coordinating 
the organizing, planning, scheduling, 
directing, controlling, monitoring and 
evaluating of prescribed activities to 
ensure that the stated objectives of 
a project, manufactured product, or 
service, are achieved. 2. The art and 
science of managing a project from 
inception to closure as evidenced by 
successful product delivery and 
transfer.* 

project manager The individual 
designated by the principal-in-charge 
to manage a given project. Normally 
includes administrative and technical 
responsibilities. 

project manual A bound booklet that 
contains the contract documents, 
with the exception of the drawings, 
specifically organized into bid 
requirements, contract information, 
general conditions for constructions 
and technical specifications. 

projector 1. A lighting unit which 
concentrates light within a limited 
solid angle by means of lenses 
or mirrors. 2. A line dropped 
perpendicularly from a point to a plane 
surface. 
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projector 

progress payment A scheduledpartial
payment made during the work process
to cover costs of work completed or
materials delivered to date.

progress schedule A pictorial or written
schedule (including a graph or
diagram) that shows proposed and
actual start and completiondatesof the
various work elements. See also critical

path method (CPM) and PERT
schedule.

project The total construction
activities, usually on one site. The
work performed under the contract
documents may be the whole ora part
of the project.

project application for payment Certified
requests for paymentfrom project
contractors, requiring certification
by the designerbefore submittal to
the owner. See also application for
payment.

project architect The party designated
by the principal-in- charge to manage
a given project fora firm. See also
project manager.

project certificate for payment A
statement to the ownerconfirming the
amounts due individual contractors.

Issued by the design professional where
multiple contractors have separate
necessary agreements with the owner.
See also certificate for payment.

project cost The total project cost, which
includes the cost of construction,
professional compensation,land,
furnishings and equipment, financing,
and other charges.

project designer 1. (designer's office) The
petson assignedby the principal-in-
charge to be responsible for guiding the
overall directionof a project’s design.
9. (consultant’s office) The individual
responsible for the design of a specific
portion of a project, including
mechanical, structural, electrical, civil,
sanitary, acoustical, etc. See also project
engineer.

projected window A windowwithoneor
more sashes that swing either inward or
outward. 

  
projected window 

project engineer The engineerin the
architect’s or consultant’s office,
whois responsible for the design
and managementof the engineering
portions of a project.

project evaluation and review technique
(PERT) schedule A schedule that
charts the activities and events

anticipated in a work process. See also
critical path method (CPM).

project float The time that exists between
the early finish of the last activity of
a CPM network andthe contractual

completion date of the project. Project
float can be internalized into the
network and become networkfloat. *

projecting belt course A course of
masonry which projects beyond the
face of the wall to form a decorative
shelf.

projecting brick One of a numberof
bricks that project from a wall to form
a pattern.

projecting scaffold A workplatform
whichis cantilevered from the face of a

building by meansof brackets.

\

projecting sign A sign attached to the
face of a building and extending
outward.

 
projection Any component memberor

part which extends out from a building
fora relatively short distance. 

projection

  
 

projection booth A booth,usually at the
rear of a roomorhall, used for the
operationofstill or moving projectors
or spotlights.

project management 1. The utilization of
skills and knowledge in coordinating
the organizing, planning, scheduling,
directing, controlling, monitoring and
evaluating of prescribed activities to
ensure that the stated objectives of
a project, manufactured product, or
service, are achieved. 2, The art and
science of managing a project from
inception to closure as evidenced by
successful productdelivery and
transfer. *

project manager The individual
designated by the principal-in-charge
to manage a given project. Normally
includes administrative and technical

responsibilities.

project manual A bound booklet that
contains the contract documents,
with the exception of the drawings,
specifically organized into bid
requirements, contract information,
general conditionsfor constructions
and technicalspecifications.

projector 1. A lighting unit which
concentrates light within a limited
solid angle by meansoflenses
or mirrors. 2. A line dropped
perpendicularly from a pointto a plane
surface.
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project record documents 

project record documents The 
documents, certificates, and other 
information relating to the work, 
materials, products, assemblies, 
and equipment that the contractor 
is required to accumulate during 
construction and convey to the owner 
for use prior to final payment and 
project closeout. 

project representative The architect's 
representative at the project site who 
assists in the administration of the 
construction contract. 

project site See site. 

project team A collection of professional 
entities directed and otherwise 
coordinated to perform work or services 
for a project. 

project web site An Internet site created 
for those involved in a specific 
construction project with the goal of 
increasing efficiency by improving 
access to information. Such sites 
can make a variety of information 
available-from a file of project team 
members and their e-mail addresses, 
to the project manual, field reports, 
meeting notes, and the shop 
drawing log. 

promenade tile See quarry tile. 

promissory estoppel An equitable 
doctrine that prevents subcontractors 
from withdrawing their bids prior to 
acceptance by the prime contractor, 
making a subcontractor's quote binding 
if it meets specific criteria. 

promissory note A legal instrument, 
agreement or contract made between 
a lender and a borrower by which 
the lender conveys to the borrower 
a sum or other consideration known 
as principal for which the borrower 
promises repayment of the principal 
plus interest under conditions set forth 
in the agreement. 

promoter See catalyst. 

proof stress 1. Stress applied to materials 
sufficient to produce a specified 
permanent strain. 2. A specific stress 
to which some types of tendons are 
subjected in the manufacturing process 
as a means of reducing the deformation 
of anchorage, reducing the creep of 
steel, or ensuring that the tendon is 
sufficiently strong. 

prop See post and shore. 

propeller twist Twisted grain in a red 
cedar shake that prevents it from 
lying flat and causes it to take 
the shape roughly resembling an 
airplane propeller. 

property damage insurance Insurance 
covering legal liability for claims for 
injury to or destruction of tangible 
property (including loss of use). See also 
care, custody, and control. 

property insurance Insurance that 
compensates the insured for loss of 
property (real or personal) resulting 
from direct physical damage. 
Damages include fire, lightning, 
extended coverage perils, vandalism, 
and malicious mischief, among 
other damages. See also builder's 
risk insurance, extended coverage 
insurance, measurable value, and 
special hazards insurance. 

property line A recorded boundary 
of a plot. 

property survey A professional 
examination of documents and land to 
determine specific boundaries. 

proportional control In an HVAC 
system, the controlled device ( valve or 
damper) is positioned proportionally 
in response to slight changes in the 
controlled variable ( temperature, 
pressure). 

proportional dividers An instrument 
for enlarging or reducing lengths of 
lines that consists of two pivoted bars 
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pointed at each end. The pivot is 
movable to adjust the relative lengths 
between the two pairs of points. 

proportional limit The greatest stress 
which a material is capable of 
developing without any deviation 
from proportionality of stress to strain 
(Hooke's Law). 

proportioning Selection of proportions 
of ingredients for mortar or concrete 
to make the most economical use of 
available materials to produce mortar 
or concrete of the required properties. 

proposal (contractor's) See bid. 

proposal form See bid form. 

proprietary The naming of a product 
manufacturer as in a proprietary 
specification. 

proprietary specification A specification 
that describes a product, material, 
assembly, or piece of equipment by 
trade name and/or by naming the 
manufacturer or manufacturers who 
may produce products acceptable to 
the owner or design professional. 

prorate Distribute proportionately; divide 
by ratio. 

proscription The acquisition of title to 
real property by one who openly and 
continuously is in adverse possession of 
it for a period sufficiently long that the 
statute of limitation bars the previous 
owner from reclaiming it ( usually 20 
years). 

prospectus A document that describes the 
details of an investment offering. 

protected corner Corner of a slab with 
adequate provision for load transfer, so 
that at least 20% of the load from one 
slab corner to the corner of an adjacent 
slab is transferred by mechanical means 
or aggregate interlock. 



protected metal sheeting Sheet metal 
coated with zinc, paint, and/or a 
thin coating of asphalt for corrosion 
protection. 

protected metal sheeting 

protected noncombustible construction 
Noncombustible construction in which 
bearing walls ( or bearing portions of 
walls), whether interior or exterior, 
have a minimum fire resistance rating 
of two hours and are stable under fire 
conditions. Roofs and floors, and their 
supports, have minimum fire resistance 
ratings of one hour. Stairways and 
other openings through floors are 
enclosed with partitions having 
minimum fire resistance ratings of one 
hour. 

protected opening An opening, in a rated 
wall or partition which is fitted with a 
door, window, or shutter having a fire 
resistance rating appropriate to the use 
of the wall. 

protected ordinary construction 
Construction in which roofs and floors 
and their supports have a minimum 
fire resistance rating of one hour, and 
stairways and other openings through 
floors are enclosed with partitions that 
have minimum fire resistance ratings of 
one hour. Such construction must also 
meet all the requirements of ordinary 
construction. 

protected paste volume The portion 
of hardened cement paste that is 
protected from the effects of freezing by 
proximity to an entrained air void. 

protected waste pipe A waste pipe from a 
fixture that is not directly connected to 
a drain, soil, vent, or waste pipe. 

protected wood-frame construction 
Construction in which roofs and floors 
and their supports have minimum fire 
resistance ratings of one hour, and 
stairways and other openings through 
floors are enclosed with partitions with 
minimum fire resistance ratings of one 
hour. Such construction must also meet 
all the requirements of wood frame 
construction. 

protection board Asphalt-impregnated 
boards used in roofing installations 
to protect bituminous coatings from 
damage. 

protection screen A screen woven of 
moderately heavy stainless steel wires 
and set in a steel frame, used to protect 
windows at a psychiatric unit. 

protective covenant 1. An agreement 
in writing which restricts the use of 
real property. 2. A restriction, in the 
legal document conveying title to real 
property, that restricts the use of the 
property. 

protective lighting Lighting that is 
provided to facilitate the nighttime 
policing of a property or area. 

protocol A procedure or practice 
established by long or traditional usage 
and currently accepted by a majority 
of practitioners in similar professions 
or trades. Protocol represents the 
generally accepted method of action 
or reaction that may be expected to be 
followed in a transaction. 

protractor A graduated drafting 
instrument used to lay out angles. 

proving ring A device for calibrating 
load indicators of testing machines, 
consisting of a calibrated elastic 
ring and a mechanism or device 
for indicating the magnitude of 
deformation under load. 

proximate cause The cause of an injury 
or of damages which, in natural and 
continuous sequence, unbroken by any 

p,trap 

legally recognized intervening cause, 
produces the injury, and without which 
the result would not have occurred. 
Existence of proximate cause involves 
both 1. causation in fact, i.e., that the 
wrongdoer actually produced an injury 
or damages, and 2. a public policy 
determination that the wrongdoer 
should be held responsible. 

proximity switch A sensor which is 
activated by the intrusion of objects 
into an area. 

proximo (prox) A credit term meaning 
next month. 

pry bar See pinch bar. 

psychrometer An instrument for 
measuring water vapor in the 
atmosphere, utilizing both wet- and 
dry-bulb thermometers. A wet-bulb 
thermometer is kept moistened and 
is cooled by evaporation, giving a 
slightly lower reading than the dry-bulb 
thermometer. Because evaporation 
is greater in dry air, the difference 
between the two thermometer readings 
is greater in a dry atmosphere. 

psychrometric Relating to the 
measurement of atmospheric 
conditions, particularly regarding the 
moisture mixed with air. 

psychrometric chart A chart that 
graphically represents the interrelation 
of air temperature and moisture 
content. Commonly used by building 
engineers and designers. 

p-trap P-shaped trap that provides a water 
seal in a waste or soil pipe, used mostly 
at sinks and lavatories. 

p-trap 
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protected metal sheeting Sheet metal
coated with zinc, paint, and/or a
thin coatingof asphalt for corrosion
protection. 

rotected metal sheeting

  
 

protected noncombustible construction
Noncombustible construction in which

bearing walls (or bearing portions of
walls), whetherinterior or exterior,
have a minimumfire resistance rating
of two hours and are stable underfire

conditions. Roofs andfloors, and their
supports, have minimum fire resistance
ratings of one hour. Stairways and
other openings throughfloorsare
enclosed with partitions having
minimumfire resistance ratings of one
hour.

protected opening An opening, ina rated
wall orpartition whichis fitted with a
door, window, or shutter havinga fire
resistance rating appropriate to the use
of the wall.

protected ordinary construction
Construction in which roofs and floors

and their supports have a minimum
fire resistance rating of one hour, and
stairways and other openings through
floors are enclosed with partitions that
have minimumfire resistance ratings of
one hour. Such construction must also

meetall the requirements of ordinary
construction.

protected paste volume The portion
of hardened cementpaste thatis
protected from the effects of freezing by
proximity to an entrained air void.

protected waste pipe A waste pipe froma
fixture that is not directly connected to
a drain,soil, vent, or waste pipe.

protected wood-frame construction
Construction in which roofs andfloors

and their supports have minimum fire
resistance ratings of one hour, and
stairways and other openings through
floors are enclosed with partitions with
minimumfire resistance ratings of one
hour. Such construction must also meet

all the requirements of wood frame
construction.

protection board Asphalt-impregnated
boards used in roofinginstallations
to protect bituminouscoatings from
damage.

protection screen A screen wovenof
moderately heavystainless steel wires
and set in a steel frame, used to protect
windows at a psychiatric unit.

protective covenant 1. An agreement
in writing whichrestricts the use of
real property. 2. A restriction,in the
legal document conveyingtitle to real
property, that restricts the use of the
property.

protective lighting Lighting thatis
provided to facilitate the nighttime
policing of a property orarea.

protocol A procedure orpractice
established by long ortraditional usage
and currently accepted by a majority
of practitioners in similar professions
or trades. Protocol represents the
generally accepted method ofaction
of reaction that may be expected to be
followed in a transaction.

protractor A graduated drafting
instrumentused to lay out angles.

proving ring A device forcalibrating
load indicators of testing machines,
consisting ofa calibrated elastic
ring and a mechanism ordevice
for indicating the magnitude of
deformation underload.

proximate cause The cause of an injury
or of damages which,in natural and
continuous sequence, unbroken by any

p-trap

legally recognized intervening cause,
produces the injury, and without which
the result would not have occurred.

Existence of proximate cause involves
both 1. causation in fact, i.e., that the
wrongdoeractually produced an injury
or damages, and 2. a public policy
determination that the wrongdoer
should be held responsible.

proximity switch A sensor which is
activated by the intrusion of objects
into an area.

proximo (prox) A credit term meaning
next month.

prybar See pinch bar.

psychrometer An instrument for
measuring water vapor in the
atmosphere,utilizing both wet- and
dry-bulb thermometers. A wet-bulb
thermometer is kept moistened and
is cooled by evaporation, giving a
slightly lower reading than the dry-bulb
thermometer. Because evaporation
is greaterin dry ait, the difference
between the two thermometerreadings
is greater in a dry atmosphere.

psychrometric Relating to the
measurementof atmospheric
conditions, particularly regarding the
moisture mixedwith air.

psychrometric chart A chart that
graphically represents the interrelation
of air temperature and moisture
content. Commonlyused by building
engineers and designers.

p-trap P-shaped trap that provides a water
seal in a waste orsoil pipe, used mostly
at sinks and lavatories. 

 
p-trap
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public area 

p 
public area An area that is open to the 

public. 

public garage Garage for temporary 
parking or storage of small- to medium
size motor vehicles, usually for a fee. 

public housing Low cost housing owned, 
maintained, and administered by a 
municipal or other government agency. 

public liability insurance Insurance 
covering liability for negligent 
acts causing bodily injury, disease, 
or death of persons other than 
employees of the insured. Also covers 
liability for property damage. See 
also comprehensive general liability 
insurance and contractor's liability 
insurance. 

public sewer A common sewer controlled 
completely by a public authority. 

public space 1. An area within a building 
to which the public has free access, 
such as a foyer or lobby. 2. An area 
or piece of land legally designated for 
public use. 

public system A water or sewer system 
owned and operated by a governmental 
authority or by a utility company 
that is controlled by a government 
authority. 

public utility A service for the public 
such as water, sewers, telephone, 
electricity, or gas. 

public water main A water supply pipe 
controlled by public authority. 

public way A street, alley, or other parcel 
of land open to the outside air and 
leading to a public street. A public way 
is deeded or otherwise permanently 
appropriated for public use. A 
minimum width is usually specified by 
code. 

puddle 1. To settle loose soil by flooding 
and turning it over. 2. To vibrate 
and/or work concrete to eliminate 
honeycomb. 3. Clay which has been 
worked with some water to make it 

homogeneous and increase its plasticity 
so it can be used to seal against the 
passage of water. 

puddle weld A weld used to join two 
sheets of light-gauge metal. A hole is 
burned in the upper sheet and filled 
with weld metal to fasten the two 
together. 

puddling See puddle. 

puff pipe A short vent pipe on the 
outlet side of a trap; used to prevent 
siphoning. 

pug box 1. A box, with a removable 
cover, placed in an electric raceway 
to facilitate the pulling of conductors 
through the raceway. 2. A manual 
activator for a fire alarm system. 

Puget Sound pine An archaic term for 
Douglas fir. 

pugging A layer of clay, mortar, sawdust, 
or felt used for soundproofing purposes. 

pug mill 1. A machine for mixing and 
tempering clay. 2. The part of an 
asphaltic concrete plant where the 
heated batch materials are mixed. 

pull 1. A handle used for opening a door, 
drawer, etc. 2. To loosen rock at the 
bottom of a hole by blasting. 

pull-chain operator A chain or control 
used to open or close a device such as 
a damper. 

pulldown handle A handle fixed to the 
bottom rail of the upper sash of some 
double-hung windows. 

pulley (pulley sheave) A wheel, with 
a grooved rim, that carries a rope or 
chain, and turns on a frame. 

pulley (pulley sheave) 
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pulley block A frame that contains one or 
more pulleys. 

pulley block 

pulley mortise See chase mortise. 

pulley sheave See pulley. 

pulley stile The upright in a window 
frame on which the sash pulleys are 
supported and along which the sash 
slides. 

pull hardware A handle or grip on a door 
for opening the door. 

pulling 1. The drag on a paintbrush 
caused by high paint viscosity. 2. 
Installing and connecting wires in an 
electric system. 

pulling over Smoothing a lacquer on 
wood by rubbing with a solvent-soaked 
cloth. 

pulling up The softening of a coat of paint 
as the next coat is applied. 

pull scraper A hand scraper, consisting 
of a steel blade at approximately right 
angles to the handle, that is used to 
remove old finishes or for smoothing 
wood. 

pull shovel See backhoe. 

pull switch See chain-pull switch. 

pulpboard A solid board composed of 
wood pulp. See also fiberboard. 

pulsed arc transfer An arc welding 
method that involves operating a 
power source between low and high 
current levels. The high current level, 
called a "pulse," forces an electrode 
drop to the workpiece, while the 
low current level, or "background," 

public area 

 
public area Anarea thatis open to the

public.

public garage Garage for temporaty
parking orstorage of small- to medium-
size motor vehicles, usually fora fee.

public housing Low cost housing owned,
maintained, and administered by a
municipal or other government agency.

public liability insurance Insurance
coveringliability for negligent
acts causing bodily injury, disease,
or death of persons other than
employeesof the insured. Also covers
liability for property damage. See
also comprehensivegeneralliability
insurance and contractor’s liability
insurance.

public sewer A commonsewercontrolled
completely by a public authority.

public space 1. An area within a building
to whichthe public has free access,
such as a foyerorlobby. 2. An area
or piece of land legally designated for
public use.

public system A water or sewer system
owned and operated by a governmental
authority or by a utility company
that is controlled by a government
authority.

public utility A service for the public
such as water, sewers, telephone,
electricity, or gas.

public water main A water supply pipe
controlled by public authority.

public way A street, alley, or other parcel
of land open to the outside air and
leading to a public street. A public way
is deeded or otherwise permanently
appropriated for public use. A
minimum width is usually specified by
code.

puddle 1. To settle loose soil by flooding
and turning it over. 2. To vibrate
and/or work concrete to eliminate
honeycomb.3. Clay which has been
worked with some water to makeit
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homogeneousand increase its plasticity
so it can be used to seal against the
passage of water.

puddle weld A weld usedto join two
sheets oflight-gauge metal. A hole is
burned in the upper sheet andfilled
with weld metalto fasten the two

together.

puddling See puddle.

puff pipe A short vent pipe on the
outlet side of a trap; used to prevent
siphoning.

pug box 1. A box,with a removable
cover, placed in an electric raceway
to facilitate the pulling of conductors
throughthe raceway. 2. A manual
activatorfora fire alarm system.

Puget Sound pine Anarchaic term for
Douglasfir.

puggingAlayerof clay, mortar, sawdust,
orfelt used for soundproofing purposes.

pug mill 4. A machine for mixing and
tempering clay. 2. The part of an
asphaltic concrete plant where the
heated batch materials are mixed.

pull 1. A handle used for opening a door,
drawer, etc. 2. To loosen rock at the
bottom of a hole by blasting.

pull-chain operator A chain or control
used to openorclose a device such as
a damper.

pulldown handle A handle fixed to the
bottomrail of the uppersash of some
double-hung windows.

pulley (pulley sheave) A wheel, with
a grooved rim, thatcarries a rope or
chain, and turns on a frame. 

   
 

pulley block A framethat contains oneot
more pulleys.
 

 
pulley block

  
 

pulley mortise Sce chase mortise.

pulley sheave See pulley.

pulley stile The upright in a window
frame on whichthesashpulleys are
supported and along whichthe sash
slides.

pull hardware A handle orgrip on a door
for opening the door.

pulling 1. The drag on a paintbrush
caused by high paint viscosity. 2.
Installing and connecting wires in an
electric system.

pulling over Smoothing a lacquer on
wood by rubbing with a solvent-soaked
cloth.

pulling up The softening of a coat ofpaint
as the next coatis applied.

pull scraper A handscraper, consisting
of a steel blade at approximately right
angles to the handle, that is used to
removeold finishes or for smoothing
wood.

pull shovel See backhoe.

pull switch See chain-pull switch.

pulpboard A solid board composed of
woodpulp.See also fiberboard.

pulsed arc transfer An arc welding
method thatinvolves operating a
powersource between low and high
currentlevels. The high currentlevel,
called a “pulse,” forces an electrode
drop to the workpiece, while the
low currentlevel, or “background,”



maintains the arc between pulses. 
Major benefits of the process include 
better arc characteristics and greatly 
reduced spatter and fume generation. 

pulse tube boiler A boiler using a sealed 
combustion system in which residual 
heat from the initial cycle ignites all 
subsequent air-gas mixtures, and flue 
gas condensation takes place in the 
heat exchanger. 

pulverized fuel ash See fly ash. 

pumice A highly porous lava, usually 
of relatively high silica content, 
composed largely of glass drawn into 
approximately parallel or loosely 
entwined fibers. 

pumice concrete A lightweight concrete 
in which pumice is used as the coarse 
aggregate and which has good thermal 
insulation value. 

pumice stone A solid block of pumice 
used to rub or polish surfaces. 

pumicite Naturally occurring finely 
divided pumice. 

pump A machine, operated by hand or a 
prime mover, used to compress and/or 
move a fluid. 

pumped concrete Concrete which is 
transported through hose or pipe by 
means of a pump. 

pump head The pressure differential 
produced by an operating pump. 

pumping (of pavements) The ejection 
of water, or water and solid materials, 
such as clay or silt, along transverse 
or longitudinal joints and cracks, and 
along pavement edges. Pumping is 
caused by downward slab movement 
activated by the passage of loads over 
the pavement after the accumulation 
of free water on or in the base course, 
subgrade, or subbase. 

pump jack An adjustable support used to 
raise and lower scaffolding. 

pump mix Concrete formulated for 
placement using a pump. 

punch 1. A small pointed tool which 
is struck with a hammer and used 

for centering and starting holes. 
2. A steel tool, usually cylindrical, 
with sharpened edges and used in 
a hydraulic machine to make holes 
through metal. 

puncheon 1. Roughly dressed, heavy 
timber used as flooring, or as a footing 
for a foundation. 2. Short timbers 
supporting horizontal members in a 
cofferdam. 

punching shear 1. Shear stress calculated 
by dividing the load on a column by 
the product of its perimeter and the 
thickness of the base or cap, or by the 
product of the perimeter taken at one 
half the slab thickness away from the 
column and the thickness of the base 
or cap. 2. Failure of a base when a 
heavily loaded column punches a hole 
through it. 

punch list A list of items within a 
project, prepared by the owner or 
his representative, and confirmed by 
the contractor, which remain to be 
replaced or completed in accordance 
with the requirements of the contract 
for construction at the time of 
substantial completion. 

punitive damages (exemplary damages) 
Damages are awarded by a judge to 
a plaintiff not merely to compensate 
the plaintiff for losses incurred, but 
to punish the defendant for wrongful 
conduct and to use the plight of the 
defendant as an example to potential 
wrongdoers. 

punning An obsolete term designating 
a light form of ramming. See also 
ramming ancl tamping. 

PUR insulation See polyurethane 
insulation. 

purchase and sale agreement The written 
contract for the sale of real property. 
The statute of frauds requires that a 
contract for the sale of real property 
must be in writing. 

purchase order A formal written 
authorization to a vendor to provide 
certain goods or services and to bill the 
buyer for them at the specified price. 

push bar 

The purchase order becomes a contract 
when it is accepted by the vendor. 

purchaser A person or company that 
buys or contracts to buy real property 
or other items or services .. See also 
vendor. 

purge To remove unwanted liquid, 
sediment, air or gas from a ductline, 
pipeline, container, space, or furnace. 

purge pump A compressor that removes 
noncondensibles from a refrigeration 
system. 

purge valve See air purge valve. 

purlin One of several horizontal structural 
members that support roof loads and 
transfer them to roof beams. 

purlin cleat A shaped metal fastener used 
to secure a purlin to its support. 

purlin cleat 

purlin plate A purlin, in a curb roof, 
located at the curb and supporting the 
ends of the upper rafters. 

purlin post A strut which supports a 
purlin to reduce sag. 

purlin roof A roof in which purlins are 
supported directly on walls rather than 
rafters. 

push bar A heavy bar across a glazed door, 
screen door, or horizontally pivoted 
window sash, used to open or close the 
door or window. 
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maintains the arc betweenpulses.
Major benefits of the process include
better arc characteristics and greatly
reduced spatter and fume generation.

pulse tube boiler A boiler using a sealed
combustion system in whichresidual
heat from the initial cycle ignitesall
subsequent air-gas mixtures, and flue
gas condensation takes place in the
heat exchanger.

pulverized fuel ash See fly ash.

pumice A highly porouslava, usually
ofrelatively high silica content,
composed largely of glass drawninto
approximately parallel or loosely
entwinedfibers.

pumice concreteAlightweight concrete
in which pumiceis used as the coarse
aggregate and which has good thermal
insulation value.

pumice stone A solid block of pumice
usedto rub orpolish surfaces.

pumicite Naturally occurringfinely
divided pumice.

pump A machine, operated by handora
prime mover, used to compress and/or
move a fluid.

pumped concrete Concrete whichis
transported through hose or pipe by
meansof a pump.

pump head Thepressure differential
produced by an operating pump.

pumping (of pavements) Theejection
of water, or water and solid materials,
such asclay orsilt, along transverse
or longitudinaljoints and cracks, and
along pavement edges. Pumping is
caused by downward slab movement
activated by the passage ofloads over
the pavementafter the accumulation
of free wateron orin the base course,
subgrade, or subbase.

pumpjack An adjustable support used to
raise and lowerscaffolding.

pump mix Concrete formulated for
placement using a pump.

punch 1. A small pointed tool which
is struck with a hammerand used

for centering andstarting holes.
2. A steel tool, usually cylindrical,
with sharpened edges and used in
a hydraulic machine to make holes
through metal.

puncheon 1. Roughly dressed, heavy
timber used asflooring, or as a footing
for a foundation. 2. Short timbers

supporting horizontal members in a
cofferdam.

punching shear 1. Shearstress calculated
by dividing the load on a column by
he productofits perimeter and the

thickness of the base orcap, or by the
productof the perimeter taken at one
half the slab thickness away from the
columnand the thickness of the base

or cap. 2. Failure of a base when a
heavily loaded column punches a hole
hroughit.

punch list A list of items within a
project, prepared by the owneror
his representative, and confirmed by
the contractor, which remain to be
replaced or completed in accordance
with the requirementsof the contract
for constructionat the time of

substantial completion.

 
punitive damages (exemplary damages}

Damages are awarded bya judge to
a plaintiff not merely to compensate
the plaintiff for losses incurred, but
to punish the defendantfor wrongful
conduct and to use the plightof the
defendant as an example to potential
wrongdoers.

punning An obsolete term designating
a light form of ramming. See also
ramming and tamping.

PURinsulation See polyurethane
insulation.

purchase and sale agreement The written
contractforthe sale of real property.
Thestatute of frauds requires that a
contractforthe sale of real property
mustbe in writing.

purchase order A formal written
authorization to a vendorto provide
certain goodsor services and to bill the
buyer for themat the specified price.

The purchase order becomes a contract
whenit is accepted by the vendor.

purchaser A person or company that
buys or contracts to buy real property
or other items orservices.. See also
vendor.

purge To remove unwantedliquid,
sediment,air or gas from a ductline,
pipeline, container, space, or furnace.

purge pump A compressorthat removes
noncondensibles from a refrigeration
system.

purge valve See air purge valve.

purlin Oneof several horizontal structural
members that support roof loads and
transfer them to roof beams.
 

 
purlin

  
 

purlin cleat A shaped metalfastenerused
to secure a purlintoits support.
 

 
purlin cleat

 
purlin plate A purlin, in a curb roof,

located at the curb and supporting the
ends of the upperrafters.

purlin post A strut which supports a
purlin to reduce sag.

purlin roof A roof in whichpurlinsare
supporteddirectly on walls rather than
rafters.

push bar A heavy baracross a glazed door,
screen door, or horizontally pivoted
windowsash, used to open orclose the
door or window.
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push button 

push button A device in an electric 
circuit with a button that is pressed to 
activate or disconnect the circuit. 

push drill A hand drill which is operated 
by pushing on its handle. A spiral 
ratchet rotates the bit. 

push hardware A fixed bar or plate 
operated by pushing. 

push plate A metal plate used to protect a 
door while it is pushed open. 

push point A thin piece of metal used in 
glazing to hold glass in a wooden frame. 
A bent section of the point makes it 
easy to push the point into the wood. 

push-pull rule A thin steel rule which 
coils into a case when not in use. 

push stick A tool or piece of wood used 
with a table saw to guide the wood 
being cut. 

putlog Short pieces of timber that support 
the planks of a scaffold. One end of the 
timber is supported by the scaffold, the 
other is inserted in a temporary hole 
left in the masonry. 

putlog hole The temporary hole in 
masonry that supports one end of a 
putlog. 

puttied split A split in a wood product, 
such as a panel surface, that has been 
filled with putty, usually an epoxy, then 
sanded. 

putty A dough-like mixture of pigment 
and vehicle, used to set glass in window 
frames and fill nail holes and cracks. 

putty coat Final smooth coat of plaster. 

putty knife A knife, with a broad flexible 
blade with a flat end, used to apply 
putty. 

pycnometer A vessel for determining the 
specific gravity of liquids or solids. 

pylon 1. A steel tower used to support 
electrical high-tension lines. 2. A 
movable tower for carrying lights. 

pyramidal light A skylight shaped like a 
pyramid. 

pyramidal light 

pyramid roof A roof with four slopes 
terminating at a peak. 

pyramid roof 

*Rej,rinted with the j,ermission of AACE International. CoJ,yright © 2008, by AACE International; all rights reserved. 
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pyrolyze To bring about a chemical 
change through the action of heat. 

pyrometer An apparatus for measuring 
high temperatures. 

pyrometric cone A small, slender, 
three-sided oblique pyramid made of 
ceramic or refractory material for use 
in determining the time-temperature 
effect of heating and in obtaining 
the pyrometric cone equivalent of 
refractory material. 

pyrometric cone equivalent The number 
of that cone whose tip would touch the 
supporting plaque simultaneously with 
that of a cone of the refractory material 
being investigated, when tested in 
accordance with a specified procedure 
such as ASTM C 24. 

pyrophoric Liable to ignite or burn. 

push button

 
push button A device in anelectric

circuit with a buttonthatis pressed to
activate or disconnectthecircuit.

push drill A handdrill whichis operated
by pushing onits handle. A spiral
ratchetrotates the bit.

push hardware A fixed barorplate
operated by pushing.

push plate A metalplate used to protect a
doorwhile it is pushed open.

push point A thin piece of metal used in
glazing to hold glass in a woodenframe.
A bentsection of the point makesit
easy to push the pointinto the wood.

push-pull rule A thinsteel rule which
coils into a case whennot in use.

push stick A toolor piece of woodused
with a table saw to guide the wood
eing cut.

putlog Short pieces of timber that support
the planks of a scaffold. One end of the
imber is supported by thescaffold, the

otheris inserted in a temporary hole
eft in the masonry.

putlog hole The temporary hole in
masonry that supports one endof a
putlog.

puttied split A split in a woodproduct,
such as a panelsurface, that has been
filled with putty, usually an epoxy, then
sanded.

 
putty A dough-like mixture of pigment

and vehicle, used to set glass in window
frames andfill nail holes and cracks.

*Reprinted withthe permission of AACE International. Copyright © 2008, by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.
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putty coat Final smoothcoat of plaster.

putty knife A knife, with a broad flexible
blade with a flat end, used to apply
putty.

pycnometer A vessel for determiningthe
specific gravity ofliquids orsolids.

pylon 7. A steel tower used to support
electrical high-tension lines. 2. A
movable towerfor carrying lights.

pyramidallight A skylight shapedlike a
pyramid. 

 
pyramidallight 

pyramid roof A roof with fourslopes
terminating at a peak. 
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pyramid roof

 

pyrolyze To bring about a chemical
change through the action of heat.

pyrometer Anapparatus for measuring
high temperatures.

pyrometric cone A small, slender,
three-sided oblique pyramid made of
ceramicorrefractory material for use
in determining the time-temperature
effect of heating and in obtaining
the pyrometric cone equivalent of
refractory material.

pyrometric cone equivalent The number
of that cone whosetip would touch the
supporting plaque simultaneously with
that of a cone oftherefractory material
being investigated, when tested in
accordance with a specified procedure
such as ASTM C 24.

pyrophoric Liable to ignite or burn.
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q quart 

Q quantity heat flow 

qa quality assurance 

Abbreviations 
The abbreviations listed below are commonly 
used in the construction industry. 

QA/QC quality assurance/quality control 

qc quality control 

QC quick coupling 

qda quantity discount agreement 

QF quick firing 

qr quarter 

QR quarter-round 

Qrtz quartz 

qs quartersawn 

qt quart 

QTR quarry-tile roof; on drawings, 
quarter 

qty quantity 

quad quadrant 

QUAD quadrangle 

QUAL quality 

QUAN quantity 

quar quarterly 
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Abbreviations  The abbreviationslisted below are commonly
used in the construction industry.

q quart

Q quantity heat flow

ga quality assurance

QA/QC quality assurance/quality control

ge quality control

QC quick coupling

qda quantity discount agreement

QF quickfiring

qr quarter

QR quarter-round

Qrtz quartz

qs quartersawn

qt quart

QTR quarry-tile roof; on drawings,
quarter

qty quantity

quad quadrant

QUAD quadrangle

QUAL quality

QUAN quantity

quar quarterly
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Definitions 

quadrangle (quad) An open rectangular 
courtyard surrounded on all sides by 
buildings. 

quadrant 1. One quarter of the 
circumference of a circle; an arc of 90°. 
2. An angle-measuring instrument. 
3. See Dutch door bolt. 

quadripartite An assembly involving 
four parts; usually describing groined 
vaulting. 

quad-tube lamp A compact fluorescent 
lamp with a double twin tube 
configuration. 

quaking concrete A method of vibrating 
mass concrete. 

qualifications and assumptions 
Items that are not completely defined 
in the project documents for which the 
estimator is required to use judgment in 
developing the estimate. * 

qualification submittals Data pertaining 
to a bidder's qualifications that must 
be submitted as set forth in the 
instructions to bidders. * 

qualitative analysis The analysis of a 
sample (solid, liquid, or gas) to identify 
its components. 

quality 1. Characteristics of a product, 
material, or installation/workmanship 
that may determine its durability, 
longevity, appearance, safety, efficiency, 
and/or other attributes. 2. A grade of 
Idaho white pine equivalent to D select 
in other species. 

quality acceptance criteria 
Specified limits placed on 
characteristics of a product, process, or 
service defined by codes, standards, or 
other requirement documents. * 

quality appraisal Quality activities 
employed to determine whether a 
product, process, or service conforms 
to established requirements, including: 
design review, specification review, 
other documentation review, 
constructability review, materials 
inspection/tests, personnel testing, 

quality status documentation, and post 
project reviews. * 

quality assurance A system of procedures 
for selecting the levels of quality 
required for a project or portion thereof 
in order to perform the functions 
intended, and for assuring that these 
levels are obtained. 

quality audit A formal, independent 
examination with intent to verify 
conformance with the acceptance 
criteria. An audit does not include 
surveillance or inspection for the 
purpose of process control or product 
acceptance. * 

quality conformance 
Quality management activities 
associated with appraisal, training, 
and prevention adapted to achieve 
zero deviations from the established 
requirements. * 

quality control A system of procedures 
and standards by which a constructor, 
product manufacturer, materials 
processor, or the like, monitor the 
properties of the finished work. 

quality corrective action 
Measures taken to rectify conditions 
adverse to quality and, where 
necessary, to preclude repetition. 
Corrective action includes rework and 
remedial action for nonconformance 
deviations.* 

quality management Concerns the 
optimization of the quality activities 
involved in producing a quality 
product, process, or service. As such, 
it includes appraisal, training, and 
prevention activities. * 

quality performance tracking system 
A management tool providing data 
for the quantitative analysis of certain 
quality-related aspects of projects by 
systematically collecting and classifying 
costs of quality. * 

quantification In estimating an activity to 
translate project scope information into 
resource quantities suitable for costing. 

*Reprinted with the pe,mission of MCE International. Copyright© by MCE International; all rights reserved. 

In the engineering and construction 
industry, a takeoff is a specific type of 
quantification that is a measurement 
and listing of quantities of materials 
from drawings. * 

quantitative analysis The analysis of 
a sample (solid, liquid, or gas) to 
determine the proportions of its various 
components. 

quantities Measured amounts of 
construction items expressed in their 
customary units. 

quantity overrun/underrun 
The difference between estimated 
quantities and the actual quantities in 
the completed work. 

quantity survey A detailed analysis of 
material and equipment required to 
construct a project. 

quantity takeoff See takeoff. 

quantum meruit A method of calculating 
damages that allows the claimant to 
recover the reasonable value of goods 
and services provided rather than the 
contract price. 

quarrel A small diamond or square
shaped tile or piece of glass, often set 
diagonally. 

quarry An open excavation in the surface 
of the earth for mining stone. 

quarry-faced Freshly-split ashlar squared 
off at the joints only, used for facing a 
masonty wall. 

quarry-faced 
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 Definitions quarry-faced  

 
quadrangle (quad) An open rectangular

courtyard surrounded onall sides by
buildings.

quadrant 1. One quarter of the
circumference ofa circle; an arc of 90°.
2, An angle-measuring instrument.
3. See Dutch doorbolt.

quadripartite An assembly involving
four parts; usually describing groined
vaulting.

quad-tube lamp A compactfluorescent
lamp with a double twin tube
configuration.

quaking concrete A methodof vibrating
mass concrete.

qualifications and assumptions
Items that are not completely defined
in the project documentsfor which the
estimatoris required to use judgment in
developing the estimate. *

qualification submittals Data pertaining
to a bidder's qualifications that must
be submitted as set forth in the
instructions to bidders. *

qualitative analysis The analysis of a
sample (solid, liquid, or gas) to identify
its components.

quality 1. Characteristics of a product,
material, or installation/workmanship
that may determineits durability,
longevity, appearance, safety,efficiency,
and/orotherattributes. 2. A grade of
Idaho white pine equivalent to D select
in otherspecies.

quality acceptance criteria
Specified limits placed on
characteristics of a product, process, or
service defined by codes, standards, or
other requirement documents. *

 
quality appraisal Quality activities

employed to determine whether a
product,process, or service conforms
to established requirements, including:
design review,specification review,
other documentation review,
constructability review, materials
inspection/tests, personneltesting,

quality status documentation, and post
project reviews. *

quality assurance A system of procedures
for selecting the levels of quality
required for a project or portion thereof
in order to perform the functions
intended,andfor assuring that these
levels are obtained.

quality audit A formal, independent
examinationwith intentto verify
conformance with the acceptance
criteria. An audit does not include

surveillance or inspection for the
purpose of process control or product
acceptance. *

quality conformance
Quality managementactivities
associated with appraisal, training,
and preventionadaptedto achieve
zero deviations from the established

requirements. *

quality control A system of procedures
and standards by which a constructor,
product manufacturer, materials
processor, or the like, monitorthe
properties of the finished work.

quality corrective action
Measurestaken to rectify conditions
adverse to quality and, where
necessary, to preclude repetition.
Corrective action includes rework and
remedial action for nonconformance
deviations.*

quality management Concernsthe
optimization of the quality activities
involved in producing a quality
product, process,or service. As such,
it includes appraisal, training, and
prevention activities. *

quality performance tracking system
A managementtoolproviding data
for the quantitative analysis of certain
quality-related aspects of projects by
systematically collecting and classifying
costs of quality. *

quantification In estimating an activity to
translate project scope information into
resource quantities suitable for costing.

*Reprinted with the permission of AACE International. Copyright © by AACEInternational;all rights reserved.

In the engineering and construction
industry, a takeoff is a specific type of
quantification that is a measurement
and listing of quantities of materials
from drawings. *

quantitative analysis The analysis of
a sample(solid, liquid, or gas) to
determine the proportionsofits various
components.

quantities Measured amounts of
construction items expressed in their
customary units.

quantity overrun/underrun
The difference between estimated

quantities and the actual quantities in
the completed work.

quantity survey A detailed analysis of
material and equipment required to
construct a project.

quantity takeoff See takeoff.

quantum meruit A method ofcalculating
damages that allows the claimant to
recoverthe reasonable value of goods
and services provided rather than the
contract price.

quarrel A small diamond or square-
shapedtile or piece ofglass, often set
diagonally.

quarry An open excavation in the surface
of the earth for mining stone.

quarry-faced Freshly-split ashlar squared
off at the joints only, used for facing a
masonrywall. 

 
quarry-faced
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quarry run 

quarry run Indiscriminate building stone 
as it comes from the pit without regard 
to color or structure. 

quarry sap (quarry water) Groundwater 
contained in stone that has just been 
quarried. 

quarrystone bond In masonry, a term 
applied to the manner in which stone 
is arranged in rubblework. 

quarry (promenade) tile 1. Machine
made, unglazed tile. 2. Clay tile used 
for flooring or walls. 

quart A liquid measure containing one
fourth of a gallon. 

quarter bend A 90° bend, as in piping. 

quarter bend 

quarter closer (quarter closure) A brick 
cut to 1/4 of its normal length; used 
either as a spacer, or to complete a 
course. 

quarter-cut See quartersawn. 

quartered See quartersawn. 

quartered lumber Lumber that has been 
quartersawn approximately radially 
from the log. 

quartered veneer Veneer that has been 
sliced in a radial direction, at right 
angles to the growth rings. The term 
quartered comes from the use of blocks 
that have been cut into quarters before 
slicing. Quarter slicing brings out the 
presence of medullary rays; quarter
sliced veneer appears striped. 

Quarterfoil An architectural 
ornamentation with four elements. 
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quarter hollow A concave molding 
formed by a 90° arc; the opposite of a 
quarter round. 

quartering 1. A method of obtaining a 
representative sample by dividing a 
circular pile of a large sample into four 
equal parts and discarding opposite 
quarters successively until the desired 
size of sample is obtained. 2. Process of 
using small timbers as studs in a framed 
partition. 3. Quarter sawing. 

quarterpace landing Platform between 
flights of stairs turning at a 90° angle. 

quarter round A type of molding used as 
a base shoe, presenting the profile of a 
quarter circle. 

quartersawn (rift-sawn) Lumber sawn so 
that the annual rings form angles from 
45° to 90° with the surface of the piece. 

quarter-turn Descriptive of a stair that 
turns 90° as it progresses from top to 

bottom. 

quarter-turn 

quartz glass (silica glass) Glass consisting 
of pure, or nearly pure, amorphous 
silica. Of all glass, quartz glass has the 
highest heat resistance and ultraviolet 
transmittance. 

quartz-idiode lamp Obsolete term for a 
tungsten-halogen lamp. 

quartzite A sandstone composition 
consisting primarily of quartz and a 
siliceous cement. 

Quebec pine Pinus resinosa. Red pine. 

Quebec spruce Picea alba., P. glauca. 
White spruce. 

Queen Anne arch The arch over a 
Palladian window with the middle 
curved over the higher central section, 
and flat above the lower side openings. 

Queen Anne style 1. An architectural 
style common in Britain in the early 
1700s that utilized brick exteriors, 
carved relief ornamentation, and often 
stone parapets. 2. The earlier style 
was reinterpreted in more exuberant 
fashion in the late 1800s in North 
America and Britain. Exteriors often 
incorporated turrets, dormers, hip and 
gable roofs, bay windows, and extensive 
decorative moldings or carvings. Wood, 
stone, or stucco was also used. 

Queen Anne window A window with 
small lights or panes arranged in 
various patterns. Usually found on the 
top sash only. 

queen bolt See queen rod. 

queen closer A half brick of normal 
thickness, but half-normal width. Used 
in a course of brick masonry to prevent 
vertical joints from falling above one 
another. 

queen closer 
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queen post One of the two vertical 
members in a queen-post truss. 

queen-post truss (queen truss) A pitched 
roof support using two vertical tie posts 
connected between the tie beam and 
the rafters. 

queen rod (queen bolt) A metal rod used 
as a queen post. 

quarry run 

 
quarry run Indiscriminate building stone

as it comes fromthepit without regard
to colororstructure.

quarry sap (quarry water) Groundwater
contained in stone that has just been
quarried.

quarrystone bond In masonry, a term
applied to the mannerin which stone
is arranged in rubblework.

quarry (promenade) tile 1. Machine-
made, unglazedtile. 2. Clay tile used
for flooring orwalls.

quart A liquid measure containing one-
fourthof a gallon.

quarter bend A 90° bend,as in piping. 

 
quarter bend

  
quarter closer (quarter closure) A brick

cut to 1/4 of its normal length; used
either as a spacer, or to complete a
course.

quarter-cut See quartersawn.

quartered See quartersawn.

quartered lumber Lumber that has been
quartersawn approximatelyradially
from thelog.

quartered veneer Veneerthat has been
sliced in a radial direction,at right
angles to the growth rings. The term
quartered comes from theuse of blocks
that have beencut into quarters before
slicing. Quarterslicing brings out the
presence of medullary rays; quarter-
sliced veneer appearsstriped.

Quarterfoil An architectural
ornamentation with four elements.
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quarter hollow A concave molding
formed by a 90° arc; the opposite of a
quarter round.

quartering 1. A method of obtaining a
representative sample by dividing a
circularpile of a large sample into four
equal parts and discarding opposite
quarters successively until the desired
size of sample is obtained. 2. Process of
using small timbers as studs in a framed
partition. 3, Quartersawing.

quarterpace landing Platform between
flights of stairs turning at a 90° angle.

quarter round A type of moldingused as
a base shoe, presenting the profile of a
quartercircle.

quartersawn(rift-sawn) Lumbersawnso
that the annualrings form angles from
45° to 90° withthe surface ofthe piece.

quarter-turn Descriptive ofa stair that
turns 90° as it progresses from top to
bottom. 

   
quarter-turn 

quartz glass (silica glass) Glass consisting
of pure, or nearly pure, amorphous
silica. Of all glass, quartz glass has the
highest heatresistance and ultraviolet
transmittance.

quartz-idiode lamp Obsolete termfor a
tungsten-halogen lamp.

quartzite A sandstone composition
consisting primarily of quartz and a
siliceous cement.

Quebec pine Pinus resinosa. Redpine.

Quebec spruce Picea alba., P. glauca.
White spruce.

Queen Anne arch The arch over a
Palladian windowwith the middle

curved overthe higher central section,
and flat above the lowerside openings.

Queen Annestyle 1. An architectural
style commoninBritain in the early
1700s that utilized brick exteriors,
carvedrelief ornamentation, and often
stone parapets. 2. Theearlierstyle
was reinterpreted in more exuberant
fashion in the late 1800s in North
America and Britain. Exteriors often.

incorporated turrets, dormers, hip and
gable roofs, bay windows, and extensive
decorative moldings or carvings. Wood,
stone, or stucco wasalso used.

Queen Anne window A windowwith
small lights or panes arranged in
various patterns. Usually found on the
top sash only.

queen bolt See queen rod.

queen closer A half brick of normal
thickness, but half-normal width. Used
in.a course of brick masonry to prevent
vertical joints from falling above one
another. 

 

   
queen closer

  
 

queen post Oneof the twovertical
members in a queen-posttruss.

queen-post truss (queen truss) A pitched
roof support using two vertical tie posts
connected between the tie beam and
the rafters.

queen rod (queen bolt) A metal rod used
as a queen post.



quenching Immersing hot, solid items 
in a cool liquid. Used as a means of 
tempering metals. 

quetta bond Vertical voids in brickwork 
where reinforcing rods are installed. 
The voids are then filled with mortar. 

quick assets The amount of immediate 
cash available to pay current debt and 
an informal measure of a business' 
liquidity. When the ratio of cash on 
hand to current debt is 1.0 or greater, 
the company is considered liquid. 

quick condition Soil that is weakened 
by the upward flow of water. Minute 
channels are created that significantly 
reduce the bearing capacity of the soil. 

quick-leveling head A ball and socket 
attachment under the head of a 
surveyor's level or transit. 

quicklime Calcium oxide (CaO). See also 
lime. 

quick-load test Compression testing of 
piles that applies loads of increasing 
weight for brief time periods. 

quick response sprinkler A sprinkler that 
is sensitive to high temperatures and 
reacts quickly to a fire, helping to limit 
smoke damage by arresting the fire at 
an earlier stage. 

quicksand Fine sand in a quick condition, 
having virtually no bearing capacity. 

quick set See flash set and false set. 

quick test A test performed on a cohesive 
soil to measure shear before the sample 
has drained. 

quilt insulation A thermal barrier with 
paper faces that are stitched or woven. 

quirk 1. A narrow groove or bead located 
at or near the intersection of two 
surfaces or next to a molding, so as to 
reduce the possibility of uncontrolled 
cracking. 2. Acute angle between 
adjoining pieces of molding. 3. Thin 
groove on the bottom of a drip cap to 
keep water away from the joint. 

quirk molding 1. Trim piece with a 
narrow groove. 2. Trim with both 
inward and outward curves. 

quitclaim deed A document that transfers 
the seller's interest in property to 
another party. 

quoin (coign, coin) 1. A right-angle 
stone in the corner of a masonry wall to 
strengthen and tie the corner together. 
2. Keystone in an arch. 

quoin 

quoin bonding In masonry, the 
interlocking of stones in the corner of 
a wall with staggered stretchers and 
headers. 

Quonset hut A prefabricated building 
with a semicircular cross section, 
usually built with corrugated steel and 
thermal insulation. 

quotation A price for materials or 
services provided by a contractor, 
subcontractor, supplier, or vendor. 

quote To make an offer at a guaranteed 
price. 

QUV A method of testing, using high
intensity ultraviolet light, moisture, 
and heat to simulate weathering, to 
determine a coating's rate of aging and 
color fading. 

QUV 
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quenching Immersing hot,solid items
in a cool liquid. Used as a means of
tempering metals.

quetta bond Vertical voids in brickwork
where reinforcingrods are installed.
The voids are thenfilled with mortar.

quick assets The amountof immediate
cash available to pay current debt and
an informal measure of a business’

liquidity. Whenthe ratio of cash on
hand to current debt is 1.0 or greater,
the companyis considered liquid.

quick condition Soil that is weakened
by the upward flow of water. Minute
channels are created that significantly
reduce the bearing capacity of the soil.

quick-leveling head A ball andsocket
attachmentunderthe head of a

surveyor'’slevel ortransit.

quicklime Calciumoxide (CaO). See also
lime.

quick-load test Compression testing of
piles that applies loads of increasing
weightforbrief time periods.

quick response sprinkler A sprinkler that
is sensitive to high temperatures and
reacts quickly to a fire, helping to limit
smoke damage byarresting thefire at
anearlierstage.

quicksand Fine sand in a quick condition,
having virtually no bearing capacity.

quick set Seeflash set and false set.

quick test A test performed on a cohesive
soil to measure shear before the sample
has drained.

quilt insulation A thermalbarrier with
paperfaces thatare stitched or woven.

quirk 1. A narrow groove or bead located
at or nearthe intersection of two

surfaces or next to a molding, so as to
reduce the possibility of uncontrolled
cracking. 2. Acute angle between
adjoining pieces of molding. 3. Thin
groove on the bottom ofa drip cap to
keep water away from thejoint.

quirk molding 1. Trim piece with a
narrowgroove. 2. Trim with both
inward and outward curves.

quitclaim deed A documentthattransfers
the seller’s interest in property to
anotherparty.

quoin (coign, coin) 1. A right-angle
stone in the cornerof a masonrywall to
strengthen andtie the cornertogether,
9, Keystone in anarch.

   
quoin bonding In masonry, the

interlocking of stones in the cornerof
a wall with staggered stretchers and
headers.

Quonset hut A prefabricated building
with a semicircularcross section,
usually built with corrugated steel and
thermalinsulation.

quotation A price for materials or
services provided by a contractor,
subcontractor, supplier, or vendor.

quote To make anoffer at a guaranteed
price.

QUV A method oftesting, using high-
intensity ultraviolet light, moisture,
and heat to simulate weathering, to
determine a coating’s rate of aging and
color fading.
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